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Preface 

System generation is the process by which an operating system is created or 
modified. The system that is being created or modified is tailored to the 
machine configuration and data processing requirements of an installation by 
the specifications you provide to the system generation program. 

This publication provides you with the information necessary to: 

• Prepare for the system generation process. 

• Execute the system generation process. 

• Test the results of the system generation. 

The information in this manual is provided in the following sections: 

"Introduction" describes the four types of generation that you can specify 
a complete generation, a nucleus generation, an I/O device generation, and a 
processor/library generation. 

"Preparation for System Generation" describes the preparatory steps necessary 
for a system generation and provides examples to illustrate the coding required 
for each step; provides the requirements for the generating system and the 
steps necessary to prepare the system; includes considerations for using an 
I~T or }lVT system as the generating system; describes the procedure for adding 
user-written functions to the new SYS1.NUCLEUS, SYS1.SVCLIB, and SYS1.LINKLIB; 
the requirements and detailed operating procedures for the starter operating 
system package; and provides the requirements for the new or modified system 
and the steps required to initialize, allocate space on, and catalog any new 
direct-access volumes that will be used. 

"'l'he Job Stream" provides a diagram and brief description of the job stream 
that is the result from Stage I of the system generation program. 

"Op~rating Considerations" briefly describes various situations that will 
probably be encountered by the console operator during the execution of the 
system generation program. 

"Restart Procedures" describes the restart procedures that may be required 
during Stage I or Stage II of the system generation program and provides 
instructions and coding examples for recovering. 

"Testing the New System" provides the operating procedures for the sample 
programs that are included in the starter operating system package. 

"Examples" provides four examples, each of which illustrates the generation 
of a particular type of control program as well as showing how to do various 
types of generation; illustrates data set allocation and the coding required 
for the entire system generation process. 

"Program Options Descriptions" provides a brief summary of each operating 
system option available. 

"Data Sets" contains 'the detailed information about the required and optional 
data sets for the generating operating system and the new or modified operating 
system. 

"System Generation r'lacro Instructions" provides detailed coding information 
for each system generation macro instruction followed by a table showing any 
cross-reference relationship between various macro instructions, and provides 
guidelines for carrying out the various types of system generation. 
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"Appendixes" provides the following: 

A list of device type names provided on every operating system. 

• The additional preparation required if more than 96 I/O devices are to be 
specified during system generation. 

• The distribution methods are discussed. 

• The messages produced during system generation. 
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Summary of Amendments for Release 21.8 

New Programming Support 

System Modification Program (SMP) is supported with this release. For more 
information on SMP see OS System Modification Program (SMP), GC28-6791. 

Power Warning Feature (PWF) is supported with this release. For more 
information on PWF see Power Warning Feature ICR Guide, GC28-6792. 
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Summary of Amendments for Release 21.7 

NEW PROGRAMMING FEATURES 

S/370, MODEL 158 

Support for the S/370 Model 158 is described in the CENPROCS macro, the CTRLPROG 
macro, the EMULATOR macro, and the SECMODS macro instructions. 

S/370, MODEL 168 

Support for the S/370 Model 168 is described in the CENPROCS macro, the CTRLPROG 
macro, the EMULATQR macro and the SECMODS macro instructions. 

3158 CONSOLE AND 3213 CONSOLE PRINTER 

Support for these devices is described in the IODEVICE macro and in the SECONSLE 
macro instructions. 

3705 COMMUNICATIONS CONTROLLER 

Support for this device is described in the IODEVICE macro instruction. 

SPECIFICATION CHANGES 

• STORAGE= , PARAMETER 

The 'STORAGE=' parameter in the CENPROCS macro instruction ie no longer required. 
(If specified, it will be ignored.) The SIZE-storage parameter in the SECMODS 

macro is no longer required. 
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Summary of Amendments for Release 21 

NE~v PROGRA!1MING FEATURES 

3420/3803 .t-1AGNETIC TAPE SUBSYSTEl-1 .fu~D 3410 TAPE SUBSYSTEM 

The 3420/3803 magnetic tape subsystem and 3410 tape subsystem are specifil~d 
by use of the IODEVICE macro and the IOCONTRL rnacro. The devices, their 
features, and' use are described in "IODEVICE," "IOCONTRL," "SORTHERG," "Dynamic 
Device Reconfiguration (DDR) ," "SYS1.DUMP," and "Appendix A: Device Types." 

3505 CARD READER AND 3525 CARD PUNCH WITH READ AND PRINT FEATURE 

The 3505 is a card reader and the 3525 is a card punch with a read and punch 
feature. They are specified in the IODEVICE macro and illustrated in a maximum 
system configuration for the starter system in Figure 20. Their use is 
explained in Fi-gure 20 "Minimum I/O Requirements," Figure 22 "Device Types," 
Figure 23 "Group Names Supporting IBM-Supplied Catalog Procedures" and Figures 
84 and 86 (unit addresses that can be specjfied in CONSOLE and ALTeONS 
parameters of ·the SCHEDULR and SECONSLF. macros). The 3505/3525 devices are 
also described in "Appendix A: Device Types." 

2596 CARD READ PUNCH 

The 2596 is functionally equivalent to the 1442 N1 card read punch. The method 
for specifying it is described in the IODEVICE mdcro. The device is described 
in "Appendix E: Functionally Equivalent I/O Devices." 

S/370, HODEL 135 

Suppo::t for the S/370 Model 135 is described in the EMULATOR macro, the CTRLPRG 
macro and Figures 84 and 86 (unit address specified for CONSOLE Cl.nd ALTCONS 
parameters of the SCHEDULR and SECONSLE macros). The machine check handler 
support for the S/370, Model 135 is described in "SYS1.SVCLIB." Channel check 
handler support for S/370, Model 135 is described in "Channel Check Handler 
(CCH) " and the SUPRVSOR macro. S/370 Nodel 135 feat.ures and storage size are 
specified in the CENPROCS macro. SER cl.efaults for the Model 135 are listed 
in Figure 87. 

S/370, MODEL 195 

The S/370, Model 195 is shown in Figure 20. "Maximum System Configuration for 
the Starter Operating System". It is specified in the CENPROC macro and it 
supports the channel-check handler option (see "Channel-Check Handler"). 

ROE (Reliability Data Extractor) 

RDE is a new option specified and described in the SUPRVSOR macro. 
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STATUS DISPLAYS 

The SECONSLE and SCHEDULR macros specify status displays for displays consoles. 
New parameters specifying size of t.he status displays, the mc-dules that support 
them, featul-es, and :r-estr.:ictions are given in these macros. The Multiple 
Console Support option describes the requirements for status displays. A new 
data set, "SYS1.DCMLIB," description has been added for the display cont.rel 
module group and a new macro description, "DCI:1J.JIB," has been added to explain 
how to specify the inclusion of the SYS1.DCMLIB data set into the system. 

GENERALIZED TRACE FACILITY (GTF) 

Figure 76 shows from which generating system data sets GTF modules are taken 
and into which new :~ystem data sets the GTF modules are placed. The GTF 
requirements and restrictions are described in "Trace Option," "Timing Options," 
and the PARTITNS macro. 

SPECIFICATION CHANGES 

SERVICE AIDS 

Service aids in Figure 76, "Components and Generating System Da-ta Sets," and 
in the C'I'PLPROG and IvlACLIB macro has been changed from an option to a 
requirement. 

EXISTING OPERATING SYSTEM 

The Release 21 level of linkage editor, IEHIOSUP, and IFCDIPOO must be used 
when a prerelease-21-level operating system is to be used to generate a new 
system. See "System Generaticn Using an Existing Operating System." 

SORTMERG SIZE PARAMETER 

The values for S in the SIZE parameter formula have been changed and the 
description expanded. 

RESIDENT BS~l MODULES 

RESIDNT=ACSLvlETH in the SUPRVSOR Macrc: B$Ar'1 modules must be resident to provide 
dumps of main storage during abnormal termination and for the system mana.gement 
facilities in MFT. Descriptions for making these modules resident have been 
added to this subparameter description. Another requirerflent descript.ion for 
specifying RESIDNT=ACSI'4ETH has also been added. 
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OPTIONS=LOG in the SCHEDULR macro: A description of the BSA.\1 mcdule.s t.hat must 
be resident \'lhen this subparameter is specified in an I1FT systetn has ~::>een 
ddded. 

ACCTRTN=SMF ir. the SCHEDULR Macro: A description of the BSAM modules that must 
be resicient wher:. this subparameter is spec.;ifiec1 and system management facili tit1s 
is a data set on a direct-access device or a recording on tape has been added. 

2803 1..ND 2804 

1,. feature for the 2813 r40del 3, described in Figure 80 "KI?vword ValuE~s for 
IOCONTRL Macro Instruction", has been changed. The 2804 Model 3 description 
in this figure has also been changed. 

ACSMETH= IN THE DATF..MGT 14ACRO 

The requirement for this subparamei:er has been deleted. 

ALTERNATE PATH RETRY (APR), DYNAMIC DEVICE RECONFIGURATION (DDR), A.~D CH1I.Ni,nZr. 
CHECK HANDLER (CCH) OPTIONS 

A description about the VARY PATH function (~f alternate path retry has bl9E:~n 
added to the option description, a description of an op€!rc.t~or requirement for 
permanent I/O error detected by the DDR routines has been added to the DDH. 
option description, and a note about a restrict:icn if neither APR, DDR, ncr 
CCH is chosen has been added to the APR and DDR option description. 

SYS 1 • LOGREe 

A description about reallocating this data with IFCDIPOO has b~en added to 
this data set descripticn. 

2250, 2305, or 3330 

Specification descriptions and restrictions for the 2250, 2305, or 3330 have 
been added to the IODEVICE macro description. 

3270 Display System 

Specification descriptions for the 3270 display system has been added to the 
IODEVICE macro and IOCONTROL macro descriptions. 
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I>1ISCELJ.,],-,NEOUS TECHNICAJ-J CHANGES 

N65.HP: Information in this publication fer TSO with the ~.1odel 65 
l1ultiprocessing (r.165IvlP) configurations is for planning purposl~s only until 
that item is supported. 

SYS 1 • DUr1P: The DO statement in this da.ta set description as to when the DD 
statement is used and what happens if SYS1.DUMP is not allocated but is 
cataloged has been changed. 

SYS1.MODGEN: SYS1.MODGEN in the starter operating system has been expa.nded 
into SYS 1 .I>10DGEN and SYS 1 • MODGEN2. 

DASDI, DUMPREST, AND RECOVREl?: The description for specifying DASDI, DU~1PREST, 
and RECOVREP in a PUNCH statement in "Testing the New System" has been expar..ded. 

Expiration Da-ce with CSECT Identification Records: In "Input Deck for 
Initialization," an explanation about the h~gh value of the expiration date 
when the CSECT icentification record data is listed for programs link-edited 
during system generation has been added. 

COBOL F: AI:_ information pertaining to COBOL F has b(~en deleted. 

PCP: All information pertaining to PCP has been deleted. 

EDI,}' Macro: The TSO EDIT macro has been rewritten and expanded. 

MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATION CHANGES 

SRL References: The titles of the books referenced in this manual have been 
changed. 
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Introduction 

The Operating System is composed of modules that can be united in a variety 
of combinations to meet the given requirements of a particular installation. 
You select the programming options that meet your data processing requirements 
and that conform to the processing, storage, and input/output facilities of 
your machine configuration. System generation is the process of interpreting 
your selection and combining the operating system modules into the system data 
sets that form your installation's new operating system. 

The new operating system is composed of the standard features incorporated 
in every operating system, those optional features selected from the distributed 
modules, and any additional features you provide. System generation also 
provides facilities for adding other features to the operating system after 
it has been generated. 

The system generation process and the types of system generation are discussed 
in the following sections. 

The System Generation Process 

System generation is a process that generates an operating system adapted to 
both the machine configuration and the data processing requirements of an 
installation. You specify the desired operating system through system 
generation macro instructions. During the system generation process, several 
operating system programs are used to build a new operating system according 
to the specifications in the macro instructions. These programs are executed 
under the control of an existing operating system (also called ~enerating 
operating system or simply generating system throughout this pu lication). 

An operating system is generated in two stages (see Figure 1). During Stage 
I, the macro instructions that describe the installation's machine configuration 
and the programming options desired are analyzed and used t9 generate a job 
stream. In Stage II, this job stream is processed to generate the libraries 
of modules that form the new operating system. These libraries contain modules 
supplied by IBM and, optionally, modules that you supply. 

STAGE I: PRODUCING THE JOB STREAM 

Stage I consists of two phases. During the first phase, all the macro 
instructions are analyzed for errors. Error messages are written for each 
error found. If errors are not found in any of the macro instructions, a job 
stream is produced during the second phase. If errors are found, however, 
the second phase is bypassed and the job stream is not produced. 

SrAGE II: PROCESSING THE JOB STREAM 

During Stage II, the job streaa is processed by the assembler, by the linkage 
editor, and by. utilities. The following functions are performed: 

• Selected modules are assembled. 
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• The linkage editor co~~ines the modules selected for inclusion in the 
resident portion of the control program (nucleus). 

• The linkage editor processes those selected modules to construct mcmhers 
of the ne~t.7 operating system libraries. 

• utility prograMs complete the construction and initialization of t1:1e 
libraries sel~cted for the new operating system. 

The generated operating system is then ready for use. 

TYPES OF GEUERATIOtJ 

During each syste~ generation process, you can specify one of four types of 
generation: 

• Complete operating system generation 

• I1ucleus generation 

• Processor/library generation 

• I/O device generation 

In the first type, you specify the generation of an operating system consisting 
of either a control program only, or a control program, language processors, 
and their associated libraries. The control program specified can be 
multiprogramming with a fixed number of tasks (HPT), multiprogramming '( .. lith a 
variable number of tasks (r1VT), or a version of HVT that controls 
multiprocessing and uses t'VIO model 65s (r-,165HP). primary data management 
routines and system utili ties are all-lays provided ,.,i th this type of generation. 
These standard features and the optional features specified are adapted to the 
installation's machine configuration during the generation process • 

. A complete operating system generation should always be performed whenever 
changes are to be made to the system generation options for the control program 
or when, in some cases, the installation's machine configuration is to be 
modified. A complete operating system generation may not be needed if only 
changes to the nucleus of the control program are to be made. In this case, 
a new nucleus can be added to the operating system through a nucleus generation. 
A complete operating system generation may not be needed if only processor(s) 
are to be added to the system. A processor/library generation will accomplish 
this. A complete operating system may not be needed if the installation's 
machine configuration is to be modified. The reconfiguration can be done by 
an I/O device generation. 

In a nuc.leus generation, the user specifies that a nucleus is to be added to 
the operating system. The new nucleus must be of the same type (MFT, HVT, or 
H65HP) as that specified during the original complete operating system 
generation. That is, each nucleus of a given operating system must support 
the same control program, because the resident portion of the control program 
(nucleus) must be compatible with the nonresident portion. (SYS1.NUCLEUS is 
the only system data set affected by a nucleus generation.) 

In a processor/library generation; you specify that processors and/or their 
associated libraries are to be added to the operating 'system. During the 
preparation for a processor/library generation, you must allocate space for, 
and, if desired, catalog any new system data set to be added to the operating 
system. If any of the existing system data sets are to be modified, you must 
have allocated sufficient space to those data sets when they were initially 
generated or, where permitted, provided for multiple extents in those data 
sets. 
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In an I/O device generation, you can add, delete, or change I/O devices, control 
units, or channels. You can add universal character set (UCS) support for 
the 1403 printer, change group names, change console specifications, add support 
for sharing direct-access devices, or change the address of any 2250 display 
units that are used for the graphic job processor (GJP) operations and/or 1130 
subsystems to be used for the satellite graphic job processor (SGJP) operations. 
You cannot add the programming support for additional access methods, 
telecommunications, or graphics. (SYS1.NUCLEUS, SYS1.LINKLIB, SYS1.SVCLIB, 
and SYS1.LOGREC are the data sets affected by an I/O Device.) 

During a nucleus generation o'r a processor/library generation, the generating 
system may also be the system being modified, that is, the generating system 
can add a new nucleus or processors and libraries to itself. However, for 
an I/O device generation, the system being modified cannot be the generating 
system. To facilitate the description of system generation, the terms new 
operating system or new system are used throughout this publication to mean 
either the operating system generated in a complete operating system generation, 
or the operating system modified by a nucleus, processor/library, or I/O device 
generation. 
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Fiqure 2 illustrates the four types of system generation. A complete operating 
system generation is performed first to produce the installation's new operating 
system. A processor/library generation is used to add the PL/I processor and 
SYS1.PL1LIB to the ne~ operating system. A nucleus generation adds a second 
nucleus to SYS1.NUCLEUS. An I/O device generation adds devices, control units, 
and channels to the system. . 

PROCESSOR 
LIBRARIES 

GENERATION 

COMPLETE 
OPERATING SYSTEM 

GENERATION 

Figure 2. Types of System Generation 
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Preparation for System Generation 

Describes the preparatory steps necessary for a system generation and provides ~ 
examples to illustrate the coding required for each step; provides the ~ 
requirements for the generating system and the steps necessary to prepare the 
system; includes considerations for using an MFT or MVT system as the generating 
system; describes the procedure for adding the user-written functions to the 
new SYS1.NUCLEUS, SYS1.SVCLIB, and SYS1.LINKLIB; the requirements and detailed 
operating procedures for the starter operating system packages and provides 
the requirements for the new or modified system and the steps required to 
initialize, allocate space on, and catalog any new direct-access volumes that 
will be used. 
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Before an operating system can be generated, a new system-residence volume 
(that volume on which the nucleus library, the SVC library, the IPL program, 
the SYS1.LOGREC and SYS1.ASRLIB data sets, and the volume index of the catalog 
are located), and any other direct-access volumes required, must be initialized. 
The highest level of the system catalog must be built on the new system
residence volume. Space must be allocated for the appropriate system data 
sets in the new operating system, and the appropriate data sets must be 
cataloged in the new system catalog. 

Volume initialization is performed by either the IEHDASDR system utility program 
or the IBCDASDI independent utility program. The IEHPROGM system utility 
program is used to build the volume index of the system catalog, to allocate 
space for system data sets, and to catalog data sets. This system utility 
can be executed at any time after the system-residence volume is initialized. 

The following paragraphs describe the initialization of the system-residence 
volume and other required direct-access volumes, the initialization of the 
system data sets, and considerations on allocating space for these data sets. 
Detailed descriptions of the utility programs and of the control statements 
they require are in OS Utilities. 

Initializing Direct-Access Volumes 

Initialization is the process of writing home addresses, a volume label, and 
a volume table of contents (VTOC) on a direct-access volume. In addition, 
the initial program load (IPL) program must be written on the direct-access 
volume that is to become the system-residence volume. 

The initialization functions are accomplished by either the IBCDASDI or the 
IEHDASDR utility program. IBCDASDI is self-loading and operates independently 
of the operating system. IEHDASDR operates under control of a Release 16 or 
later operating system. These programs and the control statements they require 
are described in OS Utilities. 

In addition to performing the initialization functions, these utility programs 
check for defective tracks and, if any are found, assign alternate tracks and 
issue appropriate messages. Alternate tracks are not accepted for track 0 
of the system-residence volume. (Track 0 is required for theIPL program.) 
If track 0 is found to be defective, another volume must be initialized for 
system residence. 

The IPL program (IEAIPLOO) is distributed with the starter system. The section 
"System Generation Using the Starter Operating system" describes the procedure 
used to punch IPL program cards for insertion into the IBCDASDI or IEHDASDR 
input deck whenever a system-residence volume is initialized. (IEHDASDR can 
also retrieve the IPL program directly from SIS1.SAKPLIB, as described in os 
utili ties.) -

The system-residence volume must reside on a 2301, 2303, 2305, 2311, 2314, 
or 3330. For any device type the start address of its VTOC cannot be O. 
If it resides on a 2303 or 2311, the start address of its VTOC cannot 
be 0 or 1. 

Figure 3 is an example of the code for an input deck for initializing a system
residence volume using the IBCDASDI independent utility program. In this 
example, the volume to be initialized resides on an IBM 2311 Disk Storage 
Drive. The volume serial number to be written in the label is 111111. The 
volume table of contents (VTOC) starts at track 2 and is 8 tracks long. 
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Note: If the volume is being initialized for the first time, the parameter 
FLAGTEST=NO must be included in the DADEF statement (for 2311 and 2314 volumes 
only) • 

VOLINIT JOB 
MSG 
DADEF 

VLD 
VTOCD 
IPLTXT 

-SYSTEM-RESIDENCE VOLUME 
TODEV=1403,TOADDR=OOE 
TODEV=2311,TOADDR=191,IPL=YES, 
VOLID=SCRATCH 
NEWVOLID=11"1',OWNERID=DEPT89 
STRTADR=2,EXTENT=8 

IPL PROGRAM (IEAIPLOO CARDS) 

END 

INITIALIZATION
-MESSAGE OUTPUT-
-VOLUME 

DEFINITION
-VOL LABEL DEF-
-VTOC DEFINITION-

Figure 3. Initializing the System-Residence Volume With IBCDASDI 

x 

The IEHDASDR system utility program can be used to perform the initialization 
shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the job control language and utility control 
statements required by IEHDASDR. 

Note: If the volume is being initialized for the first time: 

• The device must be varied off-line before the IEHDASDR step is executed. 

• The DD statement that defines the volume must be omitted. 

• The value of the TODD keyword of the ANALYZE statement must be the address 
of the device. 

• The parameter FLAGTEST=NO must be included in the ANALYZE statement (for 
2311 and 2314 volumes only). 

IIINIT JOB MSGLEVEL=l -IEHDASDR INPUT DECK-
IISTEP EXEC PGM=IEHDASDR 
IISYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
IIVOL1 DD UNIT=(231'"DEFER),DISP=OLD, 
II VOLUME=(PRIVATE"SER=2311AA) 
IISYSIN DD * 

END 
1* 

ANALYZE TODD=VOtl,VTOC=2,EXTENT=8,NEWVOLID=1111", 
IPtDD=SYSIN,OWNERID=BGS 

IPLTXT 

IPL PROGRAM (IEAIPLOO CARDS) 

Figure 4. Initializing the System-Residence Volume with IEHDASDR 

Initializing New System Data Sets 

x 

x 

The initialization of new system data sets is the process of allocating space 
to the system data sets, building the volume ind9x of the system catalog, and 
cataloging system data sets in the system catalog. The contents of the system 
libraries are placed in the allocated space during system generation. The 
contents of the other data sets are placed in the allocated space during job 
execution in the generated operating system. 
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The volume index of the system catalog is built on the new system-residence 
volume by the IEHPROGK system utility program. This index contains the 
addresses of the system data sets that will form the new operating system. 
These data sets can be cataloged by the same utility program. 

Space should be allocated for these data sets (except for SYS1.LOGREC, 
SYS1.ROLLOUT, SYS1.ASRLIB and, sometimes, SYS1.DUKP) by DD statements included 
in the input to this system utility program. The amount of space to be 
allocated to each system data set is shown in OS Storage Estimates. 

Input Deck for Initialization 

The system data sets are allocated space and cataloged by the IEHPROGK utility 
program. Detailed descriptions of the control cards and functions of IEHPROGK 
can be found in the publication OS utilities. The following text only describes 
the use of IEHPROGK for initializing the system data sets. 

The input deck for IEHPROGK must contain the following: 

• A JOB statement with any parameters required by the installation. 

• An EXEC statement with the PGK=IEHPROGM parameter. 

• A OD statement for the message output data set (SYSPRINT). 

• A DO statement for each of the new system data sets (except for SYS1.LOGREC, 
SYS1.ROLLOUT, SYS1.DUMP, and SYS1.ASRLIB). These DD statements have the 
following format: 

I/ddname 
II 
II 
II 

DD DSNAME=dsname,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=serial), 
UNIT=unit,LABEL=EXPDT=99350,SPACE=(allocation) , 
DISP(,KEEP) ,DCB=(see Figure 77 in the "Data Set" 
section) 

• A DO * statement (SYSIN). 

X 
X 
X 

• A CATLG statement for each new system data set to be cataloged. Each CATLG 
statement must have the following format: 

CATLG DSNAME=dsname,CVOL=unit=serial,VOL=unit=serial 

The OD and CATLG statements and examples of allocation are discussed in the 
following sections. For more information on the coding of parameters, refer 
to OS Job Control Language Reference. 

OD Statements 

The DO statements in the input deck for initializing the system data sets have 
the following parameters: 

ddname 
name of the DD statement. 
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DSNAME=dsname 
name of the system data set. During the preparation for processor and 
libraries generation only those optional system data sets that are to be 
added to the system must be cataloged and allocated space. 

VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=serial) 
serial number of the direct-access volume on which the system data set 
is to reside. 

UNIT=unit 
the name of the direct-access device that can be allocated to the system 
data set. It is recommended that the value given to UNIT be a unit name. 
(Unit names are listed in Appendix A.) 

LABEL=EXPDT=99350 
the expiration date for all data sets chosen to prevent accidental deletion. 

The data set protection provided by the expiration date requires additional 
action by the operator. If the current date is set in the generating 
system during system generation, the operator is required to override this 
current date each time a protected data set is opened. 

Another, more convenient method can be used. For the system generation job 
(or any time the data sets are to be modified), the current date may be set 
at a higher value than the expiration date specified for the protected data 
sets. This may be done by the operator from the console, or by a card in the 
job stream. In either case, the current date should be reset in the generating 
system immediately after the completion of the system generation process. 
(See the "Operating considerations" section.) 

Note that when the current date is set to a high value, the Linkage Editor 
produces CSECT identification records containing this high value. ThUS, when 
CSECT identification record data is later listed for the programs link-edited 
during system generation, it appears as if these programs were link-edited 
on a high value. For a complete description of CSECT identification records, 
see the publication OS Loader and Linkage editor. 

SPACE 
the amount of auxiliary storage to be allocated to the system data set 
can be obtained from OS storage Estimates. The directory quantities for 
the system libraries are also shown in that publication. 

only the index of SYS1. must reside on the catalog of the system-residence 
volume. SYS1.NUCLEUS and SYS1.SVCLIB must be allocated space entirely on the 
system-residence volume. SYS1.SVCLIB may not occupy more than 1023 tracks 
on the system-residence volume. (The size of SYS1.LOGREC is determined during 
system generation and is allocated on the systemresidence volume.) The maximum 
space that can be allocated to the remaining system data sets is one volume, 
except for SYS1.SYSJOBQE, which may not occupy more than 1215 tracks on a 231q 
and 1QS tracks on a 3330. Alternative track assignment is accepted for the 
system data sets. To achieve maximum efficiency in the new system, alternate 
tracks should not be used for SYS1.SVCLIB, SYS1.LINKLIB, and SYS1.SYSJOBQE. 

DISP= (, KEEP) 

DCB 

this parameter must be coded as shown. DISP=(,CATLG) cannot be used because 
the data set would be cataloged in the generating system rather than in 
the catalog of the new system-residence volume. 

certain system data sets require a DCB parameter. See "Data Sets." 
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C1TLG statements 

The CATLG statements in the input deck for initializing system data sets have 
the following parameters: 

OSNAKE=dsname 
name of the system data set to be cataloged. 

CVOL=unit=serial 
specifies the unit name and serial number of the nev system-residence 
volume. (The values must be the same as those specified in the OD statement 
for SYS1.NUCLEUS.) 

VOL=unit=serial 
the unit name and serial number of the volume on vhich the system data 
set resides. These values must be the same as those specified in the 
corresponding OD statement for the system data set. 

Sample Data Set Initializations 

This section contains tvo examples of initialization of system data sets. 
In the first example, all the system data sets required by a new system reside 
on one volume. In the second example, the system data sets of another nev 
system are arranged an tvo volumes. 

The numbers chosen for space allocation in these two examples are for 
illustrative purposes only. Space requirements for the system data sets are 
determined by several factors, especially the type of device used and the 
characteristics of the system to be generated. For example, the processors 
chosen for the nev system affect the size of SYS1.LINKLIB. Exact-auxiliary 
storage requirements on various types of direct-access devices can be obtained 
from OS Storage Estimates. 

Figure 5 is an example of an input deck for building the system catalog and 
for allocating space to the system data sets on one volu.e. It is assumed 
that the system-residence volume was initialized as shown in Figure 3 or Figure 
4. The new system requires SYS1.KACLIB, SYS1.SVCLIB, and SYS1.LINKLIB. The 
optional data sets SYS1.S0RTLIB, SYS1.COBLIB, SYS1.FORTLIB, and SYS1.DUKP are 
to be cataloged in the new system. The unit for the new system--residence 
volume is a 2311. The serial number of the system-residence volume is 111111. 

Figure 6 is another example of an input deck for building the system catalog 
and for allocating space to the system data sets. The system data sets are 
to reside on tvo volu.es. The unit for the system-residence volume is a 2301 
and its serial number is AAA11'. The unit for the second volume is a 2311 
and its serial number is 111112. It is assumed that both volumes vere 
previously initialized. The nev system vi1l include all the optional system 
data sets. 

The data sets SYS1.SVCLIB, SYS1.IKAGELIB, SYS1.PARKLIB, SYS1.PROCLIB, and 
SYS1.LINKLIB are to be cataloged in the nev system. All system data sets 
except SYS1.LINKLIB, SYS1.KACLIB, SYS1.IKAGELIB, SYS1.PARMLIB, SYS1.PROCLIB, 
SYS1.SYSVLOGX, and SYS1.SYSVLOGY reside on the system-residence volume. 
SYS1.LINKLIB, SYS1.M1CLIB, SYS1.P1RMLIB, SYS1.IK1GELIB, SYS1.PROCLIB, 
SYS1.SYSVLOGX, and SYS1.SYSVLOGY reside on the second volume (111112). 
SYS1.ROLLOUT is cataloged on l1A112. 
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IISYSGEN JOB 
IISTEPO EXEC 
IISYSPRINT DD 
IIJOBQE DD 

MSGLEVEL= 1 
PGM=IEHPROGM 

-ALLOCATE ON ONE VOLUKE-

SYSOUT=A 
DSNAME=SYS1.SYSJOBQE,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111) , 
UNIT=2311,DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE=(TRK, (120) "CONTIG) 

x 
II 
IISVCLIB 
II 
II 
IILINKLIB 
II 
II 
IICATALOG 
II 
/1 
I/PROCLIB 
II 
II 
IIPARMLIB 
II 
1/ 
/ISORTLIB 
II 
1/ 
/ICOBLIB 
II 
II 
IIFORTLIB 
II 
/1 
IIMACLIB 
II 
/1 
IINUCLEUS 
II 
1/ 
IISYSIN 

1* 

CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.SVCLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), X 
UNIT=2311,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(CYL,(15,1,75», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(DSORG=POU,RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=1024) 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.LINKLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), X 
UNIT=2311,DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE= (CYL, (97,5,100», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=3625) 

DD DSNAME=SYSCTLG,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), 
UNIT=2311,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,(10,1» , 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.PROCLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), 
UN1T=2311 , D1SP= (, KEEP) , SPACE= (TRK, (30,10,9) ) , 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=PB,BLKSIZE=3360) 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.PARMLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), 
UNIT=2311,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK, (5"1),,CONTIG), 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350, DCB= (RECFM=F, BLKSIZE=80) 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.S0RTLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), 
UNIT=2311,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK, (60,2,40», 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=3625) 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.COBLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), 
UNIT=2311 , DISP= (, KEEP) , SPACE;: (TRK, (35,2,30) ) , 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKS1ZE=3625) 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.FORTLIB,VOLUKE=(,RETA1N,SER=111111), 
UN1T=2311,D1SP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,(50,2,40», 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFK=U,BLKSIZE=3625) 

x 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB,YOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), X 
UNIT=2311,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK, (460,30,25», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=PB,BLKSIZE=3360,LRECL=80) 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.NUCLEUS,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111) I X 
UNIT=2311,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK, (30"1),,CONTIG), X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350 

DD * -INPUT POR CATALOGING SYSTEM DATA SETS-
CVOL=231'=11111',YOL=2311=1111'1,DSNAME=SYS1.LINKLIB 
CVOL=2311=11111',VOL=231'=1111",DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB 
CVOL=231'=11111',VOL=2311=111111,DSNAME=SYS1.PROCLIB 
CVOL=2311=111111,VOL=231'=11111',DSNAME=SYS1.S0RTLIB 
CVOL=2311=11111',VOL=2311=1111",DSNAME=SYS1.COBLIB 
CVOL=2311 = 111111, VOL=231'= 111111, DS NAME=SYS 1. PORTL1 B 
CVOL=2311=11111',VOL=2311=11111',DSNAME=SYS1.SVCtIB 
CVOL=23"=1111'1,VOL=23'1=1"'1',DSNAME=SYS1.DUMP 

Figure 5. Initializing the System Data Sets -- One-Volume Residence on 
a 2311 
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IISYSGEN JOB 
IIONE EXEC 
IISYSPRlNT DD 
IIJOBQE DD 
II 
IISVCLlB DD 
II 
II 
IICATALOG DD 
II 
I 
IISORTLlB DD 
II 
II 
IICOBLlB DD 
II 
II 
IIFORTLlB DD 
II 
II 
IIPL1LlB DD 
II 
II 
//ALGLIB DD 
/1 
1/ 
/ITELCLlB DD 
// 
/1 
IINUCLEUS DD 
II 
/1 
//LINKLlB DD 
1/ 
II 
/IMACLIB DD 
II 
II 
IIPROCLIB DD 
II 
II 
IIPARMLIB DD 
/1 
II 
IIIMAGELlB DD 
II 
II 
1/ 
/IACCT DD 
/1 
II 
I/MVTLOGX DD 
1/ 
II 
IIMVTLOGY DD 
II 
II 

MSGLEVEL=l -ALLOCATE ON TWO VOLUMES-
PGM=IEHPROGM 
SYSOUT=A 
DSNAME=SYS1.SYSJOBQE,VOLUME=(,RETAlN,SER=AAA111), X 
UNIT=2301,DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE=(TRK,(30) "CONTlG) 
DSNAME=SYS1.SVCLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=AAA111), X 
UNIT=2301,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK, (40,10,75», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(DSORG=POU,RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=1024) 
DSNAME=SYSCTLG,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=AAA111), X 
UNIT=2301,LABEL=EXPDT=99350,SPACE=(TRK, (2,1», X 
DISP= (, KEEP) 
DSNAME=SYS1.S0RTLlB,VOLU8E=(,RETAIN,SER=AAA111), x 
UNIT=2301,LABEL=EXPDT=99350,SPACE=(TRK,(15,2,40», X 
DISP=(,KEEP),DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=20483), 
DSNAME=SY S 1. COBL IB, VOLUME= (, RET AI N, SER=AAA 111) , X 
UNIT=2301,LABEL=EXPDT=99350,SPACE=(TRK,(10,1,30», X 
DISP=(,KEEP),DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=20483) 
DSNAME=SYS1.FORT~lB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=AAA111), X 
UNIT=230 1, LABEL=EXPDT=99350, SPACE= (TRK, (12,2,40) ) , X 
DISP=(,KEEP),DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=20483) 
DSNAME=SYS1.~L1LIB,VOLUME=(,RETAlN,SER=AAA111), X 
UNIT=2301,LABEL=EXPDT=99350,SPACE=(TRK,(20,10,65», X 
DISP=(,KEEP) ,DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=20483), 
DSNAME=SYS1.ALGLIB,VOLUME=(,RE'1'AIN,SER,AAA111), X 
UNIT=2301,LABEL=EXPDT=99350,SPACE=(TRK,(10,2,15», X 
DISP=(,KEEP),DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=20483) 
DSNAME=SYS1.TELCMLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=AAA111), X 
UNIT=2301,LABEL=EXPDT=99350,SPACE=(TRK,(10,1,10», X 
DISP=(,KEEP),DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=20483) 
DSNAME=SYS1.NUCLEUS,VOLUME=(,RE'1'AIN,SER=AAA111), X 
UNIT~230 1 , SPACE= (TRK, (10, , 1) , , CONTIG) , X 
DISP=(,KEEP),LABEL=EXPDT=99350 
DSNAME=SYS1.LINKLIB,VOLUME=(,RE'1'AIN,SER=AAAl12), X 
UNIT=2311,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(CYL,(125,10,100», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=3625) 
DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=AAA112), X 
UNIT=2311,LABEL=EXPDT=99350,SPACE=(TRK,(440,50,25», X 
DISP=(,KEEP),DCB=(RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=3360,LRECL=80) 
DSNAME=SYS1.PROCLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=AAA112), X 
UNIT=2301,LABEL=EXPDT=99350,SPACE=(TRK,(30,10,9», X 
DISP=(,KEEP),DCB=(RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=80) 
DSNAME=SYS1.PARMLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=AAA112) , X 
UNI'1'=2311 ,DISP= (, KEEP) pSPACE= ('1'RK, (5,,1), ,CONTlG) p X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=80) 
DSNAME=SYS1.IMAGELIB,VOLUME=(,RETAlN,SER=AAA112), X 
UNI'1'=2311,DlSP=(,KEEP), X 
SPACE= (TRK, (5,,3) "CONTIG) , X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSlZE=1024) 
DSNAME=SYS1.ACCT,VOLUME~(,RETAlN,SER=AAAl12), X 
UNIT=2311,LABEL=EXPDT=99350,SPACE=(TRK, (5», X 
DISP=(,KEEP),DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=3625) 
DSNAME=SYS1.SYSVLO~X,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=AAA112), X 
UNIT=231',SPACE=(148, (100)"CONTIG),DISP=(,KEEP), X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=VB,BLKSlZE=3625) 
DSNAftE=SYS1.SYSVLOGY,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=AAA112), X 
UNIT=231' pSPACE=(148, (100) "CONTIG) ,DISP=(,KEEP), X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=VB,BLKSIZE=3625) 

Figure 6 (Part 1 of 2). Initializing the System Data Sets -
Tvo-Volume Residence on a 2301 and 2311 
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//SYSIN 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 

DD * -INPUT FOR CATALOGING SYSTEM DATA SETS
CVOL=2301=AAA111,VOL=2301=AAAll1,DSNAME=SYS1.PROCLIB 
CVOL=2301=AAAll',VOL=2301=AAA1'1,DSNAME=SYS'.S0RTLIB 
CVOL=2301=AAA111,VOL=2301=AAA11',DSNAME=SYS1.COBLIB 
CVOL=2301=AAAll',VOL=230'=AAA11',DSNAME=SYS'.FORTLIB 
CVOL=2301=AAA11',VOL=230'=AAA111,DSNAME=SYS1.PL'LIB 
CVOL=230'=AAA1'1,VOL=2301=AAA1",DSNAME=SYS'.ALGLIB 
CVOL=2301=AAA11',VOL=230'=AAA11',DSNAME=SYS'.TELCMLIB 
CVOL=2301=AAA11',VOL=2301=AAA11',DSNAME=SYS1.SVCLIB 
CVOL=2301=AAAll',VOL=231'=AAA112,DSNAME=SYS1.LINKLIB 
CVOL=2301=AAA111,VOL=231'=AAA112,DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB 
CVOL=2301=AAAll1,VOL=231'=AAAl'2,DSNAME=SYS1.PARMLIB 
CVOL=2301=AAA11',VOL=2311=AAA112,DSNAME=SYS1.SYSVLOGX 
CVOL=2301=AAAll',VOL=23"=AAA112,DSNAME=SYS1.IMAGELIB 
CVOL=2301=AAA11',VOL=2311=AAA112,DSNAME=SYS1.SYSVLOGY 
CVOL=2301=AAA11',VOL=231'=AAAl12,DSNAME=SYS1.ROLLOUT 

Figure 6 (Part 2 of 2). Initializing the System Data Sets -
Tvo-Volume Residence on a 2301 and 2311 

LOCATION OF SYSTEM DATA SETS 

Guidelines provided in this section show various ways to allocate space to 
the data sets required by the new system, and to the four utility data sets 
required during system generation. Two of the utility data sets must reside 
on direct-access volumes; the other two may reside on either magnetic tape 
or direct-access volumes. The location of the new system data sets is 
determined by: 

• The size of the system data sets, as given in the OS Storage Estiaates. 

• The size of the utility data sets required for system generation, as given 
in the "Input Deck for System Generation" section. 

• The machine configuration, in particular the number and type of devices 
available in the generating system. 

• The use of the generating system data sets, new system data sets, and 
utility data sets during system generation. The generating system data 
sets and utility data sets are described in the "Data Sets" section. 

The following rules may be used to allocate the system data sets on the 
available volumes: 

• During Stage I and the assembly steps of Stage II of system generation, 
the volumes that contain the utility data sets for system generation must 
be mounted at the same time. 

• After the assembly steps of Stage II, SYS1.MODGEN, SYS1.MODGEN2, 
SYS1.TSOGEN, and two of the utility data sets (those that need not reside 
on direct-access volumes) are no longer needed and may be removed and the 
nev system pack mounted. SYS1.MACLIB, SYS1.TSOMAC, and SYS1.TCAMMAC of 
the generating system may also be removed at this point if the MACLIB macro 
instruction is not used during system generation. If MACLIB is used, the 
volume that is to contain the ne. SYS1.MACLIB must be mounted. (See the 
description of the MAetIB macro instruction in the section on "System 
Generation Macro Instructions.") 
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• After the IEBCOPY step of Stage II (produced if the KACLIB macro instruction 
is used), SYS1.KACLIB, SYS1.TSOKAC, and SYS1.TCAKMAC of the generating 
system may be removed. If the volume that contains the new SYS1.MACLIB 
is not to contain any other new system data sets, it may also be removed. 

• The volumes that contain component libraries, the new system data sets, 
and the volumes that contain your modules to be added to the new 
SYS1.NUCLEUS must be mounted before the stage II link-edit steps are 
executed. 

• Before the IEBCOPY step is produced, if the SVCLIB or LINKLIB, or both, 
macro instructions are used, the volumes that contain your modules to be 
added to the new SYS1.SVCLIB or SYS1.LINKLIB, or both, must be mounted. 
The volumes that contain the new SYS1.SVCLIB or SYS1.LINKLIB, or both, 
must remain mounted. The volumes that contain the component libraries 
and the remaining new system data sets may be removed. 

If there are enough drives available, all generating system data sets, new 
system data sets, and system generation utility data sets should be mounted 
at the same time. If there are not enough drives, the volumes that contain 
data sets not required for a given step must be demounted and the volumes that 
contain the data sets required for that step must be mounted. The scheduler 
indicates to the operator which volume should be mounted. 

The new system data sets can be arranged in different ways on one or more 
volumes. For best performance, it is desirable to place the system data sets 
on more than one volume. Whenever possible, frequently used data sets should 
be located on a volume other than the system-residence volume. System data 
sets on the same volume should be arranged according to the interaction between 
them; the more interaction, the closer they should be placed. 

For example, for best performance, SYS1.LINKLIB should be placed on a volume 
other than the system-residence volume. However, if it must be on the system
residence volume, it should be adjacent to SYS1.SVCLIB, because SYS1.LINKLIB 
and SYS1.SVCLIB are frequently used data sets and are closely related. In 
this same example, space for SYS1.NUCLEUS should be allocated last, because 
this data set is referred to only by the IPL program. 

If there are not enough drives available to achieve the desired distribution 
of new system data sets, the IEBCOPY utility program can be used to distribute 
the data sets after system generation. If SYS1.SVCL1B is changed, replaced, 
or moved after system generation, the IEHIOSUP utility program must be executed. 
If the KACL1B macro instruction was not used during system generation, the 
IEBC6PY utility program can be used to copy SYS1.KACLIB from the generating 
system to the new system. 

The following pages contain examples of allocation on systems with three and 
four direct-access devices. In all these examples, the five utility data sets 
required for system generation are called SYS1.SYSUT1, SYS1.SYSUT2, SYS1.SYSUT3, 
SYS1.SYSUT4, and SYS1.0BJMOD. SYS1.SYSUTl and SYS1.SYSUT2 may reside on 
magnetic tape. 

Generating a New System onto One Volume Using Four 2311 Drives 

Figure 7 shows the distribution of data sets using four 2311 disk storage 
drives and six volumes. The generating system data sets reside on DLIB01, 
DLIB02, DL1B03, DLIBOq, and DL1B05. All the new operating system data sets 
reside on TARGET. The scheduler, when required, requests the demounting and 
mounting of the proper volumes. 
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STAGE I 

STAGE II 
ASSEMBLIES 
MACLIB COpy 

NUCLEUS LINK EDIT 
LINK EDITS 
COPIES 
IOSUP 
SER 
EREP 
IEHLlST 

x 

COMPONENi 
LIBRARIES 

* 

NOTES: * INDICATES WHEN PACKS ARE CHANGED. 

x 

SYS1. MODGE~ 

x 

COMPONENi 
LIBRARIES 

* THESE DRIVES SHOULD BE OFFLINE WHEN THE STAGE II JOB STREAM IS READ IN; THIS WILL ALLOW 

FOR THE DEMOUNTING AND MOUNTING OF THE DISC PACKS. 

Figure 1. Example of Generation on Four Drives 
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Generating a New TSO System on One Volume Using Four 2311 Drives 

Figure 8 shows the distribution of data sets using four 2311 disk storage 
drives and seven volumes. All the new system data sets reside on TARGET. 
The generating system data sets reside on DLIB01, DLIB02, DLIB03i DLIB04, 
DLIB05, and DLIB06. The scheduler, when required, requests the demounting 
and mounting of the proper volumes. 

STAGE I 
STAGE II 
ASSEMBLIES 

TSO LINK EDIT 
TSO COPIES 
MACLIB COpy 

NUCLEUS LINK EDIT 
LINK EDITS 
COPIES 

LINK EDITS 
COPIES 
IOSUP 
SER 
EREP 
IEHLIST 

x 

COMPONEN1 

LIBRARIES 

x 

NOTES: * INDICATES WHEN PACKS ARE CHANGED. 

* 

x 

NEW 
SYSTEM 

DATA 

SETS 

* 

* THESE DRIVES SHOULD BE OFFLINE WHEN THE STAGE II JOB STREAM IS READ IN; THIS WILL ALLOW 
FOR THE DEMOUNTING AND MOUNTING OF THE DISC PACKS. 

Figure 8. Example of G~neration on Four 2311 Drives 
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Generating a lew system On One Voluae Using Two 231q Drives 

Figure 9 shows the distribution of data sets using two 231q direct-access 
drives. All new system data sets are located on TARGET. The generating system 
data sets are located on DLIB01 and DLIB02. 

STAGE I 

STAGE II 
ASSEMBLIES 

STAGE II 
MACLIB COpy 
NUCLEUS LINK EDIT 
LINK EDITS 
COPIES 
IOSUP 
SER 
EREP 
IEHLlST 

NOTE: * 
I 

TARGET 

SYSTEM 
DATA 
seTS 

INDICATES WHEN PACKS ARE CHANGED 

Figure 9. Example of Generation on Two 231q Drives 

Notes: SISIN spooling should be on DLIB02 and TARGET. To force SISIN spooling 
to DLIB02 and TARGET, these packs must have the lowest available addresses. 
The output data sets must be written directly to the printer using the direct 
SISOUT writer (DSO). (See OS Job control Language Reference for a description 
of DSO). 

stage I: output must be punched cards and the utility data sets must be 
temporarily allocated on DLIB01 and DLIB02. (See Pigure 1q for stage I space 
estimates. ) 
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stage II Assemblies: Stage II should be separated into two job streams. The 
assemblies should be in the first job stream and the copies, link-edits, and 
utilities should be in the second job stream. Allocate and catalog the utility 
data sets before reading in the assembly job stream. (See Figure 14 for Stage 
II space estimates.) 

Stage II Link Edits, Copies, and System utilities: Allocate the new system 
data sets after replacing DLIB02 with TARGET. Read in the second job stream. 

Generating a lev System on One Volume Using Three 2314 Drives 

Figure 10 shows the distribution of data sets using three 2314 direct-access 
drives. All new system data sets are located on TARGET. The generating system 
data sets are located on DLIB01 and DLIB02. 

STAGE I 
STAGE II 
ASSEMBLIES 
MACLIB COPY 
NUCLEUS LINK EDIT 
LINK EDITS 
COPIES 
IOSUP 
SER 
EREP 
IEHLlST 

DRIVE NO.2 . DRIVE~O. 3 

Figure 10. Example of Generation on Three 2314 Drives 

Generating a lew System on Tvo Volumes Using Four 2314 Drives 

Figure 11 shows the distribution of data sets using four 2314 direct-access 
drives. All new system data sets are located on TARGET1 and TARGET2. The 
generating system data sets are located on DLIB01 and DLIB02. 

STAGE I 
STAGE II 
ASSEMBLIES 
MACLIB COpy 
NUCLEUS LINK EDIT 
LINK EDITS 
COPIES 
IOSUP 
SER 
EREP 
IEHLlST 

DRIVE NO.2 

Figure 11. Example of Generation on Four 2314 Drives 
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Generating a New System on One Volume Using Two 3330 Drives 

Figure 12 shows the distribution of data sets using two 3330 direct-access 
drives. All new system data sets are located on TARGET. The generating. system 
data sets are located on DLIB01. 

STAGE I 
STAGE II 
ASSEMBLIES 
MACLIB COpy 
NUCLEUS LINK EDIT 
LINK EDITS 
COPIES 
IOSUP 
SER 
EREP 
IEHLIST 

Figure 12. Example of Generation on Two 3330 Drives 

Input Deck For System Generation 

The input deck required for Stage I of system generation consists of job control 
language statements and system generation macro instructions. The sequence 
of the deck and the job control language statements are shown in Figure 13. 
This figure represents a four-drive system generation. For other generations, 
only the underlined values need vary. (In Figure 13, the utility data sets 
are allocated on 2311 volumes whose serial numbers are DLIB01, DLIB04, and 
TARGET, and unit 182 if a 9-track magnetic tape is available.) It is 
recommended that the values given to the UNIT keywords of the DD statements 
be device types. (See Appendix A.) 

The first statement of the deck is an EXEC statement indicating that the 
generation process immediately follows the catalog building step described 
in the previous section. Alternatively, system generation can be defined as 
an independent job. 

The three DD statements named SYSUT1, SYSUT2, and SYSUT3 in step 1 of the 
example in Figure 13 are used to allocate space to the three utility data sets 
required for stage I of the system generation process. The five DD statements 
SYSUT1, SYSUT2, SYSUT3, SYSUT4, and OBJPDS shown in Step 2 are used to allocate 
space to the five utility data sets required in Stage II of the system 
generation process. 

These data sets are cataloged as SYS1.name in the generating system, where 
the value of name cannot exceed eight alphameric characters, the first of which 
must be alphabetic. These names (SYS1.name) must also be specified as the 
value of the corresponding keywords (OBJPDS, UT1SDS, UT2SDS, UT3SDS and UT4SDS) 
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in the GENERATE macro instruction. The data set defined by the OBJPDS DD state
ment must be a partitioned data set. The other four data sets must be sequential 
data sets, of which the two specified by the SYSUT3 and SYSUT4 DD statement must 
reside on a direct-access volume. 

IISTEPl 
IISYSLIB 
IISISUTl 
II 
IISISUT2 
II 
IISYSUT3 
II 
IISYSPUNCH 
IISYSPRINT 
IISISIN 

1* 
IISTEP2 
IISISUTl 
II 
IISYSUT2 
II 

IISISUT3 
II 
IISYSUT4 

EXEC PGM=AS~BLR -STAGE 1 INPUT DECK-
DD DSNAME=SYS1.GENLIB,DISP=OLD 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.UT1,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=DLIB04), 

UNIT=11Jj,SPACE=(TRK, (~,~»,DISP=(NEW,DELETE) 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.UT2,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=DLIB01), 

UNIT=231',SPACE=(TRK, ~lO»,DISP=(NEW,DELETE) 
DD DSNAKE=SYS1.UT3,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=DLIB04), 

UNIT=231',SPACE=(TRK, (~,JjU),DISP=(NEW,DELETE) 
DD UNIT=182,LABEL=(,NL) 
DD SYSOUT=A 
DD * 

System Generation Macro Instructions 

EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 -ALLOCATE WORK FILES FOR STAGE 2-
DD DSNAME=SYS1.UT1,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=DLIB04) 

DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=~,SPACE=(TRK, (~,lD» 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.UT2,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=TARGET), 

DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=1Jjj,SPACE=(TRK,(Ia,lD» 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.UT3,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=(DLIB01), 
DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=l111,SPACE=(TRK, (175,~» 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.UT4,VOLU~E=(,RETAIN,SER=(DLIB01), 

DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=ll11,SPACE=(TRK,(2,~» II 
IIOBJPDS 
II 
II 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.0BJMOD,VOLU~E=(,RETAIN,SER=DLIB01), 
DISP={,CATLG),UNIT=~,SPACE=(TRK, (~,lO,~» 

START RDR,182 (Optional statement -- see text) 

X 

X 

x 

x 

x 

X 

x 

x 

Note: Underlined values represent variables. All other values must be coded 
as-shown. The continuation characters are in column 72. 

Figure 13. Input Deck organization for System Generation 

Figure 14 shows the values that may be used for the SPACE keyword in the utility 
data set's DD statements according to the type of direct-access device on which 
they may reside. The values shown in the table are for a minimum system 
configuration. To determine if there is enough space available in the direct
access volume, list its volume table of contents (VTOC) before Stage I using 
the IEHLIST utility program. 

If magnetic tape drives are available, the data sets specified by the SISUTl 
and SYSUT2 DD statements can be assigned to 9-track magnetic tape. If only 
one utility data set is to reside on magnetic tape, the one specified by the 
SYSUTl DD statement should be chosen. If the data sets defined by the SYSUT1 
or SYSUT2 DD statements reside on unlabeled magnetic tape, LABEL=(,NL) must 
be specified in the corresponding DD statement, and NL must be sp~cified in 
the UT1SDS or UT2SDS keyword of the GENERATE macro instruction. 
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Device 
Type SYSUT1 

Stage I 

2311 

2301 

2303 

2305 

2314 

3330 

2311 

2301 

2303 

2305 

2314 

3330 

370,10 

75,2 

225,10 

150,5 

250,5 

150,5 

Stage II 

80,10 

20,2 

50,10 

20,5 

60,5 

20,5 

SYSUT2 

260,10 

65,2 

195,10 

100,5 

170,5 

100,5 

70,10 

20,2 

50,2 

20,5 

60,5 

20,5 

DD statement 

SYSUT3 SYSUT4 OBJPDS 

425,10 

90,0 

320,10 

160,5 

290,5 

160,5 

175,10 7,10 80,10,14 

14,2 2,5 20,2,14 

135,10 4,5 70,5,14 

70,5 2,5 30,5,14 

115,5 4,5 50,5,14 

70,5 2,5 30,5,14 

Figure 14. Space Allocation (in Tracks) for utility Data Sets 

The DD statement named SYSPUNCH defines the data set that is to contain the 
job stream produced during Stage I of system generation. If any error messages 
(see Appendix D) occur during system generation, the job stream is not produced. 
After a successful completion of Stage I, the job stream produced becomes the 
input to Stage II. (The Stage I output should be saved after system generation 
for maintenance purposes.) 

If the device defined by the SYSPUNCH DD statement is a card punch, the operator 
is required to place the cards in an input device and to issue a START RDR 
command for that device. However, operator intervention can be eliminated 
by making the output (SYSPUNCH) of Stage I become the input to stage II. If 
the value given to UNIT in the SYSPUNCH DD statement is the unit address of 
a magnetic tape drive, this can be accomplished by inserting a II START RDR,xxx 
statement after the 1* card of the input deck (See Figure 13). In this 
statement, xxx is the unit address given to UNIT in the SYSPUNCH DD statement. 

If there were any errors during Stage I, an end-of-fi1e condition will be 
detected and the reader will be closed. 

Notice that 7-track tapes can be used for SYSPUNCH. DEN=O and TRTCH=C are 
the defaults for the system; these should be specified in the DCB parameter 
of the DD statement. The "Operating considerations" section indicates some 
of the conditions that require operator intervention, and shows sample console 
listings from system generation processes. 

Note: The input deck described is the input to Stage I of the system generation 
~rocess. During Stage I, a job stream that serves as the input for Stage II 
is produced. After a satisfactory completion of Stage I, the beginning of 
stage II is a logical restart point. If any errors that require restarting 
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from the beginning of Stage I are made, the data sets specified by the OBJPDS, 
SYSUTI, SYSUT2, and SYSUT3 DD statements may have to be scratched and uncataloged 
before restarting. For more information, refer to the "Restart Procedures" 
section. 

Including IEBUPDAT in the New System 

IBM supplies two system utility programs that can be used to update sequential 
or partitioned data sets: IEBUPDAT and IEBUPDTE. Only IEBUPDTE is incorporated 
in SYS1.LINILIB of the new operating system as a result of the system generation 
process. Because only IEBUPDAT can handle alphabetic characters in the high
order position of the sequence field and flagged output, it may be necessary 
to include this utility program in your new system. 

To include IEBUPDAT in the new system, execute a separate job that will link
edit IEBUPDAT from SYS1.UT506 into SYS1.LINKLIB of the new operating system 
as soon as system generation is complete. At this time, SYS1.UT506 must still 
be mounted and cataloged. You must allocate additional space for this data 
set when SYS1.LINKLIB is initialized for the new system. (See the section 
on "Initializing System Data Sets.") 

Figure 15 shows the required coding. You must provide the data for two of 
the parameters in the SYSLMOD DD statement: the volume name and unit type 
for SYS1.LINKLIB of the new operating system. 

//LKED 
//STEPA 
//SYSUT1 
//SYSLMOD 
// 
//UT506 
//SYSPRINT 
//SYSLIN 

/* 

INCLUDE 
NAKE 

JOB 
EXEC 
DD 
DD 

OO,IEBUPDAT,KSGLEVEL=1 
PGM=IEWL,PARK='REUS,LIST,LET,XBEF,DC,NCAL' 
UNIT=SYSD1,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10» 
DSNAKE=SYS1.LINKLIB,VOLUKE=SER=LNKVOL,UNIT=l11l, 
DISP=OLD 

DD DSNAKE=SYS1.UT506,DISP=OLD 
DD SYSOUT=A 
nn * 
UT506 (IEBUPDAT) 
IEBUPDAT CR) 

x 

Note: Underlined values represent variables. All other values must be coded 
as-shown. The continuation character is in column 72. 

Figure 15. Input Deck for Including IEBUPDAT in the New System 

Adding User-written Functions 

The system generation process provides facilities for adding your own functions 
to the new SYS1.NUCLEUS, SYS1.SVCLIB, and SYS1.LINKLIB. These user-written 
functions must be load modules residing in a cataloged partitioned data set 
in the generating system; that is, each function must be compiled, link-edited, 
and pla=ed in a cataloged partitioned data set before system generation. (Each 
load module must be a member of the data set.) The name of the partitioned 
data set must be of the form SYS1.name. The name cannot exceed eight alphameric 
characters, the first of which must be alphabetic. The name of the partitioned 
data set and of the members that contain your functions are specified with 
system generation macro instructions. 

The RESMODS macro instruction specifies load modules, such as types 1 and 2 
svc routines, to be added to SYS1.NUCLEUS during the first link-edit step in 
Stage. II. 
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The LINKLIB macro instruction specifies load modules, such as accounting 
routines, to be added to SYS1.LINKLIB during an IEBCOPY step in Stage II. 
These load modules become members of SYS1.LINKLIB. 

The SVCLIB macro instruction specifies load modules, such as types 3 and 4 
SVC routines and nonstandard label routines, to be added to SYS1.SVCLIB .during 
an IEBCOPY step in Stage II. These load modules become members of SYS1.SVCLIB. 

If SVcs are added to SYS1.NUCLEUS or SYS1.SVCLIB, the SVCTABLE macro instruction 
must also be used. This macro instruction adds to the SVC table an entry that 
specifies the characteristics of each SVC added. 

The RESMODS, LINKLIB, SVCLIB, and SVCTABLE macro instructions are described 
in the "System Generation Kacro Instructions" section. Accounting routines, 
SVCs, and nonstandard label routines are described in os MVT Guide and OS KFT 
Guide. 

In the example shown in Figure 16, a user-written function is added to the 
new operating system. In this example, a CSECT is to be added to SYS1.NUCLEUS. 
This CSECT consists of a series of constants that describe the nucleus to be 
generated. During~the first step, the CSECT is assembled and placed in a 
temporary data set (DSNAME=&LOAOSET). The CSECT is link-edited during the 
second step and the resulting module becomes member ID of the SYS1.USER data 
set. SYS1.USER is a partitioned data set residing on volume 333333; it is 
cataloged in the generating system. During system generation, the CSECT will 
be included in the nucleus by the following macro instruction: 

RESMODS PDS=SYS1.USER,MEMBERS=1D 

For a more detailed description of the control statements required by the 
assembler and the linkage editor, refer to OS Assembler (F) programmer's Guide. 

IIUSER 
IISTEP1 
IISYSL1B 
IISYSUT1 
IISYSUT2 
IISYSUT3 
II 
IISYSPRINT 
IISYSGO 
II 
IISYSIN 
10 

1* 
IISTEP2 
IISYSL1N 
IISYSLMOD 
II 
II 
IISYSUTl 
II 
IISYSPRINT 
1* 
II 

JOB MSGLEVEL=l 
EXEC 

DD 
DD 
DD 
DD 

PGM=ASMBLR,PARM=' NOOECK,LOAD,LIST,NOTEST,NOXREF,NORENT ' 
DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB,OISP=OLD 
UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(1700, (400,50» 
UN1T=SYSSQ,SPACE=(1700,(400,50» 
UNIT=(SYSSQ,SEP=(SYSUT1,SYSUT2,SYSL1B» , 
SPA C E= ( 1 7 0 0, (400, 50) ) 

OD SYSOUT=A 
DD OSNAME=&LOADSET,UNIT=SYSSQ,SPACE=(80, (200,50», 

OISP= (MOD, PASS) 
DD * 

CSECT 
DC C'XXXXXXXXXX-NUCLEUS ID CSECT-XXXXXXXXXX' 
OC C'OPERATING SYSTEM GENERATED--5/20/67' 
DC C'OWNER--OEPT. D58' 
DC C'SUPPORTS--MFT-ALL ACCESS METHODS' 
OC C'NUCLEUS--01' 
DC C'XXXXXXXXXX-ENO 10 CSECT-XXXXXXXXXX' 
END 

EXEC 
DO 
OD 

DD 

DD 

PGM=IEWL,PARM=(XREF,LIST,NCAL) 
DSNAME=&LOADSET,DISP=(OLD,OELETE) 
DSNAME=SYS1.USER(ID),UN1T=2311,DISP=(,CATLG), 
VOLUME=(,RETA1N~SER=333333), 
SPACE=(1024, (50;20,5» 
UNIT=(SYSDA,SEP=(SYSL1N,SYSLMOD) , 
SPACE=(1024, (50,20,5» 
SYSOUT=A 

x 

x 

x 
X 

x 

Figure 16. Preparing a User-Written Load Module 
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Considerations for MFT or MVT (Including M65MP) Generating Systems 

The following items must be considered for an MFT or MVT (including M65MP) 
generating system: 

1. A system generation needs about 2500 tracks on 2311s for Stage II output 
data sets (SYSPRINT). The required space may be on more than one volume. 
The type and number of volumes that can be used must be specified with 
the SYOUTDV keyword of the GENERATE macro instruction. All output data 
sets must stay mounted throughout Stage II. For MFT or MVT generating 
systems of Release 19 or later, the direct system output (DSO) procedure 
can be used to place the output directly on the printer or a magnetic tape. 

2. It is recommended that all volumes used specifically for system generation 
be private. This can be accomplished by using the PRESRES volume 
characteristics list of SYS1.PARMLIB of the generating system. (For 
information about the PRESRES list, see OS MFT Guide and OS MVT Guide.) 

3. The SYS1.SYSJOBQE of the MFT or MVT (including M65MP) generating system 
should be large enough for system generation. An average-sized system 
generation needs about 300 tracks on a 2311. 

4. The SYS1.SYSJOBQE of the MFT or MVT (including M65MP) generating system 
must have about 960 176-byte records allocated for the initiator. 

5. A JOB statement providing the job priority and region size should be 
included in the input deck and JOBSTMT=SUPPLIED should be specified in 
the GENERATE macroinstruction. 

6. For creation of an operating system, the partition or region size required 
for Stage I depends on the global pack used. The suggested sizes are: 

• 54K if SGGBLPAK is used. This pack is the one usually used in the 
starter operating system. 

• 56K if SGPAK248 is used. This pack is used if more than 96 but not 
more than 248 devices are defined. 

• 58K if SGPAK768 is used. This pack is used if more than 248 but not 
more than 768 devices are defined. 

• 85K if SGPAK768 and 3330 direct-access devices are used. 

The requirements for Stage II vary according to the types of components in 
the generating system. 

Note: For more information about the global packs, refer to Appendix B. 
7. If your system generation contains a large number of selected software 

options, and a region of more than 150K is available,'You should use IEBUPDTE 
to make the following change to the GENERATE macro in SYS1.GENLIB at the 
section doing linkedit of the nucleus. Change the JCL statement to read: 

8. 

!Col. 2 
PUNCH 'II 

Col. 72! 
PARM="NCAL,DC,SIZE={196K,6K)&SGCTRLC{10)&SGCTRLC{11)&SGCTR* 

For a generating system with extremely limited CPU storage and limited 
auxiliary storage, change the linkedit steps in the GENERATE macro (located 
in SYS1.GENLIB) to read as follows: 

!Col. 3 Col. 72! 
PUNCH 'II PARM="NCAL,DC,SIZE={44K,6K) &SGCTRLC(10) &SGCTRLC(11) &SGCT R* 
If FORTRAN is being generated in your new system, you should list and update 
the Linkedit SIZE=parameter [in SGIEK401 macro} to 86K,12K. {The SGIEK401 
macro is in SYS1.GENLIB and the linkedit step has a size of 250K,50K. 

System Generation Using an Existing Operating System 

Your Operating System can be used as a generation system if it meets certain re
quirements. The data set requirements can be found in the "Data Sets" section and 
MFT and MVT considerations in the section, "Considerations for MFT or MVT (includ
ing M65MP) Generating Systems." When you use your own operating system you can: 

• Perform the system generation as the only job 
• Perform the system generation as just one of several jobs in the job stream 
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When you use the first method, you can perform some modifications on your 
ope~ating system while it is being used as a generating system. When you use 
the second method, you can execute the system generation as just another job 
in the j~b stream. You cannot use the second method, however, to perform 
modifications on your operating system while it is being used as a generating 
system. 

Notes: 

When using an existing operating system prior to Release 21, the following 
procedures must be followed for stage II to ensure that the release 21 level 
of linkage editor, IEHIOSUP, and IFCDIPOO are used to generate the new system. 

• The volume containing SYS1.LINKLIB in the starter operating system must 
be mounted during stage II. 

• supply your own job card for Stage II. 

• Supply a JOBLIB card. The JOBLIB card points to SYS1.LINKLIB in the Release 
21 starter operating system. 

• Use JOBSTMT=SUPPLIED in the GENERATE macro. 

The job card and the JOBLIB card must immediately precede the GENERATE macro 
as shown below. 

REPRO 
//JOBCARD JOB (ACCT123,Dept),PROGRAMMER,MSGLEVEL=(1,O) 

REPRO 
//JOBLIB DD DSN=SYSl.LINKLIB,VOL=SER=DLIBOl,UNIT=xxxx,DISP=SHR 

GENERATE JOBSTMT=SUPPLIED 

where: 
xxxx is the unit on which the starter operating system resides, such as a 2314. 

• Copy the module named IGG019C8 from SYS1.SVCLIB in the starter operating 
system to SYSl.SVCLIB in the generating system. 

• If your existing system is MVT, errors will occur if you use JOBLIB or 
STEPLIB DD cards pointing to the MFT starter system LINKLIB. 

SYSTEM GENERATION AS THE ONLY JOB (METHOD 1) 

The preparatory steps for this method are: 

• Catalog the required data sets. 

• Plan for SYSl.PROCLIB for the new operating system. 

• Allocate and catalog the data sets for the new operating system. 

• Allocate and catalog the utility data sets. 

• obtain the catalog utility program (CTLG2311, CTLG2314, or CTLG3330) and 
the uncatalog utility program (UNCT231', UNCT2314, or UNCT3330). 

These preparatory steps are described in the following sections. 

Cataloging Data sets 

cataloging SYS1.GENLIB, SYS1.!ODGEN, SYS1.!ODGEN2, SYS1.TSOGEN, and the 
ca.ponent libraries: You must catalog SYS1.GENLIB, SYS1.MODGEN, SYS1.MODGEN2, 
SYS1.TSOGEN, and each required component library in your operating system 
catalog. Figure 76 contains the list of component library names in the starter 
operating system package. 
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Although you can catalog SYS1.GENLIB, SYS1.ftODGEN, SYS1.MODGEN2, SYS1.TSOGEN, 
and selected component libraries by using the IEHPROGft utility program, an 
easier method is to use one of three utility programs -- CTLG23", CTLG2314, 
or CTLG3330 -- and catalog all the data sets. The utility program selected 
depends on whether the starter operating system package being used for the 
generation is for the 2311; 2314, or the 3330. Then vhen the system generation 
process is finished, you can use either the UNCT23", UNCT2314, or the UNCT3330 
utility program to eliminate all the catalog entries that are no longer needed 
in the generating system. 

Because each catalog entry must contain the address of the appropriate starter 
operating system volume, you must list the catalog of the starter system using 
the IEHLIST utility program. The control statements for IEHLIST that viII 
list the catalog of the 2311 starter operating system are shown in Figure 17. 
If you use the 2314 or 3330 starter operating system, change the UNIT keyword 
parameter in the DD statement to UNIT=2314 or UNIT=3330 and the VOL keyword 
parameter in the LISTCTLG statement to VOL=2314=DLIB01, or VOL=3330=DLIB01. 

IILISTCTLG JOB 
IISTEPA EXEC 
I/SYSPRINT DD 
/ISYSRS DD 
/ISYSIN DD 

LISTCTLG 
1* 

ACCT, PROGRAMMER, MSGLEVEL=1 
PGM=IEHLIST 
SYSOUT=A 
UNIT=231',DISP=(OLD,KEEP) ,VOLUKE=SER=DLIB01 

* VOL=231'=DLIBOl 

Figure 17. Input Deck to List the starter Operating System Catalog 

Obtaining and cataloging SYS1.K1CLIB, SYS1.PARKLIB, SYS1.COBLIB, SYS1.FORTLIB, 
SYS1.PL1LIB, SYS1.S0RTLIB, SYS1.TSOftAC, SYS1.TCAftftlC, SYS1.DUADS, SYS1.DHELP~ 
and SYS1.DCftDLIB: You .ust have a SYS1.PARftLIB in your nev or modified syste •• 
If you want the PARMLIB from your operating system, then no special action 
is necessary. If you want the PARftLIB from the starter operating system, you 
must first uncatalog the PARKLIB in your system catalog and then catalog the 
PARMLIB from the starter operating system. 

SYS1.PARMLIB contains the RAK system parameter list (see "Required and Optional 
Data Sets for Generating Systems"). If the 3330 or 2305 is being used when 
generating a nev operating system vith an existing system, access methods 
IGG019CO, IGG019C4, IGG019EK, IGG019FN, and IGG019FP must be added to the RAft 
list. This can be done by using PARMLIB from the starter operating system 
as described above. After the above access method modules have been added 
to the RAM list, use the IPL procedure, step 16, "3330 Package -Tape 
Distribution." 

You must also have cataloged in your operating system a SYS1.MACLIB, 
SYS1.TSOMAC, and SYS1.TCAMKAC that are of the same release level as SYS1.GENLIB, 
SYS1.KODGEN, SYS1.MODGEN2, SYS1.TSOGEN, and the component libraries being used 
for the generation. If you want SYS1.COBLIB (for COBOL E), SYS1.PL1LIB, 
SYS1.S0RTLIB, SYS1.HELP, SYS1.UADS, and/or SYS1.CMDLIB in the new or modified 
system, you must also catalog them in your operating system; they must also 
be of the same release level as SYS1.GENLIB, SYS1.KODGEN, and the component 
libraries being used. 

If your operating system has SYS1.MACLIB, SYS1.COBLIB (for COBOL E), 
SYS1.PL1LIB, and/or SYS1.S0RTLIB of a release level other than the level of 
the starter operating system volumes being used, then you must uncatalog those 
data sets before the substitute library or libraries are cataloged. 

If you want SYS1.FORTLIB in the nev or modified system, it is not necessary 
to locate a FORTLIB of a particular release level. If your operating system 
has a FORTLIB, no action is necessary. If your system does not have a FORTLIB 
and you want one in the new or modified system, define it as a null data set 
and catalog it in your operating system catalog. 
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Note 1: If your operating system does not have the required MACLIB or any 
of the other data sets that are needed (COBtIB, PLltIB, or SORTLIB), obtain 
them from any system that is the correct release level. Use the IEHPROGM 
utility program to catalog them in your operating system. 

Note 2: If there are not enough drives available in your machine configuration 
to hold all the qenerating system data sets, the new system data sets, and 
the various additional data sets required, then determine if there is any space 
available on any of your system volumes. If there is enough space to hold 
one or more of the data sets, then use the IEBCOPY utility program to copy 
the data sets onto the volume or volumes. If this is not possible, then you 
will have to demount and mount volumes during the system generation process. 
(For examples of data set allocation, see Figures 7 through 11 in this section.) 

Planning for SYS1.PROCLIB 

If you want the SYS1.PROCLIB from the starter operating system, you must copy 
~t into the new system after the system generation process is complete. If 
you specify the system generation macro instruction PROCLIB, the SYS1.PROCLIB 
from your operating system vill be included in the new or modified system, 
not the one from the starter operating system. 

~llocating and Cataloging the Data sets for the New System 

You must prepare the appropriate DD and CATLG statements for 
data sets for the new or modified system that require them. 
utility program to allocate and catalog the data sets. (See 
provided in "Input Deck for Initialization" and in "Location 
Sets" in this section.) 

all the system 
Use the IEHPROG! 
the examples 
of System Data 

The names for these system data sets must have the qualifier SYS1 preceding 
their simple names. You can specify INDEX=SYSl in the GENERATE macro 
instruction, but because this form is the default option, you don't have to 
code it. 

Allocating and Cataloging the Utility Data Sets 

You must allocate space for and catalog five utility data sets in your operating 
system by means of JCL statements in your system generation input deck. 
(Detailed information about specifying these data sets is found in "Input Deck 
for System Generation" in this section.) 

Four of these data sets must be sequential data sets and are used by the 
assembler, the linkage editor, and the utility programs during system 
generation. The fifth data set must be a partitioned data set and is used 
for the storage of object modules assembled during system generation. Tvo 
of the sequential data sets and the partitioned data set must reside on a 
direct-access volume. 

SYSTEM GENERATION AS ONE JOB IN THE JOB STREAK (!ETHOD 2) 

This method of generating a system is used when you include the system 
generation job with other jobs in the job stream. The system generation program 
is executed in a multiprogramming system, permitting you to have more than 
one system generation job in the same job stream. The preparatory steps for 
this method are: 
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• Catalog the required data sets. 

• Rename SYS1.KACLIB, SYS1.PARKLIB, and SYS1.PROCLIB in the starter operating 
system and catalog them by the new names. Also rename SYS1.COBLIB, 
SYS1.FORTLIB, SYS1.PL1LIB, and/or SYS1.S0RTLIB and catalog them by the 
new names if you want them in the new system. Catalog SYS1.DHELP, 
SYS1.DUADS, and SYS1.DCMDLIB if you want them; you do not have to rename 
them. 

• Name selected data sets in the new or modified operating system with the 
qualifier used in the INDEX keyword parameter of the GENERATE macro 
instruction. 

• Obtain the catalog utility program (CTLG23", CTLG2314, or CTLG3330) and 
the uncatalog utility program (UNCT23", UNCT2314 or UNCT3330). 

• Allocate and catalog the data sets for the new system. 

• Allocate and catalog the utility data sets. 

• Restore the data set names in the starter operating system catalog. 

Note 1: When the system generation job is just one job in the job stream, 
none of the system data sets in your operating system have to be uncataloged 
for that particular system generation,job. In addition, the data set 
SYS1.PROCLIB in the starter operating system can be included in the new system 
during the system generation process. You cannot use this method, however, 
if you are modifying your own operating system. 

Note 2: When you have more than one system generation in the same job stream, 
be sure to: 

• Specify a different qualifier in the INDEX keyword parameter for each 
GENERATE macro instruction. 

• Specify five utility data sets for each generation in the job stream. 
Specify a unique name for-each utility data set, because there cannot be 
any duplicate data set names in the job stream. 

Cataloging the Required Data Sets 

Cataloging SYS1.GENLIB, SYS1.KODGEN, SYS1.KODGEN2, SYS1.TSOGEN, and the 
Component Libraries: You must catalog SYS1.GENLIB, SYS1.KODGEN, SYS1.TSOGEN, 
and the component libraries required for a particular system generation in 
your operating system catalog. 

Although you can catalog SYS1.GENLIB, SYS1.KODGEN, SYS1.KODGEN2, SYS1.TSOGEN, 
and selected component libraries by using the IEHPROGK utility program, an 
easier method is to use one of three utility programs -- CTLG231', CTLG2314, 
or CTLG3330 -- and catalog all the data sets. The utility program selected 
depends on whether the starter operating system package being used for the 
generation is for the 2311, 2314 or the 3330. Then when the system generation 
process is finished, you can use either the UNCT231', UNCT2314, or the UNCT3330 
utility program to eliminate all the catalog entries that are no longer needed 
in the generating system. 

In addition to cataloging the data sets mentioned above, the utility programs 
perform another required function -- they rename (CTLG231', CTLG2314, CTLG3330) 
and restore (UNCT231', UNCT2314, or UNCT3330) the names of seven data sets 
in the starter operating system catalog. (See the next topic.) The method 
for obtaining these utility programs is described later. 
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Renaming SYS1.KACLIB, SYS1.PARKLIB, SYS1.PROCLIB, SYS1.FORTLIB, SYS1.PL1LIB, 
SYS1.COBLIB, and/or SYS1.S0RTLIB: You must rename the system data sets 
(SYS1.KACLIB, SYS1.PARKLIB, and SYS1.PROCLIB) in the starter operating system 
and catalog them in the generating system catalog as SYS1.DKACLIB, 
SYS1.DPARMLIB, and SYS1.DPROCLIB for the duration of the system generation 
process. 

If you want SYS1.COBLIB, SYS1.FORTLIB, SYS1.PL1LIB, andlor SYS1.S0RTLIB in 
the new operating sys~em, then you must rename these data sets in the starter 
operating system and catalog them in the generating system catalog as 
SYS1.DCOBLIB, SYS1.DFORTLIB, SYS1.DPL1LIB, and/or SYS1.DSORTLIB. 

The easiest method is to use either the CTLG231', CTLG2314, or the CTLG3330 
utility program to rename all seven data sets and do the cataloging described 
in the precedinq topic before beginning the system generation process. Then 
when the system generation process is finished you can restore all seven names 
using either the UNCT231', UNCT2314, or the UNCT3330 utility program. The 
method for obtaining these utility programs is described in the next section. 

To access these libraries during system generation, a name other than 
SYSl must be specified in the INDEX= parameter of the GENERATE macro. 

SYS1.FORTLIS lith User-written Modules: If the SYS1.FORTLIB in your operating 
system conta1ns your own modules that you want in the new operating system, 
then you must place them in SYS1.DFORTLIB. Use the IEBCOPY utility program 
to transfer the contents of the entire data set or to transfer just your own 
modules. This copying can be done after either one of the utilities, CTLG231', 
CTLG2314, or CTLG3330, has been run. 

!ICLIS, PIReLIB, and PROCLlB in the Starter operating System: The SYS1.KACLlB, 
SYS1.PARKLIB, and SYS1.PROCLlB in the starter operating system are the ones 
that are incorporated into the new operating system. If you want your MACLIB, 
PARMLIB, andlor PROCLIB in the new operating system, use the IEBCOPY utility 
program to include them in the new system after system generation is over. 

Obtaining the Catalog and Uncatalog Utility Programs 

All six utility programs to catalog and uncatalog are in the starter operating 
system package as members of SYS1.SAMPLIB. They are in card format and you 
can punch them out by using the IEBPTPCH utility program. 

Figure 18 shows the control statements required to punch the utility programs 
for the 2311 starter operating system package from SYS1.SAMPLIB. The underlined 
value must agree with the device type of a punch unit in your installation 
and, therefore, may be different from the value shown. If you want the utility 
programs for the 2314 or 3330 starter operating system package, just substitute 
2314 or 3330 wherever 2311 appears in Figure 18. 

IIPUNCH 
II 
IISISUT1 
II 
/ISISUT2 
IISYSPRINT 
IISYSIN 

1* 

PUNCH 
MEMBER 
MEMBER 

JOB 
EXEC 

DD 

DD 
DD 
DD 

MSGLEVEL=l 
PGK=IEBPTPCH 
DSNAME=SYS1.SAMPLIB,DISP=(OLD,KEEP), 
UNIT=23",VOLUKE=SER=DLIB03 
UNlT=2540-2 
SYSOU!=! 

* TYPORG=PO,MAXNAME=2 
NAME=CTLG2311 
NAME=UNCT2311 

Figure 18. Input Deck for punching the Catalog and Uncatalog Utility 
Programs 
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Allocating and Cataloging the Data sets for the Hev System 

You must prepare the appropriate DD and CATLG statements for all the system 
data sets that require them. Use the IEHPROGft utility program to allocate 
and catalog the data sets. (See the examples provided in "Input Deck for 
Initialization" and in "Location of System Data Sets" in this section.) 

If any of the following seventeen data sets are selected for the new system, 
you must define them in DD statements with the user-supplied qualifier that 
has been specified in the INDEX keyword parameter of the GENERATE macro 
instruction: ALGLIB, CMDLIB, COBLIB, DCMLIB, FORTLIB, HELP, IftAGELIB, LINKLIB, 
MACLIB, NUCLEUS, PARftLIB, PL1LIB, PROCLIB, SORTLlB, SVCLIB, TELCMLIB, UADS. 
All other data sets you select are defined with SYS1 as the qualifier. For 
example, if INDEX=TEMP is specified, then the procedure library (PROCLlB) is 
defined in the DD statement as DSNAME=TEMP.PROCLlB, but the system job queue 
(SYSJOBQE) would be specified as DSNAME=SYS1.SYSJOBQR. 

The use of your qualifier permits a data set to have a temporary, but unique, 
identification for the duration of the system generation process. At the end 
of the system generation process, the qualifier you supply is replaced by SYS1 
by the system generation program. 

You write all the catalog statements in the usual way -- using SYS1 as the 
qualifier for each entry in the catalog. (The qualifier you supply is only 
used in the DD statements -- never in the CATLG statements.) When the system 
generation process has been completed, the catalog and the system data sets 
for the new system are ready to be used. 

Figure 19 contains an example of an input deck for allocating and cataloging 
the system data sets for a new system that will be located on one volume. 
A user-supplied qualifier of 'X' has been assumed. The INDEX keyword parameter 
in the GENERATE macro instruction will be coded as INDEX=X. 

IIALLOC JOB 
IISTEP EXEC 
IISYSPRINT DD 
IIJOBQE DD 
II 
IISVCLIB DD 
II 
II 
IILINKLIB DD 
II 
II 
IICATALOG DD 
II 
II 
IIPROCLIB DD 
II 
II 
IIPARMLIB DD 
II 
II 
IIIMAGELIB DD 
II 
II 

ACCNT,PROGRAHMER,MSGLEVEL=l -ONE VOLUME
PGft=IEHPROGK 
SYSOUT=A 
DSNAKE=SYS1.SYSJOBQE,VOLUKE=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), X 
UNIT=231',DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,(250)"CON!IG) 
DSNAME=X.SVCLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), X 
UNIT=231',DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,(175,,100», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=98365,DCB=(DSORG=POU,RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=1024) 
DSNAME=X.LINKLIB,YOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), X 
UNIT=231',DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK, (890,50,100», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=98365, DCB= (RECFM=U, BLKSIZE=3 625) 
DSNAME=SYSCTLG,VOLUftE=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), X 
UNIT=231',DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,(3,10», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=98365 
DSNAftE=X.PROCLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), X 
UNIT=23",DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,(35,5,7», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=98365,DCB=(RECFft=FB,BLKSIZE=3360) 
DSNAftE=X.PARMLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), X 
UNIT=231',DlSP= (,KEEP) ',SPACE=(TRK, (3,,1», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=98365,DCB=(RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=80) 
DSNAME=X.IMAGELIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), X 
UNIT=23",DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE=(TRK,(3,,2», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=98365,DCB=(RECFft=U,BLKSIZE=1024) 

Figure 19 (Part 1 of 2). Input Deck for Allocating and Cataloging System Data Sets 
With a User-supplied Qualifier of 'X' 
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IIFORTLIB 
II 
II 
IISORTLIB 
II 
II 
IIPL1LIB 
II 
II 
IINUCLEUS 
II 
II 
IISYSIN DO 

CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 

1* 

DO OSNAME=X.FORTLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), 
UNIT=231',DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,(45,5,30» , 
LABEL=EXPOT=98365,DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=3625) 

DD DSNAME=X.SORTLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), 
UNIT=231',DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,(15,10,45» , 
LABEL=EXPDT=98365,DCB=(RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=3625) 

DD DSNAME=X.PL1LIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), 
UNIT=231',DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE=(TRK, (100,10,100», 
LABEL=EXPDT=98365,DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=3625) 

DD DSNAKE=X.NUCLEUS,VOLUKE=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), 
UNIT=23",DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,{30,,1» , 
LABEL=EXPDT=98365 

* DSNAKE=SYS1.FORTLIB,VOL=231'=11111',CVOL=23"=111111 
DSNAME=SYS'.LINKLIB,VOL=23"=1'1"',CVOL=23"=1"'" 
DSNAME=SYS'.PARKLIB,VOL=231'=111'1',CVOL=231'=11'111 
DSNAME=SYS1.IKAGELIB,VOL=231'=111"',CVOL=231'=1111" 
DSNAKE=SYS1.PL1LIB,VOL=231'=1111'1,CVOL=231'=111111 
DSNAKE=SYS1.PROCLIB,VOL=231'=1'111',CVOL=231'=11'111 
DSNAKE=SYS'.SORTLIB,VOL=231'=11111',CVOL=231'=111111 
DSNAME=SYS1.SVCLIB,VOL=231'=1'111',CVOL=23"=11'111 
DSNAKE=SYS 1., SYSJOBQE, VOL=23"= 1 11111, CVOL=231'= 111111 

x 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

Fiqure 19 (part 2 of 2). Input Deck for Allocating and Cataloging System Data Sets 
With a User-Supplied Qualifier of 'X' 

Allocating and cataloging the utility Data Sets 

You must also allocate space for and catalog five utility data sets in your 
operating system by means of JCL statements in your system generation input 
deck. (Detailed information about specifying these data sets is found in 
"Input Deck for System Generation" in this section.) 

Four of these data sets must be sequential data sets and are used by the 
assembler, the linkage editor, and the utility programs during system 
generation. The fifth data set must be a partitioned data set and is used 
for the storage of object modules assembled during system generation. Two 
of the sequential data sets and the partitioned data set must reside on a 
direct-access volume. 

Restoring the Data Set Names in the Starter Operating System 

After the system generation process has been completed, you should restore 
the names of the renamed data sets in the starter operating system. Also, 
uncatalog all the catalog entries in the generating system catalog that are 
no longer required. You can use either of the three utility programs (UNCT231', 
UNCT2314, or UNCT3330) to do this, depending on which starter operating system 
package you used. 
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System Generation Using the Starter Operating System 

IBM provides an MFT starter operating system that can be used for the first 
system generation. The starter operating system must be initialized and made 
operational before it can be used as a generating system. The starter operating 
system and the procedures required to initialize it are described in this 
section. 

THE STARTER OPERATING SYSTEM PACKAGE 

The starter operating system package consists of an operating system and a 
set of libraries. This operating system includes: 

• Control program 

• Data set utilities 

• System utilities 

• Assembler F 

• Linkage Editor F 

In addition to the operating system, the starter operating system package 
includes the following libraries: 

• SYS1.SAMPLIB (sample library) -- The members of the sample library are 
the sample programs .used to test operating system components, and are 
usually kept in card decks by the installation. They are described in 
the "Testing the New System" section. Also included are: 

The independent utility programs IBCDASDI, IBCDMPRS, and ICAPRTBL. 

The IPL program IEAIPLOO. 

An example of how to write an accounting routine (SAMACTRT). 

The system management facilities (SMF) sample programs, which, although 
in the sample library, are documented in OS SMF. 

CTLG2311, CTLG2314, and CTLG3330: When your operating system is being 
used as the generating system and a user-supplied qualifier is specified 
in the INDEX keyword parameter of the GENERATE macro instruction, this 
utility program can be used to prepare the 2311, 2314, or 3330 distribution 
of the starter operating system for the system generation process. 
SYS1.GENLIB, SYS1.MODGEN, SYS1.MODGEN2, and the component libraries are 
cataloged in the generating system. Seven libraries (COBLIB, FORTLIB, 
MACLIB, PARMLlB, PL1LlB, PROCLlB, and SORTLlB) are cataloged in the 
generating system and renamed to SYS1.DCOBLIB, SYS1.DFORTLIB, SYS1.DMACLIB, 
SYS1.DPARMLIB, SYS1.DPL1LIB, SYS1.DPROCLIB, and SYS1.DSORTLIB. 

UNCT2311, UNCT2314, and UNCT3330: These utility programs should be used 
after the system generation process is over if the CTLG2311, CTLG2314, 
or CTLG3330 utility programs were used. This utility program uncatalogs 
SYS1.GENLIB, SYS1.MODGEN, SYS1.MODGEN2, and the component libraries from 
the starter operating system. It also uncatalogs and restores the names 
of the seven system libraries that were renamed. 

• Component libraries. 

• SYS1.GENLIB (stage I generation library) -- This library has a blocking 
factor of 42. 
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• SYS1.ftODGEN and SYS1.ftODGEN2 (Stage II generation libraries) -- Each library 
has a blocking factor of 42. 

• SYS1.PARMLIB (parameter library) -- This library is unblocked. 

• SYS1.PROCLIB (cataloged procedures library) -- This library is unblocked. 

• SYS1.KA:LIB (macro library) -- This library has a blocking factor of 42. 

• SYS1.COBLIB (COBOL library). 

• SYS1.FORTLIB (FORTRAN library) -- This library is distributed without 
members. 

• SYS1.PL1LIB (PL/I library). 

• SYS1.S0RTLIB (sort library). 

• SYS1.TSOftAC (TSO macro library) 
45. 

This library has a blocking factor of 

• SYS1.TCAMMAC (TCAM macro library) -- This library has a blocking factor 
of 45. 

• SYS 1. TSOGEN (Stage II generation library) -- This libr'ary has a blocking 
factor of 45. 

• SYS1.DUADS (TSO user attribute data set). 

• SYS1.DHELP (TSO help data set). 

• SYS1.DCMDLIB (TSO command library). 

• SYS1.DN554A (service aids library) -- This library has a blocking factor 
of 45. It contains an independent service aid program called IftCJQDftP. 
Information on the retrieval and use of IftCJQDftP is provided in os Service 
~ 

STARTER SYSTEft REQUIREMENTS 

The starter operating system contains a Release 21 level KFT control program 
that requires 128K bytes of main storage. Figure 20 shows the maxim~m machine 
configuration supported by the starter system. Any subset of this configuration 
can be used if it meets the minimum requirements shown in Figure 21. The 
device types that can be used are listed in Figure 22 and the group names that 
support the IBM-supplied cataloged procedures are provided in Figure 23. 

All the devices to be used must be ready before IPL; any device not ready will 
automatically be taken off line. If a device that was not ready at IPL is 
required during a job step, the operator should enter a VARY ONLINE command 
for that device. 

When using the starter operating system, it is permissible to have devices 
other than those shown in Figure 20 attached to the system. However, an 
interruption must not be issued from any of these additional devices while 
the starter operating system is running. For example, the operator must not 
make anyone of these devices ready. 
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STARTER SYSTEM SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

Special considerations that apply only to the starter system are described 
as a guide. 

Multiple System Generations 

• When generating multiple systems, the MFT starter system may require a 
larger system queue area (SQA) than the generated 5K bytes. The SQA may 
be specified at IPL time, as explained in OS Operator's Reference manual. 
OS Storage Estimates manual explains how to determine the required SQI 
value, which must then be rounded to a doubleword boundary. 

• A larger SYS1.SYSJOBQE data set may also be required. How to change the 
size of this data set is explained in the "Restart Procedures" section 
of th~s manual under "SYS1.SYSJOBQE Considerations." 

The Universal Character Set Feature 

If a system generation is performed using a 1403 printer with the universal 
character set feature, the BPS UCS utility program (360-UT-048) must be executed 
before system generation in order to load the read/write storage units. When 
the UCS program is executed, NO-FOLDING and BLOCK-DATA-CHECK must be specified. 
This program is described in the IBM System/360 'Basic Progra~ming Support: 
Universal Character Set Utility Program Operat1ng GU1de. 

Models 91 and 195 

If a system generation is done using a 5/360 Model 91 or 195 central processing 
unit, the switch on the system control panel must be in the INHIBIT OVERLAP 
position. 

The M65MP System 

The starter operating system cannot operate on an M65MP configuration with 
unit record devices as input/output, but it can operate with tape input/output. 
If the starter operating system is used on another configuration, it can 
generate an operating system for the M65MP system. 

The 2305, 2314, or 3330 Direct-Access Storage 

The starter operating system will not work correctly if there is a two-channel 
switch on the 2305, 2314, or 3330 and one of the channels is not disabled. 

If 3330 devices are used, a single partition of at least 85K is used. 
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The Dual Density Feature and 9-Track !agnetic Tape Drives 

For 9-track magnetic tape drives with or without the dual density feature, 
the starter operating system will assume a default value of 800 BPI. This 
applies whether the tape volumes mounted on the drives have standard labels, 
or no labels. 

If, however, you desire to use 1600 BPI for the 9-track tape drives with or 
without the dual density feature, then you must specify the density in the 
DCB parameter of the DD statements for all the data sets that will reside on 
these drives. This applies if the tape volumes mounted on the drives have 
standard labels or no labels. 

Notes: 

• This density specification for 1600 BPI will not be passed on from one 
step of a job to the next. 

• 1600 BPI cannot be used for SYSOUT. 

Kodel 95 

If a system generation is done using a Kodel 85 central processing unit, a 
1052 console with an address of 009, OlF, 209, 2l¥, or 309 must be attached 
to the system. The soft machine-check interrupt switch on the system control 
panel must be in the INHIBIT position. 

5/370 Model 165 or 168 

If a system generation is done using a Model 165 or 168 central processing 
unit, a 1052 console with an address of 009, OlF, 209, 2lF, or 309 must be 
attached to the system. 
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S/360 Selector 
Model 40, 50, 65, 75, 85, 91, 195, or 67 in 65 mode Channel 3 

S/370 
Model 135,145, 155, 158, 165, 168, or 195 

Selector Selector 
Channel 1 Cha.nnel 2 

..... 
1052 

Console 
21F 

.. A 2303 may be substituted for anyone of the 
2311's attached to the 2841 Storage Controls 
on Selector Channel 1 and Channel 2. The 
2303 addresses will be 197 and 297. 

** These tapes must be 7 track tape units with 
the data conversion feature. All others must 
be 9 track tape units. Addresses 180 to 184 
and 280 to 284 may be replaced with 3400 
series tape drives. I f the 3400 series tape 
drives are to be used and 2400 devices are 
not available, UNIT=24OO should be 
specified for the 3400 tape drives. 

Can be a 3210 or 3215 printer keyboard, ex capt with S/370 Model 165. 

1442 
Read Punch 

A 

2540 
Reader 

20C 

Figure 20. Maximum System Configuration for the Starter Operating System 
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Choose from the following 

Minimum Function Device Address 

Requirement Device MPX Selector Selector Selector 
Channel Channell Channel 2 Channel 3 

1052,3210, or 3215 OO9,OlF 209,21F 309 

1 System Console 3213 011,015 

3158 010,014 

2540 Reader OOC 2OC 

3505 Reader 012 

1 System Input 
3525 Card Punch 013 

1442 Read Punch 1 ooA 20A 

2400 (7 Tr-DC) 180,181 280,281 

2400 (9-Track) 182, 183, 184 282,283, 284 

2540 Punch 000 200 

1442 Read Punch 1 ooA 20A 

1 Punch Output 3525 Card Pu nch 013 

2400 (7 Tr-DC) 180,181 280,281 

2400 (9-Track) 182, 183, 184 282,283,284 

1443 ooB 20B 

1403 ooE,ooF 20E 
1 Print Output 

3211 002,004 

2400 (7 Tr-DC) 180,181 280,281 

2400 (9-Track) 182, 183, 184 282, 283, 284 

2311 190,191,192,193 290,291,292,293 

1 DLIBOl 130,131,132,133, 230,231,232,233, 330,331,332,333 
2314 

134,135 234,235 

3330 150,151,152,153 250,251,252,253 350,351,352,353 

2311 190, 191, 192, 193 290, 291, 292, 293 

1 DUB02 
2314 

130,131,132,133, 230,231,232,233, 330,331,332,333 
134,135 234,235 

1 DLIB03 2311 190,191,192, 193 290,291, 292, 293 

1 DLIB04 2311 190, 191, 192, 193 290,291,292,293 

1 DUBOS 2311 190,191,192,193 290,291,292,293 

1 DUB062 2311 190,191,192,193 290,291,292,293 

2311 190, 191, 192, 193 290,291,292,293 

2301 lCO 2CO 

2303 197 297 

1 New System 2314 130,131,132,133, 230,231,232,233, 330,331,332,333 

134,135 234,235 

2305-1 lFO 2FO 

2305-2 100 200 

3330 150,151,152,153 250, 251,252,253 350,351,352,353 

2311 190,191,192,193 290,291,292,293 

2301 lCO 2CO 

2303 197 297 

2314 
130,131,132,133, 230, 231, 232, 233, 330,331,332,333 

23 
System generation 134,135 234,235 

utility data sets 
2305-1 lFO 2FO 

2305-2 100 200 

3330 150,151,152,153 250,251,252,253 350,351,352,353 

2400 (9-Track) 182, 183, 184 282,283,284 

1 A single 1442 may serve as either system input or punch output, but not both simultaneously. 

2 For TSO systems. 

3 The system generation utility data sets do not require additional direct access devices if sufficient space is i;.vailable on the volul"Qes that 

contain the starter system and the new system. (see "Input Deck for System Generation" in the section "Preparation for System 

Generation". ) 

Figure 21. Minimum IIO Requirements 
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I 

Magnetic Tape Drives 
Device Type 
2400 
2400-2 

3400 

3400-2 

Direct-Access Devices 
Device Type 
2311 
2301 
2303 
2305-1 
2305-2 
2314 
3330 

Unit Record Equipment 
Device Type 
1052 
1403 
1442 
1443 
2540 
2540-2 
3210 
3211 
3213 
3215 
3505 
3525 

Description 
2400 series 9-track magnetic tape drive 
2400 series magnetic tape drive with seven track 
compatibility and data conversion 
3400 series 9-track magnetic tape device, 800 or 
1600 bpi only 
3400 series magnetic tape drive with seven track 
capability and data conversion 

De scri ption 
2311 disk storage drive 
2301 drum storage 
2303 drum storage 
2305 fixed-head disk storage Model 1 
2305 fixed-head disk storage Model 2 
2314 disk storage facility 
3330 disk storage facility 

Description 
1052 printer keyboard 
1403 printer 
1442 serial reader punch 
1443 printer 
2540 reader punch (read feed) 
2540 reader punch (punch feed) 
3210 console printer keyboard 
3211 printer 
3213 console printer no keyboard 
3215 console printer keyboard 
3505 card reader 
3525 card punch with read and print feature 

Figure 22. Device Types 

Name Function 

SYSSQ Sequential access on devices at any of the following addresses: 182, 
183, 184, 282, 283, 284, 190, 191, 192, 193, 290, 291, 292, 293 (any 
9-track tape or 2311 disk storage drive). 

SYSDA Direct access on devices at any of the following addresses: 190, 191, 
192, , 93 , 290 , 291, 2 92 , 293 , (any 231 1); 1 CO, 2 CO, (any 230 1); 1 97, 
297, (any 2303); lDO, lFO, 2DO, 2l"0, (any 2305); 130, 131, 132, 133, 
134, 135, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235, 330, 331, 332, 333, (any 
2314); 150, 151, 152, 153, 250, 251, 252, 253, 350, 351, 352, 353, 
(any 3330). 

SYSCP A 2540 card punch at address OOD or 20D, or 1442 at address OOA or 201, 
or 3525 at address 013. 

Figure 23. Additional Group Names Supporting IBM-Supplied Cataloged Procedures 
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PROCESSING THE STARTER PACKAGE 

Before the starter operating system package can be used for system generation, 
it must be initialized and prepared for use. If the package is on tape, 
preparation consists of: 

1. Restoring the system to disk (the tape then becomes a backup copy of the 
system) • 

2. Punching the independent utility programs and the sample programs from 
SYS1.SAKPLIB for later use. 

3. Listing the data describing the system. 

If the starter operating system package is on disk, preparation consists of: 

1. punching the independent utility programs and the sample programs from 
SYS1.SAMPLIB for later use. 

2. Creating a backup copy of the system on disk or tape. 

3. Listing the data describing the system. 

processing of the tape or disk distribution of the starter operating system 
package is depicted in Figure 24. Detailed processing instructions are 
contained in the procedure section that follows. 
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Tape 

Distribution 

Initialize 
Backup 

Disk Pack (s) 

Restore Tape (s) 
to 

Disk Pack(s) 

Punch Utilities 
from Disk 

(DLlB03 on 2311 
DLl802 on 2314 
DLl801 on 3330) 

I 
~ 

r 

Figure 24. Processing the starter Package 

Punch 
Utilities from 

Disk 

Dump Disk(s) 
onto 

Tape(s) 

list System 
Data 

Scratch 
libraries 

Begin System 
Generation 

No 

Initialize 
Backup 
Disk(s) 

Dump 50S 
Package onto 

Initialized 
Disk Pack{s) 
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PROCEDURES FOR PROCESSING THE STARTER PACKAGE 

This section contains detailed procedures for processing the various types 
of starter operating system packages and for deleting libraries from the. starter 
operating system. Procedures are given for: 

• Complete 2311 package tape distribution 

• Complete 2311 package disk pack distribution with tape backup 

• Complete 2311 package disk pack distribution with disk pack backup 

• Complete 2314 package tape distribution 

• Complete 3330 package tape distribution 

In using these procedures, it may be helpful to refer to Appendix C. This 
appendix describes the distribution methods and illustrates the arrangement 
of the starter package data sets on disk packs and tapes. 

The procedures include examples of control decks. In these examples, the 
underlined fields are those that may require modification for different 
installations. Further explanation of the field requirements is contained 
in os utilities. Remember to tailor the control decks for the distribution 
you receive: a complete 2311 package uses volume serial numbers DLIB01, DLIB02, 
DLIB03, DLIB04, and DLIB05; the volume serial number DLIB06 must be ordered 
with the 2311 package if TSO is to be generated; a 2314 package uses volume 
serial numbers DLIB01 and DLIB02; and a 3330 package uses volume serial number 
DLIBO 1. 

For illustrative purposes, the given procedures assume the set of devices and 
device addresses listed in Figure 25. 

Device Function Input/Output Device Address 

Printer Keyboard 1052 01F 
System Residence and 

System Data Sets 
• DLIB01 2311 (2314 or 3330) 190 (130 or 150) 
• DLIB02 2311 (or 2314) 191 (or 131) 
• DLIB03 2311 192 
• DLIB04 2311 193 
• DLIB05 2311 290 
• DLIB06 2311 291 

System Input 2540 reader OOC 
Punch Output 2540 punch OOD 
Print output 1403 printer ODE 
Tape Drives 1 2400 tape 180 2 

2400 tape 181 2 
2400 tape 182 2 

lTape units are required only if the starter package is received on tape or 
if system backup is created on tape. 

2Tape units located at addresses 180 and 181 are 7-track tape units with the 
data conversion feature. The tape unit at 182 is a 9~track tape unit. 

Figure 25. Sample Configuration 
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2311 Package -- Tape Distribution 

The procedure for processing the tape distribution of the 2311 starter operating 
system packaqe is as follows: 

Initialize Disk 

1. Mount the disk pack onto which DLIBOI is to be restored. 

2. Mount tape ., (DLIB01) of starter package. 

3. Load IBCDASDI program from tape by setting the load selector switches and 
pressing the console LOAD key. When the program is load~d, the wait state 
is entered and the hexadecimal value FFFF is displayed in the console 
lights. 

4. Place the following control deck in the input device to initialize the 
disk: 

JOB 
MSG 
DADEF 
VLD 
VTOCD 
END 

TOD~V=1403,TOADDR=Q..Q..l 
TODEV=231',TOADDR=190,VOLID=SCRITCH,FLIGTEST=NO 
NEWVOLID=111111,OWNEBID=DEPT38 
STBTADR=s~,EXTENT=jQ 

In the DADEF statement, the FLIGTEST=NO parameter must be used only when 
the disk is initialized for the first time. 

Note: The VToeD statement creates a temporary VTOC. 

5. Define the control statement input device by pressing the REQUEST key of 
the printer keyboard. The message DEFINE INPUT DEVICE will be printed. 
Enter the message INPUT=xxxx cuu where, xxxx is the device type, c is the 
channel address, an uu is the unit address. The device type can be 1442, 
2400, or 2540. 

6. When the disk initialization is complete, the message END OF JOB is printed 
on the m~ssage output device, and the program enters the wait state. 

Restore Tape to Disk 

7. Load the IBCDMPRS program from tape by setting the load selector switches 
and pressing the console LOAD key. When the program is loaded, the wait 
state is entered and the hexadecimal value FFFF is displayed in the console 
lights. 
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S. Place the following deck in the input device to restore the contents of 
the tape to the disk: 

JOB 
MSG 
RESTORE 

END 

TODEV=1403,TOADDR=OOE 
FROKDEV=2400,FROKADDR='SO,TODEV=23", 
TOADDR=190,VOLID=111111 

x 

when restoring is complete, the serial number of the disk has been changed 
from 111111 to DLIB01. 

9. Define the control statement input device by pressing the REQUEST key of 
the printer keyboard. The message DEFINE INPUT DEVICE will be printed. 
Enter the message INPUT=xxxx cuu, where xxxx is the device type, c is the 
channel address, and uu is the unit address. The device type can be 1442, 
2400, or 2540. 

10. When the restoring is com~lete, the message END OF JOB is printed on the 
message output device, and the program enters the wait state. 

Initialize and Restore Second Disk 

11. The unit to be initialized must be in an offline status. Carry out the 
IPt procedure (the steps denoted with an **) from the disk restored in 
Steps 1 through 10 with the following control deck in the input device: 

II VARY 191,OFFLINE 
IIDLIB02---JOB ACCT123,PROGRAKKER,MSGLEVEL=1 
IIINIT02 EXEC PGK=IEHDASDR,PARM-IN-1' 
IISYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
IISYSIN DD * 

1* 

ANALYZE TODD=191,VTOC=00004,EXTENT=00010,FLAGTEST=NO, I 
NEWVOLID=DLIB02 

II VARY !21JONLINE 
IIREST02 EXEC PGM=IEHDASDR,PARK='N=1' 
IISYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
IIFROM02 DD UNIT=lS0,DISP=OLD,LABEL=(4,NL), X 
II VOLUKE=SER=REST02--
IIDLIB02 DD UNIT=191,DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=DLIB02 
IISYSIN DD * --

RESTORE FROMDD=FROM02,TODD=DLIB02,CPYVOLID=YES, I 
PURGE=YES 

1* 

Initialize and Restore Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Disks 

12. Repeat Step 11 to initialize and restore DLIB03 and DLIB04. If the 
distribution was on three SOO-BPI tapes, the first half of DLIB03 is on 
the first tape. The second half of DLIB03 is on the second tape. The 
file number subparameter of the LABEL=(n,NL) is 6 for the first half of 
DLIB03 on Tape #1. The file number subparameters on the second tape are 
2 for DLIB03, and 4 for DLIB04. The file subparameters on the third tape 
are 2 for DLIB05 and 4 for DLIB06. DLIB06 is required only for a TSO 
generation. Repeat Step 11 to initialize and restore DLIB05 and DLIB06. 
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If the distribution was on two 1600-BPI tapes, the file count subparameter 
on the first tape will be 6 for DLIB03 and 8 for DLIB04. The file count 
subparameter on the second tape will be 2 for DLIB05 and 4 for DLIB06. 

Punch Utility and Sample Programs 

13. Completion of the preceding steps provides operable disk packs with backup 
tapes. Proceed to punch the independent utility programs and any sample 
programs desired. Be sure all necessary volumes are mounted and make ready 
all devices to be used. 

14. The following control deck should be placed in the input device: 

IIJOBl JOB 
II EXEC 
/ISYSUT1 OD 
//SYSUT2 DD 
IISYSPRINT DO 
IISYSIN OD 

/* 

PUNCH 
MEMBER 
MEMBER 
MEMBER 
MEMBER 

ACCT123,PROGRAKMER,MSGLEVEL=1 
PGM=IEBPTPCH 
DSNAME=SyS1.SAMPLIB,DISP=(OLD,KEEP) 
UNIT=2540-2 
SYSOUT=A 

* TYPORG=PO,MAXNAME=4 
NAME=IBCDMPRS 
NAME=IBCDASDI 
NAME=IEAIPLOO 
NAME=IBCRCVRP 

A MEMBER card should be added to the above control deck for each sample 
program desired for later use, and for SAMACTRT provided the MAXNAME field 
in the PUNCH control card is adjusted to show the revised number of member 
cards in the deck. The member name card (first card) should be removed 
from each member deck punched. (Refer to the "Testing the New System" 
section of this publication for names of the sample programs.) 

15** Set the LOAD UNIT switches on the control panel to the channel, 
control unit, and device of the system-residence volume (DLIB01). 
Then press the LOAD key. 

16** Reply OO,'RAM=,' to the SPECIFY SYSTEM PARAMETERS message to comply with 
128K minimum configuration unless the 3330 or 2305 devices are beinq used, 
then reply OO,'RAM=Ol'. Reply no to the request for a SYS1~DUMP data set. 
Signal EOB to the SPECIFY SYSTEM PARAMETERS message. Reply no to the 
change partitions message. wait for the READY message and for the WAIT 
light to be turned on. Then enter a SET command specifying the date, as 
follows: 

a. Press the REQUEST key. 
b. Wait for the READ light to go on. 
c. Type SET DATE=yy.ddd,Q=(,F) to specify date. 
d. Signal EOB. 
e. Reply U to the SPECIFY JOB QUEUE PARAMETERS message and 

wait for the WAIT light to go on. 
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11** Commands must be entered to start a SYSOUT writer, a reader, and 
an initiator. It is recommended that the direct SYSOUT writer be 
used. The commands are: 

MN JOBNAMES 
START DSO. P 1, OOE 
START RDR.S,OOC 
START INIT.ALL 

If DOE and OOC are not the addresses of the writer and reader, 
enter the correct addresses. 

18** When the job is completed, a READER ENDED message will be printed, 
followed by a JOB ENDED message. The system will then enter the 
wait state. See the OS Operator's Reference for a discussion of 
stopping the system for MFT. 

List System Catalog 

19. In order to determine the location of the component libraries, 
place the control deck shown below in the input device. 

Then enter a START RDR.S,OOC command. 

IILISTCTLG JOB 
IISTEPA EXEC 
IISYSPRINT DD 
IISYSRS DD 
II 
IISYSIN DD 

LISTCTLG 
1* 

ACCT123,PROGRAKKER,KSGLEVEL=1 
PGK=IEHLIST 
SYSOUT=A 
UNIT=2311,DISP=(OLD,KEEP}, 
VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=DLIB01} 

* 

X 

Note: You must carry out the IPL procedure (the steps denoted with an 
**) if the preceding punch operation was skipped. 

List System Data 

20. To list the data describing the system, place the proper control deck shown 
below in the input device. 

Then enter a START RDR.S,OOC command. 
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Control deck for users of the complete 2311 package: 

IIJOB2 JOB 
IISTEPl EXEC 
IISYSPRINT DD 
IIODl OD 
IIDD2 DD 
IIOD3 DO 
//DD4 00 
I/DD5 DD 
//OD6 OD 
I/SYSIN DD 

1* 

LISTVTOC 
LISTVTOC 
LISTVTOC 
LISTVTOC 
LISTVTOC 
LISTVTOC 
LISTPDS 

LISTPDS 
LISTPDS 
LISTPDS 

LISTPDS 
LISTPDS 
LISTPDS 

ACCT123,PROGRAMKER,MSGLEVEL=1 
PGK=IEHLIST 
SYSOUT=A 
UNIT=231',DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=DLIBCl 
UNIT=2311,OISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=DLIB02 
UNIT=231',DISP=OLD,VOLUKE=SER=DLIB03 
UNIT=2311,DISP=OLO,VOLUME=SER=DLIB04 
UNIT=2311,DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=DLIB05 
UNIT=2311,OISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=DL1B06 (if TSO) 
* 
DUMP 
DUMP,VOL=23l1=DL1B02 
DUMP,VOL=2311=DLIB03 
DUMP,VOL=2311=OLIB04 
DUMP,VOL=2311=DLIBOS 
OUMP,VOL=2311=DLIB06 (if TSO) 

DSNAME=(SYS1.PROCLIB X 
[,Optional PDSs on System Residence) 
VOL=2311=DLIB02,DSNAME=SYS1.KODGEN 
VOL==2311=DL1BO 1, DSNAME=SYS1. MODGEN2 
VOL=2311=OL1B03,DSNAME=(component librar~ X 
(,component library ••• ]) 

VOL=2311=DLIB04,DSNAME=SYS1.GENLIB 
VOL=2311=DLIB05,DSNAME=(component libraries) 

VOL=231l=DLIB06,DSNAME=(component library X 
[ , component library ••• ]) (if TSO) 

Specify the component libraries desired in the proper LISTPDS statement. 
In the list deck, any of the partitioned data sets shown in !igure 90 may 
be specified in the L1STPDS statement. 

Note: You must carry out the 1Pt procedure (the steps denoted with an 
**) if the preceding punch operation was skipped. 
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2311 Package -- Disk Pack Distribution (Tape Backup) 

The procedure for processing the disk pack distribution of the 2311 starter 
operating system package, with tape backup, is as follows: 

Punch utility and Sample programs 

1. The disk packs are operable as received. Punch the independent utility 
programs (needed to create a tape backup copy of the disks) and any sample 
programs desired. Be sure all necessary volumes are mounted and make ready 
all devices to be used. 

2. The following control deck should be placed in the input device: 

//JOBl JOB 
1/ EXEC 
I/SYSUT1 DD 
/ISYSUT2 DD 
/ISYSPRINT DD 
I/SYSIN DD 

1* 

PUNCH 
MEMBER 
MEMBER 
MEMBER 
l'lE!BER 

ACCT123,PROGRAMMER,!SGLEVEL=1 
PG!=IEBPTPCH 
DSNAME=SYS1.SAMPLIB,DISP=(OLD,KEEP) 
UNIT=2S40-2 
SYSOUT=A 

* TYPORG=PO,!AXNA!E=4 
NAME=IBCDMPRS 
NAME=IBCDASDI 
NA!E=IEAIPLOO 
NAME=IBCRCVRP 

A KEMBER card should be added to the above control deck for each sample 
program desired for later use, and for SA!ACTRT, provided the MAXNA!E field 
in the PUNCH control card is adjusted to show the revised number of member 
cards in the deck. The member name card (first card) should be removed 
from each member deck punched. (Refer to the "Testing the New System" 
section of this publication for names of the sample programs.) 

3. Set the LOAD UNIT switches on the control panel to the channel, 
control unit, and device of the system-residence volume (DLIB01). 
Then press the LOAD key. 

4** Reply no to the request for a SYS1.DU!P data set. Signal EOB 
to the SPECIFY SYSTEM PARAMETERS message. Reply no to the change 
partitions message. wait for the READY message and for the 
WAIT light to be turned on. Then enter a SET command specifying 
the date, as follows: 

a. Press the REQUEST key. 
b. Wait for the READ light to go on. 
c. Type SET DATE=yy.ddd to specify date. 
d. Signal EOB. 
e. Reply U to the SPECIFY JOB QUEUE PARA!ETERS message and 

wait for the WAIT light to go on. 
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5** Commands must be entered to start a SYSOUT writer, a reader, and an 
initiator. It is recommendad that the direct SYSOUT writer be used. The 
commands are: 

!N JOBNAMES 
START DSO.Pl,OOE 
START RDR.S,OOC 
START INIT.ALL 

If OOE and OOC are not the addresses of the writer and reader, the user 
should enter the correct addresses. 

6** When the job is completed, a READER ENDED message will be printed, followed 
by a JOB ENDED message. The system will then enter the wait state. See 
the OS Operator's Reference for a discussion of stopping the system for 
KFT. 

Dump Disk to First Tape 

7. Place the IBCDMPRS program (punched from SYS1.SAKPLIB in Step 2) in the 
input device, followed by the control deck shown below. 

JOB 
MSG 
DUMP 

END 

TODEV=1403,TOADDR=OOE 
FROKDEV=231',FROMADDR=190, 
TODEV=2400,TOADDR=181 

x 

8. Mount the tape that is to contain the backup copy of the first disk pack 
(DLIB01) • 

9. Load the IBCDKPRS program by setting the load selector switches and pressing 
the console LOAD key_ When the program is loaded, the wait state is entered 
and the hexadecimal value FFFF is displayed in the console lights. 

10. Define the control statement input device by pressing the REQUEST key of 
the printer keyboard. The message DEFINE INPUT DEVICE will be printed. 
Enter the message INPUT=xxxx cuu, where xxxx is the device type, c is the 
channel address, and uu is the unit address. The device type can be 1442, 
2400, or 2540. 

11. After the dump to tape is completed, an END OF JOB message will be printed 
and the program will enter the wait state. The tape should be removed 
and stored in the tape library. 

Dump Second Disk to Second Tape 

12. Repeat Steps 7 through 11 to dump the contents of disk pack DLIB02. 

Dump Third Disk to Third Tape 

13. Repeat Steps 7 through 11 to dump the contents of disk pack DLIB03. 
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Dump Fourth Disk to Fourth Tape 

14. Repeat steps 7 through 11 to dump the contents of disk pack DLIB04. 

Dump Fifth Disk to pifth Tape 

15. Repeat steps 7 through 11 to dump the contents of disk pack DLIB05. 

Dump Sixth Disk to Sixth Tape 

16. Repeat steps 7 through 11 to dump contents of disk pack DLIB06. 
only for TSO systems.) 

List System Catalog 

(Required 

17. In order to determine the location of the component libraries, place the 
control deck shown below in the input device: 

Then enter a START RDR.S,OOC command. 

IILISTCTLG JOB 
IISTEPA EXEC 
IISYSPRINT DD 
/ISYSRS DD 
II 
/ISYSIN DD 

L1STCTLG 
/* 

ACCT123,PROGRAMMER,MSGLEVEL=1 
PGM= IEHLIST 
SYSOUT=A 
UNIT=2311,DISP=(OLD,KEEP) , 
VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=DL1B01) 
* 

X 

Note: You must carry out the 1PL procedure (the steps denoted with an 
**) if the preceding dump operation was performed. 
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List System Data 

18. To list the data describing the system, load the operating system, and 
place the proper control deck shown below in the input device: 

Then enter a START RDR.S,OOC command. 

Control deck for users of the complete 2311 package: 

IIJOB2 JOB ACCT123,PROGRAKKER,MSGLEVEL=1 
IIS~EPl EXEC PGM=IEHLIST 
IISYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
IIDD1 DD UNIT=231',DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=DLIBOl 
IIDD2 DD UNIT=231',DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=DLIB02 
IIDD3 DD UNIT=231',DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=DLIB03 
IIDD4 DD UNIT=231',DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=DLIB04 
IIDDS DD UNIT=231',DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=DLIBOS 
IIDD6 DD UNIT=231',DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=DLIB06 (if TSO) 
IISYSIN DD * 

1* 

LISTVTOC DUMP 
LISTVTOC DUMP,VOL=23"=DLIB02 
LISTVTOC DUMP,VOL=231'=DLIB03 
LISTVTOC DUMP,VOL=231'=DLIB04 
LISTVTOC DUMP,VOL=23"=DLIBOS 
LISTVTOC DUMP,YOL=231'=DLIB06 (if TSO) 
LISTPDS DSNAME=(SYS1.PROCLIB X 

(,Optional PDSs on System Residence]) 
LISTPDS VOL=231'=DLIB02, X 

DSNAME=SYS1.MODGEN 
LISTPDS VOL=231'=DLIB01,DSNAME=SYS1.MODGEN2 
LISTPDS YOL=23"=DLIB03,DSNAME=(component library X 

(,component library ••• ]) 
LISTPDS YOL=231'=DLIB04,DSNAME=SYS'.GENLIB 
LISTPDS VOL=23":DLIB05,DSNAME=(component libraries} 
LISTPDS VOL=231'=DLIB06,DSNAKE=(component library X 

[ , component library ••• )} (if TSO) 

Specify the component libraries desired in the proper LISTPDS statement. 
In the LIST deck, any of the partitioned data sets shown in Figure 90 may 
be specified in the LISTPDS statement. 

Note: You must carry out the IPL procedure (the steps denoted with an 
**) if the preceding dump operation was performed. 
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2311 Package -- Disk Pack Distribution (Disk Backup) 

The procedure for processing the disk pack distribution of the 2311 starter 
operating system package, with disk backup, is as follows: 

Punch utility and Sample Programs 

1. The disk packs are operable as received. Punch the independent utility 
programs (needed to create a disk backup copy of the disks) and any sample 
programs desired. Be sure all necessary volumes are mounted and make ready 
all devices to be used. 

2. The following control deck should be placed in the input device: 

IIJOB1 JOB 
II EXEC 
IISYSUT1 DD 
IISYSUT2 DD 
IISYSPRINT DD 
IISYSIN DD 

1* 

PUNCH 
MEMBER 
MEMBER 
MEMBER 
MEMBER 

ACCT123,PROGRAftftER,MSGLEVEL=1 
PGM=IEBPTPCH 
DSNAME=SYS1.SAMPLIB,DISP=(OLD,KEEP) 
UNIT=2SQO-2 
SYSOUT=A 

* TYPORG=PO,MAXNAME=4 
NAME=IBCDftPRS 
NAME=IBCDASDI 
NAME=IEAIPLOO 
NAME=IBCRCVRP 

A MEMBER card should be added to the above control deck for each sample 
program desired for later use, and for SAMACTRT, provided the MAINA"E field 
in the PUNCH control card is adjusted to show the revised number of member 
cards in the deck. The member name card (first card) should be removed 
from each member deck punched. (Refer to the "Testing the New System" 
section of this publication for names of the sample programs.) 

3** Set the LOAD UNIT switches on the control panel to the channel, 
control unit, and device of the system-residence volume (DLIB01). 
Then press the LOAD key. 

4** Reply no to the request for a SYS1.DUftP data set. Signal EOB 
to the SPECIFY SYSTEM PARAMETERS message. Reply no to the 
change partitions message. Wait for the READY message and for 
the WAIT light to be turned on. Then enter a SET command 
specifying the date, as follows: 

a. Press REQUEST key. 
b. Wait for READ light to go on. 
c. Type SET DATE=yy.ddd,Q=(,Fl to specify date. 
d. Signal EOB. 
e. Reply U to the SPECIFY JOB QUEUE PARAMETERS message and 

wait for the WAIT light to go on. 
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5** Commands must be entered to start a SYSOUT writer, a reader, and 
an initiator. It is recommended that the direct SYSOUT writer be 
used. The commands are: 

MN JOBNAMES 
START DSO.P1,OOE 
START RDR.S,OOC 
START INIT.ALL 

If OOE and OOC are not the addresses of the writer and reader, enter the 
correct addresses. 

6** When the job is completed, a READER ENDED message will be printed, followed 
by a JOB ENDED message. The system will then enter the wait state. See 
the OS Operator's Reference for a discussion of stopping the system for 
MFT. 

Initialize Backup Disk 

7. Place the IBCDASDI program (punched from SYS1.SAMPLIB in step 2) in the 
input device, followed by the control deck shown below: 

JOB 
MSG 
DADEF 
VLD 
VTOCD 
END 

TODEV=lQ03,TOADDR=OOE 
TODEV=231',TOADDR=190,VOLID=SCRATCH,FLAGTEST=NO 
NEWVOLID=11111',OWNERID=DEPT38 
STRTADR=50,EXTENT=~ 

In the DADEF statement, the FLAGTEST=NO parameter must be used only when 
the disk is initialized for the first time. 

8. Mount the disk pack that is to receive the backup copy of the first starter 
disk pack (DLIB01). 

9. Load the IBCDASDI program by setting the load selector switches and pressing 
the console LOAD key. When the program is loaded, the wait state is entered 
and the hexadecimal value FFFF is displayed in the console lights. 

10. Define the control statement input device by pressing th~ REQUEST key of 
the printer keyboard. The message DEFINE INPUT DEVICE will be printed. 
Enter the message INPUT=xxxx cuu, where xxxx is the device type, c is the 
channel address, and uu is the unit address. The device type can be 14Q2, 
2400, or 25QO. 

11. When the disk initialization is completed, the message END OF JOB is printed 
on the message output device, and the program enters the wait state. 
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Pestore Backup Disk 

12. Place the IBCDMPRS program (punched from SYS1.SAMPLIB in step 2) in the 
input device, followed by the control deck shown below. 

JOB 
MSG 
DUMP 

END 

TODEV=1403,TOADDR=OOE 
FRO~DEV=231"FROKADDR=190,TODEV=23", 
TOADDR= 191, VOLID= 111111--

x 

When restoring is completed, the serial number of the disk has been changed 
from 111111 to DLIB01. 

13. Load the IBCDMPRS program by setting the load selector switches and pressing 
the console LOAD key. When the program is loaded, the wait state is entered 
and the hexadecimal value FFFF is displayed in the console lights. 

14. Define the control statement input device by pressing the REQUEST key of 
the printer keyboard. The message DEFINE INPUT DEVICE will be printed. 
Enter the message INPUT=xxxx cuu, where xxxx is the device type, c is the 
channel address, and uu is the unit address. The device type can be 1442, 
2400, or 2540. 

15. When the dumping is completed, the message END OF JOB is printed on the 
message output d"evice, and the program enters the wai t state. 

Initialize and Restore Second Backup Disk 

16. Repeat steps 7 through 15 to create a backup copy of the second disk pack 
(DLIBO 2) .. 

Initialize and Restore Third Backup Disk 

17. Repeat Steps ~ through 15 to create a backup copy of the third disk pack 
(DLIB03) • 

Initialize and Restore Fourth Backup Disk 

18. Repeat steps 7 through 15 to create a backup copy of the fourth disk pack 
(DLIB04) • 

Initialize and Restore Fifth Backup Disk 

19. Repeat Steps 7 through 15 to create a backup copy of the fifth disk pack 
(DLIB05) • 

Initialize and Restore Sixth Backup Disk 

20. Repeat Steps 7 through 15 to create a backup copy of the sixth disk pack 
(DLIB06) • (Required for TSO systems only.) 
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List system Catalog 

21. To determine the location of the component libraries, place the control 
deck shown below in the input device. 

Then enter a START RDR.S,OOC command. 

IIL1STCTLG JOB ACCT123,PROGRAftftER,ftSGLEVEL=1 
IISTEPA EXEC PGM 1EHLIST 
IISYSPR1NT DD SYSOUT=A 
IISYSRS DD UNIT=231',DISP (OLD, KEEP) , 
II VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=DL1B01) 
IISYS1N DD * 

LISTCTLG 
1* 

X 

Note: You must carry out the 1PL procedure (the steps denoted with an 
**) if the precedinq initialization and restore operations were performed. 

List System Data 

22. To list the data describing the system, load the operating system and place 
the control deck shown below in the input device. 

Then enter a START RDR.S,OOC command. Control d9ck for users of the 
complete 2311 package: 

IIJOB2 JOB ACCT123,PROGRAftMER,MSGLEVEL=1 
IISTEPl EXEC PGM=IEHLIST 
IISYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
IIDD1 DD UNIT=231',D1SP=OLD,VOLUKE=SER=DLIB01 
IIDD2 DD UNIT=231',DISP=OLD,VOLUKE=SER=DLIB02 
IIDD3 DD UNIT=231',D1SP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=DLIB03 
IIDD4 DD UNIT=231',D1SP=OLD,VOLUKE=SER=DLIB04 
IIDD5 DD UN1T=23",DISP=OLD,VOLUKE=SER=DLIB05 
IIDD6 DD UHIT=231',DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=DLIB06 (if TSO) 
IISYSIN DD * 

1* 

LISTVTOC DUMP 
LISTVTOC DUMP,VOL=2311=DLIB02 
LISTVTOC DUHP,VOL=231'=DLIB03 
LISTVTOC DUMP,VOL=23"=DL1B04 
LISTVTOC DUMP,VOL=231'=DLIB05 
LISTVTOC DUMP,VOL=231'=DLIB06 (if TSO) 
LISTPDS DSNAME=(SYS1.PROCLIB X 

(,Optional PDSs on System Residence]) 
LISTPDS VOL=231'=DLIB02,DSNAKE=SYS1.MODGEN 
LISTPDS VOL=231'=DLIBO',DSNAME=SYS'.MODGEN2 
LISTPDS VOL=231'=DLIB03,DSNAME=(component library X 

[,component library ••• )} 
LISTPDS VOL=2311=DLIB04,DSNAME=SYS1.GENLIB 
LISTPDS VOL=2311=DLIB05,DSNA~E=(component libraries) 
LISTPDS VOL=231'=DLIB06,DSNAME=(component library X 

[ , component library ••• ) (if TSO) 

Specify the component libraries desired in the proper LISTPDS statement. 
In the LIST deck, any of the partitioned data sets shown in Figure 90 may 
be specified in the LISTPDS statement. 

Note: You must carry out the IPL procedure (the steps denoted with an 
**fl.f the preceding initialization and restore operations were performed. 
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2314 Package -- Tape Distribution 

The procedure for processing the tape distribution of the 2314 starter operating 
system package is as follows: 

Initialize Disk 

1. Mount the disk packs onto which DLIB01 and DLIB02 will be restored. 

2. Mount the tape distribution (DLIBOl and DLIB02) of the starter package. 
This is one 1600-BPI tape or two 800-BPI tapes. 

3. Load the IBCDASDI program from the tape by setting the load selector 
switches and pressing the console LOAD key. When the program is loaded, 
the wait state is entered and the hexadecimal value FFFF is displayed in 
the console lights. 

4. place the following control deck in the input device to initialize the 
disk: 

JOB 
MSG 
DADE?" 
VLD 
VTOCD 
END 

JOB 
MSG 
DADEF 
VLD 
VTOCD 
END 

TODEV=1403,TOADDR=OOE 
TODEV=~TOADDR=130,VOLID=SCRATCH,FLAGTEST=NO 
NEWVOLID=DLIB01,OWNERID=DEPT38 
STRTADR=50', EXTENT= 1 0 

TODEV=1403,TOADDR=OOE 
TODEV= 2314, TOADDR= 131, VOLID=SCRATCH, FLAGTEST=N'O 
NEWVOLID=DLIB02,OWNERID=DEPT38 
STRTADR=50, EXTENT= ~ 

In the DADEF statement, the FLAGTEST=NO parameter must be used when the 
disk is initialized for the first time only. 

5. Define the control statement input device by pressing the REQUEST key of 
the printer keyboard. The message DEFINE INPUT DEVICE will be printed. 
Enter the message INPUT=xxxx cuu, where xxxx is the device type, c is the 
channel address, and uu is the unit address. The device type can be 1442, 
2400, or 2540. 

6. When the disk initialization is complete, the message END OF JOB is printed 
on the message output device, and the program enters the wait state. 

Restoce Tape to Disk 

7. Load the IBCDKPRS program from tape by setting the load selector switches 
and pressing the console LOAD key. When the program is loaded, the wait 
state is entered and the hexadecimal value FFFF is displayed in the console 
lights. 

8. Place the following control deck in the input device to restore the contents 
of the tape to the disk: 

JOB 
MSG 
RESTORE 

END 

TODEV=1403,TOADDR=QQ! 
FRO~DEV=2400,FROKADDF=180,TODEV=2314, 
TOADDR= 130, VOLID=DLIBO-1-
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9. Define the control statement input device by pressing the REQUEST key of 
the printer keyboard. The message DEFINE INPUT DEVICE will be printed. 
Enter the message INPUT=xxxx cuu, where xxxx is the device type, c is the 
channel address, and uu is the unit address. The device type can be 1442, 
2400, or 2540. 

10. When the restoring is completed, the message END OF JOB is printed on the 
message output device, and the program enters the wait state. 

The DLIBOl tape should be removed and stored in the tape library for backup 
purposes. 

Restore Second Tape to Disk 

11. (Do this step if you have two SOO-BPI tapes. If you have a 1600-BPI tape, 
proceed to Step 12.) After pressing the LOAD key to skip over the IBCDASDI 
program, repeat Steps 7 through 10 to restore the contents of the tape 
to the disk. When this step is completed, there will be an operable disk 
pack with backup tape. 

12. You can now carry out the 1PL procedure (the steps denoted with an **) 
with the DLTB01 volume and use it with the following deck to restore the 
DLIB02 volume. 

IIDL1B02 JOB 
II EXEC 
IISYSPRINT DD 
IIFROM DD 
II 
liTO DD 
IISYSIN DD 

RESTORE 

1* 

MSGLEVEL=l 
PGM=IEHDASDR,PARM='N=l' 
SYSOUT=A 
UNIT=182,DISP=OLD,LABEL=(~NL), 
VOLUME=SER=REST02 
UNIT=131,DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=DLIB02 
* --
FROMDD=FROM,TODD=TO,CPYVOLID=YES, 
PURGE=YES 

X 

X 

If a 1600-BPI tape is used, the DLIB02 volume will be on the first tape. 
The file sequence number will be 4. 

Punch Utility and Sample Programs 

13. Completion of the preceding steps provides an operable disk pack with a 
backup tape. Punch the independent utility programs and any sample programs 
desired. Be sure the necessary volumes are mounted and make ready all 
devices to be used. 

14. The following control deck should be placed in the input device. 

IIJOBl JOB 
II EXEC 
IISYSUTl DO 
IISYSUT2 DD 
IISYSPRINT DD 
IISYSIN DD 

1* 

PUNCH 
MEMBER 
MEMBER 
MEMBER 

ACCT123,PROGRAMMER,MSGLEVEL=1 
PGM=IEBPTPCH 
DSNAME=SYS1.SAMPLIB,DISP=(OLD,KEEP) 
UNIT=2540-2 
SYSOUT=A 

* TYPORG=PO,MAXNAME=4 
NAME=IBCDMPRS 
NAME=IBCDASDI 
NAME=IEA1PLOO 
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A MEMBER card should be added to the above control deck for the sample 
program desired for later use, and for SAKACTRT, provided the MAXNAME field 
in the PUNCH control card is adjusted to show the revised number of member 
cards in the deck. The member name card (first card) should be removed 
from each member deck punched. (Refer to the "Testing the New System" 
section of this publication for names of the sample programs.) 

15** Set the LOAD UNIT switches on the control panel to the channel, 
control unit, and device of the system-residence volume (DLIB01). 
Then press the LOAD key. 

16** Reply OO,'RAM=,' to the SPECIFY SYSTEM PARAMETERS message to comply with 128K 
minimum configuration unless the 3330 or 2305 devices are being used, then reply 
OO,'RAM=01'. Reply no to the request for a SYS1.DUMP data set. Reply no to the 
change partitions message. wait for the READY message and for the WAIT light to 
be turned on. Then enter a SET command specifying the date, as follows: 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 

Press the REQUEST key. 
wait for the READ light to go on. 
Type SET DATE=yy.ddd,Q=(,F) to specify date. 
Signal EOB. 
Reply U to the SPECIFY JOB QUEUE PARAMETERS message and wait 
for the WAIT light to go on. 

17** Commands must be entered to start a SYSOUT writer, a reader, and 
an initiator. It is recommended that the direct SYSOUT writer be 
used. The commands are: 

8N JOBNAMES 
START DSO.Pl,OOE 
START RDR.S,OOC 
START INIT.ALL 

If OOE and OOC are not the addresses of the writer and reader, 
enter the correct addresses. 

18** When the job is complete, a READER ENDED message will be printed, 
followed by a JOB ENDED message. The system will then enter the 
wait state. See the OS Operator's Reference for a discussion of 
stopping the system for MFT. 
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List System Data 

19. To list the data describing the system, place the control deck 
shown below in the input device. 

Then enter a START RDR.S,OOC command. 

/IJOB2 JOB 
IISTEPl EXEC 
IISYSPRINT DD 
I/DD1 DD 
IIDD2 DD 
//SYSIN DD 

1* 

LISTCTLG 
LISTVTOC 
LISTVTOC 
LISTPDS 

LISTPDS 

ACCT123,PROGRA~KER,KSGLEVEL=1 
PGM- IEHLIST 
SYSOUT=A 
UNIT=2314,DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=DLIB01 
UNIT=2314,DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=DLIB02 

* 
DU~P,VOL=2314=DLIBOl 
VOL=23l4=DLIB02,DUMP 
DSNAME=(SYS1.PROCLIB 
(,Optional PDSs on System Residence]) 
DSNAME=(SYS1.MODGEN,SYS1.GENLIB,SYS1.SAMPLIB) 

X 

If JOB2 is run immediately after JOBl (in step 12), eliminate the JOB2 
card. In the LIST deck, any of the partitioned data sets shown in Figure 
90 may be specified in the LISTPDS statement. 

Note: You must carry out the IPL procedure (the steps denoted with an 
**) if the preceding punch operation was skipped. 

Deleting Libraries 

To make additional direct-access storage available for the system generation 
process, SYS1.SAMPLIB can be deleted from DLIB01 before starting the system 
generation process. This may be accomplished by loading the operating system 
and using the control deck shown in the input device. 

IIJOB2 JOB 
//STEP2 EXEC 
/ISYSPRINT DD 
I/DD1 DD 
//SYSIN DD 

SCRATCH 
1* 

ACCT123,PROGRA~MER,MSGLEVEL=1 
PGK=IEHPROGM 
SYSOUT=A 
UNIT=231',DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=DLIB03 

* DSNAME=SYS1. SAMPLIB,VOL=231'=DLIB03,PURGE 
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3330 Package -- Tape Distribution 

The procedure for processing the tape distribution of the 3330 starter operating 
system package is as follows: 

Initialize Disk 

1. Mount the disk pack onto which DLIB01 will be restored. 

2. Mount the tape distribution (DLIB01) of the starter package. This is one 
1600-BPI tape or two BOO-BPI tapes. 

3. Load the IBCDASDI program from the tape by setting the load selector 
switches and pressing the console LOAD key. When the program is loaded, 
the wait state is entered and the hexadecimal value FFFF is displayed in 
the console lights. 

4. place the following control deck in the input device to initialize the 
disk: 

JOB 
MSG 
DADEF 
VLD 
VTOeD 
END 

TODEV=1403,TOADDR=00E 
TODEV=~TOADDR=150,VOLID=SCRATCH,FLAGTEST=NO 
NEWVOLID=DLIB01,OWNERID=DEPT38 
STRTADR=2Q., EXTENT= 10 

In the DADEF statement, the FLAGTEST=NO parameter must be used when the 
disk is initialized for the first time only. 

5. Define the control statement input device by pressing the REQUEST key of 
the printer keyboard. The message DEFINE INPUT DEVICE will be printed. 
Enter the message INPUT=xxxx cuu, where xxxx is the device type, c is the 
channel address, and uu is.the unit address. The device type can be 1442, 
2400, or 2540. 

6. When the disk initialization is complete, the message END OF JOB is printed 
on the message output device, and the program enters the wait state. 

Restore Tape to Disk 

7. Load the IBCDMPRS program from tape by setting the load selector switches 
and pressing the console LOAD key. When the program is loaded, the wait 
state is entered and the hexadecimal value FFFF is displayed in the console 
lights. 

8. Place the following control deck in the input device to restore the contents 
of the tape to the disk: 

JOB 
MSG 
RESTORE 

END 

TODEV=1403,TOADDR=00E 
FROMDEV=2400,FROMADDR=180,TODEV=3330, 
TOADDR=150,VOLID=DLIBOl 

x 

9. Define the control statement input device by pressing the REQUEST key of 
the printer keyboard. The message D~FINE INPUT DEVICE will be printed. 
Enter the message INPUT=xxxx cuu, where xxxx is the device type, c is the 
channel address, and uu is the unit address. The device type can be 1442, 
2400, or 2540. 
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10. When the restoring is complete, the message END OF JOB is printed on the 
message output device, and the program enters the wait state. 

The DLIB01 tape should be removed and stored in the tape library for backup 
purposes. 

Restore Second Tape to Disk 

11. (Do this step if you have two 800-BPI tapes. If you have a 1600-BPI tape, 
proceed to step 12.) After pressing the LOAD key to skip over the IBCOASDI 
program repeat steps 7 through 10 to restore the contents of the tape to 
the disk. When this step is completed, there will be an operable disk 
pack with backup tape. 

12. You can now carry out the IPL procedure (the steps denoted with an **) 
with the DLIB01 volume. 

Punch Utility and Sample Programs 

13. Completion of the preceding steps provides an operable disk pack with a 
backup tape. Punch the independent utility programs and any sample programs 
desired. Be sure the necessary volumes are mounted and make ready all 
devices to be used. 

14. The following control deck should be placed in the input d9vice. 

IIJOB1 JOB 
II EXEC 
IISYSUTl DO 
IISYSUT2 DD 
IISYSPRINT DO 
IISYSIN DO 

1* 

PUNCH 
MEMBER 
MEMBER 
MEMBER 

lCCT123,PROGR1MMER,MSGLEVEL=1 
PGM=IEBPTPCH 
DSNAME=SYS1.SAMPLIB,DISP=(OLD,KEEP) 
UNIT=2540-2 
SYSOUT=A 

* TYPORG=PO,MAXN1ME=4 
NAME=IBCDMPRS 
NAME=IBCDASDI 
NAME=IEAIPLOO 

A MEMBER card should be added to the above control deck for the sample 
program desired for later use, and for SAMACTRT, provided the MAXNAME field 
in the PUNCH control card is adjusted to show the revised number of member 
cards in the deck. The member name card (first card) should be removed 
from each member deck punched. (Refer to the "Testing the New System" 
section of this publication for names of the sample programs.) 

15** set the LOAD UNIT switches on the control panel to the channel, control 
unit, and device of the system-residence volume (DLIB01). Then press the 
LOAD key. 

16** Reply OO,'RAM=01' to the SPECIFY SYSTEM PARAMETERS message which makes 
access methods !GG019CO, IGG019C4, IGG019EK, IGG019FN, and IGG019FP 
resident. 

Reply no to the request for a SYS1.DUMP data set. Reply no to the change 
partitions message. wait for the READY message and for the WAIT light 
to be turned on. Then enter a SET command specifying the date, as follows: 

a. Press the REQUEST key. 
b. wait for the READ light to go on. 
c. Type SET DATE=yy.ddd,Q=(,F) to specify date. 
d. Signal EOB. 
e. Reply U to the SPECIFY JOB QUEUE PARAMETERS message and wait for the WAIT 

light to go on. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
17** Commands must be entered to start a SYSOUT writer, a reader, and an 

initiator. It is recommended that the direct SYSOUT writer be used. The 
c'ommands are: 

MN JOBNAMES 
START DSO.P1,COE 
START RDR.S,OOC 
START INIT.ALL 

If OOE and OOC are not the addresses of the writer and reader, enter the 
correct addresses. 

18** When the job is complete, a READER ENDED message will be printed, followed 
by a JOB ENDED message. The system will then enter the wait state. See 
the OS Operator's Reference for a discussion of stopping the system for 
MFT. 

List System Data 

19. To list the data describing the system, place the control deck shown below 
in the input device. 

Then enter a START RDR.S,OOC command. 

IIJOB2 JOB 
IISTEPl EXEC 
IISYSPRINT DD 
IIDD 1 DD 
//SYSIN DD 

/* 

LISTCTLG 
LISTVTOC 
LISTPDS 

LISTPDS 

ACCT123,PROGRAKMER,KSGLEVEL=1 
PGM=IEHLIST 
SYSOUT=A 
UNIT=3330,DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=DLIBOl 

* 
DUMP,VOL=3330=DLIB01 
DSNAME=(SYS1.PROCLIB 
r ,Optional PDSs on System Residence]) 
DSNAME=(SYS1.MODGEN,SYS1.GENLIB,SYS1.SAMPLIB) 

x 

If JOB2 is run immediately after JOB' (in step 12), eliminate the JOB2 
card. In the LIST deck, any of the partitioned data sets shown in Figure 
90 may be specified in the LISTPDS statement. 

Note: You must carry out the IPL procedure (the steps denoted with an 
**) if the preceding punch operation was skipped. 

Deleting Libraries Using a 3330 

To make additional direct access storage available for the system generation 
process, SYS1.SAMPLIB can be deleted from DLIBOl before starting the system 
generation process. This may be accomplished by loading the operating system 
and using the control deck shown in the input device. 

/IJOB2 JOB 
I/STEP2 EXEC 
I/SYSPRINT nn 
IIDDl DD 
//SYSIN DD 

SCRATCH 
1* 

ACCT123,PROGRAKKER,MSGLEVEL=1 
PGM=IEHPROGK 
SYSOUT=A 
UNIT=3330,DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=DLIB01 

* DSNAKE=SYS1.SAMPLIB,VOL=3330=DLIBO',PURGE 
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The Job Stream - Stage II 

~his sectior- discusses the non-TSO and TSO job streams that result from Stage 
I of the system generation program. Both parts contain a brief d9scription 
of the job stream, a diagram illustrating the job stream and the data sets 
affected, and a sample listing of the job control language statements. 
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Non-TSO Generation 

If no error messages are printed during stage I, the job stream is produced 
on the SYSPUNCH data set. The job stream contains one JOB statement followed 
by many EXEC statements (see Figure 26). Each EXEC statement is fOllowed by 
its associated DD statements and other data required to execute the assembler, 
linkage editor, and utility programs during stage II. 

The steps are numbered in Figure 26 for easy reference to the text. 

The format of the JOB statement is: 

IISYSGEN JOB 1,'SYSTEK GENERATION' 

Note: This JOB statement is produced if JOBST~T=SUPPLIED is not specified 
in the GENERATE macro instruction. If SUPPLIED is specified, your JOB statement 
is produced. 

The format of the EXEC statement is: 

IISGXX EXEC PGM=program[,COND=condition]( ,PARK=value] 

where: 

SGXX 

PGM 

COND 

PARM 

is the step name. XX represents sequential identification numbers supplied 
by the system generation process. The step name is printed in the IEF236I 
allocation message while the step is being initiated. For example, the 
message 

IEF236I ALLOC. FOR SYSGEN SG7 
indicates that the seventh step is being executed. 

indicates the name of the program being executed. The names are ASMBLR, 
IFCEREPO, IEWL, IEBCOPY, IEHIOSUP, IFCDIPOO, IEHPROGM, and IEHLIST. The 
programs are executed in the order shown in Figure 19, the assembler 
(ASKBLR) and the linkage editor (IEiL) are executed several times. The 
IEWL step (J) builds the new SIS 1. NUCLEUS. six IEHPROG! steps may be 
executed; the ones that are executed depend on specifications in the 
GENERATE macro instruction. 

enables all the job steps to test whether the previous st.p was successfully 
completed. If the previous step was unsuccessful, the remaining steps 
are bypassed and Stage II is terminated. 

is supplied for job steps that require PARM information. 
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Figure 26 (Part 1 of 2). The Stage II Non-TSO Job stream 
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During the ASMBLH steps Q) , selected modules are assembled and stored in 
the utility data set defined by the OBJPDS DD statement in Stage I. 

IEBCOPY utility program step ~ copies SYS1.MACLIB and SYS1.TCA~MAC (if TCAM 
~s speC~f1ed) to the new system. This IEBCOPY step is produced only if the 
MACLIB macro instruction was specified in Stage I. IEHPROGM utility program 
step ~ renames the new MAeLIB data set to SYS1.MACLIB. This step 1S produced 
only ~ the MACLIB macro instruction is specified and your own qualifier was 
cod9d in the INDEX parameter of the GENERATE macro instruction. 

The modules assembled during the 'SMBLH steps (1) and other moaul~ f~m 
SYS 1. component libraries are processed during the IEWL steps CD 8 10 to 
form load modules. These load modules are placed in the new SYS1. UCL US, 
SYS1.SVCLIB, SYS1.LINKLIB, SYS1.ALGLIB, SYS1.COBLIB, SYS1.FORTLIB, 
SYS1.TELCMLIB, and SYS1.IMAGELIB. Only one IEIL step, step (2), is produced 
during a nucleus generation. 

If UTDISP=UNCATLG or DELETE is specified in the GENERATE macro instruction, 
two IEHPROGM steps are executed. The first one, step ~, uncatalogs or deletes 
the data sets defined by UT1SDS and UT2SDS parameters or the GENERATE macro 
instruction. The second one, step QJ, uncatalogs or deletes the data sets 
defined by the UT3SDS and UT4SDS keyword parameters of the GENERATE macro 
instruction. If UTDISP=KEEP is specified in the GENERATE macro instruction, 
the IEHPROGM steps are not produced. 

During an 1/0 generation, if LOGREC=PRINT is specified in the GENERATE macro 
instruction, IFCEREPO (EREP) st~ (5') ,will print SYS1.LOGREC. IEHPROGM step 

QD scratches SYS1.LOGREC and, if Met( is specified, uncatalogs and scratches 
SYS1. ASRLIB. 

IEBCOPY step ® copies load modules to the new SYS1.SVCLIB, SYS1.PL1LIB, 
SYS1.COBLIB, SYS1.LINKLIB, SYS1.IMAGELIB, SYS1.FORTLIB, and SYS1.TELCMLIB. 
This step is not produced during a nucleus generation or a processor generation. 

IEBCOPY step QY copies load modules to the new SYS1.PARMLIB, SYS1.PL1LIB, 
SYS1.FORTLIB, SYS1.COBLIB, SYS1.S0RTLIB, SYS1.ALGLIB, SYS1.PROCLIB, SYS1.SVCLIB, 
and SYS1.LINKLIB. This step is produced only if GENTYPE=ALL or PROCESSOR and 
the appropriate processor macro instructions were specified during Stage I. 

IEBCOPY step ~ copies user-written load modules to SYS1.SVCLIB and to 
SYS1.LINKLIB from the data sets specified in the SVCLIB and LINKLIB macro 
instructions. This step is produced only if the SVCLIB or LINKLIB macro 
instruction is used during Stage I. 

IEHIOSUP utility program ~ builds the XCT~tables for type 4 SVCsin 
SYS1.SVCLIB. The IFCDIPOO utility program 15 initializes SYS1.LOGREC and 
allocates space for SYS1.ASRLIB. The IEHIOS P and IFCDIPOO steps are produced 
for complete operating system and 1/0 device generations. 

IEHPROGM step ~ catalogs SYS1.ASRLIB and SYS1.LOGREC. This step is produced 
only if SER=MCH is specified in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction during Stage 
I. 

IEBUPDTE utility program ~ generates a 40-byte record on SYS1.ASRLIB. This 
step is produced only if MODEL=85 is specified in the CENPROCS macro instruction 
during Stage I. 

IEHPROGM step ~ renames any of the following new system data sets if you 
defined them with qualifiers: ALGLIB, ASRLIB, COBLIB, FORTLIB, IMAGELIB, 
LINKLIB, LOGREC, NUCLEUS, PARMLIB, PL1LIB, PROCLIB, SORTLIB, SVCLIB, or 
TELCMLIB. This step is produced if a user-supplied qualifier was coded in 
the INDEX parameter of the GENERATE macro instruction. 
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IEHLIST utility program ~ lists the catalog of the new system-residence 
volume and any other data specified with the DIRDATA parameter of the GEN·ERATE 
macro instruction. This step is not produced during a nucleus generation. 

Figure 27 shows sample job control language statements for each type of step 
in the job stream. The values selected for the parameters result from the 
specifications in the system generation macro instructions. In Figure 27, 
the underlined macro instruction keywords are used to show where the values 
indicated by those keywords are placed. These keywords are from the GENERATE 
macro instruction unless otherwise indicated by a comment. Remarks (preceded 
by ••• ) do not appear in the statements. 

Assembler 

IISGXX EXEC PGM=ASKBLR,COND=(4,LT) 
IISYSLIB DD DSNAKE=SYS1.KODGEN,DISP=(SHR,PASS) 
II DD DSNAME=SYS1.MODGEN2,DISP=(SHR,PASS) 
II DD DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR,VOLUME=(,RETAIN) 
IISYSUTl DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN),LABEL=(,UT1SDS) ,DSNAME=UT1SDS 
IISYSUT2 DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN),LABEL=(,UT2SDS),DSNAME=UT2SDS 
IISYSUT3 DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN) ,DSNAME=UT3SDS 
IISYSPRINT 00 SPACE=(121,(500,1000),RLSE),DCB=(RECFM=FB, X 
II LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=3509),SYSOUT=A 
IISYSPUNCH DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN),DSNAME=OBJPDS(member) 
IISYSIN DD * 

PRINT ON,NODATA 

IEHPROGM 

IISGXX EXEC PGM=IEHPROGM 
IILOGREC DD DISP=OLD,UNIT=RESNAME,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=RESVOL) 
IISYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A,SPACE=(121,(500,1000) ,RLSE), 
II DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=l2l,BLKSIZE=l2l) 
IISYSIN DD * 

IEBCOPY 

IISGXX EXEC \ PGM=IEBCOPY, COND= (8,LT) 
IISYSUT3 DO DISP=OLO,VOLUME=(,RETAIN),DSNAME=UT3SDS 
IISYSUT4 DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN) ,DSNAME=UT4SDS 

x 

IISYSPRINT DD SPACE=(121,(500,1000),RLSE) ,DCB=(RECFM=FB, X 
II LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121),SYSOUT=A 
Ilcomplib DD DISP=SHR,DSNAME=component library,VOLUME=(,RETAIN) 
IISVCLIB DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=RESVOL) ,UNIT=RESNAME, X 
II DSNAME=index.SVCLIB 
IILINKLIB DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=LINKVOL),UNIT=LINKNAME, X 
II DSNAME=index.LINKLIB 
IISYSIN DD * 

IFCEREPO 

IISGXX EXEC PGM=IFCEREPO 
IISTEPLIB DD DSNAME=SYS 1. LINKLIB, UNIT=LNKNAME, DISP=SHR, 
II VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=LNKVOL) 
IISERLOG DD DSNAME=SYS1.LOGREC,UNIT=RESNAME,DISP=SHR, 
II VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=RESVOL) 
IIERFPPT DD SYSOUT=A,SPACE=(121,(500,1000),RLSE), 
II DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121) 

Figure 21 (Part 1 of 2). Sample Steps in the Job Stream 

X 

X 

X 
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Linkage Editor 

IISGXX EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='NCAL,XREF,LIST,LET',COND=(8,LT) 
IISYSUT1 DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN) ,DSNAME=UT3SDS 
IISYSPRINT DD SPACE=(121,(500,1000),RLSE),DCB=(RECFM=FB, X 
II LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121) ,SYSOUT=A 
IISYSLMOD DD DISP=OLD,UNIT=RESNAME,VOLUME=SER=RESVOL, X 
II DSNAME=index.name(member) 
Ilcomplib DD DISP=SHR,DSNAME=component library,VOLUME=(,RETAIN} 
IISYSPUNCH DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN},DCB=(RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=80), X 
II DSNAME=OBJPDS 
IIRESLlB DD DISP=SHR,VOLUME=(,RETAIN},DSNAME=PDS ••• RESMODS macro 
IISYSLIN DD * 

IEHIOSUP 

IISGXI EXEC 
IISYSUTl DD 
II 
IISYSPRINT 
II 

IFCDIPOO 

PGM=IEHIOSUP,COND=(8,LT) 
DSNAME=index.SVCLIB,DISP=(OLD,KEEP}, 

UNIT=RESNAME,VOLUME=SER=RESVOL 
DD SPACE=(121,(500,1000),RLSE) ,DCB=(RECFM=FB, 

LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121)SYSOUT=A 

IISGIX EXEC PGM=IFCDIPOO,COND=(8,LT) 

X 

x 

IISERERDS DD DSNAME=index.LOGREC,UNIT=RESNAME,DISP=(NEW,KEEP), X 
II VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=RESVOL) ,SPACE=(allocation) 

IEHLIST 

IISGXX EXEC PGM=IEHLIST 
IILlNK DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME(,RETAIN,SER=LNKVOL},UNIT=LNKNAME 
IISYSRES DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=RESVOL) ,UNIT=RESNAME 
IISYSPRINT DD SPACE=(121,(500,1000),RLSE) ,DCB=(RECFM=FB, 
II LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121),SYSOUT=A 
IISYSIN DD * 

Figure 27 (Part 2 of 2). Sample Steps in the Job Stream 
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TSO Generation 

If no error messages are pri~ted during stage I, the job stream is produced 
on the SYSPUNCH data set. The job stream contains one JOB statement followed 
by many EXEC statements (see Figure 28). Each EXEC statement is followed by 
its associated DD statements and other data required to execute the assembler, 
linkage editor, and utility programs during Stage II. 

The steps are numbered in Figure 28 for easy reference to the text. 

The format of the JOB statement is: 

//SYSGEN JOB 1,'SYSTEM GENERATION' 

Note: This JOB statement is produced if JOBSTMT=SUPPLIED is not 
specifiEd in the GENTSO macro instruction. If SUPPLIED is specified, 
your JOB statement is produced. 

The format of the EXEC statement is: 

//SGXX EXEC PGM=program[ ,COND=condition](,PARM=value] 

where: 

SGXX 

PGM 

COND 

PARM 

is the step name. XX represents sequential identification numbers supplied 
by the system generation process. The step name is printed in the IEF2361 
allocation message while the step is being initiated. For example, the 
message 

IEF2361 ALLOC. FOR SYSGEN SG7 

indicates that the seventh step is being executed. 

indicates the name of the program being executed. The names are ASMBLR, 
IFCEREPO, IEWL, IEBCOPY, IEHIOSUP, IFCDIPOO, IEHPROGM, and IEHLIST. The 
programs are executed in the order shown in Figure 28. The assembler 
(ASMBL~ and the linkage editor (IEWL) are executed several times. IEWL 
step lJ builds the new SYS1.NUCLEUS. Seven IEHPROGM steps may be 
executed; the ones executed depend on specifications in the GENTSO macro 
instruction. 

enables all the job steps to test whether the previous step was successfully 
completed. If the previous step was unsuccessful, the remaining steps 
are bypassed and Stage II is terminated. 

is supplied for job steps that require PARM information. 
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During the ASMBLR steps 01 and (2), selected modules are assembled and stored 
in the utility data set defined ~the OBJPDS DD statement in stage I. 

The IEBCOPY uti} i ty program step (Ii) copies modules to SYS 1. HELP, SYS 1. CMDLIB, 
SYS1.UADS, SYS1.LINKLIB, and SYS1.SfcLIB. IEHPROGM utility program step ~ 
renames SYS1.HELP and SYS1.UADS. 

IEBCOPY step (7) copies SYS1.MACLIB, SYS1.TCA~MAC, and SYS1.TSOMAC to the new 
system. This'iEBCOPY step is produced on~if the MACLIB macro instruction 
was specified in stage I. IEHPROGM step renames the new MACLIB data set 
to SYS1.MACLIB. This step is produced on if the MACLIB macro instruction 
is specified and your own qualifier was coded in the INDEX parameter of the 
GENTSO macro instruction. 

Th,= modules assembled during the ASMBLR steps (2) and other modules from SYS 1 
component libraries are processed during IEWL Sfeps CD to form load modules. 
These load modules are placed in the new SYS1.CMDLIB, SYS1.SYCLIB, and 
SYS1.LINKLIB. 

The modules assembled during the ASMBLR step (0 and other mO~les~rom SYS1 
component libraries are processed during the I)(WL steps fin 12 14 to form 
load modules. These load modules are placed in the new ~Sl. CLE , 
SYS1.SVCLIB, SYS1.LINKLIB, SYS1.ALGLIB, SYS1.COBLIB, SYS1.FORTLIB, SYS1.S0RTLIB, 
and SYS1.TELCMLIB. Only one IEWL step, step Q), is produced during a nucleus 
genera tion. 

If UTDISP=UNCATLG or DELETE is specified in the GENTSO macro instruction, two 
IEHPROGM steps are executed. The first one, step QD, uncatalogs or deletes 
the data sets defined by UT1SDS and UT2SDS parameters of the GENTSO macro 
instruction. The second one, step ~, un~atalogs or deletes the data sets 
defined by the UT3SDS ana UT4SDS keyword parameters of the GENTSO macro 
instruction. If UTDISP=KEEP is specified in the GENTSO macro instruction, 
these IEHPROGM steps are not produced. 

During an 1/0 generation, if LOGREC=PRINT is specified in the GENTSO macro 
instruction, IFCEREPO (EREP) step ~ will print SYS1.LOGREC. IEHPROGM step nrn scratches SYS1.LOGREC and, if ~H is specified, uncatalogs and scratches 
~Sl.ASRLIB. 

IEBCOPY step Q) copies load modules to the new SYS1.SVCLIB, SYS1.PL1LIB, 
SYS1.COBLIB, SYS1.LINKLIB, SYS1.FORTLIB, and SYS1.TELCMLIB. This IEBCOPY step 
is not produced during a nucleus generation or a processor generation. 

IEBCOPY step ~ copies load modules to the new SYS1.PARKLIB, SYS1.PL1LIB, 
SYS1.FORTLIB, SYS1.COBLIB, SYS1.S0RTLIB, SYS1.ALGLIB, SYS1.PROCLIB, SYS1.SVCLIB, 
and SYS1.LINKLIB. This step is produced only if GENTYPE=ALL or PROCESSOR and 
the appropriate processor macro instructions were specified during stage I. 

IEBCOPY step ~ copies user-written load modules to SYS1.SVCLIB and to 
SYS1.LINKLIB from the data sets specified in the SVCLIB and LINKLIB macro 
instructions. This step is produced only if the SVCLIB or LINKLIB macro 
instruction is used during Stage I. 

IEHIOSUP utility program (,ffi builds the XCTL tables for type 4 SVCs in 
SYS1.SVCLIB. When running'tEHIOSUP against a TSO~ystem, the EXEC card must 
include PARM=TSO. The IFCDIPOO utility program ~ initializes SYS1.LOGREC 
and allocates space for complete operating system and 1/0 device IFCDIPOO steps 
are produced for complete operating system and 1/0 device generations. 

IEHPROGM step ~ catalogs SYS1.ASRLIB and SYS1.LOGREC. This step is produced 
only if SER=MCH i~ specified in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction during Stage 
I. 

IEBUPDTE utility program ~ generates a 40-byte record on SYS1.ASRLIB. This 
step is produced only if MODEL=85 is specified in the CENPROCS macro instruction 
during Stage I. 
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IEHPROGM step ~ renames any of the following new system data sets that were 
defined with user-supplied qualifiers: ALGLIB, ASRLIB, COBLIB, FORTLIB, 
LINKLIB, LOGREC, NUCLEUS, PARMLIB, PL1LIB, PROeLIB, SORTLIB, SVCLIB, or 
TELCMLIB. This step is produced if you coded your own qualifier in the INDEX 
parameter of the GENTSO macro instruction. . 

IEHLIST utility program ~ lists the catalog of the new system-residence 
volume and any other data specified with the DIRDATA parameter of the GENTSO 
macro instruction. This step is not produced during a nucleus generation. 

Figure 29 shows sample job control language statements for each type of step 
in the job stream. The values selected for the parameters result from the 
specifications in the system generation macro instructions. In Figure 29, 
the underlined macro instruction keywords are used to show where the values 
indicated by those keywords are placed. These keywords are from the GENTSO 
macro instruction unless otherwise indicated by a comment. Remarks (preceded 
by ••• ) do not appear in the statements. 

Assembler 

I/SGXX EXEC PGM=ASMBLR,COND=(4,LT) 
//SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.MODGEN,DISP=(SHR,PASS) 
II DD DSNAME=SYS1.MODGEN2,DISP=(SHR,PASS) 
II DD DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR,VOLUME=(,RETAIN) 
IISYSUT1 DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RET!IN),L!BEL={,UT1SDS),DSNAME=UTlSDS 
I/SYSUT2 DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME={,RETAIN) ,LABEL=(,UT2SDS),DSNAME=UT2SDS 
IISYSUT3 DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN) ,DSNAME=UT3SDS 
IISYSPRINT DD SPACE=(121, (500,1000),RLSE),DCB=(RECFM=FB, X 
II LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=3509) ,SYSOUT=! 
/ISYSPUNCH DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN),DSNAME=OBJPDS{member) 
IISYSIN DD * 

PRINT ON,NODATA 

Assembler 

I/SGXX EXEC PGM=ASMBLR,COND=(4,LT) 
//SYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.TSOGEN,DISP={SHR,PASS) 
II DD DSNAME=SYS1.MODGEN2,DISP=SHR,VOLUME={,RETAIN) 
II DD DSNAME=SYS1.MODGEN,DISP=SHR,VOLUME=(,RETAIN) 
II DD DSNAME=SYS1.TSOMAC,DISP=SHR,VOLUME=(,RETAIN) 
II DD DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB,DISP=SHR,VOLUME=(,RETAIN) 
IISYSUTl DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN),LABEL=(,UT1SDS),DSNAME=UTlSDS 
IISYSUT2 DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN),LABEL=(,UT2SDS) ,DSNAME=UT2SDS 
IISYSUT3 DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN),DSNAME=UT3SDS 
IISY SPRINT D D SPACE= (121, (500, 1000) , RLSE) ,IDCB= (RECFM=FB, X 
II LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=3509) ,SYSOUT=A 
IISYSPUNCH DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN) ,DSNAME=OBJPDS(member) 
IISYSIN DD * 

PRINT ON,NODATA 

IEHPROGM 

IISGXX EXEC IPGM=IEHPROGM,COND= (8 ,LT) 
IILOGREC DD DISP=OLD,UNIT=RESNAME,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=RESVOL) 
/ISYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A,SPACE=(121,(500,1000),RLSE), 
II DCB= (RECFM=IFB,LRECL=l21,BLKSIZE=12l) 
IISYSIN DD * 

Figure 29 (Part 1 of 2). Sample Steps in the Job Stream 
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IEBCOPY 

IISGIX EXECPGM=IEBCOPY,CONO=(8,LT) 
IISISUT3 DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN),DSNAME=UT3SDS 
IISYSUT4 DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN),DSNAME=UT4SDS 
IISYSPRINT DD SP~CE=(121, (500,lOOO),R1SE),DCB=(RECFM=FB, X 
II LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121) ,SISOUT=A 
Ilcomplib DO DISP=SHR,DSNAME=component library,VOLUME=(,RETAIN) 
IISVCLIB DO DISP=OLO,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=RESVOL),UNIT=RESNAME, X 
II DSNAME=index.SVCLIB 
IILINKLIB DO DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=LINKVOL) ,UNIT=LINKNAME, X 
II DSNAME=index.LINKLIB 
IISISIN DD * 

IFCEREPO 

IISGXX EXEC iPGM=IFCEREPO,COND=(8,LT) 
IISTEPLIB DO DSNAKE=SYS1.LINKLIB,UNIT=LNKNAME,OISP=SHR, 
II VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=LNKVOL) 
IISERLOG OD DSNAME=SYS1.LOGREC,UNIT=RESNAME,DISP=SHR, 
II VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=RESVOL) 
IIERFPPT DD SYSOUT=A,SPACE=(121, (500,1000),RLSE), 
II DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121) 

Linkage Editor 

IISGXX EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARK='NCAL,XREF,LIST,LET',COND=(8,LT) 
IISYSUTl DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN) ,DSNAME=UT3SDS 

x 

x 

X 

IISYSPRINT DD SPACE= (121, (500,1000) , RLSE) ,IOCB= (RECFM=FB, X 
II LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121),SYSOUT=A 
IISYSLMOD DO DISP=OLD,UNIT=RESNAME,VOLUME=SER=RESVOL, X 
II DSNAME=index.name(member) 
Ilcomplib DO DISP=SHR,DSNAKE=component librarY,VOLUKE=(,RETAIN) 
IISYSPUNCH DD DISP=OLD,VOLUKE=(,RETAIN)~DCB=(RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=80), X 
II DSNAME=OBJPDS 
IIRESLIB DD DISP=SHR,VOLUME=(,RETAIN),DSNAME=PDS ••• RESMODS macro 
IISYSLIN DD * ---

IEHIOSUP 

IISGXX EXEC PGK=IEHIOSUP,PARM=TSO 
IISYSUTl DO DSNAME=index.SVCLIB,DISP=(OLD,KEEP), X 
II UNIT=RESNAME,VOLUKE=SER=RESVOL 
IISYSPRINT DD SPACE=(121,(SOO,1000),RLSE),DCB=(RECFM=FB, x 
II LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121),SYSOUT=A 

IFCDIPOO 

IISGXX EXEC PGM=IFCOIPOO,CONO=(8,LT) 
IISERERDS DO DSBAKE=index.LOGREC,UNIT=RESNAME,DISP=(NEW,KEEP), X 
II' VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=RESVOL) ,SPACE=(allocation) 

IEHLIST 

IISGXX EXEC IPGM=IEHLIST,CONO=(8,LT) 
IILINK DD DISP=OLD,VOLUME(,RETAIN,SER=LNKVOL) ,UNIT=LNKNAME 
IISYSRES DO DISP=OLD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=RESVOL),UNIT=RESNAME 
IISYSPRINT DD SPACE=(121,(500,1000),RLSE)~DCB=(RECFM=FB, X 
II LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=121),SYSOUT=A 
IISYSIN DO * 

Figure 29 (Part 2 of 2). Sample Steps in the Job Stream 
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Restart Procedures 

This section contains detailed information about restarting the system 
generation program and describes recovery procedures. The stage I text 
discusses the most common causes of error, restart procedures, and an example 
of an input deck for restarting stage I. 

The stage II text discusses the most common causes of error, restart techniques, 
guidelines for restarting a non-TSO stage II, guidelines for restarting a TSO 
stage II, and reallocating data sets. Examples of the input decks are included. 
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The system generation process may come to an unsatisfactory completion due 
to errors during stage I or stage II. The procedures to restart stage I and 
Stage II are described below. 

Restarting Stage I 

The most common causes of error during Stage I are: 

• Faulty allocation of the utility data sets for system generation. For 
example, if there is not enough space on the volume for the data set, an 
error occurs. 

• Keypunching errors in the input deck. 

• Contradictory or invalid specifications in the system generation macro 
instructions. 

Faulty allocation of the utility data sets usually causes an abnormal-end-of
task (ABEND) termination. Keypunching errors are indicated by system generation 
error messages or assembler error indications. Invalid specifications are 
indicated with the system generation error messages (see Appendix DJ printed 
in the SYSPRINT data set. If any system generation errors are found during 
Stage I, the job stream is not produced. 

Stage I consists of only one job step (execution of the assembler) and it can 
be restarted only from the beginning. To restart stage I, follow these 
procedures: 

1. Correct the input deck for system generation. 

2. Scratch and uncatalog the utility data sets (specified by the OBJPDS, 
SYSUT1, SISUT2, and SISUT3 DD statements in the input deck). 

The utility data sets can be scratched and uncataloged if you insert .the 
statements shown in Figure 30 in the input deck for system generation. These 
statements must precede the EXEC PGK=ASMBLR statement of the input deck, as 
shown in Figure 31. 

//SCRATCH 
IIOBJPDS 
IISYSUT1 
IISYSUT2 
IISISUT3 

EXEC 
DD 
DD 
DD 
DD 

PGM=IEFBR14: -RESTART DECK
DSNAME=SYS 1'. name,DISP=(OLD ,DELETE) 
DSNAME=SYS1.name,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
DSNAME=SYS1.name,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
DSNAME=SYS1.name,DISP=(OLD,DELETEl 

Figure 30. Control Statements to Scratch and Uncatalog the Utility Data Sets 

In the preceding statements, the values given to the DSNAME parameters must 
be the same as the values given to DSNAME in the corresponding DD statements 
in the input deck for Stage I. These statements represent a BR14 execution 
of the IEFBR14 utility program. The utility data sets are scratched and 
uncataloged through the job control language of the IEFBR14 program. 

Figure 31 shows an input deck for restarting Stage I. It is assumed that all 
errors in the input deck have been corrected. The four utility data sets are 
named SYS1.0BJECT, SYS1.0NE, SYS1.TWO, and SYS1.THREE. SYS1.0NE resides on 
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an unlabeled 9-track magnetiq tape volume whose serial number is 000167. 
SYS1.OBJECT, SYS1.TWO, and SYS1.THREE reside on 2311 volumes whose serial 
numbers are SYSTEM, GENVOL, and MODVOL, respectively. The job stream is to 
be punched by the device designated by the SYSCP unit name. 

IISYSGEN 
IISCRATCH 
IIOBJPDS 
IISYSUTl 
IISYSUT2 
IISYSUT3 
IISTEP 1 
IISYSLIB 
IIOBJPDS 
II 
IISYSUT 1 
II 
IISYSUT2 
II 
IISYSUT3 
II 
IIDUKKY 
IISYSPUNCH 
IISYSPRINT 
IISYSIN 

1* 
II 

JOB MSGLEVEL=l -SYSTEK GENERATION
EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 -RESTART DECK-
DD DSNAME=SYS1.0BJECT,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
DD DSNAKE=SYS1.0NE,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.TWO,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.THREE,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
EXEC PGK=ASMBtR -STAGE I INPUT DECK
DD DSNAKE=SYS1.GENLIB,DISP=OtD 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.0BJECT,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEK), 

DISP=(,CATLG) ,UNIT=231',SPACE=(TRK, (40,20,8» 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.0NE,VOLUME=(RETAIN,SER=000167), 

DISP=(,CATLG) ,UNIT=2400,LABEL=(,NL) 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.TWO,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=GENVOL), 

DISP=(,CATLG) ,UNIT=231',SPACE=(TRK, (240,20» 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.THREE,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=MODVOL), 

DISP= (, CA TLG) , UNIT= 2311, S PACE= (TRK,. (300,20) ) 
DD VOLUME=(,RETAIN,REF=*.SYSUT3),SPACE=(TRK, (80» 
DD UNIT=SYSCP 
DD SYSOUT=A 
DD * 

System generation macro instructions 

END 

Figure 31. Restarting Stage I 

Restarting Stage II 

The most common causes of error during Stage II are: 

• Machine interruptions and noncontinuous machine time. 

x 

X 

x 

x 

• Faulty space allocation of the system data sets during the preparation 
for system generation, especially the primary allocation and the directory 
size. 

• Errors in the input deck that cannot be detected during Stage I. For 
example, if SYS1.NUCLEUS vas allocated space on volume 111111 during the 
preparation of system generation, and if RESVOL=All111 is specified in 
the GENERATE macro instruction, an error occurs. 

• The job stream is too large for the generating SYS1.SYSJOBQE. 

• Procedural errors, such as volume mounting problems. 

Stage II consists of the execution of the job stream produced during Stage 
I. This job stream is one job that has several job steps. Restarting can 
be accomplished by starting at the beginning of any step in the job stream, 
providing all previous steps have been properly executed. Before restarting, 
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some other operations may be required depending upon the reason for restarting 
and the number of steps already executed. The following topics describe the 
job stream, discuss restart techniques, give guidelines for restarting Stage II, 
describe the.reallocation of data sets, and give guidelines for changing the 
size of SYSl.SYSJOBQE. . 

RESTART TECHNIQUES 

stage II can be restarted at the beginning of any job step. If any statements 
in the job stream are to be changed, the job stream must be in cards. If no 
statements are to be changed, the IEBEDIT utility program can be used to restart 
a job stream tape. certain operations may have to be performed before 
restarting Stage II. (These operations are discussed in the "Guidelines for 
Restarting Stage II" section.) This section discusses the techniques used 
for restarting the job stream after any other necessary operations have been 
performed. The following topics describe restarting from cards, punching the 
job stream, and restarting from tape. 

Restarting From Cards 

If the job stream is on cards, a job step can be restarted by placement of 
a JOB card ahead of the step's EXEC card. A START RDR command must then be 
issued for the card reader. 

Punching the Job Stream 

If the unit (SYSPUNCH) specified for the job stream during stage I was not 
a card punch, the IEBPTPCH utility program can be used to punch the job stream. 
Figure 32 shows the statements required for IEBPTPCH. 

IIPUNCH JOB 
II EXEC 
IISYSUTl DD 
IISYSUT2 DD 
IISYSPRINT DD 
IISYSIN DD 

1* 

PUNCH 
RECORD 

-PUNCH JOB STREAM-
PGM=IEBPTPCH 
UNIT=xxx,LABEL=(,NL) ,VOLUME=SER=serial,DISP=OLD 
(parameters designating a card punch) 
SYSOUT=A 

* TYPORG=PS,MAXFLDS=1 
FIELD=(80) 

Figure 32. Control Statements for IEBPTPCH 

• The value of the UNIT parameter of the SYSUTl DD statement is the specific 
unit address of the magnetic tape drive on which the job stream tape 
resides. Unless the job stream tape had been demounted, the value of this 
UNIT parameter is the same as the value of the UNIT parameter of the 
SYSPUNCH DD statement in the input deck for Stage I. 

• The value of the VOLUME parameter of the SYSUT1 DD statement is either 
any external serial number you have assigned to the job stream tape reel 
or any arbitrary name chosen by the programmer. The system will issue 
a MOUNT command for the specified volume on the magnetic tape drive 
indicated with the UNIT parameter. (The system has no way of checking 
that the correct volume has been mounted because the job stream tape is 
unlabeled.) 
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• Sequence numbers can be specified for the punched cards using the COSEQ 
and COINCR parameters in the PUNCH utility statement. 

The assembly listing produced (SYSPRINT) at the end of stage I contains a 
series of PUNCH statements. The operands of these PUNCH statements are the 
cards of the job stream. If a separate listing of the job stream is desired, 
the IEBPTPCH utility program can be used to print the job stream. 

Figure 33 shows a series of statements that can be used to punch the job stream 
on any 2540 card read punch. The SYSPUNCH DD statement in the Stage I input 
deck was: IISYSPUNCH DD UNIT=182,LABEL=(,NL) 

IIPUNCH JOB -PUNCH JOB STREA~-
II EXEC 
IISYSUT1 OD 
IISYSUT2 DO 
IISYSPRINT OD 
IISYSIN OD 

PGM=IEBPTPCH 
UNIT=182,LABEL=(,NL),VOLUME=SER=EILABL,DISP=OLD 
UNIT=2540-2 

1* 

PUNCH 
RECORD 

SYSOUT=A 

* TYPORG=PS,MAXFLDS=l 
FIELO=(80) 

Figure 33. Punching the Job stream 

Restarting From Tape 

The IEBEOIT utility program can be used to restart Stage II when the job stream 
is on tape. IEBEDIT should be used to restart from any job step after the 
first. To restart from the first step, issue a START RDR command for the tape 
drive that contains the job stream. 

IEBEDIT can be used to create a new job stream. The new job stream contains 
one of the following arrangements: 

• The job step you specify and all the steps that follow it, or 

• Only those job steps you specify, or 

• All job steps except those you specify. 

IIRESTART JOB -RESTART STAGE 11-
II EIEC PGM=IEBEDIT 
IISYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A 
IISYSUT1 DO UNIT=xxx,LABEL=(,NL) ,VOLUME=SER=serial,OISP=OLO 
IISYSUT2 DO UNIT=xxx,LABEL=(,NL) 
IISYSIN DD * 

EDIT START=SYSGEN,STEPNAME=SGII{,NOPRINT] 
or EDIT START=SYSGEN,TYPE=INCLUDE, X 

STEPNAME=(SGXX[,SGXX] ••• )(,NOPRINT] 
or EDIT START=SYSGEN,TYPE=EXCLUDE, I 

STEPNAME=(SGXX(,SGXX] ••• )(,NOPRINT] 
1* 

Figure 34. Control statements for IEBEOIT 

• The value of the UNIT parameter of the SYSUTl DO statement is the specific 
unit address of the magnetic tape drive on which the job stream tape 
resides. Unless the job stream tape had been demounted, the value of this 
UNIT parameter is the same as the value of the UNIT param~ter of the 
SYSPUNCH 00 statement in the input deck for stage I. 
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• The value of the VOLUME parameter of the SYSUT1 DD statement is either 
any external serial number assigned to the job stream tape reel or any 
arbitrary name chosen by the programmer. The system will issue a MOUNT 
command for the specified volume on the magnetic tape drive indicated with 
the UNIT parameter. (The system has no way of checking that the correct 
volume has been mounted because the job stream tape is unlabeled.) 

• The value of the UNIT parameter of the SYSUT2 DD statement is the specific 
unit address of a magnetic tape drive. 

• Only one EDIT statement must be used. 

• If the TYPE parameter is omitted, STEPNAME specifies the first job step 
to be placed in the new job stream. All the steps that follow the job 
step specified are also placed in the new job stream. 

• If TYPE=INCLUDE or TYPE=EICLUDE is specified, STEPNAME specifies the job 
steps to be included or excluded, respectively, from the new job stream. 
Individual job steps and sequences of job steps can be specified for 
inclusion or exclusion. For example: 

STEPNAME=(SG20,SG32-SG37,SG50) 

indicates that steps SG20, SG32 through SG37, and SG50 are to be included 
or excluded from the operation. 

• NOPRINT must be included if a listing of the new job stream is not desired. 
After the new job stream is created, a START RDR command must be issued 
for the magnetic tape drive designated by the SYSUT2 DD statement. 

Refer to OS Utilities, for a more detailed description of IEBEDIT. 

Figure 35 shows an IEBEDIT input deck for restarting Stage II. The job stream 
resides on unit 182. The new job stream will reside on unit 282. All job 
steps after and including SG7 are to be restarted. A listing of the new job 
stream is not desired. The START RDR command to start the new job stream is 
included with the IEBEDIT deck. The appropriate operations described in 
"Guidelines for Restarting Stage II" must have been performed. 

//RESTART JOB 
II EXEC 
//SYSPRINT DD 
/ISYSUT1 DD 
//SYSUT2 DD 
//SISIN DD 

1* 
II 

EDIT 

START 

-RESTART STAGE II-
PGM=IEBEDIT 
SYSOUT=A 
UNIT=182,LABEL=(,NL),VOLUME=SER=JOBSTM,DISP=OLD 
UNIT=282,LABEL=(,NL) 

* START=SYSGEN,STEPNAME=SG7,NOPRINT 

RDR,282 

Figure 35. Input deck for IEBEDIT 

GUIDELINES FOR RESTARTING STAGE II (NON-TSO GENERATION) 

The following sections give guidelines for restarting during Stage II of a 
non-TSO generation. Restarting may require the scratching and reallocation 
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of data sets. When this is necessary, reference is made to the section 
"Reallocating Data Sets" for the procedure to be followed. After these 
operations have been performed, the actual restarting of Stage II can be 
accomplished by one of the methods described in "Restart Techniques." 

The numbered steps in this section refer to steps in Figure 26. 

Note: If you have specified a qualifier in the INDEX parameter of the GENERATE 
macro instruction and errors have occurred before the two IEHPROGK rename steps 

("4) and @, you should check to be sure that these rename steps have not been 
'eXecuted. If a library has been renamed with the qualifier SYS1 and it is 
necessary to restart a step that refers to that library, the IEHPROG~ utility 
program can be used to rename the library with the qualifier you supplied. 

Restarting During Assemblies 

To restart at the beginning of any assembly, place the JOB card in front of 
the EXEC card of that assembly or use the IEBEDIT program. If more than one 
ASKBLR step has been executed, and if it is desired to restart at the beginning 
of stage II (SG1 step), the data set defined by the OBJPDS DD statement must 
be reallocated (see "Reallocating Data Sets"). 

All assemblies must be satisfactorily executed before the link-edit (IEWL) 
steps can be executed. 

Restarting Any IEHPROGK Step 

To restart, place the JOB card in front of the EXEC card of the step, or use 
the IEBEDIT program if the job stream is on tape. 

The ASKBLR, IEWL, IEBCOPY, IEHIO~P, and IFCDIPOO steps must be executed without 
error before the IEHPROGM step ~, the rename IEHPROGM step, is executed. 

Restarting Link-Edit Steps 

IEWL step G) builds the new SYS1.NUCLEUS. Subsequent IEiL steps, (8) and 
10 produce load modules for the new SYS1.SVCLIB, SYS1.IKAGELIB, SySl(.LINKLIB, 
and, if specified for the new system, SYS1.ALGLIB, SYS1.COBLIB, SYS1.FORTLIB, 
SYS1.S0RTLIB, and SYS1.TELCKLIB. 

If IEWL step (7) was executed, SYS 1. NUCLEUS must be reallocated before the 
step is resta~d (see "Reallocating Data Sets"). 

To restart at the beginning of IEWL step (8), any of the following libraries 
that contain system data must be realloca~d: SYS1.SVCLIB, SYS1.IKAGELIB, 
SYS1.LINKLIB, SYS1.ALGLIB, SYS1.COBLIB, SYS1.FORTLIB, SYS1.S0RTLIB, and 
SYS1.TELCKLIB. If more than one IEWL step was executed, and if you want to 
restart with IEWL step Q) , SYS1.NUCLEUS must also be reallocated. 

If reallocation is not performed, the space already used in the new system 
libraries is not available, and therefore there may not be enough space 
available for these data sets. This is particularly important for those system 
data sets that cannot have a secondary allocation. If more than sufficient 
space was allocated to a data set during the preparation for system generation, 
the IEWL step that failed can be restarted without reallocation. 
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It is recommended that the reallocations indicated above~ performed when 
you restart from the beginning of the IEWL steps CD or 8. To restart from 
the beginning of Stage II, the data sets defined by the 0 JPDS, SYSUT1, and 
SYSUT2 DD statements must also be reallocated. 

During an I/O generation, no reallocation is needed to restart a link-edit 
step unless a step failed because there was not enough space in a system data 
set. If there was not enough space, move the contents of the old library to 
the new library. Copy the data set to a scratch volume using the IEBCOPY 
utility program. Use IEBPROGK to scratch and uncatalog the space for the data 
set on its original volume. Allocate and catalog the required space for the 
data set on its original volume and use IEBCOPY to copy the data set from the 
scratch volume to its original volume. Then restart Stage II at the beginning 
of the link-edit step that failed. 

Restarting First IEBCOPY Step 

This IEBCOPY step ~ copies SYS 1. KACLIB to the new system. To restart at 
the beginning of th1s step, the new SYS1.BACLIB must be reallocated (see 
"Reallocating Data Sets"). 

Restarting All Other IEBCOPY Steps 

IEBCOPY step ® copies members to the new SYS1.SVCLIB, SYS1.COBLIB, 
SYS1.IKAGELIB, SY~1.PL1LIB, SYS1.LINKLIB, SYS1.FORTLIB, and SYS1.TELCKLIB. 
No reallocation is needed to restart this step unless the step failed because 
there was not enough space in a system data set. Only the system data set 
that did not have enough space must be reallocated (see "Reallocating Data 
Sets"), because any ~ember that existed in the new system data set will not 
be moved into it again when the step is restarted. 

If the data set that did not have enough space was SYS1.SVCLIB, SYS1.IMAGEtIB, 
SYS1.LINKLIB, SYS1.FORTLIB, or SYS1.TELCMLIB, one of the two following 
procedures must be performed: 

• Follow the procedures for restarting with IEiL step ® as described in 
"Restarting Link Edit steps" in -the "Guidelines for Resta~ting Stage II 
(Non-TSO Generation)" section, or . 

• Copy the data set to a scratch volume using the IEBCOPY utility program. 
Scratch and uncatalog the space for the data set on its original volume 
with IEBPROGK. Allocate and catalog the required space for the data set 
on its original volume. Use IEBCOPY to copy the data set from the scratch 
v01ume®to its original volume. Restart Stage II at the beginning of IEBCOPY 
step 9. 

IEBCOPY step Qj)copies lIembers,to SYS1.SVCLIB, SYS1.FORTLIB, SYS1.COBLIB, 
SYS1.ALGLIB, SYS1.PL1LIB, SYS1.LINKLIB, SYS1.PROCLIB, ~S1.S0RTLIB, and 
SYS1.PARBLIB. The procedures to restart IEBCOPY step ~ also apply to this 
step. 

IEBCOPY step ~ copies your mellbers to the new SYS1.SVCLIB or SYS1.LINKLIB. 
The procedures to restart IEBCOPY step GD also apply to this step. 
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Restarting IEHIOSUP, IFCDIPOO, and IEHLIST 

The system data sets do not have to be reallocated when IEHIOSUP step ~ 
and IEHLIST step ~ are restarted. Before restarting IFCDIPOO step , 
the DISP parameter of the DD statement for SYS1.LOGREC or SYS1.ASRLIB m t' 
be changed to DISP=(OLD,KEEP), or SYS1.LOGREC and SYS1.ASRLIB must be scratched. 

The ASKBLR, IEiL, and IEBCOPY steps must be executed without error before 
IEHIOSUP ste~ is executed. 

GUIDELINES FOR RESTARTING STAGE II (TSO GENERATION) 

The following sections give guidelines for restarting during Stage II of a 
TSO generation. Restarting may require the scratching and reallocation of 
data sets. When this is necessary, reference is made to the section 
"Reallocating Data Sets" for the procedure to be followed. After these 
operations have been performed, the actual restarting of Stage II can be 
accomplished by one of the methods described in "Restart Techniques." The 
numbered steps in this section refer to steps in Figure 28. 

Note: If you have specified a qualifier in the INDEX parameter of the GENTSO 
macro instruction and errors have occurred before the two IEHPROG~ rename steps 

QD and ~, you should check to be sure that these rename steps have not been 
executed. If a library has been renamed with the qualifier SYS1 and it is 
necessary to restart a step that refers to that library, the IEHPROGM utility 
program can be used to rename the library with the qualifier you supplied. 

Restarting During Assemblies 

To restart at the beginning of any assembly, place the JOB card in front of 
the EXEC card of that assembly or use the IEBEDIT program. If more than one 
AS!BLR step has been executed, and if you want to restart at the beginning 
of Stage II (SG1 step), the data set defined by the OBJPDS DD statement must 
be reallocated (see "Reallocating Data Sets"). 

All assemblies must be satisfactorily executed before the link-edit (IEWL) 
steps can be executed. 

Restarting Any IEHPROG~ Step 

To restart, place the JOB card in front of the EXEC card of the step, or use 
the IEBEDIT program if the job stream is on tape. 

The ASKBLR, IEiL, IEBCOPY, IEHIOSUP, and IFCDIPOO steps must be executed without 
error before~ROGM step ~ (the rename IEHPROG~ step) is executed. 

Restarting Link-Edit Steps 

IEWL,steps 3 produce load modules for the new SYS1.SVCLIB, SYS1.LINKLIB, 
and SYS 1. CMDLIB. IEWL ste @ builds the new SYS 1. NUCLEUS. Subsequent IEWL 
steps ~ and 14 produce load mo~ules for the new SYS1.SVCLIB, SYS1.LINKLIB, 
and, if~pecifie for the new system, SYS1.ALGLIB, SYS1.COBLIB, SYS1.FORTLIB, 
SYS1.S0RTLIB, SYS1.IMAGELIB, and SYS1.TELCMLIB. 
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If IEWL step ~ was executed, SYS 1. NUCLEUS must be reallocated (see 
"Reallocating Data Sets") before restarting the step. 

To restart at the beginning of IEWL step G), any of the following libraries 
that contain system data must be reallocated: SYS1.SVCLIB, SYS1.IMAGE,LIB, 
SYS1.LINKLIB, SYS1.ALGLIB, SYS1.COBLIB, SYS1.FORTLIB, SYS1.S0RTLIB~ SYS1.CMDLIB, 
SYS1.NUCLEUS, and SYS1.TELCKLIB. ' 

If reallocation is not performed, the space already used in the new system 
libraries is not available, and therefore there may not be enough space 
available for these data sets. Thls is particularly important for those system 
data sets that cannot have a secondary allocation. If more than sufficient 
space was allocated to a data set during the preparation for system generation, 
the IEWL step that failed can be restarted without reallocation. 

It is recommended that the reallocations in~cated above be performed when 
restarting from the beginning of IEWL step~. To restart from the beginning 
of stage II, the data sets defined by the OBJPDS, SYSUT1, and SYSUT2 DD 
statements must also be reallocated. 

During an IIO generation, no reallocation is needed to restart a link-edit 
step, unless a step failed because there was not enough space in a system data 
set. If there was not enough space, move the contents of the old library to 
the new library. Copy the data set to a scratch volume using the IEBCOPY 
utility program. Use IEHPROGM to scratch and uncatalog the space for the data 
set on its original volume. Allocate and catalog the required space for the 
data set on its original volume and use IEBCOPY to copy the data set from the 
scratch volume to its original volume. Then restart stage II at the beginning 
of the link-edit step that failed. 

Restarting IEBCOPY Step 

This IEBCOPY step Q) copies SYS1.MACLIB, SYS1.TSOMAC, and SYS1.TCAKPIAC to 
the new system. To restart at the beginning of this step, the new SYS1.MACLIB 
must be reallocated (see "Reallocating Data Sets"). 

Restarting All Other IEBCOPY steps 

IEBCOPY step ® copies load modules to the new SYS 1. SVCLIB, sts 1. LINKLIB, 
SYS1.UADS, SYS1.CMDLIB, and SYS1.HELP. No reallocation is needed to restart 
this step, unless the step failed because there was not enough space in a 
system data set. Only the system data set that did not have enough space must 
be reallocated (see "Reallocating Data Sets"), because any member that existed 
in the new system data set will not be moved into it again when the step is 
restarted. 

If the data set that did not have enough space was SYS1.SVCLIB, SYS1.LINKLIB, 
SYS1.UADS, SYS1.CKDLIB, or SYS1.HELP, one of the two following procedures must 
be performed: 

• Follow the procedures for restarting with IEWL step ® as described in 
"Restarting Link Edit steps" in the "Guidelines for Restarting Stage II 
(TSO Generatio~" section. 

• Copy the data set to a scratch volume using the IEBCOPY utility program. 
Scratch and uncatalog the space for the data set on its original volume 
with IEHPROGM. Allocate and catalog the required space for the data set 
on its original volume. Use IEBCOPY to copy the data set from the scratch 
volume to its original volume. Restart stage II at the beginning of IEBCOPY 
step o. 
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IEBCOPY step 6} copies members to the new SYS1.SYCLIB, SYS1.LINKLIB, 
SYS1.FORTLIB, SfS1.COBLIB, SYS1.PL1LIB, SYS1.TELCKLIB, and SYS1.IKAGELIB. 

IEBCOPY step ~ copies members to SYS1.SVCLIB, SYS1.FORTLIB, SYS1.COBLIB, 
SYS1.ALGLIB, SYS1.PL1LIB, SYS1.LINKLIB, SYS1.PROCLIB, SYS1.S0RTLIB, and 
SYS1. P1Rf!LIB. The procedures to restart IEBCOPY step @ also apply to this 
step. 

IEBCOPY step ~ copies members to the new SYS1.SYCLIB or SYS1.LINKLIB. The 
procedures to restart IEBCOPY step ® also apply to this step. 

Restarting IEHIOSUP, IFCDIPOO, and IEHLIST 

T.he system data sets do not have to be reallocated when the IEHIOSUP step 
(} and rEHLIST step ~ are restarted. Before the IPCDIPOO step 0' is 
restarted, the DISP parameter of the DD statement for SYS1.LOGREC or'!YS1.ASRLIB 
must be c~anged to DISP=(OLD, KEEP), or SYS1.LOGREC and SYS1.ASRLIB must be 
scratched. 

The ASKBLR, IEW~ and IEBCOPY steps must be executed without error before the 
IEHIOSUP step ~ is executed. 

REALLOCATING DATA SETS 

Reallocating data sets includes the following operations: 

• Uncataloging and scratching the space allocated to the data set during 
the preparation for system generation. 

• Allocating new space to the data set and cataloging it. 

The following sections discuss the reallocation of the utility data sets defined 
during Stage I, reallocating new system data sets using the same amount of 
space, and reallocating system data sets using more space. 

The reallocations described in this section may alter the order in which the 
new system data sets were originally allocated. If this order is important, 
the IEBCOPY utility program can be used after system generation to rearrange 
the new system data sets. 

Reallocation of OBJPDS 

Use the following statements to reallocate the utility data set specified by 
the OBJPDS DD statement during stage I. These statements are coded when more 
than one assembler step is executed and the generation process is to be 
restarted from the beginning. 

//OBJPDS 
IISTEPl 
I/OBJPDS 
IISTEP2 
I/OBJPDS 
II 

JOB 
EXEC 
DD 
EXEC 
DD 

PGM=IEFBR14 -SCRATCH OBJPDS
DSNAKE=SYS1.name,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
PGM=IEFBR14 -REALLOCATE OBJPDS· 
(Parameters for OBJPDS in Staqe I input deck) 

Figure 36. Control Statements to Reallocate the utility D~ta Set for OBJPDS 
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In the preceding statements: 

• The DSNAME parameter of the first OBJPOS OD statement must contain the 
name given to the utility data set in the input deck to stage I. 

• The second OBJPDS OD statement must contain the same parameters that it 
contains in the stage I input deck. 

Reallocation of SYSUT1, SYSUT2, SYSUT3, and SYSUT4 

The operations to be performed depend on whether UTDISP=UNCATLG or UTDISP=DELETE 
was specified in the GENERATE macro instruction. 

Use the following statements to recatalog the utility data sets when 
UTDISP=UNCATLG was specified: 

IICATLG 
IIS'rEP 
//SYSPRINT 
IISYSIN 

1* 

JOB 
EXEC 
DO 
DD 

CATLG 

-UTDISP=UNCATLG
PGK=IEHPROGK 
SYSOUT=! 

* DSNAKE=SYS1.name,VOL=unit=serial 

Figure 37. Control statements to Recatalog the utility Data Set When 
UTDISP=UNCATLG 

In the preceding statements: 

• Use one CATLG statement for each utility data set to be recataloged. 

• The DSNAKE parameter must contain the name given to the utility data set 
in the input deck to Stage I. 

• The unit and serial number in the VOL parameter must correspond to those 
specified for the utility data set in the input deck to Stage I. 

Use the following DD statements to allocate space and recatalog the utility 
data sets when UTDISP=DELETE was specified: 

/IALLOC JOB -UTDISP=DELETE-
//S'rEP EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 
/ISYSUT1 DO (parameters for SYSUT1 in Stage I input deck) 
//SYSUT2 DO (Parameters for SYSUT2 in Stage I input deck) 
/ISYSUT3 DD (Parameters for SYSUT3 in Stage I input deck) 
IISYSUT4 DD (Parameters for SYSUT4 in Stage I input deck) 
II 

Figure 38. Reallocate and Recatalog the utility Data Sets When UTDISP=OELETE 

In the preceding statements: 

• omit the SYSUT1 and SYSUT2 DD statements if only the data sets defined 
by the SYSUT3 and SYSUT4 DD statements in Stage I are to be reallocated. 

• omit the SYSUT3 DD statement if only the data sets defined by the SYSUT1 
and SYSUT2 DO statements in stage I are to be reallocated. 
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• The SYSUT1, SYSUT2, SYSUT3, and SYSUT4 DD statements must contain the same 
parameters that they contain in the stage I input deck. 

Reallocating the Same Space 

The input deck for scratching and reallocating space to the new system data 
sets must contain the following statements. The statements must be in the 
order shown. 

1. JOB statement. 

2. EXEC statement with the PGM=IEHPROGM parameter. 

3. SYSPRINT DD statement defining the system output unit. 

4. DD statement defining the unit and serial number of the generating slstem
residence volume: 

IIGENRES DD UNIT=unit,VOLUME=SER=serial,DISP=OLD 

5. DD statement defining any other permanent volume on which data sets to 
be reallocated reside: 

Ilddname DD UNIT=unit,VOLUME=SER=serial,DISP=OLD 

6. DD statement for each type of removable device on which data sets to be 
reallocated reside: 

//ddname DD UNIT=(unit"DEFER),VOLUME=PRIVATE,DISP=OLD 

7. DD * statement (SYSIN). 

8. SCRATCH and an UNCATLG statement for each new system data set to be 
reallocated. The SCRATCH and UNCATLG statements must have the following 
format: 

SCRATCH 
UNCATLG 

DSNAME=dsname,VOL=device=serial,PURGE 
DSNAME=dsname,CVOL=device=serial 

where CVOL designates the new system-residence volume. 

9. 1* statement. 

10. EXEC statement with the PGM=IEHPROGM parameter. 

11. GENRES DD statement (described above). 

12. DD statement for each permanent device (described above). 

13. DD statement for each type of removable device (described above). 

14. SYSPRINT DD statement defining the system output unit. 

15. DD statement for each of the new system data sets to be reallocated. This 
DD statement must be the same used in the input deck for the preparation 
for system generation. 

16. DD * statement (SYSIN). 
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17. CATLG statement for each new system data set to be reallocated. The CATLG 
statement must be the same used in the input deck for the preparation for 
system generation. 

18. 1* statement. 

For example, SYS1.SVCLIB and SYS1.LINKLIB must be reallocated. Figure 39 shows 
the DD statements that define these two libraries during the preparation for 
system generation: 

IISVCLIB 
II 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.SVCLIB,VOLUME=(,RETA1N,SER=AAA111), X 
UNIT=2301,D1SP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE=(TRK,(40,10,75), X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(DSORG=POU,RECFM=U,BLKS1ZE=1024) II 

IIL1NKLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.L1NKLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=AAA112), X 
II UN1T=23",DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(CYL,(125,10,100», X 
II LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=3625) 

Figure 39. Example of Reallocation for SYS1.SVCLIB and SYS1.L1NKLIB 

The generating system-residence volume is a 2311 volume whose serial number 
is 111111. Figure 40 shows the input deck for this reallocation. 

IISAME JOB 
IISTEPl EXEC 
IIGENRES DD 
IINEWRES DD 
IIL1NVOL DD 
IISYSPRINT DD 
IISYS1N DD 

1* 

SCRATCH 
UNCATLG 
SCRATCH 
UNCATLG 

IISTEP2 EXEC 
IIGENRES DD 
IINEWRES DD 
IIL1NVOL DD 
IISYSPR1NT DD 
IISVCLIB DD 
II 
II 
IILINKLIB DD 
II 
II 
II 
IISYS1N DD 

1* 
II 

CATLG 
CATLG 

-REALLOCATE ON SAME SPACE-
PGM=IEHPROGM -SCRATCH-
UNIT=231',VOLUME=SER=11'1",D1SP=OLD 
UN1T=2301,VOLUME=SER=AAA11',DISP=OLD 
UNIT=(231'"DEFER),VOLUME=PR1VATE,DISP=OLD 
SYSOUT=A 

* DSNAME=SYS1.SVCLIB,VOL=2301=A1Alll 
DSNAME=SYS1.SVCLIB,CVOL=2301=AAA111 
DSNAME=SYS1.LINKLIB,VOL=231'=AAA112 
DSNAME=SYS1.L1NKLIB,CVOL=2301=AAA111 

PGM=IEHPROGM -ALLOCATE-
UNIT=231',VOLUME=SER=1"'1',DISP=OLD 
UN1T=2301,VOLUME=SER=AAAll',DISP=OLD 
UNIT=(231'"DEFER),VOLUME=PRIVATE,DISP=OLD 
SYSOUT=A 
DSN1ME=SYS1.SVCLIB,VOLUME=(,RETA1N,SER=Alll11) , X 
UNIT=2301,DISP=(,KEE~ ,SPACE=(TRK, (40,10,75», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=1024,DSORG=POU) 
DSNAME=SYS1.LINKLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=AAA112), X 
UNIT=231',DISP=(,KEEP), X 
SPACE=(CYL,(125,10,100» ,L1BEL=EXPDT=99350, X 
DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=3625) 

* DSNAME=SYS1.SVCLIB,CVOL=2301=AAA11',VOL=2301=AAA111 
DSNAME=SYS1.LINKLIB,CVOL=2301=AAl11"V07=2311=Alll12 

Figure 40. Reallocating on Same Space 

Reallocating With More Space 

The method for reallocating with more space depends on whether the space for the 
data set must be continuous. If the space need not be continuous, follow the 
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procedure described in "Reallocating on the Same Space," changing the SPACE 
parameter of the DD statement (statement 15) for the new system data set in the 
second step. This same procedure can be followed for a continuous data set if 
there is enough continuous space for the new allocation elsewhere on the volume. 

The second case can be illustrated with the following example. One of the 
new system volumes is organized as shown in Figure 41. 

Figure 41. Reallocation on Same Volume 

Not enough space was allocated for SYS1.PARKLIB, and there is not enough 
continuous space after SYS1.PL1LIB.for a new allocation of SYS1.PARKLIB. One 
of two procedures can be followed to free space for the new allocation for 
SYS1.PARt1LIB. 

• If there is no system data in SYS1.PARKLIB, SYS1.FORTLIB, and SYS1.PL1LIB, 
follow the procedures described in "Reallocating in the Same Space" to 
reallocate SYS1.PARKLIB, SYS1.PORTLIB, and SYS1.PL1LIB. Correct the SPACE 
parameter in the DD statement for SYS1.PARMLIB. 

• If there is system data in SYS1.PARKLIB, SYS1.FORTLIB, or SYS1.PL1LIB 
follow these procedures: 

Copy the library that contains system data onto a scratch volume by using 
the IEBCOPY utility program. 

Follow the procedures described in "Reallocating in the Same Space" to 
scratch SYS1.PARKLIB, SYS1.FORTLIB, and SYS1.PL1LIB, correcting the SPACE 
parameter in the DD statement for SYS1.PARKLIB. 

Copy the library that contains system data from the scratch volume to its 
original volume. 

If a system data set (continuous or not) contains system data, and if there 
is enough space elsewhere in the volume, the following procedure can be used: 

1. Rename the system data set. 

2. Al1~cate and catalog space for the system data set (with its correct name) 
on the same volume. 

3. Copy the data in the renamed data set onto the newly allocated data set. 

4. Scratch and uncatalog the renamed data set. 
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Figure q2 is an example of reallocation on the same volume of a system data 
set that contains system data. The system data set to be reallocated is 
SYS1.PARMLIB. It was allocated space during the preparation for system 
generation with the following DD statement: 

I/PARMLIB 
II 
II 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.PARMLIB,YOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEM), 
UNIT=2301,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,(1"1),,CONTIG) , 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECPM=F,BLKSIZE=80) 

x 
X 

The new system-residence volume is a 2301 volume whose serial number is SYSTEM. 
The renamed SYS1.PARMLIB will be called SYS1.HARRY. The generating system
residence volume is a 2311 volume whose serial number is 111111. 

//!OYE JOB 
//STEP1 EXEC 
//SYSPRINT DD 
//GENRES DD 
I/NEWRES DD 
I/SYSIN DD 

1* 

RENAKE 

UNCATLG 
CATLG 

/ISTEP2 EXEC 
IISYSPRINT DD 
I/GENRES DD 
IINEWRES DD 
//PARMLIB DD 
/1 
1/ 
II 
IISYSIN DD 

CATLG 
1* 
//STEP3 EXEC 
/ISYSPRINT DD 
IISYSUT1 DD 
1/ 
IISYSUT2 DD 
II 
IISYSIN DD 
/ISTEPq EXEC 
IISYSPR1NT DD 
IIGENRES DD 
I/NEWRES DD 
I/SYS1N DD 

1* 
II 

SCRATCH 
UNCATLG 

-REALLOCATE WITH DATA-
PGM=IEHPROGM -RENAME-
SYSOUT=A 
UNIT=2311,VOLUME=SER=11111',DISP=OLD 
UNIT=2301,VOLUKE=SER=SYSTEM,DISP=OLD 

* DSNAKE=SYS1.PARMLIB,VOL=2301=SYSTEM, 
NEWNAKE=SYS1.HARRY 
DSNAME=SYS1.PARMLIB,CVOL=2301=SYSTEM 
DSNAME=SYS1.HARRY,CVOL=2301=SYSTEM,VOL=2301=SYSTEM 

PGK=IEHPROGM -REALLOCATE-
SYSOUT=A 
UNIT=231',VOLUKE=SER=11'11',DISP=OLD 
UNIT=2301,VOLUME=SER=SYSTEM,DISP=OLD 
DSNAME=SYS1.PARMLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEM), 
UNIT=2301,DISP=(,KEEP), 
SPACE=(TRK,(5,,1) "CONTIG),LABEL=EXPDT=99350, 
DCB=(RECFM=P,BLKSIZE=80) 

* DSNAME=SYS1.PAR!LIB,CVOL=2301=SYSTEM,VOL=2301=SYSTEK 

PGM=IEBCOPY -COPY-
SYSOUT=A 
DSNAKE=SYS1.HARRY,VOLU!E=SER=SYSTEM,UNIT=2301, 
DCB=(RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=80) 
DSNAME=SYS1.PARKLIB,VOLUME=SER=SYSTEM,UNIT=2301, 
DCB=(RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=80) 
DUMMY 
PGM=IEHPROG! ·SCRATCH-
SYSOUT=A 
UNIT=23",VOLUME=SER=1'111',DISP=OLD 
UNIT=2301,VOLUME=SER=SYSTEM,DISP=OLD 
* . 
DSNAME=SYS1.HARRY,VOL=2301=SYSTEM 
DSNAKE=SYS1.HARRY,VOL=2301=SYSTEK 

x 

x 
X 
X 

X 

x 

Figure q2. Reallocate Data Sets with System Data 
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SYS1.SYSJOBQE Considerations 

If the job stream is too large for the SYS1.SYSJOBQE of the generating system, 
one of the following procedures can be followed: 

• Convert the job stream into two or more jobs 

• Reformat the job queue 

• Enlarge SYS1.SYSJOBQE 

The job stream can be converted into two or more jobs by placing additional 
JOB cards throughout the job stream. For example, you might insert a JOB card 
just before the first IEWL step. This method requires that the job stream 
be in cards. 

A description of the values to specify when reformatting can be found in the 
"MVT Job Queue Pormatting" section of the OS System programmer's Guide. 

The size of SYS1.SYSJOBQE can be changed following this procedure: 

1. Determine the appropriate size of SYS1.SYSJOBQB using the formula given 
in os Storage Estimates. 

2. Run the job shown in Pigure 43. 

//LASTJOB JOB 
//STEP EXEC 
IIDUMMY DD 
II 
/IGENRES DD 
IISYSPRINT DD 
//SYS1N DD 

1* 
II 

SCRATCH 
UNCATLG 
RENAME 

CATLG 

PGK=IEHPROGM 
DSNAME=SYS1.DUMMY,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=serial), 
UNIT=unit,DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(TRK, (xxx),*CONTIG) 
UNIT=unit,VOLUME=SER=serial,D1SP=OLD 
SYSOUT=A 

* DSNAME=SYS1.SYSJOBQE,VOL=unit=serial 
DSNAME=SYS1.SYSJOBQE 
DSNAME=SYS1.DUMMY,VOL=unit=serial, 
NEWNAME=SYS1.SYSJOBQE 
DSNAME=SYS1.SYSJOBQE,VOL=unit=serial 

Figure 43. control statements to Change SYS1.SYSJOBQE 

In the preceding statements, 

x 

x 

• SYS1.DUMMY is allocated space on the same volume on which the generating 
SYS1.SYSJOBQE resides. The amount of space allocated for SYS1.DUMMY must 
be the appropriate size for SYS1.SYSJOBQE. 

• The GENRES DD statement defines the generating system-residence volume. 

• The UNCATLG and CATLG statements should be omitted if SYS1.SYSJOBQE is 
not cataloged in the generating system. 

• The VOL parameter of the utility statements defines the volume on which 
SYS1.SYSJOBQE resides. 

3. stop the system and restart (IPL again). 
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Testing the New System 

This section describes the sample programs provided by IB! to test the 
fUnctioning of various components of the new system after system generation. 

A description of the sample program, its operating instructions, and a list 
of the output results are provided. 
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The sample programs are contained in SYS1.S1ftPLIB of the starter operating 
system package. The "System Generation Using the starter Operating System" 
section describes the procedure used to punch sample program card decks from 
SYS1.S1ftPLIB. These decks can then be used whenever an operating system 
component is to be tested. 

The following list shows the names of the sample programs provided in 
SYS1.S1ftPLIB and the components they test: 

Program 

IEXSAMP 
IKFSAMP 
IEUESP 
SAMP327L 
SAMP327R 
IEPSAMP 
IEBDATGN 
IKDSAMPL 
IBCDASDI 
I BCDMPRS 
IEYSP 
SAMP2250 
SAMP2260 
COBSAMP 
GSPSAMP 
PLlSAMP 
DRISAMP 

IEMSP2 
RPGSMPL 
SAMACTRT 
IERSP 

IHGSAMP 
USERLABL 

Component 

ALGOL 
American National Standard COBOL 
Assembler F 
BTAM-Local 3270 Display System 
BTAM-Remote 3270 Display System 
COBOL E 
Data Generator Sample Program 
Data transmission and conversion subroutines for FORTRAN IV 
Direct Access Initialization 
Direct Access Dump Restore 
FORTRAN G and H 
Graphics - 2250 Display Units 
Graphics - 2260 Display Stations 
Graphic Subroutine Package for COBOL 
Graphic Subroutine Package for FORTRAN IV 
Graphic Subroutine Package for PL/I 
IEHDASDR system utility program 
Loader Program Test Program 
PL/I F 
RPG 
Sample Account Routine 
Sort/Merge 
System Management Facilities Sample Programs (see below) 
Update Analysis Program 
User Label Sample Program 

D1SDI, DUftPREST, and RECOVREP (alias for IBCD1SDI, IBCD!PRS,. IBCRCVRP 
respectively) are included in SYS1.SAftPLIB. These programs are identical to 
IBCD1SDI, IBCDftPRS, and IBCRCVRP. Either DASDI or IBCDASDI, either DUftPREST 
or IBCD!PRS, or either RECOVREP or IBCRCVRP can be specified in a PUNCH 
statement. 

The following pages contain descriptions of the sample programs, operating 
instructions, and a description of the program execution results, except for 
the BTAM sample programs and the system management facilities (SMF) sample 
programs. These sample programs are in OS Basic Telecommunications Access 
Method, and OS SMF, respectively. More detailed operating instructions for 
all the sample programs except the SMF sample programs are in OS Operator's 
Reference. 

~ The DD state.ents of the sample programs specify UNIT=23". If the 
system data sets affected by the sample program do not reside on a 2311, the 
UNIT parameter should be changed accordingly. If the system data set is 
cataloged, the UNIT parameter of the corresponding DD statement can be deleted 
rather than changed. 
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ALGOL Sample Program (IEXSAMP) 

The IEXSAMP card deck (punched from SYS1.SAMPLIB) consists of: 

1. Job control language statements for an ALGOL compilation, a link-edit~ 
and execution. 

2. ALGOL sample program source statements. 

The sample program generates the first twenty lines of Pascal's Triangle. 
comments included in the program may be used for checking the results. (The 
sample program is included as an example in OS ALGOL Language.) 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Mount the operating system and an initialized scratch pack. 

2. Set the load address switches and press the Initial Program Load key to 
load the operating system. 

3. Place the IEXSAMP card deck in the card reader, ready the reader, and press 
the End-of-File key. 

4. Ready the printer. 

5. Execute the job. 

OUTPUT 

The normal output from the compiler is: 

1. A list of all job control language statements that apply to the compiler. 

2. A list of all source statements supplemented by a count of the semicolons 
occurring in the program. 

3. The identifier table in symbolic form, giving details of all identifiers 
used in the program. 

4. Information on main-storage requirements at execution time. 

The normal output from the linkage editor will be: 

1. A list of all job control language statements that apply to the linkage 
editor. 

2. A cross-reference table of the load module. 

The normal output at execution time will be: 

1. A list of all job cont~ol language statements that apply to the execution. 

2. The first twenty lines of Pascal's Triangle, corresponding to the comments 
included in the source statements. 

A more detailed description of the system output is contained in OS ALGOL 
Programmer's Guide. 
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American National Standard Cobol, X3.23-1968 Sample Program (IKFSAMP) 

The IKFSAMP card deck (punched from SYS1.SAMPLIB) consists of: 

1. Job control language statements to call a cataloged procedure to compile, 
link-edit, and execute the sample program. 

2. COBOL sample program source statements. 

The sample program tests the operation of the IBM American National Standard 
COBOL compiler; it generates an output data set on tape and then reads, 
processes, and exhibits this data set. The program uses the COBOL verbs 
IF, OPEN, READ, WRITE, CLOSE, DISPLAY, MOVE, ADD, STOP, GO TO, PERFORM, 
NOTE, TRACE, and EXHIBIT. A complete output listing of the program is 
in the publication, OS American National Standard COBOL Programmer's Guide. 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Mount the operating system. 

2. Set the load address switches and press the Initial Program Load key to 
load the operating system. 

3. Place the IKFSAftP deck in the card reader, ready the reader, and press 
the End-of-File key. 

q. Ready the printer. 

5. Execute the job. 

OUTPUT 

1. Listing of all job control language statements 

2. Listing of the source program 

3. Listing of: 

a. Heading including date and level 

b. Source program 

c. Data map of the Data Division 

q. Module map and cross-reference list 
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Assembler F Sample Program (IEUESP) 

The IEUESP card deck (punched from SYS1.SAMPLIB) is the sample program source 
deck. 

The sample problem demonstrates the use of the assembler and serves as a minimal 
test of the functioning of the assembler. In addition, it provides sample 
coding that demonstrates the definition and use of user-written macro 
instructions, the calling of system macro instructions, and the proper method 
of saving and restoring registers upon entry to and exit from a problem program. 

The input is assembled into the program in the form of a table (TABLE) and 
a list (LIST) of entries that are to be compared with the table entries. Each 
item in the table contains an argument name such as ALPHA and space in which 
information concerning that name is to be placed. Each entry in the LIST 
contains an argument name and function values. The formats of the TABLE entries 
and the LIST entries are different, and both formats are described by means 
of DSECTs. The program searches the TABLE for an argument name in the list. 
If a match is found, the function values are reformatted and moved to the 
appropriate TABLE entry. If an argument name in the LIST cannot be found in 
the TABLE, a switch is set in the LIST entry. After all ·LIST entries have 
been processed, both the LIST and TABLE areas are compared with TESTTABL, which 
contains the predefined results. If the two are equal, the routine is executed 
properly and a message is written to indicate this. 

The program for the assembler may be-called by the IBM-supplied cataloged 
procedure ASKFCLG in the following manner: 

Iljobname JOB 
Ilstepname EXEC PROC=ASMFCLG 
IIASK.SYSII DD * 

Sample program source deck 
1* 

This procedure calls for an assembly, link-edit, and execution of the sample 
program. A more detailed explanation of the contents of the procedure and 
use of the assembly program is given in OS Assembler (F) Programmer's Guide. 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Mount the operating system and an initialized scratch pack. 

2. Set the load address switches and press the Initial program Load 
key to load the operating system. 

3. Place the sample program source deck in the card reader, ready the 
reader, and press the End-of-File key. 

4. Ready the printer. 

S. Execute the job. 

OUTPUT 

The check for the successful execution of the sample program is a message on 
the operator's console. The message says either "ASSEMBLER SAMPLE PROGRAM 
SUCCESSFUL" or "ASSEMBLER SAMPLE PROGRA! UNSUCCESSFUL." The program gives 
a normal return to the operating system with a return code of O. 
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COBOL E Sample Program (IEPSAMP) 

The IEPSAftP card deck (punched from SYS1.SAftPLIB) consists of: 

1. Job control language statements to execute the COBOL E cataloged procedure 
COBECLG to compile, link-edit, and execute. 

2. COBOL sample program source statements. 

3. DD statements for tape data sets required at execution time. 

The sample program tests the COBOL compiler's ability to ~rite to and read 
from tape, checking proper data alignment where the data is a mixture of DISPLAY 
COftPUTATIONAL and C08PUTATIONAL-3. 

The verbs used in this program are OPEN, CLOSE, READ, WRITE, PERFORft, IF, "OVE, 
GO TO, DISPLAY, and ADD. There are 515 source statements. 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Kount the operating system and an initialized scratch pack. 

2. ftount unlabeled tapes on 182, 183, and 282. 

3. Set the load address switches and press the Initial program Load key to 
load the operating system. 

4. Place the IEPSAftP card deck in the card reader, ready the reader, and press 
the End-of-File key. 

S. Ready the printer. 

6. Execute the job. 

OUTPUT 

1. The scheduler reads, processes, and prints (on the device specified as 
SYSOUT by the operator) all job control language statements. 

2. The compiler reads and lists the source program on the device specified 
as SYSOUT by the operator. 

3. The compiler prepares and lists the following (on SYSOUT): 

a. Heading including date and level 

b. The source program 

c. A data map of the Data Division 

d. An object code listing (PftAP) of the Procedure Division 

4-. The linkage editor prepares and lists the following (on SYSOUT): 

a. A module map 

b. A cross-reference list 

5. The COBOL load module lists the following (on SYSOUT) : 

GROUP B LEVEL P TEST CASE 1 
END OF PROGRAft 
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Data Generator Sample Program (IEBDATGN) 

The IEBDATGN card deck, punched from SYS1.SAMPLIB, consists of: 

1. Job control language statements for the execution of the data generator 
system utility program 

2. Comment statements describing the control cards for the system utility 
program 

3. The sample program utility statements 

The sample program generates patterns of data on the printer illustrating the 
generating capabilities of the data generator system utility program and the 
various ways of altering this data. 

OPERATING PROCEDURES 

1. Mount the operating system. 

2. Set the load address switches and press the Initial Program Load key to. 
load the operating system. 

3. place the IEBDATGN card deck in the card reader, ready the reader, and 
press the End-of-File key. 

4. Ready the printer. 

5. Execute the job. 

OUTPUT 

1. A list of all job control language statements that apply to the execution. 

2. The comment statements explaining the function performed by the system 
utility control cards. 

3. The data ~enerator sample program utility statements. 

4. The generated output showing the results of the action parameter. 

5. A second group of utility statements. 

6. The generated output showing the results of the picture and index parameter 
of the data generator system utility program. 
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Data Transmission and Conversion Subroutines for FORTRAN IV Sample 
Program (IKDSAMPL) 

The System/360 portion of the IKDSAMPL sample program for data transmission 
and conversion subroutines can be punched from SYS1.SAMPLIB. The IKDSAMPL 
card deck consists of: 

1. The following job control language statements, which call the FORTGCLG 
cataloged procedure to compile, link-edit, and execute the program when 
the FORTRAN G compiler is used in the operating system. 

I/PTOPSAKP JOB 360T1130,SAMPLE,MSGLEVEL=1 
//PTOPSTEP EXEC FORTGCLG,PARft.FORT=(NODECK,MAP,LOAD) 
IIFORT.SYSIN DD * 

If the FORTRAN H compiler is to be used, the FORTGCLG parameter of the 
EXEC statement must be changed to FORTHCLG. 

2. A sample program input symbolic deck. (The contents of this deck are shown 
in IBM System/360 operating System and 1130 Disk Monitor System: 
System/360-1130 Data Transmission for FORTRAN.) 

3. The following cards after the FORTRAN language END card: 

1* 
IILKED.SYSLKOD 
/* 
I/GO. SYSABEND 

DD SPACE=(1024, (SO,20,1),RLSE) 

DD SYSQUT=A 
DD UNIT=XXX 
DD * 

IIGO.FT09FOOl 
IIGO.SYSIN 
AXLEP 1 (This 
/* 

is the data card that identifies the password) 

The UNIT parameter of the GO.FT09FOOl DD statement must be changed to 
specify the appropriate address or symbolic name previously assigned to 
the 1130 system with which this sample program is to communicate. You 
must then substitute this newly punched card for the GO.FT09F001 DD card 
in the existing card deck. 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

To process the PTOP sample program card deck, the following steps are necessary: 

1. Ensure that the 1130 portion of the sample program for the data transmission 
and conversion subroutines (program number 1130-LM-Ol1) exists in an 
associated 1130 system, as described in IB! System/360 operating System 
and 1130 Disk Monitor System: System/360-1130 Data Transmission for FORTRAN. 

2. Place the PTOPSAKP card deck in the card reader. 

3. Mount the operating system. 

4. Set the load address switches and press the Initial Program Load key to 
load the system. 

OUTPUT 

The 1130 program prints out the results of the computations (the weight 
distributions on the front and rear axles of a truck). From these results, 
the optimum dimensions for the front and rear axles of a truck can be 
determined. 
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FORTRAN G and H Sample Program (IEYSP) 

The IEYSP card deck (punched from SYS1.SAftPLIB) consists of: 

1. Job control language statements for a FORTRAN G or H compilation. 

2. FORTRAN sample program source statements. 

3. Job control language statements for link-edit and execution of the sample 
proqram. 

4. A data card for FORTRAN sample program execution. 

The sample program consists of one main program and one function subprogram, 
which together compute and print out binomial coefficients. The deck is 
composed of the following source statements: 

Main Program Sub12rogram 
comments 42 19 
Specification 1 1 
Format 5 
Read/Write 5 
Control 8 13 
Arithmetic 2 13 

Total 63 46 

The program processes one data card as its input. The comment cards show a 
complete list of the expected output from the execution of the program and 
may be used for checking the output. 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. ftount the operating system and an initialized scratch pack. 

2. Set the load address switches "and press the Initial Program Load key to 
load the operating system. 

3. Place the IEYSP card deck in the card reader, ready the reader, and press 
the End-of-File key. 

4. Ready the printer. 

S. Execute the job. 

OUTPUT 

1. The scheduler will read, process, and print (on the device specified as 
SYSOUT by the operator) all job control statements. 

2. The compiler will read and list the source program on the device specified 
as SYSOUT by the operator. 

3. The compiler will prepare and list the following (on SYSOUT): 
a. Heading, including date and level 
b. The source program 
c. Storage map including size of COBftON and size of program 
d. The generated object code 

4. The linkage edi±or viII prepare and list (on SYSOUT) a storage map including 
the relative address of each external reference. 

S. The FORTRAN load module will list (on SYSOUT) the results of execution. 
The results should correspond to the comments in the source program. 
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Graphics Sample Programs (SAMP22S0 and SAMP2260) 

The SAftP2250 card deck (sample program to exercise the 2250 display unit) and 
the SAftP2260 card deck (sample program to exercise the 2260 display station, 
local) can be punched from SYS1.SA!PLIB. 

Each card deck consists of: 

1. Appropriate job control language statements. Included is a cataloged 
procedure (ASftFCLG) to assemble, link-edit, and execute the compiled 
program. Before compiling either deck, the four override cards below must 
be added to the end of the deck after the assembler language END card. 

1* 
IILKED.SYSLIB DD DSNAKE=SYSO.LINKLIB,DISP=OLD 
IIGO.GRAPHIC DD UNIT=2250-1 
or 
IIGO.GRAPHIC DD UNIT=(2260-1,2) 
1* 

In the preceding statements, the underlined values must' be replaced with 
the device type of the 2250 or 2260 being tested. (See Appendix A., Note 
that the GO. GRAPHIC DD statement for the 2260 specifies two devices. (For 
further information about specifying more than one device, see OS Job 
control Language Reference.) 

2. Sample program input symbolic deck. 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Ensure that the graphic device is "on." 

2. Place the sample program deck in the card reader. 

3. Kount the operating system. 

4. Set the load address switches and press the Initial Program Load key to 
load the system. 

5. Perform the assemble, link-edit, and go procedure. 

6. Follow the instructions that appear on the display screen. 

OUTPUT 

The displays that appear on the 2250 display unit are shown in Figure 44. 
The displays that appear on the 2260 display station are shown in Figure 45. 
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·2250 SAMPLE PROGRAM - END ATTENTION TO BEGIN 

a. First Display 

THIS PROGRAM WILL PLOT A GRID WITH CORNERS AT 2400,2400-2400,4000-
4000,4000-4000,2400. IT lULL PLOT 90 DEGREES OF ARC WllOSI:; RADIUS IS 
1200 RASTER UNITS. IT ILLUSTRATES THE USE OF ORDER MACROS TO CREATE 
THIS DISPLAY AND PORS TO CREATE THE NEXT DISPLAY. 

DEPRESS KEY D AND THEN THE END KEY Oi~ THE ALPHAMERIC KEYBOARD TO 
INITIATE THE NEXT DISPLAY. 

b. Second Display 

r------------------------------- ..... --- --- ---1""---

----

THIS DISPLAY ILLUSTRATES THE OUTPUT OF THE GCGRID, GARC, 
AND GCPRNT PROBLEM ORIENTED ROUTINES. 

~ 

DEPRESS KEY E AND THEN THE END KEY ON THE ALPHAMERIC KEYBOARD TO 
TERMINATE THIS SAMPLE PROGRAM. 

c. Third Display 

Figure 44. 2250 Displays 
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DISPLAY STATION OPEN - INSERT DS MI REQUEST 

a. First Display 

PROCESSING COMPLETE - INSERT NEXT MI REQUEST 

b. Second Display 

END OF JOB 

c. Third Display 

Figure 45. 2260 Displays 
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Graphic Subroutine Paokage for FORTRAN, COBOL, and PL/I Sample 
Program (GSPSAMP, COBSAMP, and PLISAMP) 

There are two sample programs for the Graphic Subroutine Package: GSPSAKP and 
PL1SAKP written in PORTRAN IV and PL/I, respectively. Both programs pr~duce 
the same displays and perform the same functions. 

The GSPSAKP card deck (punched from SYS1.SAKPLIB) consists of: 

1. The following job control language statements that call the FORTGCLG 
cataloged procedure to compile, link-edit, and execute the program when 
the FORTRAN G compiler is used in the operating system: . 

IIGSPSAKY 
IIS18PL 
IIFORT.SYSIN 

JOB 
EXEC 
DD 

1234561,GSPS1KP,KSGLEVEL=1 
PORTGCLG,PARK.FORT=(NODECK,KAP,LOAD) 

* 
If the FORTRAN H compiler is to be used, the PORTGCLG parameter of the 
EXEC statement must be changed to FORTHCLG. 

2. 1 sample program input symbolic deck. 

3. The following cards after the FORTRAN-language END card: 

1* 
I/LKED.SYSIN 

INCLUDE 
1* 
IIGO.SYSABEND 
IIGO.FT10F001 
IIGO.SYSIN 

DD * 
SYSLIB (IHCGSP03) 

DD 
DD 
DD 

SYSOUT=A 
UNIT= (2250-1) 

* X 
NUK1NUK2NUK3NUK4NUK5NUK6NUK7NUK8 
1* 

The PL1SAKP card deck (punched from SYS1.SAKPLIB) consists of: 

1. Appropriate job control language statements that call a cataloged procedure 
(PL1LFCLG) to compile, link-edit, and execute the program. The following 
cards are required after the PL/I language END card: 

1* 
I/LKED.SYSIN 

INCLUDE 
INCLUDE 
INCLUDE 

1* 
IIGO.PL1DUKP 
IIGO.SYSUDUKP 
IIGO.FT10P001 
II 
1* 

DD * 
SYSLIB(IHEGSP01) 
SYSLIB (IHEGSP02) 
SYSLIB (IHEGSP03) 

DD SYSOUT=l 
DD SYSOUT=A 
DD UNIT=xxx (where xxx is the 2250 unit 

address) 

2. 1 sample program input sy.bolic deck. 
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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Ensure that the graphic device is "on~" 

2. place the sample program deck in the card reader. 

3. Kount the operating systea. 

4. Set the load address switches and press the Initial Program Load key to 
load the systea. 

5. Perform the compile, link-edit, and go procedure. 

6. Follow instructions that appear with the sa.ple program in OS GSP for 
FORTRAN and PL/I. 

OUTPUT 

The displays that appear on the 2250 display unit are shown in Figure 46. 
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X X NUM .. 6 

A. Display Produces After Call to EXEC for IGDSI. B. Display Produced After Light Pen Attention on Center X. 

Figure 46. 

X NUM 2 

X NUM3 @NUMI 

X NUM4 X X NUM8 

X NUM5 X NUM7 

X NUM6 

C. Display Produced After Light Pen Attention on X labeled 
NUMI. 

Display for GSP Sample Program 
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IEHDASDR Sample Program (DRISAMP) 

The DRISAMP card deck (punched from SYS1.SAMPLIB) consists of: 

1. Job control language statements for execution of the IEHDASDR system utility 
program 

2. IEHDASDR sample program utility statements 

The sample program initializes a direct-access volume chosen by the 
installation, dumps this volume to a magnetic tape volume also chosen by the 
installation, and restores from that magnetic tape volume to the dumped direct
access volume. 

Two of the DRISAMP DD statements must be changed to indicate the direct-access 
volume and tape volume chosen by the installation. The statements are: 

IIDADEV DD UNIT=XXXX,VOLUME=SER=YYYYYY,DISP=OLD 
IITAPDEV DD UNIT=MMMM,VOLUME=SER~ABCXYZ,DISP=OLD,LABEL=(,NL) 

where: 

XXXX 
is the unit name of the direct-access volume (See Appendix B). 

YYYYYY 

MMMM 

is the serial number of the direct-access volume. The system-residence 
volume must not be specified. 

is the unit name of the magnetic tape volume (see Appendix B). 

The TAPDEV DD statement defines an unlabeled tape with an external serial 
number. If desired, this external serial number (ABCIYZ) may be changed. 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Mount the operating system and the desired direct-access volume. 
2. Mount a magnetic tape volume (unlabeled). 
3. Set the load address switches and press the Initial Program Load 

key to load the operating system. 
4. Place the DRISAMP card deck in the card reader, ready the reader, 

and press the End-of-File key. 
5. Ready the printer. 
6. Execute the job. 

OUTPUT 

1. A list of all job control language statements that apply to execution. 
2. The following appears on SYSOUT: 

ANALYZE TODD=DADEV,VTOC=00050,EXTENT~00010,PURGE=YES 
DUMP FROMDD=DADEV,TODD=TAPDEV 

IEH8061 ANALYZE OF DDNAME=DADEV IS COMPLETE. VOLUME SERIAL NO=YYYYYY 

RESTORE FROMDD=TAPDEV,TODD=DADEV 

IEH8061 DUMP TO DDNAME=TAPDEV IS COMPLETE 
IEH8061 RESTORE TO DDNAME=DADEV IS COMPLETE. VOLUKE SERIAL NO=YYYYYY 

IEH8391 HIGHEST RETURN CODE ENCOUNTERED WAS 00 

Note: The serial number you indicate in the DADEV DO statement will appear 
instead of YYYYYY. 
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Loader Program Test Program 

In order to test the loader program, punch the Assembler sample program, IEUESP, 
from SIS1.SA!PLIB following the procedure described in the section "System 
Generation Using the starter Operating System." For detailed information about 
the sample program, see the writeup for "Assembler F Sample Program (IEUESP)." 

To test the sample program and the loader program, call the IBft-supplied 
cataloged procedure, AS!FCG, using the following JCL statements. 

//jobname JOB 
//stepname EXEC ASftFCG 
//ISft.SISIN DD * 

(sample program source deck) 
/* 

A more detailed explanation of the contents of the procedure is given in~ 
Assembler (F) Programmer's Guide. 

All IBM-supplied cataloged procedures use the ddnames SISLIN, SYSLIB, and 
SYSLOUT for the loader program. If other ddnames are assigned by the 
installation at system generation time, then these alternate ddnames must be 
substituted in the ISftFCG cataloged procedure. 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

The operating instructions to be followed are those provided with the IEUESP 
sample program. 

OUTPUT 

The output will be the same as the output for the IEUESP sample program. The 
loader output, however, will be different from the linkage-editor output: 

1. No cross reference list is produced. 

2. The storage map contains the absolute addresses of the external names 
rather than the relative addresses. 
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PL/I F Sample Program aEMSP2) 

The IEKSP2 card deck (punched from SYS1.SA!PLIB) consists of: 

1. Job control language statements for a PL/I compilation, link-edit; and 
execution of the compiled program. The cataloged procedure PL1LFCLG is 
used. 

2. PL/I sample program source statements. 

3. Input data. 

The purpose of the sample program is to illustrate the use of record-oriented 
input/output, initialization of STATIC arrays, and tabulation of data-directed 
output. Statements used include PROCEDURE, DECLARE, BEGIN, END, ON, GOTO, 
READ, WRITE, PUT EDIT, and PUT DATA. 

OPERATING PROCEDURES 

1. Kount the operating system. 

2. Set the load address switches and press the Initial program Load key to 
load the operating system. 

3. Place the IEKSP2 card deck in the card reader, ready the reader, and press 
the End-of-File key. 

q. Ready the printer. 

5. Execute the job. 

OUTPUT 

1. Job control language statements in the cataloged procedure. 

2. Normal compilation output: 

a. All source statements. 

b. An attribute and cross-reference listing. 

c. A list of errors found during the compilation. 

3. Normal link-edit step output. 

q. The correct generated output is shown in Figure q7. 

OUTPUT OF PLII S18PLE PROGRA~ 

THIS CARD IGNORED BECAUSE TYPE IS NOT NU8ERIC:=& DELIBERATE DUD C1RD 

TYPE (0) = 1 
TYPE(S)= 0 

TYPE(1) = 0 
TYPE (6) = 10 

TYPE (2) = q 
TYPE (7) = 1 

TYPE (3) = 0 
TYPE (8) = 1 

TYPE(q)= 1 
TYPE (9) = 0; 

END OF SI!PLE OUTPUT 

Figure q7. PLII Generated Output 
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RPG Sample Program (RPGSMPL) 

The RPGSKPL card deck (punched from SYS1.SAftPLI~ consists of: 

1. Job control language statements to call a cataloged procedure for a 
compilation, link-edit, and execution of the sample program. 

2. Forty-five report program generator source statements. 

3. Thirteen data cards for the program to process; no other input is necessary. 

The program processes the 13 data cards, which contain details of customer 
transactions, and prepares the report shown in Figure 48. A detailed 
description of the source program appears in OS RPG Language. 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. ftount the operating system and an initialized scratch pack. 

2. Set the load address switches and press the Initial Program Load key to 
load the operating system. 

3. Place the RPGSKPL card deck in the card reader, ready the reader, and press 
the End-of-File key. 

4. Read¥ the printer. 

S. Execute the job. 

OUTPUT 

Program output consists of a printed listing of the source program and the 
printed report shown in Figure 48. 
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Ace o U N T S R E C E I V A B L E R E GIS T E R 

CUSTOMER LOCATION INVOICE IIVOICE DATE 'INVOICE 
NUMBER CUSTOMER NAKE STATE CITY NUMBER 10. DAY AMOUNT 

10712 AMALGAKATED CORP 33 61 11603 11 10 $ 389.25 
$ 389.25* 

11315 BROWN WHOLESALE 30 231 12324 12 28 $ 802.08 

11315 BROWN WHOLESALE 30 231 99588 12 14 $ 261.17 

$ 1,063.25* 

11897 FARK IIIPLEMENTS 47 77 10901 10 18 $ 27.63 

$ 27.63* 

18530 BLACK OIL 16 67 11509 11 8 $ 592.95 

18530 BLACK OIL 16 67 12292 12 23 $ 950.97 

$ 1,543.92* 

20116 LEATHER BELT CO 36 411 11511 11 8 $ 335.63 

20716 LEATHER BELT CO 36 411 12263 12 17 $ 121.15 

$ 457.38* 

29017 GENERAL MFG CO 6 63 11615 11 14 $ 440.12 

29017 GENERAL ltFG CO 6 63 11616 11 23 $ 722.22 

$ 1,162.34* 

29054 A-B-C DIST CO 25 39 9689 9 11 $ 645.40 

29054 A-B-C DIST CO 25 39 11605 11 11 $ 271.69 

29054 A-B-C DIST CO 25 39 12234 12 14 $ 559.33 

$ 1,476.42* 

$ 6,120.19** 

Fiqure 48. RPG Sample Prograa Printed Report 
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Sample Account Routine (SAMACTRT) 

This sample account routine is intended for use as a model of an account 
routine. Listing the cards that have been punched out from SYS1.SAMPLIB 
provides sample coding that can be used for reference while the user is writing 
his own account routine. 
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Sort/Merge Sample Program (IERSP) 

The IERSP card deck (punched from SYS1.SAKPLIB) consists of: 

1. Job control language statements for TAPESORT 

2. Job control language statements for DISKSORT 

3. Data to be sorted 

The data to be sorted consists of 500 eO-character records, each containing 
a six-digit sequence number and a ten-character control field. As provided, 
the data deck is in the six-digit sequence number order. The SORT control 
card specifies that the data is to be sorted on the ten-character control 
field. The output of either a TAPESORT or a DISKSORT will be in ten-character 
control field sequence. 

The TAPESORT job control language statements provided in IERSP call for five 
tape units (three for scratch, one for SORTIN, and one for SORTOUT). To use 
more than three work tapes, add additional cards behind the SORTWK03 DD card. 
They should be identical to other SORTWK DD cards except for DD names, which 
must be consecutive, that is, SORTWK04, SORTWK05, ••• ,SORTWK32. SORTOUT is 
specified as a 9-track SOO-BPI tape. 

The DISKSORT job control language statements provided in IERSP call for six 
work areas of 30 consecutive tracks each on a 2311. If the output from the 
DISKSORT is to be printed in a print step, the DISP parameters in the SORTOUT 
DD card must be changed to (,PASS) before the sort run. 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Kount the operating system and an initializ~d scratch pack. 

2. Set the load address switches and press the Initial Program toad key to 
load the operating system. 

3. Por a TAPESORT, the data deck should be placed on tape as one unblocked 
sequential data set. An operator message (during step 17) will give 
mounting instructions. 

Por a DISKSORT, the data deck should be placed on the scratch pack (mounted 
in step 11) as one unblocked sequential dataset and cataloged under the 
name TEST. 

4. Por a T1PESORT, place the TAPESORT job control language statements in 
card reader followed by a 1* card. 

Por a DISKSORT, place the DISKSORT job control language statements in 
card reader followed by a 1* card. 

5. Beady the reader and press the End-of-Pile key. 

6. Ready the printer. 

7. Execute the job. 

OUTPUT 

A aessage to the operator will indicate the unit assigned to SORTOUT (unit 
containing output). This output can be printed and reviewed. The records 
will be in 10-character control field sequence. 

Output of TAPESOBT will be on tape. Output of DISKSOBT will be on disk. 

the 

the 
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i 
Update Analysis Program (IHGSAMP) 

The IHGSAKP card deck (punched from SYS1.SA~PLIB) consists of: 

1. Job control language statements and data to accomplish stage I, steps 1, 
lA, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 described in the "Output" section. 

2. Job control language statements to accomplish stage II, steps 3, 4, 5, 
and 6. 

This sample problem is a two-stage operation requiring two input card decks. 
The stage I input deck is complete. However, the output created by Stage I 
must be placed in front of the stage II input deck before Stage II can be 
executed. (The output of Stage I is the job control language statements to 
accomplish Stage II, steps 1 and 2.) 

To demonstrate the functions of Update Analysis, it is necessary to create 
some data sets on a disk pack of the operating system. However, the sample 
problem has been constructed so that at its completion all data sets created 
by it are deleted. Therefore, the program can be run without leaving residue 
from its operations on the system disk packs. The printer output acts as a 
graphic demonstration of the changing programs. 

Stage I builds two sample symbolic libraries and one sample change library. 
It then executes the Update Analysis Program, which creates the job stream 
required to update the sample libraries. stage II utilizes the output of the 
Update Analysis to update the two sample libraries, then proceeds to eliminate 
the data sets from the system. This is described in "Output." 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Kount the operating system and initialized scratch pack. 

2. Set the load address switches and press the Initial Program Load key to 
load the operating system. 

3. Place the Stage I card deck in the reader and ready the reader, printer, 
and punch. 

4. Execute the Stage I job stream. 

5. At the end of the job, take the output of Stage I from the punch stacker 
and place in front of Stage II deck. 

6. Place the Stage II deck in the reader and ready the reader. 

7. Issue commands: 
START RDR,OOC 
to execute the Stage II job stream. 

OUTPUT 

Stage I 

Step 1 EXEC IEBUPDTE 
This step creates a temporary data set that contains the SISIN control 
cards for step 11. 
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step 1A EXEC IEBGENER 
This step create~the PDS SAMPLCHG, which is the change PDS containing 
three change members to be applied to the two sample libraries. 

step 2 EXEC IEBUPDTE 
This step creates the PDS SAMPLIB1, which is a sample system library 
containing two members: MEMBER1 and MEMBER2. 

Step 3 EXEC IEBUPDTE 

step 4 

step 5 

Step 6 

step 7 

stage II 

steps 
and 2 

step 3 

Step 4 

step 5 

step 6 

This step creates the PDS SAMPLIB2, which is a sample system library 
containing one member: MEMBER3. 

EX Ee IEHL 1ST 
This step lists the directories of the two sample libraries. The 
list shows the 5SI bytes of the members prior to updating. 

EXEC IHGUAP 
This step causes the SAftPLCHG PDS to be analyzed and creates the job 
stream that updates the sample system libraries. For the purpose 
of the sample problem, this output is temporarily stored on disk to 
be available for steps 6 and 7. 

EXEC IEBPTPCH 
This prints the output of step 5. 

EXEC IEBPTPCH 
This punches the output of step 5. 

(Using punched output from step 7 
of Stage I) 

EXEC IEBUPDTE 

EXEC IEBUPDTE 

EXEC IEHLIST 

Update SAMPLIB1 

Update SAMPLIB2 

This step lists the directories of the two sample libraries. The 
list shows the SSI bytes of the members after they have been updated. 

EXEC IEBUPDTE 
This reproduces SAMPLIB 1 in its u.pdated form and creates a printed 
list that shows the effect of the change. 

EXEC IEBUPDTE 
This reproduces SAMPLIB2 in its updated form and creates a printed 
list that shows the effect of the change. 

EXEC IEHPROGM 
SAMPLCHG, SAMPLIB1, and SAMPLIB2 data sets are deleted by means of 
job control language statements in step 5 of Stage I and step 5 of 
stage II. As a check, however, step 6 attempts to delete the same 
data sets and generates the diagnostic message, "bAT! SET OR !lEMBE! 
NOT FOUND." 
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User Label Sample Program (USERLABL) 

The USERLABL card deck (punched from SYS1.SAMPLIB) consists of sample program 
source statements. 

The sample program demonstrates the user label and user totaling functions 
and serves as a minimal test of these functions. In addition, it provides 
sample coding that demonstrates how to code a routine to process user labels. 

The sample program creates a data set that contains eight user header labels, 
500 data records, and eight user trailer labels on a direct access or magnetic 
tape volume. It also maintains a record count as an example of the use of 
the totaling facility. A listing of the source program card deck provides 
you with a sample of the basic coding required as an interface between the 
control program and a user label routine. 

You must provide the job control language required to assemble, link-edit, 
and run the sample program. A suggested sequence of JCL to assemble using 
Assembler F is: 

JOB Iljobname 
Iistepname 
IIASM.SYSIN 

EXEC PROC=ASMFCLG 
DD * 

• Sample Program Source Deck 

1* 
I/GO.OUTPUT DD 
IIGO.SYSPRINT DD 

(parameters necessary for a volume output device) 
(parameters necessary for your printer) 

You must prepare two DD statements for the GO step: one for the data set to 
be created and one for the messages written by the sample program. The first 
DD statement must have a ddname of OUTPUT and contain LABEL=(,SUL) plus the 
additional parameters required for the output device desired. The second DD 
statement must have a ddname of SYSPRINT and contain the additional parameters 
required for the system printer. 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Sount the operating system and the desired direct-access device or magnetic 
tape volume. 

2. Set the load address switches and press the Initial Program Load key to 
load the operating system. 

3. Place the USERLABL card deck with the JCL in the card reader, ready the 
reader, and press the'End-of-File key. 

4. Ready the printer. 

5. Execute the job. 

OUTPUT 

The following is written on the output device specified in the DD statement 
for the output device: 

1. Eight user header labels. 

2. A one-volume data set consisting of eight records. 

3. Eight user trailer labels. 

In order to verify the results of this sample program it is suggested that 
you print the contents of the data set and its tables. 
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Examples 

This section contains three examples of system generation. 

• Example 1 shows the generation of the 3330 starter operating system. It 
illustrates a complete system qeneration and a nucleus generation. 

• Example 2 shows a complete operating system generation and an I/O device 
generation using the starter operating system. 

• Example 3 shows a TSO qeneration. 

The machine confiqurations and operating systems shown in these examples are 
not meant to represent the needs of an average installation, but were chosen 
because of their value as examples. The numbers chosen for space allocation 
in these examples are for illustrative purposes only. Exact space requirements 
for the system data sets can be found in OS Storag~ Estimates. 
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This example shows the contents of the 3330 starter operating system. The 
example consists of: 

• A diagram of a machine configuration 

• A diagram of the volumes that contain generating and new system data sets 

• An input deck listing used for initializing new system data sets 

• A deck used for system generation 

In addition, sections describe the following: 

• Creating backup of the new system 

• Scratching utility data sets 

• Cataloging the generating SYSl.GENLIB, SYSl.MODGEN, SYSl.MODGEN2, and 
component libraries in the new system 

• Using the new system to add a second nucleus to itself 

Volumes Used for System Generation 

Figure 49 shows the volumes that contain the generating and new system data 
sets. The serial number of the generating system-residence volume is 111111. 
Volume DLIBOl contains the remaining generating system data sets. The serial 
number of the new system-residence volume is SYSTEM. It is assumed that SYSTEM 
has been previously initialized. The five utility data sets used during system 
generation are named SYS1.0BJMOD, SYS1.UT10, SYS1.UT20, SYS1.UT30, and 
SYS1.UT40. 

Figure 49. Example 1: Generating and New System Volumes 

Machine Configuration 

Figure 50 shows the machine configuration used in this example. 
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IBM SYSTEM / 360 MODEL I50 

*Addresses 180 to 184 and 280 to 284 may be replaced with 3400 
series tape drives. If the 3400 series drives are to be used and 
2400 devices are not available, UNIT=2400 should be specified 
for the 3400 tape drives. 

Figure 50 (Part 1 of 2). Example 1: 3330 starter Machine Configuration 

Note: The I/O device configuration shown in the example is not necessarily valid 
for all CPUs. 
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IBM SYSTEM 1360 MODEL I50 

Figure 50 (Part 2 of 2). Example 1: 3330 starter Machine Configuration 
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Deck for Initializing New System Data Sets 

Figure 51 shows a listing of the input deck used for initializing the new 
system data sets. During this initialization, the SYSTEK volume must be 
mounted. It is assumed that there is no dependency on device addresses and 
that the volume can be mounted on any 3330 drive. For illustrative purposes, 
assume that volume 111111, DLIB01, DLIB04, and SYSTEM are mounted on drives 
131, 350, and 351, respectively. 

IISYSGEN JOB 
IISTEPO EXEC 
IISYSPRINT DD 
IICATALOG DD 
II 

MSGLEVEL=l 
PGM=IEHPROGM 
SYSOUT=A 

-EXAMPLE 1-
-ALLOCATE ON 3330-

DSNAME=SYSCTLG,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEM), 
UNIT=3330,DISP=(,KEEP) , SPACE=(TRK, (10,1», 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350 

x 
X 

II 
IISVCLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.SVCLIB,VOLUKE=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEM), X 
II 
II 
IINUCLEUS 
II 
II 
IIJOBQE 
II 
I/LINKLIB 
II 
II 
IIPROCLIB 
II 
/1 
IIPARKLIB 
II 
II 
IIIMAGELIB 

IISYSIN 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 

UNIT=3330,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(CYL, (4,1,90», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(DSORG=POU,RECFK=U,BLKSIZE=1024) 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.NUCLEUS,VOLUKE=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEK), X 
UNIT=3330,DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE= (TRK, (10,,2) "CONTIG), X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.SYSJOBQE,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEM), 
UNIT=3330,DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE=(TRK, (300)"CONTIG) 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.LINKLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEM), 
UNIT=3330,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(CYL, (8,5,50», 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFK=U,BLKSIZE=3625) 

DD DSNAKE=SYS1.PROCLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEM), 
UNIT=3330,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK, (15,6,9), 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=80) 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.PARMLIB,VOLUKE=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEM), 
UNIT=3330,DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE= (TRK, (5,,1) "CONTIG), 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFK=F,BLKSIZE=80) 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.IKAGELIB,VOLUKE=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEM), 
UNIT=3330, DISP= (, KEEP) , SPACE= (TRK, (2, ,3) , , CONTIG) , 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFK=U,BLKSIZE=1024) 

DD * -INPUT FOR CATALOGING SYSTEK DATA SETS
CVOL=3330=SYSTEM,VOL=3330=SYSTEM,DSNAME=SYS1.LINKLIB 
CVOL=3330=SYSTEM,VOL=3330=SYSTEM,DSNAKE=SYS1.PROCLIB 
CVOL=3330=SYSTEM,VOL=3330=SYSTEM,DSNAME=SYS1.PARMLIB 
CVOL=3330=SYSTEM,VOL=3330=SYSTEK,DSNAKE=SYS1.NUCLEUS 
CVOL=3330=SYSTEM,VOL=3330=SYSTEM,DSNAKE=SYS1.JOBQE 
CVOL=3330=SYSTEM,VOL=3330=SYSTEM,DSNAME=SYS1.KACLIB 
CVOL=3330=SYSTEM,VOL=3330=SYSTEM,DSNAME=SYS1.IKAGELIB 
CVOL=3330=SYSTEK,VOL=3330=SYSTEM,DSNAKE=SYS1.SVCLIB 
VOL=3330=DLIB01,DSNAME=SYS1.AS037 ASSEMBLER F 
VOL=3330=DLIB01,DSNAME=SYS1.DM509 BDAM 
VOL=3330=DLIB01,DSNAKE=SYS1.CI505 CONTROL PROGRAM 
VOL=3330=DLIB01,DSNAME=SYS1.DM508 DATA MANAGEMENT 
VOL=3330=DLIB01,DSNAKE=SYS1.UT506 UTILITIES 
VOL=3330=DLIB01,DSNAKE=SYS1.F0520 FORTRAN G 
VOL=3330=DLIB01,DSNAME=SYS1.LK501 FORTRAN LIBRARY 
VOL=3330=DLIB01,DSNAKE=SYS1.I0526 ISAM 
VOL=3330=DLIB01,DSNAKE=SYS1.ED521 LINKAGE EDITOR F 

X 

X 
X 

x 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

Figure 51 (Part 1 of 2). Example 1: Initializing New System Data Sets 
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1* 

CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 

VOL=3330=DLIB01,DSNAKE=SYS1.LD547 
VOL=3330=DLIB01,DSNAKE=SYS1.RG038 
VOL=3330=DLIB01,DSNAKE=SYS1.SK023 
YOL=3330=DLIB01,DSNAME=SYS1.PROCLIB 
VOL=3330=DLIB01,DSNAKE=SYS1.PARKLIB 
VOL=3330=DLIB01,DSNAKE=SYS1.KODGEN 
VOL=3330=DLIBOl DSNAKE=SYS1.GENLIB 

LOADER 
RPG 
SORT/MERGE 

Figure 51 (Part 2 of 2). Example 1: Initializing New System Data Sets 

If the IBM-supplied copies of SYS1.PROCtIB and SYS1.PARMLIB from DLIBOl are 
to be in the new system, they must be recataloged on the existing system. 
They are recataloged on the existing system to point to DLIB01. During system 
generation, SYS1.PROCLIB and SYS1.PARMLIB are copied from the data sets 
cataloged on the generating system. 

Input Deck for Stage I 

Figure 52 shows a listing of the input deck used for system generation. The 
utility data sets are allocated space on the volumes indicated in Figure 49. 
The job stream will be written on an unlabeled magnetic tape that resides on 
drive 183 (see Figure 50). Unit names are used. This input deck is the second 
step of the job illustrated in Figure 51. 

For Stage I of the system generation process, the volumes that are mounted 
are 111111, DLIB01, and SYSTEM. Stage II wilL be started automatically after 
Stage I is completed. 

The new system supports all the devices shown in Figure 50. The MFT control 
program is used. The compiler has all standard default options for compilation 
time. The procedure library and the unit names it requires are also included. 

IISTEPl 
IISYSLIB 
IIOBJPDS 
II 
IISYSUT10 
II 
I/SYSUT20 
II 
IISYSUT30 
/1 
IISYSUT40 
II 
IISYSPUNCH 
/ISYSPRINT 
IISYSIN 
CENPROC 
CONTRL 
SUP 

SCHED 

PARTS 
CHANO 
IOC0811 
IOD3211 
IOC3811 
IOD3211 
IOD10527 

EXEC PGM=ASMBLR -STAGE I INPUT-
DD DSNAME=SYS1.GENLIB,DISP=OLD 
DD DSNAKE=SYS1.0BJKOD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), 

DISP={,CATLG),UNIT=3330,SPACE=(TRK,(30,20,8» 
DD DSNAKE=SYS1.UT10,VOLUKE=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), 

DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=3330,SPACE=(TRK,(50,10» 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.UT20,VOLUME=(~RETAIN,SER=SYSTEM), 

DISP=(,CATtG),UNIT=3330,SPACE=(TRK,(150,10» 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.UT30,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), 

DISP=(,CATLG) ,UNIT=3330, SPACE= (TRK, (150,10» 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.UT40,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEM), 

DISP=(,CATtG) ,UNIT=3330,SPACE=(TRK,(5,10» 
DD UNIT=183,LABEL=(,NL) 
DD SYSOUT=A 
DD * 
CENPROCS 
CTRLPROG 
SUPRVSOR 

SCHEDULR 

PARTITNS 
CHANNEL 
IOCONTRL 
IODEVICE 
IOCONTRL 
IODEVICE 
IODEVICE 

INSTSET=UNIV,MODEL=50 
KAXIO=20,OVERLAY=BASIC,TYPE=KFT,SYSQU~~5000 
OPTIONS=(TRSVCTBL,COKM) ,SER=SERO, 
RESIDNT=ACSf!ETH 
DESIGN=44K,CONSOLE=009,ALTCONS=01F,TYPE=KFT, 
WTOBFRS=2iREPLY=2,JOBQLMT=960,OPTIONS=NOLOG 
PO(C-D,S-8K),Pl(C-ABC,S-65K) 
ADDRESS=O,TYPE=KULTIPLEXOR 
UNIT=381',ADDRESS=OO 
UNIT=321',ADDRESS=002 
UNIT=38",ADDRESS=00 
UNIT=321',ADDRESS=004 
UNIT=1052,ADDRESS=009,MODEL=7 

Figure 52 (Part 1 of 3). Example 1: Stage I Input Deck 
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10C28215 
10D1442N 
10D1443N 
IOD2540R 
10D2540P 
10D14032 
10D14032 
IOD3525P 
IOD3505R 
10D10527 
CHAN1 
lOD2314 
IOD3330 
10C24034 

lOD24014 

lOD24014 

IOC2841 
IOD2311 
lOD2303 
10C2820 
lOD2301 
10D23052 
lOD23051 
CHAN2 
10D90527 
10C28211 
10D1442 
10D1443 
lOD2540R 
10D2540P 
lOD1443 
lOD10527 
lOD2314 
10D3330 
IOC24034 

IOD24014 

10D24014 

lOC2841 
IOD2311 
10D2303 
IOC2820 
10D230 1 
10D23052 
lOD 230 51 
CHAN3 
10D10527 
IOD2314 
IOD3330 
SYSSQ 

IOCONTRL 
lODEVICE 
lODEVlCE 
lODEVICE 
lODEVlCE 
lODEVlCE 
10DEVlCE 
lODEVlCE 
lODEVICE 
IODEVICE 
CHANNEL 
IODEVICE 
IODEVICE 
IOCONTRL 

lODEVICE 

lODEVlCE 

IOCONTRL 
IODEVICE 
IODEVICE 
lOCONTRL 
10DEVICE 
lODEVICE 
IODEVlCE 
CHANNEL 
lODEVlCE 
IOCONTRL 
IODEVICE 
lODEVlCE 
lODEVICE 
IODEVICE 
IODEVICE 
IODEVICE 
IODEVICE 
IODEVICE 
IOCONTRL 

IODEVICE 

IODEVICE 

lOCONTRL 
IODEVICE 
IODEVICE 
IOCONTRL 
IODEVICE 
IODEVICE 
lODEVICE 
CHANNEL 
lODEVICE 
IODEVICE 
IODEVICE 
UNITNAME 

UN1T=2821,ADDRESS=00,MODEL=5 
UN1T=1442,ADDRESS=00A,MODEL=N1 
UNIT=1443,ADDRESS=OOB,MODEL=Nl 
UNlT=2540R,ADDRESS=00C,MODEL=1 
UNIT=2540P,ADDRESS=OOD,MODEL=1 
UNlT=1403,ADDRESS=OOE,MODEL=2 
UNlT=1403,ADDRESS=OOF,MODEL=2 
UN1T=3525,ADDRESS=013 
UNIT=3505,ADDRESS=012 
UNlT=1052,ADDRESS=01F,MODEL=7 
ADDRESS=l,TYPE=SELECTOR 
UNIT=2314,ADDRESS= (130,6) 
UNlT=3330,ADDRESS=(150,4) 
UNIT=2403,ADDRESS=18,MODEL=4 
FEATURE=(DATACONV,7-TRACK,800BPl) 
UNIT=2401,ADDRESS=(180,2) ,MODEL=4, 
FEATURE=7-TRACK 
UNlT=2401,ADDRESS=(182,3) ,MODEL=4, 
FEATURE=(9-TRACK,DUALDENS) 
UNlT=2841,ADDRESS=19 
UNIT=231',ADDRESS=(190,4) 
UN1T=2303,ADDRESS=197 
UNlT=2820,ADDRESS=lC 
UN1T=2301,ADDRESS=lCO 
UNIT=2305,ADDRESS=lDO,MODEL=2 
UNIT=2305,ADDRESS=lFO,MODEL=1 
ADDRESS=2,TYPE=SELECTOR 
UNIT=1052,ADDRESS=209,MODEL=7 
UNIT=2821,ADDRESS=20,MODEL=1 
UN1T=1442,ADDRESS=20A,MODEL=Nl 
UNIT=1443,ADDRESS=20B,MODEL=N1 
UN1T=2540R,ADDRESS=20C,KODEL=1 
UNlT=2540P,ADDRESS=20D,MODEL=1 
UN1T=1443,ADDRESS=20E,MODEL=2 
UNlT=1052,ADDRESS=21F,KODEL=7 
UNIT=2314,ADDRESS=(230,6) 
UN1T=3330,ADDRESS=(250,4) 
UN1T=2403,ADDRESS=28,KODEL=4, 
FEATURE=(DATACONV,7-TRACK,800BPI) 
UNIT=2401,ADDRESS=(280,2) ,MODEL=4 r 
FEATURE=7-TRACK 
UNIT=2401,ADDRESS=(282,3) ,MODEL=4, 
FEATURE=(9-TRACK,DUAtDENS) 
UNlT=2841,ADDRESS=29 
UN1T=231',ADDRESS=(290,4) 
UNlT=2303,ADDRESS=297 
UNlT=2820,ADDRESS=2C 
UN1T=2301,ADDRESS=2CO 
UNIT=2305,ADDRESS=2DO,KODEL=2 
UNlT=2305,ADDRESS=2FO,MODEL=1 
ADDRESS=3,TYPE=SELECTOR 
UNIT=1052,ADDRESS=309,ftODEL=7 
UNIT=2314,ADDRESS=(330,4) 
UN1T=3330,ADDRESS=(350,4) 
NAKE=SYSSQ,UNIT= «182,4), (282,3), (190,4), 
(290,4» 

Figure 52 (Part 2 of 3). Example 1: stage I Input Deck 
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SYSDA 

SYSCP 
ASM 
EDIT 
UTILS 
UCS3211 

IMGLIB 
PARM 
PROC 
GEN 

/* 
II 

UNITNAME 

UNITNAME 
ASSEMBLR 
EDITOR 
SYSUTILS 
UCS 

IMAGELIB 
PARMLIB 
PROCLIB 
GENERATE 

END 

START 

NAME=SYSDA,UNIT= «190,11), (290,4), (130,6) , 
(230,6) , (330, ij), (150,4) , (250,11) ,197, lCO, 
1DO,lFO,297,2CO,2DO,2FO, (350,11» 
NAME=SYSCP,UNIT=(00D,00A,20A~20D) 
DESIGN=F 
DESIGN=F4ij,SIZE=(100K,6K) 
SIZE=1I4K 
UNIT=231', IMAGE= (A 11, H 11, G 11, P 11, T11) , 
DEFAULT= (A 11 ,P 11) 

UT1SDS=SYS1.UT10,UT2SDS=SYS1,UT20, 
UT3SDS=SYS1.UT30,UT4SDS=SYS1.UT40, 
OBJPDS=SYS1.0BJMOD,RESTYPE=3330, 
RESNAME=3330,RESVOL=111'1', 
LEPRT=(LIST,XREF),ASMPRT=ON, DIRDATA=PDS 

RDR,183 

Figure 52 (Part 3 of 3). Example 1: Stage I Input Deck 

Backup of New System 

x 
x 

x 

x 
X 
X 
X 

Figure 53 shows a listing of the IEHDASDR input deck used for creating the 
backup of the new system. IEHDASDR operates under control of the generating 
system on 111111. The backup copy of SYSTEM is made on the SYS001 magnetic 
tape volume. After the backup copy has been made, SYS001 should be removed 
and stored in the tape library. 

JOB IIBACKUP 
II 
IISYSPRINT 
IISYSPACK 
IISYSTAPE 
IISYSIN 

EXEC 

DUMP 
1* 

DD 
DD 
DD 
DD 

MSGLEVEL=l -BACKUP-
PGM=IEHDASDR 
SYSOOT=A 
UNIT=3330,DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=SYSTEM 
UNIT=2400,DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=SYS001,LABEL=(,NL) 

* FROMDD=SYSPACK,TODD=SYSTAPE 

Figure 53. Example 1: creating Backup of SYSTEM 
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scratching utility Data sets 

After the new operating system is generated. 5YS1.UT10, SYS1.UT20, SYS1.UT30, 
and SYS1.UT40 should be scratched and uncataloged. The job stream and 
SYS1.0BJMOO should be ~aved. Figure 54 shows a listing of the input deck 
listing used for scratching and uncataloging the three sequential data sets. 
The .agnetic tape vol~me that contains the job stream can be removed from unit 
183 and stored in the tape library. The BR14 program is executed under 
control of the generating system. 

/ISCRATCH 
IISTEPO 
IISYSUT10 
I/SYSUT20 
IISYSUT30 
//SYSUT40 

Figure 54. 

JOB KSGLEVEL=l -SCRATCH OECK-
EXEC PGM=IEFBR14 

DO OSNAME=SYS1.UT10,DISP=(OLD,OELETE) 
DO DSNA!E=SYS1.UT20,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
DD DSNA!E=SYS1.UT30,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 
DD DSNA!E=SYS1.UT40,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 

Example 1: Scratching utility Data Sets 

Obtaining 5YS1.GENLIB, SYS1.~ODGEN. SYS1.KODGEN2, and Component Libraries 

The nev system (volume SYSTEK) meets all the requirements for a generating 
system except that it does not have SYS1.GENLIB, SYS1.HODGEN, SYS1.HODGEN2, 
and the component libraries. These libraries can be copied from the generating 
system to the new system and then cataloged. Figure S5 shows a listing of 
the input deck used for cataloging SYS1.GENLIB and the component libraries 
in the new system. 

/ISYSGEN JOB 
/ISTEPl EXEC 
//SYSPRINT DD 
IIPL1LIB DD 
/1 
II 
IISYSIN DD 

1* 

CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 

KSGLEVEL=l -PROCESSOR/LIBRARY GENERITION-
PGK=IEHPROGM -ALLOCATE SYS1.PL1LIB-
SYSOUT=A 
DSNAKE=SYS1.PL1LIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEK) , 
UNIT=3330,DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE=(TRK, (80,10,65», 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350, DCB= (RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=3625) 

* VOL=3330=DLIB01,DSNIKE=SYS1.PL1LIB 
DSNAKE=SYS1.GENLIB,VOL=3330=DLIB01 
DSNAKE=SYS1.MODGEN,VOL=3330=DLIBOl 
DSNAME=SYS1.KODGEN2,VOL=3330=DLIBOl 
DSNIME=SYS'.NL51"VOL=3330=D~IB01 
DSNAME=SYS1.LK512,VOL=3330=DL~BOl 

x 
X 

Figure 55. Example 1: Cataloging SYS1.GENLIB, SYS1.KODGEN, SYS1.KODGEN2, and 
Component Libraries 
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Nucleus Generation 

A second nucleus (02) is added to the new system during this generation. The 
same CENPROCS, CHANNEL, IOCONTRL, and IODEVICE macro instructions included 
in the generation of the new system (see Figure 52) must be included in this 
generation. The new nucleus will then support the same access methods as the 
first nucleus. Each nucleus must support the same control program (MFT), 
because the resident portion of the control program (nucleus) must be compatible 
with the nonresident portion. 

Figure 56 shows the volumes involved in this generation. The five system 
generation utility data sets are named SYS1.0BJECT, SYS1.0NE, SYS1.TWO, 
SYS1.THREE, and SYS1.FOUR. 

Figure 56. Example 1: Volumes for Nucleus Generation 

Figure 57 shows a listing of the input deck used for this generation. STEPl 
catalogs the component libraries required. SYS1.GENLIB and SYS1.MODGEN are 
already cataloged in the system so only the component libraries required for 
this system generation need be added. STEP2 is the input deck for Stage 1. 
Five utility data sets are defined. Their names are SYS1.0NE, SYS1.TWO, 
SYS1.THREE, SYS1.FOUR, and SYS1.0BJECT. The job stream will be written on 
an unlabeled magnetic tape that is located on drive 183. A user-written routine 
named NUCID2 is included in the nucleus. NUCID2 is a member of the SYS1.USER 
data set. 
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IISYSGEN 
IISTEPl 
IINEiRES 
IISYSPRINT 
IISYSIN 

CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 

IISlEP2 
IISYSLIB 
IIOBJPDS 
II 
IISYSUTl 
II 
IISYSUT2 
II 
IISYSUT3 
II 
IISYSUT4 
II 
IISYSPUNCH 
IISYSPRINT 
IISYSIN 

1* 
II 

JOB KCR,67,KSGLEVEL=1 -NUCLEUS GENERATION-
EXEC PGK=IEHPROGM -COMPONENT LIBRARIES-

DD UNIT=3330,VOLUME=SER=SYSTEK,DISP=OLD 
DD SYSOUT=A 
DD * 

DSNAME=SYS1.USER,VOL=3330=SYSTEK 
DSNAME=SYS1.CI505,VOL=3330=DLIB01 
DSNAME=SYS1.DM509,VOL=3330=DLIB01 
DSNAKE=SYS1.I0526,VOL=3330=DLIBOl 
DSNAME=SYS1.PT516,VOL=3330=DLIBOl 

EXEC PGM=ASMBLR -STAGE 1 INPUT-
DD DSNAME=SYS1.GENLIB,DISP=OLD 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.0BJECT,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEM), 

DISP={,CATLG) ,UNIT=3330,SPACE={TRK,(40,20,8» 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.0NE,VOLUKE=(,RETAIN,SER=DLIB01), 

DISP=(,CATLG) ,UNIT=3330,SPACE=(TRK, (30,20,8» 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.TWO,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEM), 

DISP=(,CATLG) ,UNIT=3330,SPACE=(TRK,(150,10» 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.THREE,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=DLIB01), 

DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=3330,SPACE=(TRK, (150,10» 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.FOUR,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEM), 

DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=3330,SPACE=(TRK,(5,10» 
DD UNIT=183,LABEL=(,NL) 
DD SYSOUT=A 
DD * 

CENPROCS MODEL=50,INSTSET=UNIV 
CTRLPROG TYPE=KFT,KAXIO=20,OVERLAY=BASIC,SYSQUE=5000 
SCHEDULR CONSOLE=009,DESIGN=44K,ALTCONS=01F, 

TYPE=KFT,JOBQLMT=960,OPTIONS=NOLOG 
SUPRVSOR RESIDNT=ACSMETH, 

OPTIONS=(TRSVCTBL,COKK) , 
TRACE=100,SER=SERO 

RESMODS PDS=SYS1.USER,KEMBERS=NUCID2 
GENERATE GENTYPE=(NUCLEUS,2),UT1SDS=SYS1.0NE, 

UT2SDS=SYS1.TWO,UT3SDS=SYS1.THREE,UT4SDS=SYS1.FOUR, 
OBJPDS=SYS1.0BJECT,RESNAME=3330 I RESVOL=SYSTEK, 
RESTYPE=3330,ASMPTR=ON,LEPRT=(LIST,XREF) 

END 

START RDR,183 

Figure 57. Example 1: Input Deck for Nucleus Generation 
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Example 2 

This example illustrates and describes: 

• A machine configuration 

• Deck listings used for initializing the starter operating system (2314 
distribution) 

• Deck listings used for initializing direct-access volumes for the new 
system 

• Volumes that contain generating and new system data sets 

• A deck listing used for initializing new system data sets 

• A deck listing used for system generation 

• Deck listings used for system residence on 2303 

• A deck listing used for I/O Device generation 

Machine Configuration 

Figure 58 shows the machine configuration used in this example. Only those 
devices in the shaded areas are supported by the starter operating system. 
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2540-1 
READER 

25<0-1 
PUNCH 

Figure 58 (Part of 2). 
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IBM SYSTEM I 360 MODEL I50 
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IBM SYSTEM I 360 MODEL 150 

Figure 58 (Part 2 of 2). Example 2: Machine Configuration 
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Decks Required to Use the starter Operating System 

Four steps are required for the starter operating system to be used as the 
generating system. The first step is to initialize the volumes that are to 
contain DLIB01 and DLIB02. The second step is to transfer the data from the 
distribution tapes to the volumes. The third step is to punch the programs 
desired from SYS1.SlMPLIB. The fourth step is to list the contents of 
SYS1.SAMPLIB, SYS1.NUCLEUS, and SYS1.PROCLIB. 

Figure 59 shows a listing of the input deck used for the first step. The 
IBCDASDI program is used to initialize the volumes that are to contain DLIB01 
and DLIB02. The serial numbers of the volumes are NNNNNN and XXXIXI. Both 
volumes are being initialized for the first time. The NNNNNN volume is located 
on unit 130 and the IXXXXI volume is located on unit 131. The DASDI deck is 
placed in the card reader located at address OOC. Messages will be printed 
on the printer located at address OOE. 

DLIB01 

DLIB02 

JOB 
MSG 
DlDEF 

VLD 
VTOCD 
END 
JOB 
MSG 
DlDEF 

VLD 
VTOCD 
END 

TODEV=1403,TOADDR=OOE 
TODEV=2314,TOlDDR=130,VOLID=SCRATCH, 

FLAGTEST=NO 
NEWVOLID=NNNNNN,OWNERID=DEPTD58 
STARTADR=50,EXTENT=10 

TODEV=1403,TOADDR=OOE 
TODEV=2314,TOADDR=131,VOLID=SCRATCH, 

FLAGTEST=NO 
NEWVOLID=IXIXXI,OiNERID=DEPTD58 
STlRTADR=50,EXTENT=10 

Figure 59. Example 2: Initializing Volumes for DtIB01 and DLIB02 

I 

x 

Figures 60 and 61 show the listings of the decks used fo~ the second step. 
The IBCDKPRS program is used to transfer the data from the 2314 distribution 
tapes to the NNNNNN and XXXIXX volumes. The distribution tapes are located 
on units 282 and 283. The deck is placed in the card reader located at address 
OOC, and messages are printed on the printer-located address OOE. 

Figure 60 shows the listings of the IBCDMPRS input deck used to transfer the 
first two files from the distribution tapes to volume NNNNNN. These two files 
contain the data for DLIB01. 

TAPE 

TAPE2 

JOB 
MSG TODEV=1403,TOlDDR=00E 
RESTORE FROKDEV=2400,FROKADDR=282,TODEV=2314, 

TOADDR=130,VOLID=NNNNNN 
END 
JOB 
KSG TODEV=1403,TOADDR=OOE 
RESTORE FRO!DEV=2400,FROKADDR=283,TODEV=2314, 

TOADDR=130,VOLID=DLIB01 
END 

Figure 60. Example 2: Restoring DLIB01 

x 

x 

After executing the IBCDMPRS program, the volume on unit 130 is now DLIB01. 
Remove the tape on unit .282 and store it in the tape library as a backup for 
the starter system. Carry out the IPt procedure for the DtIB01 volume. The 
starter operating system on DLIBOl is used for the third and fourth steps. 
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Figure 61 shows a listing of the input deck used for the IEHDASDR program that 
transfers the data in the fourth file on the second tape of the distribution 
package to the XXXXXX volume to create DLIB02. 

IIDLIB02 JOB 
IIREST EXEC 
IISYSPRINT DD 
IIFROK DD 

!!SGLEVEL= 1 
PGK=1EHDASDR,PARK='N=1' 
SYSOUT=A 
UNIT=283,DISP=OLD,LABEL=(4,NL) , 

VOLUKE=SER=REST02 II 
IIDL1B02 
IISYS1N 

DD . UN1T=131,DISP=OLD,VOLUKE=SER=DL1B02 
DD * 

RESTORE FROKDD=FROK,TODD=DL1B02,CPYVOL1D=YES, 
PURGE=YES 

* 
Figure 61. Example 2: Restoring DL1B02 

x 

x 

Figure 62 shows a listing of the input deck used for the third step. The 
IEBPTPCH prograa is used to punch the desired contents of SYS1.SAMPLIB. The 
independent utility programs, the sample programs for FORTRAN, PL/1, and 
Sort/!!erge, and the 1PL program are punched. 

IIPUNCH 
II 
IISYS'UT1 

JOB 
EXEC 

DD 
II 
IISYSUT2 DD 
IISYSPR1NT DD 
IISYS1N DD 

1* 

PUNCH 
MEKBER 
!!EKBER 
KEKBER 
!!EflBER 
KEI!BER 
KEKBER 
KEllBER 

KSGLEVEL=1 -PUNCH SYS1.SAKPLIB-
P GK= 1EBPT PCH 
DSNAKE=SYS1.SAKPL1B,D1SP=(OLD,KEEP), 
UN1T=2314,VOLUKE=SER=DLIB02 
UN1T=2540-2 
SYSOUT=A 

* TYPORG=PO,KAXNAKE=7 
NAKE=1BCD!!PRS 
NAKE=IBCDASDI 
NAI!E=1BCRCVRP 
NAKE=1EA1PLOO 
NAKE=1EYSP 
NAKE=IEKSP2 
NAKE=IERSP 

Figure 62. Example 2: Punching Kembers of SYS1.SAKPL1B 

x 

After these seven decks are punched, the first card (member name card) of each 
deck must be removed. 

Figure 63 shows a listing of the input deck used for the system data describing 
the starter system's SYS1.NUCLEUS, SYS1.SAI!PL1B, and SYS1.PROCLIB. 

IILIST JOB 
II EXEC 
IISYSPR1NT DD 
IIDDl DD 
IIDD2 DD 
//SYS1N DD 

1* 

L1STCTLG 
LISTVTOC 
LISTVTOC 
L1STPDS 
LISTPDS 
LISTPDS 

KSGLEVEL= 1 
PGK=IEHLIST 
SYSOUT=A 
DISP=OLD,UNIT=2314,VOLUKE=SER=DLIB01 
DISP=OLD,UNIT=2314,VOLUKE=SER=DL1B02 

* 
VOL=2314=DL1B01,DUKP 
VOL=2314=DLIB02,DUKP 
DSNAKE=SYS1.NUCLEUS,VOL=2314=DL1B01 
DSNA!E=SYS1.PROCLIB,VOL=2314=DL1B01 
DSNlflE=SYS1.SA!!PLIB,VOL=2314=DLIB02 

Figure 63. Example 2: Listing Data on DLIB01 and DL1B02 
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Initializing Volumes for New System 

The volumes for the nev system must be initialized before system generation. 
Five volumes (besides DLIB01 and DLIB02) are used whose serial numbers are 
MVT111, MVT222, MVT333, MVT444, and MVT555. These volumes are mounted on units 
131, 230, 231, 232, and 132, respectively. MVT111 is to be the new system
residence volume. It is assumed that all these volumes have been previously 
initialized. 

Figure 64 shows five listings of the IBCDASDI input decks used for initializing 
the new volumes. The deck for MVT111 contains the IPL program (IEAIPLOO). 
The IPL cards were obtained from SYS1.SAMPLIB (See Figure 62). 

The IBCDASDI object program cards must be placed in the card reader on unit 
OOC and loaded into main storage. The input decks shown in Figure 61 are 
placed in the card reader immediately following the IBCDASDI object program 
deck. (For further details on the operating procedure for IBCDASDI, refer 
to os Utilities.) 

MVT111 JOB 
MSG 
DADEF 
VLD 
VTOCD 
IPLTXT 

TODEV=1403,T01DDR=OOE 
TODEV=2314,TOADDR=131,IPL=YES,VOLID=SCRATCH 
NEWVOLID=MVT111,OWNERID=DEPTD58 
STRTADR=2,EXTENT=8 

IEAIPLOO cards 

END 
MVT222 JOB 

MSG 
DADEF 
VLD 
VTOCD 
END 

MVT333 JOB 
MSG 
DADEF 
VLD 
VTOCD 
END 

MVT444 JOB 
MSG 
DADEF 
VLD 
VTOCD 
END 

MVT555 JOB 
MSG 
DADEF 
VLD 
VTOCD 
END 

TODEV=1403,TOADDR=OOE 
TODEV=2314,TOADDR=230,VOLID=SCRATCH 
NEWVOLID=MVT222,OWNERID=DEPTD58 
STRTADR=2,EXTENT=8 

TODEV=1403,TOADDR=OOE 
TODEV=2314,TOADDR=231,VOLID=SCRATCH 
NEWVOLID=MVT333,OWNERID=DEPTD58 
STRTADR=2,EXTENT=8 

TODEV=1403,TOADDR=OOE 
TODEV=2314,TOADDR=232,VOLID=SCRATCH 
NEWVOLID=MVT444,OWNERID=DEPTD58 
STRTADR=2,EXTENT=8 

TODEV=1403,TOADDR=OOE 
TODEV=2314,TOADDR=132,VOLID=SCRATCH 
NEWVOLID=MVT555,OWNERID=DEPTD58 
STRTADR=2,EXTENT=8 

Figure 64. Example 2: Initializing New System Volumes 
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volumes Used for System Generation 

Figure 65 shows the volumes that contain the generating and new system data 
sets. The serial number of the generating system-residence volume is DLIB01. 
The serial number of the new system-residence volume is MVT11'. Volumes MVT222, 
MVT333, and MVTQq4 contain the remaining new system data sets. The five utility 
data sets used during system generation are named SYS1.SGOBJ, SYS1.SG1, 
SYS1.SG2, SYS1.SG3, and SYS1.SGQ. 

Figure 65. Example 2: Generating and New System Volumes (2314) 

Initializing New System Data Sets 

Figure 66 shows a listing of the input deck used for initializing the new 
system data sets. During this initialization, volumes DLIB01, MVTll', KVT222, 
MVT333, and !tVTQ44 must be lIounted. The configuration used in this example 
(Figure 58) allows the simultaneous mounting of all seven volumes (Figure 65) 
involved in this generation. Therefore, to simplify operating procedures, 
all seven volumes should be mounted at this point. It is assumed that there 
is no dependency on device addresses, and that the ~olumes can be mounted on 
any 2314 drive. For illustrative purposes, assume that volumes DLIB01, KVT11', 
and KVT555 are mounted on drives 130, 131, and 132, and that volumes KVT222, 
KVT333, KVT4Q4, and DLIB02 are mounted on drives 230, 231, 232, and 233, 
respectively. 
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IISYSGEN JOB 
IISTEP EXEC 
IISYSPRINT DD 
IISVCLIB DD 
II 

MSGLEVEL=1 
PGI1=IEHPROGM 
SYSOUT=A 

-EXAMPLE 2-
-ALLOCATE ON 2314-

DSNAME=SYS1.SVCLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=I1VT111), X 
UNIT=2314,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(CYL, (7,1,75», X 

II 
IICATALOG 
II 
II 
IINUCLEUS 
II 
II 
IILINKLIB 
II 
II 
IILOGX 
II 
II 
IILOGY 
II 
II 
IIJOBQE 
II 
IIPROCLIB 
II 
II 
IIPARMLIB 
II 
II 
IIMACLIB 
II 
II 
IITELCLIB 
II 
II 
IISORTLIB 
II 
II 
/IPL1LIB 
II 
II 
IIFORTLIB 
II 
II 
IIALGLIB 
II 
II 
IISYSIN 

CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 

LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(DSORG=POU,RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=1024) 
DD DSNAME=SYSCTLG,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=MVTll1), X 

UNIT=2314,DISP=(,KEE~ , SPACE=(TRK, (G,l», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.NUCLEUS,VOLUI1E=(,RETAIN,SER=MVT111), 
UNIT=2314,DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE=(TRK, (20"1),,CONTIG), 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.LINKLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=MVT222), 
UNIT=2314,DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE=(CYL, (43,5,100», 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RgCFM=U,BLKSIZE=7294) 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.SYSVLOGX,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=MVT222), 
UNIT=2314,DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE=(120, (100), ,CONTIG) , 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=VB,BLKSIZE=3G25) 

DD DSNAI1E=SYS1.SYSVLOGY,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=MVT222), 
UNIT=2314,DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE= (120, (100) "CONTIG), 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=VB,BLKSIZE=3G25) 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.SYSJOBQE,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=MVT333), 
UNIT=2314,DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE= (TRK, (200) "CONTIG) 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.PROCLIB,VOLUME={,RETAIN,SER=MVT444), 
UNIT=2314,DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE= (TRK, (20,6,9», 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=80) 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.PARMLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=MVT111), 
UNIT=2314,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK, (5,,1) "CONTIG), 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=80) 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

I 
X 

X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=I1VT444), X 
UNIT=2314,DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE=(TRK, (300,3'0,25», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=7280,LRECL=80) 

DD DSNAI1E=SYS1.TELCMLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=MVT444), X 
UNIT=2314,DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE=(TRK, (30,2,10», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=7294) 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.S0RTLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=MVT444), 
UNIT=2314,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK, (40,1,40», 
LABEL=EIPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=7294) 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.PL1LIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=KVT444), 
UNIT=2314,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK, (55,2,65», 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=7294) 

DD DSNAME=SYS1~FORTLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=MVT444), 

UNIT=2314,DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE=(TRK, (25,1,i40», 
LABEL=EIPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFK=U,BLKSIZE=7294) 

DD DSNAME=SYS1.ALGLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=MVT444), 
UNIT=2314,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK, (26,2,15», 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=7294) 

DD * -INPUT FOR CATALOGING SYSTEM DATA SETS-
CVOL=2314=I1VTll1,VOL=2314=I1VT222,DSNAME=SYS1.LINKLIB 
CVOL=2314=MVT111,VOL=2314=MVTlll,DSNAI1E=SYS1.SVCLIB 
CVOL=2314=MVT111,VOL=2314=MVT333,DSNAME=SYS1.SYSJOBQE 
CVOL=2311=MVTll1,VOL=2314=MVT444,DSNAME=SYS1.PROCLIB 
CVOL=2314=MVT111,VOL=2314=MVTlll,DSNAME=SYS1.PARI1LIB 
CVOL=2314=KVT111,VOL=2314=MVT444,DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB 
CVOL=2314=MVT111,VOL=2314=KVT444,DSNAME=SYS1.TELCMLIB 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

X 
X 

Figure G6 (Part 1 of 2). Example 2: Initializing New' System Data Sets 
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1* 

CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 

CVOL=2314=MVTlll,VOL=2314=MVT444,DSNAME=SYS1.S0RTLIB 
CVOL=2314=MVTll',VOL=23'4=MVT444,DSNAME=SYS1.PL1LIB 
CVOL=2314=MVT11',VOL=2314=MVT444,DSNAME=SYS'.FORTLIB 
CVOL=2314=MVTll',VOL=2314=MVT444,DSNAME=SYS1.ALGLIB 
CVOL=2314=MVT111,VOL=2314=MVT222,DSNAME=SYS1.SYSVLOGX 
CVOL=2314=MVTll',VOL=2314=MVT222,DSNAME=SYS1.SYSVLOGY 

Figure 66 (Part 2 of 2). Example 2: Initializing New System Data Sets 

Input Deck for Stage I 

Figure 67 shows a listing of the input deck used for system generation. The 
utility data sets are allocated space on the volumes as indicated in Figure 
65. The job stream is written on an unlabeled magnetic tape that resides on 
drive 182 (See Figure 58). stage II will be started automatically after stage 
I is completed. unit names are used. 

The new system supports all devices shown in Figure 58. Multiprogramming with 
a variable number of tasks (MVT) is specified. All access methods and optional 
system data sets are generated. Assembler F, linkage-editor F44, Sort/Merge, 
ALGOL, FORTRAN G, PL/I F, and RPG are included in the new system. All standard 
default options are selected for the processors. 

After Stage II has terminated, SYS1.SG1, SYS1.SG2, SYS1.SG3, and SYS1.SG4 can 
be scratched and uncataloged. The job stream and SYS1.SGOBJ should be saved. 
DLIBOl and DLIB02 can be removed. A backup copy of the new system should be 
made. The new system is ready to operate after initial program load (IPL). 

IISTEPl 
IISYSLIB 
IIOBJPDS 
II 
/ISYSUTl 
II 
IISYSUT2 
II 
IISYSUT3 
II 
/IStSUT4 
II 
IISYSPUNCH 
I/SYSPRINT 
/ISYSIN 

KPX 
CONSOLE 
eNTOO 

DEVOOC 
DEVOOD 
DEVOOE 

EXEC PGM=ASMBLR -STAGE I lNPUT-
DD DSNAME=SYS1.GENLlB,DlSP=OLD 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.SGOBJ,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=MVT555), 

DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=2314,SPACE=(TRK,(45,5,12» 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.SG1,VOLUME={,RETAIN,SER=MVT111), 

DlSP=(,CATLG),UNlT=2314,SPACE=(TRK, (240,5» 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.SG2,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=MVT222), 

DISP=(,CATLG) ,UNlT=2314,SPACE=(TRK, (160,10» 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.SG3,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=MVT333), 

DISP=(,CATLG) ,UNIT=2314,SPACE=(TRK,(230,5» 
DD DSNAME=SYS1~SG4,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=MVT333), 

DISP=(,CATLG) ,UNIT=2314,SPACE=(TRK, (3,3» 
DD UNIT=182,LABEL=(,NL) 
DD SYSOUT=A 
DD * 

CENPROCS MODEL=50,FEATURE=PROTECT 
CHANNEL ADDRESS=O,TYPE=MULTIPLEXOR 
IODEVICE UNIT=1052,MODEL=7,ADDRESS=009 
lOCONTRL UNlT=2821,MODEL=5,ADDRESS=OO,FEATURE=COLBNRY, 

TRNMODE=BYTE 
IODEVICE UNIT=2540R,MODEL=1,ADDRESS=00C 
lODEVICE UNlT=2540P;MODEL=1,ADDRESS=OOD 
lODEVICE UNlT=1403,MODEL=Nl,ADDRESS=OOE 

Figure 67 (Part 1 of 4). Example 2: Input Deck for Stage I 

X 

x 

x 

X 

X 

X 
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DEVOOF 
CNTOl 
DEVOtA 
DEV01B 
DEV01F 
CNT02 
LINE020 

LINE02l 

LINE022 

LINE023 

LINE024 
LINE025 
LINE026 
LINE027 

LINE028 

LINE029 
LINE02A 
LINE02B 

LINE02C 
LINE02D 

LINE02E 

CHl 
DEV130 
CNT18 

DEV180 

DEV182 

CNT19 
DEV190 
DEV193 
CH2 
DEV230 
CNT28 

DEVI80 

DEVI81 

DEVI82 

DEVI83 

DEVI84 

DEVI85 

IODEVICE UNIT=1403,MODEL=Nl,ADDRESS=00F 
IOCONTRL UNIT=2821,MODEL=5,ADDRESS=01,FEATURE=COLBNRY 
IODEVICE UNIT=2540R,KODEL=1,ADDRESS=01A 
IODEVICE UNIT=2540P,MODEL=1,ADDRESS=01B 
IODEVICE UNlT=1403,MODEL=Nl,ADDRESS=01F 
lOCONTRL UNIT=2702,ADDRESS=02 
IODEVICE UNIT=1030,ADDRESS=020,ADAPTER=IBM2,SETADDR=3, 

FEATURE=AUTOPOLL 
IODEVICE UNIT=1050,ADDRESS=021,ADAPTER=IBM1,SETADDR=1, 

FEATURE=AUTOPOLL 
lODEVICE UNIT=1050,ADDRESS=022,ADAPTER=lBM1,SETADDR=1, 

FEATURE=AUTOPOLL 
lODEVICE UNIT=1060,ADDRESS=023,ADAPTER=IBM1,SETADDR=1, 

FEATURE=AUTOPOLL 
IODEVICE UNIT=83B3,ADDRESS=024,ADAPTER=TELE1,SETADDR=3 
lODEVICE UNIT=115A,ADDRESS=025,ADAPTER=TELE1,SETADDR=3 
lODEVICE UNlT=83B3,ADDRESS=026,ADAPTER=TELE1,SETADDR=3 
lODEVlCE UNIT=1050,ADDRESS=027,ADAPTER=IBM1,SETADDR=1, 

FEATURE=AUTOPOLL 
IODEVICE UNIT=1060,ADDRESS=028,ADAPTER=lBM1,SETADDR=1, 

FEATURE=AUTOPOLL 
lODEVlCE UNlT=115A,ADDRESS=029,ADAPTER=TELE1,SETADDR=3 
lODEVICE UNIT=83B3,ADDRESS=02A,ADAPTER=TELE1,SETADDR=3 
IODEVICE UNIT=1060,ADDRESS=028,ADAPTER=IBM1,SETADDR=1, 

FEATURE=AUTOPOLL 
IODEVICE UNIT=115A,ADDRESS=02C,ADAPTER=TELE1,SETADDR=3 
IODEVlCE UNIT=1030,ADDRESS=02D,ADAPTER=IBM2,SETADDR=2, 

FEATURE=AUTQPOLL 
IODEVICE UNIT=1030,ADDRESS=02E,ADAPTER=IBM2,SETADDR=2, 

FEATURE=AUTOPOLL 
CHANNEL ADDRESS=l,TYPE=SELECTOR 
IODEVICE UNIT=2314,ADDRESS=130 
IOCONTRL UNIT=2803,MODEL=1,ADDRESS=18, 

FEATURE=(DATACONV,7-TRACK) 
IODEVICE UNIT=2402,MODEL=3,ADDRESS=(180,2), 

FEATURE=7-TRACK 
lODEVICE UNIT=2402,MODEL=3,ADDRESS=(182,2), 

FEATURE=9-TRACK 
IOCONTRL UNIT=2841,ADDRESS=19 
IODEVleE UNlT=2311,ADDRESS=(190,3) 
IODEVICE UNIT=2303,ADDRESS=193 
CHANNEL ADDRESS=2,TYPE=SELECTOR 
IODEVICE UNIT=2314,ADDRESS=230 
IOCONTRL UNIT=2803,MODEL=1,ADDRESS=28, 

FEATURE=(DATACONV,7-TR~CK) 
IODEVlCE UNlT=2402,KODEL=3,ADDRESS=280,FEATURE=7-TRACK, 

OPTCHAN=3 
IODEVICE UNIT=2402,MODEL=3,ADDRESS=281,FEATURE=7-TRACK 

OPTCHAN=3 
IODEVICE UNIT=2402,MODEL=3,ADDRESS=282,FEATURE=9-TRACK, 

OPTCHAN=3 
lODEVICE UNlT=2402,KODEL=3,ADDRESS=283,FEATURE=9-TRACK, 

OPTCHAN=3 
lODEVICE UNIT=2401,MODEL=3,ADDRESS=284,FEATURE=9-TRACK, 

OPTCHAN=3 
lODEVICE UNIT=2401,MODEL=3,ADDRESS=285,FEATURE=9-TRACK, 

OPTCHA·N=3 

Figure 61 (Part 2 of 4). Example 2: Input Deck for stage I 
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DEVI86 

DEVI87 

CNT29 
CNT291 
CNT2F 
DEV2FO 
DEV2F1 
DEV2F4 
CH3 
CNT38 

CNT32 
DEV320 
DEV321 
CNT35 
DEV351 

DEV355 

CNT3A 
DEV3A1 

DEV3A2 

DEV3EO 

IODEVICE UNIT=2401,MODEL=3,ADDRESS=286,FEATURE=9-TRACK, X 
OPTCHAN=3 

IODEVICE UNIT=2401,MODEL=3,ADDRESS=287,FEATURE=9-TRACK, X 
OPTCHAN=3 

IOCONTRL UNIT=2841,ADDRESS=29 
IODEVICE UNIT=2311,ADDRESS=(291,4} 
IOCONTRL UNIT=2848,MODEL=3,ADDRESS=2F,FEATURE=NODESCUR 
IODEVICE UNIT=2260,KODEL=1,ADDRESS=2FO,FEATURE=ALKYB2260 
IODEVICE UNIT=2260,MODEL=1,ADDRESS=2Fl,FEATURE=NMKYB2260 
IODEVICE UNIT=1053,MODEL=4,ADDRESS=2F4 
CHANNEL ADDRESS=3,TYPE=SELECTOR 
IOCONTRL UNIT=2803,KODEL=1,ADDRESS=38, I 

FEATURE=(DATACONV,7-TRACK} 
IOCONTRL UNIT=2841,ADDRESS=32 
IODEVICE UNIT=2302,MODEL=3,ADDRESS=320 
IODEVICE UNIT=2302,MODEL=3,ADDRESS=321 
IOCONTRL UNIT=2701,ADDRESS=35 
IODEVICE UNIT=2260,MODEL=1,FEATURE=ALKYB2260,ADAPTER=IBM3, I 

ADDRESS=351 
IODEVICE UNIT=2260,MODEL=1,FEATURE=ALKYB2260,ADAPTER=lBM3, X 

ADDRESS=355 
IOCONTRL UNIT=2840,MODEL=1,ADDRESS=3A 
IODEVICE UNIT=2250,MODEL=2,ADDRESS=3Al,NUMSECT=5, X 

FEATURE=(ALKYB2250,LIGHTPEN,PRGMKYBD) 
IODEVlCE UNIT=2250,MODEL=2,ADDRESS=3A2,NUMSECT=5, X 

FEATURE=(ALKYB2250,LIGHTPEN,PRGMKYBD) 
lODEVlCE UNlT=2250,MODEL=1,ADDRESS=3EO, X 

FEATURE=(ALKYB2250,BUFFER8K,LIGHTPEN,DESIGNFEAT) 
UNITNAME NAME=SYSSQ,UNIT=«180,4),(280,4),(291,3» 
UNITNAME NAME=SYSDA,UNIT=«190,4}, (291,4),(235,3» 
UNITNAME NAME=SYSCP,UNIT=OOD 
UNITNAME NAME=TAPE,UNIT=«282,6» 
UNITNAME NAME=RECORDS,UNIT=«320,2» 
UNITNAME NAME=FILE,UNIT=«134,4),(234,4» 
CTRLPROG TYPE=MVT,MAXlO=61,QSPACE=20,ADDTRAN=4 
SCHEDULR TYPE=MVT,CONSOLE=009,ALTCONS=(I-OOD,O=OOF), I 

STARTR=A-OOD,STARTW=A-OOE, X 
ACCTRTN=BASIC,STARTI=AUTO,WTLBFRS=10, I 
PROCRES=232,JOBQRES=231,INITQBF=10,MINPART=54 

SUPRVSOR RESIDNT=(BLDLTAB,RENTCODE,TRSVC),TRACE=100, X 
OPTIONS=(PROTECT,COMM),TIMER=JOBSTEP,SER=SERl 

PROCLIB UNIT=2314,VOLNO=MVT444 
PARMLIB UNIT=2314,VOLNO=MVT111 
DATAMGT ACSMETH=(BDAM,ISAM,BTAM,QTAM) 
TELCMLIB UNIT=2314,VOLNO=MVT444 
GRAPHICS 
EDITOR DESIGN=F44 
ASSEMBLR DESIGN=F 
MACLIB UNIT=2314,VOLNO=MVT444,EXCLUDE=(OCR,TSO) 
CKPTREST ELIGBLE=(5,6,7,8) 
SORTMERG SIZE=24000,SORTOPT=FULLIB 
SORTLIB UNIT=2314,VOLNO=MVT444 

Figure 67 (Part 3 of 4). Example 2: Input Deck for stage I 



ALGOL 
ALGLIB UNIT=2314,VOLNO=ftVT444 
FORTRAN DESIGN=G 
FORTLIB DESIGN=G,UNIT=2314,VOLNO=ftVT444 
PLl DESIGN=F 
PL1LIB UNIT=2314,VOLNO=ftVT444,LIBFCNS=COftPLEX 
GENERATE UT1SDS=SYS1.SG1,UT2SDS=SYS1.SG2,UT3SDS=SYS1.SG3, X 

UT4SDS=SYS1.SG4,OBJPDS=SYS1.SGOBJ,RESNAKE=2314, X 
RESVOL=MVT1",RESTYPE=23'4,LNKNAME=2314,222, X 
LNKVOL=MVT222,ASMPRT=ON, X 
DIRDATA=PDS,LEPRT=(LIST,XREF) 

END 
1* 
II START RDR.PO,182 - This command is for MFT only -

Figure 67 (Part 4 of 4). Example 2: Input Deck for Stage I' 

Decks for System Residence on 2303 

The 2303 unit at address 197 (See Figure 58) can be used for system residence 
instead of volume ~VT11'. The IBCDASDI deck listing shown in Figure 68 replaces 
the deck listing for KVTll1 shown in Figure 64. The serial number of the 2303 
volume is SYSRES. 

SYSRES JOB 
KSG 
DADEF 
VLD 
VTOCD 
IPLTXT 

TODEV=1403,TOADDR=OOE 
TODEV=2303,TOADDR=197,IPL=YES,VOLID=SCRATCH 
NEWVOLID=SYSRES,OWNERID=DEPTD58 
STRTADR=2,EXTENT=8 

IEAIPLOO cards 

END 

Figure 68. Example 2: IBCDASDI Deck for 2303 

The DD statements in Figure 69 must replace the DD statements for SYS1.SVCLIB, 
SYSCTLG, and SYS1.NUCLEUS in Figure 66. The CATLG statements replace all the 
CATLG statements in Figure 66. 

Only two changes must be made to the stage I input deck in Figure 67: 

• The SYS1.SGl utility data set must be allocated space on SYSRES rather 
than on KVT11l as follows: 

IISISUT1 
II 

DD DSNAKE=SIS1.SG1,VOLUKE=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSRE~, 
DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=2303,SPACE=(TRK,(180,16» 

• The RESNAME, RESVOL, and RESTYPE parameters of the GENERATE macro 
instruction must be coded as follows: 

RESNAME=2303,RESVOL=SYSRES,RESTYPE=2303 
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IISVCLIB 
II 
II 
IICATALOG 
II 
II 
IINUCLEUS 
II 
II 

IISYSIN 
CATIG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
C1TLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
C1TLG 
CATLG 

1* 

DD DSNAME=SYS1. SVCLIB, VOLUME= (, RETAIN" SER=SYSRES) , X 

DD 

DD 

UNIT=2303,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK, (120,10,75», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DGB=(DSORG=POU,RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=1024) 
DSNAME=SYSCTLG,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSRES), X 
UNIT=2303,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,(8,1», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350 
DSNAME=SYS1.NUC~EUS,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSRES), X 
UNIT=2303,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,(25"1),,CONTIG), X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350 

DD * -INPUT FOR CATALOGING SYSTEK DATA SETS-
CVOL=2303=SYSRES,VOL=2314=MVT333,DSNAKE=SYS1.SYSJOBQE 
CVOL=2303=SYSRES,VOL=2314=KVT222,DSN~ME=SYS1.LINKLIB 
CVOL=2303=SYSRES,VOL=2303=SYSRES,DSNAME=SYS1.SVCLIB 
CVOL=2303=SYSRES,VOL=2314=MVT444,DSNAME=SYS1. PROCLIB 
CVOL=2303=SYSRES,VOL=2314=MVT444,DSN1KE=SYS1.PARMLIB 
CVOL=2303=S'YSRES, VOL=2314=MVT444, DSNAME=SYS1. MACLIB 
CVOL=2303=SYSRES,VOL=2314=MVT444,DSNAME=SYS1.TELCMLIB 
CVOL=2303=SYSRES,VOL=2314=KVT444,DSNAME=SYS1.S0RTLIB 
CVOL=2303=SYSRES,VOL=2314=MVT444,DSNAME=SYS1.PL1LIB 
CVOL=2303=SYSRES,VOL=2314=MVT444,DSNAKE=SYS1.FORTLIB 
CVOL=2303=SYSRES,VOL=2314=MVT444,DSNAME=SYS1.ALGLIB 
CVOL=2303=SYSRES,VOL=2314=MVT222,DSNAME=SYS1.SYSVLOGX 
CVOL=2303=SYSRES,VOL=2314=MVT222,DSNAKE=SYS1.SYSVLOGY 

Figure 69. Example 2: Allocation on 2303 

Input Deck for I/ODevice Generation 

During I/O device generation, the arrangement of the communications terminals 
is changed, a 2803 and 2302 are deleted, and a 1052, 1403, 2314, 2841, and 
2321 are added to the system. The device, channel, and addresses are changed 
and new groups of devices are named. 

The CENPROCS, CTRLPROG, SUPRVSOR, DATAKGT, and GRAPHICS, macro instructions 
included in the complete operating system generation must b~ included in this 
generation. The CONSOLE and ALTCON'S addresses are changed in the SCHEDULR 
macro instruction, but the STA~TR, STARTW, PHOCRES, and JOBQRES addresses 
cannot be changed until IPL time. The UNITNAME macro instruction is used to 
rename and give new names to groups of devices. 

Figure 70 shows a listing of the input deck used for the I/O device generation. 
There is no allocation step before Stage I because there should be enough space 
available on the affected libraries, SYS1.NUCLEUS, SYS1.LINKLIB, SYS1.SVCLIB, 
and SYS1.LOGREC. Because in an I/O device generation the system being modified 
cannot be tbe generating system, the starter operating system is used. DLIBOl 
and DLIB02 must, therefore, be mounted before the generation starts. 

The job stream will be written on an unlabeled tape on drive 183. Stage II will 
be started automatically after Stage I is completed. SYSl.SGl and SYS1.SG2 are 
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defined on volumes MVTlll and MVT222, respectively, whereas SYSl.SG3 and SYSl.SG4 
are defined on volume MVT333. A partitioned data set named SYSl.SGOBJ is 
allocated on volume MVTSSS. SYSl.SGl, SYSl.SG2, SYSl.SG3, and SYSl.SG4 will be 
deleted after they are no longer needed in Stage II. 

IISYSGEN 
IISTEPl 
IISYSLIB 
IIOBJPDS 
IISYSUTl 
II 
IISYSUT2 
II 
IISYSUT3 
II 
IISYSUTq 
II 
IISYSPUNCB 
IISYSPRINT 
IISYSIN 

KPI 
CONOOA 
CON01A 
CNTOO 
DEVOOC 
DEVOOD 
DEVOOE 
DEVOOF 
CNTOl 
DEV01C 
DEV01D 
DEV01E 
DEV01F 
CNT02 
LINE020 

LINE021 

LINE022 

LINE023 

LINE02q 

LINE02S 

LINE026 

LINE027 

LINE028 

LINE029 

CBl 
DEV130 
DEV1QO 
CNT18 

JOB KSGLEVEL=l -1/0 DEVICE GENERATION-
EXEC PGK=ASKBLR -STAGE 1 INPUT-

DD DSNAKE=SYS1.GENLIB,DISP=OLD 
DD DSNAKE=SYS1.SGOBJ,DISP=OLD 
DD DSNAKE=SYS1.SG1,VOLUKE=(,RETAIN,SER=KVTll1), 

DISP=(,CATLG) ,UNIT=23l4,SPACE=(TRK,(240,5» 
DD DSNIME=SYS1.SG2,VOLUKE=(,RETAIN,SER=MVT222), 

DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=231Q,SPACE~(TRK,(160,10» 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.SG3,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=KVT333), 

DISP=(,CATLG) ,UNIT=2314,SPACE=(TRK, (280,5» 
DD DSNAME=SYS1.SGQ,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=MVT333), 

DISP=(,CATLG},UNIT=2314,SPACE=(TRK,(3,S» 
DD UNIT=183,LABEL=(,NL) 
DD SYSOUT=A 
DD * 

CENPROCS KODEL=SO,FEATURE=PROTECT 
CHANNEL ADDRESS=O,TYPE=KULTIPLEXOR 
IODEVICE UNIT=10S2,KODEL=7,ADDRESS=00A 
IODEVICE UNIT=10S2,MODEL=7,ADDRESS=01A 
IOCONTRL UNIT=2821,MODEL=S,ADDRESS=00,FEATURE=COLBNRY 
IODEVICE UNIT=2540R,MODEL=1,ADDRESS=00C 
IODEVICE UNIT=25QOP,MODEL=1,ADDRESS=OOD 
IODEVICE UNIT=lQ03,MODEL=Nl,ADDRESS=OOE 
IODEVICE UNIT=1403,KODEL=Nl,ADDRESS=OOF 
IOCONTRL UNIT=28~1,MODEL=5,ADDRESS=Ol,FEATURE=COLBNRY 
IODEVICE UNIT=2540R,KODEL=1,ADDRESS=OlC 
IODEVIC~ UNIT=25QOP,MODEL=1,ADDRESS=OlD 
IODEVICE UNIT=1403,KODEL=Nl,AD~RESS=OlE 
IODEVICE UNIT=1403,KODEL=Nl,ADDRESS=OlF 
IOCONTRL UNIT=2702,ADDRESS=02 
IODEVICE UNIT=1030,ADDRESS=020,ADAPTER=IBK2,SETADDR=3, 

FEATURE=AUTOPOLL 
IODEVtCE UNIT=10S0,ADDRESS=021,ADAPTER=IBK1,SETADDR=1, 

FEATURE=AUTOPOLL 
IODEVICE UNIT=1060,ADDRESS=022,lDAPTER=IBM1,SETIDDR=1, 

FEATURE=AUTOPOLL 
IODEVICE UNIT=10S0,ADDRESS=023,ADAPTER=IB!1,SETADDR=1, 

FEATURE=AUTOPOLL 
IODEVICE UNIT=1060,ADDRESS=024,ADAPTER=IBK1,SETIDDR=1, 

FEATURE=AUTOPOLL 
IODEVICE UNIT=1030,ADDRESS=02S,ADAPTER=IBM2,SETADDR=3, 

FEATURE=AUTOPOLL 
IODEVICE UNIT=10S0,ADDRESS=026,lDAPTER=IB!1,SETIDDR=1, 

FEITURE=AUTOPOLL 
IODEVICE UNIT=1060,ADDRESS=021,lDAPTER=IBK1,SETADDR=1, 

FEATURE=AUTOPOLL 
IODEVICE UNIT=10S0,ADDRESS=028,ADAPTER=IBM1,SETADDR=1, 

FEATURE=AUTOPOLL 
IODEVICE UNIT=10S0,lDDRESS=029,ADAPTER=IBK1,SETADDR=1, 

FEATURE=AUTOPOLL 
CHANNEL ADDRESS=l,TYPE=SELECTOR 
IODEVICE UNIT=231Q,ADDRESS=130 
IODEVICE UNIT=231Q,ADDRESS=lQO 
IOCONTRL UNIT=2803,KODEL=1,ADDRESS=18, 

FEATURE=(DATACONV,7-TRACK) 

Figure 70 (Part 1 of 3). Example 2: Input for I/O Device Generation 
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DEV180 
DEV181 
DEV182 
DEV183 
CNT19 
DEV190 
DEV193 
CNT1A 
DEV1AO 
CH2 
DEV230 
CNT28 

DEVI80 

DEVI82 

DEVI84 

CNT29 
DEV291 
CNT2F 
DEV2FO 
DEV2Fl 
DEV2F4 
CH3 
CNT32 
DEV320 
DEV324 
CNT35 
DEV351 

DEV355 

CNT3A 
DEV3Al 

DEV3A3 

IODEVICE UNIT=2402,KODEL=3,ADDRESS=180,FEATURE=7-TRACK 
IODEVICE UNIT=2402,KODEL=3,ADDRESS=181,FEATURE=7-TRACK 
IODEVICE UNIT=2402,KODEL=3,ADDRESS=182,FEATURE=9-TR1CK 
IODEVICE UNIT=2402,KODEL=3,ADDRESS=183,FEATURE=9-TRACK 
IOCONTRL UNIT=2841,ADDRESS=19 
IODEVICE UNIT=231',ADDRESS=(190,3) 
IODEVICE UNIT=2303,ADDRESS=193 
IOCONTRL UNIT=2841,ADDRESS=lA 
IODEVICE UNIT=2321,KODEL=1,ADDRESS=lAO 
CHANNEL ADDRESS=2,TYPE=SELECTOR 
lODEVICE UNIT=2314,ADDRESS=230 
IOCONTRL UNIT=2803,KODEL=1,ADDRESS=28, X 

FEATURE=(DATACONV,7-TRACK) 
IODEVICE UNIT=2402,KODEL=3,ADDRESS=(280,2), X 

FEATURE=7-TRACK,OPTCRAN=3 
IODEVICE UNIT=2402,KODEL=3,ADDRESS=(282,2), X 

FEATURE=9-TRACK,OPTCR1N=3 
IODEVICE UNIT=2401,KODEL=3,ADDRESS=(284,4), X 

FEATURE=9-TRACK,OPTCHAN=3 
IOCONTRL UNIT=2841,ADDRESS=29 
IODEVICE UNIT=23",ADDRESS=(29',4) 
IOCONTRL UNIT=2848,KODEL=3,ADDRESS=2F,FEATURE=NODESCUR 
IODEVICE UNIT=2260,KODEL=1,ADDRESS=2FO,FEATURE=ALKYB2260 
IODEVlCE UNIT=2260,MODEL=1,ADDRESS=2Fl,FEATURE=NKKYB2260 
lODEVICE UNIT=1053,KODEL=4,ADDRESS=2F4 
CHANNEL ADDRESS=3,TYPE=SELECTOR 
IOCONTRL UNIT=2841,ADDRESS=32 
IODEVICE UNIT=231',ADDRESS=(320,4) 
IODEVICE UNIT=2302,KODEL=3,ADDRESS=324 
IOCONTRL UNIT=2701,ADDRESS=35 
IODEVICE UNIT=2260,KODEL=1,FEATURE=ALKYB2260, X 

ADAPTER=IBM3,ADDRESS=351 
IODEVICE UNIT=2260,KODEL=1,FEATURE=ALKYB2260, X 

ADAPTER=IBK3,ADDRESS=355 
IOCONTRL UNIT=2840,MODEL=1,lDDRESS=3A 
lODEVICE UNIT=2250,MODEL=2,ADDRESS=(3Al,2) NUKSECT=5, X 

FEATURE=(ALKYB2250,LIGHTPEN,PRGKKYBD) 
IODEVICE UNIT=2250,KODEL=1,ADDRESS=(3A3,2), X 

FEATURE=(ALKYB2250;BUFFER8K,LIGHTPEN,DESIGNFEAT) 
UNITNAKE NAKE=SYSSQ,UNIT=«180,4),(280,4» 
UNITNAKE NAKE=SYSDA,UNIT=«190,4) ,(291,4» 
UNITNAME NAME=SYSCP,UNIT=OOD 
UNITNAKE NAKE=TAPE,UNIT=«284,4» 
UNITNAKE NAKE=DISK,UNIT=«320~4» 
UNITN!KE NAKE=RECORDS,UNIT=324 
UNITNAKE NAKE=FILE,UNIT=lAO 
UNITNAKE NAKE=SYSCR,UNIT=OOC 
UNITNAKE NAKE=PRINT,UNIT=«OOE,l» 
UNITNAKE NAKE=DATA,UNIT=(130,140,230) 
CTRLPROG TYPE=KVT,KAXIO=61,QSAPCE=20,ADDTRAN=4 
SCHEDULR TYPE=KVT,CONSOLE=(I=OOA,O=OlA), X 

ALTCONS=(I-POD,O-OOF,I-01D,0-OlF), X 
STARTR=A-OOD,STARTW=A-OOE, X 
ACCTRTN=BASIC,STARTI=AUTO,KINPART=54, X 
WTLBFRS=10,PROCRES=232,JOBQRES=231,INITQBF=10 

SUPRVSOR RESlDNT=(BLDLTAB,RENTCODE,TRSVC),TRACE=100, X 
OPTIONS=(PROTECT,COKM),TIKER=JOBSTEP,SER~SERl 

DATAKGT ACSKETH=(BDAK,ISAK,BTAK,QTAK) 
GRAPHICS 

Figure 70 (Part 2 of 3) •. Example 2: Input for I/O Device Generation 
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GENERATE UT1SDS=SYS1.SG1,UT2SDS=SYS1.SG2,UT3SDS=SYS1.SG3, I 
UT4SDS=SYS1.SG4,OBJPDS=SYS1.SGOBJ,GENTYPE=(IO,1), I 
RESNAKE=2314,BESTYPE=2314,LNKNAftE=23tU, I 
LNKVOL=KVT222,ASMPRT=ON,DIRDATA=PDS, I 
LEPRT=(LIST,IREP),RESVOL=KVT111 

END 
1* 
II START RDR,183 

Figure 70 (Part 3 of 3). Example 2: Input for 1/0 Device Generation 
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Example 3 

This example illustrates and describes: 

• Volumes that contain generating and new system data sets 

• A deck listing used for initializing new system data sets 

• A deck listing used for system generation 

• A method for creating backup of a new system 

• A method for scratching utility data sets 

Volumes Used for System Generation 

Figure 71 shows the volumes that contain the generating and new system data 
sets. The serial number of the generating system-residence volume is 111111. 
Volumes DLIB01, DLIB02, DLIB03, DLIBOq, DLIBOS, and DLIB06 contain the remaining 
generating system data sets. The serial number of the new system-residence 
volume is SYSTEM. It is assumed that SYSTEM has been previously initialized. 
The five utility data sets used during system generation are named SYS1.0BJECT, 
SYS1.0NE, SYS1.TWO, SYS1.THREE, and SYS1.FOUR. The SYS1.USER data sets contain 
user-written routines for the new system. 

COMPONENt 

LIBRARIES 

Figure 71. 

COMPONENt 

LIBRARIES 

DLlB02 

Sys I. MOOG"'!'! 

Example 3: Generating and New System Volumes 
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Deck for Initializing New System Data Sets 

Figure 72 shows a listing of the input deck used for initializing the new 
system data sets. During this initialization6 volumes 1111116 SYSTEM, and 
LINVOL must be mounted. It is assumed that there is no dependency on device 
addresses w and that the volumes can be mounted on any 2311 drive. For 
illustrative purposes, assume that volumes 1111116 DLIB01, DLIB03, DLIB04 6 
SYSTEM, and LIBVOL are mounted on drives 161, 162, 163, 251,252, and 253, 
respectively. 

IISYSGEN JOB 
IISTEPO EXEC 
IISYSPRINT DD 
IICATALOG DD 
II 
II 
IISVCLIB DD 
II 
II 
IIMACLIB DD 
II 
II 
IINUCLEUS DD 
II 
II 
IIJOBQE DD 
II 
IILINKLIB DD 
II 
II 
IIPROCLIB DD 
II 
II 
IIPARMLIB DD 
II 
II 
IISORTLIB DD 
II 
II 
IIFORTLIB DD 
II 
II 
IIIMAGELIB DD 
II 
II 
IIHELP DD 
II 
II 
IIUADS DD 
II 
II 
IICMDLIB DD 
II 
II 

I 
IIBRODCAST DD 
II 
II 
II 
IISYSIN DD 

UNCATLG 
UNCATLG 
UNCATLG 
UNCATLG 

MSGLEVEL=l -EXAMPLE 3-
PGM=IEHPROGM -ALLOCATE ON 2311-
SYSOUT=A 
DSNAME=SYSCTLG,VOLUME=(RETAIN,SER=SYSTEM), X 
UNIT=2311,DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE=(TRK,=10,1», X 
LABEL=EXPDT-99350 
DSNAME=SYS1.SVCLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEM) w X 
UNIT=231',DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(CYL, (15 6 1,75», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(DSORG=POU,RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=1024) 
DSNAME=SYS1.MACLIB,YOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEM), X 
UNIT=2311,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK, (440,50,25», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=FB,BLKSIZE=3360,LRECL=80) 
DSNAME=SYS1.NUCLEUS,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEM), X 
UNIT=2311,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,(60,,2) "CONTIG), X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350 
DSNAME=SYS1.SYSJOBQE wVOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=LINVOL), X 
UNIT=231',DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK, (120)"CONTIG) 
DSNAME=SYS1.LINKLIBwVOLUME=(wRETAIN,SER=LINVOL), X 
UNIT=231',DISP=(wKEEP),SPACE=(CYL6(10wl0,100», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350 wDCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=3625) 
DSNAME=SYS1.PROCLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN wSER=LINVOL) , X 
UNIT=23",DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE=(TRK, (30,10,9), X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350 wDCB=(RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=80) 
DSNAME=SYS1.PARMLIB6VOLUME=(6RETAIN6SER=LINVOL), X 
UNIT=231' wDISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE=(TRK, (5"1),,CONTIG), X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=80) 
DSNAME=SYS1.S0RTLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SEB=LINVOL), X 
UNIT=2311,DISP=(,KEEP) ,SPACE=(TRK,=60,2,40», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=3625) 
DSNAME=SYS1.FORTLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=LINVOL), X 
UNIT=2311,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK, (50,2,40», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350~DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=3625) 
DSNAME=SYS1.IMAGELIB 6VOLUME=(,RETAIN 6SER=LINVOL), X 
UNIT=2311,DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,(5"3),,CONTIG), X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=1024 
DSNAME=SYS1.HELP,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=LINVOL), X 
UNIT=231',DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK, (35,2,30», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=800) 
DSNAME=SYS1.UADS,VOLUME=(,RETAIN6SER=LINVOL), X 
UNIT=2311,DISP=(6KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,(35,2,30», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(DSORG=PO,LRECL=80,RECFM=FB) 
DSNAME=SYS1.CMDLIB,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=LINVOL), X 
UNIT=231',DISP=(,KEEP),SPACE=(TRK,(35,2,30», X 
LABEL=EXPDT=99350,DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=3625} 
DSNAME=SYS1.BRODC~ST, X 
VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=LINVOL}, X 
UNIT=2311,DISP=(,KEEP}, X 
DCB=DSORG=DA 
* -INPUT FOR CATALOGING SYSTEM DATA SETS 
DSNAME=SYS1.PROCLIB 
DSNAME=SYS1.PARMLIB 
DSNAME=SYS1.S0RTLIB 
DSNAME=SYS1.FORTLIB 

Fiqure 72 (Part 1 of 2). Example 3: Initializing New System Data Sets 
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/* 

CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 
CATLG 

CVOL=231'=SYSTEM,VOL=231'=LINVOL,DSNAME=SYS'.LINKLIB 
CVOL=231'=SYSTEM,VOL=231'=LINVOL,DSNAME=SYS1.PROCLIB 
CVOL=231'=SYSTEM,VOL=231'=LINVOL,DSNAKE=SYS1.PARMLIB 
CVOL=23'1=SYSTEM,VOL=23"=SYSTEM,DSNAKE=SYS1.KACLIB 
CVOL=231'=SYSTEM,VOL=231'=LINVOL,DSNAME=SYS1.S0RTLIB 
CVOL=231'=SYSTEM,VOL=231'=LINVOL,DSNAME=SYS'.FORTLIB 
CVOL=2311=SYSTEM,VOL=2311=SYSTEM,DSNAME=SYS1.SVCLIB 
CVOL=231'=SYSTEM,VOL=2311=LINVOL,DSNAME=SYS1.HELP 
CVOL=23"=SYSTEM,VOL=231'=LINVOL,DSNAME=SYS1.IMAGELIB 
CVOL=231'=SYSTEM,VOL=2311=LINVOL,DSNAKE=SYS1.UADS 
CVOL=2311=SYSTEM.VOL=2311=LINVOL,DSNAME=SYS1.CKDLIR 
CVOL=23"=SYSTEM,VOL=23"=LINVOL,DSNAME=SYS'.BRODCAST 
VOL=231'=DLIB05,DSNAKE=SYS1.AS037 ASSEKBLER F 
VOL=231'=DLIB03,DSNAME=SYS'.DK509 BDAK 
VOL=23"=DLIB03,DSNAME=SYS1.CI505 CONTROL PROGRAM 
VOL=231'=DLIB03,DSNAME=SYS1.DM508 DATA MANAGEMENT 
VOL=231'=DLIB03,DSNAME=SYS1.UT506 UTILITIES 
VOL=231'=DLIB05,DSNAME=SYS1.F0520 FORTRAN G 
VOL=231'=DLIB05,DSNAME=SYS1.LM501 FORTRAN LIBRARY 
VOL=231'=DLIB03,DSNAME=SYS1.I0526 ISAM 
VOL=23"=DLIB05,DSNAME=SYS1.ED521 LINKAGE EDITOR F 
VOL=231'=DLIB05,DSNAME=SYS1.LD547 LOADER 
VOL=231'=DLIB05,DSNAME=SYS1.RG038 RPG 
VOL=231'=DLIB05,DSNAME=SYS1.SM023 SORT/MERGE 
VOL=231'=DLIB03,DSNAME=SYS1.CQ548 TCAM 
VOL=2311=DLIB06,DSNAME=SYS1.CI555 TSO 
VOL=231'=DLIB06,DSNAKE=SYS1.DHELP TSO 
VOL=231'=DLIB06,DSNAKE=SYS1.DCMDLIB TSO 
VOL=2311=DLIB06,DSNAME=SYS1.DUADS TSO 
VOL=231'=DLIB01,DSNAKE=SYS'.PROCLIB 
VOL=2311=DLIBO',DSNAME=SYS1.PARMLIB 
VOL=2311=DLIB05,DSNAKE=SYS1.S0RTLIB 
VOL=231'=DLIB05,DSNAME=SYS'.FORTLIB 

Figure 72 (Part 2 of 2). Example 3: Initializing New System Data Sets 

Input Deck for Stage I 

Figure 73 shows a listing of the input deck used for system generation. The 
utility data sets are allocated space on the volumes indicated in Figure 71. 
The job stream will be written on an unlabeled magnetic tape that resides on 
drive 190. Unit names are used. This input deck is the second step of the 
job defined in Figure 72. 

For Stage I of the system generation process the volumes that are mounted are: 
11111" DLIB01, DLIB02, DLIB04, SYSTEK, and LI'NVOL. Stage II will be started 
automatically after stage I is .completed. When it is required, the scheduler 
will request the demounting of DLIB02 and the mounting of DLIB06, the demounting 
of DLIB06 and the mounting of DLIB03, and the demounting of DLIB03 and the 
mounting of DLIB05. 

BDAK, BISAK,QISAK, TCAM, Assembler F, FORTRAN G, HELP, UADS, Sort/Kerge, and 
RPG are included in the new system. The compilers have all standard default 
options for compilation time. The procedure library and the unit names it 
requires are also included. A user-written routine named NUCID is included 
in the nucleus. NUCID is a member of the SYS1.USER data set. 
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IIS1EPl EXEC PGK=ASMBLR -STAGE I INPUT-
IISYSLIB DD DSNAME=SYS1.GENLIB,DISP=OLD 
IIOBJPDS DD DSNAME=SYS1.MOD,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEM), X 
II DISP=(,CATLG) ,UNIT=23",SPACE=(TRK, (60,10,12» 
IISYSUTl DD DSNAME=SYS1.0NE,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=DLIB04), X 
II DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=231',SPACE=(TRK,(350,10» 
IISYSUT2 DD DSNAKE=SYS1.TWO,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=DLIB02), X 
II DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=23",SPACE=(TRK,(240,20» 
IISYSUT3 DD DSNAKE=SYS1.THREE,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=SYSTEK), X 
II DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=23l',SPACE=(TRK,(400,10» 
IISYSUT4 DD DSNAKE=SYS1.FOUR,VOLUME=(,RETAIN,SER=111111), X 
II DISP=(,CATLG),UNIT=231',SPACE={TRK,(5,10» 
IISYSPUNCH DD UNIT=190,LABEL=(,NL) 
IISYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A 
IISYSIN DD * 

CENPROCS MODEL=65, 
CHANO CHANNEL ADDRESS=O,TYPE=KULTIPLEXOR 
CONSOLE IODEVICE UNIT=1052,MODEL=7,ADDRESS=010 
CONTOO IOCONTRL UNIT=2821,MODEL=5,ADDRESS=OO 
READOOA IODEVICE UNIT=2540R,MODEL=1,ADDRESS=OOA 
PUNCHOOB IODEVICE UNIT=2540P,MODEL=1,ADDRESS=OOB 
PRINTOOC IODEVICE UNIT=1403,MODEL=3,ADDRESS=OOC,FEATURE=UNVCHSET 
PRINTOOD IODEVICE UNIT=1403,MODEL=3,ADDRESS=OOD,FEATURE=UNVCHSET 
CONTOl IOCONTRL UNIT=38",ADDRESS=OO 
PRINTOOF IODEVICE UNIT=321',ADDRESS=OOF 
CHANl CHANNEL ADDRESS=l,TYPE=SELECTOR 
CONT16 IOCONTRL UNIT=2841,ADDRESS=16 
DISK161 IODEVICE UNIT=231',ADDRESS={161,3) 
CONT19 IOCONTRL UNIT=2403,MODEL=3,ADDRESS=19 
TAPE190 IODEVICE UNIT=2403,MODEL=3,ADDRESS=190,FEATURE=9-TRACK 
TAPE191 IODEVICE UNIT=2401,MODEL=3,ADDRESS=(191,3), X 

FEATURE=9-TRACK 
CHAN2 CHANNEL ADDRESS=2,TYPE=SELECTOR 
CONT25 IOCONTRL UNIT=2841,ADDRESS=25 
DISK251 IODEVICE UNIT=231',ADDRESS=(251,3) 

UNITNAME NAME=SYSSQ,UNIT=({161,3), (190,4),253) 
UNITNAME NAME=SYSDA,UNIT=«161,3),253) 
UNITNAME NAME=SYSCP,UNIT=OOB 
UNITNAKE NAME=TAPE,UNIT=«190,4» 
CTRLPROG TYPE=MVT,MAXIO=30 
SCHEDULR CONSOLE=010,STARTR=A-OOC,STARTW=A-OOC, X 

TYPE=KVT,OPTIONS=(TSO),JOBQRES=253,SUBKITQ=500 
SUPRVSOR RESIDNT={TRSVC,ACSMETH), X 

OPTIONS=(PROTECT,TRSVCTBL), X 
WAIT=MULTIPLE,TIMER=JOBSTEP,SER=KCH 

IMAGELIB UNIT=2311,VOLNO=LINVOL 
UCS UNIT=321',IMAGE=(Al',Hl',Pll) ,DEFAULT=Al',Pl1 
UCS UNIT=1403,IMAGE=(AN,PN,TN),DEFAULT=(AN,PN) 
PARKtIB UNIT=231',VOLNO=LINVOL 
PROCLIB UNIT=231',VOLNO=LINVOL 
RESKODS PDS=SYS1.USER,MEMBERS=NUCID 
DATAMGT ACSKETH={BDAK,ISAM,TCAM) 
EDITOR DESIGN=F44 
LOADER SIZE=50K,PARM=MAP 
ASSEMBLR DESIGN=F 
MACLIB EXCLUDE=(TRAK,QTAM,GPS,OCR) 

Figure 73 (Part 1 of 2). Example 3: Stage I Input Deck 
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ELIGBLE=(1,2,3,4,5} 
SORTOPT=FULLIB,SIZE=51200 
UNIT=23",VOLNO=LINVOL 
DESIGN=G 
DESIGN=G,UNIT=231',VOLNO=LINVOL,OBJERR=03 

LOGLINE=100 
UNIT=231',VOLNO=LINVOL 

BLOCK=(FORT-450,TEXT-l00) 
CLASS= (Z, Y) 

CKPTREST 
SORTMERG 
SORTLIB 
FORTRAN 
FORTLIB 
RPG 
TELCMLIB 
TSOPTION 
DADS 
CMDLIB 
EDIT 
OUTPUT 
HELP 
GENTSO 

UNIT=231',VOLNO=LINVOL 
UT1SDS=SYS1.0NE,UT2SDS=SYS1.TWO,UT3SDS=SYS1.THREE,X 
UT4SDS=SYS1.FOUR,OBJPDS=SYS1.0BJECT,RESNAME=231', X 
RESVOL=SYSTEM,RESTYPE=23'1,LINKNAME=231', X 
LINKVOL=LINVOL,ASMPRT=ON, X 
DIRDATA=PDS,LEPRT=(LIST,XREF) ,CMDNAME=231', X 

1* 
II 

END 

START 

CMDVOL=LINVOL 

RDR,190 

Figure 73 (Part 2 of 2). Example 3: Stage I Input Deck 

Backup of New System 

Figure 74 shows a listing of the IEHDASDR input deck used for creating the 
backup of the new system. IEHDASDR operates under control of the generating 
system on 111111. The backup copy of SYSTEM is made on the SYSOOl magnetic 
tape volume. The backup copy of LINVOL is made on the Sys002 magnetic tape 
volume. After the two backup copies have been made, SYS001 and SYS002 should 
be removed and stored in the tape library. 

IIBACKUP JOB 
II EXEC 
IISYSPRINT DD 
IISYSPACK DD 
IILINPACK DO 
IISYSTAPE DD 
IILINTAPE DD 
IISYSIN DD 

1* 

DUMP 
DUMP 

MSGLEVEL=l -BACKUP-
PGM=IEHDASDR 
SYSOUT=A 
UNIT=231',DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=SYSTEM 
UNIT=231',DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=LINVOL 
UNIT=2400,DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=SYS001,LABEL=(,NL) 
UNIT=2400,DISP=OLD,VOLUME=SER=SYS002,LABEL=(,NL) 

* FROMDD=SYSPACK,TODD=SYSTAPE 
FROMDD=LINPACK,TODD=LINTAPE 

Figure 74. Example 3: Creating Backup of SYSTEM and LINVOL 

Scratching Utility Data Sets 

After the new operating system is generated, SYS1.0NE, SYS1.TiO, SYS1.THREE, 
and SYS1.FOUR should be scratched and uncataloged. The job stream and 
SYS1.0BJECT should be saved. Figure 75 shows a listing of the input deck used 
for scratching and uncataloging the three sequential data sets. The magnetic 
tape that contains the job stream can be removed from unit 190 and stored in 
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the tape library. SYS1.MOD remains in the new system-residence volume (SYSTEM) 
to be used later in this example. The IEFBR14 program is executed under control 
of the generating system. 

//SCRATCH JOB 
//STEPO EXEC 
//SYSPRINT DD 
//SYSUT1 DD 
//SYSOT2 DD 
//SYSUT3 DD 
//SYSOT4 DD 

ftSGLEVEL=l -SCRATCH DECK
PGM=IEFBR14 
SYSOUT=A 
DSNA!E=SYS1.0NE,DISP=(OLD,DEtETE) 
DSNA!E=SYS1.TWO,DISP=(OtD,DELETE) 
DSNA!E=SYS1.THREE,DISP=(OLD,DEtETE) 
DSNA!E=SYS1.FOUR,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) 

Figure 75. Example 3: Scratching utility Data Sets 
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Program Options Descriptions 

The descriptions of the control program options are provided in this chapter 
and arranged alphabetically. Each description contains a brief summary of 
the option's function, shows how to specify the particular option at system 
generation time, and provides a list of publications where further information 
can be found. 
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You can select various control program options to be included in your new 
system during system generation. What you select depends on the type of control 
program you plan to use, the amount of main storage available, and the types 
of job processing that will be done at your installation. 

Additional Pairs of Transient Areas 

Optional For: MVT (including M65MP) systems. 

One pair of supervisor (SVC) transient areas is always provided in an MVT 
system; additional pairs may be added. When a nonresident SVC routine is 
required during job execution, it is loaded into an available transient area. 
If no transient areas are available, then the task requiring the routine is 
placed in a wait state until one becomes available. 

Where to Find Information 

The information necessary to use the facility discussed above can be found 
in: 

• Storage requirements -- OS storage Estimates 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to have additional pairs of transient areas 
included: 

CTRLPROG ••• ,ADDTRAN=number of pairs 

Alternate Path Retry (APR) 

standard For: M65MP systems 

Optional For: MFT and MVT systems 

The alternate path retry (APR) option allows an IIO operation that has developed 
an error on one channel path to a device to be retried on another channel path 
to the same device. This can be done only if another' channel path has been 
assigned to the device performing the IIO operation. APR also provides the 
capability to vary a path to a device online or offline by use of the VARY 
command. The VARY PATH is a standard function of APR. 

APR can handle: 

• Up to four paths to one device. 
• Two paths to a CPU for a multiprocessing system. 
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APR performs its function usefully only in a system that has the channel-check 
handler (CCH) and alternate paths to at least some of the'I/O devices. 

How to Use 

The operation of the selective retry function of APR, in conjunction with the 
I/O supervisor, does not depend on anything you do. The operator can initiate 
the VARY path function by entering the VARY PATH command in the input stream 
or at the console. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about APR can be found in: 

• storage requirements -- os Storage Estimates 

• How to enter commands -- OS Operator's Procedures, OS Operator's Reference 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to include alternate path retry (APR) in MFT 
and MVT systems: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,OPTIONS=(APR) 

For APR to be able to determine whether a device has an alternate path in an 
M65MP system, the following code should be specified for magnetic tape drives 
and 2314 drives. No other devices need this additional code. 

For magnetic tape drives: 

IOCONTRL ••• ,FEATURE=(ALTCTRL) 

For 2314 drives: 

IODEVICE ••• ,FEATURE=(ALTCTRL) 

Note: If none of the I/O RMS options (APR, DDR, CCH) are chosen, IGF201 (the 
I/O RMS communications area) appears as an unresolved symbol. 

Attach Function 

without Subtasking Standard For: MFT systems 

With Subtasking Standard For: MVT (including M65MP) systems 

With Subtasking Optional For: MFT systems 

There are two versions of the ATTACH function -- with and without the subtasking 
capability. One of these versions is always part of every control program. 
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The ATTACH function without the subtasking capability passes control to another 
load module; when the requested load module terminates, control is returned 
to the program that issued the ATTACH macro instruction. 

The ATTACH function with the subtasking capability creates subtasks~ so that 
the issuing program and the program requested in the ATTACH macro instruction 
compete for system resources. 

How to Use 

MFT systems can have either form of the ATTACH function. The version without 
subtasking is standard, and the version with subtasking can be specified. 
This ATTACH function allows more than one task to be executed within one 
partition. 

MVT systems have the ATTACH function with subtasking as a standard part of 
the control program. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about the ATTACH function can be found in: 

• Storage requirements -- OS Storage Estimates 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to specify the ATTACH function with the 
subtasking capability for MFT systems: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,OPTIONS=(ATTACH) 

MVT systems always have the ATTACH function with the subtasking capability; 
this is standard and should not be specified. 

Attach Function Made Resident 

Standard For: MVT (including M65MP) systems 

Optional For: MFT systems 

The routines that make up the ATTACH function can be made resident in main 
storage as part of the nucleus. If this function is not resident, every time 
an ATTACH macro instruction is issued the ATTACH routines are brought into 
the supervisor transient area. Making the ATTACH routines resident can be 
specified for MFT systems. It is always included as a standard feature in 
MVT and M65MP systems, and the storage required is included in the basic fixed
main-storage requirements for those systems. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about how the ATTACH function routines is made resident 
can be found in: 

• Storage requirements -- OS Storage Estimates 
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What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to make the ATTACH routines resident for "FT 
systems: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,RESIDNT=(ATTACH) 

Basic Direct Access Method (BDAM) 

standard For: "VT (including M65MP) systems 

Optional For: "FT systems 

The basic direct access method (BDAM) can be included in the new operating 
system. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about BDA" can be found in: 

• storage requirements -- OS Storage Estimates 

• How to use the ClRB macro instruction -- OS "FT Guide, os MVT Guide 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to have BDAM included in new "FT systems: 

DATAMGT ACSMETH= (BDA", 

If the CIRB macro instruction is going to be used in an MVT system, then code: 

MACLIB 

BLDL Table Made Resident 

Optional For: All systems 

Any or all of the SYS1.LINKLIB or SYS1.SVCLIB directory entries can be made 
resident in fixed main storage. No List is supplied for SYS1.SVCLlB. If you 
want a list for SYS1.SVCLIB, you must specify the operator communication option 
in the SUPRVSOR macro. You can modify this list to fit your requirements. 
If you create your own list, the operator communication option in the SUPRVSOR 
macro instruction must be specified so that your list can be brought in during 
system initialization. 
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How to Use 

The standard list of SYS1.LINKLIB directory entries, IEABLDOO, can'be made 
resident. This BLDL list has nine entries. If you plan to use your own BLDL 
list or a list for SYS1.SVCLIB, the operator communication option must be 
specified at system generation time in the OPTIONS parameter of the SUPRVSOR 
macro instruction. This causes the 'SPECIFY SISTEK PARAKETERS' message 
(IEA101A) to be printed during execution of NIP and provides the operator with 
the opportunity to specify a BLDL list other than the standard one to be used 
during the loading of the nucleus. 

Where to Find Information 

The information necessary to use the BLDL table can be found in: 

• Storage requirements -- as storage Estimates 

• SYS1.LINKLIB -- as System Generation 

• standard BLDL table -- as storage Estimates 

• Modifying the BLDt table -- as ~FT Guide, .OS KVT Guide 

• Operator communication option -- as System Generation, OS Messages and 
Codes, OS Operator's procedures, OS Operator's Reference 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to make the BLDL table resident: 

S{JPRVSOR ••• ,RESIDNT=(BLDLTAB) 

When you create your own list or a list for SYS1.SVCLIB, this code must be 
used: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,RESIDNT=(BLDLTAB),OPTIONS=(COMM) 

Channel-Check Handler (CCH) 

Optional For: MFT and MVT Systems 

CCH supports the 2860, 2870, 2880, 135, 145, and 155 channels. CCH intercepts 
channel-check co·nditions, performs an analysis of the environment, and 
facilitates recovery from channel-check conditions by allowing for the 
scheduling of device-dependent error recovery procedures by the input/output 
supervisor, which vill determine whether the failing channel operation can 
be retried. If CCH is not present in the system, one of the other recovery 
management facilities receives control and vrites an error record for the 
channel failure. In this case, the error causes system termination. 

How to Use 

This feature is optional in the S/360 Models 65, 75, and 91 if the models are 
specified in the CENPROCS macro instruction. 

It is automatically included in the S/360 Models 85 and 195 and S/310 Models 
135, 145, 155, 165, and 195 if the models are specified in the CENPROCS macro 
instruction. 
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CCH must be specified for a S/360 Model M65MP if the model is specified in 
the CENPROCS macro instruction. 

Where to Find Information 

The information necessary to use the channel-check handler can be found in: 

• storage requirements -- os storage Estimates 

• Operator action -- os Operator's Reference 

• Channel-check record processing -- os utilities 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to specify this option for the Models 65, M65MP, 
75, and 91: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,OPTIONS=CCH 

Checkpoint/Restart 

Optional For: All systems 

Checkpoint/restart expands the use of the restart capabilities that are provided 
by the RD parameter of the JOB and EXEC statements. The RD parameter permits 
execution of jobs to be restarted automatically at a job step after abnormal 
termination occurs. 

Checkpoint/restart enables you to write checkpoint macro instructions (CHKPT) 
at various points in your program to record job status information. Then when 
an ABEND occurs, your program can be restarted automatically at the last of 
these points, or restart can be deferred until a later time, when the job can 
be resubmitted and the RESTART parameter in the JOB statement used. The RD 
parameter can also be used to partially or totally suppress checkpoint/restart. 

The following restrictions apply to the establishment of a checkpoint by the 
CHKPT macro instruction. 

• When the checkpoint is established, the job step must comprise a single 
task. The job step task must be the only task when the job step is 
restarted. 

• A checkpoint cannot be established by an exit routine that returns control 
to the control program. 

• If a STIMER or WTOR macro instruction has been issued, a checkpoint cannot 
be established before the time interval is completed or the operator's 
reply is received. 

• In an MVT system with rollout/rollin, a checkpoint cannot be established 
when the job step has been allocated storage from outside its region. 

How to Use 

To use checkpoint/restart, you must indicate that you plan to use it at system 
generation time in the RESIDNT parameter of the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. 
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The basic modules required from the SVC 1ibrary (SYSl.SVCLIB) for checkpoint/ 
restart will then be loaded automatically at NIP time. In the program that 
contains CHKPT macro instructions, a checkpoint data set and work area must be 
defined. The checkpoint/restart cataloged procedure (IEFREINT) must be included 
in SYSl.PROCLIB either before or after system generation. 

Additional modules from the SVC library will be required if chained scheduling 
or track overflow are going to be used. You can obtain the additional modules 
by constructing your own access method option list (IEAIGGxx) and include it 
in the parameter library (SYS1.PARKLIB). To use your own access method list, 
you must specify the operator communication option at system generation time 
in the OPTIONS parameter of the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. This causes the 
'SPECIFY SYSTEK PARA!ETERS' message (IEA101A) to be printed during NIP and 
provides the operator with the opportunity to specify an access method option 
list other than the standard one to be used during the loading of the nucleus. 

Where to. Find Information 

Further information about checkpoint/restart can be found in: 

• Detailed information -- OS Advanced Checkpoint/Restart 

• RD parameter -- OS Job Control Language Reference 

• Checkpoint macro instruction -- OS Supervisor Services and !acro 
Instructions 

• RESTART parameter -- OS Job Control Language Reference 

• SUPRVSOR macro instruction -- OS System Generation 

• Access method option list -- OS KFT Guide, OS "VT Guide 

• Storage requirements OS Storage Estimates 

• !essages -- OS Kessages and Codes 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to make it possible for you to use 
checkpoint/restart in your system: 

For KFT systems: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,RESIDNT=(ACSKETH) 

For !VT or K65KP systems: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,RESIDNT=(RENTCODE) 

If your list has been built and added to SYS1.PARKLIB: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,RESIDNT= (lCSKETH ),OPTIONS=(COBK) 
RENTCODE 

To modify the standard list of ABEND codes that are eligible for automatic 
restart, or to add ABEND codes and make them eligible, use: 

CKPTREST 
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Consoles - Alternate and Composite Console Options 

optional For: All systems 

One primary console must always be specified for any operating system except 
the M65MP system. M65MP must have two primary consoles specified except when 
the multiple console support (MCS) option is specified. (See the description 
in "Consoles - Hultip Ie Console Support (MCS). tI) One alternate console can 
be specified, or two for the M65MP system when MCS is not selected. A composite 
console (such as a card reader and a printer) can be specified as a primary 
or an alternate console. The composite console is considered one console even 
though it may consist of two different physical devices. 

The following guidelines must be used when MCS is not selected: 

• A primary console must be specified in the SCHEDULR macro instruction. 

For M65MP: Two primary consoles must be specified in the SCHEDULR macro 
instruction. 

• A composite console can be used as a primary or an alternate console. 

Por M65MP: No more than two of the total number of consoles specified 
can be composite consoles. 

• When a graphic device is going to be active as a console, a device that 
produces printed output must be specified. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information regarding alternate and composite console options can be 
found in: 

• Storage requirements -- OS Storage Estimates 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to specify consoles and alternate consoles when 
MCS is not specified: 

For MFT or MVT: 

SCHEDtJLR ••• , CONSOLE= {ad dress } 
(I-address,O-address) 

, ALTCONs={address } 
(I-address,O-addres~ 

For M65MP: 

SCHEDULR ••• ,CONSOLE=({addreSs } {' address }) 
(I-address,O-address) ., (I-address,O-address) 

[
, ALTCONS= ({address } {' address })] 

(I-address,O-address) , (I-address,o-address) . 
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Consoles - Multiple Consoles Support (MCS) 

Optional For: MFT and MVT (including M65MP) systems 

If you want two or more consoles active during execution of an MFT or MVT 
system, you must specify the multiple console support (MCS) option in the 
CONOPTS parameter of the SCHEDULR macro instruction. 

How to Use 

One console must be specified in the SCHEDULR macro instruction; it is called 
the "master" console. An alternate console for the master console must be 
specified in the ALTCONS parameter of the SCHEDULR macro instruction. A 
SECONSLE macro instruction must be coded defining the alternate as a secondary 
console. Additional secondary consoles can be defined with SECONSLE macro 
instructions -- up to a maximum of 31 secondary consoles. For all consoles 
for which no alternate console is specified, the master console is automatically 
assigned as the alternate. 

When MCS is specified, the M65MP system requirements are exactly the same as 
for the other Mes systems. However, it is recommended that the console for 
the other CPU be assigned as the alternate for the master console. 

A hard-copy log can be specified either at system generation or by the operator 
during system initialization or execution. A hard-copy log is required when 
there is more than one active console during initialization or execution, or 
when there is an active display console. The hard-copy log can be the system 
log that is contained on SYS1.SYSVLOGX and SYS1.SYSVLOGY, or it can be a console 
with output capability. If the log is required, the system records the operator 
commands, the system commands and responses, and the messages with routing 
codes of 1, 2, 3, 4, 1, 8, and 10 on the hard-copy log. Additional messages 
can be recorded if desired. 

Routing codes and descriptor codes are required for all messages handled by 
a system using MCS. Messages that already exist can be assigned routing codes 
at system generation time or, by default, they will be sent to the master 
console. 

Routing codes are assigned to all new operator messages (iTO and WTOR). They 
designate what function the message is connected with and deter.mine where a 
message is to be sent. A system generation parameter provides the ability 
to supply routing codes to all operator messages that already exist and do 
not have routing codes. 

Each console is assigned one or more routing codes. The routing codes assigned 
to a console are matched to the routing codes assigned to WTO and WTOR messages. 
If there is a match, the message is sent to the console. Some messages, such 
as a message that is broadcast to all active consoles, are not routed by the 
routing code. 

Display areas may be defined for display consoles. Display areas are contiguous 
groups of four or more screen lines which are designated for use by status 
displays. 

Descriptor codes must be specified for all new operator messages. They are 
specified in the WTO or WTOR macro instructions. They designate how a message 
is to be printed or displayed. 

All commands have been arranged by function into four command code groups: 
informational, system control, I/O control, and console control. 
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An exit routine is provided just before the routing codes of a message are 
checked to enable you to supply your own routine to add, delete, or change 
routing and descriptor codes. (See OS ftFT Guide or OS MVT Guide for a 
description of the exit routine.) 

The following guidelines must be used: 

• If HARDCPY=SYSLOG is specified in the SCHEDULR macro instruction during 
system generation, then at IPL time the operator must change the HARDCPY 
parameter to refer to the address of an operator console that has output 
capability. The device should not be the master console. The HARDCPY 
specification can be changed back after the message IEE1q1I has been 
received. (For detailed operating instructions, see OS Operator's 
Reference.) 

• A master console must be specified in the CONSOLE keyword parameter of 
the SCHEDULR macro instruction. 

• An alternate console to the master console must be specified in the ALTCONS 
keyword parameter of the SCHEDULR macro instruction. 

• The alternate for the master console must be defined in the CONSOLE 
parameter of a SECONSLE macro instruction to make it a secondary console. 

• A console with at least printing output capability must be specified as 
the hard-copy log. Although the system log is not a console, and does 
not directly produce printed output, it can be used. 

• A record of the operator commands, system commands and responses, and 
routing codes 1, 2, 3, q, 7, 8, and 10 should be maintained. 

• Up to 31 secondary consoles can be specified with SECONSLE macro 
instructions. They can all have alternate consoles specified. If no 
alternate is defined, then the master console automatically becomes the 
alternate. 

• A 2250 display unit can be specified as a master, secondary, or alternate 
console. A display console with input and output capability (a full 
capability console) can be specified as a master, secondary, or alternate 
console. A display console with no input capability (an output only 
console) or limited light pen input capability (a limited capability 
console) should not be specified as a master or alternate console. 

• A 2260 display station can be specified as a master, secondary, ·or alternate 
console. It may also be designated as an output-only console for display 
of either general messages or status displays. 

• One or more display areas may be defined for each display console in the 
system. 

• Any number of the consoles can be composite consoles. 

• Routing and descriptor codes are assigned to all new operator messages 
that are written. 
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Where to Find Information 

Further information about MCS can be found in: 

• SCHEDULR and SECONSLE macro instructions -- OS System Generation 

• Hard-copy log OS Operator's Reference, OS System Generation 

• System log -- OS Operator's Reference, OS System Generation 

• Operator commands -- OS Operator's Reference 

• Display (CRT) consoles -- OS Operator's Guide for Display Consoles 

• Messages -- OS Messages and Codes 

• Routing codes -- OS Messages and Codes, OS Supervisor Services and Macro 
Instructions, OS Operator's Reference 

• Descriptor codes -- OS Messages and Codes, OS Supervisor Services and Macro 
Instructions, OS Operator's Reference 

• Master, secondary, and alternate consoles -- OS Operator's Reference, OS 
System Generation 

• Storage requirements -- OS storage Estimates 

• iTO and WTOR macro instructions -- OS Supervisor Services and Macro 
Instructions 

• Command code group -- OS Operator's Reference 

• SYS1.SYSVLOGX and SYS1.SYSVLOGY -- OS System Generation 

• User exit routine -- os MFT Guide, OS MVT Guide 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to specify the master, the secondary, and the 
alternate consoles: 

SCHEDULR ••• ,CONSOLE={address } 
'(I-address,O-address) 

,ALTCONs={address } 

CONOPTS= 

(I-address,O-address) 

(MCSj , NOEXIT}) 
lEX IT 

[
ROUTCDE= {1 }] 

(routing code(,routing code] ••• ) 

[OLDWTOR= (routing coder ,routing code] ••• ) ] 

HARDCPY=({SYSLOG } 
address 

{
,ALL } 
, (routing code(,routing code] ••• ) 

{
,NOCMDS}{,INCMDS} 
,CMDS ,STCMDS 

( AREA= (nn[ , nne •• ]) ] 
[ OPSTRAN=nn ] 
[ PFK=nn ] 
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SECONSLE CONSOLE={addreSs } 
O-address r,USE={SD}] 

(I-address,o-addre:;) 

,ALTCONs={addreSs } 
O-address 
(I-address,O-address) 

[
ROU'TCDE={ALL }] 

(routing code[,routing code] ••• ) 

[VALDCMD=(command code[,command code] ••• )] 
[AREA= (nn[ ,nn ••• ]) ] 
[OPSTRAN=nn] 
(PFK=nn] 

Conversational Remote Job Entry (CRJE) 

Optional For: KFT and KVT (including M65MP) systems. 

Conversational remote job entry (CRJE) provides remote access to the operating 
system from printer-keyboard terminals. Authorized terminal users can 
conversationally prepare and update programs and data, submit them for OS 
background processing, and receive the output either at the central installation 
or at the remote terminal. 

How to Use 

Conversational remote job entry (CRJE) requires the basic telecommunication 
access method (BTAH) routines. Background execution of CRJE-submitted jobs 
is accomplished concurrently with normal batch processing under the supervision 
of the OS job management routines. The valid CRJE terminal user is one that 
has been defined in the system at CRJE assembly time in the CRJEUSER macro 
instruction or has been added to the system by the central operator using the 
USERID central command. 

The terminal user can insert, replace, delete, or change information to be 
submitted in jobs by using the CRJE data set updating facilities. He can have 
PL/I or FORTRAN source statements checked for syntax errors before submitting 
the job. The syntax checking program(s) are included at system generation 
time by the CHECKER macro instruction. 

The terminal user can inquire about the status of the system or remotely 
submitted jobs. There is also a message facility for two-way communication 
between terminal users, and between terminal users and the central operator. 

CRJE is specified at system generation time in order to have the necessary 
modules included in the system. After generation, you must create the specific 
CRJE system required for your installation. There are three macro instructions 
available for this job -- CRJELINE, CRJETABL, and CRJEUSER. You set up a job 
that includes the CRJE macro instructions necessary to specify your system; 
you may include your own routines. The assembler translates these macro 
instructions and creates the required modules. The linkage editor incorporates 
the modules into the operating system. 

SYS1.KACLIB must be in the operating system so that the assembler can expand 
the macro instructions. SYS1.TELCMLIB must be in the system to hold some of 
the CRJE load modules as well as the telecommunication subroutines. Enough 
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system queue space must be specified in the CTRLPROG macro instruction during 
system generation to handle the necessary CRJE space requirements. 

where to Find Information 

Further information about CRJE can be found in: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Kachine requirements -- OS CRJE system Programmer's Guide 

Generating the CRJEsystem -- os CRJE System Programmer's Guide 

CRJE facilities -- os CRJE System Programmer's Guide 

BTAK information -- os CRJE System Programmer's Guide 

System queue space -- os CRJE System Programmer's Guide~ os Storage 
Estimates 

CRJE macro instructions -- as CRJE System Programmer's Guide 

System generation macro instructions -- OS System Generation 

Specifying system data sets -- OS System Generation 

Storage requirements -- as CRJE System Programmer's Guide, OS Storage 
Estimates 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following system data sets and options must be specified: 

SYS1.KACLIB 
SYS1.PROCJ..IB 
SYS1.TELCKLIB 
An Assembler 
A Linkage Editor 

The following code is required to support CRJE: 

DATAKGT lCSKETH=BT18 

IOCONTRL One for each telecommunications control unit. 

IODEVICE One for each telecommunications line. 

SCHEDULR ••• ,OPTIONS=CRJE, ••• 

PROCLIB 

For KFT: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,OPTIONS=lTT1CH 

To include syntax checking: 

CHECKER 
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Decimal Simulation Option for Model 91 

Optional For: MVT systems 

The decimal simulation option provides the Model 91 with the ability to handle 
decimal arithmetic instructions; the Model 91 is not equipped with decimal 
arithmetic instruction circuitry. This option requires both a long execution 
time and that the CPU not be operational during the simulation. The universal 
instruction set, which is standard for the Model 91, includes only the EDIT 
and EDKK decimal instructions; any other decimal instruction is simulated. 
This option should be specified if COBOL, PL/I, or RPG is to be included in 
the system, or if decimal arithmetic instructions are to be used in assembler 
language. 

Where To Find Information 

Further information about the decimal simulation option can be found in: 

• Storage requirements -- OS Storage Estimates 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to specify this option: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,OPTIONS=(DECSIM) 

Although the universal instruction set is assumed, it can be specifed by: 

CENPROCS ••• ,INSTSE't=UNIV 

Direct-Access Volume Serial Number Verification 

Optional For: All systems 

You can add direct-access volume serial number verification to your new system. 
If you do, the volume serial number of a direct-access device is checked after 
an unsolicited device-end interrupt condition has been corrected and the volume 
has been put back online again. 

How to Use 

When an unsolicited device-end interrupt is received from a direct-access 
device, the I/O supervisor (rOS) ensures that the volume serial number of the 
mounted volume agrees with the volume serial in the unit control block (UCB). 

The code to do the checking is included at system generation time unless NODAV 
is specified in the OPTIONS keyword parameter of the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. 
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Where to Find Information 

Further information about direct-access volume serial number verification can 
be found in: 

• storage requirements -- os storage Estimates 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to delete this option: 

SUPRVSOR ••• , OPTIONS= (NODAV) 

Note: If OPTIONS=DDR is specified, this option is automatically included, 
so that if OPTIONS=NOOAV is coded, it is ignored. 

Dynamic Device Reconfiguration (DDR) 

Standard For: M65MP systems 

Optional For: MFT and MVT systems 

The dynamic device reconfiguration option allows a demountable volume to be 
moved from one device to another and repositioned if necessary without 
abnormally terminating the job or redoing IPt. A request to move a volume 
may be initiated by either the system or the operator. 

How to Use 

The outboard recorder routine of the I/O Supervisor transfers control to the 
DDR routines when a permanent I/O error occurs. These routines then determine 
if it is possible to correct the error by moving a volume to another device. 
If it is, the system requests a volume swap by issuing a message to the 
operator. The operator must answer this message. 

Sometimes the operator will determine that volumes need to be swapped. He 
can initiate this action by entering a SWAP command. 

The DOR routines will be used if: 

• DDR, DDRSYS, or DDRNSt has been specified in the OPTIONS keyword parameter 
of the SUPRVSOR macro instruction during system generation. 

• The device that has a permanent I/O error is a 2311, 2314, 2321, 3330, 
any 2400 or 3400 series magnetic tape drive, a card reader, a printer, 
or a card punch. No teleprocessing devices are supported. Any volume 
on a device for which shared DASD has been specified can only be demounted 
and remounted on the same device. The DDR routines can be used for the 
unit record devices only if the operator issues the request by means of 
the SWAP command when intervention is required. 

• The type of permanent I/O error is supported. The ones that are not 
supported are: wrong length record, no record found, unit exception, 
program check, protection check, IOB intercept condition, backing to load 
point, or a permanent I/O error caused by the channel program. 
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Notes: 

• You should not code specific unit addresses in programs that will be 
processed on a system that has DDR. 

• The direct-access serial number verification routines must be in the system 
that has the DDR routines. 

For FETCH: When I/O errors occur while the FETCH routines are addressing the 
SVCLIB, the DDR system-residence routines receive control, and, if possible, 
request a swap. For this to occur, OPTIONS=DDRSYS must be specified in the 
SUPRVSOR macro instruction and the conditions listed above must exist. 

For DDR System-Residence Routines: When these routines are specified in the 
OPTIONS keyword parameter of the SUPRVSOR macro instruction, another keyword 
parameter, ALTSYS, must also be specified. 

If high availability is important to the installation, a duplicate system
residence volume is advisable. However, to use such a volume, writing on any 
part of the system-residence volume other than SYS1.LOGREC would have to be 
prohibited. 

The system-residence device specified during system generation can be changed 
at IPL time by the operator. OPTIONS=COMM must be specified in the SUPRVSOR 
macro instruction during system generation to make this change possible. 

For Nonstandard Labels: If you want DDR and have nonstandard magnetic tape 
labels, OPTIONS=DDRNSL must be specified. A nonstandard label routine with 
the name NSLREPOS must be supplied. This routine can either be added during 
system generation using the SVCLIB macro instruction, or be link-edited into 
SVCLIB after the system generation process is completed. 

For DDR When EXCP is Used: When the EXCP macro instruction is used to address 
magnetic tape drives in a program that runs under a system with DDR, REPOS=Y 
or N must be coded in the DCB macro instruction to indicate whether an accurate 
block count is being maintained. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about DDR can be found in: 

• SWAP command -- OS Operator's Reference 

• System generation macro instruction -- OS System Generation 

• Nonstandard label routine -- OS Tape Labels 

• Shared DASD devices -- OS System generation 

• EICP macro instruction OS Data Management for System Programmers 

• Storage requirements -- OS Storage Estimates 
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What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to specify that the dynamic device 
reconfiguration (DDR) routines are to be included in MFT and MVT systems: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,OPTIONS=(DDR) 

When this option is specified, the direct-access volume serial number 
verification (DAV) is automatically included. If OPTIONS=NODAV is coded, it 
is ignored. 

To include the DDR routines to handle system-residence volumes: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,OPTIONS=(DDRSYS), 
ALTSYS=address 

To include the DDR routines to handle magnetic tape volumes with nonstandard 
labels: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,OPTIONS=(DDRNSL) 

To change the system-residence device address at IPt: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,OPTIONS=(COMM) 

Note: If none of the 1/0 RMS options (APAR, DDR, CCH) are chosen, IGF201 (the 
I/O RMS communication area) appears as an unresolved symbol. 

Extract Function Made Resident 

Standard For: MVT (including M65MP) systems 

Optional For: MFT systems 

The routines that make up the EXTRACT function can be made resident in main 
storage as a part of the nucleus. If this function is not resident, every 
time an EXTRACT macro instruction is issued, the routines are brought into 
the supervisor transient area. 

The EXTRACT function that is included in an MFT system with subtasking is the 
same as the EXTRACT function in an MVT system. 

The EXTRACT macro instruction provides your program with information contained 
in specified fields of the task control block (TCB) of either the task that 
issued the macro instruction or, in a multiprogramming environment, one of 
its subtasks. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about how the extract function is made resident can be 
found in: 

• Use of EXTRACT -- OS MFT Guide, OS MVT Guide, OS Data Management Services 
Guide 

• EXTRACT macro instruction -- OS Supervisor Services and Macro Instructions 

• Storage requirements -- OS Storage Estimates 
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What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to make the EXTRACT routines resident for MFT 
systems: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,RESIDNT=(EXTRACT) 

Graphic Programming Services 

Optional For: All systems 

The graphic programming services control graphic input and output and a set 
of problem-oriented routines that are used as building blocks in the 
construction of graphic processing programs. The graphic subroutine package 
(GSP) allows the FORTRAN IV or PL/I F programmer to use the graphic programming 
services. 

How to Use 

The problem-oriented routines generate graphic instructions for displaying 
various images and alphameric information on the 2250 display unit. These 
routines function as part of the problem program and are reached by a CALL 
or LINK macro instruction. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about graphic programming services can be found in: 

• Storage requirements -- as Storage Estimates 

• Detailed information -- OS GPS for IBM 2250 Display Unit, OS GPS for IBM 
2260 Display Station (Local Attachment , OS GPS for IBM 2280 and 2282 
Dl.sp ay Unl.ts 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required for this option: 

GRAPHICS PORRTNS=INCLUDE,GSP=INCLUDE 

Identify Function Made Resident 

Standard For: MVT (including M65MP) systems 

Optional For: MFT systems 

The routines that make up the IDENTIFY function can be made resident in main 
storage as a part of the nucleus. If these routines are not resident, every 
time an IDENTIFY macro instruction is issued, the routines are brought into 
the supervisor transient area. If the IDENTIFY module is resident, performance 
improves, but the amount of required fixed main storage increases. 
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How to Use 

The IDENTIFY macro instruction is used to inform the supervisor of an embedded 
entry point within a load module. 

After the IDENTIFY macro instruction has been executed, the entry point can 
be referred to by an ATTACH, LINK, ICTL, or LOAD macro instruction. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information on how the identity function is made resident can be found 
in: 

• IDENTIFY macro instruction -- OS Supervisor Services and ftacro Instructions 

• storage requirements -- OS Storage Estimates 

What to Coda When Generating a System 

The following code is required to specify the option for ftFT: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,RESIDNT=(IDENTIFY) 

Indexed Sequential Access Method (ISAM) 

optional For: All systems 

The indexed sequential access method can be included in the new system so that 
tasks can use the basic indexed sequential access method (BISAft) or the queued 
indexed sequential access method (QISAK). 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about IS1K can be found in: 

• storage requirements -- OS storage Estimates 

• How to use CIRB macro instruction -- OS KFT Guide, OS KVT Guide 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to include ISAM in the new system: 

D1TAKGT lCSMETH= (ISAM) 

If CIRB is desired in an MVT system: 

KACLIB 
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Job Step Timing 

Optional For: All systems 

Each job step can be timed and the time limits enforced. The amount of time 
used is recorded after a job step is finished. In addition, the following 
are included in this option: the ability to request the date plus the time 
of day, to change the time at midnight, and to request, check, and cancel 
intervals of time. (See the description of "Timing Options" later in this 
section. ) 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about job-step timing can be found in: 

• Amount of storage required -- OS Storage Estimates 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to specify this option: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,TIMER=JOBSTEP 

Main Storage Hierarchy Support 

Optional For: All systems 

Main storage hierarchy support provides selective access to either processor 
storage or the IBM 2361 Core storage. 

How to Use 

Main storage is divided into two blocks known as hierarchies; hierarchy 0 is 
assigned to processor storage and hierarchy 1 to the 2361. To use hierarchies, 
program controlled interrupt (PCI) must always be specified. (See the 
description of "Program Controlled Interrupt (PCI) FETCH" later in this 
section. ) 

For MFT systems, if there is not a 2361 unit on the system, any references 
to hierarchy 1 will have to be redefined at IPL time. Hierarchies for 
partitions in MFT are defined in the PARTITNS system generation macro 
instruction. 

For MVT systems, the hierarchy structure is maintained even though there may 
not be a 2361 unit on the system. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about main storage hierarchy support can be found in: 

• storage requirements -- OS storage Estimates 

• Detailed information -- Introduction to Main Storage Hierarchy Support 
for IBM 2361, Mod 1 and 2 under os 
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What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to have this option included in the new system: 

For MVT: 

CTRLPROG ••• ,HIARCHY=INCLUDE 

For MFT: 

CTRLPROG ••• ,HIARCHY=INCLUDE,FETCH=PCI 

PARTITNS (oper and[ , operand] ••• ) 

PL/I F Shared Library Feature 

Optional For: MFT or MVT (including M65MP) systems 

This feature permits you to create a resident load module that contains common 
routines and makes this load module accessible from all partitions or regions. 
These often-used modules would otherwise be link-edited into the compiler 
output module in each program that uses them. with this feature, they are 
made into a separate resident module available to any program. 

This feature can be used only with an operating system that is of Release 18 
level or later. 

How to Use 

The modules that are to be placed in the resident load module are specified 
in the parameters for the .PL 1LIB macro instruction at system generation time. 
The load module is created at system generation and is placed in SYS1.LINKLIB 
with the member name of IHELTVA. You must construct a reentrant list (IEAIGGnn) 
with the member IHELTVA in it. The list is placed in SYS1.PARMLIB before IPL 
time. At IPL time, the message (IEA101A) 'SPECIFY SYSTEM PARAMETERS' is typed 
out. The operator must reply RAM=nn, where nn represents the two digits used 
when the list name was created. This will cause the PL/I shared library module 
to be included in the resident portion of main storage. 

COMM must be specified in the OPTIONS parameter and RENTCODE must be specified 
in the RESIDNT parameter of the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about the PL/I shared library feature can be found in: 

• PL1LIB and SUPRVSOR macro instructions -- OS System Generation 

• Shared library -- OS PL/t (F) Programmer's Guide 

• List creation -- as MFT Guide, os MVT Guide 

• Messages -- OS Messages and Codes 
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• storage requirements os Storage Estimates 

• Operating procedures os Operator's Procedures, OS operator's Reference 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to specify this option: 

SUPRVSOR 

PL1LIB 

RESIDNT=RENTCODE, 
OPTIONS=COP.lPJ 

PJODES=( NOTK (,REAL)(,CP.lPI) 
TASK 

( STORG= (operand( ,operand) ••• ) ) 
[CONVS= (operand( ,operand] ••• ) ] 
[ STRGS= (operand[ ,operand] ••• ) ] 
( ARRAY= (operand[ , operand ] ••• ) ) 
[ P.lATHS= (0 perand[ , operand) ••• ) ) 
[STRIO=(operand(,operand] ••• ) ) 
[ RECIO= (operand[ , operand] ••• ) ] 

Program Controlled Interrupt (PCI) 

optional For: MFT 

Program controlled interrupt (PCI) permits the program to cause an I/O 
interruption during execution of an I/O operation. PCI provides a means of 
alerting the program of the progress of chaining during an I/O operation. 
It also permits programmed dynamic main-storage allocation. 

PCI fetch is able to bring a program into main storage with only one Seek of 
the disk if: 

• A buffer is always available for relocation dictionaries. 

• No errors occur during the I/O operation. 

• No cylinders are crossed while bringing in the program. 

• The speed of the central processing unit allows PCI to modify the 
channel command word before it reaches the channel. 

An additional WAIT and seek are required each time a buffer is not available. 
A seek is required each time an error occurs or a cylinder is crossed. If 
the speed of the central processing unit does not allow PCI to perform its 
function in time, the number of seeks needed by the standard fetch are required. 
If HIARCHY=INCLUDE is specified in the CTRLPROG macro, then PCI is automatically 
included. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about PCI can be found in: 

• Storage requirements -- OS Storage Estimates 
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What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required in order to specify this option: 

CTRLPROG ••• ,FETCH=PCI 

Reenterahle Load Modules Made Resident 

Optional For: All systems 

Reenterable load modules from the SYS1.LINKLIB and SYS1.SVCLIB can be made 
resident. MFT systems can have only user-written load modules and the loader 
program modules from LINKLIB made resident in the reenterable load module area; 
MVT and M65MP systems can have modules from either or both libraries made 
resident in the link pack area. 

How to Use 

There are standard lists that are used during IPL to place the load modules 
from the libraries into the fixed portion of main storage: IEAIGGOO for 
SYS1.LINKLIB and IEARSVOO for SYS1.SVCLIB. If the user wishes to create his 
own list, then the operator communication option (OPTIONS=COMM) must be 
specified in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. This causes the message (IEA101A) 
to print out 'SPECIFY SYSTEM PARAMETERS'. Then the operator provides the 
unique identification for the list. The reenterable load modules pointed to 
by the list are loaded into main storage at IPL time. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about reenter able load modules being made resident can 
be found in: 

• Storage requirements -- OS Storage Estimates 

• Standard list -- OS Storage Estimates, OS MFT Guide, OS MVT Guide 

• Operator communication option -- OS System Generation 

• Messages -- OS Messages and Codes 

• Operator action -- OS Messages and Codes, OS Operator's Procedures, as 
Operator's Reference 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following coding is required to specify the option: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,RESIDNT=(RENTCODE) 

If the operator communication option is required, the following coding is 
required: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,RESIDNT=(RENTCODE) ,OPTIONS=(COMM) 
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Remote Job Entry (RJE) 

Optional For: All systems 

The remote job entry (RJE) facility provides a method of entering jobs from 
remote work stations into the job stream. Once the jobs have been entered, 
execution proceeds under the supervision of the operating system. Any output 
data sets created by a remotely submitted job that the terminal user wants 
returned are placed in a separate output class and then sent to him. 

How to Use 

The RJE facility operates under the operating system on a computer-based 
telecommunications system; it requires the basic telecommunications access 
method (BTAH) routines. RJE is specified at system generation time in order 
to have the necessary modules included in the system. 

After generation you must create the specific RJE system required for your 
installation. There are four macro instructions available for this job -
RJETERM, RJELINE, RJEUSER, and RJETABL. You must set up a job that includes 
the RJE macro instructions necessary to specify your system; you may include 
your own routines. The assembler translates these macro instructions and 
creates the required modules. The linkage editor incorporates the modules 
into the operating system. SYS1.KACLIB must be in the operating system so 
that the assembler can expand the macro instructions. SYS1.TELCMLIB must be 
present in the operating system also to hold some of the RJE load modules as 
well as the telecommunications subroutines. 

Enough system write-to-operator (WTO) buffers must be specified in the iTOBPRS 
parameter of the SCHEDULR macro instruction during system generation so that 
an RJE task will not have to wait to display a message. If a wait occurs, 
a work station timeout could result. A recommended value for the number of 
buffers is twice the number of telecommunications lines in the system. 

Where to Pind Information 

Further information about RJE can be found in: 

• Machine requirements -- OS RJE 

• RJE macro instructions -- OS RJE 

• System generation macro instructions -- OS System Generation 

• Specifying system data sets -- OS System Generation 

• Storage requirements -- OS RJE, OS Storage Estimates 

What to Code When Generatinq a System 

The following system data sets and options must be specified: 

SYS1.MACLIB 
SYS1.PROCLIB 
SYS1.TELCKLIB 
An assembler 
A linkage editor 
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The following code is required to support RJE: 

DATAKGT ACSKETH=(BTAK,BDAK) 

IOCONTROL One for each telecommunications control unit. 

IODEVICE -- One for each telecommunications line. 

PROCLIB 

SCHEDULR ••• ,OPTIONS=(RJE) ,WTOBPRS=number 

Resident Access Method Routines 

Optional For: MFT systems 

Reenterable access method load modules can be made resident from the 
SIS1.SVCL1B. Modules 1GG019FN, IGG019FP, and IGG019C4 should be made resident 
if you are using the search direct option. When these modules are resident, 
performance is improved and required region size is decreased. 

How to Use 

The standard list, 1EA1GGOO, contains the names of the access-method routines 
that are to be loaded and made resident by IPL. If you want to create your 
own list to load certain modules, then the operator communication option 
(OPT10NS=COMMl must be specified in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. Then at 
1PL time the message (IEA101A) will print out 'SPECIFY SISTEK PARAKETERS'. 
The operator answers with the unique identification numbers for your list. 
The access-method routines that are pointed to by this list will then be loaded 
into main storage at IPL time. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about resident access method routines can be found in: 

• Storage requirements -- OS Storage 'Estimates 

• Standard list -- OS Storage Estimates, OS KFT Guide, OS KVT Guide 

• Operator communication option -- OS System Generation 

• Messages -- OS Messages and Codes 

• Operator action -- OS Kessages and Codes, OS Operator's Procedures, OS 
Operator's Reference 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to specify this option: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,RESIDNT=(ACSKETH) 

If the operator communica~ion option is also specified, the coding required 
is: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,RESIDNT=(ACSKETH) ,OPTIONS=(COMK) 
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Rollout/Rollin Option 

Optional For: ftVT {including ft65ftP} systems 

A job step can temporarily expand its specified region. A job step's region 
size can be based on a minimum actual requirement, rather than a maximum one. 

How to Use 

When a job step needs more main storage, an attempt is made to obtain it from 
unassigned storage. If none is available, another job step is rolled out, 
that is, its entire region is transferred to secondary storage, and its storage 
is made available to the first job step. When released by the first job step, 
the additional storage is again available as unassigned storage, if that was 
its source. The additional storage may also be available to receive the rolled
out job step, which is transferred back into main storage (rolled in). Through 
job control you specify jobs eligible to be rolled out or to cause rollout. 
Exits are provided at key decision points where installation-written routines 
can be added to expand, redirect, or limit, the feature's operation. 

The data set SYS1.ROLLOUT must be cataloged in the new system before IPL. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about the rollout/rollin option can be found in: 

• storage requirements -- os Storage Estimates 

• Exit routines -- os ftFT Guide, os ftVT Guide 

• SYS1ROLLOUT -- OS System Generation. 

• Job control statements -- OS Job Control Language Reference 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to specify this option: 

CTRLPROG ••• ,OPTIONS=(ROLLOUT) 

Shared DASD 

optional For: All systems 

Two central processing units can access the same direct-access device 
concurrently. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about shared DASD can be found in: 

• General information -- os KVT Guide 
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• Amount of storage required -- OS Storage Estimates 

• Operator information -- OS Operator's Reference 

• Functions, operating environment, and volume acceptability -- OS Data 
Management for System Programmers 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to specify this option: 

••• ,FEATURE=SHARED Either -- IOCONTRL 
Or -- IODEVICE ••• ,FEATURE=SHARED (For 2314 only) 

SPIE Routines Made Resident 

standard For: MVT (including M65MP) systems 

Optional For: MFT systems 

The set program interruption element (SP!E) function can be made resident. 
If this function is not resident, it is brought into the supervisor transient 
area whenever a SPIE macro instruction is executed. 

The SPIE macro instruction specifies the address of a routine to be used when 
specified program interruptions occur in the task that issued the macro 
instruction. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about SPIE routines being made resident can be found in: 

• Amount of storage required -- OS Storage Estimates 

• SPIE macro instruction -- OS Supervisor Services and Macro Instructions 

What to Code At System Generation Time 

The following code is required in order to specify this option: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,RESIDNT=(SPIE) 
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Storage Protection Option 

Required For: MVT (including M65KP) systems 

Optional For: MFT systems 

When the storage protection option is included in the central processing unit, 
it may be specified. The validity check option is included also, but as a 
standard feature when this option is specified. 

How to Use 

When the storage protection option is specified, the size of each protected 
area must be a multiple of 2,048 bytes. 

The storage protection machine option is a standard feature for models 50 and 
larger, but the storage protection programming option must be specified during 
system generation. For all systems, if the storage protection programming 
option is specified, the validity checking function is included and cannot 
be specified in the system generation coding. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about the storage protection option can be found in: 

• Amount of storage required -- OS storage Estimates 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required in order to specify this option: 

CENPROCS 

SUPRVSOR 

••• ,FEATURE=PROTECT (For Model 40) 

••• ,OPTIONS=(PROTECT) 

System Management Facilities (SMF) 

Optional For: All systems 

The system management facilities (SMF) are a group of routines that collect 
and record data about how the system and the I/O devices were used by the jobs 
and the job steps. For the K65MP systems these routines collect and record 
data about the use of central processing units, channels, and storage, as well 
as Ilo devices. The data that is collected by the SKF routines is put on one 
or two data sets (SYS1.MANX and SYS1.MANY) -- one if magnetic tape is used, 
or two if direct-access devices are used. Six exits are provided, so that 
you can supply your own exit routines to supplement the SftP option. The data 
collected can be recorded on your own or the SKF data sets. 

How to Use 

To use SKP, you must specify the ACCTRTN parameter in the SCHEDULR macro 
instruction and the TIKER parameter in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction at system 
generation time. A definition list (SMFDEFLT) should be placed in the parameter 
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library (SYSI.PARMLIB) before the first IPL. (This list can be put in either 
before or after system generation.) The definitions in the list provide the 
factors that determine which functions SMF will perform and whether any of the 
six exits (IEFUJV, IEFUJI, IEFUSI, IEFACTRT, IEFUTL, IEFUSO) is to be used. 
If you have written one or more routines to supplement SMF, they may be placed 
in SYSI.CISOS before system generation is started. 

The SMF macro instruction (SMPWTK) and the SMF dump routine (IPASMFDP) are 
included automatically at system generation time as part of the SMF routines. 
The macro instruction is used to write your data records onto the SMF data 
sets from the SSP I/O buffer. The dump routine should be used, if the data 
sets are on direct-access devices. to dump the contents to magnetic tape. 
A sample program (TESTEXIT) to test the S8F routines and any of your routines 
is provided in the sample library (SYS1.SAKPLIB) of the starter operating 
system (see the SKF publication for a discussion of the sample program). 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about SMF can be found in: 

• SKP data sets defined -- OS System Generation 

• User exits OS SKF 

• Definition list -- OS SKF 

• SCHEDULR and SUPRVSOR macro instructions -- OS System Generation 

• SMF I/O buffer -- OS Storage Estimates 

• SKF macro instruction (SMPWTK) OS SKP 

• SKP dump program (IPASKPDP) -- OS S8P 

• Parameter library (SYS1.P1RKLIB) -- OS System Generation 

• Sample programs -- OS SMP 

• Specifying SKF -- OS System Generation 

• Storage requirements -- OS Storage Estimates 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to permit you to use the SKP routines in your 
system: 

SCHEDULR •• ,1CCTRTN=SMP 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,TIKER=JOBSTEP 
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Telecommunications Option 

QTAM, TCAM, and BTAM Optional For: All systems 

A telecommunications option can be included in the new system so that tasks 
can use the basic telecommunications access method (BTAM), the queued 
telecommunications access method (QTAM), or the telecommunications access 
method (TCAM). 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about the telecommunications option can be found in: 

• Amount of storage required -- OS Storage Estimates 

• How to use the CIRB macro instruction -- OS MFT Guide, OS MVT Guide 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to have this option in the new system: 

DATAMGT 
DATA MGT 
DATAMGT 
DATAMGT 
DATAMGT 
DATAMGT 
DATAMGT 
TELCMLIB 

ACSMETH=(BTAM) or 
ASCMETH=(QTAM) or 
ACSMETH=(TCAM) or 
ACSMETH=(BTAM,QTAM) or 
ACSMETH=(BTAM,TCAM) or 
ACSMETH=(QTAM,TCAM) or 
ACSMETH=(BTAM,QTAM,TCAM) 
UNIT=name,VOLNO=serial 

If CIRB is desired in an MVT system: 

MACLIB 

Timing Options 

TIME Optional For: MFT systems 

INTERVAL Optional For: All systems 

INTERVAL or JOBSTEP Required For: MVT (including M65MP) systems 

JOBSTEP Optional For: MFT and MVT (including M65MP) systems 

These options may be selected only when an interval timer is included in the 
central processing unit. Three levels of interval timer support are specified: 

• Time (TIMER), which provides the complete facilities of the TIME macro 
instruction (the date and time of day). 
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• Internal Timing (INTERVAL) # which provides the ability to request, check, 
and cancel time intervals with the STIftER and TTIKER macro instructions 
plus the ability to change the time at midnight. This level of support 
also includ~s the facilities provided by the TIKE macro instruction. 

• Job step Timing (JOBSTEP), which provides the ability to time each job 
step and enforce the time limits. This level of support also includes 
the facilities provided by the TIME, STIMER, and TTIMER macro instructions. 
(See "Job Step Timing Option" in this section.) 

How to Use 

If no timing options are specified, then just the time of day is available. 
( 

If the EMULATOR macro instruction is specified, TIMER=INTERVAL or JOBSTEP must 
be specified. 

If system management facilities (SKF) are to be included in an MFT or MVT 
system, TIMER=JOBSTEP must be specified in the SUPRVSOR. 

For KVT and K65KP systems, INTERVAL or JOBSTEP must be specified. The storage 
required is included in the basic fixed requirement. 

An KFT system must have one of the time options selected if the "Timestamp" 
feature of the Generalized Trace Facility and the START/STOP capability of 
the IKDPRDMP service aid EDIT statement are desired. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about timing options can be found in: 

• Storage requirements -- OS Storage Estimates 

• TIMER, STIMER, and TTIMER macro instructions -- OS Supervisor services 
and Kacro Instructions 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to specify any of these options. 

For MFT: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,TIMER= 

For MVT, including K65KP: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,TIMER= 

{
TIMER } 
INTERVAL 
JOBSTEP 

{
INTERVAL} 
JOBSTEP 
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Time-Sharing Option (TSO) 

Optional For: ~65MP and MVT systems 

The time sharing option (TSO) adds general-purpose time sharing to the 
facilities already available through MVT. The option provides a command 
language that can be entered at remote terminals -- printer-keyboard and 
kayboard-screen devices connected to telephone or other communications lines 
to a computer. The command language provides the following capabilities and 
facilities: 

• Data management 

• Program development 

• Program execution 

• System control 

How to Use 

The generation of the TSO functions, with the exception of the TSO program 
products, takes place during a complete operating system generation. If you 
desire, the TSO generation process can be divided into two generations with 
certain macro instructions and functions specified in a complete operating 
system generation and the others, at some later date, in a processor g~neration. 

The following is a list of TSO related generating system data sets and the 
DLIB on which they are located. 

DL1B04 

• SYS1.TCAMMAC -- The distribution library for the TCAM system macro 
instructions 

DLIB06 

• SYS1.TSOGEN -- The distribution library that contains the macro definitions 
of the TSO system generation macro instructions used during Stage II 

• SYS1.TSOMAC -- The distribution library for TSO system macro instructions 

• SYSl.CI555 -- The component library for TSO modules 

• SYS1.DC~DLIB -- The distribution library for the TSO command library data 
set 

• SYS1.DUADS The distribution library with the initial TSO user attributes 

• SYSl.DHELP The distribution library for the TSO HELP data set 

DL1B03 

• SYS1.CQ548 -- The component library for TCAM modules 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about TSO can be found in: 

• System configuration -- OS TSO Guide 
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• Storage requirements -- as Storage Estimates 

• TCAM information -- OS TCAM 

• TSO commands -- as TSO Command Language Reference 

• TSO data sets -- OS System Generation, OS TSO Command Language Reference 

• TSO facilities -- OS TSO Guide 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following is a list and description of the required and optional TSO data 
sets for a new TSO system: 

• SYS1.CMDLIB 
set. 

The TSO command processing programs reside in this data 

• SYS1.HELP -- The TSO HELP function with a member for each TSO command 
resides in this data set. 

• SYS1.UADS -- This data set will contain attribute entries for each 
authorized TSO user. 

• SYS1.BRODCAST -- This data set will store two types of TSO messages. 

Notices - messages available for all users of the system 

Mail - messages available for specific users of the system 

The following code is required to include TSO in the new system: 

GENTSO 

This macro instruction is used in place of the GENERATE macro instruction. 
See "System Generation Macro Instructions" for a discussion of GENTSO: 

CMDLIB 
EDIT 
OUTPUT 
SCHEDULR 
TELCMLIB 

TSOPTION 

UADS 

BLOCK=(name-n[,name-n] ••• ) 
CLASS= ([ classname 1 ][ ,classname2 ]) 
••• ,0PTIONS=(TSO),(SUBMITQ=maxno] 
[UNIT=name] 
[ VOLNO=ser ial ] 

[LOGTIME=time] 
[LOGLINE=integer] 
[BCLMT=integer] 

[ UNIT=name ] 
[VOLNO=serial] 

To include the HELP function: 

HELP [UNIT=name] 
[ VOLNO=serial ] 

To include syntax checking: 

CHECKER 
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Time-Slicing 

Optional For: All systems 

When time-slicing is included in the system, you can establish a group of 
partitions or tasks (called a time-slice group) that are to share the use of 
the CPU, each for the same fixed interval of time. For KFT systems, this is 
done for jobs scheduled into a group of consecutive partitions that have been 
defined as the partitions to be used for time-slicing. 

The priority of a job can be changed by the CHAP macro instruction so that 
its priority will fall within the range of the priorities for the partitions 
defined for time-slicing. This job will then be handled in the same manner 
as the other jobs in the time-slice group. For KVT systems, this is done for 
all tasks that have a given priority. 

When a member of the time-slice group has been active for the fixed interval 
of time, it is interrupted and control is given to another member of the group, 
which viII, in turn, have control of the CPU for the same length of time. 
In this way, all member tasks are given an equal slice of CPU time and no task 
or partition within the group can monopolize the cPU. In KVT, only tasks in 
the group are time-sliced, and they are time-sliced only vhen the priority 
level of the group is the highest priority level that has a task ready. 
Dispatching of tasks continues within the group until: 

• All tasks are in a waiting state, or 

• A task of higher priority than the one assigned to the group becomes ready. 

In MFT, only partitions that are assigned to the time-slice group vill be time
sliced, and they are time-sliced only when the first partition in the group 
is the highest priority ready task. Dispatching of the partitions continues 
within the group until all the partitions are in a vaiting state, or until 
a partition with a higher priority is in a ready state. 

How to Use 

The group of tasks to be time-sliced (selected by priority or partition range) 
and the length of the time-slice are specified at system generation time in 
the CTRLPROG macro instruction. This can be modified in KVT at system 
initialization time and in KFT throug~ the DEFINE command. Any task or 
partition in the system that is not defined within the time-slice group is 
dispatched under the current priority structure; that is, the task or partition 
is dispatched only when it is the highest priority ready task or partition 
on the TeB queue. The maximum number of milliseconds, a number specified from 
a range of 20 to 9999, is the amount of time that each ready task is to have 
control of the CPU during one pass through the group. 

For KVT (including K65KP) systems, any of the priorities, 0 to 13, can be used. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information on time-slicing can be found in: 

• storage requiremeDts os Storage Estimates 

• Detailed description of use -- os KFT Guide, os KVT Guide 

• System generation macro instructions -- os System Generation 
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• Operator commands -- as Operator's Reference 

• CHAP macro instruction -- as MPT Guide, as MVT Guide, as Supervisor Services 
and Macro Instructions 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following coding is required to specify this option: 

For MFT CTRLPROG 
For MVT or M65KP -- CTRLPROG 

Trace Option 

Optional For: All systems 

••• ,TMSLICE=(Pn-Pm,SLC-time) 
••• ,TMSLICE=(priority,SLC-time 

[ ,priority,SLC-time] ••• ) 

A tracing routine that aids in debugging and maintenance can be added to the 
new system. 

The trace option and the generalized trace facility (GTP) component of the 
control program can coexist in the same system, however the trace option 
functions are inhibited while GTP is active. 

How to Use 

The tracing routine stores information pertaining to start I/O (SIO) instruction 
execution, supervisor (SVC) interruptions, external interruptions, program 
check interruptions, and I/O interruptions in the trace table. When the table 
has been completely filled, the succeeding entries overlay the existing ones. 

During system generation, only the size of the table is specified. However, 
when this system generation parameter is specified, the trace program routines 
are also included as part of the control program. 

Where to Pind Information 

Further information about the trace option can be found in: 

• Storage requirements -- as Storage Estimates 

• Trace table size -- as System Generation, OS Storage Estimates 

• Description -- OS MFT Guide, as MVT Guide 

• Trace routine -- OS MPT Guide, os MVT Guide 

• SID, I/O, and SVC interruptions -- as principles of Operation 

• Entry format -- os MFT Guide, os MVT Guide 
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What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to specify the number of entries in the table, 
which will also include the routines in the control program. 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,TRACE=number 

Transient SVC Table Made Resident 

Standard For: MVT (including M65MP) systems 

Optional For: MFT systems 

The relative track address (TTR) of all transient supervisor (SVC) routines 
are included as part of the resident table of control program SVC routines. 
(See the description in "Types 3 and 4 SVC Routines Made Resident" in a 
succeeding section.) 

How to Use 

If types 3 and 4 SVC routines are being made resident, this option must be 
specified also. 

During a nucleus generation, this option can be added to or deleted from the 
options specified during a complete operating system generation. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about the transient SVC table being made resident can be 
found in: 

• Amount of storage required -- OS Storage Estimates 

• How to use the tracing routine -- OS 8FT Guide, OS !VT Guide 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required in order to specify this option: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,OPTIONS=(TRSVCTBL) 

If types 3 and 4 SVC routines are also to be made resident: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,RESIDNT=(TRSVC) ,OPTIONS=(TRSVCTBL) 

Type 3 and 4 SVC Routines Made Resident 

Optional For: All systems 

Modules of types 3 and 4 supervisor (SVC) routines can be made permanently 
resident in the fixed area of storage. 
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How to Use 

Types 3 and 4 SVC modules are loaded and made resident at IPL time. When this 
option is specified, the transient SVC table option must also be specified. 
The SVC table is a table containing the relative track addresses of all 
transient SVcs. This table is also stored in the resident portion of the 
control program. 

The names and sizes of types 3 and 4 SVC routine modules are given in os storage 
Estimates. (See also the preceding description "Transient SVC Table Made 
Resident. II) 

During a nucleus generation, this option can be added or deleted from the 
options specified during a complete operating system generation, but the 
transient SVC table option will have to be specified the same way it was 
specified in the last complete operating system generation. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about Types 3 and 4 SVC routines being made resident can 
be found in: 

• Storage requirements -- OS Storage Estimates 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required in order to specify this option: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,RESIDNT=(TRSVC) ,OPTIONS=(TRSVCTBL) 

User-Added SVC Routines 

Optional For: All systems 

User-written supervisor (SVC) routines can be added to the control program. 

How to Use 

All of the SVC routines, whether they are to be transient or resident, must 
be listed in the operand of the SVCTABLE systea generation macro instruction. 

Any resident SVC routines that are to be added must be specified in the system 
generation RESMODS macro instruction. The fixed storage requirement is 
increased by the total of the sizes of the routines that are going to be ad4ed 
plus the size of the control information. 

Any transient SVC routines that are to be added must be specified in the SVCLIB 
system generation macro instruction in the operand. In this case, only the 
size of the control information is added to the fixed storage requirements. 

Nonstandard error routines can be one of the types of routines that are ~dded. 
User-written routines must have a value from 220 to 229. This value is the 
suffix of the name IGEOO by which the error routine is named in SYS1.SVCLIB. 
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Where to Find Information 

Further information about user-added SVC routines can be found in: 

• SVC routines, writing -- OS MFT Guide, OS MVT Guide 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required in order to specify this option: 

SVCTABLE 
RESMODS 
SVCLIB 

operand[,operand] ••• 
PDS=SYS1.name,MEMBERS=(name[,name] ••• ) 
PDS=SYS1.name,MEMBERS=(name[,name] ••• ) 

If nonstandard error routines are specified, the following must also be coded: 

IODEVICE ••• ,ERRTAB=nnn 

Validity Check Option 

Standard For: MVT (including M65MP) systems 

Optional For: MFT systems 

Extra validity checking can be added to the new system to determine whether 
addresses are located within proper boundaries. The validity checking is 
provided for the WAIT, POST, and GETMAIN/FREEMAIN modules. The checking for 
WAIT also checks for the number of events. 

How to Use 

For MFT systems, this option is specified in the SUPRV~OR system generation 
macro instruction. For MVT or M65MP systems, this option is a standard feature 
and the storage required is included in their basic fixed requirement. 

During a nucleus generation, this option can be added to or deleted from the 
options spectfied during a complete operating system generation. 

Where to Find Information 

Further information about the validity check option can be found in: 

• Amount of storage required -- as storage Estimates 

What to Code When Generating a system 

The following code is required in order to specify this option by itself: 

SUPRVSOR ••• ,OPTIONS=(VALIDCHK) 
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Volume Statistics Facility 

Optional For: All systems 

Volume statistics may be kept only for magnetic tape volumes with or without 
labels. There are two types, either or both of which can be specified at 
system generation time in the SCHEDULR macro instruction. 

Error statistics by volume (ESV) is intended primarily to be used with labeled 
volumes, but will handle an unlabeled volume if the serial number is given 
to the operating system. statistics about the number of read or write errors 
and the system and unit on which the volume is located are recorded. 

Error volume analysis (EVA) is intended primarily to be used for unlabeled 
or nonstandard labeled volumes. It monitors the number of read or write errors 
based on the limits provided at system generation time. 

These options can be specified for all types of control programs. 

How to Use 

Error statistics by volume (ESV) collects a set of statistics for each labeled 
tape volume whenever the volume is open. An unlabeled tape volume can be 
handled if the serial number has been supplied to the operating system. 

If ESV=SMF is specified at system generation time, the statistics are 
accumulated on the system management facility (SMF) data sets SYS1.MANX and 
SYS1.81NY. ACCTRTN=SMF should be specified in the SCHEDULR macro instruction, 
but if it is not coded, it is assumed. If any subparameter for ACCTRTN other 
than SMF is specified, it is ignored and SMF is assumed. The TIMER keyword 
parameter is also required in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. The IFHSTATR 
utility program is used to print the ESV records, record 21, from anSMF data 
set on magnetic tape. If SYS1.MANX is on tape, no transfer is required, but 
if the SMF data sets are on a direct-access device, you must dump them onto 
tape in order to be able to extract the ESV records. The SMF dump program, 
IFASMFDP, is used to transfer the data from SYS1.MANX and SYS1.!ANY to tape. 

If ESV=CON is specified or if ESV is not coded, an abridged version of the 
statistics is printed on the console. This occurs at end-of~volume or when 
the tape volume is closed. 

Error volume analysis (EVA) acts as a monitor about the number of read and 
write errors for unlabeled or nonstandard labeled tape volumes. You provide 
the maximum limits for read errors and/or write errors and, if the maximum 
is reached or exceeded, a message, IEA620I, is printed on the console. 
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Where to Find Information 

Further information about volume statistics functions can be found in: 

• SVC routines, writing -- OS 8FT Guide, OS 8VT Guide 

• System management facility (S8F) -- OS SSF, OS System Generation 

• S8F data sets -- OS system Generation, OS S8F 

• Tape labels -- OS Tape Labels 

• Storage requirements -- OS Storage Estimates 

• 
• 

IFAS8FDP utility program 

IFHSTATR utility program 

OS 58? 

OS utilities 

What to Code When Generating a System 

The following code is required to have the error recording routines included 
in the system: 

SCHEDULR ••• , [ESV={CON}] 
.S8F 

[ , EVA= (n l ,n2 ) ] 

For 8FT and 8VT (including 8658P) if ESV=SKF then: 

SCHEDULR 

SUPRVSOR 

••• , ESV=S8F, 
ACCTRTN=SKF 

••• ,TIKER=JOBSTEP 
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Data Sets 

This section contains the detailed information about the required and optional 
data sets for the generating operating system and the new or modified operating 
system. The contents and special notes, such as the need for cataloging and 
release level, are discussed for each required data set in the generating 
system. A table, listing the components, the distribution data sets, whether 
they are required or optional, and where they are placed, is also included. 

The contents, type, specification considerations, and special notes are 
discussed for each system data set in the new or modified operating system. 
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Required and Optional Data Sets for Generating Systems 

This section contains detailed information about the required and optional 
data sets for the generating operating system. 
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SYSI.GENLIB 

contents 

special Notes 

This data set is required in any generating 
system. 

This data set contains the macro definitions of 
the system generation macro instructions used 
during Stage I. 

Cataloging: 

This data set must be cataloged in the system 
catalog of the operating system being used as 
the generating system. 

Release Level: 

This data set, SYS1.KODGEN, SYS1.80DGEN2, SYS1.TSOGEN, 
and the various component libraries must all be of 
the same release level. They can be used only 
to generate an operating system of the same 
release level as themselves. 

If the generating system is release 18 or 
earlier, the following must be performed 
before beginning Stage II: 

• Copy the IEBCOPY utility program from 
SYS1.LINKLIB in the starter operating 
system to SYS1.LINKLIB in the generation 
system. 

• copy the module named IGG019C8 from 
SYS1.SVCLIB in the starter operating 
system to SYS1.SVCLIB in the generating 
system. 
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SYSI.MODGEN 1 SYSI.MODGEN2 

Contents 

Special Notes 

These data sets are required in any generating 
system. 

These data sets contain the macro definitions of 
the system generation macro instructions used 
during Stage II assemblies. 

Cataloging: 

These data sets must be cataloged in the system 
catalog of the operating system being used as 
the generating system. 

Release Level: 

These data sets, SYSl.GENLIB, SYSl.TSOGEN, and 
the various component libraries must all be of 
the same release level. They can be used only 
to generate an operating system of the same 
release level as themselves. 

If the generating system is not release 20, you 
must use Assembler F from the release 20 
distribution package. 
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SYSI. TSOGEN 

Contents 

Special Notes 

This data set is required in any generating 
system that includes TSO. 

This library contains the macro definitions of 
the TSO system generation macro instructions 
used during Stage II assemblies. 

Cataloging: 

This data set must be cataloged in the system 
catalog of the operating system being used as 
the generating system. 

Release Level: 

This data set, SYS1.GENLIB, SYS1.!ODGEN, SYS1.!ODGEN2, 
and the various component libraries must all be of 
the same release level. They can be used only 
to generate an operating system of the same 
release level as themselves. 

If the generating system is not release 20, 
you must run Assembler F from the release 20 
distribution package. 
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Component Data Sets 

contents 

special Note 

Some or all of these data sets can be selected. 

The members of these data sets are the load 
modules from which the components of an 
operating system are generated. 

Required Use: 

The following table shows the names of all the 
components that can be included in an operating 
system, and the data set from which the system 
generation program will take them. Also 
indicated is where the component will be found 
in the new or modified system. If "Optional" 
is indicated in the "Required" column, the 
component library data set need only be 
cataloged in the generating system when the 
component is to be generated in the new system. 
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Component 

ALGOL 

ALGOL Library 

American National 
Standard COBOL 

American National 
Standard COBOL 
Library 

Assembler F 

BDAPl 

BTAPl 

COBOL E 

COBOL E Library 

Control Program 

Conversational 
Remote Job Entry 

Data Planageaent 
(primary routines) 

Data Set Utilities 

Emulators Integrated 

FORTRAN G 

FORTRAN H 

FORTRAN Library 

FORTRAN Syntax 
Checker 

Generalized Trace 
Facility 

Graphic 
Job Processor 

Component Libraries 

Obtained FroID: 

SYS 1.ALS31 

SYS 1.LMS32 

SYS1.CBSijS 

SYS1.LMSij6 

SYS1.AS037 

SYS1.DMS09 

SYS1.CQS13 

SYS1.COS03 

SYS1.COBI.IB 

SYS1.CISOS 

SYS 1. RCSS1 

SYS 1. DKS08 

SYS1.UTS06 

SYS 1.CISOS 

SYS1.FOS20 

SIS1.FOSOO 

SIS1.LKS01 
SYS1.FORTLIB 

SIS1.FOSSO 

SYS1.CISOS 
SYS1.CIS3S 

SYS1.RCS41 

Required: 

Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

Required 1 

Optional 

Required 1 

Required l 

Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

Required 

Optional 

Placed In: 

SYS1.LINKLIB 

SYS 1.ALGLIB 

SYS1.LINKLIB 

SYS1.COBLIB 

SYS1.LINKLIB 

SYS1.SVCLIB 
SIS1. NUCLEUS 

SIS1.SVCLIB 
SIS1.NUCLEUS 
SIS 1. TELCPILIB 

SYS1.LINKLIB 

SYS1.COBLIB 

SYS 1. NUCLEUS 
SYS1.SVCLIB 
SYS1.LINKLIB 

SIS 1.LINKL 
SYS1.TELCKLIB 

SYS1.LINKLIB 
SYS1.NUCLEUS 
SYS 1. SVCLIB 

SIS1.LINKLIB 

SYS1.SVCLIB 
SYS1.NUCLEUS 

SYS1.LINKLIB 

SYS1.LINKLIB 

SYS1.FORTLIB 

SYS1.I.INKLIB 

SYS1.LINKLIB 
SYS1.NUCLEUS 

SYS1.SVCLIB 
SIS1.LINKLIB 

Figure 76 (Part 1 of 3). Components and Generating System Data Sets 
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Component Libraries 
Component 

Obtained From: Required: Placed In: 

Graphic Programming SYS1.I0523 optional SIS1 • LINKLIB 
services SIS1.SVCLIB 

SYS1.NUCLEUS 

Graphic Subroutine SYS1.LK537 Optional SYS1.LINKLIB 
Package SIS 1.FORTLIB 

SIS1.PL1LIB 
SIS 1. COBLIB 

ISAM SIS1.I0526 Optional SYS1.SVCLIB 
SYS1.NUCLEUS 

Linkage Editor F SYS1.ED52l Optional SYS1.LINKLIB 

Loader Program SIS1.LD547 Optional SYS1.LINKLIB 

Macro Library SIS1.MACLIB Required SYS1.MACLIB 
SY S 1. TSOMAC Optional 
SYS1.TCAKMAC Optional 

Multiple Console SIS 1.CI50S Optional SYS1.NUCLEUS 
Support SYS l.CIS3S SYS1.SVCLIB 

SYS1.CQS13 SYS1. LINKLIB 

MiT and M6SMP SYS1.CIS3S Optional SYS1.NUCLEUS 
SYS1.SVCLIB 
SIS1.LINKLIB 

Online Test SYS1.DNS33 Optional SYS1.SVCLIB 
Executive Program SYS1.LINKLIB 

SYS1.NUCLEUS 

Parameter Library SYS1.PARKLIB Required SYS1.PARKLIB 

PLll SIS 1. NLS11 Optional SYS 1. LINKLIB 

PL/1 Library SIS1.LK512 Optional SYS1.PL1LIB 
SYS1.PL1LIB SYS1.LINKLIB 

PLll Syntax SIS 1. PLSS2 Optional SIS1.LINKLIB 
Checker 

Figure 76 (Part 2 of 3). Components and Generating System Data Sets 
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Component 

Procedure Library 

QTAM 

Recovery Management 

Remote Job Entry 

RPG 

satellite Graphic 
Job Processor 

SER 

Service Aids 

Sort/Merge 

Sort Li brary 

System/360-1130 
Data Transmission 

TCAM 

Telecommunications 
Library 

TSO 

Component Libraries 

Obtained From: 

SYS 1. PROCLlB 

SYS1.CQ519 

SYS1.DN539 

SYS1.RC536 

SYS1.RG038 

SYS1.RC543 

SYS 1. DN527 

SYS1.DN55lJ 
SYS1.MACLIB 

SYS 1. SM023 

SYS1.S0RTLlB 
SYS1.SM023 

SYS1.LM5lJ2 

SYS1.CQ548 

SYS1.RC536 
SYS1.CQS13 
SYS1.CQ519 
SYS 1. CQ5lJ 8 

SYS1.CI555 

SYS1.TSOGEN 
SYS1.DUADS 
SIS1.DHELP 
SYS 1. DCMDLIB 

Required: 

Required 

Optional 

Required 1 

Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

Required 1 

Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

optional 

Optional 

Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 

tNot required for Processor/Library generation 

Placed In: 

SIS1.PROCLlB 

SYsl.TELCMLIB 
SIS1.NUCLEUS 
SIS1.SVCLlB 

SYS1.LlNKLlB 
SYS1.SVCLIB 

SIS1.LINKLIB 
SIS1.TELCMLlB 

SIS1.LINKLIB 

SYS1.LINKLlB 

SYS1.LINKLIB 
SIS 1. NUCLEUS 

SIS1.LINKLlB 
SIS1.MACLtB 

SYS1.LINKLIB 

SIS1.S0RTLIB 

SYS1.LINKLIB 
SYS 1. FORTLI B 

SYS1.SVCLIB 
SIS1.LINKLIB 
SYS1.NUCLEUS 
SYS1.TELCPILIB 

SYS1.TELCMLIB 

SYS 1. LINKLIB 
SYS1.SVCLIB 
SYS 1. NUCLEUS 

SYS1.UADS 
SYS1.HELP 
SIS1.CMDLIB 

Figure 76 (Part 3 of 3). Components and Generating system Data Sets 
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System Data Sets 

This part of the section contains detailed information about all the system 
data sets that ca n be specified for a new or modified operating syst-em during 
system generation. These data set descriptions are arranged in alphabetical 
order by the fully qualified data set names. The following information is 
supplied for each of the data sets: 

• Whether the data set is required or optional 

• What the data set contains 

• Whether the data set is sequential or partitioned 

• What you must know when you are specifying the data set for the new or 
modified system 

In some cases, special notes about the use of the data set are provided. 
Figure 77 is a summary of the system data sets. 
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Secondary 
System Allocation 

sIstem Data set R~uired ~ Residence Allowed DCB subEarameters 
SYSCTLG Yes Seq. Yes Yes None 't 
SYS1.NUCLEUS Yes PDS Yes No None 
SYS1.SVCLlB' Yes PDS Yes Yes DSORG=POU,RECPM=U,BLKSIZE=10242 

SYS1.LOGREC3 Yes Seq. Yes No None 
SYS1. LINKLIB' Yes PDS Optional Yes RECPft=U,BLKSIZE=3625 4 
SYS 1. PARMLIB Yes PDS Optional No RECFM=P,BLKSIZE=80 
SYS 1. PROCLlB Yes PDS Optional Yes RECPM=PB,LRECL z 80,BLKSIZE=3360 6 

SYS1. SYSJOBQE12 Yes Seq. Optional No None 
SYS 1. IKAGELIB No PDS optional No RECPM=U,BLKSIZE=1024 2 

SYS1.MICLIB No PDS Optional Yes RECPM=PB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3360 6 

SYS1.S0RTLIB No PDS Optional Yes RECPK=U,BLKSIZE=3625 4 
SYS1.ALGLIB No PDS Optional Yes RECPK=U,BLKSIZE=3625 4 
SYS1.COBLIB No PDS Optional Yes RECFK=U,BLKSIZE=3625 4 
SYS1.PORTLIB No PDS Optional Yes RECPK=U,BLKSIZE=3625 4 
SYS1.PL1LIB No PDS optional Yes RECPK=U,BLKSIZE=3625 4 

SYS 1. TELCMLIB No PDS Optional Yes RECPK=U,BLKSIZE=3625 4 
SYS1.SYSVLOGX No Seq. Optional No RECFK=VB,BLKSIZE=36254 1 

SYS1.SISVLOGY No Seq. Optional No RECPK=VB,BLKSIZE=36254 1 

SYS1.ROLLOUTe No Seq. optional No None 
SYS1. ASRLIB3 No Seq. Yes No None 
SYS1.ACCT No Seq. Optional No RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=3625 4 

SYS1.MANX No Seq. Optional No None 
SYS 1. ruNY No Seq. Optional No None 
SYS1.DCMLIB N013 PDS optional No None 
SYS1.DUKp9 No Seq. Optional No None 
SYS 1. crmLIB Yes lO PDS Optional Yes RECPK=U,BLKSIZE=3625 4 

SIS1.HELP No PDS Optional Yes RECPM=PB,BLKSIZE=3360 6 

SYS1.UADS YestQ PDS Optional Yes DSORG=PO~RECPM=PB,LRECL=80, 
BLKSIZE=800 

SYS1.BRODCAST Yes lO Direct Optional No DSORG=DA 

Space should be allocated by cylinders. 
z BLKSIZE=3072 must be specified if the new system is to have the Machine Check Handler 

for Kodel 65 (MCR) option. 
3 

!! 
6 

7 

Space must not be allocated for this data set by the user as it is allocated and 
cataloged during system generation. 
BLKSIZE=3625 applies if the system data set resides on a 2311. 
BLKSIZE=20483 must be specified for a 2301, BLKSIZE=4892 for a 2303, BLKSIZE=14136 
for a 2305-1, BLKSIZE=14660 for a 2305-2, BLKSIZE=7294 for a 2314, and BLKSIZE=13030 
for a 3330. 
SYS1.PARKLIB must be cataloged if it does not reside on the system~residence volume. 
The value of BLKSIZE must be a multiple of 80 which is less than or equal to 3600 for 
a 2311, 20480 for a 2301, 1408~ for a 2305-1, 14640 for a 2305-2~ 4880 for a 2303, 
1280 for a 2314, or 12960 for a 3330. 
BLKSlZE must be greater than half the amount of storage allocated for the system log 
buffer by means of the WTLBPRS parameter of the SCHEDULR macro instruction. 
Space need not be allocated for this data set by the user. 

catal02ed 
10 
Optional 
Recommended 
No 
Yes 
Recommended!! 
Recommended 
Recommended 
Yes 
Recommended 
Recommended 
Recommended 
Recommended 
Recommended 
Recommended 
Recommended 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
No 
Recommended 
Recommended 
Yes 
Recommended 
Recommended 
Recommended 
ReCOlllmended 

Recommended 

8 

9 

10 

I t 

This data set can only reside on 2311, 2314, 2301, 2302, 2303, 2305, or 3330 direct-access 
devices or on any 2400 or 3400 series magnetic tape drive. 
This data set is required in a TSO system. ' 

J 2 
13 

Should not be specified. If the DSORG subparameter is specified, the catalog cannot 
be moved or copied by the IEHMOVE utility program. 
SYS1.SYSJOBQE must have a contiguous primary space allocation. 
Required only if transient DCK support or PPK command entry is specified. 

Note: If linkage editor F is used in the generating system, the blocksize found in the 
DSCB for the data sets whose record form is specified as U (RECPM=U) will be the maximum 
blocksize for the device being used. This is not necessarily the size of the current 
record. 

Figure 77. System Data Sets 
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SYSCTLG 

Contents 

Type 

Specifying for the 
New System 

This data set is required for all operating 
systems. 

This data set contains pointers to all the 
cataloged data sets in an operating system. 

Creation: 

The initial entries are created by the system 
generation program. 

This is a sequential data set. 

Location: 

This data set must be on the system-residence 
volume. 

Only the index (5151.) of the system catalog 
must reside on the system-residence volume catalog. 

DD Statement: 

The standard format is used. 

The serial number of the new system-residence 
volume must be specified for this data set. 

Secondary allocations can be specified. 

Catalog Statement: 

This statement must not be coded for this data 
set. 
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SYSI.ACCT 

Contents 

Type 

specifying for the 
New system 

Special Notes 

This data set is required if user-written 
accounting routines are in the system. 

User-written accounting routines store 
accounting information in this data set. 

This is a sequential data set. 

Location: 

This data set must be on a permanently resident 
direct-access volume. It can be on the system
residence volume. 

DD statement: 

Space must be allocated. 

Secondary extents cannot be specified. 

The following DCB subparameters must be 
specified: 

RECFM=U,BLKSIZE= 3625 if on a 2311 
20483 if on a 2301 

4892 if on a 2303 
14136 if on a 2305-1 
14660 if on a 2305-2 
7294 if on a 2314 

13030 if on a 3330 

Catalog statement: 

This statement must not be coded for this data 
set. 

Two Data Sets: 

You can allocate two SYS1.ACCT data sets as 
long as both are on permanently resident direct
access volumes. 

Required: 

This data set must be defined when 
ACCTRTN=BASIC is specified in the SCHEDULR 
macro instruction. 

Blocksize: 

If Linkage Editor F is used in the generating 
system, the blocksize in the DSCB is the 
maximum blocksize for the device being used. 
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SYSl.ALGLIB 

This data set is required when the ALGOL 
compiler is in the system. 

contents The members of this data set are ALGOL 
subroutines in load module form. 

Type This is a partitloned data set. 

Specifying for the Location: 
New or ~odified System 

Special Note 

This data set must be on a direct-access 
volume, which can be the system-residence 
volume. 

DD statement: 

The standard format is used. 

Secondary allocations can be specified. 

The following DCB subparameters must be 
specified: 

RECF~=U,BLKSIZE= 3625 if on a 2311 
20483 if on a 2301 

4892 if on a 2303 
14136 if on a 2305-1 
14660 if on a 2305-2 
7294 if on a 2314 

13030 if on a 3330 

catalog statement: 

You should catalog this data set. 

Blocksize: 

If Linkage Editor F is used in the generating 
system, the blocksize in the DSCB is the 
maximum blocksize for the device being used. 
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SYSI.ASRLIB 

contents 

Type 

Specifying for the 
New System 

Special Notes 

This data set is required only if the machine
check handler (MCH) is in the system. 

This data set contains the refreshable nucleus 
modules for the machine-check handler routines 
for the 5/360 Models 65 and 85 and the 
S/370 Models 155, 158, 165, and 168. 

This is a sequential data set. 

Location: 

This data set must be on the system-residence 
volume. 

Space Allocation and Cataloging: 

The system generation program allocates space 
for and catalogs this data set on the system
residence volume during system generation. 

DO Statement: 

This statement must not be coded for this data 
set. 

Catalog Statement: 

This statement must not be coded for this data 
set. 

Reinitialization: 

This data set is reinitialized by NIP after 
each IPt. 
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SYSI.BRODCAST 

Contents 

This data set is required for TSO systems. 

This data set stores two types of TSO messages. 

• Notices - messages available for all users 
of the system • 

• Mail - messages available for specific 
users of the system. 

To facilitate the access of each type of 
message, the data set also contains a Notice 
Directory and a Mail Directory. 

Type This is a direct data set. 

Specifying for the Location: 
New or Modified System 

Special Notes 

This data set must be on a direct-access 
volume. It can be on the system-residence 
volume. 

DD statement: 

The standard format is used. 

Space must be allocated. 

Secondary allocations cannot be specified. 

Catalog Statement: 

This data set should be cataloged. 

Initialization: 

After system generation, the first use of the 
data set by: 

• User SEND CP, 

• Operator SEND, 

• Account/SEND interface 

will cause the data set to be formatted and 
initialized. The data set will not be 
reformatted until another system generation 
or until the dataset is reallocated. 
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SYSl.CMDLIB 

This data set is required if you want a TSO 
system. 

Contents This data set is a load library for command 
processor programs. 

Type This is a partitioned data set. 

Specifying for the Location: 
New or ~odified System 

This data set must be on a direct-access 
volume. It can be on the system-residence 
volume. 

DD Statement: 

The standard format is used. 

Secondary allocations can be specified. 

The following DCB subparameters must be 
specified: 

RECF~=U,BLKSIZE= 3625 if on a 2311 
20483 if on a 2301 
14136 if on a 2305-1 
14660 if on a 2305-2 
4892 if on a 2303 
7294 if on a 2314 

13030 if on a 3330 

catalog statement: 

You should catalog this data set. 
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SYSI.COBLIB 

This data set is required if the COBOL compiler 
is in the system. 

Contents The members of this data set are COBOL 
subroutines in load module form. 

Type This is a partitioned data set. 

Specifying for the Location: 
New or Modified System 

Special Notes 

This data set must be on a direct-access 
volume. It can be on the system-residence 
volume. 

DD Stat ement : 

The standard format is used. 
Secondary allocations can be specified. 

The following DCB subparameters must be 
specified: 

RECFM=U,BLKSIZE= 3625 if on a 2311 
20483 if on a 2301 
14136 if on a 2305-1 
14660 if on a 2305-2 
4892 if on a 2303 
7294 if on a 2314 

13030 if on a 3330 

Catalog Statement: 

You should catalog this data set. 

Blocksize: 

If Linkage Editor F is used in the generating 
system, the blocksize in the DSCB will be the 
maximum blocksize for the device being used. 

Generating System: 

For COBOL E: SYS1.COBLIB must exist as a 
cataloged partitioned data set in the 
generating systQm and must be of the same 
release level as the SYS1.GENLIB, SYS1.MODGEN, 
SYS1.MODGEN2 and component libraries being used. 

For American National Standard COBOL: The 
SYS1.CB545 and SYS1.LM546 component libraries 
must be cataloged in the generating system. 

User-written Programs: If you want any of your 
own programs in the new or modified 
SYS1.COBLIB, you must add them after system 
generation is over. Be sure you allocate 
enough additional space in this data set for 
your own programs. 
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SYSI.DCMLIB 

Contents 

Type 

Specifying for the 
New System 

This data set is required if either the transient display 
module function or the programmed-function-keyboard (PFK) 
command entry is specified in the SCHEDULR or SECONSLE 
macro instructions. 

This data set is used to hold portions of the display 
control modules that are not resident in main storage. 

This is a partitioned data set. 

Location: This data set must be on a direct-access volume. 
It can be on the system-residence volume. 

DD Statement: Space must be allocated for this data set. 
Secondary allocation cannot be made since the space must 
be contiguous. 

Do not specify any DCB subparameters. 

Catalog Statement: You should catalog this data set. 
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SYSI.DUMP 

contents 

Type 

Specifying for the 
New System 

Special Notes 

This data set is required if you want a core 
image dump recorded. 

This data set is used to contain one core image 
dump recorded by the ABEND or ABTERM routines. 

This is a sequential data set. 

Location: 

This data set can be on either a direct-access 
volume or a magnetic tape volume. It can be on 
the system-residence volume. 

The volume that contains this data set can be 
on: 

2301 drum 
2302 disk 
2303 drum 
2305-1 FHSF (fixed-head storage facility) 
2305-2 FHSF 
2311 disk 
2314 direct-access storage 
or any 
2400 series magnetic tape unit 
3400 series magnetic tape unit 
3330 direct-access storage 

DD Statement: 

This statement is used only if this data set is on a 
direct-access volume and you choose to allocate space 
in which case you must also write an EOF record as the 
first record in the data set. 

The standard format is used. 

Secondary allocatidns cannot be specified. 
If you do not allocate this data set and it is cataloged, 
NIP viII allocate it for you and write the EOF record. 

Catalog Statement: 

Code this statement onl~ if this data set is 
going to be on a direct-access volume. 

Magnetic Tape: 

If this data set is going to be on a magnetic 
tape volume, then it must be specified at IPL 
time. It cannot be cataloged during the 
preparation for system generation. 

Information: 

For further detailed information about core 
image dumps, see OS Programmer's Guide to 
Debugging. 
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SYSl.FORTLIB 

This data set is optional. 

Contents The members of this data set are FORTRAN 
subprograms in load module form. 

Type This is a partitioned data set. 

Specifying for the Location: 
New or Modified System 

special Notes 

This data set must be on a direct-access 
volume. It can be on the system-residence 
volume. 

nn Statement: 

The standard format is used. 

Secondary allocations can be specified. 

The following DCB subparameters must be 
specified: 

RECFM=U,BLKSIZE= 3625 if on a 2311 
20LJ83 if on a 2301 

LJS92 if on a 2303 
1LJ136 if on a 2305-1 
14660 if on a 2305-2 
729LJ if on a 2314 

13030 if on a 3330 

Catalog Statement: 

You should catalog this data set. 

Blocksize: 

If Linkage Editor F is used in the generating 
system, the blocksize in the DSCB is the 
maximum blocksize for the device being used. 

Generating System: 

If you want to transfer your own programs from 
the generating system to the new or modified 
system, catalog the SYS1.FORTLIB with those 
programs in the generating system catalog. If 
there are no such programs to transfer, catalog 
only the appropriate component libraries in the 
generating system. 
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SYSl.HELP 

This data set is optional for TSO systems. It 
is required if the TSO HELP command is to be 
used. 

contents Each member of this data set contains TSO HELP 
information regarding the syntax, operands, and 
functions for each TSO command. 

Type This is a partitioned data set. 

Specifying for the Location: 
New or Modified System 

Special Note 

This data set must be on a direct-access 
volume. It can be on the system-residence 
volume. 

DD Statement: 

The standard format is used. 

Secondary allocations can be specified. 

The following DCB subparameters must be 
specified: 

REC1M=FB,LRECL=80, 
BLKSIZE= a multiple of 80, less than or 

equal to: 
80 if unblocked 

3600 for a 2301 
20480 for a 2301 

4880 for a 2303 
14080 for a 2305-1 
14640 for a 2305-2 

7280 for a 2314 
12960 for a 3330 

Catalog Statement: 

You should catalog this data set. 

Information: 

For further information on this data set, see 
OS TSO Command Language. 
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SYSl.IMAGELIB 

Contents 

Type 

Specifying for the 
New System 

special Note 

This data set is required if a 1403 printer 
with the universal character set (UNVCHSET) 
feature, a 3211 printer, or a 3505/3525 card 
read punch is in the system. 

This data set contains the universal character 
set (UCS) and forms control buffers (FCB) image 
modules. 

This is a partitioned data set. 

Location: 

This data set must be permanently mounted on a 
direct-access volume. It can be on the new 
system-residence volume. 

DD Statement: 

Space must be allocated. 

No secondary allocation is allowed. 

The following DCB subparameters must be 
specified: 

RECP!=U,BLKSIZE=1024 
3072 if 

!Cft is specified for the !odel 65. 

Catalog Statement: 

This data set must be cataloged if it is 
to be used. 

Blocksize: 

If Linkaqe Editor F is used in the qeneratinq 
system, the blocksize in the DSCB is the 
maximum blocksize for the device being used. 
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SYSI.LINKLIB 

contents 

This data set is required in all operating 
systems. 

The members of this data set are programs and 
routines that are referred to by XCTL, ATTACH, 
LINK, or LOAD macro instructions. Nonresident 
operating system programs, such as the COBOL 
compiler, are contained in this data set. The 
S/360 ~odel 85 Kachine-Check Handler Nucleus (IGFKCHIO) 
and Initialization (IGFKCHFO) modules and S/370 
Machine-Check Handler Nucleus 
(IGFKCHEO) and Initialization (IGFKCHFO) 
modules are also included. 

This data set must contain an 
assembler-language processor with an alias of 
ASMBtR and linkage editor with an alias of 
IEWL. It must also include the utilities 
IEBCOPY, IEHLIST, IEHPROGK, IEHIOSUP, 
IEBUPDTE, and the IFCEREPO (EREP) and 
IFCDIPOO programs. 

Type This is a partitioned data set. 

Specifying for the Location: 
New or Modified System 

This data set must be on a direct-access 
volume. It can be on the system-residence 
volume. 

DD stat ement : 

Space should be allocated in cylinders. For 
maximum efficiency, alternate tracks should not 
be used. 

Secondary allocations can be specified. 

The following DCB subparameters must be 
specified: 

RECFM=U,BLKSIZE= 3625 if on 2311 
20483 if on 2301 

4892 if on 2303 
14136 if on 2305-1 
14660 if on 2305-2 
7294 if on 2314 

13030 if on 3330 

Catalog statement: 

This data set must be cataloged in the system 
catalog (SYSCTLG). 
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Special Notes concatenation: 

After system generation, up to sixteen data 
sets composed of up to sixteen extents each can 
be concatenated to this data set. The link 
library list LNKLSTOO in SYS1.PARMLIB must be 
modified. The IEBUPDTE utility program can be 
used. 

IEBUPDAT: 

If this system utility program is to be 
link-edited into this data set, you must 
allocate additional space for the utility 
program. See the "Including IEBUPDA'l' in the 
New System" section. 

Blocksize: 

If Linkage Editor F is used in the generating 
system, the blocksize in the DSCB for the data set 
whose record form is specified as U (RECFM=U) will 
be the maximum blocksize for the device being used. 
This is not necessarily the size of the current 
record. 
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SYSl.LOGREC 

contents 

Type 

Specifying for the 
New System 

Special Notes 

This data set is required in all operating 
systems. 

This data set is used to record statistical 
data about machine errors that is used by 
the IBB customer engineer. 

This is a sequential data set. 

Location: 

The system generation program initiali%es and 
allocates space for this data set on the system
residence volume. 

This data set must be on the system-residence 
volume. 

DD Statement: 

This statement must not be coded for this data 
set. 

catalog Statement: 

This statement must not be coded for this data 
set. 

Reinitialization: 

If this data set must be reinitialized after 
system generation, refer to the description of 
the IFCDIPOO utility program in OS Service Aids. 

Reallocation: 

The size of this data set can be increased or decreased 
after system generation by using IFCDIPOO to reallocate 
it. Refer to the publication OS Service Aids for a 
description of IPCDIPOO. 

Bessage: 

A message is printed out during stage II that 
provides information about this data set. 
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SYSl.MACLIB 

This data set is optional in the new or 
modified system, but is required in the 
generating system. 

contents The members of this data set are the macro 
definitions for the system macro instructions 
used by the assembler-language processor. 

Type This is a partitioned data set. 

Specifying for the Location: 
New or !odified System 

Special Notes 

This data set must be on a direct-access 
volume. It can be on the system-residence 
volume. 

DD Statement: 

The standard format is used. 

Secondary allocations can be specified. 

The following DCB subparameters must be 
specified: 

RECF!=FB,LRECL=80, 
BLKSIZE= 3360 or a multiple of 80, which is 

less than, or equal to: 
80 if unblocked 

3600 for a 2311 
20480 for a 2301 
14080 for a 2305-1 
14640 for a 2305-2 
7280 for a 2314 

12960 for a 3330 

Catalog Statement: 

You should catalog this data set. 

Generating System: 

This data set must be of the same release level 
as SYS1.GENLIB, SYS1.!ODGEN, SYS1.ftODGEN2, 
SYS1.TSOGEN, and the component libraries being 
used. 

If Assembler E is used in the generating 
system, this data set must be unblocked. This 
can be done by IEBCOPY if you specify in the 
SYSUT2 DD statement: 

DCB=(RECFft=FB,BLKSIZE=80,LRECL=80) 
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SYSI.MANX, SYSI.MANY 

Contents 

Type 

Specifying for the 
New System 

Special Note 

One or both of these data sets must be 
specified if the system management facility is 
in the system. 

One or both of these data sets contain the data 
collected by the system management facility 
(S8P) routines. 

These are sequential data sets. 

Location: 

If a direct-access device is used, then both 
data sets must be defined. If magnetic tape is 
used, only SYS1.KANX can be defined. 

One or both must reside on a permanently 
resident volume. It can be the system
residence volume. 

DD Statement: 

The standard format is used. 

Secondary allocations, if they are coded, are 
ignored. 

Catalog Statement: 

You should catalog these data sets. 

Magnetic Tape: 

If magnetic tape is used, only one data set 
(SYS1.ftANX) can be defined, but up to 20 
volumes can be used each time the system is 
loaded. 
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SYSl.NUCLEUS 

This data set is required in all operating 
systems. 

Contents This data set usually contains only one .ember, 
the resident portion (nucleus) of the control 
program. 

Type This is a partitioned data set. 

Specifying for the Location: 
New or Modified System 

This data set must be on the system-residence 
volume. 

DD Stat ement: 

The standard format is used. 

The serial number of the new system-residence 
volume must be specified for this data set. 

There cannot be any secondary allocations. 

catalog Statement: 

You should catalog this data set. 
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SYSI.PARMLIB 

Contents 

Type 

Specifying for the 
Ne·w System 

This data set is required in all operating 
systems. 

The members of the parameter library are the 
RAM, BLDL, RSVC, and SMFDFLT system parameter 
lists used by the nucleus initialization 
program (NIP), the PRESRES list used by the 
master scheduler, and the LNKSTOO list used to 
concatenate data sets to SYS1.LINKLIB. If SYS1.PARMLIB 
is copied from the starter operating system, it will 
contain the standard RAM list (IEAIGGOO) and the optional 
RAM list (IEAIGGO 1) • 

This is a partitioned data set. 

Location: 

This data set must be on a direct-access 
volume. It can be on the system-residence 
volume. 

DD Statement: 

Space must be allocated for this data set 
except when the standard IBM parameter list is 
not going to be used. In the latter case, a 
null allocation must be made. 

Secondary allocations cannot be made because 
the space must be continuous. 

The following DCB subparameters must be 
specified: 

RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=80 

catalog Statement: 

This data set must be cataloged if it does not 
reside on the system-residence volume •. 

You should always catalog this data set. 
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SYSI.PLILIB 

This data set is required if the PL/I compiler 
is in the system. 

Contents The members of this data set are PL/I 
subprograms in load module form. 

Type This is a partitioned data set. 

Specifying for the Location: 
New or Modified System 

Special Notes 

This data set must be on a direct-access 
volume. It can be the system-residence volume. 

DD Statement: 

The standard format is used. 

Secondary allocations can be specified. 

The following DCB subparameters must be 
specified: 

RECFM=U,BLKSIZE= 3625 if on a 2311 
20483 if on a 2301 

UB92 if on a 2303 
14136 if on a 2305-1 
14660 if on a 2305-2 
7294 if on a 2314 

13030 if on a 3330 

Catalog statement: 

You should catalog this data set. 

Blocksize: 

If Linkage Editor F is used in the generating 
system, the blocksize in the DSCB is the 
maximum blocksize for the device being used. 

Generating System: 

If this data set is going to be in the new 
system, it must exist as a cataloged 
partitioned data set in the generating system 
catalog, and be of the same release level as 
SYS1.GENLIB, SYS1.MODGEN, SYS1.MODGEN2, and 
the component libraries being used. 
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SYSl.PROCLIB 

contents 

Type 

Specifying for the 
New System 

Special Note 

This data set is required in all operating 
systems. 

The members of this data set include the 
cataloged procedures used to perform certain 
system functions, such as compile-link-edit-go. 

This is a partitioned data set. 

Location: 

1his data set must be on a direct-access 
volume. It can be on the system-residence 
volume. (Por "PT and ftVT: The SCHEDULR 
PROCRES keyword parameter should not be 
specified if this data set is cataloged.) 

DD Statement: 

Space must be allocated. A null allocation is 
not permitted. 

Secondary allocations can be specified. 

The following DeB subparameters must be 
specified: 

RECFM=FB,LRECL=80, 
BLKSIZE= 3360 or a multiple of 80, which is 

less than, or equal to: 
80 if unblocked 

3600 for a 2311 
20480 for a 2301 

4880 for a 2303 
14080 for a 2305-1 
14640 for a 2305-2 
7280 for a 2314 

12960 for a 3330 

This data set must be blocked if the PROCLlB 
macro instruction is specified during system 
generation. 

Catalog Statement: 

You should catalog this data set. 

SET Command: 

If this data set is cataloged, or if it resides 
on the system-residence volume, you do not have 
to specify the PROC subparameter in the initial 
SET command during IPL for the new system. 
(For detailed information, see OS Operator's 
Reference. ) 
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SYSI.ROLLOUT 

contents 

Type 

specifying for the 
New System 

Special Note 

This data set is required if the MVT (including 
M65MP), rollout/rollin function is specified in 
the CTRLPROG macro instruction. 

This data set is used to hold the information 
rolled out of main storage. 

This is a sequential data set. 

Location: 

This data set must be on a direct-access 
volume. It can be on the system-residence 
volume. 

This data set can only reside on a 2301, 2305-1, 
2305-2, 2311, 2314, 2321, or 3330. 

DD Statement: 

You do not have to specify a space allocation, 
but if you do, it must be one or more tracks. 

The standard format is used. 

catalog Statement: 

This data set is not used during system 
generation. Therefore, it does not have to be 
allocated and cataloged until just before IPt 
for the new system. For convenience, it is 
recommended that you allocate and catalog it 
with the other system data sets. 

1Pt Time: 

If you did not allocate space for this data 
set, the nucleus initialization program (NIP) 
will do so. The space will be allocated on the 
volume specified in the DD statement. 

Failure: 

If this data set was not cataloged or if not 
enough space was allocated, the rollout/rollin 
function will not be used. 
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SYSI.SORTLIB 

This data set is required if the sorting and 
merging functions are in the system. 

contents The members of this data set are the load 
modules from which the system produces a 
sort/merge program at execution time. 

Type This is a partitioned data set. 

Specifying for the Location: 
New or Modified System 

Special Notes 

This data set must be on a direct-access 
volume. It can be on the system-residence 
volume. 

DD Statement: 

The standard format is used. 

Secondary allocations can be specified. 

The following DCB subparameters Blust be 
specified: 

RECFM=U,BLKSIZE= 3625 if on a 2311 
20483 if on a 2301 

4892 if on a 2303 
14136 if on a 2305-1 
14640 if on a 2305-2 
7294 if on a 2314 

13030 if on a 3330 

catalog Statement: 

You should catalog this data set. 

Blocksize: 

If Linkage Editor F is used in the generating 
system, the blocksize in the DSCB is the 
maximum blocksize for the device being used. 

Generating System: 

If this data set is going to be in the new 
system, it must exist as a cataloged 
partitioned data set in the generating system 
catalog and be of the same release level as 
SYS1.GENLIB, SYS1.MODGEN, SYS1.MODGEH2, and 
the component libraries being used. 
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SYSl.SVCLIB 

This data set is required in all operating 
systems. 

contents The members of this library are the nonresident 
SVC routines, the data management access 
methods, the system's standard error recovery 
(SER) routines, and the S/360 Model 85 and 
9/370 Machine-Check Handler nonresident 
modules. 

Type This is a partitioned data set. 

Specifying for the Location: 
New or Modified System 

special Note 

This data set must be on the system-residence 
volume. 

DD Statement: 

The serial number of the new system-residence 
volume must be specified for this data set. 

This data set cannot occupy more than 1023 
tracks on the system-residence volume. 

Secondary allocations can be specified. 

Space should be allocated in cylinders. For 
maximum efficiency, alternate tracks should not 
be used. 

The following DCB subparameters must be 
specified: 

DSORG=POU,RECFK=U,BLKSIZE= 1024 
3072 if 

MCH is specified for Kodel 65 

Catalog Statement: 

You should catalog this data set because some 
cataloged procedures use its name to refer to 
the system-residence volume. 

Blocksize: 

If Linkage Editor F is used in the generating 
system, the blocksize in the DSCB for the data 
set whose record form is specified as U (RECFM=U) 
will be the maximum blocksize for the device 
being used. This is not necessarily the size of 
the current record. 
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SYSl.SYSdOBQE 

contents 

Type 

Specifying for the 
New System 

Special Notes 

This data set is required in all operating 
systems. 

This data set is used as a work area by the job 
scheduler. 

This is a sequential data set. 

Location: 

This data set must be on a direct-access 
volume. It can be on the system-residence 
volume. The SCHEDULR JOBQRES keyword 
parameter should not be specified if this 
data set is cataloged.) 

DD Statement: 

For maximum efficiency, alternate tracks should 
not be used. 

Space must be allocated for this data set, but 
no more than 1215 tracks can be allocated on a 
2314 and no more than 745 tracks can be 
allocated on a 3330. 

If this data set is date protected, operator 
intervention is required. 

Secondary allocations cannot be specified. 

Catalog Statement: 

You should catalog this data set. 

SET Command: 

If this data set is cataloged, or if it resides 
on the system-residence volume, UNIT need not be 
specified in the job queue parameter during IPL 
whenQ is being formatted. 
(For detailed information, see OS Operator's 
Reference.,) 

Allocation and Cataloging: 

This data set is not used during system 
generation. Therefore, it does not have to be 
allocated and cataloged until just before IPL 
for the new system. For convenience, it is 
recommended that you allocate and catalog it 
with the other system data sets. 
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SYSI.SYSVLOGX, SYSI.SYSVLOGY 

Contents 

Type 

Specifying for the 
New System 

These data sets are required if you want a 
system log in your system. 

These data sets contain system log data that 
consists of: 

• Write-to-log (WTL) messages 
• Data entered by the operator 
• Job time, step time, and data from the JOB 

and EXEC statements of a job that has ended 
• Write-to-operator (iTO) and 

write-to-operator reply (ITOR) messages 
• Accepted replies to ITOR messages 
• Operator commands 

These are sequential data sets. 

Location: 

These data sets must be on direct-access 
volumes. They can be on the system-residence 
volume. 

DD Statement: 

The standard format is used. 

Secondary allocations cannot be specified. 

The followi~g DCB subparameters must be 
specified: 

RECPK=VB,BLKSIZE= 3625 if on a 2311 
20483 if on a 2301 

4892 if on a 2303 
14136 if on a 2305-1 
14660 if on a 2305-2 
7294 if on a 2314 

13030 if on a 3330 

BLKSIZE must be greater than half the amount of 
storage allocated for the system log buffer by 
means of the WTLBPRS parameter of the SCHEDULR 
macro. 
If the RETPD or EXPDT subparameters of the LABEL 
parameter on the DD card specify an unexpired data 
set a possible ENQ interlock condition exists between 
COMTASK and LOGTASK. To avoid this possibility, do 
not specify RETPD or EXPDT on the DD card. 

Catalog Statement: 

This statement must be coded for these data sets. 

Allocation and cataloging: 

These data sets are not used during system 
generation. Therefore, they do not have to be 
allocated and cataloged until just before IPL 
for the new system. Por convenience, it is 
recommended that you allocate and catalog them 
with the other system data sets. 
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SYSl. TELCMLIB 

contents 

Type 

Specifying for the 
Hev System 

Special Hote 

This data set is required if TClK, BTAK and/or 
QT1K are in the system. It is also requ~red 
for a TSO system. 

The members of this data set are 
telecommunications subroutines in load module 
form. 

This is a partitioned data set. 

Location: 

This data set must be on a direct-access 
vo1uae. It can be on the system-residence 
volume. 

DD Statement: 

The standard format is used. 

Secondary allocations can be specified. 

The following DCB subparameters must be 
specified: 

RECPII=U,BtKSIZE= 3625 if on a 2311 
20483 if on a 2301 

4892 if on a 2303 
14136 if on a 2305-1 
14660 if on a 2305-1 
7294 if on a 2314 

13030 if on a 3330 

Catalog Statement: 

You should catalog this data set. 

B1ocksize: 

If Linkage Editor P is used in the generating 
systea, the blocksize in the DSCB will be the 
aaximua blocksize for the device being used. 
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SYSl.UADS 

This data set is required for TSO systems. 

Contents There are one or more members for each terminal user. 
Basically, the data set is a list of terminal 
users who are authorized to use TSO. It 
contains information about each of them. 

Type This is a partitioned data set. 

Specifying for the Location: 
New or "odified System 

Special Note 

This data set must be on a direct-access 
volume. It can be on the system-residence 
volume. 

DD Statement: 

The standard format is used. 

Secondary allocations can be specified. 

The following DCB subparameters must be 
specified: 

DSORG=PO,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800,RECFK=FB 

Catalog statement: 

This data set should be cataloged. 

Informa tion: 

For further detailed information about this 
data set, see OS 
TSO Command Language. 
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System Generation Macro Instructions 

This section contains the detailed information necessary to select and code 
the system generation mac·ro instructions. 

The conventions used to code the macro instructions, the text format, a summary 
of the macro instructions by group (machine configuration, control program, 
etc.) and type of generation, and a cross-reference table shoving the 
dependencies among the macro instructions are includad. 

The macro instructions are alphabetically organized for ease of reference. 
1 description, requirements, parameters, and coding hints and additional 
information are provided for each macro instruction. 
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Conventions 

This section describes the conventions used to code system generation macro 
instructions and the notation used in this publication to describe system 
generation macro instructions. 

CODING MACRO INSTRUCTIONS 

The rules for coding system generation macro instructions are those of the 
assembler language. The following paragraphs are a summary of these rules 
as stated in the publication, OS Assembler Language. 

System generation macro instructions have the following standard format: 

Name 

Symbolic 
name 

Operation 

Macro 
instruction 
type 

Operand 

Optional and required parameters 

The name symbolically identifies the macro instruction. If included, it can 
contain from one through eight alphameric characters, the first of which must 
be alphabetic. The name must begin in the first position of the macro 
instruction and must be followed by one or more blanks. Unless otherwise 
indicated in the description of individual macro instructions, the name field 
of a system generation macro instruction is ignored during system generation. 

The operation identifies the macro instruction. It must be preceded and 
followed by one or more blanks. 

The operand contains parameters coded in any order and separated by commas. 
The operand field ends with one or more blanks placed after the last param;ter. 
In most system generation macro instructions, keyword parameters are used 1n 
the operand field. A keyword parameter consists of a keyword followed by an 
equal sign (=) and the keyword value. The keyword value must be a single value 
or a list of values; in the latter case, the values must be separated by commas 
and the list enclosed in parentheses. 

Comments can be written in a system generation macro instruction, but they 
must be separated from the last parameter of the operand field by one or more 
blanks. You can use an entire card for a comment by placing an asterisk in 
the first column. Extensive comments may be written by using a series of cards 
with an asterisk in the first column of each card. A macro instruction that 
has no parameters cannot have comments. 

A typical system generation macro instruction might appear as: 

NAME OPERATION KEY1=value 1 ,value2 ) ,KEY3=value, ••• 

System generation macro instructions are coded in columns 1 through 11 of a 
card. A macro instruction that exceeds column 71 can be continued onto one 
or more additional cards; a nonblank character is placed in column 72 to 
indicate continuation. The macro instruction can be interrupted either in 
column 71 or after any comma that separates parameters. The continued portion 
must beqin in column 16 of the following card. Comments can be coded through 
columa 71, and, if continued, must begin in column 16 of the following card. 
In addition, comments may- appear on every card of a continued statement. 
Columns 13 through 80 can be used to code identification and/or statement 
sequence characters. 
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Describing Macro Instructions 

The following conventions are used in this publication to illustrate the format 
and coding of system generation macro instructions: 

• Uppercase letters, numbers, and punctuation marks must be coded exactly 
as shown. Exceptions to this convention are brackets, [ ]; braces, {}; 
ellipses, ••• ; and subscripts. These are never coded. 

• Lowercase letters and words represent variables for which you must 
substitute specific information or specific values. 

• Items or groups of items within brackets [ ] are optional. They may be 
omitted at the programmer's discretion. Conversely, the lack of brackets 
indicates that an item or group of items must be coded. 

• Braces { } group related items. 

• Stacked items enclosed in braces represent alternative items. Only one 
of the stacked items should be coded. 

• If an alternative item is underlined, the operating system vill 
automatically assume it is your choice if none of the items is coded. 

• An ellipsis ••• indicates that the preceding item or group of items can 
be codad two or more times in succession. 

Macro Instructions Text Fonnat 

The content of the new operating system is specified through system generation 
macro instructions. The macro instructions appear in alphabetical ord~r and 
the description of each follows the format shown in Figure 78. 
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KACRO INSTRUCTION NAKE 

A description of the macro instruction, its function, and whether it is required 
or optional is provided. 

Basic Requirements 

All basic requirements for the use of the macro instruction are listed. 

Nucleus Generation 

Additional requirements for using the macro instruction during a nucleus 
generation, if applicable, are listed. (See Figure 79.) 

Processor/Library Generation 

Additional requirements for using the macro instruction during a 
processor/Library generation, if applicable, are listed. (See Figure 79.) 

I/O Device Generation 

Additional requirements for using the macro instruction during an I/O Device 
generation, if applicable, are listed. (See Figure 79.) 

Name Operation Operand 

Format of the macro instruction 

Name Field: Description of the name field, if applicable. (See "Coding "acro 
Instructions" in the "Conventions" section.) 

Operand Field: Each keyword parameter in the operand field is described. 
Any defaults or notes about each keyword parameter and/or its subparameters 
are provided. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

Any additional information that might help the system programmer is provided. 

Example: One or mOre examples of valid ways of coding the macro instruction 
are supplied. These examples are not meant to be recommended ways of coding 
the macro instruction. They are just intended to illustrate the mechanics 
of coding a valid combination of parameters. 

NA"E OPERATIOI KEY1=(value l ,value2 ),KEY3=(value, ••• ) 

Figure 78. Format of "acro Instruction Descriptions 
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Macro Instruction Summary 

Not all system generation macro instructions are required for the system 
generation process. Figure 79 lists the system generation macro instructions 
for each type of system generation, indicating whether they are required' or 
optional. If neither required nor optional is indicated, that macro instruction 
does not apply to that type of system generation, and the functions it specifies 
are not generated if it is included in the input deck. (The type of syscem 
generation can be specified in the GENERATE macro instruction.) Notes and 
guidelines about the various types of system generation are provided at the 
end of this section following Figure 89, which contains the cross-references 
between the macro instructions. 

Figure 79 also shows which macro instructions can be issued more than once 
during a system generation process. All UNITNAME macro instructions having 
the same NAKE. value must appear together in the input deck. Each IOCONTRL 
macro instruction must precede in the input deck to system generation those 
IODEVICE macro instructions that define devices attached to that control unit. 
All other system generation macro instructions, with the exception of GENERATE, 
can be issued in any order. The GENERATE macro instruction must be the last 
macro instruction in the input deck for the system generation process. 

Dependencies among the parameters of a macro instruction are illustrated by 
the macro instruction format and, when necessary, by tables within each macro 
instruction description. Dependencies among macro instructions are stated 
in the descriptions of each macro instruction and summarized at the end of 
this section in Figure 89. 

several keywords in the system generation macro instructions request the 
specification of the unit name of a device, for example, UNIT=name in the 
FORTLIB macro instruction and RESNAME=name in the GENERATE macro instruction. 
The unit name of a device can be one of the following: 

• Unit address, such as 192. 

• Device types, such as 2311. (Device types are listed in Appendix A.) 

• Group name, or name of a collection of devices, such as TAPE or SISDA. 
(See UNITNAKE macro instruction.) 

It is recommended that device types be used, although all three types are 
equally valid. 
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Group 

Machine 
Configuration 

Control 
Program 

Data 
Management 

User-Written 
Routines 

processing 
Proqrams and 
Libraries 

GENERATE 

Macro 
Instruction 

CENPROCS 
CHANNEL 2 
IOCONTRL2 
IODEVICE2 
IMAGELiB 
UCS 
UNITNAME2 

CTRLPROG 
SCHEDULR 
SUPRVSOR 
CKPTREST 
GJOBCTL 
PARTITNS 
SECKODS 
SECONSLE2 

DITIKGT 
GRAPHICS 
PTOP 
TELCMLlB 

LINKLIB 
RESMODS 
SVCLIB 
SVCTABLE2 

ALGOL 
ALGLlB 
ASSEKBLR 
MICLIB 
CHECKER2 
CKDLIB 
COBOL2 
COBLIB2 
DCMLIB 
EDIT 
EDITOR 2 
EMULATOR 
FORTRAN2 
FORT LIB 
HELP 
LOADER 
OUTPUT 
PIRMLIB 
PL1 
PL1LlB 
PROCLlB 
RPG 
SORTMERG 
SORTLIB 
SYSUTlLS 
TSOPTlON 
UADS 

GENER1TE1 
GENTS01 

operating 
System 

Required 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 

Required 
Required 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 

optional 
Optional 
optional 
Optional 

optional 
Optional 
optional 
Optional 

Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 

Required 
Required 

Type of System Generation 
Processorl 

Nucleus Library 

Required 
Required 
Required 
Required 

Required 
Required 
Optional 

Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 

Optional 
Optional 

Optional 

optional 

Optional 

Required 
Required 

Required 

Optional 
Optional 

optional 
Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
optional 

Optional 
Optional 

Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 

optional 

Required 
Required 

1/0 

Required 
Required 
Required 
Required 
Optional 
optional 
optional 

Required 
Required 
Optional 

optional 

Optional 
Optional 

Optional 
Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

Optional 

Required 
Required 

GENT SO is the last system generation macro that can be used if a TSO system is being 
generated or modified. GENERATE is used for all other generations or modifications. 

2 This macro lIay be specified more than once. 

Note: Be sure to read the description of each macro for the type of 
SYSGEN you are doing, as it indicates any special requirements or 
relationships to other macros. 

Figure 79. System Generation Macro Instructions 
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ALGLIB 

The ALGLIB macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the ALGOL subroutine 
library (SYS1.ALGLIB) in the new operating system. This macro instruction 
is optional. 

Basic Requirement 

The system data set SYS1.ALGLIB must be allocated space in the new system. 
It may be cataloged in the new system, which can be done during the preparation 
for system generation. 

processor/Library Generatio~ 

When an existing ALGOL library, SYS1.ALGLIB, is being replaced, the following 
must be done: 

• The existing library must be scratched and uncataloged before the new one 
can be initialized. 

• The member IHIERROR must be scratched from SYS1.LINKLIB. 

Name Operation 

ALGLIB 

Operand 

[
UNIT=name ] 
VOLNO=serial 

Default: If no keyword parameters are coded, the system data set SYS1.ALGLIB 
is placed on the new system-residence volume. 

UNIT= 
specifies a direct-access device that will hold the volume on which the 
ALGOL subroutine library will be generated. 

name 
is the device type. 

Notes: 

• Required: If this keyword parameter is specified, VOLNO must be specified. 

• Device: The direct-access device assigned to hold the new ALGOL library, 
SYS1.ALGLIB, must be a device that already exists in the generating system. 

VOLNO= 
specifies the serial number of the volume that is to contain the ALGOL 
subroutine library for the new system. 

serial 
is the ~eria1 number. 

Notes: 

• Required: If this keyword parameter is specified, UNIT must be specified. 

• Serial Number: The one specified must be the same as the one used in the 
VOLUME keyword parameter of the DD statement when space vas allocated for 
SYS1.ALGLIB. 
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Coding Hints and Additional Information 

This example illustrates the use of the lLGLIB macro instruction to specify 
the inclusion of the ALGOL subroutine library in the new operating system. 
The unit name is 2~01. The volume serial number is 333771. 

ALGLIB UNIT=2301,VOLNO=333771 
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ALGOL 

The ALGOL macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the ALGOL compiler. 
This macro instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• The ALGLIB macro instruction must be specified. 

• In the CENPROCS macro instruction, INSTSET=SCNTF or INS'rSET=UNIV must be 
specified. 

• This macro instruction cannot be specified if !ODEL=19S has been specified 
in the CENPROCS macro instruction. 

Processor/Library Generation 

Sufficient space for the ALGOL compiler must be allocated in SYS1.LINKLIB. 

If the ALGOL macro instruction is used to provide a replacement for an existing 
ALGOL compiler, then the folloving conditions must also exist. 

Kembers IEX10, IEI1', IEI20,_IEI21, IEIJO, IEX40, IEXSO, and IEIS1 must be 
scratched from SYS1.LINKLIB. (The space that these members occupied can be 
recovered by use of the IEBCOPY utility program.) 

Name Operation 

ALGOL 

Operand 

[ SIZE=size ] 
[ PUNCH= {~~~:CK}] 

[ TYPERUN= {1.2!!2. }] 
ROLOAD 

[SORCODE= {~~~DIC}l 

[ SORLIST= SOURCE }] 
ROSOURCE 

[PBECISR= re~~~T}] 

All the keyword parameters provide defaults for the various options that can 
affect an ALGOL compilation. These default options vill be used if the 
corresponding values are omitted fro. the PAR! field of the EXEC statement 
for the ALGOL coapilation. 

PRECISN= 
specifies the internal representation of real values. 

SHORT 
specifies fullvords. 

LONG 
specifies doublevords. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, SHORT is assumed. 
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PUNCH= 
specifies the production of a punched deck of the object program. 

DECK 
specifies that a punched deck is to be produced. 

NODECK 
specifies that a punched deck is not to be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, NODECK is assumed. 

SIZE= 
specifies the maximum number of bytes of main storage available to the 
ALGOL compiler. 

size 
is an integer from 45056 to 999999. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, 45056 is assumed. 

SORCODE= 
specifies the character set used to keypunch the source programs to be 
compiled. 

EBCDIC 

ISO 

specifies the EBCDIC character set. 

specifies the standard 46-character set in BCD established by the 
International Standards Organization (ISO) for ALGOL. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, EBCDIC is assumed. 

SORLIST= 
specifies the production of a listing of the ALGOL source program and 
identifier table. 

SOURCE 
specifies that the listing is to be produced. 

NOSOURCE 
specifies that the listing is not to be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, SOURCE is assumed. 

TYPERUN= 
specifies the production of input to the linkage editor from the program 
being compiled. 

LOAD 
specifies that the program is to be processed by the linkage editor 
after compilation. 

NOLOAD 
specifies that the program is only to be compiled. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, LOAD is assumed. 
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Coding Hints and Additional Information 

This example illustrates the use of the ALGOL macro instruction to specify 
the inclusion of the ALGOL compiler. Unless otherwise specified at. compilation 
time, the compiler viII use 90112 bytes of main storage and will accept source 
programs written in the standard 46-character set in BCD. A source program 
listing is produced, internal real values are represented in doublevords, and 
compiled source programs are processed by the linkage editor; a punched deck 
is not produced. 

ALGOL SIZE=90112,PRECISN=LONG,SORCODE=ISO 

ALGOL 
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ASSEMBLR 

The ASSEMBLR macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the assembler language 
processor. This macro instruction is required for the first system generation 
and is optional after that. 

Basic Requirements 

• Each operating system must have an assembler-language processor. 

• For MVT (including K65MP) systems: If IBM-supplied cataloged procedures 
are going to be used and the F128 linkage editor is included in the system, 
the REGION parameter in the cataloged procedures with linkage editor steps 
must be changed. The alias for the linkage editor, IEIL, is given to the 
linkage editor included in the system, unless more than one is specified, 
in which case the alias is given to the largest. To change the parameter, 
use the IEBUPDTE utility program. Information about region sizes is 
provided in os storage Estimates. 

• If Assembler E is used for system generations, then SYS1.GENLIB must be 
unblocked. 

processor/Library Generation 

sufficient space for the assembler being included must have been allocated 
in SYS1.LINKLIB. 

Name Operation Operand 

ASSEMBLR DESIGN=F 

DESIGN= 
specifies the design level of the assembler-language processor to be 
included in the new system. 

F 
specifies the F-design level. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

When you are using this macro instruction, the following guidelines can be 
helpful. 

• IEUASM is the name of Assembler F. 

ASSEMBLR 

• The alias ASMBLR is given to the assembler-language processor in the system. 

Example: The following example illustrates the use of the ASSEMBLR macro 
instruction to specify Assembler F. 

ASSEMBLR DESIGN=F 
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CENPROCS 

The CENPROCS macro instruction describes the central processing unit and its 
physical features. This macro instruction is required. 

Basic Requirements 

• For S/360 Kodel 40: The keyword parameter INSTSET must be specified for 
this model or a system generation error will occur. 

• For S/360 Kodel 91: The universal instruction set has only the EDIT and 
EDKK decimal instructions. A Decimal Simulator Routine can be specified 
with the OPTIONS keyword parameter in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. 

• For S/360 Model 40: If the universal instruction set is specified, the 
storage protection feature is not included. It is not standard for this 
model. 

Nucleus, Processor/Library, and I/O Device Generation 

The CENPROCS macro instruction must be coded with the same parameters and 
subparameters specified as those used in the last complete system generation. 

Name Operation 

CENPROCS 

Operand 

rMODEL= 40 
50 
65 
75 
85 
91 

135 
145 
155 
158 
165 
168 

CNsTSE*~51~~~ 1] 
SCNTF 
UN IV 

[FEATURE=(feature[,feature)] CENPROCS 
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FEATURE= 
specifies the optional features installed in the central processing unit. 
These values can be written in any order. 

PROTECT (For Kadel 40) 
specifies the storage protection feature. 

S370 (For Model 195) 
specifies S/370 Model 195. 

Notes: 

• Program Support: The programming support for storage protection is 
specified by OPTIONS=PROTECT in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. 

• Required: This subparameter is specified only for Model 40. It is 
a standard feature on all other systems and need not be specified. 

INSTSET= 
specifies the instruction set available in the central processing unit. 

STD 

COKM 

SCNTF 

UN IV 

I Note: 

specifies the standard instruction set. 

specifies the commercial instruction set. This is the standard set 
with the decimal feature. 

specifies the scientific instruction set. This is the standard set 
with the floating-point feature. 

specifies the universal instruction set. This is the standard set 
with the decimal, floating-point, and storage protection features. 

If TYPE=MVT or M65MP is specified in the CTRLPROG macro 
instruction, this subparameter must be specified. 

Default: 

• If this keyword parameter is omitted for Model 40, a system generation 
error will occur. 

• UNIV is the default value only for Models 50, 65, 75, 85, 91, 155, 158, 
165, 168, and 195. 

• COMM is the default value for Models 135 and 145. 

Notes: 

• 

• 

• 

Model 40: The universal instruction set does not have the storage 
protection feature. 

Model 91: The universal instruction set has only the EDIT and EDMK decimal 
instructions. (A Decimal Simulator routine for Model 91 may be specified 
with the OPTIONS keyword of the SUPRVSOR macro instruction.) 

Model 195: The universal instruction set should be specified. If any 
other instruction set is specified, UNIV will be assumed. 
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MODEL= 
specifies the model of the central processing unit. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, 40 is assumed. 

Note: 

• M65MP systems: 65 must be specified. 

STORAGE= 

~: This parameter is no longer necessary. If specified, it is ignored. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

The chart below shows the relationship between two of the parameters in this 
macro instruction. 

parameter Comment parameter 

MODEL For 40 requires INSTSET 

Example: In the following example, a CENPROCS macro instruction is used to 
describe a model 40 central processing unit. The commercial instruction set 
is used. 

CENPROCS MODEL=40,INSTSET=COMM 

CENPROCS 
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CHANNEL 

The CHANNEL macro instruction describes the channel characteristics. This 
macro instruction is required. 

Basic Requirements 

• There must be a CHANNEL macro instruction for each channel of the 
installation's computing system. 

• Burst devices cannot be attached to a multiplexor channel or to the 
multiplex portion of a high-speed multiplexor channel. 

Nucleus Generation 

The CHANNEL macro instructions must be coded with the same keyword parameters 
and subparameters specified as those used in the last complete system 
generation. 

I/O Device Generation 

• Each channel in the computing system must be specified. If the channel 
specifications are not changed, the same coding must be repeated. 

• Channels can be added, deleted, or changed, but each channel in the new 
system must be specified. 

Name 

(name] 

Name Field 

Operation 

CHANNEL 

Operand 

ADDRES!;;~~~~~:S 1 
TYPE= MULTIPLEXOR 

HISPEED!ULTIPLEXOR 
BLK!PXR 

The name is used in system generation error messages (see Appendix D) to 
identify any CHANNEL macro instruction that produces an error. 

ADDRESS= 
specifies the address of the channel. 

address 
is a hexadecimal number from 0 to D. 

TYPE= 
specifies the type of channel. 

SELECTOR 
is the selector channel. 

MULTIPLEXOR 
is the multiplexor channel. 

HISPEED!ULTIPLEXOR 
is the 2870 multiplexor channel. 

CHANNEL 
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BLKMPXR 
is the 2880 block multiplexor channel or any other block 
multiplexor channel. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

When you use this macro instruction, the following guideline can be helpful. 

If nothing is coded in the name field, a sequential identification number is 
supplied by the assembler. This is done for any CHANNEL macro instruction 
that does not have a name. The order in which the numbers are assigned is 
determined by the order in which they appear in the input stream. For example, 
if the name is omitted from the third CHANNEL macro instruction, the name 
CHAN#3 is supplied in each diagnostic message resulting from an error detected 
while processing that macro instruction. 

Example: The following example illustrates the use of the CHANNEL macro 
instruction to describe a multiplexor channel with address O. 

MPX CHANNEL ADDRESS=O,TYPE=MULTIPLEIOR 
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CHECKER 

The CHECKER macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the syntax checker 
for FORTRAN and/or PL/I language processors. This macro instruction applies 
only to systems having CRJE or TSO, and its use is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• If both types of syntax checkers are to be included, two macro instructions 
must be used one for each type. 

• OPTIONS=CRJE or TSO must be specified in the SCHEDULR macro instruction. 

• When TYPE=FORTR1R is coded, SIZE viII be ignored. 

• When TYPE=PL1 is coded, DESIGN viII be ignored. 

Processor/Library Generation 

OPTIORS=CRJE or TSO must have been specified in the SCHEDULR macro instruction 
in the last complete system generation. 

Name operation 

CHECKER 

Operand 

For FORTRAN: 
[DESIGN= ([ E][ , ][ §.][ , ][ H]) ] 
TYPE=FORTR11 

For PL/I: 
(SIZE= ([ 16K]( , ][l2!.][ , ][ 27K]) ] 
TYPE=PL1 

DESIGN= (For FORTRAN) 

E 

G 

H 

specifies that one or more of the FORTRAN syntax checker design levels 
are to be included. 

specifies the E-design level. 

specifies the G-design level. 

specifies the H-design level. 

Default: When TYPE=PORTR11 and this keyword parameter is not coded, design
level G is assumed. 

~ 

The design level specified should agree with the design level specified in 
the FORTRAI macro instruction. 

l IH l' 1\ I I 
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SIZE= (For PL/I) 
specifies that one or more versions of the PL/1 syntax checker are to be 
included. Only one checker version can be used in a TSO system. If 
OPTIONS=TSO is specified in the SCHEDULR macro instruction and more than 
one version of the PL/I syntax checker is included, the TSO system will 
use the 20K version if specified; otherwise, it will use the 27K version. 

16K 

20K 

21K 

specifies the syntax checker for restricted checking. It is fully 
resident in 16K bytes of main storage. 

specifies the syntax checker for thorough checking that is partially 
dynamic in 20K bytes of main storage. 

specifies the syntax checker for thorough checking that is fully 
resident in 27K bytes of main storage. 

Default: When TYPE=PL1 and SIZE is not coded, the 20K form of the syntax 
checker is assumed. 

TYPE= 
specifies the type of syntax checker to be included. 

FORTRAN 
specifies the FORTRAN syntax checker. 

PL1 
specifies the PL/I syntax checker. 

Note: 

Required: This keyword parameter can have only one subparameter. To specify 
both forms of the syntax checker, tvo macro instructions must be coded. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

Example: This example illustrates the use of the CHECKER macro instructon 
to select the FORTRAN syntax checking routines. The G-design level will be 
included in the new system. 

CHECKER TYPE=FORTRAN 
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CKPTREST 

The CKPTREST macro instruction makes it possible for you to modify the standard 
list of ABEND cards. This macro instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• Checkpoint/restart is a standard feature in all systems. 

• Step restart can always be used based on the specifications in the RD 
parameter in the EXEC statement. 

• If the CHKPT macro instruction is used in any program or the RESTART keyword 
parameter is used in a JOB statement, the RESIDNT keyword parameter of 
the SUPRVSOR macro instruction must be specified -- the subparameter ACSKETH 
for MFT systems and the subparameter RENTCODE for MVT and K65MP systems. 

lame Operation 

CKPTREST 

ELIGBL!= 

Operand 

[ELIGBLE=(code[,code] ••• )] 
[NOTELIG=(code[,code] ••• ) ] 

specifies the user defined ABEND codes that are to be eligible for automatic 
restart. 

code 
is a decimal integer from 0 to 4095. 

Notes: 

• Maximum-: A maximum of ten values may be specified even though none of 
the standard system ABEND codes has been made not eligible. For further 
information, see OS Supervisor Services and Macro Instructions. 

• PL/I F Compiler: To force or cancel an automatic restart of a job step 
using the IHERES routine, the user completion code 4092 must be specified 
in the ELIGBLE parameter. The RD parameter must also be specified in the 
JOB or EXEC statement with R or RNC as the subparameter. 

NOTELIG=code 
specifies which of the operating system ABEND codes in the standard list 
below are not eligible for automatic restart. These codes may be listed 
in any order. 

001, 031, 033, 03A, OA3, OBO, OF3, 
100, 106, 113, 117, 137, 
20A, 213, 214, 217, 2F3, 
313, 314, 317, 32D, 
413, 414, 417, 422, 
513, 514, 
613, 614, 626, 637, 
700, 714, 717, 737, 
806, 813, 837, 
906, 913, 926, 937, 
A14, 
B14, B37, 
e13, 
E37 
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Default: If this parameter is omitted, all the ABEND codes listed above are 
eligible for automatic restart. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

Bore detailed information about ABEND codes can be found in the os !essages 
and Codes and OS Supervisor Services and !acro Instructions. 

Example: This example illustrates the use of the CKPTREST macro instruction 
to select ABEND codes for automatic restart. The operating system ABEND codes 
of 03A, 626, and 317 are not to be eligible for automatic restart, and the 
user-defined codes of 95 and 122 are to be eligible. 

CKPTREST NOTELIG=(031,626,317),ELIGBLE=(95,122) 
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CMDLIB 

The CKDLIB macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the TSO Command 
processing Programs Library (SYS1.CKDLIB) in the new operating system. This 
macro instruction is valid and required only in a complete or processor system 
generation of a TSO system. 

Basic Requirement 

The CKDLIB .acro instruction must be specified, if the OUTPUT and/or EDIT macro 
instructions are required. 

Processor/Library Generation 

• The CKDLIB macro instruction can be specified during a Processor/Library 
generation if it wasn't specified during the complete system generation. 

• The macro must not be respecified if the values selected for the parameter 
of the OUTPUT and EDIT macros are to be changed during a Processor/Library 
generation. 

Name Operation Operand 

CMDLIB 

Example: This example illustrates the use of the CKDLIB macro instruction 
to specify the inclusion of the TSO Command Processing Programs Library, 
SYS1.CKDLIB, in the new operating system. 

CKDLIB 

CMDLlB 
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COBLIB 

The COBLIB macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the COBOL subroutine 
library (SYS1.COBLIB) in the new operating system. This macro instruction 
is opt.ional. 

Basic Requirements 

• Space must be allocated for SIS1.COBLIB. The data set may be cataloged 
in the new system. 

• A combined subroutine library, one that has E-design level and/or American 
National Standard COBOL, can be generated. A COBLIB macro instruction 
must be coded for each one that is desired. 

• If a combined subroutine library is desired, the UNIT and VOLNO keyword 
parameters should be the same in each COBLIB macro instruction. If they 
are not, the specification in the last COBLIB macro instruction will 
determine where the library will be placed. 

Processor/Library Generation 

• If a combined subroutine library is desired, the COBOL macro instruction 
must be specified. 

• If a combined subroutine library is going to replace an existing 
SIS1.COBLIB, there must be enough space for the new modules in the data 
set. 

Name Operation 

COBLIB 

DESIGN= 

Operand 

DESIGN= {~} 

[
UNIT=name ] 
VOLNO=serial 

specifies the design level of the subroutine library. 

E 
specifies d~sign-level E. 

u 
specifies American National Standard COBOL, X3.23-1968. 

Nots: 

• !odel 91 or 195: Design-level E cannot be specified. 

C08LI8 
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UNIT= 
specifies the direct-access device that will hold the volume that will 
contain the COBOL library. 

name 
is the device type. 

Default: If the UNIT and VOLNO keyword parameters are omitted, the COBOL 
subroutine library is placed on the new system-residence volume. 

Notes: 

• Device: The direct-access device specified must exist in the generating 
system. 

• Required: If this keyword parameter is coded, VOLNO must also be specified. 

VOLNO= 
specifies the volume that is to contain the new COBOL subroutine library. 

serial 
is the serial number. 

Default: If the UNIT and VOLNO keyword parameters are omitted, the COBOL 
subroutine library is placed on the new system-residence volume. 

Notes: 

• Serial number: The value specified must be the same as the value given 
to the VOLUME keyword of the DD statement used to allocate space for 
SYS1.COBLIB during the preparation for system generation. 

• Required: If this keyword parameter is coded, UNIT must also be specified. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

This example illustrates the use of the COBLIB macro instruction to specify 
the inclusion of the American National Standard COBOL subroutine library in 
the new operating system. SYS1.COBLIB is to reside on the new system-residence 
volume. 

COBLIB DESIGN=U 
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COBOL 

The COBOL macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the COBOL compiler. 
This macro instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• INSTSET=COKK or UNIV must be specified in the CENPROCS macro instruction. 
The commercial or the universal instruction set is required for COBOL 
compilations and executions. 

• INSTSET=UNIV must be specified in the CENPROCS macro instruction if either 
floating-point literals are used at compilation time, or exponentiation 
to a noninteger power or a floating-point number is used at object time. 

• The COBLIB macro instruction must be specified. 

• This macro instruction must be coded once for each design level. 

• For KVT (including M65KP) Systems: If IBM·supplied cataloged procedures 
are going to be used and the F128 linkage editor is included in the system, 
the REGION parameter in the cataloged procedures with linkage editor steps 
must be changed. The alias for the linkage editor, IERL, is given to the 
linkage editor included in the system, unless more than one is specified, 
in which case the alias is given to the largest. To change the parameter, 
use the IEBUPDTE utility program. Information about region sizes is 
provided in as Storage Estimates. 

processor/Library Generation 

• sufficient space must have been allocated for the new compiler in 
SYS 1. LINKLIB. 

• The same design level as a previously generated COBOL compiler can be 
specified. 

• If a different design level of the COBOL compiler is specified, the COBLIB 
macro instruction must also be specified. This must be done to have a 
combined subroutine library generated. 

Name operation 

COBOL 

Operand 

For COBOL E 

DESIGN=E 

[ KSGLEV= {FLAGWll 
FLAGEJj 

[LINECNT=lines] 

[ DATAKAP= {DMAP 'I] 
NODMAP 

[ 
P ROC KA P= {lli1 }] 

NOPMAP 

[
DISPCHK={DISPCK }] 

NODISPCK 
(BUFSIZE=number] 

[ EDIT= {REGED}] 
INVED 

COBOL 
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DESIGN= 

Par American National standard COBOL: 

DESIGN=U 

[ KSGLEV= {FLAGW}] 
FLAGE 

[LINECNT=lines] 
[SIZE=size] 
[BUF=number J 

[
SORLIST={SOURCE }] 

NOSOURCE 
[ PUNCH= {~~~:CK}] 

[ TYPERUN= {LOA 0 }] 
NOLOAD 

[ SEQCHK= {SEQ }] 

[ {S:~~~~'}] SPACE=.SPACE2 
SPACE3 

[ LITCHAR={APOST}] 
QUOTE 

[REFLIST={~~~~EFB 

[CNDENSE= {NOCLIST}] 
CLIST 

[SUPPREs=rNOSUPKAP}] 
tSUPKAP 

[DAT1!AP= {~~~:AP}] 
[PROCKAP= {:~i~AP}] 

[TRNCATE= \NOTRUNC}] 
TRUNe 

[LIB= {LIB \1 
NOLIB 

[VERB= {VERB 11 
NOVERB 

specifies the design level of the COBOL compiler. 

E 
specifies design-level E. 

u 
specifies American National Standard COBOL, X3.23-1968. 

Note: 

Bodel 91 or 195: Design-level E cannot be specified if KODEL=91 or 195 is 
specified in the CENPROCS macro instruction. 

The following keyword parameters provide the default options for the various 
options that can affect a COBOL compilation. These default options vill be 
used if the corresponding values are omitted from the PARK field of the EXEC 
statement for the COBOL compilation. 
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BUF= (For American National Standard) 
specifies the number of bytes of main storage to be used for buffer 
allocation by the American National Standard COBOL compiler. 

number 
is an integer from 2768 to 99999. 

Defaults: 

• If BUF is omitted and SIZE is specified, the value of BUF is calculated 
as: 

SIZE-81920 + 2768 
4 

• If both BUF and SIZE are omitted, a value of 2768 is assumed for BUF. 

Note: 

This value must be included in the value given to the SIZE keyword parameter. 

BUFSIZE= (For E) 
specifies the size, in bytes, of each of the six work buffers used during 
a COBOL compilation. 

number 
is a number from: 
180 to 32000 for magnetic tape, 
180 to 3600 for volumes on 2311 Disk storage drives, or 
180 to 20000 for volumes on 2301 Drum Storage drives. 

Default: If this parameter is omitted, a value of 180 is assumed. 

Notes: 

• Size: The maximum size is an object time option, not checked during system 
generation. 

• Formula: The following formula can be used as a guide to determine the 
maximum value that can be specified to optimize the allocation of available 
storage for the data-name table and work buffers. (Any remainder should 
be ignored.) 

number = M-30000-[ (13+L) (N) ] 
6 

number 

Ii 

L 

N 

is the size of each work buffer. If the result is less than 180, 
180 must be specified. 

is the size (in bytes) of main storage. 

is the length of the average data name. 

is the number of data names. 

COBOL 
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CNDENSE= (For American National Standard) 

CLIST 
specifies that a condensed listing will be produced. A condensed 
listing contains, in the procedure portion, the source card numbers 
and the first generated instruction for each verb. 

Note: Restriction - If CLIST is specified, PROCMAP=PMAP cannot be 
specified. 

NOCLIST 
specifies that no condensed listing will be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, NOCLIST is assumed. 

DATAMAP= (For E or American National Standard COBOL) 
specifies the production of a listing of the data names and their addresses 
either relative to load point for the working storage section or relative 
to the record addresses for the file or linkage sections. 

DMAP 
specifies that a listing is to be produced. 

NODMAP 
specifies that the listing is not to be produced. 

Default: The default option is DMAP for E level COBOL and NODMAP for American 
National Standard COBOL. 

DISPCHK= (For ~ 
specifies the generation of object code which determines whether a field 
to be displayed exceeds the record length of the device on which it is 
to be written. 

DISPCK 
specifies that a check is to be made. 

NODISPCK 
specifies that no check is required. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, DISPCK is assumed. 

EDIT= (For E) 
specifies the editing function to be used by the compiler. 

REGED 
specifies that the standard monetary editing function will be used. 

INVED 
specifies that the inverted monetary editing function will be used. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, REGED is assumed. 

LIB= (For American National Standard) 
specifies whether or not a COpy and/or a BASIS request will be part of the 
COBOL source input stream. 

LIB 
specifies that a COpy and/or a BASIS request will be made. 

NOLIB 
specifies that a copy source will not include a COpy or a BASIS request. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, LIB is assumed. 
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LINECNT= (For all des iqn levels) 
specifies the number of lines to be printed on each page of the COBOL 
compiler output listing. 

lines 
is a two-digit integer from 10 to 99. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, a value of 60 is assumed. 

LITCHAR= (For American National Standard) 
identifies the character that will be used to delineate literals. It will 
also be used by the compiler to delineate figurative constants. 

APOST 
specifies that the apostrophe (') will be used. 

QUOTE 
specifies that the double quote (n) will be used. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, APOST is assumed. 

MSGLEV= (For all design levels) 
specifies the type of compilation error messages to be printed. 

FLAGi 
specifies that all warning and error messages are to be printed. 

FLAGE 
specifies that warning messages are not to be printed. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, FLAGi is assumed. 

PROCMAP= (For E or American National Standard COBOL) 
specifies the production of a listing of the generated instructions for 
each statement in the Procedure Division. 

PMAP 
specifies that the listing is to be produced. 

~ 

Restriction: If PMAP is specified, CNDENSE=CLIST cannot be specified. 

NOPMAP 
specifies that the listing is not to be produced. 

Default: The default option is PMAP for E level COBOL and NOPMAP for American 
National Standard COBOL. 

PUNCH= (For American National Standard COBOL) 
specifies the production of a punched deck of the object program. 

DECK 
specifies that a punched deck is to be produced. 

NODECK 
specifies that a punched deck is not to be; produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, NODECK is assumed. 
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REFLIST= (For American National Standard) 

XREF 
specifies that a cross listing will be produced. 

NOXREF 
specifies that no cross listing will be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, NOXREF is assumed. 

SEQCHK= (For American National Standard) 
specifies the checking of the source program card sequence numbers. 

SEQ 

NOSEQ 

specifies that the source program card sequence numbers are to be 
checked. 

specifies that the source program card sequence numbers are not to 
be checked. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, SEQ is assumed. 

SIZE= (For American National Standard) 
specifies the number of bytes of main storage available to the American 
National Standard COBOL compilers. 

size 
is an integer from 81920 to 9999999. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, a value of 81920 is assumed. 

Note: 

For further information on this parameter, refer to OS American National 
Standard COBOL Programmer's Guide. 

SORLIST= (For American National Standard) 
specifies the production of a listing of the COBOL source program. 

SOURCE 
specifies that the listing is to be produced. 

NOSOURCE 
specifies that the listing is not to be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, SOURCE is assumed. 
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SPACE= (For American National Standard) 
specifies the line spacing on the listing obtained when the SOURCE and/or 
KAP options are specified. 

SPACE1 
specifies single spacing. 

SPACE2 
specifies double spacing. 

SPACE3 
specifies triple spacing. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, SPACE1 is assumed. 

SUPPRES= (For American National Standard) 

NOSUPKAP 
specifies that the object code listing, the object deck, and the load 
module, if the E-level mess,age is generated by the compiler, are to 
be produced. 

SUPKAP 
specifies that the above items are to be suppressed. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, NOSUPKAP is assumed. 

TRNCATE= (For American National Standard) 
identifies the treatment of the computational (binary) items during a move 
operation. 

TRUNC 
specifies that the item is moved to a receiving field according to 
the specification in the PICTURE clause. 

NOTRUNC 
specifies that the item is moved to a rece1v1ng field according to 
the size of the field in storage (halfword, fullword, etc.) 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, NOTRUNC is assumed. 

TYPERUN= (For American National standard) 
specifies the production of input to the linkage editor from the program 
being compiled. 

LOAD 
specifies that the program is to be processed by the linkage editor 
after compilation. 

NOLO AD 
specifies that the program is to be compiled only. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, LOAD is assumed. 

VERB= (For American National Standard) 
specifies whether procedure and verb names are to be listed with the 
associated code on the object program listing. 

VERB 
specifies that the names should be listed. 

NOVERB 
specifies that the names should not be listed. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, VERB is assumed. 
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Coding Hints and Additional Information 

The following guidelines can be helpful. 

• BUF and SIZE: The value for BUF must be included when the value for SIZE 
is determined. 

• PROC=PMAP and CNDENSE=CLIST: These two are mutually exclusive. 

Example: The following example illustrates the use of the COBOL macro 
instruction to specify an E-design-level COBOL compiler. The number of lines 
to be printed in each compiler output listing is 55. Listings of data names 
and their addresses and listings of the generated instructions for each 
statement in the Procedure Division are to be produced. All warning and error 
messages are to be printed. The generation of object code to determine the 
length of fields to be displayed is not required. The size of each of the 
six work buffers used during a COBOL compilation is 5708. The standard monetary 
editing function will be used. 

The formula used to compute the BUFSIZE value is as follows: 

65536-30000-[ (13+10) (56) ] = 5708 
6 

where the main-storage size is 64K, the length of the average data name is 10, 
and the number of data names is 56. 

COBOL DESIGN=E,LINECNT=55,DISPCHK=NODISPCK,BOFSIZE=5708 
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CTRLPROG 

The CTRLPROG macro instruction specifies the control program options. This 
macro instruction is required. 

Basic Requirements 

• ftode1s 91 or 195: ftVT must be specified if KODEL=91 or 195 is specified 
in the CENPROCS macro instruction. 

• S/370 Models 145, 155, 158, 165 or 168: MFT or MVT must be specified if 
MODEL=145, 155, 158, 165 or 168 1S specified in the CENPROCS macro instruction. 

• S/370 Kode1 135: KFT must be specified if KODEL=135 is specified in the 
CENPROCS macro instruction. 

Nucleus Generation 

• The type of control program specified must be the same as that specified 
in the last complete system generation. Each nucleus of an operating 
system must support the same control program, because the resident portion 
of the control program (nucleus) must be compatible with the nonresident 
portion. 

• The subparameters for the following keyword parameters can be changed: 
TMSLICE, QSPACE, MAX 10 , and ADDTRAN. The other keyword parameters must 
be coded the same as for the last complete system generation. 

110 Device Generation 

Keyword parameters, othe'r than MAXIO, must be the same as those specified 
in the last complete system generation. 

Name Operation 

CTRLPROG 

Operand 

For KFT 

TYPE=KFT 
KAXIO;nullber 

[ HIARCHY= {EXCL'UDE}] 
INCLUDE 

[ OVEBLAY={BASIC }] 
ADVANCED 

[ FETCH= {;~~}] 
[ SYSQUE=si ze J 
[TMSLICE=(Pn-Pm,SLC-time) J 

Cl H LPHOC; 
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Name operation 

CTRLPROG 
(Cont. ) 

Operand 

For MVT 

TYPE=MVT 
MAXIO=number 

[ HIARCHY= {EXCLUDE}] 
INCLUDE 

[TMSLICE=(priority,SLc-time 
( , priority, SLC-time] ••• ) ] 

( OPTIONS= « ROLLOUT]) ] 
[QSPACE=number] 
[ADDTRAN=number] 
(OVERLAY=ASYCHRON1 

[WARN= {~} 1 
For l'I65MP 

TYPE=M65MP 
[HIARCHY=EXCLUDE] 
(TMSLICE=(priority,SLc-time 

( , priori t y, S LC-time[ ••• ) ] 
MAXIO=nu mber 
( OPTIONS= ([ ROLLOUT]) ] 
[ QSPACE=number ] 
(ADDTRAN=number] 
[OVERLAY=ASYCHRON) 

ADDTRAN= (For MVT includinq M65MP) 
specifies additional pairs of transient areas to a maximum of 32 
transient areas. 
numoer 

is the number of areas. (A decimal number from 1 to 15.) 

Note: 

The multiple-line WTO facility, used in writing status displays to the 
operator's console, requires adequate transient area support to ensure 
prompt response to operator requests. System response can be enhanced 
by the use of the resident type 3 and 4 SVC facility (specified in a 
SUPRVSOR macro). 

FETCH= 
specifies the type of program fetch to be used. 

STD (For MFT) 
specifies standard fetch. 

PCl (For MFT) 
specifies the use of Program Controlled Interrupt during fetching 
of a program into storage. 

Default: If HlARCHY=INCLUDE is specified, FETCH=PCI is assumed. 
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HIARCHY= (For all types) 
specifies storage hierarchies for the system. 

EXCLUDE 
specifies that the system is not to have storage hierarchies. 

INCLUDE 
specifies that the storage hierarchy facility is to be in the new 
system. 

Default: If this keyvord parameter is omitted, EXCLUDE is assumed. 

Notes: 

• MFT: Hierarchies for partitions are defined in the PARTITNS macro 
instruction. 

• MVT: The hierarchy structure vil1 be maintained even though there 
may not be a 2361 Core storage unit on the system. 

• Restriction: HIARCHY=INCLUDE cannot be specified if TIPE=M65MP, or 
if 91, 145, 155, 158, 165, 168, 195, or M85 is specified in the CENPROCS 
macro instruction. 

If HIARCHY=INCLUDE is specified, main storage;cannot be more than l024K. 

MAIIO= (For all types) 
specifies the maximum number of I/O operations that can be simultaneously 
processed by the new operating system. This number is the sum of those 
I/O operations that can be executed siaultaneously and those that can be 
queued while not being executed. 

number 
is a decimal number. 

Notes: 

• Channel Programs: This number limits the maximum number of channel programs 
that can be started when using access methods or graphic programming 
services. 

• Formula: A recommended minimum value for this parameter is 1 for each 
teleprocessing or unit record device, 1 for every four direct-access 
devices, and 1 for every two graphics or tape devices. The value specifie~ 
should be at least equal to the maximum number of channel programs that 
may be active at anyone time. 

OPTIONS= 

ROLLOUT (For BVT including B65M~ 
specifies the inclusion of the rollout/rollin function. 

Note: 

• The rollout/rollin function requires that SYS1.ROLLOUT be cataloged in 
the new system before IPL. 
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OVERLAY= 
specifies the overlay supervisor options. 

BASIC (For MFT) 
specifies synchronous overlay without exclusive call checking. 

ADVANCED (For MFT) 
specifies synchronous overlay with error checking for invalid SEGWT 
instructions. 

ASYCHRON (For MVT including M65MP) 
specifies the asynchronous overlay supervisor for MVT. 

Defaults: 

• For MFT: If this keyword parameter is omitted, BASIC is assumed. 

• For MVT (including M65MP): If this keyword parameter is omitted, ASYCHRON 
is assumed. 

QSPACE= (For MVT including M65KP) 
specifies the number of 2048-byte blocks required for the system queue 
area. 

number 
is a decimal number. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, a value of 10 is assumed. 

Notes: 

• Changes~ The value specified can be changed at IPL time if OPTION=COKK 
1S specified in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. Refer to OS Storage 
Estimates for information on what value to specify for this keyword 
parameter. 

• SMF: If SMF has been specified in the ACCTRTN keyword parameter of the 
SCHEDULR macro instruction, then additional system queue area must be 
added. See QS Storage Estimates for the formula to use to calculate the 
system queue area size. 

SYSQUE= (For MFT) 
specifies the size of the system queue area (SQ1) in bytes. 

size 
is a decimal number. 

Note: The number must be in double word multiples. See OS Storage 
EStImates for the formula for the system queue area. 

Defaults: 

• If MCS is not specified and this keyword parameter is omitted, a value 
of 1600 is assumed. 

• If CONOPTS=MCS is specified in the SCHEDULR macro instruction and this 
keyword parameter is omitted, or if less than 2600 is coded, then 2600 
is assumed. 

Notes: 

• KCS: If CONOPTS=MCS is specified, additional space will be required in 
the system queue area. 
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• MFT Systems With Subtasking: The number of subtasks that can be handled 
is partially determ1ned by the size of the system queue area. 

• SMF: If SMF has been specified in the ACCTRTN keyword parameter of the 
SCHEDULR macro instruction, then additional system queue area must be 
added. 

TKSLICE= (For 8FT) 
specifies time-slicing for the jobs scheduled into a continuous group of 
partitions. 

Pn-Pm 
specifies the continuous group of partitions. 

n 
is the lowest partition number. 

m 
is the highest partition number. 

Note: 

Required: The partition numbers used must also be specified in the PARTITNS 
macro 1nstruction. 

SLc-time 

Notes: 

is a decimal integer from 20 to 9999 that specifies the maximum number 
of milliseconds for which each ready task in the group of partitions 
is to have control of the CPU during one pass through the group. 

• Changes: The values specit~ed can ~ changed when the scheduler is made 
ready after IPL if OPTIONS=COSM is specified in the SUPRVSOR macro 
instruction. 

• Job Class: To ensure that all jobs of a given class are time-sliced, that 
job class should be specified only for partitions in the group defined 
by Pn-Pm. The classes of job that can be scheduled into each partition 
are specified in the PARTITNS macro instruction. 

TKSLICE= (For MVT including K65MP) 
specifies time-slicing for all tasks that have a given priority number. 

Priority 
is a decimal integer from 0 to 13 that specifies the priority number. 

SLC-time 

Notes: 

is a decimal integer from 20 to 9999 that specifies the maximum 
of milliseconds for which each ready task of the priority specified 
is to have control of the CPU during one pass through the group. 

• positional: These two subparameters must be written in the order shown. 

• Time-Slicing: Can be specified for each of the 14 priorities. 

• Required: When this keyword parameter is specified, TIKER=INTERVAL or 
JOBSTEP must be specified in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. 

TYPE= 
specifies the type of control progr~m. 

KFT 
specifies multiprogramming with a fixed number of tasks. 

Note: The P1RTITNS macro instruction must be specified. 
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KVT 
specifies multiprogramming with a variable number of tasks. 

Notes: 

• Required: This type of control program can operate only on a 5/'360 
Kodel 40 or larger central processing unit that has at least 256K 
bytes of ~ain storage. The universal instruction set is also required. 
(See the CENPROC5 macro instruction.) 

• Kodel 91: If KODEL=91 is specified in the CENPROC5 macro instruction, 
this subparameter must be specified 

• Kodel 195: If KODEL=195 is specified in the CENPROC5 macro 
instruction, this subparameter must be specified. 

K65KP 
specifies the version of KVT that control.s multiprocessing and uses 
two 5/360 Kodel 65s. 

Note: 

Required: This type of control program can operate only on a Kodel 65 
mult1processinq system (in the mUltisystem mode or partitioned mode) that 
bas at least 512K bytes of main storage. INSTSET=UNIV must be specified 
in the CENPROCS macro instruction. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, KVT is assumed. 

WARN= 

specifies the power warning feature time delay. 

o specifies that the power warning feature is not supported. 

n a value of 1 specifies no time delay. 

a value of 2 to 16,777,215 specifies a time delay in 
milliseconds. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

The chart below shows. the relationship between some parameters in this macro 
instruction •. 

parameter 

HIARCHY=INCLUDE 
HIARCHY=INCLUDE 

Condition 

assumes 
invalid with 

Paraaeter 

PETCB=PCI 
TYPE=1I65KP 

Examples: The following example illustrates the use of the CTRLPROG macro 
instruction to specify multiprogram.ing with a variable number of tasks. ~he 
maximum number of I/O operations that can be processed siaultaneously is 30. 
The asynchronous overlay supervisor, service aids, and PCl fetch are assumed. 
Pifteen 2K blocks are specified for the system queue area. 

There will be a total of six transient areas: the original pair plus two 
additional pairs. The rollout/rollin function is not included. All tasks 
having a priority of. 10 can have control of the CPU for a maximum of 512 
milliseconds at a time; those with a priority of 7 can have control for a 
maximum of 2S6 milliseconds at a time. 

CTRLPROG TYPE=KVT, K1XIO=30,QSP.CE= 15,lDDTBAN=2, 
TKSLICE= (10,5LC-512,7, SLC-256) 
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DATAMGT 

The DATAMGT macro instruction allows optional access methods. This mac,ro 
instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• If the track overflow feature is to be used, CIRB must be included in 
the system. 

CIRB: If CIRB is desired in the new system, BDAM, ISAM, BTAM, or a 
3211 printer must be specified. 

• The basic sequential access method (BSAMl and the basic partitioned access 
method (BPAM) are provided automatically with all types of control programs. 

• BTAM or QTAM: If either or both access methods are specified, 
TIKER=INTERVAL or JOB STEP must be specified in the SUPRVSOR macro 
instruction. The generation of SYS1.TELCHLIB is specified with the TELCMLIB 
macro instruction. 

• 

• 

• 

TCAK: TCAM and BDAM must be specified. TIMER=INTERVAL or JOBSTEP 
must be specified and if the control program is MFT, OPTIONS=ATTACH m~st 
also be specified in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. SYS1.TELCMLIB must 
be specified vith the TELCMLIB macro instruction. 

CRJE: If conversational remote job entry (CRJE) is to be used in the nev 
system, BTAM must be specified. 

RJE: If remote job entry (RJE) is to be used in the new system, BTAK and 
BDAM must be specified. 

• TSO: BDAM and TCAM viII be assumed if they are not specified. 

Nucleus Generation 

If this macro instruction was used during the last complete system generation, 
it must be respecified during this type of generation. The same parameters 
and operands must be coded. 

I/O Device Generation 

• If this macro instruction was used during ~he last complete system 
generation, it must be respecified during this type of generation. The 
same parameters and operands must be coded. 

• If this macro instruction was not used during the last complete system 
generation, it cannot be coded during this type of generation. 

Name Operation Operand 

DATAMGT ACSMETH= (method[ , method J ••• ) 

DATAMGT 
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ACSKETH= 
specifies the optional access methods to be included. 

BDAK 

ISAR 

BTAM 

OTAR 

TCAM 

Note: 

is the basic direct access method (BDAR) and routines for creating 
a direct access data set. 

is the queued and basic index sequential access methods (OlSAK and 
BIS!R). 

is the basic telecommunications access method (BTAM). 

is the queued telecommunications access method (OT!K). 

is the telecommunications access method (TCAM). 

Coding: These values may be listed in any order. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

The following example illustrates the use of the DA'AKGT macro instruction 
to specify that the basic direct-access method is to be included in the new 
operating system. 

DATAMGT ACSKETH=BDAR 
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DCMLIB 

The DCftLIB macro ins~ruction specifies the inclusion of the display control 
module library (SYS1.DCHLIB) in the new operating system. This macro 
instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• space must be allocated for SYS1.DC~LIB 

• SYS1.DCftLIB must be cataloged in the new system during system generation. 

I/O Device Generation 

• SYSl.DCMLIB is required if transient DCM support or PFK command entry 
nas been specified for operator display consoles. 

Nallle Operation 

DCftLIB 

UNIT= 

Operand 

[
UHIT=name ] 
VOLNO=serial 

specifies a direct-access device in the generating system on which the 
DCft library is to be generated. 

name 
is the device type 

VOLNO= 
specifies the volume that is to contain the DCft library. 

serial 
is the serial number 

Default: If the UNIT and VOLNO parameters are omitted, the DC! library is 
placed on the LINKVOL volume as specified in the GENERATE macro. 

Notes: 

• Required: VOLNO and UNIT must be coded. 

• Value: The amount of storage allocated to SYS1.DCftLIB is specified by the 
SPACE parameter of the DCftLIB DD statement during preparation for system 
generation. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

This example illustrates the use of the DCftLIB macro instruction to include 
the display control module library in the new operating system. The unit name 
is 2311; the volume serial number is 003475. 

DCMLIB UNIT~2311,VOLNO=003475 

uc , ::5 
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EDIT 

The EDIT macro instruction specifies the physical characteristics and processing 
attributes of the various types of data sets (see Figure 80) you want processed 
by the TSO EDIT command. Three programs may be specified for each data set 
type: an exit routine for processing user-defined information during the EDIT 
command initialization, a syntax checker, and a processor or prompter to which 
the EDIT data set will be supplied when the RUI subcommand of EDIT is issued. 
This macro is optional and valid only in a complete or processor system 
generation of a TSO system. 

Basic Requirement 

The CMDLIB macro instruction must be specified if the EDIT macro instruction 
is specified. However, if you want all of the EDIT data set attribute 
defaults, the EDIT macro need not be specified as long as the CMDLIB macro 
is specified. 

processor/Library Generation 

CMDLIB must be specified during a processor/Library generation if it was not 
specified during the complete generation. 

Nalle Operation 

EDIT 

Operand 

DSTYPE=(name[ ,name] ••• ) 

BLOCK= ([ n l,( n], ••• ) 

FOR!AT=( {;iiED t , ... 
FXDOlLY) 

FIXED= ([ d-m ], [d -m ], ••• ) 

VAR= ([ d-m ],[ d-m], ••• ) 

{
CAPS } 

CONVEBT=( ASIS , 
CAPSONLY 

.. ~ ) 

CHECKER=([name],[name], ••• ) 

USEREXT= «( nalle], [name ], ••• ) 

PRMPTR=([name] ,[name] , ••• ) 

USERSRC=({DATASET},( ••• ]) 
IHCORE 

Note: Commas are required to denote missing operands on all keywords except 
DSTYPE. Defaults for omitted operands are listed in Figure 80. 

DSTYPE= 
specifies the IBM standard or user-defined data set type (see Figure 80) 
that are to have their attributes modified or defined for use by the TSO 
EDIT command. 

nalle 
is the 1- to 8-character data set type as it will appear in the TSO 
EDIT command. Any data set type permitted by the TSO EDIT command 
or defined by the installation is permitted here. Up to ten user
defined data set types, in addition to any of the standard data set 
types, can be specified up to a total of eighteen. (See Figure 80.) 
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BLOCK= 
specifies the default block length, in bytes, for the new data sets created 
by the TSO EDIT command. 

n 

FORMAT= 

specifies the default blocksize for any data set of the type specified 
by the associated NA~E field of the DSTYPE operand. The value of 
n is an integer from 1 to 32760. 

specifies the allowable record format for new data sets created by the 
TSO EDIT command. 

FIXED 

VAR 

specifies that fixed record format is the default for data sets of 
the type specified by the associated NA~E field of the DSTYPE operand. 

specifies that variable record format is the default for data sets 
of the type specified by the NA~E field of the DSTYPE operand. 

FXDONLY 

FIXED= 

specifies that only fixed record format is allowable for data sets 
of the type specified by the associat~d NAME field of the DSTYPE 
operand. Specifying the VAR operand for this data set type is 
considered invalid. 

specifies the default and maximum logical-record length, in bytes, with 
fixed record for~at, for new data sets created by the TSO EDIT command. 

d 

m 

specifies the default logical-record length for any fixed format data 
set of the type specified by the NA~E field of the DSTYPE operand. 
The value of d is an integer from 1 to 255, and the associated n 
value, if specified, with the BLOCK operand must be a multiple of 
this value. If variable-record format is the default for the data 
set type, and if this keyword value is being used to define the maximum 
fixed-record length, a value of 0 should be coded for d. 

is a hyphen, and must be coded exactly as shown. 

specifies the maximum logical record length for any fixed format data 
set of the type specified by the associated NAKE field of the DSTYPE 
operand. The value of m is an integer from 1 to 255. The associated 
N value if specified with the BLOCK operand, must be a multiple of 
this value, and the m value must be greater than or equal to the D 
value specified. 
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VAR= 
specifies the default and maximum allowable length, in bytes, of logical 
records with variable format for new data sets created by the TSO EDIT 
command. This operand should not be coded if FXDONLY is specified with 
the FORMAT operand for the associated data set type. 

d 

m 

specifies the default logical-record length for any variable format 
data set of the type specified by the associated name field of the 
DSTYPE operand. The value of d is an integer from 5 to 255, and must 
be less than or equal to n-4 of the associated N value specified with 
the BLOCK operand. 

is a hyphen, and must be coded exactly as shown. 

specifies the maximum logical record length for any variable format 
data set of the type specified by the associated NAME field of the 
DSTYPE operand. The value of m is an integer from 5 to 255, and must 
be less than or equal to n-4 of the associated N value specified with 
the BLOCK operand and greater than or equal to the d value specified. 

CONVERT= 
specifies whether upper case conversion of characters is desired for the 
TSO EDIT command input data. 

CAPS 

ASIS 

specifies that the CAPS operand on the TSO EDIT command, which 
requests upper case conversion of data, is to be the default for data 
sets of the type specified by the associated N1ME field of the DSTYPE 
operand. 

specifies that the 1515 operand on the TSO EDIT command, which requests 
that the data remain as entered (for exa mple, upper and lower case), 
is to be the default for data sets of the type specified by the 
associated NAME field of the DSTYPE operand. 

CAPSONLY 

CHECKER= 

specifies that the CAPS operand of the TSO EDIT command is the only 
permitted operand. The A5IS operand may not be specified on the TSO 
EDIT command. 

specifies the installation-supplied processor that is to be used by the 
TSO EDIT command to check lines in the data set for proper syntax. 

name 

USEREXT= 

is the 1- to 8-character module name which the TSO EDIT command will 
use to invoke the CHECKER for data sets of the type specified by the 
associated NAME field of the DSTYPE operand. 

specifies the installation-supplied user exit that is to be invoked by 
the TSO EDIT command to interpret the parameters specified in the sub field 
of the data set type operand of the TSO EDIT command. The encoded 
parameters will be passed as part of the parameter list to the specified 
processor in the CHECKER operand. This operand is invalid for any of the 
standard data set types. 

name 
is the 1 to 8 character exit name for data sets of the type specified 
by the associated NAME field of the DSTYPE operand. 
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PRMPTR= 
specifies the installation-supplied processor that is to be used by the 
RUN subcommand of the TSO EDIT command. RUN invokes an installation
supplied compiler to execute programs under the TSO EDIT command. 

name 

USERSRC= 

is the 1- to 8-character prompter name for data sets of the type 
specified by the associated HA!E field of the DSTYPE operand. 

specifies the type of source input acceptable to the processor specified 
in the PRMPTR operand under the TSO EDIT command. 

DATASET 
specifies that the only allowable source of input to the processor 
specified in the PRMPTR operand is a sequential data set. 

INCORE 
specifies that the TSO EDIT command may pass the input source to the 
specified processor in the form of an in-storage data set, if the 
source does not exceed 4096 bytes, or a sequential data set. 

Data set Blocksize Record Default l5axiaua Data Checker Prompter Prompter 
Type Format LRECL LRECL Conversion lame lame Input 

F V F V 

Standard Data Set Types 

PLIF 400 FXDONLY 80 0 100 0 CAPSONLY PLIFSCAN - ........ --...... DATASET 
FORTE 400 FXDONLY 80 0 80 0 CAPSOILY IPDSNEXC --.. ----.,.. DATASET 
FORTG 400 FIDONLY 80 0 80 0 CAPS ONLY IPDSNEIC -----.... - DATASET 
FORTH 400 FIDONLY 80 0 80 0 CAPSOILY IPDSIEIC --.. ----- DATASET 
ASK 1680 FXDONLY 80 0 80 0 CAPSONLY -----_ .. - ASM* DATASET 
TEXT 1680 VAR 0 255 255 255 ASIS -------- ------- ... DATASET 
DATA 1680 FIlED 80 0 255 255 CAPS ----... --- ------- ... DATASET 
CLIST 1680 VAR 0 255 255 255 CAPSONLY ----........... ~ ... ------- DATASET 
CNTL 1680 FXDONLY 80 0 80 0 CAPS ONLY ~---- .... -- ----.---- DATASET 
COBOL 4CO FXDONLY 80 0 80 0 CAPS OILY ----.... --- COBOL* DATASET 
PLI 400 VAR 0 104 100 104 CAPS -------- PLIC DATASET 
IPLI 1680 VAR 0 120 120 120 CAPSONLY IKJNC211* IKJNC211* DATASET 
BASIC 1680 VAR 0 120 120 120 CAPSONLY IKJNC211* IKJNC211* DATASET 
GOFORT 1680 VAR 0 255 255 255 CAPS IPDSNEXC GOFORT* INCORE 
FORTGI 400 FIDONLY 80 0 80 CAPSONLY IPDSNEXC FORT* DATASET 

Any User Defined Data Set Types 

1680 FIXED 80 0 255 255 CAPS --- .... -.. _-- --- ... ---- --------

*IBK Program Product. 

--lull Value 

Fiqure 80. Attribute Defaults for Operand oaitted on the EDIT !acro 
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Coding Hints and Additional Inforllation 

Following are two examples that illustrate the use of the EDIT macro. 

EDIT DSTYPE=(USER01,DITA), 
BLOCK=(,2400), 
FORKAT= (FIXED) 

X 
X 

In this example, a new data-set-type, USER01, is defined for the TSO EDIT 
command. Its default record format is fixed and all other system defaults 
are used (see Figure 80). Ilso the standard data-set type, DATA, will have 
a default blocksize of 2400 instead of 1680 (see Figure 80). All other standard 
data-set types will use the default values in Figure 80. 

EDIT DSTYPE=(USER01,USER02), 
BLOCK=(,400) , 
FORKAT= (, VAR) , 
VAR= (, 104-104), 
FIXED= (,0-100) 

X 
X 
X 
X 

In this example, two new data-set-types, USER01 and USER02, are defined for 
the TSO EDIT comlland. Data-set-type, USER01, will use all the system defaults 
for its attributes (see Figure 80). 

Data-set-type, USER02, will have a blocksize of 400. Its record format default 
will be variable with fixed allowable. Its variable format d~fault and maximum 
logical record length will be 104. Since fixed record format is allowable, 
its fixed format maximum logical record length will be 100. 

Note that 0 is coded for the fixed-format default logical-record length, since 
variable format is specified as the format default. All standard data-set 
types will use the default values in Figure 80. 
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EDITOR 

The EDITOR macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the linkage editor. 
This macro instruction is required for the first system generation and is 
optional after that~ 

Basic Requirements 

• Each operating system 'must have a linkage editor. 

• This macro instruction must be coded once for each design level that is 
to be included in the new system. 

• The alias IEWL, used by the cataloged p~ocedures, and the alias LINKEDIT, 
used by the supervisor-assisted linkages, are given to the linkage editor 
chosen. If more than one is included, the alias names are given to the 
largest linkage editor chosen. 

• MVT (including K65MP) System: If the F128 linkage editor is specified and 
IBM-supplied cataloged procedures are going to be used, the REGION parameter 
in the cataloged procedures that have linkage editor steps must be changed. 
The IEBUPDTE utility can be used to do this. Information about region 
sizes is provided in OS Storage Estimates. 

processor/Library Generation 

• Additional design levels of the linkage editor can be included. 

• Sufficient space must have been allocated for any additional linkage editors 
in SYS 1. LINKLIB. 

• The aliases IEWL and LINKEDIT are assigned to the largest/linkage editor 
in the modified s¥stem after this generation. The aliases can be reassigned 
after the generat10n is over by uS1ng the IEHPROGM system utility program. 

• The SIZE parameter for an P-design-level linkage editor can be changed 
by respecification of the same linkage editor during a Processor/Library 
generation. 

Name Operation Operand 

EDITOR 
{F44} 

DESIGN= F8S 
P128, 

[SIZE=(size1,size2) ] 

EDITOR 
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I 

DESIGN= 
specifies the design level of the linkage editor to be included. 

F44 

F88 

F128 

specifies the F-design-level linkage editor that operates in 44K bytes 
of main storage. 

specifies the F-design-level linkage editor that operates in 88K bytes 
of main storage. 

specifies the F-design-level.linkage editor that operates in 128K 
bytes of main storage. 

SIZE= (For ~ll design levels) 
specifies the default options at link-edit time for the maximum nuaber 
of bytes of main storage available to the linkage editor and to its 
corresponding TEXT buffer. The values specified aust be of the fora nnnnK, 
where nnnn is an integer and K represents 1024 bytes. 

size1 
is a value from the design level of the linkage ~ditor (44K, 88K, 
or 128K) to 9999K. It specifies the storage available to the linkage 
editor. 

Default: If this subparameter is omitted, a value of 90K is assumed for 
the F44 or FS8 linkage editors, oriof l28K for the Fl28 linkage editor. 

Note: 

Required: If this subparameter is specified, it aust be coded first. 

size2 
is a value from 6K to 100K. It specifies the storage available to 
the TEXT buffer. 

Default: If this subparameter is omitted, 16K is assumed for the F44 linkage 
editor, 8K for the F88 linkage editor, or 18K for theF128 linkage editor. 

Notes: 

• Required: If both subparameters are specified, this one must be coded 
last. If only this one is specified, it must be preceded by a comma. 

• Formula: The following conditions must also exist: 

N 

Value = size2 < size1 - N 

is 38K for F44 
is 52K for F88 
is 68K for F128 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

The following example i~lustrates the use of the EDITOR macro instruction to 
specify the F-desiqn-level linkage editor that operates in 88K bytes of .ain 
storage. There are 200K bytes available to the linkage editor and 8K available 
to the TEXT buffer. 

EDITOR DESIGN=F88,SIZE=200K 
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EMULATOR 

The EMULATOR macro instruction specifies the inclusion of certain support 
routines for integrated emulators in the new operating system. This macro 
instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• TIMER=JOBSTEP or INTERVAL must be specified in the SUPRVSOR macro 
instruction. 

• This macro instruction must be specified during a complete generation 
before an emulator can be assembled and link-edited into a system. 

• This macro instruction must not be coded for the K65MP system. 

• Enough room must be allocated in SYS1.LINKLIB for the emulator program 
that will be generated later unless the emulator will reside in another 
library that will be specified during emulation generation. 

Nucleus Generation 

This macro instruction must be specified in a nucleus generation if it was 
specified for the last complete generation. 

I/O Device Generation 

This macro instruction must be specified in an I/O device generation if it 
was specified for the last complete generation. 

Name Operation Operand 

EMULATOR 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

Specific requirements for emulators on the S/360 Model 85 or S/370 Models 165 
or 168 include: 

• MODEL=85, 165 or 168 must be specified in the CENPROCS macro instruction. 

• TYPE=KFT or KVT must be specified for the CTRLPROG macro Instruction. 

• The OPTIONS operand of the SUPRVSOR macro instruction must include IDENTIFY 
and ATTACH for the MFT systems. 
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Specific requirements for emulators on the S/370 Models 135, 145, and 155 
include: 

• MODEL=135, 145, 155, or 158 must be specified in the CENPROCS macro 
instruction. 

• TYPE=MFT or MVT (Models 145, 155 and 158 only) must be specified in the 
CTRLPROG macro instruction. For the Model 135 only, TYPE=MFT can be 
specified. 

• If disk units are supported, ACSMETH=BDAM must be coded in the DATAMGT 
macro instruction. 

• If the 7074 emulator for the Model 155 is to be generated, the OPTIONS 
operand of the SUPRVSOR macro instruction must include IDENTIFY and ATTACH 
for the MFT systems. 

This macro will cause one or tvo special SVCs to be included in the new system: 

• SVC 88 for S/370 Models 135, 145, 155, 158, 165, and 168 

• SVC 88 and 89 for S/360 Model 85 

Detailed information about incorporating integrated emulators into the system 
is provided in: 

709/7090/7094 II Emulator Program for System/360 Model 85 

Emulating the IBM 1401, 1440 and 1460 on the IBM System/370 Models 145 and 
155 using OS/~6(5 

Emulating the IBM 1410 and 7010 on the IBM System/370 Models 145 and 155 using 
OS/360 

Emulating the IBM 7074 on the IBM System/370 Models 155 and 165 using OS/360 

Emulating the IBM 7094 on the IBM Models 85 and 165 using OS/360 

Emulating the IBM 7080 on the IBM System/370 Model 165 using 05/360 

Example: 

This example illustrates the use of the EMULATOR macro instruction to include 
support for integrated emulators. 

EMULATOR 
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FORTLIB 

The FORTLIB macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the FORTRAN subroutine 
library (SYS1.FORTtIB) in the new operating system. This macro instruction 
is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• Space must be allocated for SYS1.FORTLIB. The data set may be cataloged 
in the new system during the preparation for system generation. 

• Only one design level of SYS1.FORTLIB can be generated during a system 
generation. 

• The G- and H-design-Ievel libraries support programs compiled with any 
design level of the FORTRAN compiler. 

• The subroutines in any SYS1.FORTLIB can be used by any operating system 
program. 

• FORTRAN G and H cataloged procedures assume that the logical I/O units 
06, 05, and 07 have been specified for OBJERR, ONLNRD, and ONLNPCH, 
respectively. . If these have not been specified in the OBJERR, ONLNRD, 
and ONLNPCH parameters, then the cataloged procedures must be modified 
as described in OS FORTRAN IV (G and H) proqrammer'sGuide. 

• MVT (including M65MP) Systems: If IBM-supplied cataloged procedures are 
going to be used and the F128 linkage editor is included in the system, 
the REGION parameter in the cataloged procedures with link-edit steps must 
be changed. The alias for the linkage editor, IEWL, is given to the linkage 
editor included in the system, unless more than one is specified, in which 
case the alias is given to the largest. To change the parameter, use the 
IEBUPDTE utility program. Information about region sizes is provided in 
OS storage Estimates. 

Processor/Library Generation 

• If the generating system is not the one being modified and the existing 
SYS1.FORTLIB contains user-written modules or GSP: 

The catalog of the generating system must point to the existing 
SYS 1. FORTLIB. 

The new SYS1.FORTLIB can be cataloged. 

If the new SYS1.FORTLIB is to be placed on the volume occupied by 

FORT LIB 

the existing SYS1.FORTLIB, the existing one must be moved and 
recataloged. The space can be recovered by use of the IEBCOPY utility 
program. 

When the generation is over, the existing SYS1.FORTLIB must be 
scratched and uncataloged. 

• If the generating system is not the one being modified and the existing 
SYS1.PORTLIB does not contain any user-written modules or GSP: 

The existing SYS1.FORTLIB must be scratched and uncataloged. 

The new SYS1.FORTLIB must be cataloged in the generating system and 
the receiving system. 
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• If the generating system is the one being modified: 

Name 

The existing SYS1.FORTLIB may be recataloged and moved to another 
volume. 

The new SYS1.FORTLIB must be allocated space but it cannot be 
cataloged. 

Operation 

FORTLIB 

Operand 

For Design Level E 

DESIGN=E 
fUNIT=name J 
LVOLNo=ser ial 
{ UNTABLE=number] 
(OBJERR=uni t] 

For Design Level G and H 

DES1GN={;\ 

l UNIT=name ] 
VOLNO=serial 

[UNTABLE=number] 
[ 0 BJERR=un it ] 
[ ONLNRD=uni t ] 
(ONLNPCH=unit] 

[
BOUNDRY=.{ ALIGN .J] 

NOILIGN 

[
OPTERR= IEXCLUDEI] 

INCLUDE 
[ ADDNTRY=number] 

ADDNTRY= (For G or H) 
specifies the number of option table entries to be generated in addition 
to the required number. 

number 
is a decimal number from 0 to 598. 

Default: If this parameter is omitted, a value of 0 is assumed. 

Notes: 

• Size: The option table has an 8-byte entry for each 1BR-designated error 
condition. An additional a-byte entry should be added for each installation 
error condition. 

• Required: This parameter is valid if and only if OPTERR=INCLUDE is 
specified. 

• For further information on option table entries, refer to the publication 
OS FORTRIN IV (G and H) Programmer's Guide. 

BOilBDRY= (For G or H) 
specifies the inclusion of the execution time boundary alignment routine 
in SYS1.LIBKLIB. 
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ALIGN 
specifies that the routine is provided. 

NOALIGN 
specifies that the routine is not provided. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, ALIGN is assumed. 

Note: 

Kodel 91: NOALIGN must be specified if KODEL=91 is coded in the CENPROCS macro 
instruction. 

DESIGN= 
specifies the design level of the FORTRAN subroutine library. 

E 
is the E-design level. 

G 
is the G-design level. 

H 
is the H-design level. 

Note: 

Kodel 91: Design-level E must not be specified if MODEL=91 is specified in 
the CENPROCS Macro Instruction 

OBJERR= (For all design levels) 
specifies which FORTRAN logical I/O unit is to be used for object time 
error messages and FORTRAN dumps. 

unit 
is a two-digit decimal number. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, a value of 06 is assumed. 

Notes: 

• Value: The number cannot exceed the value given to UNTABLE, and cannot 
be the same as the value given to ONLNRD or to ONLNPCH. 

• Recommended: It is recommended that when using the E-desiqn-level library, 
OBJERR=03 be specified to avoid the allocation of an additional output 
device. 

ONLNPCH= (For G or H) 
specifies which FORTRAN logical I/O unit is to be used when the PUNCH 
(online) statement is encountered. 

unit 
is a two-digit decimal number. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, a value of 07 is assumed. 

Notes: 

• Value: The number cannot exceed the value given to UNTABLE, and cannot 
be the same as the value given to OBJERR or to ONLNRD. 

FORTUB 
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• Cataloged Procedures: The FORTRAN G and H cataloged procedures assume 
logical 110 units 06, 05, and 07 as the OBJERR, ONLNRD, and ONLNPCH units, 
respectively. If a different value is given to any of those parameters, 
the cataloged procedures must be modified, as d9scribed in os FORTRAN IV 
(G and H) programmer's Guide. 

I 

ONLNRD= (For G or H) 
specifies which FORTRAN logical I/O unit is to be used when the READ 
(online) statement is encountered in a FORTRAN source program. 

unit 
is a two-digit decimal number. 

Default: If the ONLIRD parameter is omitted, a value of 05 is assumed. 

Note: 

• Value: The number must not exceed the value given to UNTABLE, and cannot 
be the same as the value given to OBJERR or to ONLNPCH. 

OPTERR= (For G or H) 
speci"fies the type of object-time error message to be generated. 

EXCLUDE 
specifies m~n~mum error service and the termination of the job if 
an object-time error is detected. 

INCLUDE 
specifies complete error service and the possibility that a job may 
continue after an object-time error is detected (dynamic and default 
control is provided for each error condition). 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, EXCLUDE is assumed. 

UNIT= (For all design levels) 
specifies the direct-access device that will hold the volume on which 
SYS1.FORTLIB will be generated. 

name 
is the device type of a direct-access device that exists in the 
generating system. 

• Default: if the UNIT and VOLNO keyword parameters are omitted, the FORTRAN 
subroutine library is placed on the new system-residence volume. 

Note: 

• Required: If UNIT is specified, VOLNO must be coded. 

VOLNO= (For all design levels) 
specifies the volume that is to contain SYS1.FORTLIB. 

serial 
is the serial number of the volume. 

• Default: If the UNIT and VOLNO keyword parameters are omitted, the FORTRAN 
subroutine library is placed on the new system-residence volume. 
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Notes: 

• Value: The value specified must be the same as the value given to the 
VOLUME keyword of the DD statement used to allocate space for SYS1.FORTLIB 
during the preparation for system generation. 

• Required: If VOLNO is specified, UNIT must be coded. 

UNTABLE= (For all design levels) 
specifies the number of FORTRAN logical I/O units to be used at object 

time. 

number 
is a two-digit integer from 08 to 99. 

Default: If this parameter is omitted, a value of 08 is assumed. 

Note: 

Value: This number does not necessarily correspond to the number of I/O devices 
in the installation. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

The graphic subroutine package (GSP) for FORTRAN IV is specified by the GRAPHICS 
macro instruction. 

Detailed information about FORTRAN IV library subroutines can be found in the 
following publications: 

OS FORTRAN IV Library 

OS FORTRAN IV Library: Mathematical and Service Subprograms 

The chart below shows the relationship between the parameters of this macro 
instruction. 

Parameter Comment Parameter 

I/O unit specified in: I/O unit specified in: 
OBJERR Blust be :S UNTABLE 

# ONLNRD 
'I ONLNPCH 

ONLNRD must be :S UNTABLE 
# OBJERR 
# ONLNPCH 

ONLNPCH must be :S UNTABLE 
# OBJERR 
# ONLNRD 

IF OPTERR=INCLUDE then ADDNTRY can be coded. 

FORTLIB 
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Example: The following example illustrates the use of the FORTLIB macro 
instruction to specify the inclusion of the FORTRAN G subroutine library in 
the new operating system. The unit name is 2301. The volume serial number 
is 333555. Thirty-tvo logical units are to be used by the object time load 
modules. The third unit is to be used for error messages and FORTRAN dumps. 
Minimum error services are to be provided. 

FORTLIB UNIT=2301,VOLNO=333555,UNTABLE=32,OBJERR=03,DESIGN=G 
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FORTRAN 

The FORTRAN macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the FORTRAN compiler. 
This macro instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• INSTSET=SCNTF or UNIY must be specified in the CENPROCS macro instruction. 
The scientific or the un-i versal instruction set is required for FORTRAN 
compilation as well as executions. 

• This macro instruction must be specified once for each design level to 
be generated. 

• MYT (including M65MP) Systems: If IBft-supplied cataloged procedures are 
to be used and the F128 linkage editor is inclUded in the system, the 
REGION parameter in the cataloged procedures with link-edit steps must 
be changed. This alias for the linkage editor, IEWL, is given to the 
linkage editor included in the system, unless more than one is specified, 
in which case the alias is given to the largest. To change the parameter, 
use the IEBUPDTE utility program. Information about region sizes is 
provided in OS Storage Estimates. 

Processor/Library Generation 

• Sufficient space for the new FORTRIN compiler must have been al~ocated 
in SYS1.LINKLIB. 

• I previously generated FORTRIN compiler can be respecified. 

• In order to regain space-occupied by previously generated compilers, use 
the IEBCOPY utility program. 

Nalle Operation 

FORTRIN 

Operand 

For FORTRAN G 

DESIGN=G 

f

PUNCH= {NODECKI] 
DECK 

SORLIST= (SOUlICE )] 
NOSOURCE l STORMIP= {:~:APt] 

[ OBJPROG= fl&ll I] 
NOLOAD 

[SORCODE=t:~~riICO 
(LINECNT=number] 
[OBJLIST=t~~;iSTJl 

[OBJID= t~~ID\] 

FOHfHl'lN 
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Name 

DESIGN= 

Operation 

FORTRAN 
(Cont. ) 

Operand 

For FORTHA N H 

DESIGN=H 
[PUNCH= 1~~~iCK}J 

[
SORLIST=tSOURCE IJ 

NOSOURCEf 
[ STORMAP= I:~~APIJ 

[ OBJPROG= I&Q!.Q. IJ 
NOLOADI 

[SORCODE= t:~~DIC lJ 
[LINECNT=number] 
[ SIZE=size ] 
[OBJLIST=I~~~~STO 
[OBJID= f~~IDJ] 

[OPT= l~lJ 
[SOREDIT=I~g~~ITlJ 
[SORXREF=I~~i~EFIJ 

specifies the design level of the FORTRAN compiler. 

G 
is the G-design level. 

H 
is the H-desiqn level. 

Note: 

FORTRAN H: The FORTRAN H compiler can operate only with a central processing 
unit that has at least 256K bytes of main storage. 

The following keyword parameters provide the default options for the various 
options that can affect a FORTRAN compilation. Default options are the options 
that are assumed if the corresponding values of the PARM keyword are omitted 
from an EXEC statement in a FORTRAN compilation. 

LINECNT= (For G or H) 
specifies the number of lines to be printed on each page of the FORTRAN 
output listing. 

number 
is a two-digit integer from 01 to 99. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, a value of 50 is assumed. 

OBJID= (For G or H) 
specifies the assignment of internal statement numbers to calls and function 
references. 
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ID 
specifies that statement numbers are to be assigned. 

NOID 
specifies that statement numbers are not to be assigned. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, NOlO is assumed. 

OBJLIST= (For G or H) 
specifies the production of a pseudo-assembly listing of the direct program. 

LIS~ 
specifies that the listing is to be produced. 

NOLIST 
specifies that the listing is not to be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, NOLIST is assumed. 

OBJPROG= (For G or H) 
specifies the production of input to the linkage editor from the program 
being compiled. 

LOAD 
specifies that the source program is to be processed by the linkage 
editor after compilation. 

NOLOAD 
specifies that the source program is only to be compiled. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, LOAD is assumed. 

OPT= (For H) 
specifies how the optimization of the execution time of the object modules 
produced by the FORTRAN H compiler is to be done. 

o 

2 

specifies that the object module is not to be optimized. 

specifies that it is to receive full register assignment and basic 
program optimization. 

specifies that it is to receive full register assignment and complete 
program optimization. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, 0 ~s assumed. 

PUNCH= (For G or H) 
specifies the production of a punched deck of the object program. 

DECK 
specifies that a punched deck is to be produced. 

HODECK 
specifies that a punched deck is not to be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, NODECK is assumed. 
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SIZE= ~or ~ 
specifies the amount of main storage available to the FORTRAN H compiler, 
exclusive of the storage required for buffers and system use. 

size 
is an integer from 153600 to 9999999, or it may be specified as nnnnK, 
where nnnn is an integer from 150 to 9999 and K represents 1024 bytes. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, a value of 204800 is assumed. 

Notes: 

• Use: The value specified determines the size of three compiler tables 
whose size cannot be specified at execution time. The size of all the 
dictionary and text areas for the compiler is determined at execution time. 

• Value: The value specified should be the largest amount of main storage 
that would ever be needed by the FORTRAN H compiler, exclusive of the 
storage required for buffers and system use. 

• Information: For further information about this keyword parameter, see 
OS FORTRAN IV (Gand-ID -programmer's Guide. 

SORCODE= (For G or H) 
specifies the character set used to keypunch the source programs to be 
compiled. 

BCD 
specifies the BCD character set. 

EBCDIC 
specifies the EBCDIC character set. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, EBCDIC is assumed. 

SOBEDIT= (For H) 
specifies the production of a structured source listing in the data set 
defined by the SYSPRINT DD statement. 

EDIT 
specifies that the listing is to be produced. 

Note: 

Required: If this subparameter is specified, OPT=2 must be specified. 

NOEDIT 
specifies that the listing is not to be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, NOEDIT is assumed. 

Note: 

• Use: This listing indicates the loop structure and the logical continuity 
of the source program.' 
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SORLIST= (For G or H) 
specifies the production of a listing of the FORTRAN source program. 

SOURCE 
specifies that the listing is to be produced. 

NOSOURCE 
specifies that the listing is not to be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, SOURCE is assumed. 

SORIREF= (For H) 
specifies the production of a cross-reference listing in the data set 
defined by the SYSPRINT DD statement. 

IREF 
specifies that the listing is to be produced. 

NOIREF 
specifies that the l~sting is not to be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, NOIREF is assumed. 

STORftAP= (Por G or H) 
specifies the production of a map showing the relative locations of 
variables, constants, etc., in the source program. 

ftAP 
specifies that the map is to be produced. 

NOftAP 
specifies that the map is not to be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, NOftAP is assumed. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

syntax Checker: The syntax checking routines for this compiler can be included 
in the system by use of the CHECKER macro instruction. 

Chart: The chart below shows the relationship between the parameters of this 
macro instruction. 

Parameter Comment Parameter 

If SOREDIT=EDIT then OPT=2 
must be coded 

FORTRAN 
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Example: The following example illustrates the use of the FORTRAN macro 
instruction to specify a G-design level FORTRAN compiler. The BCD character 
set is to be the default character set option at compilation time. Unless 
otherwise specified at compilation time, a FORTRAN source program listing is 
to be produced, and compiled source programs are to be processed by the linkage 
editor. Punched decks and source program maps of variables, constants, etc., 
are not to be produced. 

FORTRAN DESIGN=G,SORCODE=BCD 
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GENERATE 

The GENERATE macro instruction specifies the data sets, volumes, and I/O devices 
required for the system generation process, the system generation output 
options, and the type of generation being performed. This macro instruction 
is required for non-TSO generations; it must never be used in a TSO generation. 

Basic Requirements 

• The GENERATE macro instruction must be the last system generation macro 
instruction in your input deck and must immediately be followed by an 
assembler END statement. 

• The sequential data sets specified in the UT1SDS, UT2SDS, UT3SDS, and 
UT4SDS keyword parameters must be cata~oged in the generating system. 

• The data set specified in the UT3SDS keyword parameter is used by the 
linkage editor and must be on a direct-access device. 

• The data specified by the UT4SDS keyword parameter is used by the IEDCOP! 
utility program and must reside on a direct-access volume. 

• If the data sets specified in the UT1SDS and UT2SDS keyword parameters 
are to reside on magnetic tape, standard labels (SL) or no labels (NL) 
must be specified when the data sets are defined. (See "Input Deck Por 
System Generation" in the "Preparation for System Generation" section.) 

• The data set specified in the OBJPDS keyword parameter must be a cataloged 
partitioned data set in the generating system. 

• If UTDISP=DELETE is specified, the data sets specified in the UT1SDS and 
UT2SDS keyword parameters are uncataloged and deleted after the Stage II 
assemblies, and the data set specified in the UT3SDS and UT4SDS keyword 
parameters is uncataloged and deleted after the stage II IEBCOP! steps. 
(See "The Job Stream" section.) 

• The UTDISP keyword parameter refers only to the disposition of the four 
sequential data sets specified in the UT1SDS, UT2SDS, UT3SDS, and UT4SDS 
keyword parameters after they are used during Stage II. It does not refer 
to the DISP keyword parameter of the DD statements used for these data 
sets in the input deck for system generation. 

Complete Operating System Generation 
GENERATE 

• The serial number specified in the RESVOL keyword parameter cannot be the 
serial number of the system-residence volume of the generating system. 

• The serial number specified in the LNKVOL keyword parameter cannot be the 
serial number of the S!S1.LINKLIB of the generating systell. 
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Nucleus Generation 

• The machine configuration and type of control program cannot be changed. 

• Additional resident functions cannot be made transient. 

• Transient functions can be made resident. 

• For the RES NAME, RESVOL, and RESTYPE keyword parameters, the unit name, 
serial number, and device type must be the same as the system-residence 
volume of the system being modified, which could be the generating system. 

• There must be enough space on the system-residence volume for the new 
member. 

• For the LNKNAME and LNKVOL keyword parameters, the unit name, 
serial number, and size must be the same as those of the SYS1.LINKLIB of 
the system being modified. 

processor/Library Generation 

• There must be sufficient space on the data sets for the new processor(s) 
and/or libraries. 

• For the RESNAME, RESVOL, and RESTYPE keyword parameters, the unit name, 
serial number, and device type must be the same as those of the system
residence volume of the system being modified, which could be the generating 
system. 

• For the LNKNAME and LNKVOL keyword parameters, the uni~ name, 
serial number, and size must be the same as those of the SYS1.LINKLIB of 
the system being modified, which could be the generating system. 

• Members may be added to existing libraries if sufficient space is available. 
If not, then a new data set must be created or the old one must be 
reallocated. (See the "Reallocating Data Sets" section.) 

I/O Device Generation 

• The system being modified cannot be the generating system. 

• The serial number specified in the RESVOL keyword parameter cannot be the 
volume serial number of the system-residence volume of the generating 
system. 

• The serial number specified. in the LNKVOL keyword parameter cannot be the 
serial number of the SYS1.LINKLIB of the generating system. 
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RaDle Operation 

GENERATE 

Operand 

For Complete or Processor 

[
GENTYPE={ALL }] 

PROCESSOR 
OBJPDS=SYS1.name 
UT1SDS= (SYS1. name {,SL}, 

,NL 
UT2SDS= (SYS 1. name {,ll}) 

,NL 
UT3SDS=SYS1.name 
UT4SDS=SYS1.name 

[UTDISP={~:~iTLGt] 
DELETE l 

2301 
2303 

RESTYPE= 2305-1 
2305-2 

311 

RESNAl!E=name 
RESVOL=serial 

[
LNKNAl!E=name ] 
LNKVOL=serial 

[ASMPRT= {g~F}] 
[LEPRT=(option[,option]) ] 
[INDEX= {~!;~}] 
[SYOUTDV=(name,n) ] 

[ {
CATALOGt] 

DIRDATA= :~~C , 

[
JOBSTl!T=JNOTSUPPLIED}] 

lSUPPI.IED 

For Nucleus 

GENTYPE=(NUCLEUS,n) 
OBJPDS=SYS1.name 
UT1SDS=(SYS1. name {:i~}) 

UT2SDS=(SYS1.name{;i~}) 

UT3SDS=SYS1.name 
UT4SDS=SYS1.name 

UTDISP={~i~iTLG} 
DELETE 

2301 
2303 

RESTYPE= 2305-1 
2305-2 
ll1.1 
nTij 
3330 

RESNABE=naae 

GENERATE 
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Name Operation 

GENERATE 
(Cont. ) 

310 OS System Generation 

Operand 

For Nucleus (continued) 

RESVOL=serial 

[
LNKNAME=name ] 
LNKVOL=serial 

[A SMPRT= {g~F}] 
r LEPRT= (option[ ,option]) ] 

[INDEX= {~!;!}] 
r SYOUTDv={name,n) ] 

[
JOBSTMT= NOTSUPPLIED}] 

SUPPLIED 

For IIO Device 

GENTYPE= (IO,n) 
OBJPDS=SYS1.name 
UT 1 SDS= (SYS 1. name {, SL}) 

,NL 
UT2SDS= (SYS1. name{:i~}) 

UT3SDS=SYS1.name 
UT4SDS=SYS1.name 

[. UTDISP={~:~iTLG}] DELETE 
2301 
2303 

RESTYPE= 2305-1 
2305-2 

311 
~ 
3330 

RESNAPlE=naJRe 
RESVOL=serial 

rLNKNAME=name 1 
LNKVOL=serial 

[ASMPRT= {g:F}] 

[ LEPRT= (option[ , option ]) ) 

[INDEX= {~!;~}] 
[SYOUTDV=(name,n)] 

[DIRDATA={:~~~LOG}J 
[ LOGREC={NOPRINT}] 

PRINT 

[
JOBSTKT={NOTSUPPLIED}] 

SUPPLIED 



ASMPRT= (For all types) 
specifies whether assembly listings are to be produced for the modules 
assembled during system generation. 

ON 
specifies that assembly listings are to be generated. 

OFF 
specifies that assembly listings are not to be generated. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, OFF is ass~med. 

DIRDATA= (For Complete, Processor, or I/O Device) 
specifies the system directory data for the new system is to be printed 
d~ring system generation as one of the following: 

For ALL or PROCESSOR generations: 

CATALOG 
specifies that the catalog of the new system is to be printed. 

VTOC 
specifies that the volume table of contents (VTOC) of each volume 
in the new system is to be printed. The catalog is also to be printed. 

PDS 
specifies that the directories of all partitioned data sets in the 
new system are to be printed. The VTOCs and the catalog are also 
to be printed. 

For I/O Generation: 

CATALOG 

VTOC 

PDS 

specifies that the system catalog will be printed unchanged. 

specifies that the system catalog and the volume table of contents 
of the volume where SYS1.LINKLIB and SYS1.SVCLIB reside will be 
printed. 

specifies that the contents of SYS1.LINKLIB and SYS1.SVCLIB will be 
printed. The functions of VTOC will also be provided. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, no system directory data is 
printed. 

GENTYPE= 
specifies the type of system generation. 
Generation ftacro Instructions" section.) 

(See Figure 79 in the "System 

ALL 
specifies that a complete system is to be generated. 

NUCLEUS,n 
specifies that only a nucleus is to be generated. 

n 
is a decimal number from 1 to 9 that will be used to identify 

GENERATE 

a new member of SYS1.NUCLEUS. The member name will be IEANUCOn. 

Value: The value 1 is always assigned to the nucleus generated when 
ALL is specified. Therefore, if 1 is specified in this subparameter, 
the new nucleus generated replaces the nucleus generated during a 
complete system generation. 
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PROCESSOR 

IO,n 

Note: 

specifies that only language processors and libraries are to be 
generated. 

specifies that the machine configuration will be modified. 

n 
is a decimal number from 1 to 9. 

Value: This number is the last character of the name of the nucleus to 
be modified. For example, if the value 1 is specified, the primary nucleus 
will be modified. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, ALL is assumed. 

INDEX= (For all types) 
specifies the qualifier for the new system data sets that will be created 
during system generation. 

SISl 

name 

Note: 

is a qualifier. 

is a qualifier that can be from one to eight alphameric characters; 
the first one must be alphabetic. 

The new system data sets that can be defined with the user-assigned 
qualifier are: ALGLIB, ASRLIB, COBLIB, CMDLIB, DCMLIB, FORTLIB, LINKLIB, 
LOGREC, MACLIB, NUCLEUS, PARMLIB, PL1LIB, PROCLIB, SORTLIB, SVCLIB, 
TELCMLIB, and lMAGELIB. 

If other than INDEX=SYS1 is specified, data sets SYS1.COBLIB, 
SYS1.FORTLIB, SYS1.MACLIB, SYS1.PARMLIB, SYS1.PROCLIB, and 
SYS1.S0RTLIB on the generating system must be changed to 
SYS1.DCOBLIB, SYS1.DFORTLIB, etc. using the RENAME function 
of utility IEHPROGM. An alternate method is to use the IBM 
supplied jobs CTLG2311, CTLG2314, or CTLG3330 in SYS1.SAMPLIB 
on the DLIBOX pack. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, SIS1 is assumed. 

JOBSTKT= (For all types) 
specifies whether your own JOB statement for stage II of the system 
generation process will be put in the system generation input deck. 

NOTSUPPLIED 
specifies that your own JOB statement will not be in the input deck. 

SUPPLIED 
specifies that you will supply in the input deck a JOB statement to 
be used for Stage II. 

Defaults: 

• If this keyword parameter is omitted, NOTSUPPLIED is assumed. 

• If this keyword parameter is omitted or NOTSUPPLIED is coded, the following 
JOB statement will be used: 

//SISGEN JOB 1,'SYSTEK GENERATION' 
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Notes: 

• Required Placement: Your JOB statement must be before the GENERATE macro 
instruction but after any global SET statements. You must place a REPRO 
statement immediately preceding the JOB statement. For each continuation 
line for the JOB statement, there mus~ also be a REPRO statement preceding 
each continuation statement. (Por detailed information about the REPRO 
statement, see OS Assembler Language.) 

• DD Statement: When SUPPLIED is specified, then the SYSIN DD statement 
that precedes the system generation macro instructions in the input deck 
must be //SYSIN DD DATA. A //SYSIN DD * statement cannot be used, because 
it causes the JOB statement following the REPRO statement to be scheduled 
as a new job. 

LEPRT= (For all types) 
specifies linkage editor print options as one or two of the following 
values. 

LIST 
specifies that the list of control statements is to be in card-image 
format. 

PllP 

IREF 

specifies that a module map will be produced. 

specifies that a cross-reference table will be produced. (IREF 
includes the PllP option) • 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, only linkage editor error 
messages, if any, are printed. For a more detailed description of these 
options, see the pub1ication:QS Linkage Editor and Loader. 

GENERATE 
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LNKNA~E= (For all types) 
specifies a direct-access device in the generating system. 

name 
is the device type. 

Default: If LNKNAME and LNKVOL are omitted, the link library is placed on 
the new system-residence volume. 

Notes: 

• Use: The volume on this device will contain the link library. 

• Coding: If LNKNA~E is specified, then LNKVOL must also be coded. 

LNKVOL= (For all type~ 
specifies the volume that will contain the link library. 

serial 
is the serial number. 

Default: If LNKNAKE and LNKVOL are omitted, the link library is placed on 
the new system-residence volume. 

Notes: 

• Required: The value specified must be the same as the value given to the 
VOLUKE keyword parameter of the DD statement used to allocate space for 
SYS1.LINKLIB during the preparation for system generation. 

• Coding: If LNKVOL is specified, then LNKNAKE must also be coded. 

LOGREC= (For I/O Device) 
specifies whether or not the contents of the data set SYS1.LOGREC will 
be printed before it is scratched during an I/O device generation. 

NOPRINT 
specifies that the contents of SYS1.LOGREC will not be printed. 

Note: If this subparameter is specified, you must print the SYS1.LOGREC 
data set to save any necessary information. 

PRINT 
specifies that the contents of SYS1.LOGREC of the old system will 
be printed. 

Note: This subparameter can be used only if the generating system is of 
Release 17 level or later. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, NOPRINT is assumed. 

OBJPDS= (For all types) 
specifies the partitioned data set to be used for the storage of object 
modules assembled during system generation. 

SYS1.name 
is the lowest-category simple name of the partitioned data set. 

Note: 

This data set must exist as a cataloged partitioned data set in the generating 
system. 
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RESNAftE= (For all types) 
specifies a direct-access device in the generating system. 

name 

Note: 

is the unit address, dev~ce type, or group name for the new system
residence volume. 

The volume on this device will contain the new system-residence volume. 

RESTYPE= (For all types) 
specifies the device type of the new system-residence device as 2311, 2301, 
2303, 2305-1, 2305-2, 2314, or 3330. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, 2311 is assumed. 

RESVOL= (For all types) 
specifies the serial number of the new system-residence volume. 

serial 
is the serial number. 

Note: 

Required: The value specified must be the same as the value given to the 
VOLUME keyword parameter of the DD statement used to allocate space for 
SYS1.NUCLEUS during the preparation for system generation. 

SYOUTDV= (For MFT or KVT including K65MP) 
specifies the direct-access devices to be used for stage II output data 
sets (SYSPRINT) during a generation. Device types are described in Appendix 
A. 

name 
is the device type. 

n 
specifies the number of volumes that may be occupied by the data set. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, SY~OUT=A is assumed. 

Note: 

A generation under MFT or KVT (including K65KP) will need anout 2500 tracks 
on a 2311. 

GENERATE 
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UTDISP; (Fo~ all types) 
specifies disposition information for the four sequential data sets used 
during system generation. 

KEEP 
specifies that the data sets are to remain cataloged in the- gene~ating 
system. The space they occupy is to remain allocated to them. 

UNCATLG 
specifies that catalog entries for the data sets are to be removed 
from the index structure. Those data sets on direct-access devices 
remain tabulated in the VToe. 

DELETE 
specifies that the data sets are to be uncataloged and the space 
allocated to them is to be released. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, KEEP is assumed. 

UT1SDS= 
UT2SDS= (For all types) 
UT3SDS= 
UT4SDS= 

these parameters specify the names of the sequential data sets to be used 
during system generation by the assembler, linkage editor, and utilities. 

Default: For UT1SDS and UT2SDS, standard data set labels are assumed. 

Note: 

These data sets must exist as cataloged data sets in the generating system. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

Example: The following example illustrates the use of the GENERATE macro 
instruction to specify the generation of an operating system. The sequential 
data sets named SYSl.UTILl, SYSl.UTIL2, SYSl.UTIL3, and SYSl.UTIL4 are used 
during system generation by the assembler, linkage editor, and utilities. 
SYSl.UTIL3 and SYSl.UTIL4 reside on a direct-access volume. SYSl.UTILl, 
SYSl.UTIL2, SYSl.UTIL3, and SYSl.UTIL4 are to remain! cataloged and are to be 
allocated space in the generating system after Stage II. 

SYS1.0BJMOD is the name of the partitioned data set to be used for the storage 
of load modules assembled during system generation. The unit name of the new 
system-residence device is 190, the device type is 231" and the serial number 
9f the system-residence volume is SYSTEM. Assembly listings, linkage editor 
printed output, and system directory data are not to be produced. The link 
library is to be placed on the system-residence volume. 

GENERATE UT1SDS=SYS1.UTIL1,UT2SDS=SYS1.UTIL2,UT3SDS=SYS1.UTIL3, 
UT4SDS=SYS1.UTIL4,OBJPDS=SYS1.0BJKOD,RESNAKE=190, 
RESTYPE=231',RESVOL=SYSTEM 

Diagnostic OVerride: The diagnostic override procedure is described in 
Appendix F. 
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GENTSO 

The GENT SO macro instruction specifies the data sets, volume, and I/O devices 
required for a TSO system generation. It also specifies the system, generation 
output options and the type of generation being performed. 

This macro instruction must be used instead of the GENERATE macro instruction 
when a TSO system is generated or modified. See the "Time Sharing Option 
(TSO) " discussion in the "Program Options Descriptions" section for TSO coding 
requirements. 

The macro instruction has the same parameters and requirements as the GENERATE 
macro instruction. In addition, it has two parameters that GENERATE does not 
have: 

Name Operation 

GENTSO 

Operand 

[
CMDNAr1E=name ] 
CMDVOL=serial 

See GENERATE for the other parameters. 

CMDNAME= (For Complete or processor) 
specifies a direct-access device in the generating system. The volume 
of this device will contain the SYS1.CMDLIB. 

name 
is the device type. 

Default: If the CMDLIB macro instruction is specified and Cr1DN1ME and CMDVOL 
are not specified, SYS1.CMDLIB is placed on the new system-residence volume. 

Notes: 

• Required: Both CMDNAME and CMDVOL keywor:a parameters must be coded if 
e1ther 1S specified. 

• The CMDLIB macro must be specified if CMDNAME and CKDVOL are specified. 

CMDVOL= (For Complete or Processor) 
specifies the volume that is to contain the SYS1.CMDLIB data set. 

serial 
is a serial number. 

Default and Notes: See CftDN1ME. GENTSO 
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GJOBCTL 

The GJOBCTL macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the graphi.c job 
processor (GJP) and/or the satellite graphic job processor (SGJP). GJP enables 
iobs to be defined and initiated from IBM 2250 Display Units. SGJP enables 
jobs to be defined and initiated from remote 1130/2250 graphic subsystems. 
This macro instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• The GRAPHICS macro instruction must be specified. 

• A set of cataloged procedures is required for GJP and SGJP. These cataloged 
procedures can be added to SYS1.PROCLIB before or after system generation 
by use of the IEBUPDTE utility program. The cataloged procedures required 
and the method for adding them to either library are described in OS MFT 
Guide and OS MVT Guide. 

• All the keyword parameters can be specified for any type. 

I/O Device Generation 

• This macro instruction cannot be specified if it was not specified in the 
last complete system generation. 

• This macro instruction may be specified to change the addresses specified 
in the UNITS parameter. The addresses originally generated will remain 
unchanged if this macro instruction is not specified. 

Name Operation 

GJOBCTL 

ALLOC= 

Operand 

[ {
GJP }] TYPE= SGJP 
.(GJP I SGJP) 

UNITS= (address[ ,address ] ••• ) 
SYSOUT=(classname l ,classname2 ,classname 3 , 

classname·) 
CLASS=(jobclass l ,jobclass2(,jobclass3 ]) 

PRI=(priorityl,priority2) 
( REGION= ([ number l ][ , number2 ][ , number 3 ]) ] 

[.ALLOC= ([ number 1 ][ ,number 2 ]) ] 
[ UNITREF=name ] 
[LINEREF=name] 
( LINE=number ] 
( DAPOOL=name] 

specifies the number of tracks for the primary and secondary allocations 
for a new data set (allocated if the SYSTEM ALLOCATE option is specified 
in a DESCRIBE DATA frame). 

number1 

GJOBCTL 

is an integer from t to 9999... It is the first positional subparameter, 
and specifies the number of tracks for primary allocation. 

Default: If this subparameter is omitted, a value of 20 is assumed. 
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number2 
is an integer from 1 to 9999. It is the second positional 
subparameter, and specifies the number of tracks for secondary 
allocation. 

Default: If this subparameter is omitted, a value of 5 is assumed. 

CLASS= 
specifies the job classes to be used by GJP or SGJP and by jobs defined 
by GJP or SGJP operations. 

jobclass1 
is the first positional subparameter. It specifies the job class 
for GJP or SGJP and for foreground jobs. 

jobclass2 
is the second positional subparameter. It specifies the job class 
of background jobs. 

jobclass3 

Note: 

is the third positional subparameter. It specifies the job class 
of the initial processor in SGJP. 

KFT: This subparameter can be specified only if TYPE=KFT is specified 
in the CTRLPROG macro instruction. 

Note: 

Value: Each value must be a letter from A through o. 

DAPOOL= 
specifies the name of a collection of direct-access devices that can be 
used for data sets if the user specifies the DIRECT ACCESS POOL option 
in a DESCRIBE DATA frame. 

name 
is a value that must be the same as the value given to the NAKE keyword 
parameter of a UNITNAKE macro instruction that defines a collection 
of direct-access devices. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, a value of SYSDA is assumed. 

LINE= 
specifies the maximum number of lines to be printed on each page of the 
PRINTED RECORD output listing. 

number 
is an integer from 10 to 99. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, a value of 50 is assumed. 

LINEREF= 
specifies the default option for the ddname that will be placed in an 
internally generated DO statement for an 1130/2250 subsystem when the user 
omits the SUBSYSTEM REFERENCE parameter during job definition. 

name 
is a value that cannot exceed eight alphameric characters, the first 
of which must be alphabetic. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, the name FT99F001 is assumed. 
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Note: 

LINEREF need be specified only if SGJP is specified with the TYPE keyword 
parameter. 

PRI= 
specifies the priorities to be assigned to jobs defined by GJP or SGJP 
operations. 

priority1 
is the first positional subparameter. It specifies the priority of 
foreground jobs. 

priority2 
is the second positional subparameter. It specifies the priority 
of background jobs. 

Value: Each value specified must be an integer from 0 to 13. 

REGION= 
specifies the number of 1024-byte blocks of main storage required for the 
regions for GJP or SGJP and for jobs defined by GJP or SGJP operations. 

number1 
is a decimal number from 1 to 999 that specifies the region size for 
GJP or SGJP. 

Note: This must be the first positional parameter. 

number2 
is a decimal number from 1 to 999 that specifies the region size 
foreground jobs. 

Default: If this subparameter is omitted, the value specified in the PARM 
keyword parameter of the EXEC statement for the reader/interpreter procedure 
used for the job is assumed. 

Note: This must be the second positional parameter. 

number3 
is a decimal number from 1 to 999 that specifies the region size of 
background jobs. 

Default: If this subparameter is omitted, the value specified in the PARK 
keyword parameter of the EXEC statement for the reader/interpreter procedure 
used for the job is assumed. 

Note: This must be the third positional parameter. 

Notes: 

• Value: Each value specified must be an integer from 1 to 999. 

• MVT (including M65KP): The REGION parameter need be specified only if 
TYPE=MVT or M65MP is specified in the CTRLPROG macro instruction. 
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SYSOUT= 
specifies the four classnames to be used for system output from jobs defined 
by GJP or SGJP operations. 

classnamel 
is the first positional subparameter. It specifies the KSGCLISS for 
foreground jobs only. (This classname must not be used by any SYSOUT 
writer or other jobs while GJP or SGJP is in operation.) 

classname2 
is the second positional subparameter. It specifies the KSGCLASS 
for background jobs only. (This classname can be used for any other 
purpose. ) 

classname3 
is the third positional subparameter. It specifies the print output 
class. (This classname can be used for print output by other jobs.) 

classname4 

Note: 

is the fourth positional subparameter. It specifies the punch output 
class. (This classname can be used for punch output by other jobs.) 

• Value: Each value specified must be a letter from I to Z or a number from 
o through 9. 

TYPE= 
specifies the type of graphic job control to be included as one of the 
following: 

Value 
GJP 
SGJP 
GJP,SGJP 

Note: 

Processor 
The graphic job processor (GJP) only is to be included. 
The satellite graphic job processor (SGJP) only is to be included. 
Both GJP and SGJP are to be included. 

SGJP requires BTIK and processor-to-processor data transmission modules. BTIK 
is specified with the DATAKGT macro instruction; processor-to-processor modules 
are specified with the PTOP macro instruction. 

UNITREF= 
specifies the default option for the ddname that will be placed in an 
internally generated DD statement for a GJP foreground job when you omit 
the DISPLAY UNIT REFERENCE parameter in the SPECIFY JOB STEP frame. 

name 
is a value that cannot exceed eight alphameric characters; the first 
character must be alphabetic. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, the name SYSDSPLY is assumed. 

Note: 

Required: UNITREF need only be specified if GJP is specified with the TYPE 
keyword parameter. 
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UNITS= 
specifies a 2250 display unit that is to be used for GJP operations and/or 
1130/2250 subsystems to be used for SGJP operations. 

address 
is the address of a 2250 display unit. 

Notes: 

• Required: Four or five data sets must be cataloged and allocated space 
in the new system for each address specified with the UNITS keyword 
parameter. This function can be performed before or after system generation 
using the IEHPROGM utility program. The data sets and their allocations 
are described in Q~ HFT Quig~ and Q~ H!1 ~~ig~. 

• Maximum: A maximum of 15 addresses can be specified. Each address value 
must be the same as that specified for a device or telecommunications line 
in an IODEVICE macro instruction. 

Coding Hints and Ad~itional Information 

The following example illustrates the use of the GJOBCTL macro instruction 
to specify the inclusion of the graphic job processor in an MVT operating 
system. The addresses of the 2250 units used are 106 and 206. X is the 
MSGCLASS for all foreground jobs, A is the MSGCLASS for all background jobs, 
A is the print class, and B is the punch class. Jobclass G is specified for 
each graphic job processor and each foreground job, and jobclass C is specified 
for background jobs. 

priority 13 is assigned to foreground jobs and priority 5 to background jobs. 
The number of 1024-byte blocks of main storage required for each region are: 
60 for each graphic job processor region, 60 for each foreground job region, 
and 50 for each background job region. NEW data sets will be allocated 20 
tracks for primary allocation and 5 tracks for secondary allocation. Internally 
generated DD statements are to have the SYSDSPLY ddname. The collection of 
devices named SYSDA is to be used for direct-access data sets. A maximum of 
50 lines are to be printed on each page of the output listing. 

GJOBCTL TYPE=GJP,UNITS=(106,206),SYSOUT=(X,A,A,B) ,CLA,SS=(G,C), 
REGION= (,60,50) ,PRI= (13,5) 

GJOBCTL 
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GRAPHICS 

The GRAPHICS macro instruction specifies the inclusion of graphic programming 
services. This macro instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• This macro instruction must be specified if the GJOBCTL macro instruction 
is specified. 

• If the 2250 Display Uni~ftodel 3 is specified in the SCHEDULR or SECONSLE 
macro instruction as an operator console, this macro instruction must be 
included in the input deck. 

Nucleus Generation 

• This macro instruction is included if the nucleus is to support graphic 
programming services. 

• If the new nucleus is to support the same set of graphic programming 
services that was included in the system during the last complete' 
generation, then this macro instruction must be coded exactly the way it 
was specified in the last complete system generation. 

Processor/Library Generation 

• This macro instruction is included only if SYS1.FORTLIB (FORTLIB macro 
instruction) or SYS1.PL1LIB (PL1LIB macro instruction) are being replaced 
and graphic programming services vas included in the last complete system 
generation. 

• Only GSP=INCLUDE has to be coded, if it is required, because the PORRTNS 
parameter is ignored. 

I/O Device Generation 

• The graphic programming services (GPS) cannot be added during this type 
of generation. 

• If graphics were specified during the last co.plete system generation, 
then they must be specified during th~s type of generation with exactly 
the same parameters and subparameters. 

GRAPHICS 
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Name Operation Operand 

GSP= 

GRAPHICS 
[ PORRTNS= {INCLUDE}] 

EXCLUDE 

[ GSP= {EXCLUDE}] 
.INCLUDE 

specifies the inclusion of the FORTRAN IV graphic subroutine package (GSP) 
in SYS1.LINKLIB and SYS1.FORTLIB and/or SYS1.PL1LIB and/or SYS1.COBLIB. 

INCLUDE 
specifies that GSP is to be included. 

EXCLUDE 
specifies that GSP is not to be included. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, EXCLUDE is assumed. 

PORRTNS= 
specifies the inclusion of problem-oriented routines (PORs) in SYS1.LINKLIB. 

INCLUDE 
specifies that PORs are to be included. 

EXCLUDE 
specifies that PORs are not to be included. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, INCLUDE is assumed. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

The information necessary to use the graphic programming services can be found 
in the following publications about the Operating System: 

OS GSP for FORTRAN IV, COBOL, and PL/1 

OS GPS for IBK 2250 Display Unit 

OS GPS for IBM 2260 Display Station (Local Attachment) 

OS GPS for IBM 2280 and 2282 Display Units 

Example: The following example illustrates the use of the GRAPHICS macro 
instruction to specify the inclusion of graphic programming services in the 
new operating system. Problem-oriented routines are to be included in 
SYS1.LINKLIB. GSP is not to be included. 

GRAPHICS 
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HELP 

The HELP macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the TSO SYS1.HELP data 
set in the new operating system. This macro instruction is optio~al and valid 
only in a complete or processor generation of a TSO system. 

Basic Requirement 

• Space must be allocated for SYS1.HELP. The data set may be cataloged in 
the new system. 

Processor/Library Generation 

• This macro instruction can be used to add or replace a SYS1.HELP data set. 
If an existinq data set is to be replaced, it must be scratched and 
uncataloged before the new one is added. 

Name Operation 

HELP 

Operand 

[ 
UNIT=name ] 

VOLNO=serial 

Default: If the UNIT and VOLNO keyword parameters are omitted, SYS1.HELP is 
placed on the new system-residence volume. 

UNIT= 
specifies a direct-access device in the generating system. The volume 
on this device will contain the SYS1.HELP data set. 

name 
is the device type. 

Note: 

Required: If this keyword parameter is specified, VOLNO must also be 
coded. 

VOLNO= 
specifies the volume that is to contain the SYS1.HELP data set. 

serial 
is a serial number. 

Note: 

Required: If this keyword parameter is specified, UNIT must also be coded. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

This example illustrates the use of the HELP macro instruction to specify the 
inclusion of the TSO SYS1.HELP data set in the new operating system. The unit 
name is 2301 and the volume serial number is 43367. 

HELP UNIT=2301,VOLNO=43367 
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IMAGELIB 

The IMAGELIB macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the image library 
(SYS1.IMAGELIB) in the new operating system. 

Basic Requirements 

• This macro instruction is required if UNIT=1403 and FEATURE=UNVCHSET 
or if UNIT=32ll is specified in an IOOEVICE macro instruction. 

• space must be allocated for SYS1.IKAGELIBr 

• SYS1.IMAGELIB must be a cataloged data set. 

I/O Device Generation 

• This macro instruction is required if UNIT=1403 and FEATURE=UNVCHSET 
or if UNIT-32ll is specified in an IODEVICE macro instruction. 

Name Operation 

IKAGELIB 

Operand 

[
UNIT=name ] 
VOLNO=serial 

Default: If the UNIT and VOL NO keyword parameters are omitted, the image 
library is placed on the new system-residence volume. 

UNIT= 
specifies a direct-access device in the generating system that has the 
volume on which the image library is to be generated. 

name 
is the device type. 

Note: 

Required~ If this keyword parameter is specified, VOLNO must also be specified. 

VOLNO= 
specifies the volume that is to contain the image library. 

serial 
is the serial number. 

• 

IMAGELIB 
Notes: 

• Value: The value specified must be the ~ame as the value specified in 
the VOLUME keyword parameter of the DD statement used to allocate space 
for SYS1.IKAGELIB. 

• Required: If this keyword parameter is specified, UNIT must also be coded. 

coding Hints and Additional Information 

This example illustrates the use of the IKAGELIB macro to specify the inclusion 
of the parameter library in the operating system to be generated. The unit 
name is 2314. The volume serial number is 333666. 

IMAGELIB UNIT=2314,VOLNO=333666 
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IOCONTRL 

The IOCONTRL macro instruction describes a control unit and its operating 
system requirements. This macro instruction is required. 

Basic Requirements 

• An IOCONTRL macro instruction is required for each control unit (listed 
in Figure 81) in the computing system. 

• Valid combinations for the UNIT, KODEL, and FEATURE keywords are shown 
in Figut~ 81, which follows the example for this macro instruction. 

• A maximum of forty IOCONTRL macro instructions can be specified during 
a system generation. If more are required, see Appendix B for the procedure 
to be followed. 

Nucleus Generation 

• Each IOCONTRL macro instruction specified during the last complete 
generation must be respecified and followed by the appropriate IODEVICE 
macro instruction(s). 

1/0 Device Generation 

• All 1/0 control units that are to b~ in the new system must be specified 
with this macro instruction and followed by the appropriate IODEVICE macro 
instruction(s). 

• The control units specified may be additions, deletions, changes, or the 
same as in the last complete system generation. 

Name Operation 

[name] IOCONTRL 

Name Field: 

name 

Operand 

UNIT=unit 
ADDRESS=address 
[ KODEL=model ] 
[FEATURE= (feature[ ,feature] ••• ) ] 

For UNIT=2840 Only: 

( EIPBFR=number ] 

is used in system generation error messages (see Appendix D) to identify 
any IOCONTRL macro instruction that produces an error. 

IOCONTRL 
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Operand Field: 

ADDRESS= (For all units) 
specifies the address of the control unit. 

address 
is two hexadecimal digits with a value from 00 to DF. 

Notes: 

• Value: This value normally corresponds to the two high-order digits of 
the addresses of the devices attached to the control unit. If the high
order digits of the device addresses differ, the lowest value must be used. 
For example, if the addresses of the devices attached to the control unit 
are ODE and 010, the value given to the ADDRESS keyword of the IOCONTRL 
macro instruction must be 00. 

• Required: There must be only one IOCONTRL macro instruction for each 
control unit. The value given to the address must be the lowest address 
of the control uuit. The other addresses must not be specified. Duplicate 
control unit addresses must not be specified for a 2848 graphic control 
unit. Duplicate control unit addresses may be specified for a 2840 graphic 
control unit attached to a selector subchannel. However, only one duplicate 
address is allowed, and the addresses of the devices attached to the control 
unit with the duplicate address might be eight or higher (for example, 
3D8, 3D9, 3DA, etc.). 

EXPBFR= (For 2840) 
specifies that programs written for a 2250 Kodel 1, not using the DCB 
operand GTYPE=BASIC, can be used with a 2250 Kodel 2 or 3 attached to a 
2840. 

number 
is an integer from 1 to 8192. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, a value of 4096 is assumed. 

Note: 

The value specified is the amount of buffer space, in bytes, required by the 
programs. 
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FEATURE= (For any unit) 
specifies the optional features that are present on the control unit. 
These values can be written in any order. Features enclosed in braces 
{} are mutually exclusive. 

feature 
is one of the following values: 

Value 

ABSLTVEC 

Feature 

Absolute vector control on 2840 Kodel 1 
Additional storage on 2841 
2-channel switch on 2841 IADSTORAGI 

2-CHANSW 
ALTCTRL Devices on a tape control unit attached to a matrix switch can be 

accessed through a different physical control unit. This can be 
specified only for an K65MP system. 
Additional 8K buffer on 2840 Model 1 
Column binary on 2821 Kodel 1, 4, or 5 
Data conversion 2403, 2404, 2803, or 2804 
Line addressing on 2848 
Non-destructive cursor on 2848 
Record overflow on 2841 

BUFFER8K 
COLBNRY 
DATACONV 
LINEADDR 
NODESCUR 
RECOFLO 
SHARED All drives attached to 2820 or 2841 can be shared by two CPUs. SHARED 

requires 2-CHANSW. 
2-channel switch on 2820 
7-track compatibility on 2403, 2404, 2803, 2804, 3410, or 3803 
16-drive addressing on 2403 or 2803 

2-CHANSW 
7-TRACK 
16-DRIVE 
800BPI 800 BPI on Model 4, 5, or 6 of 2403 or 2415, or on Model 2 of 2803, 

2804, 3410, or 3803 

Notes: 

• 

• 

M65MP: 2-CHANSW must be specified if TYPE=K65KP is specified in the 
CTRLPROG macro instruction. 

If a 3803 Model 1 control unit is specified, 7-track and 800BPI cannot 
be specified together. 

If SHARED is specified, alternative channel addressing (see the OPTCHAN 
parameter of the IODEVICE macro instruction) cannot be specified for any 
of the direct-access devices attached to the 2820 or the 2841. 

MODEL= (For some units) 
specifies the model, if any, of the control unit. 

model 
is a value that can be 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 21, 22, or Nl. 

UNIT= (For all units) 
specifies the control unit number. 

unit 

Notes: 

is a number that can be 1051, 2403, 2404, 2415, 2701, 2702, 2703, 
2803, 2804, 2820, 2821, 2822, 2840, 2841, 2848, 3410, 3803, 381" 
or 3272. 

• The IBK 1052 printer keyboard is attached to Model 40 or above through 
an IBK 1052 adapter and not through a control unit. Thus, an IOCONTRL 
macro instruction is not needed in this case. 

IOCONTRL 
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• 2816 or 2844 is implied through the specification of the OPTCHAN parameter 
in the IODEVICE macro instruction and need not be specified in any macro 
instruction. 

• If a 2260 is attached to a 2701 through a 2848, the 2848 is implied and 
must not be specified. 

• If a 2821 is attached to a multiplexor channel, the CE Panel Mode Switch 
of the 2821 should be set in the "2, 4 byte mode." It must not be set 
in the burst mode. 

• A 3411 is a 3410 tape drive and control unit. To use a 3411, specify 
UNIT=3410. 

• Only model 1 devices (3271, 3284, 3286) may be connected to a 3272 model 
1 control unit. Either model 1 or model 2 devices or both may be connected 
to a 3272 model 2. 

• If a 2702 is specified, a dummy device should be specified for line 0 so 
that your Program Systems Representative can run diagnostics programs. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

If no name is entered, the macro instruction supplies sequential identification 
numbers to the IOCONTRL macro instructions in the same order in which these 
macro instructions are introduced in the input stream. These numbers are used 
instead of names for identification purposes. For example, if the name is 
omitted from the sixth IOCONTRL macro instruction in the input stream, the 
name UNIT.6 is supplied in each diagnostic message resulting from an error 
encountered in the macro instruction. 

UNIT MODEL FEATURE 

1051 1 or N1 

ALTCTRLI 
DATACONV 

1, 2, or 3 7-TRACK 
16-DRIVE 

2403 
ALTCTRLI 
DATACONV 

4, 5, or 6 1-TRACK 
16-DRIVE 
800BPI 

ALTCTRLI 
2404 " 2, or 3 DATACONV 

1-TRACK 

ALTCTRLI 

" 
2, or 3 DATACONV 

1-TRACK 
2415 

ALTCTRLl 
DATACONV 

4, 5, or 6 7-TRACK 
800BPI2 

Figure 81 (part 1 of 3). Keyword Val ues for IOCONTRL Macro Instruction 
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UNIT MODEL FEATURE 

2101 

2102 

2103 

ALTCTRLl 
DATACONV 

1 1-TRACK 
16-DRIVE 

2803 
ALTCTRLl 
DATACONV 

2 7-TRACK 
16-DRIVE 
800BPI 

DATACONV 
7-TRACK 

3 16-DRIVE 

ALTCTRLl 
1 DATACONV 

1-TRACK 
2804 

ALTCTRLl 
2 DATACONV 

7-TRACK 
800BPI 

3 ALTCTRLI 
DATACONV 
7-TRACK 

2820 SHARED 
2-CHANSW 

" 
4, or 5 COLBNRY 

2821 
2, or 3 

2822 

1 BUFFER8K 
2840 ABSLTVEC 

IOCONTR L 

2 

ADSTORAG or 2-CHANSW 
2841 RECOFLO 

SHARED 

Figure 81 (part 2 of 3). Keyword Values for IOCONTRL !acro Instruction 
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UNIT 

2848 

3410 

3803 

3811 

3272 

KODEL 

1, 2, 3, 

1, 2, or 

1, or 2 

" or 2 

FEATURE 

21, or 22 LINEADDR 
NODESCUR 

3 800BPI 
7-TRACK 

ALTCTRLI 
7-TRACK 
800BPI 

lALTCTRL can be specified only for an K6SKP system. 
2Dual density capability is provided when 800BPI is specified, therefore, 
dual density should not be specified in the IODEVICE macro instruction. 

Figure 81 (Part 3 of 3). Keyword Values for IOCONTRL Kacro Instruction 

Example: The following example illustrates the use of the IOCONTRL macro 
instruction to describe an IBK 2821 control unit, Kodel 4, with the column 
binary feature. The address of the control unit is 05. 

IOCONTRL UNIT=2821,KODEL=4,lDDRESS=OS,FEATURE=COLBNRY 
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IODEVICE 

The IODEVICE macro instruction describes the characteristics of an i~put/output 
device and its operating system requirements. This macro instruction is 
required. 

Basic Requirements 

• Each uniquely addressable input/output device in the system must be 
specified in an IODEVICE macro instruction. 

• In the input deck for system generation, each IOCONTRL macro instruction 
must be immediately followed by the IODEVICE macro instructions that define 
devices attached to that control unit. 

• Figure 82 shows the valid combinations of values for the UNIT, MODEL, 
FEATURE, and ADAPTER parameters. 

• Telecommunications devices: There must be one IODEVICE macro instruction for 
each telecommunications line or 3705 Communications Controller. The IODEVICE 
macro instruction applies to a telecommunications line or a 3705 Communications 
Controller. 

• For telecommunication terminals: 
same type with the same features. 
the line in the UNIT parameter. 

All terminals on a line must be of the 
The type of terminal is used to identify 

• Unit address: The value specified in the ADDRESS parameter becomes the 
unit address of the device. Unit addresses are automatically assigned 
to the devices during system generation. 

• Device type: During system generation, device types are also provided 
in every operating system for each type of device specified by the UNIT 
parameter of an IODEVICE macro instruction. 'Device types are described 
in Appendix A. 

• Group names: A device or a collection of devices can be assigned a group 
name by use of the UNITNAME macro instruction. 

• A maximum of 96 IODEVICE macro instructions can be specified during a 
system generation. If more devices are desired, a special procedure, which 
can be used under certain conditions, allows up to 768 devices to be 
specified. (See Appendix B for a description of the procedure.) The exact 
maximum number of devices allowed for a particular system depends on several 
factors, which are described in detail in Appendix B. 

• Burst devices cannot be specified for multiplexor channels or the multiplex 
portion of a high-speed multiplexor channel. Burst devices are: 2250, 
2301, 2302, 2303, 2305, 2311, 2314, 2321, 2401, 2402, 2403, 2404, 2415, 
2420, 3330, 3410, and 3420. 

Nucleus Generation 

The same IODEVICE macro instructions used during the last complete generation 
must be respecified without any changes. 

1/0 Device Generation 

• All I/O devices that are to be in the new system must be specified. 

• There can be additions, deletions, changes, or the same specifications 
as those in the last complete generation. 
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Name Operation Operand 

[name 1 IODEVICE UNIT=lunit J 
DUMMY 

ADDREss={addreSs 1 
(address, no. of units) 

( liODEL=model ] 
[FEATURE= (feature( ,feature] ••• ) ) 

[ IOREQUE=I:~~gRITY.I] ORDERED 
[ERRTAB=nnn] 
[DEVTYPE=type] 

For UNIT=2301,2302,2303,2305,2311,2314,2321,2401, 
2402,2403,2404,2420,3330,3420,3704, or 3705 only: 

[OPTCHAN= (address[ ,address] ••• ) ] 

For UNIT=2250 (models 2 or 3),2280,or 2282 
Only: 

[ NUMSECT=number] 

For UNIT=2314/2319, 3330/3333 (model 1), 
2401, 2415, 2420, 3410, and 3420 only: 

[ AP= l~~sll 
For Telecommunications Devices Only: 

ADAPTER=adapter 
[ SETADDR=value ) 
[OBRCNT=number] 

Name Field: 

name 
is used in system generation error messages (see Appendix D) to identify 
any IODEVICE macro instruction that produces an error. 

Operand Field: 

UNIT= (For any device) 
specifies the device type of the device. 

unit 
is a value that can be 1030, 1050, 1050X, 1052, 1053, 1060, 1130, 
1275, 1285, 1287, 1288, 1403, 1419, 1442, 1443, 2020, 2250, 2260, 
2265, 2280, 2282, 2301, 2302, 2303, 2305, 2311, 2314, 2321, 2401, 
2402, 2403, 2404, 2415, 2420, 2495, 2501, 2520, 2540R, 2540P, 2671, 
2740, 2740C, 2740X, 2741C, 2741P, 2780, 2955~ 3066, 3158, 3210, 3211, 
3213, 3215, 3277, 3284, 3286, 3330, 3410, 3420, 3505, 3525, 3704, 3705, 
5450, 7770, 115A, 83B3, BSC1, BSC2, BSC3, S360, TWX1 or WTTA1. 

ITermina1s that are equivalent to those explicitly supported may 
also function satisfactorily. The customer is responsible for 
establishing equivalency. IBK assumes no responsibility for the 
impact that any changes to the IBK-supp1ied products or programs 
may have on such terminals. 
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Notes: 

• Telecommunications Lines: UNIT specifies the device type that is connected 
to the telecommun~cations line, or the type of binary synchronous line 
configuration: nonswitched point-to-point (BSC1), switched point-to-point 
(BSC2), or nonswitched multipoint (BSC3). 

Binary synchronous may also be specified by UNIT=2780, 1130, 2220, or S360. 

• Restriction: Burst devices cannot be specified for a multiplexor 
channel or multiplex portion of high-speed multiplexor channel. 

• 1275: This device is available only through World Trade branch 
offices. 

• 1285, 1287, or 1288: The error routines for these devices can be 
loaded and made resident at IPL time by specification of RESIDNT=ERP 
in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. 

• 1050X: Refers to the 1050 with the time-out suppression feature. 

• 1419: CIRB routine must be in the system. 

• 2020 or S360: These refer to a remote S/360 Kodel 20 or a remote 
S/360 attached to the channel through a 2701 or 2703 control unit. 
For the purposes of system generation, this remote S/360 Model 20 
or remote S/360 is considered to be a telecommunications line, and 
must be defined as such with an IODEVICE macro instruction. 

• 2250: This is the Kodel 195 Integrated CRT operator's console. Model 
195 must be specified in the CENPROCS macro instruction, CONOPTS=KCS 
in the SCHEDULR macro instruction, and MODEL=l, 
FEATURE=(ALKYB2250,CHARGNTR,BUFFER4K or BUFFER8K ••• ) must be specified 
in the IODEVICE macro instruction. 

• 2250 or 2260 Restriction: When the 2250 or 2260 is specified as an 
operator console, then CONOPTS=MCS must be coded in the SCHEDULR macro 
instruction. The GRAPHICS macro instruction must be coded for a 2250 
model 3 and the 2260. 

• 2305 (Models land 2) Fixed-Head Disk Storage: If you specify the 2305, 
specify RESIDNT=ACSMETH in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. Also add 
IGG019C4, IGG019FN, IGG019FP, IGG019EK to the standard RAM list, IEAIGGOO. 
IGG019CO, which is already on the standard list, is also ·required. 

• 2305 Restrictions: The ADDRESS parameter must indicate only one unit 
(although eight unit control blocks) will be generated, for example, 
UNIT=2305,ADDRESS=130 not ADDRESS=(130,8). 

The unit position of the value specified for ADDRESS= must be either 
o or 8, for example, ADDRESS=130 or ADDRESS=138. 

After a 2305 has been specified, the next succeeding device address 
must be at least 8 higher, for example, UNIT=2305,ADDRESS=130, 
UNIT=2311,ADDRESS=138. 

It must be 8 higher because of the eight ueBs generated which have 
the addresses 130-137. 

The 2305 must always be addressed by the low-order address (the address 
assigned during system generation). 
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• 

• 

2319 (2314L: The 2319 drives are functionally equivalent to the 2314 
d+ives. T e default value for the 2319 is 8 drives. If you use less 
than 8 drives, you must specify the number of drives (see ADDRESS= 
in this section). To use a 2319, specify UNIT=2314: If you have 
a 2319 and you want to specify UNIT=2319, include the UNITNAKE macro 
with a name of 2319. Appendix E contains a description of the 2319. 

2495 Tape Cartridge Reader: This device can be specified on the 
multiplexor channel for Models 30, 40, 50, 135, 145, 155, and 
158 or on a control unit position on the 2870 multiplexor channel 
interface for Models 65, 75, 165, and 168. 

• 2540R and 2540P: These are the same IBM 2540 card read punch. Each 
function is specified in a separate IODEVICE macro instruction. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

2596 (1442 Nl): The 2596 card read punch is functionally equivalent 
to the 1442 N1 card read punch. If a 2596 is being used, the following 
must be specified: UNIT=1442; ADDRESS=(2596 device address); and 
KODEL=N1. The FEATURE=CARDIKAGE parameter may not be specified. 
For a detailed description of the 2596, see Appendix E. 

2740C and 2740X: 2740C refers to a 2740 using correspondence code 
(the inhibit command is automa~ically provided); 2740X refers to a 
2740 using the PTTC code (the inhibit command is automatically 
provided). One of these devices must be specified if 2740 devices 
are to be used for CRJE. 

2741C and 2141P: 2741C refers to a 2741 using correspondence code; 
2141P refers to a 2741 using PTTC code. 

3'066: This is the S/370 Model 165 or 168 Integrated CRT Operator's 
Console. UNIT and ADDRESS are the only operands that can be 
specified. MODEL=165 or 168 must be specified in the CENPROCS 
macro instruction, CONOPTS=MCS must be specified in the SCHEDULR 
macro instruction, and the GRAPHICS macro instruction must be coded 
if graphics support is to be included. 

3330 Disk Storage Drive: If you specify the 3330, specify RESIDNT=ACSMETH 
in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. Also add IGG019C4, IGG019FN, IGG019FP, 
IGG019EK to the standard RAM list, IEAIGGOO. lGG019CO, which is already on 
the standard list, is also required. 

3333 (3330): The 3333 Disk Storage and Control is functionally equivalent 
to the 3330. To use a 3333 specify UNIT=3330. If you specify the 3330, 
specify RESIDNT=ACSMETH in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. Also add 
IGG019C4, IGG019FN, IGG019FP, IGG019EK to the standard RAM list, IEAIGGOO. 
IGG019CO, which is already on the standard list, is also required. 

3704 and 3705 Communications Controllers: The ADAPTER operand must 
be specified; the OPTCHAN parameter may be specified. 

5450: This is the Model 85 Integrated CRT Operator IS ;,Console. UNIT 
and ADDRESS are the only operands that can be specified. MODEL=85 must 
be specified in.the CENPROCS macro instruction, CONOPTS=MCS must be speci
fied in the SCHEDULR mac~o instruction, and the GRAPHICS macro instruction 
must be coded. 

BSC1: This refers to a nODswitched point-to-point binary synchronous 
line. This is specified no matter which types of remote BSC stations, 
supported by BTAM for this type of line, are connected ·to the line. 

BSC2: This refers to a switched point-to-point binary synchronous 
line. This is specified no matter which types of remote BSC stations, 
supported by BTl! for this type of line, communicate with the central 
computer over the line. (The central computer refers to the system 
for which this IODEVICE macro instruction is being written.) 
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• 
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DUMMY 

BSC3: This refers to a nonswitched mUltipoint binary synchronous 
11ne. This is specified no matter which types of remote BSC stations 
supported by BTAM for this type of line, are connected to the line. ' 

2955: ONLNTEST is assumed when you specify UNIT=2955 and do not 
specify ONLNTEST in the SUPRVSOR.macro. An IODEVICE macro instruction 
must be specified for the 2955 if you have a 3158 processing Unit in 
order for data link software to function • 

TWX: This refers to the teletype Model 33 or 35. 

specifies an unsupported device. 
Notes: 

• UCB: A 32-byte UCB with all its standard fields is generated. 

• Support Routines: You must provide your own I/O support routines 
for the device. 

• Unit Address: Unit addresses are not generated for unsupported de
V1ces. If they are desired, they can be generated by the UNITNAME 
macro instruction. The unit address must be generated to make it 
possible to refer to the device with job control language statements. 
(See the examples following the description of the UNITNAME macro 
instruction. ) 

ADAPTER= (For telecommunications lines or 3705 Communications Controller) 
specifies the terminal control or transmission adapter used to connect a 
telecommunications line to a transmission control unit, or the type of 
channel adapter attaching a 3705 Communications Controller to a System/370 
channel. 

BSCA 

CA1 

CA2 

IBMl 

IBM2 

specifies that an IBM Binary Synchronous Terminal Adapter Type II 
attaches an 1130, 1800, 2020, 2715, 2770, 2780, 2972, 3275, 3277, 
3284,3286, S/360, or S/360' Model 20 to a 2701, or IBM Binary 
Synchronous Terminal Control Type II attaches an 1130, 1800, 2020, 
2715, 2770, 2780, 2972, 3275, 3277, 3284, 3286, S/360, S/370, or 
S/360 Model 20 to a 2703. 

specifies that a Channel Adapter Type 1 attaches a 3704 or 3705 
Communications Controller to a System/370 channel. 

specifies that a Channel Adapter Type 2 attaches a 3705 Communications 
Controller to a System/370 channel. 

specifies that an IBM Terminal Adapter Type I attaches a 1050, 1060, 
2740, 2740C, 2740X, 2741, 2741C, or 2741P to a 2701, or IBM Terminal 
Control Type I attaches a 1050,1060',2740, 2740C, 2740X, 2741, 2741C, 
or 2741P to a 2702 or 2703. 

IODEVICE 

specifies that an IBM Terminal Adapter Type II attaches a 1030 to a 
2701 or IBM Terminal Control Type II attaches a 1030 to a 2702 or 2703. 

IBM3 

IBMT 

specifies that an IBM Terminal Adapter Type III attaches a 2848/2260 
to a 2701. 

specifies that an IBM Telegraph Adapter attaches a 1050 to a 2701 
or IBM Terminal Control Type I and a Telegraph Line Adapter attaches 
a 105~ to a 2702 or 2703. 
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TELE1 
specifies that a Telegraph Adapter Type I attaches a 115A or 83B3 
to a 2701, or Telegraph Terminal Control Type I attaches a 115A or 
83B3 to a 2702 or 2703. 

TELE2 
specifies that a Telegraph Adapter Type II attaches a TWX to 2701, 
or Telegraph Terminal Control Type II attaches a TWX to a 2702 or 2703. 

TELEW 
specifi~s that a World Trade Telegraph Adapter (WTTA) attaches a World 
Trade telegraph terminal to a 2701, 2702, or 2703. 

ADDRESS=(For any device) 
specifies the address or addresses of devices or telecommunication lines. 

address 
is the unit address of three hexadecimal digits from 000 to DFF. 

Notes: 

• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

no. 

Required: If "no. of units" is specified, "address" must be the 
lowest address of the group of devices being specified. 

UCB: For each device address that is assembled, a UCB is created. 

Value: The high-order digit is the address of the channel (specified 
~n the CHANNEL macro instruction) to which the device is attached. 
For example, if the unit address of the device is 190, the address 
of the channel is 1. 

Two-channel switch: For the IBM 2821 Control Unit with the two-channel 
switch feature, the low-order digit of the address must be as follows: 

printer (first) 0 or 8 
card reader 1 or 9 
card punch 2 or A 
printer (second) 3 or B 
printer (third) 4 or C 

1275 and 1419: The address specified must be the address of the 
primary control unit and must be an even number. The unit control 
blocks (UCB) for both the primary and secondary control units will 
be generated by the one IODEVICE macro instruction. 

There must be only one IODEVICE macro instruction for each 1275 or 1419. 
Two addresses are generated by the one IOOEVICE macro instruction. 

3270: These devices are addressed in consecutive multiples of four • 
Do not skip addresses. 

of units 
is a value from 1 to 255 indicating the number of consecutively 
addressed devices of the same type attached to the same control unit. 

Default: If this subparameter is omitted, a value of 1 is assumed 
for all devices except the 2314 which has a default value of 8 and 
the 3330 which has a default value of 2. The maximum for a 2314 or 
3330 is 8. 

Notes: 

This subparameter is not valid for the 2305. 

Use: The value is the number of units to be used and the total number 
of sequential addresses to be assembled. For example, if 
ADDRESS=(190,5) is specified, the device addresses 190, 191, 192, 
193, and 194 would be assembled. 

DEVTYPE= (For any device) 
specifies any additional characteristics of the device. 

type 
is a value of hexadecimal characters. 
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Notes: 

• 
• 

• 

This parameter should be specified if UNIT=DUMMY is specified • 

This parameter should conform to the standard format for the UCB device 
type fiel'Cls. 

Use: For further information about this keyword parameter, refer to os 
MFT Guide or OS MVT Guide, and to the description of the UCB in OS SyStem 
Control Blocks. 

ERRTAB=(For any device') 
specifies that an error routine, other than its standard error routine 
is to be used for the device. Either an IBM-supplied or a user-written 
routine may be specified. 

nnn 
is a decimal number from 000 to 254. 

Notes: 

• IBM error routines: These have the values 000 through 219 and 230 through 
254. 

• 
• 

• 

User-written routines: These can have the values 220 through 229. 

Error Routine Name: This decimal number (nnn) is used as the suffix of 
the name IGEOO under which the error routine is contained in SYS1.SVCLIB. 

This parameter should be specified if UNIT=DUMMY is specified. 

FEATURE= (For any device) 
specifies the optional features that are present on the aevice. 
values can be written in any order. Features enclosed in braces 
mutually exclusive. 
feature 

These 
{ } are 

is one of the following values. 

Value 

ABSLTVEC 
ALKYB2250 

I

ALKYB2260j 
DEKYB2260 
NMKYB2260 

ALTCTRL 

ASCACHAR 
ASCBCHAR 
DO CHAR 
FRCHAR 
GRCHAR 
UKCHAR 
ASKY3277 
DEKY3277 
EBKY3277 
OCKY3277 

AUDALRM 
AUTOANSR 

AUTOCALL 

AUTOPOLL 

f
BUFFER".Kl 
BUFFER8K 

CARDIKAGE 
CHARGNTR 

Feature 

Absolute vector control on 2250 Model 1 
Alphameric keyboard on 2250 
Alphameric keyboard on 2260 
Alphameric-numeric insert keyboard 
Numeric keyboard on 2260 
Drives on a 231". can be accessed through an alternate 
control unit. This can only be specified for an M65MP 
system. 
ASCII A character generator on 3277 
ASCII B character generator on 3277 
Domestic character generator on 3277, 328"., or 3286 
French character generator on 3277, 328"., or 3286 
German character generator on 3277, 3284, or 3286 
United Kingdom character generator on 3277, 328"., or 3286 
ASCII typewriter keyboard on 3277 
Data entry keyboard on 3277, used for KB66KEY only 
EBCDIC typewriter keyboard on 3277 
Operator console keyboard on 3277, used for KB78KEY only 
Audible alarm on 3277 
Automatic answering capability for 1050, 1130, 2020, 27".0, 
2780, S360, or TWX. This is assumed if BSC2 is specified. 
Automatic calling feature for 1050, 1130, 2020, 27".0, 
2780, S360, or TWX. This is assumed if BSC2 is specified. 
Automatic polling feature for 1030, 1050, 1060, 1130, 
2020, 2740, or 2780. If AUTOPOLL is specified for 27".0, 
SCONTROL must also be specified. This is assumed if BSC3 
is specified. 
"'096-byte buffer storage on 2250 Model 1 
8192-byte buffer storage on 2250 Model 1 
Card image on ''''42, 2501, 2520, 3505, or 3525 
Character generator on 2250 Model 1 
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Value 

CHECKING 
DESIGNFEAT 
DUALCODE 

DUALCOMM 

DUALDENS 

INTERRUPT 

KB66KEY 
KB70KEY 
KB78KEY 
KB81KEY 
LIGHTPEN 
KAGCDRD 
KDECOMPAT 

KULTIL!NE 
NUMLOCK 
OIU 

fOPPAN1} 
OPPAN2 

OPT1600 
PRGMKYBD 
READiRITE I SCONTROL I 

XCONTROL 

SELCHSET 
SELPEN 
SHARABLE 

SHARED 

TWOL!NE 
UNVCHSET 

2-CHANSW 

f 
7-TRACKl 
9-TRACK 

24ADDPOS 
Notes: 

Feature 

VRC/LRC checking on 2740 
Graphic design feature on 2250 Kodel 1 
Decode and dual code feature for 1130, 2020, 2780, BSC1, 
BSC2, BSC3, or S360 
Dual communication interface for 1130, 2020, 2780, BSC1, 
BSC2, BSC3, or S360 
Dual density on Model 4, 5, or 6 of 2401, 2402, or 2403 on 
Model 2 or 3 of 3410 or on Model 3, 5, or 1 of 3420. 
Indicates the 2140 is a Kodel 1 with RPQ#S30031 added to 
allow improved performance when the 2140 is being used as 
an MCS console. 
66-key keyboard on 3277 
70-key keyboard on 3277 
78-key keyboard on 3277 
81-key keyboard on 3277 
Light pen detect on 2250 Model 1 or 2 
Magnetic card reader adapter on 3211 
Mode compatibility on Model 1, 2, or 3 of 2401, 240~, or 
2403 
3525 prints up to 25 lines per card. 
Numeric lock feature on 3211 
2760 optical Image Unit; must be used .with a 2140 that has 
checking specified. 
First operator control panel on 2250 Model 1 
First and second operator control panel on 2250 Model 
Dual density 6250/1600 BPI on 3420 Models 4, 6, or 8. 
programmed function keyboard on 2250 
Simultaneous reading and writing on 2401, or 2402 
Station control feature on 2140. SCONTROL may not be 
specified if AUTOANSR or AUTOCALL is specified. 
Transmit control feature on 2140. XCONTROL requires 
AUTOANSR, AUTOCALL or both. 
Selective character set on 1443 
Selector pen on 3217 
A 3420 is shared between two or more CPUs when the 3803 
two-channel switch is used for partitioning. When this 
feature is specified, it is the user's responsibility 
to partition tape drives between CPUs using the vary 
offline/online command .• 

The 2305,2314, and 3330 can be shared by two or more 
CPUs. For the 2314, SHARED requires the presence of 
either 2-CHANSW or a 2844 control unit, or both. (The 
presence of a 2844 is implie~ by FEATURE=SHARED and must 
not be specified elsewhere.) The 2305 and 3330 require a 
2-CHANSW but not a 2844 control unit. 
3525 prints one or two lines per card. 
Universal character set on 1403 Kodel 2, 3, or Nl (see the 
ues macro instruction) 
2-channel switch on 2305, 2314, and 3330 
1-track head on 2401, 2402, 2403, 2404, 2415, 3410, or 3420 
9-track head on 2401, 2402, 240~, 2404, 2415, 3410, or 3420 
24 additional print positions on 1443 

• 2260: The FEATURE keyword is ignored if specified for a 2260 attached 
to a 2701 control unit by a 2848. 

• 2400: Either 1-TRACK or 9-TRACK must be specified when the value of the 
UNIT keyword is 2401, 2402, 2403, 2404, or 2415. 

• 3400: Either 1-TRACK or 9-TRACK must be specified when the value of the 
ifN'YT keyword is 3410 or 3420. 

• 2740 with !NTERRUPT Feature: Must have a 2702 or 2703 with the feature 
#8200 or a 2701 with RPQi8584·92. 
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• 27qOC or 27qOX: CHECKING must be specified for these devices. 

• 3277, 3284, or 3286: If a character generator is not specified, DOCHAR 
is assumed. 

• 3277: No more than one keyboard may be specified. No keyboard need be 
specified if this device is being used as an output only device. 

• lUTOPOLL: When this is specified for the telecommunications line, neither 
AUTOCALL nor AUT01NSR can be specified for that line. AUTOPOLL is valid 
only if the c.ontrol unit is either a 2702, 2703, or a 2701 vi th an IBM 
Binary Synchronous Terminal Adapter Type II (BSCA). 

• DUALDENS: When this is specified, the device type names 2400 and 2QOO-
3 are generated in addition to 2QOO-4. If DUALDENS is specified for a 
3Q10 Model 2 or 3 or a 3420 tape unit, the following device type names 
are generated: 3QOO-Q, 3QOO-3, 2400-Q, 2400-3, and ?QOO. 

• DUALCODE and DUALCOMM: These can be specified only if the 
telecommunications line is attached to a 2701. 

• MDECOMPAT: Must be specified for models 1, 2, or 3 when 
the UNIT keyword is 2401, 2402, or 2403 when the control 
unit is 2403 model 4 or 6 or model 2 of 2803 or 2804. 

• OIU and ~CO~TROL or XCONTROL: These are mutually exclusive. 

• OPT1600: When ~his is specified, the device type name 3400-6 
is generated. 

• READWRITE: When this is used, one OPTCHAN must be specified. 

• SHARABLE: This feature must be specified for a 3420 tape drive that 
is shared between two or more CPUs using the 3803 switching capability 
and the VARY OFFLINE/ONLINE commands for assigning the device to one 
CPU only. This feature cannot be specified for an M65MP. 

IOREQUE= 
specifies the type of I/O request queuing to be provided by the supervisor 
for the device. 

FIFO 
specifies first-in-first-out queuing~ 

PRIORITY 
specifies queuing according to task priority. 

ORDERED 
specifies queuing according to a cylinder address. 

Note: 

Ordered may be specified only for the 2'311, 2314, 2321, or 3330. 

IODEVICE 

If this subparameter is specified for any other device, FIFO is substituted. 

MODEL= (FOi:' any device) 
specifies the model number, if any, of the device. 

model 

Note: 

is a value that can be 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, Bl, B2, B3, N1, or 
N2. 

• Required: This keyword parameter must be specified if the unit has a model 
number (see Figure 82). 
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NUMSECT= (For 2250, 2280, or 2282) 
, specifies the number of 256-byte buffer sections in the 2840 control unit 

that are guaranteed to be available to the 2250 (Model 2 or 3), 2280, or 
2282. These buffer sections can only be used by the device being specified 
in this IODEVICE macro instruction. 

number 
is a value from 1 toa maximum value that is computed as follows: 

A - B + 1 
256 

A is the size of the 2840 buffer. 

B is the number of devices attached to the 2840. 

Defaults: 

• If this keyword parameter is omitted, the device uses the sections not 
guaranteed to other devices; however, there must always be at least one 
section available (guaranteed or not) for assignment to each device. 

• If the 2250 Model 3 is specified as an operator console and this keyword 
parameter is omitted, a value of 16 is assumed. 

Notes: 

• 2250:. If the 2250 Model 3 is specified as an operator console, the number 
specified' must be greater than 15. 

• Limit: The total amount of buffer sections guaranteed to the devices 
attached to a 2840 must not exceed the number of sections in the buffer 
of that 2840. 

• Available: All sections not guaranteed to a device are available to all 
devices attached to the 2840. 

• Information: Note that the assignment of guaranteed sections limits the 
number of available consecutive sections. For further information, see 
OS GPS for IB~ 2250 Display unit. 

AP= 
specifies the I/O devices that have an alternate power supply. 
YES specifies that the I/O device has an uninterruptable power supply. 
NO specifies that the I/O device does not have an uninterruptable 

power supply. 

OBRCNT= (For 2715 only) 

Notes: 

specifies the number of area stations connected to the 2115 on the 
communications line defined by this IODEVICE macro instruction. 

number 
is a number from 0 to 800. 

The cumulative total of all values specified in OBRCNT keyword parameters 
cannot exceed 800 during a system generation. If 800 is exceeded, 800 will 
be assumed. 

OPTCHAN= (For 2301, 2302, 2303, 2305, 2311, 2314, 2321, 2401, 2402, 2403, 2404, 
2420, 3330, 3420, 3704, or 37Q5) 

specifies the alternate channels by which any of the above devices may 
be addressed. 

address 
is a value that must be greater than the high-order digit of the value 
in the ADDRESS keyword parameter~ except for a selector subchannel. 
A selector subchannel must be Specified as two characters. The first 
must be the channel address of the 2870, and the second must be D, E, or F. 
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Notes: 

• 2301, 2302, 2303, 2305, 2311, or 2321: Only one alternate channel may be 
specified. If this keyword parameter is specified for the 2302, 2303, 2311, or 
2321 devices, then 2-CHANSW is required on the 2841 control unit. The 2305 also 
requires a 2-CHANSW, but not with a 2841 control unit. 

• 2314: This requires the two-channel switch feature, a 2844 switching unit, 
or both. In these cases, the presence of the 2844 is implied by 
specification of the OPTCHAN parameter and must not be specified elsewhere. 
The two-channel switch for the 2314 is specified with the FEATURE keyword. 

• 2314, 2401, 2402, 2403, 2404, 2420, 3330 or 3420: A maximum of three 
alternate channels can be specified. The addresses of alternate 
channels can be written; ,however, only one alternate channel may be 
specified in an M65MP system for any device. 

• 3704 and 3705: This keyword parameter specifies the second channel to which 
the channel adapter is attached. Only one alternate channel can be specified. 

• Magnetic tape: If a magnetic tape drive has the READWRITE feature, only 
one alternate channel must be specified. A magnetic tape drive attached 
to a 2403 or 2803 control unit requires a 2816 in order to have alternate 
channel addressing. 

• Maximum: There is a maximum of 128 optional channel paths. 

• Required: There must be no more than one IODEVICE macro instruction for 
each IIO device, regardless of the number of alternate addresses given 
to the device. For example, if the primary address of a device is 181, 
and if it can also be addressed through channels 2, 3, and 4, there must 
not be separate IODEVICE macro instructions that define the address ~ 
the device as 281, 381, or 481. 

The primary address of the device, that is, the one with the lowest channel 
address, must be specified in the ADDRESS keyword. The other channel 
addresses must be specified with the OPTCHAN keyword. In this example, 
the macro instruction for the device must contain the parameters ADDRESS=181 
and OPTCHAN=(2,3,4). 

• Required for Alternate Channel: Each value specified is the address of 
an alternate channel as specified in the CHANNEL macro instruction. 

• SHARED: OPTCHAN can be specified fora 2314 or 3330 when SHARED has also 
been specified, but cannot be specified for a 2305. If SHARED and OPTCHAN 
are specified for a 3330, the machine feature, a 4-channel switch, must be 
present on the 3330 for it to function properly. 

• M65MP Restriction: If TYPE=M65MP is specified in the SCHEDULR macro, then 
only one alternate channel may be specified. 

SETADDR= (For telecommunication lines) 
specifies the set address (SAD) command to be issued for a 
telecommunications line attached to a 2702 or 2703 control unit. 

value 
is one of the following: 

Note: 

Value 
o 
1 
2 
3 

Command 
SAD ZERO 
SADONE 
SAD TWO 
SADTHREE 

2702: This keyword parameter must be specified if the device is attached 
to a 2702 control unit. 
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Coding Hints and Additional Information 

If no name is entered, the macro instruction supplies sequential identification 
numbers to the IODEVICE macro instructions in the same order in which these 
macro instructions are introduced into the input stream. These numbers are 
used instead of names for identification purposes. For example, if the name 
is omitted from the eleventh IODEVICE macro instruction in the input stream, 
the name DEV.11 is supplied in each diagnostic message that results from an 
error encountered in the macro instruction. 

UNIT !ODEL FEATURE ADAPTER 

1030 lUTOPOLL IBM2 

AUTOANSR 
1050 1 AUTOCAtL IBK1 or IBKT 

AUTOPOLL 

10501 lUTOlNSR IBM1 
AUTOCAtL 

10522 5, 6, 7, or 8 

1053 4 

1060 lUTOPOLL IB!1 

AUTOlISR 
AUTOCALL 

1130 1 AUTO POLL BSCI 
DUlLCODE 
DUALCO"" 

1275 

1285 

1287 

1288 

2, 3, or 11 UNVCHSET 
14033 

7 

1419 

1442 N1 or 12 CIRDI"lGE 

1443 11 SELCHSET 
24lDDPOS 

AUTOANSR 
IUTOClLL 

2020 lUTOPOLL BSCl 
DUlLCODE 
DUILCO"" 

Figure 82 (part 1 of 6). Keyword Values for the IODEVICE Kacro Instruction 
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UNIT MODEL FEATURE ADAPTER 

ABSLTVEC 
ALKYB2250 
BUFFER4K 
or BUFFER8K 

2250 14 CHARGNTR 
DESIGNFEAT 
LIGHTPEN 
OPPAN1 
or OPPAN2 
PRGPlKYBD 

ALKYB2250 
2 LIGHTPEN 

PRGKKYBD 

35 ,19 ALKYB2250 
PRGMKYBD 

ALKYB2260 
2260· , or 2 or NMKYB2260 IBPl3? 

or DEKYB2260 

2265 15 IBM3? 

2280 

2282 

2301 

2302 3 or 4 

2303 

2305 1 or 2 2-CHAlfSW, 
SHARED 

2311 

ALTCTRL8 
2314 2-CHANSW 

SHARED 

2321 

2401 READWRITE IODEVICE 

" 
2, or 3 7-TRACK 

or 9-TRACK 
PlDECOMPAT 

READWRITE 
4, 5, or 6 9-TRACK 

DUALDENS 

I 7-track 

8 READiRITE 
7-track 

Figure 82 (part 2 of 6) • Keyword Values for the IODEVICE Macro Instruction 
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UNIT MODEL FEATURE ADAPTER 

READWRITE 

" 
2, or 3 7-TRACK 

or 9-TRACK 
!!DECO!!PAT 

2402 
READWRITE 

4, 5, or 6 9-TRACK 
DUALDENS 

1, 2, or 3 7-TRACK 
or 9-TRACK 
liDECOMPAT 

2403 
4, 5, or 6 7-TRACK 

or 9-TRACK 
DUALDENS 

24049 

" 
2, or 3 7-TRACK 

or 9-TRACK 

2415 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7-TRACK 
or 6 or 9-TRACK 

2420 

2495 

2501 B1 or B2 CARDlf!AGE 

2520 
B " 

B2, or B3 CARDIMAGE 

2540R 

2540P 1 

2671 1 

AUTOANSR 
AUTOCALL 

27401, 10 AUTOPOI,I, IB!1 
CHECKING11 
INTERRUPTI. 
SCONTROI,11 
or XCONTROI,11 
OIUII 

2740C AUTOANSR IBli1 
CHECKING12 

AUTOANSR 
2740X AUTOCALL IBM1 

CHECKING12 

2741C AUTOANSR2O IBM1 

2741P AUTOANSR IBt11 

Figure 82 (Part 3 of 6). Keyword Values for the IODEVICE eacro Instruction 
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UNIT KODEL 

2780 1 

2955 

3066 17 ,19 

3158 

3210 18 

3211 

321518 

3277 1 or 2 

FEATURE 

AUTOANSR 
AUTOCALL 
AUTOPOLL 
DUALCODE 
DUALCOKK 

ASCACHAR 
or ASCBCHAR 
or DOCHAR 
or FRCHAR 
or GRCHAR 
or KACHAR 
or UKCHAR 
ASKY3277 
or DEKY3277 
or EBKY3277 
or OCKY3277 
AUDALRK 
KB66KEY 
or KB70KEY 
or KB78KEY 
or KB81KEY 
11AGCDRD 
NUKLOCK 
SELPBN 

ADAPTER 

aSCl 

Figure 82 (Part q of 6). Keyword Values for the IODEVICE Kacro Instruction 

IODEVICE 
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UNIT MODEL FEATURE ADAPTER 
3284 1 or 2 DOCHAR 

or FRCHAR 
or GRCHAR 
or KACHAR 
or UKCHAR 

3286 1· or 2 DOCHAR 
or FRCHAR 
or GRCHAR 
or KACHAR 
or UKCHAR 

3330 2-CHANSW, 
SHARED 

3410 1, 2, or 3 9-TRACK 
or 7-TRACK 
DUALDENS 

I 3420 3,4,5,6,7, or 8 7-TRACK 
or 9-TRACK 
DUALDENS 

I 
SHARABLE 
OPT1600 

3505 CARD IMAGE 

3525 CARD IMAGE 
MULTILINE or 
TWOLINE 

I 3704 CA1 

3705 CA1 or CA2 

545019 

7770 3 

115A TELE1 

83B3 TELE1 

BSC1 Any BSC station DUALCODE BSCA 
on a nonswitched DUALCOMM 
point-to-point line. 

BSC213 Any BSC station AUTOCALL BSCA 
on a switched AUTOANSR 
point-to-point DUALCODE 
line. DUALCOMM 

BSC314 Any BSC station AUTOPOLL BSCA 
on a nonswitched DUALCODE 
multipoint line. DUALCOMM 

S360 AUTOANSR 
AUTOCALL 
DUALCODE BSCA 
DUALCOMM 

TWX AUTOANSR 
AUTOCALL TELE2 

WTTA TELEW 

Figure 82 (Part 5 of 6). Keyword Values for the IODEVICE Macro Instruction 
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lAUTOPOLL cannot be specified if either AUTOANSR or AUTOCALL (or both) is 
specified. 

2A 2150 used to connect a 1052 is addressed as the 1052, and may not be 
specified. 

3A 1404 printer is supported only as a continuous-form printer, and must be 
specified as a 1403 Model 2. 

4If the 2250 Model 1 is specified as a console device, it must have the 
alphameric keyboard, character generator, and the 4K or 8K buffer. 
CONOPTS=MCS must be specified in the SCHEDULR macro instruction. 

sIf the 2250 Model 3 is specified as a console device, it must have the 
alphameric keyboard. CONOPTS=MCS must be specified in the SCHEDULR macro 
instruction and the GRAPHICS macro instruction must be coded • 

. 6If the 2260 Model 1 is specified as a console device, it must have the 
alphameric keyboard and the 2848 must be a Model 3 that has the line 
addressing feature. CONOPTS=MCS must be specified in the SCHEDULR macro 
instruction. 

7For only the 2848/2260 or 2845/2265. 
8ALTCTRL can be specified only for an M65KP system. 
9The READWRITE feature is implicit for the 2404 and must not be specified. 

10If CONOPTS=MCS is specified in the SCHEDULR macro instruction and the 2740 is 
specified as a console device, the 2740 station control feature cannot be 
used, the 2740 must have the record checking feature, the 2740 can be 
connected only to the 2701, 2702, or 2703, and the communications line must 
be nonswitchable. Only one 2740 per communications line can be specified as 
a console device. 

llCHECKING must be specified if OIU is specified; SCONTROL and XCONTROL cannot 
be specified if OIU is specified. 

12CHECKING must be specified. 
13AUTOCALL and AUTOANSR are assum~d. 
14AUTOPOLL is assumed. 
15 2845/2265 display control and display station. 
16If RPQ#S30031 is present, FEATURE=INTERRUPT may be specified. This offers 

improved performance in applications where contention for the console is high. 
170nly for S/370 Model ,165 and 168. 
leOnly for S/370 Models\135, 145, 155, or 158. 
19CONOPTS=MCS must be specified in the SCHEDULR macro instruction, and the 

GRAPHICS macro instruction must be coded. 
20 AU TOANSR cannot be specified for a 274lc if the control units are 

connected together (hard-wired) without telecommunications lines. 
21 Console-printer with no keyboard may only be attached to a 3158. 

Figure 82 (part 6 of 6). Keyword Values for the IODEVICE Macro Instruction 

Examples: The following example illustrates the use of the IODEVICE macro 
instruction to describe an IBM 1404 Model 2 printer. The address of the device 
is 20E. 

PRINTER2 IODEVICE UNIT=1403,MODEL=2,ADDRESS=20E 

The following example illustrate~ the use of the lODE VICE macro instruction 
to describe an IBM 2401 Model 3, magnetic tape drive with a 9-track head. 
The address of the device is 181. This device can be addressed alternatively 
through channel 2. 

TAPEl IODEVICE UNIT=2401,ADDRESS=181,OPTCHAN=2,MODEL=3,F 
E1TURE=9-TRACK 
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LINKLIB 

Iou can use the LINKLIB macro instruction to add your own routines, in load 
module form, to the link library (SIS1.LINKLIB) for the new system. This macro 
instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• The load modules that are going to be included in SYS1.LINKLIB must be 
members of a partitioned data set. 

• The data set that contains the load modules must be cataloged in the 
generating system as SYS1.name. 

Processor/Library Generation 

• sufficient space must have been allocated in SYS1.LINKLIB for your own 
routines. 

Name Operation Operand 

PDS= 

LINKLIB PDS=SYS1.name 
KEMBERS=(name[,name] ••• ) 

specifies the partitioned data set that contains the routines to be added. 

SIS1. name 
The name cannot exceed eight alphameric characters. The first 
character must be alphabetic. 

MEKBERS= 
specifies the member to be added. 

name 

Note: 

cannot exceed eight alphameric characters. The first character must 
be alphabetic. 

• Maximum: A maximum of 20 routines may be included in the link library 
during one system generation process. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

The following example illustrates the use of the LIRKLIB macro instruction 
to add the routines PAYROLL, COKPILER~ and MULT to the link library. These 
routines are members of the SYS1.USER partitioned data set. 

LINKLIB PDS=SYS1.USER,KEMBERS=(PAYROLL,COMPILER,KULT) 

LlNKLIB 
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LOADER 

This macro instruction specifies that the loader processing program is to be 
included. This instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• This macro instruction can appear only once in the input deck. 

processor/Library Generation 

• The loader program can be added to or deleted from the system. 

• If it was specified in an earlier generation, it does not have to be 
respecified to keep it in the new system. 

Name Operation Operand 

LIN= 

LOADER 

in ddname 

(LIN=in ddname] 
[LIB=lib ddname] 
[PRINT=print ddname] 
[ S IZE=siz e] 
( PARM= (option[ ,option ] ••• ) ] 

is the ddname of the primary input data set that contains the input 
to the loader program. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, the default is SYSLIN. 

LIB= 

lib ddname 
is the ddname of the library that is searched to resolve external 
references. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, the default is SYSLIB. 

PARM= 
specifies the options that are used by the loader program. The options 
can be listed in any order. 

PRINT 
specifies that the diagnostic messages and the map of external 
references are written to the data set specified by the PRINT 
parameter. 

NOPRINT 
specifies that neither diagnostic messages nor the map of external 
references are written. 

Default: If NOPRINT is omitted, PRINT is the default value. 

LOADER 
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Notes: 

Required: PRINT must be specified if you want the map of external 
references. 

NOMAP 

MAP 

specifies -that the map of external references is not written. 

specifies that the map of external references is written to the data 
set specified by the PRINT parameter. 

Default: If MAP is omitted, NOMAP is the default value. 

Notes: 

• Restriction: MAP cannot be specified if NOPRINT has been coded. 

• Required: PRINT must be specified if MAP is specified. 

NOLET 

LET 

specifies that execution of the loaded program is not attempted when 
a level 2 severity error occurs during loading. 

specifies that execution of the loaded program is attempted when a 
level 2 severity error occurred during loading. 

Default: If LET 'is omitted, NOLET is the default value. 

CALL 
specifies that the partitioned data set specified in the LIB parameter 
is searched for any unresolved external references that remain after 
the l~aded program has been processed. 

NOCALL 
specifies that the partitioned data set specified in the LIB parameter 
is not searched. 

Default: If NOCALL is omitted, CALL is the default value. 

Note: 

Required: If NOCALL is specified, NORES must be specified. 

RES 

NORES 

specifies that the resident modules are searched to resolve any 
external references that remain after the loaded program has been 
processed and before the SYSLIB defined data set is searched. 

specifies that the resident modules are not searched. 

Default: If NORES is omitted, RES is the default value. 

Notes: 

• Required: CALL must be specified if RES is specified. 

• NaRES cannot be specified if CALL has been specified. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, the default values are: PRINT, 
NOMAP, NOLET, CALL, RES. 
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PRINT= 

print ddname 
is the ddname of the data set used for the map of external references 
and the diagnostic messages. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, the default is SYSLOUT. 

SIZE= 
is the amount of dynamic main storage required by the loader program to 
hold its own buffers, its own tables, and the problem program. 

size 
is a decimal number of the form nnnnK, that can be from 2K to 8192K. 
(K represents 1024 bytes.) 

Default: If this keyword parameter is o~itted, the default is lOOK. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

Detailed information about the loader program can be found in as Linkage Editor 
and Loader. 

Information that can be used to plan for the loader program is provided below. 

Dynamic: The loader program will be loaded into the dynamic portion of main 
storage 

Resident: You can make the loader program resident in the reenterable load 
module area for MFT or in the link pack area for MVT (including M65MP) systems 
by: 

1. Adding either one or both loader program load module names to the RAM list 
in the SYS1.PARMLIB. 

2. Putting either one or both loader program load module names in a separate 
list and specifying their inclusion at NIP time. To make it possible to 
do this, the COMM option in the OPTIONS parameter of the SUPRVSOR macro 
instruction must be specified. When the message IEA101A requests 'SPECIFY 
SYSTEM PARAMETERS', the operator uses the RAM=aa form in the reply. 

Example: The following example illustrates the use of the LOADER macro 
instruction to specify the inclusion of the loader program in the new operating 
system. The data set SYSLOUT is used to hold diagnostic messages and the map 
of external references. The dynamic storage available to the loader program 
is 50K. The map of external references is to be placed on SYSLOUT. Execution 
is not attempted if there is a severity-Ievel-2 error during loading. SYSLIB 
will be searched for any unresolved references after the loaded program has 
been processed. The resident modules will not be searched to resolve any 
external references. 

LOADER PRINT=SYSLOUT,SIZE=50K,PARft=(MAP,NORES) 
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I 

MACLIB 

The MACLIB macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the macro library 
(SYS1.KAClIB) in the new operating system. This macro linstruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• Space must be allocated for SYS1.MAClIB. It may be cataloged in the new 
system during the preparation for system generation. 

• This macro instruction may not be used if the volume that contains 
SYS1.MAClIB of the generating system and the volume that is to contain 
the new SYS1.MAClIB cannot be mounted at the same time as the IEBCOPY step 
executed after the stage II assemblies. (See "The Job stream" section.) 
SYS1.MACLIB may be included in the new system after system generation with 
the IEBCOPY utility program. 

• If this macro instruction is omitted, the IMDSADMP program are not included 
However, the IMDSADMP service aid program may also be retrieved from 
SYS1.MACLIB after system generation, as described in OS Service Aids. 

processor/Library Generation 

• This macro instruction can be used if SYS1.MAClIB has not been added to 
the system either during a previous generation or with the IEBCOPY utility 
program. 

Name Operation Operand 

MAClIB 
[

UNIT=name ] 
VOLNO=serial 

(EXCLUDE= (option( ,option] ••• ) ] 

EXCLUDE 

BTIM 

QTAM 

TCAM 

TSO 

GPS 

specifies the groups of macro instructions to be excluded from the new 
SYS1.MACLIB has one or more of the following values. 

specifies that the macro instructions used for BTAM are to be excluded. 

specifies that the macro instructions used for QTAM are to be excluded. 

specifies that the macro instructions used for TCAM are to be excluded. 

specifies that the macro instructions used for TSO are to be excluded. 

MACLIB 

specifies that the macro instructions used for graphics programming services 
(GPS) are to be excluded. 

OCR 
specifies that the macro instructions used for optical readers are to be 
excluded. 

FDM 
specifies that the 3735 form description macros are to be excluded. 
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Note: 

codi~g: These values can be listed in any order. 

UNIT= 
specifies a direct-access device in the generating system that will contain 
the volume on which the macro library viII be generated. 

name 
is the device type. 

Default: If the UNIT and VOLNO keyword parameters are omitted, the macro 
library is' placed on the new system-residence volume. 

Note: 

Required: If this keyword parameter is specified, VOLNO must be coded. 

VOLNO= 
specifies the volume that is to contain the macro library. 

serial 
is the serial number. 

Default: If the UNIT and VOLBO keyword parameters are omitted, the macro 
library is placed on the new system-residence volume. 

Notes: 

• Value: The value specified must be the same as the value given to the 
VOLUME keyword parameter of the DD statement used to allocate space for 
SYS1.MACLIB during the preparation for system generation. 

• Required: If this keyword parameter is specified, UNIT must be coded. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

This example illustrates the use of the MACLIB macro instruction to specify 
the inclusion of the macro library in the nev operating system. The unit name 
is 2311. The volume serial number is 003Q75. The macro instructions used 
for graphic programming services are'to be excluded from the new SYS1.MACLIB. 

MACLIB UNIT=2311,VOLNO=003475,EXCLUDE=GPS 
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OUTPUT 

The OUTPUT macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the class defaults 
for the OUTPUT command in the new operating system. This macro instruction 
is optional and valid only in a complete operating system or processor 
generation of a TSO system. 

Basic Requirement 

The CKDLIB macro instruction must be specified if the OUTPUT macro instruction 
is specified. 

processor/Library Generation 

The CKDLIB macro instruction must be specified during a processor/library 
generation if it was not specified during the complete operating system 
generation. 

Name Operation Operand 

OUTPUT CLASS=«(classname1](,classname2]) 

CLASS= 
specifies class defaults for the TSO OUTPUT command. 

classname1 
is the background message class default. 

classname2 
is the print output class default. 

Default: The default value for either class is x. 

Note: 

Value: Each value specified must be a letter from A to Z or a number from 
o to 9. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

This example illustrates the use of the OUTPUT macro instruction to specify 
the class defaults for the TSO OUTPUT command. X is the background message 
class default and A is the print output class default. 

OUTPUT CLASS=(,A) 

UUTPUT 
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PARMLIB 

The PARMLIB macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the parameter library 
(SYS1.PARMLIB) in the new operating system. This macro instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• Space must be allocated for SYS1.PARKLIB. 

• If SYS1.PARMLIB is not to reside on the system volume, it must be cataloged 
in the new system during the preparation for system generation. 

• If this macro instruction is not specified, a null data set must be defined 
for SYS1.PARl!LIB in the new system. (See "Input Deck for Initialization" 
in the "Preparation for System Generation" section.) 

Processor/Library Generation 

• If a null SYS1.PARKLIB is being replaced, it must be scratched and 
uncataloged before the new SYS1.PARftLIB is initialized during the 
preparation for generation. 

Name operation 

PAR!1LIB 

Operand 

[
UNIT=name .] 
VOLNO=serial 

Default: If the UNIT and VOLNO keyword parameters are omitted, the parameter 
library is placed on the new system-residence volume. 

JNIT= 
specifies a direct-access device in the generating system that will contain 
the volume on which the parameter library will be generated. 

name 
is the device type. 

Note: 

Requirea: If this keyword parameter is specified, VOLNO must also be coded. 

VOLNO= 
specifies the volume that is to contain the parameter library. 

serial 
is a serial number. 

Notes: 

• Value: The value specified must be the same as the value specified in 
the VOLUftE keyword parameter of the DD statement used to allocate space 
for SYS1.PARMLIB. 

PARMLIB 

• Required: If this keyword parameter is specified, UNIT must also be coded. 
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Coding Hints and Additional Information 

This example illustrates the use of the PARRLIB macro instruction to specify 
the inclusion of the parameter library in the operating system to be generated. 
The unit name is 2311. The volume serial number is RPS111. 

PARRLIB UNIT=2311,VOLNO=RPS111 
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PARTITNS 

The PARTITNS macro instruction specifies the number of partitions and the class 
and size of each partition in an KFT system. This macro instruction is required 
and used only if TYPE=KFT is specified in the CTRLPROG macro instruction. 

~ 

The Generalized Trace Facility (GTF) component of the control program requires 
a partition when started. If one problem partition or two problem partitions 
and TeAM are requested, an additional inactive (OK size) partition is generated. 

Nucleus Generation 

This macro instruction must be used to specify either the same or different 
partitions than those specified for the first KFT nucleus. 

Name Operation Operand 

PARTITNS operand[ ,operand l ... 

For Systems Without Hierarchies 

Each operand must be written in the following format for MFT without storage 
hierarchies: 

Pn (C-class, S-nK) 

Uppercase letters, parentheses, and hyphens must be written exactly as shown. 

Pn 
specifies the partition number. 

n 
is an integer from 0 to 51. 

Note: 

• Partitions must be numbered sequentially starting with 0, but they may 
be specified in any order. 

C-class 
specifies the function of the partition. 

class 
is one of the following values: 

C-R 
specifies a resident reader partition. 

PARTITNS 

Note: A maximum of 3 resident reader partitions may be specified. 
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C-w 

C-xxx 

xxx 

Notes: 

specifies a resident writer partition. 

Note: A maximum of 36 resident writer partitions may be 
specified. 

specifies a problem-program partition. 

is one, two, or three alphabetic characters from A through 0 
that indicate the job classes that can use the partition. 

• The order in which these characters are written indicates the order in 
which the job classes are to be scheduled for the partition. 

• At least one, and not more than fifteen, problem-program partitions may 
be specified. 

S-nK 
specifies the size of the partition in bytes. 

nK 
must be an expression from 8K to xK, where xK is the size of main 
storage minus the size of the nucleus. (K represents 1024 bytes.) 

Notes: 

• All resident reader partitions and at least one problem-program partition 
must be at least the size of the scheduler. 

• The size of each resident writer partition must be at least 10K bytes. 

• If OPTIONS=PROTECT is specified in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction, n should 
be a multiple of 2 for all partitions. In this case, (n+1) is assumed 
at IPL time for each n that is not a multiple of 2. 

• 8FT with subtaskin~: When ATTACH with the subtasking capability is 
selected, the part~tion size must be large enough to hold all the tasks 
and all the subtasks that could exist at one time within a partition. 

For Systems with Hierarchies 

Each operand must be written in one of the following formats if HI1RCHY=INCLUDE 
is specified in the CTRLPROG macro instruction: 

Pn(C-class,HO-nk) 

Pn(C-class,H1-hK) 

Pn(C-class,HO-nK,H1-nK) 

for partitions in hierarchy 0 

for partitions in hierarchy 1 

for part ions consisting of two segments (one in 
each hierarchy) 

Uppercase letters, parentheses, hy~ens, and numbers (0 and 1) must be written 
exactly as shown. 

If there is no IB! 2361 Core storage unit on the systea and hierarchy 1 is 
used, you will have to redefine the partitions at IPL time. 
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In using storage hierarchies on a "odel 50, if reader or writer partitions 
are defined in hierarchy 1 and programs containing CCws are loaded in hierarchy 
1, overrun will occur. This will degrade the performance or result in an 
unrecoverable IIO error. 

Pn 
specifies the partition number. 

n 
is an integer from 0 to 51. 

Note: Partitions may be specified in any order as long as every partition 
in the sequence is included. 

C-class 
specifies the function of the partition. 

class 

Notes: 

is one of the following values: 

C-R 

C-w 

C-xxx 

xxx 

specifies a resident reader partition. 

Note: A maximum of 3 resident reader partitions may be specified. 

specifies a resident writer partition. 

Note: A maximum of 36 resident writer partitions may be 
specified. 

specifies a problem-program partition. 

is one, two, or three alphabetic characters from 1 through 0 
that indicate the job classes that can use the partition. 

• The order in which these characters are written indicates the order in 
which the job classes are to be scheduled for the partition. 

• At least one, and not aore than fifteen, problem-program partitions may 
be specified. 

HO-nK (for partitions in hierarchy 0), H1-nK (for partitions in hierarchy 1), 
HO-nK,Hl-nK (for segmented partitions) 

specifies the size of the partition in bytes. 

nK 
must be an expression from 8K to XK, where xK is the size of main 
storage minus the size of the nucleus. (K represents 1024 bytes.) 

Default: n should be a multiple of 2; if it is not, (n+1) is assumed at 
IPL time. 
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Notes: 

• All resident reader partitions and at least one problem-program partition 
must be at least the size of the scheduler. 

• The size of each resident writer partition must be at least 10K bytes. 

• Resident reader and resident writer partitions must not be segmented. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

This example illustrates the use of the PARTITNS macro instruction to generate 
a four-partition system. Partition 0 is a 30720-byte problem program partition. 
Jobs that specify CLASS=B on their JOB cards are scheduled into partition o. 
If no CLASS=B jobs are pending, CLASS=C jobs are scheduled. If neither CLASS=B 
nor CLASS=C jobs are pending, then CLASS=A jobs are scheduled into partition 
o. Partition 2 is a 10240-byte resident writer partition. Partition 1 is 
a 30720-byte resident reader partition (partition 1 need not be specified 
before partition 2). Partition 3 is a 36864-byte problem-program partition. 
Only jobs that specify CLASS=D are scheduled into partition 3. 

PARTITNS PO (C-BCA,S-30K) ,P2(C-W,S-10K),Pl(C-R,S-30K), 
P3(C-D,S-36K) 

The following example illustrates the use of the PARTITNS macro instruction 
to generate an eight-partition system with LCS. Partition 0 is a 47104-byte 
problem-program partition in hierarchy 0 that supports job classes A, D, and 
E. Partition 1 is a 47107-byte resident reader partition in hierarchy o. 
Partition 4 is a 10240-byte resident writer partition in hierarchy O. Partition 
3 is a segmented problem-program partition with 20480 bytes in hierarchy 0 
and 102400 bytes in hierarchy 1. Partition 3 supports job classes D, and P. 
Partition 5 is a 20480-byte resident reader partition in hierarchy o. Partition 
6 is a 14336-byte resident writer partition in hierarchy o. Partition 7 is 
a 204800-byte problem-program partition in hierarchy 0 that supports job classes 
C and A. Partition 2 is a segmented problem-program partition with 10240 bytes 
in hierarchy 0 and 51200 bytes in hierarchy 1. Partition 2 supports job class 
ft. 

PARTITNS PO (C-ADE,HO-46K) ,Pl(C-R,HO-46K), 
P4(C-W,BO-l0K),P3(C-DF,HO-20K,Hl-100K), 
P5(C-R,BO-20K},P6(C-W,HO-14K) , 
P7(C-CA,HO-200K),P2(C-ft,HO-l0K,Hl-50K) 
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PLI 

The PL1 macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the PL/I compiler. This 
macro instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• PL1LIB macro instruction must be specified. 

• INSTSET=UNIV must be specified in the CENPROCS macro instruction. 

• If an automatic restart of a job step is to be forced or canceled by using 
the IHERES routine, the user completion code Q092 must be specified in 
the ELIGBLE keyword parameter of the CKPTREST macro instruction. The RD 
parameter must ~lso be specified in the JOB or EXEC statement with R or 
RNC as the subparameter. 

Processor/Library Generation 

• There must be sufficient space for the new PL/I compiler in SYS1.LINKLIB. 

• The PL1LIB macro instruction must be specified. 

• The PL/I compiler being added must be of the same release level as the 
generating system. 

If the compilation time defaults are going to be changed, then these additional 
conditions must exist: 

• The member IEMAP must be scratched from SYS1.LINKLIB. (To regain the space 
occupied by IEMAP, use the IEBCOPY utility program.) 

• The PL1LIB macro instruction must be the same as that used during the last 
generation, unless SYS1.PL1LIBis redefined. 

Name Operation 

PL1 

Operand 

DESIGN=F 
[ SIZE=size] 

[
CHARSET=ICHAR60 I] 

CHARQSf 

[PUNCH=fg~~:CKt] 

[ TYPERUJ=I~ I] 
NOLOAD 

[SORCODE=fl~5DI~\] 

[OBJLIST=(NOLIST1) 
LIST 

[ 
l

lLAGW'I] KSGLEV= FLAGE 
FLAGS 

[s YNTXl. V= I ~H~lill 
SYNCHR;S, ... 
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Name 

CHARSET= 

operation 

PLl 
(continued) 

Operand 

[OPT=lt}] 
[ SORLIST=fSOURCE I] 

NOSOURCE . 

[
EXTLIST={NOEXTREF1] 

EXTREP' , 
[ATRLIST=I:~:TR'J 

[ REFLIST=fNOIREFll 
lREF ... 

[SORMGIN= (m,n) ] 
[LINECNT=number] 

[ CMPTIME=f NOMACRO IJ 
MACRO 

[
MACtIST=fSOURCE2 I] 

NOSOURCE2 

[
MCPUNCH={NOMACDECKI] 

!ACDECK 

[
COMPILE=JCOMP lJ 

INOCOMP 

[
"STMDIAG=tNOST!Tl] 

STMT 

[
DICTYPE=tNOEXTDICI] 

EXTDIC 
[OPRINT= 1~;opl] 

[LEVCNT=f:~~~STI] 

[
OBJCODE=toBJOUTI] 

OBJIN I 
[ PAGECTL=column ] . 
[DELETE=(item[,item] ••• ) ] 

specifies the number of characters in the character set used to write the 
source program to be compiled. 

CHAR60 
specifies a character set with 60 characters. 

CHAR48 
specifies a character set with 48 characters. 

Default: If this keyboard parameter is omitted, CHAR60 is assumed. 

DESIGN= 
specifies the F-design level of the PL/I compiler. 

SIZE= 
specifies the maximum number of bytes of main storage available to the 
PL/I compiler at compilation time. 

size 
is an integer from 45056 to 999999. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, a value of 999999 is assumed. 
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Notes: 

• Use: For further inf"orma tion on this keyword parameter, refer to ~ fl&LI" 
III f~2grammer's Gui~~. 

• Recommended: It is recommended that SIZE=999999 not be used if the storage 
available is 49152 bytes or less. In this case, the compiler may calculate 
that there is not enough storage available when, in fact, compilation is 
still possible. To avoid this situation, an actual value must be given 
to SIZE. 

• !aximum: If 999999 is specified, all available main storage is to be used 
by the PL/I compiler. 

The following keyword parameters provide the setting of defaults for the various 
options that can affect a PL/I compilation. Defaults are the options that 
are assumed if the corresponding values of the PAR! keyword parameters are 
omitted from an EXEC statement in a PL/I compilation. ~he DELETE keyword 
parameter specifies a list of values that cannot be used as values of the PAR! 
keyword parameter. 

ATRLIST= 
specifies the production of a listing for each identifier, g1v1ng the 
identifier with full qualification, the statement number declaring the 
identifier, and a list of attributes pertaining to the identifier. 

lTR 
specifies that a listing is to be produced. 

NOATR 
specifies that a listing is not to be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, IOlTR is assumed. 

C!PTII!E= 
specifies whether there is to be processing during compilation. 

!lCRO 
specifies that compilation-time processing is required. 

NO!ACRO 
specifies that compilation-time processing is not required. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, IO!ICRO is assumed. 

CO!PILE= 
specifies that compilation is to proceed after the compilation-time 
processor has been used. 

CO!P 
specifies that compilation is required. 

NOCO!P 
specifies that compilation is not required. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, CO!P is assumed. 
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DICTYPE= 
specifies that an extended capacity dictionary is to be used even at the 
expense of compilation time. 

EITDIC 
specifies that a extended dictionary is to be used. 

NOEXTDIC 
specifies that a normal dictionary is to be used. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, NOEXTDIC is assumed. 

EXTLIST= 
specifies the production of a listing of all external data, external 
entries, and files. 

EXTREF 
specifies that a listing is to be produced. 

NOEXTREF 
specifies that a listing is not to be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, NOEXTREF is assumed. 

LEVCNT= 
specifies the production of a scope level and DO-nest depth count with 
the source listing. 

NEST 
specifies that a listing is to be produced. 

NONEST 
specifies that a listing is not to be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, NONEST is assumed. 

LINECNT= 
specifies the maximum number of lines to be printed in each page of a PL/I 
compiler output listing. 

number 
is an integer from 10 to 99. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, a value of 50 is assumed. 

MACLIST= 
specifies the listing of the input to the compilation-time processor. 

SOURCE2 
specifies that a listing is to be produced. 

NOSOURCE2 
specifies that the listing is not to be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, SOURCE2 is assumed. 
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MCPUHCH= 
specifies the production of a punched deck of the compilation-time processor 
output. 

MACDECK 
specifies that a deck is to be produced. 

HOMACDECK 
specifies that a deck is not to be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, HOMACDECK is assumed. 

MSGLEV= 
specifies the type of compilation messages to be printed. 

FLAGW 

FLAGE 

FLAGS 

specifies that warning messages, error messages, and severe error 
messages are to be printed. 

specifies that only error messages and severe error messages are to 
be printed. 

specifies that only severe error messages are to be printed. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, FLAGW is assumed. 

OBJCODE= 
specifies the inclusion of additional code and a module in the object 
program to handle imprecise interrupts and to provide complete support 
for running the object program on a S/360 Model 91 or 195. 

OBJIH 
specifies that the additional code and module are to be included. 

OBJOUT 
specifies that the additional code and module are not to be included. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, OBJOUT is assumed. 

OBJLIST= 
specifies the production of a listing of the object program. 

LIST 
specifies that a listing is to be produced. 

HOLIST 
specifies that a listing is not to be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, HOLIST is assumed. 

OPRIHT= 
specifies the production of a listing of compiler options. 

OP 
specifies that this listing is to be produced. 

HOOP 
specifies that it is not to be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, OP is assumed. 
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OPT= 
specifies optimization of execution time of the object program produced 
by the compile~. 

o 

1 

2 

specifies that the object program is to be optimized unless it 
increases the object-time storage requirements. 

specifies that the object program is to be optimized even at the 
expense of the object-time storage requirements. 

specifies the same function as OPT=' and that the object code for 
DO groups, subscripts, and array expressions will be optimized even 
though it may severely affect the compilation time. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, , is assumed. 

PAGECTL=column 
specifies the number of the column in which a control character is to be 
specified. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, no page control is provided. 

Note: 

The number must be outside the scope of the values in the SORKGIN keyword 
parameter. 

PUNCH= 
specifies the production of a punched deck of the object program. 

DECK 
specifies that a punched deck is to be produced. 

HODECK 
specifies that a punched deck is not to be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, HODECK is assumed. 

REFLIST= 
specifies the production of a listing for each identifier, including the 
identifier with full qualification, the number of the statement that 
declares the identifier, and a list of all statements in which reference 
is made to the identifier. 

IREF 
specifies that a listing is to be produced. 

NOIREF 
specifies that a listing is not to be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, HOIREF is assumed. 
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SORCODE= 
speciries the character set used to keypunch the source programs to be 
compiled. 

BCD 
specifies the BCD character set. 

EBCDIC 
specifies the EBCDIC character set. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, EBCDIC is assumed. 

SORLIST= 
specifies the production of a printed listing of the PL/I source program. 

SOURCE 
specifies that a listing of the source text is to be produced. 

NOSOURCE 
specifies that a listing is not to be produced. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, SOURCE is assumed. 

SOR!GIlf= 
specifies the margins for scanning of the source statements. 

m 

n 

specifies the beginning margin 

specifies the end margin. If the source statement input to the 
compiler is from the system input stream (that is, if it follows a 
DD* statement), the condition 2 S mS nS 100 must hold. 

l)efault: If this Ikeyword parameter is omitted, a value of 2 is assumed for 
m and a value of 72 is assumed for n. 

ST!DIAG= 
specifies the contents of diagnostic messages printed during execution 
of the compiled source program. 

S'lftT 
specifies that the messages are to contain source program 'statement 
numbers. 

ROST!T 
specifies that the messages are not to contain source program statement 
numbers. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, NOST!T is assumed. 

Note: 

Offsets from PL/I entry points are included in the messages in both cases. 

SYNTILV= 
specifies the condition £~r compilation termination if errors occur during 
syntax checking. 

SYRCHKE 
specifies that termination will occur after compilation if an error 
of severity ERROR-or above is found. 
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SYNCHKS 
specifies that termination will occur after compilation if an error 
of severity SEVERE or above is found. 

SYNCHKT 
specifies that termination will occur immediately if an error of 
severity TERKINATION is found. No special message will be printed. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, SYNCHKT is assumed. 

TYPERUN= 
specifies the production of input to the linkage editor from the program 
being compiled. 

LOAD 
specifies that the program is to be processed by the linkage editor 
after compilation. 

NOLJAD 
specifies that the source program is to be compiled only. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, LOAD is assumed. 

DELETE= 
specifies that the keyword values or keywords in the value list cannot 
be used at compilation time in the PARK field of the EXEC statement. The 
following values can be specified; each has been described above: 

ATR 
BCD 
CHAR48 
CHAR60 
COMP 
DECK 
EBCDIC 
EXTDIC 
EXTREF 
FLAGE 
FLAGS 
FLAGW 

LINECNT 
LIST 
LOAD 
I1ACDECK 
MACRO 
NEST 
NOATR 
NODECK 
NOCOMP 
NOEXTDIC 
NOEXTREF 
NOLIST 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

NOLOAD 
NOKACDECK 
NOI1ACRO 
NONEST 
NOOP 
NOSOURCE 
NOSOURCE2 
NOSTMT 
NOXREF 
OBJIN 
OBJOUT 
OP 

OPT 
PAGECTL 
SIZE 
SORMGIN 
SOURCE 
SOURCE2 
STI1T 
SYNCHKE 
SYNCHKS 
SYNCHKT 
XREF 

syntax Checker: The syntax checking routines for this compiler can be included 
in the new or modified system by use of the CHECKER macro instruction. 

Example: The following example illustrates the use of the PL1 macro instruction 
to specify an F-design-level PL/I compiler that operates in 56320 bytes of 
main storage. The compiled source programs are to be processed by the linkage 
editor unless otherwise specified at compilation time. All warning and error 
messages are to be printed, the EBCDIC character set is used to punch the 
source programs, the character set used to write the source programs has 60 
characters, and the execution time of the object programs is not to be 
optimized. 

The default options for scanning the source statements are 2 and 72, and there 
are 50 lines per printed page. 
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The following keywords and keyword values cannot be used at compilation time 
in the PARft field of the EXEC statement: CHAR48, BCD, FLAGE, FLAGS, OPT, 
LINECNT, and SORKGIN. Unless otherwise specified at compilation time, listings 
of the source text are to be produced. The following, however, are not 
produced: 

• A punched deck of the object program 

• Listings of the object program 

• A listing of external data, entries, and files 

• Listings of identifiers and their attributes 

• Numbers 

• Qualifications 

• References 

Unless specified at compilation time, compilation-time processing is not 
required, and the diagnostic messages are not to contain source program 
statement numbers. 

PL1 DESIGN=F,TYPERUN=LOAD,SIZE=56320, 
DELETE=(CHAR48,BCD,FL1GE,FLAGS,OPT,LINECNT,SORKGIN) 
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PLILIB 

The PL1LIB macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the PL/I subroutine 
library (SYS1.PL1LIB) in the new operating system. This macro instruction 
is optional unless the PL1 macro instruction is specified -- then it is 
required. 

Basic Requirements 

• Space must be allocated for SYS1~PL1LIB. 

• SYS1.PL1LIB may be cataloged in the new system during the preparation for 
systeM generation. 

• The shared-library feature can be used only with an operating system that 
is of Release 18 level Or later. 

Processor/Library Generation 

• The SUPRVSOR sacro instruction used during the last complete system 
generation must be used with all the parameters coded exactly the same 
way. 

• The PL1 macro instruction does not have to be used. 

• The PL/I library being added must be of the same level as the generating 
system. 

If the PL1LIB macro instruction is used to respecify an existing 
SYS1.PL1LIB, then these additional guidelines must be used. 

• The existing SYS1.PL1LIB should be scratched and uncataloged before the 
new SYS1.PL1LIB is initialized. (TO regain the space occupied by the old 
SYS1.PL1LIB, use the IBBCOPY utility program.) 

• If SYS1.PL1LIB is respecified for a previously generated PL/I compiler, 
then the generating system must be of the same level as the system used 
to generate the existing PL/I compiler. 
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Name Operation 

PL1LIB 

UNIT= 

Operand 

[ 
UKIT=name ] 
VOLNO=serial 

( LIBFCNS=fREAL '] 
CO!!PLEX I I ~ 

[ftODES=(I~~;~I[,operand]['Operand]~ 

If !!ODES is specified, then the following 
parameters can be used: 

( STORG= (operand[ , operand] ••• ) ] 
(CONVS= (operand( ,operand] ••• ) ] 
( STRGS= (operand( ,operand] ••• ) ] 
(ARRAY=(operand[,operand] ••• ) ] 
["ATHS= (operand[ ,operand] ••• ) ] 
[ STRIO= (operand[ ,operand] ••• ) ] 
[RECIO= (operand[ ,operand] ••• ) ] 

specifies a direct-access device in the generating system that will contain 
the volume on which the PL/I subroutine library will be generated. 

name 
is the device type. 

Default: If the UNIT and VOLKO parameters are omitted, the PL/I subroutine 
library is placed on the new system-residence volume. 

Note: 

Required: If this keyword parameter is specified, VOLNO must be coded. 

VOLKO= 
specifies the volume that is to contain the PL/I subroutine 
library. 

serial 
is the serial number. 

Default: If the UNIT and VOLNO parameters are omitted, the PL/I subroutine 
library is placed on the new system-residence volume. 

Notes: 

• Value: The value specified must be the same as the value given to the 
VOLUME keyword parameter of the DD statement used to allocate space for 
SYS1.PL1LIB during the preparation for system generation. 

• Required: If this keyword parameter is specified, UNIT must be coded. 
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LIBFCNS= 
specifies the inclusion of complex object-time functions in SYS1.PL1LIB. 

REAL 
specifies that the complex functions are not to be included. 

COMPLEX 
specifies that the complex functions are to be included. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, REAL is assumed. 

MODES= 
specifies that the PL/I shared library feature is to be included in the 
new system. 

NOTK 

TASK 

specifies that the form of the modules included will be for tasks 
that are not multitasking. 

specifies that the form of the modules included will be for tasks 
that are multitasking. 

Default: If this keyword parameter or both NOTK and TASK are omitted, 
NOTK is assumed. 

Notes: 

• These two subparameters are mutually exclusive. 

• The subparameter that is selected to be coded must appear first in 
the parameter statement. 

• A shared library for a multitasking program cannot be used by a program 
that is not multitasking. The reverse is also true: a shared library 
for a program that is not multitasking cannot be used by a multitasking 
program. 

REAL 

CMPX 

specifies that only modules that deal with real expressions will be 
made resident. 

specifies that only modules that deal with complex expressions will 
be made resident. 

Default: If this keyword parameter or both REAL and CMPX are omitted, 
REAL is assumed. 

Notes: 

• It is recommended that when CMPX is specified that REAL also be 
specified, since many of the CMPX modules use real modules. 

• Either REAL or CMP!, or both, must be specified if the shared-library 
feature is desired. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, NOTK and REAL are assumed. 
Notes: 

COMM must be specified in the OPTIONS parameter and RENTCODE must be specified 
in the RESIDNT parameter-of the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. 
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When the MODES keyword parameter is specified, the following seven keyword 
parameters can be used. 

ARRAY= 
specifies which array-handling modules are made resident. 

BASIC 

LEAF 

Note: 

specifies the modules that perform all array functions on 
noninterleaved arrays. 

specifies the modules that perform all array functions on interleaved 
arrays. 

Each group is modified to agree with the REAL or CftPX subparameter specified 
in the MODES parameter. 

CONVS= 
specifies which conversion package modules are made resident. 

BASIC 

EDIT 

BIT 

CHAR 

PICT 

STERL 

OPT1 

MATHS= 

specifies the most commonly used conversion modules. 

specifies the conversion modules associated with the edit stream I/O 
conversions. 

specifies the bit string conversion modules. 

specifies the character string conversion modules. 

specifies the modules commonly used in converting variables with the 
PICTURE attribute. 

specifies the modules used when performing sterling conversions. 

specifies the conversion modules selected when OPT=l or OPT~2 has 
been specified in the PLl macro instruction. If this option is selected, 
at least one of the options EDIT, PIeT or STERL must also be specified. 

specifies which modules associated with the arithmetic operators and built
in functions will be made resident. 

BASIC 

SHORT 

specifies the modules that are concerned with arithmetic operators, 
including the function forms of operators. 

specifies the modules associated with the short-precision form of 
the arithmetic built-in functions. 
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LONG 

Note: 

specifies the modules associated with the long-precision form of the 
arithmetic built-in functions. 

Each group is modified to agree with the REAL or CftPX subparaaeter in the "ODES 
parameter. 

RECIO= 
specifies which modules that are co •• on to all aodes of record-oriented 
I/O are made resident. 

BASIC 

WAIT 

Hote: 

specifies the modules that are common to the initialization of any 
record-oriented I/O statement. 

specifies the modules that handle the record-oriented I/O wait option. 

Each group is modified to agree with the ROTK or TASK subparameter specified 
in the BODES parameter. 

STORG= 
specifies that some storage-management modules are made resident. 

ERR 
specifies that the error-handling modules are made resident. This 
includes all ON codes. 

LISTP 
specifies that all list processing modules are made resident. 

Hote: 

The basic storage-management aodules are automatically included if the 
BODES=TASK parameter is specified. 

STRGS= 
specifies which string-handling modules are made resident. 

BIT 

CHAR 

STR 

STRIO= 

specifies the bit-string-handling modules. 

specifies the character4 string-handling modules. 

specifies only the STRIRG built-in function and pseudo variable 
modules. 

specifies which stream-oriented I/O modules are made resident. 

DATA 
specifies the modules that handle data-directed stream I/O. 
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LIST 
specifies the modules that handle list-directed stream I/O. 

EDIT 
specifies the modules that handle edit-directed stream I/O. 

Note: 

Each group is modified to agree with the NOTK or TASK subparameter specii1ed 
in the MODES paramet~r. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

Detailed information can be found in the following publications: 

OS PL/I (F) Subroutine Library 

OS GSP for FORTRAN IV, COBOL, and PL/I 

Shared-Library Feature: The following guidelines should be used when specifying 
the shared library. 

MODES -- This keyword parameter must be specified if the shared-library feature 
is desired. NOTK and REAL are the default values. NOTK and TASK 

STORG 

CONVS 

STRGS 

STRIa 

are mutually exclusive positional subparameters for MODES. The 
selected one must be coded first. 

This keyword parameter can be used only if MODES is specified. 

This keyword parameter can be used only if MODES is specified. BASIC 
is dependent on whether REAL or CMPI is specified. 

This keyword parameter can be used only if MODES is specified. 

This keyword parameter can be used only if MODES is specified. The 
subparameters depend on whether NOTK or TASK is specified. 

RECIO -- This kel.v~d parameter can be used only if MODES is specified. The 
subparameters depend on whether NOTK or TASK is specified. 

ARRAY -- This keyword parameter can be used only if MODES is specified. The 
subparameters depend on whether REAL or CMPX is specified. 

MATHS -- This keyword parameter can be used only if MODES is specified. The 
subparameters depend on whether REAL or CMPI is specified. 

If MODES= (any combination of subparameters) 

Then any of the following keyword parameters and associated subparameters can 
be used: 

STORG with ERR LISTP 

CONVS with EDIT BIT CHAR 
PICT STERL OPT1 

STRGS with BIT CHAR STR 

Figure 83 (Part of 3). Summary Qf Coding Dependencies for the Shared-Library 
Feature 
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In addition to the combination above or below: 

If flODES= NOTK or TASK 

Then any of the following keyword parameters and associated subparameters can 
be used. 

STRIO with DATA EDIT LIST 

RECIO with BASIC WAIT 

In addition to the combination above: 

If MODES= REIL or CMPX 

Then any of the following keyword parameters and associated subparameters can 
be used: 

flATHS with BASIC SHORT LONG 

CONVS with BASIC 

ARRAY with BASIC LEAF 

Figure 83 (Part 2 of 2). Summary of Coding Dependencies for the Shared-Library 
Feature 

Example: The following example illustrates the use of the PL1LIB macro 
instruction to specify the inclusion of the PL/I subroutine library in the 
new operating system. Complex object time functions are not to be included. 
This library is to be placed on the new system-residence volume. 

PL1LIB 

PllLlB 
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PROCLIB 

The PROCLIB macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the procedure library 
(SYS1.PROCLIB) in the new operating system. This macro instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• The SYS1.PROCLIB data set must have space allocated for it. It may be 
cataloged in the new system during the preparation for system generation. 

• If IB~-supplied cataloged procedures are going to be used r the group names 
u,sed by these procedures must be defined by UNITN A~E macro instructions. 
1 

• This macro instruction can be used with an ~VT generating system to include 
the IBM-distributed SYS1.PROCLIB if ~ user-assigned qualifier is specified 
in the INDEX parameter of the GENERATE macro instruction. 

• If this macro instruction is not coded r a null data set must be defined 
and available to the new system. 

• The CRJE macro instruction is required to support conversational remote 
job entry facility. 

Processor/Library Generation 

• If a null SYS1.PROCLIB is going to be replaced, it must be scratched and 
uncataloged before the new SYS1.PROCLIB is initialized. 

Name Operation 

PROCtIB 

Operand 

[
UNIT=name ] 
VOLNO=serial 

Default: If the keyword parameters UNIT and VOLNO are not coded r the procedure 
library for the new system is placed on the system-residence volume. 

UNIT= / 
speelfies the direct-access device that will contain the volume on which 
the procedure library will be generated. 

name 

Note: -'--
Required: If this keyword parameter is coded, VOLNO must be coded. 

VOLNO= 

PFWCLIH 

specifies the serial number of the volume that is to contain the procedure 
library for the new system. 

serial 
is the serial number. 
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Notes: 

• Required: If this keyword parameter is coded, UNIT must be coded. 

• Value: The value specified must be the same as that specified in the 
VOLUME keyword parameter of the DD statement used to allocate space for 
SYS1.PROCLIB. 

Codinq Hints and Additional Information 

This example illustrates the use of the PROCLIB macro instruction to specify 
the inclusion of the procedure library in the new operatinq system. The unit 
name is 2311. The volume serial number is 909090. 

PROCLIB UNIT=2311,VOLNO=909090 
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PTOP 

The PTOP macro instruction specifies the inclusion of processor-to-processor 
support for transmitting data between the operating system and an IB! 1130 
Disk Monitor System. This macro instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• UN1T=1130 and ADAPTER=BSCA must be specified in the 10DEV1CE macro 
instruction. 

• ACSKETH=BTAK must be specified in the DATAKGT macro instruction. 

• SYS1.TELCKLIB must be specified with the TELCKL1B macro instruction. 

processor/Library Generation 

• UNIT=113C and ADAPTER=BSCA in the IODEVICE macro instruction, ACSKETH=BTAM 
in the DATAMGT macro instruction, and the TELCKL1B macro instruction must 
have been specified during a complete generation. 

• The FORTLIB macro instruction must be used to indicate where SYS1.FORTLIB 
resides if LIB=FORTLIB is specified and whether or not SYS1.FORTLIB was 
specified during an earlier generation, or is not on the system-residence 
volume. 

Name Operation Operand 

LIB= 

PTOP [LIB= {FORTLIB} ] 
(LINKL1B} 

specifies the library that will contain the System/360-1130 data 
transmission processor-to-proceSsor routines. 

FOR'l'LIB 
specifies that the data transmission routines are placed in 
SYSI.FORTLIB and SYSI.LINKLIB. 

Note: The FORTLIB macro instruction must also be specified. 

LINK LIB 
specifies that the data transmission routines are placed in 
SYS 1. LINKLIB. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, FORTLIB is assumed. 

Note: 

The PTOP macro instruction places the System/360-1130 data transmission modules 
into libraries (SYS1.FORTLIB and SYS1.LINKLIB) from which your calls to data 
transmission and data conversion subroutines can be resolved most efficiently. 
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Coding Hints and Additional Information 

The following example illustrates the use of the PTOP macro instruction to 
specify inclusion of processor-to-processor support in the new operating system. 
The System/360-1130 data transmission routines will be placed in SYS1.FORTLIB. 

PTOP 

The second example provides another illustration of the use of the PTOP macro 
instruction specifying the inclusion of processor-to-processor support in the 
new operating system. The System/360-1130 data transmission routines vi1l 
be placed in SYS1.LINKLIB. 

PTOP LIB=LINKLIB 
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RES MODS 

The RESMODS macro instruction adds user-written routines, in load module or 
object module form, to the nucleus library (SYS1.NUCLEUS) to be generated. 
This macro instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• The modules to be included must be members of a partitioned data set. 

• The data set that contains the modules must be cataloged in the generating 
system as SYS1.name. 

Nucleus Generation 

• Sufficient space must have been allocated to SYS1.NUCtEUS during the 
preparation for a complete generation. 

Name Operation Operand 

PDS= 

RESKODS PDS=SYS1.name 
KEKBERS=(name[,name] ••• ) 

specifies the partitioned data set that contains the modules to be 
included. 

SYS1.name 
is one to eight alphameric characters, the first of which is 
alphabetic. 

KEKBERS= 
specifies the simple names of the members to be included. 

name 
is one to eight alphameric characters, the first of which is 
alphabetic. 

Notes: 

I : 
Maximum: A maximum of ten modules can be included in the nucleus. 

SVC Routines: If resident SVC routines are being included, each 
module can contain more than one SVC routine. The type, number, and SVRS 
extended save area of each of the resident SVC routines to be included 
must be specified in the SVCTAB~E macro instruction. (For further 
information on writing your own SVC routines, refer to OS KFT Gu~de or 
OS KVT Guide.) 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

This example illustrates the use of the RESKODS macro instruction to include 
the CONTROL and IORTN load modules in the nucleus library. These modules are 
members of the SYS1.NEW partitioned data set. 

RESKODS PDS=SYS1.NEW,KEKBERS=(CONTROL,IORTN) 
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RPG 

The RPG macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the report program 
generator (RPG) language processor. This macro instruction is optional. 

Processor/Library Generation 

• sufficient space must have been allocated for the RPG processor in 
SYS1.LINKLIB. 

Name operation Operand 

RPG 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

IESRPG is the name and RPG is the alias of the RPG language processor. 

Example: The following example illustrates the use of the RPG macro instruction 
to specify the RPG language processor. 

RPG 
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SCHEDULR 

The SCHEDULR macro instruction specifies the job scheduler options. This macro 
instruction is required. 

Nucleus Generation 

• This macro instruction must be specified. 

• Only WTOBFRS and REPLY can be changed. 

• All other parameters must be respecified exactly as they vere during the 
last complete generation. 

processor/Library Generation: 

• This macro instruction must be specified only if the TSO option is 
specified. 

• All keyword parameters and their subparameters must be specified in exactly 
the same way as they vere during the last complete operating system 
generation. 

I/O Device Generation 

• This macro instruction must be specified. 

• The CONSOLE and ALTCONS parameters can be changed. The primary, master, 
and alternate console addresses may be changed. No other parameters can 
be changed and must be respecified in exactly the same way as they were 
during the last complete generation. 

• The addresses specified in the STARTR, STARTW, PROeRES, and JOBQRES 
parame~ers must be the same as those specified in the last complete 
generation, but they can be changed at IPL time. 

Name Operation 

SCHEDULR 

Operand 

For TYPE=KFT 

TYPE=!FT 
[ OPTIONS= ([ {LOG } ][ , ][ CRJE][ , ][ RJE]) ] 

NOLOG 
[STARTR= (A-address[ , V-serial][ ,D-dsname]) ] 
(STARTW=(A-address[,V-serial](,D-dsname]) ] 

{
NOTSUPPLIED}] 

, lCCTRTN=::;IC • 

VL!()UNT=lV_R] 

TAYR=mm 
DESIGN= {!~~}] 
STARTI={!ANU1L}] 

AUTO 
( WTOBFRS=number ] 
[REPLY=number] 

SCHEDUU:: 
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Name Operation 

SCHEDULR 
(Cont.) 

398 OS System Generation 

Operand 

For TYPE=~FT (Continued) 

[PROCRES=address] 
[JOBQRES=address] 
(JOBQFMT=number] 
[ JOBQLMT=number ] 
[JOBQTMT=number] 

[ESV= H~:n 
[ EVA= {NO }] 

. (n l ,n 2 ) 

[JOBQWTP=number] 
[WTLCLSS=classname] 
[WTLBFRS=number] 
[MINPART=number] 

[CONOPTS={NO~CS }J 
(MCS {::~~;IT}) 

If CONOPTS=NOMCS is specified: 
CONSOLE={addreSs } 

CI-address,O-address) 

[
ALTCONs={addreSs }] 

(I-address,O-address) 
If CONOPTS=MCS is specified: 
CONSOLE={addreSs } 

,(I-address,O-address) 
ALTCONS={~ddreSs } 

(I-address,O-address) 

[ ROUTCDE= {' }] 
(routine code[,routing code] ••• ) 

(OLDWTOR=(routing code[,routing code] ••• )] 
( AREA= (nn( , nn ••• ]) ] 

HARDCPY=({SYSLOG } 
address 

{' ALL } 
,(rOuting code(,routing code] ••• ) 

{:~~~:~;} ,STCMDS 
,CMDS 

[OPSTRAN=nn] 
[PFK=nn] 

For TYPE=MVT 

TYPE=MVT 
[ OPTIONS= ([ {LOG } ][ , J[ CRJE] 

NOLOG 
(, ][RJE](, ][TSO]) ] 

[STARTR={A-address[,V-serial](,D-dsname) ] 
[STARTW=(A-address[,V-serial][,D-dsname) ] 

[ {
NOTS UPPLIED}] 

ACCTRTN= ~~;IC 



Name Operation 

SCHEDULR 
(Cont. ) 

Operand 

For TYPE=MVT (Continued) 

[ VLMOUNT=AVR ] 

[TAVR={nm 
[STARTI={~~~~ALB 
[WTOBFRS=number] 
(REPLY=number] 
[PROCRES=address] 
[JOBQRES=address] 
(JOBQFMT=number] 
( JOBQLMT=number ] 
[JOBQTMT=number] 

t::::ln~:}jnO] 
[

EVA= {NO }] 
(nl,n2) . 

[ JOBQWTP=number ] 
[WTLCLSS=classname] 
[ WTLBFRS=n umber] 
[INITQBF=number] 
[ MINPART=number ] 

[
CONOPTS={NOMCS }] 

(MCS {: ~~~~IT}) 
If CONOPTS=NOMCS is specified: 
CONSOLE={address } 

(I-address,O-address) 

[
ALTCONs={addreSs }] 

(I-address,O-address) 
If CONOPTS=MCS is specified: 
CONSOLE={addreSs } 

(I-address,O-address) 
ALTCONs={addreSs } 

(I-address,o-address) 

[
ROUTCDE={l }] 

(routing code[,routing code] ••• ) 
[OLDWTOR=(routing code[,routing code] ••• )] 
( AREA= (nn( , nn ••• ]) ] 

HARDCPY=({SYSLOG } 
address 

{
' ALL } 
,(rOuting code[,routing code] ••• ) 

{:~~~:~~} ,STCMDS 
,CMDS 

[ OPSTRAN=nn] 
(PFK=nn] 

SCHEDULR 
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Name Opera,tion 

SCHEDULR 
(Cont. ) 

400 OS System Generation 

Operand 

For TYPE=M65!!P 

TYPE=M65KP 
[ OPTIONS= ([ {LOG }][,][ CRJE]( , ][ RJE ]( TSO]) ] 

NOLOG 
[ST1RTR=(1-address[,V-serial](,D-dsname]) ] 
[ST1RTW=(1-address(,V-serial][,D-dsname) ] 

[ {
NOTSUPPLIED}J 

lCCTRTN= ~~;IC 

[ VLKOUNT=~ VR ] 

[ TAVR={!~m 
[ ST1RTI={K1IU1L}] IUTO 
[WTOBFRS=nullber] 
[REPLY=number] 
[PROCRES=address] 
[JOBQRES=address] 
[JOBQFMT=number) 
[ JOBQLMT=number ] 
[JOBQTMT=nullber] 

[ESV= n~:}J 
[ EVA= {NO }] 

(nl,n2) 
[JOBQWTP=number] 
( WTLCLSS=classnaJle ] 
[WTLBFRS=number] 
[ INITQBF=number] 
[KINPART=~umber] 

[
CONOPTS={NOKCS }] 

. (MCS {: :~~~IT p 
If CONOPTS=NOMCS is specified: 
CONSOLE=({address } 

I-address,O-address 

{
,address } 
,I-address,O-address ) 

[

ALTCONs=({addreSs } ] 
I-address,O-address 

,address 
{ , I-address, O-address } ) 

If CONOPTS=KCS is specified: 
CONSOLE=~address } 

(I-address,O-address) 
ALTCONS= address } 

(I-address,O-address) 



Name 

AREA= 

Operation 

SCHEDULR 
(Cont. ) 

Operand 

For TYPE=K65ftP (Continued) 

[ROUTCDE={' " }] 
l " -(routing code[,routing code] ••• ) 
(OLDWTOR=(routing code[,routing code] ••• )] 
(AREA= (nn[ , nne •• ]) ] 

H ARDCPY= ({ SYSLOG } 
address 

{
,ALL }" 
,(rOuting code(,routing code] ••• ) 

{:~~~:~~} ,STCftDS 
,CftDS 

[OPSTRAN=nn] 
[PFK=nn] 

specifies the dimensions of the display areas to be set aside for status 
displays on the display console screen specified in the CONSOLE= operand. 

nn 
is a decimal number equal to the number of display screen lines to 
be in the display area. The minimum specification is four lines; 
the maximum specification is the number of lines in the message area 
of the defined display area. Each nn defines one display area of 
the size indicated. The first nn defines the bottom-most display 
area on the screen (the bottom lines of the message area). Subsequent 
nn's define areas stacked above the bottom-most area working toward 
the top of the screen. 

Default: If this parameter is not specified when a display console is specified 
in the CONSOLE= operand, the system defaults one display area for that console. 
The size of the display area depends on the type of console specified. Display 
area default sizes for the various types of display consoles are as follows: 

Console 

2250 
2260 
3277 Model 2 
Consoles for Models 85, 165, 
91, or 195 

Notes: 

Number of Lines 

14 
8 

14 

14 

• The 3277 Model 1 area parameter is not valid. 

• The AREA parameter reserves 36 bytes of storage in the nucleus for each 
area defined. The areas defined become the default during each IPL. 
Areas may also be added by the operator after IPL. The storage required 
for these additional areas (32 bytes per area) is obtained dynamically 
from the system queue area (SQA). The AREA parameter should be used to 
define the areas to be used in a normal case, not the possible maximum. 

SCHf [HJ l fi 
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ACCTRTN= 
specifi.s whether you are supplying an accounting routine. 

NOTSUPPLIED (For all types) 
specifies that you do not intend to provide an accounting routi'ne. 

BASIC (For all types) 
specifies that you are supplying accounting routines. 

Notes: 

These routines should be placed in SYS1.CI505 before the system generation 
process is started. (For further information on the accounting routines, 
refer to the appropriate section in the OS ftFT Guide or OS ~VT Guide.) 

SMF (For all types) 
specifies that the system management facilities (SMF) routines are 
to be included. 

Default: If ESV=SMF has been specified, this subparameter becomes the 
default for ACCTRN. 

Notes: 

• MFT and MVT: BSAM modules (IGG019BA, IGG019BB, IGG019CD) must be 
resident if SMF data sets are on direct-access devices. When SMF 
recording is on tape, BSAM modules (IGG019BA, IGG019BB, IGG019CC, 
and IGG019BD) must be made resident. 

• Required: For ~FT or MVT, TIMER=JOBSTEP must be specified in the 
SUPRVSOR macro instruction if this option is specified. 

• user-written routines: These can be added to SMF by means of the 
exits provid9d. These routines should be placed in SYS1.CI505 before 
the system generation process is started. If user-written routines 
are added to the system for the IEFUJI, IEFUSI, and/or IEFACTRT exits, 
the sizes of these modules must be added to the size specified in 
the MINPART keyword parameter. (For further 'information on the exit 
routines, refer to the appropriate section in the OS MFT Guide or 
OS MVT Guide.) 

• Data Sets: If this subparameter is specified, both SMF data sets 
must be allocated space and cataloged in the new system (if they are 
on direct-access devices). 

Defaults: 

• If this keyword parameter is omitted and ESV=SftF is not specified, 
NOTSUPPLIED is assumed. 

• If ESV=SMF is specified, ACCTRTN=SMF is assumed. 

Notes: 

• MFT: TIMER=JOBSTEP must also be specified in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction 
if the job-step CPU timing feature of MFT is desired. 

• Included: Specifying this keyword parameter results in the inclusion of 
the module that is the access to the SYS1.ACCT data set. 
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ALTCONS= (For all types) 
specifies that a device is to be used as an alternate console. 

address 
is the unit address of an alternate console. 

Note: 

KCS: If the multiple console support (KCS) option is specified, this 
device must have input and output capability. 

I-address 
is the unit address of an input device for a composite console. 

O-address 
is the unit address of an output device for a composite console. 

Notes: 

• Required: This keyword parameter must be specified if KCS is included 
in the new system. 

• Acceptable Devices: Each unit address used must be the same as that 
specified for the device in an IODEVICE macro instruction. The devices 
that can be used are listed in Figure 84. 

• KCS: A device specified as a part of a composite console cannot be 
specified in any other way, that is, as a single device or as a part of 
a composite console with a different companion device. However, the same 
combination can b~ repeated more than once. 

CONOPTS= (For all types) 
specifies the console options desired. 

NOKCS 
specifies that KCS is not desired. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, this subparameter and 
NOEl IT are assumed. 

KCS 
specifies that KCS is desired. 

Notes: 

• Required: If KCS is specified, the device specified in the ALTCONS 
parameter of this macro inst~uction must also be specified in the 
CONSOLE parameter of a SECONSLE macro instruction. 

• Optional: If KCS is specified, then the following subparameters may 
be used. 

EXIT 
specifies that a user exit is desired before the routing code of the 
write-to-operator (ITO and ITOR) message is used to send it to the 
appropriate consoles. 

NOEIIT 
specifies that no user exit is desired. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, HOKCS and HOE lIT are assumed. 
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CONSOLE= (For all types) 
specifies the primary console, or, if the multiple console support (KCS) 
option is specified, the master console. 

address 
is the unit address. If MCS is specified, the device must have input 
and output capability. 

I-address 
is the unit address of an input device for a composite console. 

O-address 
is the unit address of an output device for a composite console. 

Notes: 

• Acceetable Devices: Each unit address used must be the same as that 
spec~fied for the device in an IODEVICE macro instruction. The devices 
that can be used are listed in Figure 84. 

• MeS: Any device specified as part of a composite console cannot be 
specified in any other way, that is, as a single device or as a part of 
a composite console vith a different companion device. Hovever, the same 
combination can be repeated more than once. 

DESIGN= (For MFT) 
specifies the design level (in bytes) of the KFT job scheduler. 

EVA= (For all types) 
specifies the use of and threshold values for error volume analysis (EVA). 

NO 
specifies that EVA vill not be used. 

n1 ,n 2 I are integers from 1 to 254. 

n1 
is the number of temporary read errors that cause an ESV message 
to be printed on the console. 

is the number of temporary write errors that cause an.ESV message 
to be printed on the console. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, EVA is not included in the 
. operating system. 

ESV= 
specifies the destination of volume error statistics records. 

NO (For all types) 
specifies that the records will not be constructed. 

CON (For all types) 
specifies that an abridged version of the records vill be constructed 
and ptit on the console. 
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SKP (For all types) 
specifies that the records will be constructed and written on the 
SKP data sets, SYS1.KlNX or SYS1.KlNY. 

Notes: 

• Requirements: ACCTRTN=SMF should be specified. If it is not 
specified, it is assumed. 

• MFT and MVT Systems: TIKER=JOBSTEP must be specified in the SUPRVSOR 
macro 1nstruct10n. 

Default: If this parameter keyword is omitted, ESV=CON is assumed. 

HARDCPY= (For all types) 
specifies that a hard-copy log will be used to record operator commands, 
system commands and responses, and write-to-operator (WTO and WTOR) 
messages. 

~: CONTROL (K) commands, which control console functions rather than 
system functions, are not recorded on the hard-copy log. 

SYSLOG 
specifies that the data that is supposed to go to the hard-copy log 
will now go to the system log. 

Notes: 

• If this subparameter is specified, it must be changed temporarily 
at IPL time to the address of an operator console that has output 
capability. For a general description, see the "Program Options 
Descriptions" section. For detailed operating instructions, see OS 
Operator's Reference. 

• Use: The data for the hard-copy log is handled in the same way as 
the data for the system log. (See WTLBFRS parameter description.) 

address 
is the unit address of a device with at least output capability that 
is used as the hard-copy log. (See Figure 84 for the devices that can 
be used.) 

Botes: 

• Restriction: A graphic device cannot be specified as the hard-copy 
log. 

• Address: The unit address used must be that specified for the device 
in an IODEVICE macro instruction. 

• Required: This device must also be specified either in the CONSOLE 
parameter of the SCHEDULR macro instruction or in a SECONSLE macro 
instruction. 

ILL 
specifies that all write-to-operator (WTO and WTOR) messages are to 
be put in the hard-copy log. 

routing code 

~ 

is a number from 1 to 16 that designates the routing code that the 
hard-copy log is authorized to receive. 

Por detailed information about routing codes, see OS Supervisor Services 
and Macro Instructions. 
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NOCKDS 
no operator or system commands or responses are desired. This option is 
ignored if the hard-copy log is mandatory. 

INCMDS 
the operatot and system commands and responses (but not status displays) 
are to be written on the hard-copy log. 

STCKDS 

CKDS 

the operator and system commands, responses, and status displays (except 
time-interval updated status displays) are to be written on the hard-copy 
log. 

the operator and system commands, responses and status displays (static 
and time-interval updated) are to be written on the hard-copy log. 

Default: CMDS is assumed if none of the above four subparameters are specified 
or if NOCMD has been specified in a system for which the hard-copy log is 
mandatory. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, ALL and NOCKDS is assumed. 

Notes: 

• Required: This keyword parameter can be used only if CONOPTS=KCS has been 
specified. 

• Graphic Console: When a graphic console is active or if there is more 
than one active console, a hard-copy log will be required during system 
initialization or job execution time. 

• Coding: The subparameters for HARDCPY are positional and must be coded 
in the sequence shown in the macro instruction format provided at the 
beginning of the macro instruction description. Por any subparameter 
omitted, a comma must be written to indicate its absence. Por example, 
HARDCPY=(,ALL,CKDS) indicates the absence of the unit address sub parameter. 

INITQBF= (For KVT including K65KP) 
specifies the number of buffers in main storage that will hold logical 
tracks from SYS1.SYSJOBQE. 

number 
is an integer from 0 to 255 that is the number of 1024-byte buffers 
to be set up in main storage. Use the following formula: 

1 

L 

IIITQBP = 88+37··'I+L(8+176·') . ,e2a · 

is the number of 176-byte records in a logical track of 
SYS1.SYSJOBQE. This value is specified in the keyword parameter 
JOBQPMT. 

is the number of logical tracks to be in main storage at any 
one time. 

Note: Round off the value to the next highest multiple of 1024. 
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Notes: 

• For further information about specifying the system job queue, see OS 
Storage Estimates. 

• Track Stacking: The method used to handle the data brought in from 
SYS1.SYSJOBQE is called track stacking. Track stacking permits one or 
more logical tracks for a particular job to reside temporarily in main 
storage as an ordered series. 

• Change Value: This number can be changed by the operator at IPL time if 
OPTIONS=COMM is specified in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. 

JOBQFMT= (For all types) 
specifies the size of each logical track for SYS1.SYSJOBQE. 

number 
is an integer from 10 to 255 that is the total number of 176-byte 
records in each logical track. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, a value of 12 is assumed. 

Notes: 

• Change Value: This value can be changed by the operator at IPL time if 
OPTIONS=COMM is specified in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. (For detailed 
information about specifying a value for this parameter, see OS MFT Guide 
or OS MVT Guide.) 

• SKF: If SMF is specified in the ACCTRTN keyword parameter, then the value 
must be increased by two additional messages per job and per step. 

JOBQLMT= (For all types) 
specifies the number of 176-byte records in SYS1.SYSJOBQE to be reserved 
for each initiator started. 

number 
is an integer less than or equal to 9999. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, a value of 60 is assumed. 

Notes: 

• Change Value: The value can be changed at IPL time if OPTIONS=COMM is 
specified in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. Refer to OS MFT Guide or 
OS MVT Guide information about how to specify a value for this parameter. 

• Size: A job is terminated if the number of records required to initiate 
it exceeds the value specified. It is recommended that the value specified 
for JOBQLMT be a multiple of the value given to JOBQFMT. 

JOBQRES= (For all types) 
specifies the device on which SYS1.SYSJOBQE resides. (This keyword 
parameter is not used if SYS1.SYSJOBQE was cataloged.) 

address 
is the address of the device. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted and SYS1.SYSJOBQE was not 
cataloged, the address of the system-residence device is assumed. 
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Notes: 

• Value: The address must be the same as that specified for the device in 
the IODEVICE macro instruction. 

• Change Value: This address can be changed at IPL time. 

JOBQTKT=(Por all types) 
specifies the number of 176-byte records in SYS1.SYSJOBQE to be reserved 
for the termination of jobs that require more records for initiation than 
those specified in JOBQLKT. 

number 
is an integer less than or equal to 9999. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, a value of 60 is assumed. 

Note: 

Change Value: This number can be changed at IPL time if OPTIONS=COKK is 
specified in the SUPRVSOR macro instruotion. Refer to OS KPT Guide or OS MVT 
Guida for information about how to specify a value for this parameter. 

JOBQiTP= (Por all types) 
specifies the number of 161-byte SYSJOBQE records that the write-to
programmer routine can use for messages during a job. 

number 
is a number from 0 to 20. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, a value of 2 is assumed. 

Notes: 

• An additional two records are reserved specifically for system messages. 
These two records are used after the specified limit is reached during 
a job. (See OS MPT Guide or OS MVT Guide for information about specifying 
the value.) 

• MPT and KVT: This value can be changed at IPL time if OPTIONS=COMK is 
specified in' the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. (See OS Operator's Reference 
and OS Messages and Codes for information about changing values at IPL 
time.) 

MINPART= (For all types) 
specifies the number of 1024-byte blocks of main storage required for the 
minimum size region or partition in which to initiate a job. 

number 

Defaults: 

KFT: It must be a decimal number equal to or greater than the value 
specified in the DESIGN keyword parameter. 

KVT including K65KP: It must be a decimal number equal to or greater 
than 52 + the value of INITQBF. 

• KFT: If the number is less than the value in DESIGN, then the value in 
the DESIGN keyword parameter is used and a warning message is issued. 
If the DESIGN keyword parameter is omitted, the default value for DESIGN 
is used. 
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• ftVT including ft65ftP: If this keyword parameter is omitted and the keyword 
INITQBF is omitted, then a value of S2 is assumed for ftIMPART. If this 
keyword is omitted and the keyword INITQBF is specified, then ftINPART is 
given the value of 52 plus the value of INI~QBF. 

Botes: 

• Value change: This "number can be changed at IPL time. 

• SftF: If your own routines for the IEPUJI, IEFUSI, and/or IEFACTRT exits 
are going to be included in the system, the size(s) of these routines must 
be added to the value specified in this keyword parameter. 

OLDiTOR= (For all types) 
specifies the routing code to be assigned to all write-to-operator (iTO 
and W~OR) messages that do not already have routing and descriptor codes. 

routing code 
is a number from 1 to 16. 

Default: If this keyvord parameter is omitted, the master console receives 
all W~O and iTOR messages that do not have routing and descriptor codes. 

Notes: 

~ For detailed information about the descriptor and routing codes, see as 
Supervisor Services and ftacro Instructions. 

• Required: This keyword parameter can be used only if CONOPTS=ftCS has been 
specified. 

• Specifying a routing code of 11 viII not make the messages into WTP messages 
to the system message class. Default routing codes apply only to consoles. 

OPSTRlN= (For all types) 
specifies the transient Display Control ftodule (DCft) group to which the 
display (CRT) console, specified in the CONSOLE: parameter, is assigned. 
OPS!RlN applies only to display consoles. 

nn 
is a decimal" number from 1 to 32 selected by the user. 

Notes: 

• Required: This keyword parameter can be used only if CONOPTS=MCS has 
been specified. 

• If the OPS~RAM=nn parameter is not specified, each Display Control ftodule 
(DCft) must be resident in main storage at all times. 

If the OPSTRAN=nn parameter is specified, UP" to four consoles may be 
assigned to a transient group. 

Display Control ftodules (DC!s) are control blocks that contain system 
information required for display (CRT) consoles. Each display console 
has its own DCft. Por further information about DC!s, see OS ftFT Supervisor, 
Logic or OS ftVT Supervisor Logic. 

• The use of transient Defts can reduce resident storage requirements 
associated with display consoles. Any type of display console can operate 
fro. a transient area, but the master console, its alternate, and other 
high message consoles perform with greater speed if they are not assigned 
to a transient area. Transient DCfts work to greatest advantage for consoles 
with lower than averaqe message activity. 
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OPTIONS= 
specifies job scheduler and system log options. These values may be listed 
in any order. 

CRJE (For all types) 
specifies inclusion of conversational remote job entry (CRJE). 

Notes: 

• If this subparameter is specified, BTA! must be specified in the 
DATA!GT macro instruction. 

• For detailed information about CRJE, see OS CRJE System Programmer's 
Guide. For a general description see the ·'Program options 
Descriptions" section in this publication. 

LOG (For all types) 
specifies that a system log is desired. 

Notes: 

• Required: If this subparameter is specified, the data sets 
SYS1.SYSVLOGX and SYS1.SYSVLOGY must be cataloged in the new system. 

• 8FT: If this subparameter is specified for an !FT system, BSA! modules 
(IGG019BA, IGG019BB, IGG019CD) must be resident in the system. 

NOLOG (For all types) 
specifies that no system log is desired. 

Note: This subparameter cannot be specified if HARDCPY=SYSLOG has been 
specified. 

RJE (For all types) 
specifies the inclusion of remote job entry. 

Note: If RJE is specified, BDAM and BTAM must be specified with the DATAMGT 
macro instruction. (For further information on this parameter, refer to 
the publication OS RJE. For a general description, see the "Program Options 
Descriptions" section in this publication.) 

TSO (For !VT including !65MP) 
specifies the inclusion of the OS Time-Sharing Option. TYPE=MVT or 
TYPE=!65MP must be specified. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted or NOLOG is not specified, LOG 
is assumed. 

Note: If this keyword parameter is specified, a comma must not precede the 
first or only subparameter. 

PROCRES= (For all types) 
specifies the device on which SYS1.PROCLIB resides. (This keyword parameter 
is not used if SYS1.PROCLIB was cataloged.) 

address 
is the address of the device. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted and SYS1.PROCLIB was not 
cataloged, the address of the system-residence device is assumed. 
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Notes: 

• Value: The address must be the same as that specified for the device in 
the IODEVICE macro instruction. 

• Change Value: This address can be changed at IPL time if OPTIONS=COMM 
has been specified in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. 

PFK= (For all types) 
specifies that the console is to have programmed-function-keyboard (PFK) 
command entry and/or light pen command entry. 

nn 

Notes: 

is a decimal number from 1 to 12 indicating the number of PFK keys 
or key numbers to be associated with operator commands. 

• Required: This keyword parameter can be used only if CONOPTS=MCS has 
been specified. 

• PFK command entry applies only to display (CRT) consoles. The specified 
console must have either a PFK or, light pen attached. The number indicated 
by nn specifies: 

the number of PFK keys that the operator can associate with commands after 
IPL, or 

the number of light-pen-detectable numerical indicators in the PFK line 
of the screen that the operator can associate with commands after IPL. 

If the specified console has both a PFK and a light pen, both methods of 
command entry will be made available when the PFK macro is specified. 
For further information about PFK and light-pen command entry, refer to 
OS Operator's Guide for Display Consoles. 

REPLY= (For all types) 

number 
is the number of reply queue elements to be used by the WTOR routines. 
Each reply queue element is 24 bytes. 

Defaults: 

• If this keyword parameter is omitted, the following values are assumed: 

For MFT 

10 

For MVT 
(including M65MP) 

20 

SCHEDULR 
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• If the EMULATOR macro instruction is specified, do not specify fewer 
reply queue elements than the default. 

Note: 

Emulator: For each additional emulator generated, one additional reply queue 
element must be specified. This is not done if only one emulator is executing 
at a time. 

ROUTCDE= (For all types) 
specifies which routing codes the master console is authorized to receive. 

routing code 
is a number from 1 to 16. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, only routing codes 1 and 2 
are recognized by the master console. 

Notes: 

• Required: This keyword parameter can only be used if CONOPTS=KCS has been 
spec! fied. 

• Routing codes 1 and 2 are always assigned automatically. (For detailed 
information about the routing codes, see os Supervisor Services and Kacro 
Instructions. ) 

STARTI= (For all types) 
specifies whether a START lNlT (ALL) command for KFT, or a STARTINlT 
command for MVT (including !6S!P) is to be executed automatically each 
time the new operating system is loaded into main storage after IPL. 

AUTO 
specifies that the command is executed automatically. 

MANUAL 
specifies that the command is not executed, automatically. 

STARTR= (For all types) 
specifies that a START RDR command is executed automatically each time 
the new operating sytem is loaded into main storage after IPL. 

A-address 
is the unit address of the I/O device to be started. 

Note: This address value must be the same as that specified for the device 
in the IODEVICE macro instruction. 

V-serial 
is the serial number of the labeled volume associated with the device. 

D-dsname 
is the data set name associated with the device to be started. The 
dsname must be from 1 to 8 characters. 
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STARTi=(For all types) 
specifies that a START WTR command is executed automatically each time 
the new operating sytem is loaded into main storage after IPL. 

A-address 
is the unit address of the device to be started. 

Note: This address value must be the same as that specified for the device 
in the IODEVICE macro instruction. 

V-serial 
is the serial number of the labeled volume associated with the device. 

D-dsname 
is the name of the data set associated with the device to be started. 
The dsname must be from 1 to 8 characters. 

SUBMITQ= (for TSO) 
specifies the maximum number of logical tracks to be reserved for TSO 
foreground-initiated background (FIB) jobs in the system job queue. 

maxno 
is an integer from 0 to 9999. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, 50 logical tracks are assumed. 

TAVR= (For all types) 
specifies the standard density for 7-track magnetic tape volumes used with 
automatic volume recognition (AVR). 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, 800 BPI is assumed. 

Note: 

This keyword parameter may be specified only if VLKOUNT=AVR has been coded. 

TYPE= 
specifies the type of job scheduler. 

MFT 

K65KP 

Note: 

specifies the multiprogramming with a fixed number of tasks job 
scheduler. It must not be specified for TSO systems. 

specifies the multiprogramming with a variable number of tasks job 
scheduler. KVT may be specified for TSO systems. 

specifies the version of KVT that controls multiprocessing and uses 
two model 65s. K65MP may be specified for TSO systems. 

Required: The value given to this keyword parameter must be the same as that 
spec1f1ed for the TYPE keyword parameter in the CTRLPROG macro instruction. 

VLKOUNT= (For all types) 
specifies the volume mounting procedures. 

AVR 
specifies automatic volume recognition. 
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WTLBPRS= (For all type~ 
specifies the size of the buffer area that is used as temporary storage 
for write-to-log (WTt) messages that will be written on SYS1.SYSVLOGX or 
SYS1.SYSVLOGY. 

number 
is an integer 0, 4, or greater. 

Notes: 

• Size: The size of the area is determined by multiplying the number 
supplied by 148; 148 represents the maximum size of a WTL message. 
No matter what value is specified, the size of the area is not greater 
than twice the track size of the device type for which SYS1.SYSVLOGX 
and SYS1.SYSVLOGY are cataloged. If these data sets reside on 
different device types, the smaller track size will be used in the 
calculation. 

• If 0 is specified or this keyword parameter is omitted and 
OPTIONS=NOLOG is specified, all messages are written on the primary 
console, or the master console if the multiple console support (MCS) 
opti~n is specified. 

• MCS: When MCS is specified in the CONOPTS keyword parameter and 
SYSLOG is specified in the HARDCPY keyword parameter, this number 
must be 4 or greater. 

• Error: If 0, 1, 2, or 3 is coded and OPTIONS=LOG is specified, 4 
will be substituted. 

• Maximum: The maximum number of buffers allowed is 255. 

• Optimum Number: Although each system has different system log 
requirements, an optimum number of buffers for best log performance 
is from 10 to 15 buffers. 

Default: If thi.s keyword parameter is omitted and OPTIONS=LOG is specified, 
a value of 4 is assumed. 

Note: 

• Use: When half of the buffer area is filled, a check is made to see if 
it can be written on either data set. If both data sets are unavailable, 
the contents of the buffer are held until one of the data sets is available. 
If all the buffers become full, any additional iTL messages are converted 
to write-to-operator (WTO) messages. Then they are written on the primary 
console (or the master console if the MCS option is specified) and on the 
hard-copy log if there is one. 

WTLCLSS= (For all types) 
specifies the classname to be used as a default for SYSOUT for write-to
log (WTt) messages. 

classname 
is a letter from A through Z, or a number from 0 through 9. (If A 
is specified, SYSOUT and WTL messages will be interspersed., 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, L is assumed. 

WTOBFRS= (For all types) 
specifies the number of buffers to be used by the write-to-operator (WTO) 
routines. 

number 
is an integer 0 or greater. 
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Defaults: 

• If MCS is not specified and this keyword parameter is omitted, the following 
values are assumed. 

For MFT 

20 

For MVT 
Including M65MP 

40 

• If CONOPTS=MCS is specified and the value is less than two buffers per 
console, then the specified value is ignored and two buffers per console 
are assigned. If this keyword parameter is omitted, two buffers are 
assumed for each operator's console in the system. 

• If the EMULATOR macro instruction is specified and the value specified 
for this keyword is less than 2, theri two buffers are assigned. 

• If the WTOBFRS parameter is specified and the value is less than 3, and 
OPTION=ONLNTEST is specified in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction, a value 
of 3 is assumed. 

Notes: 

• Size: Each buffer will be 144-bytes long in a system that does not have 
MeS; each buffer will be 148-bytes long if the system has MCS. 

• This number should be at least equal to: three times the number of 
initiators expected to be active at anyone time plus the maximum number 
of jobs that may be in the system at anyone time. 

• MFT: If ONLNTEsr is specified in the OPTIONS keyword parameter of the 
SUPRVSOR macro instruction, a minimum of three buffers is required. 

• For each additional emulator generated, you must specify one additional 
buffer. 

• You must specify additional buffers when display areas are defined for 
display console screens and/or when the MONITOR ACTIV~ facility (applies 
only to display consoles) is used. You may use the following algorithm 
to calculate the number of buffers required: 

(28 x ~X) - Y = number of required buffers 

where: 

x = total number of defined display areas 

Y = total number of lines in all display areas planned for use by 
non dynamic status displays 

SCHEOULR 
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Coding Hints and.Additional Information 

The keyword parameters that are concerned with and affect SYS1.SYSJOBQE are: 

INITQB 
JOBQFKT 
JOBQLMT 
JOBQRES 
JOBQTKT 
SUBMITQ 

amount of storage to hold logical tracks 
size of logical track 
number of records reserved for each initiator 
device for SYSJOBQE 
number of records reserved for termina~ion 
(TSO) number of tracks reserved for foreground initiated background 
(FIB) jobs 

The chart below shows the relationships between parameters in this macro 
instruction. 

Parameter 

HARDCPY=SYSLOG 

flINPART 

SUBMITQ=maxno 

WTLBFRS 

Subparameter 

address 1052 

2150 

2250 

2260 

comment Parameter 

Cannot specify or allow 
to default if: OPTIO NS=NOLOG 

If omitted value depends 
on: DESIGN 

Can be specified only if: OPTIONS=TSO 

Value 4 or greater if: CONOPTS=KCS and 
HARDCOPY=SYSLOG 

unit address of: 

Models 5, 6, or 7 

Kodel 1 with alphameric keyboard, 
character generator, and 4K or 8K 
buffer 

Kodel 3 with alphameric keyboard 
(Requires the GRAPHICS macro 
instruction-and the IODEVICE 
macro instruction -- NUKSECT 
parameter. ) 

Kodel (local attachment) with 
alphameric keyboard with a 
2848 Kodel 3 that has the line 
addressing f~ature 

Kodel 1 with record checking 
feature or with optional interrupt 
feature. Only one per commun
ication line 

Notes 

Only Kodel 7 
can be used 
with PICS 

Can be used 
only with MCS; 
light pen is 
optional 

Can be used 
only with KCS; 
light pen is 
optional 

Can be used 
only with KCS 

Can be used 
only with MCS 

Figure 84 (part 1 of 4). Devices for which Unit Addresses can be Specified in 
CONSOLE and ALTCONS Paraaeters of SCBEDULR 
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Subparameter 

I-address 

unit address of: 

3066 System Console 

3210 Console Printer Keyboard 

3215 Console Printer Keyboard 

3277 Model 2 with keyboard 

3505 Reader 

3525 Card Punch 

5450 Console for Kodel 85 

1052 Models 5, 6, or 7 

1442 Model Nl 

2150 

2250 

2260 

2501 

2520 

Model 1 with alphameric keyboard, 
character generator, and 4K or 8K 
buffer 

Model 3 with alphameric keyboard 
(Requires the GRAPHICS macro 
instruction and the IODEVICE macro 
instruction -- NUMSECT parameter.) 

Model (local attachment) with 
alphameric keyboard with a 
2848 Model 3 that has the line 
addressing feature. 

2540 Reader 

Notes 

Can be used 
only with MCS 
for 
S/370 
Models 165 or 168 

Can be used 
only for 
S/370 
Models 135, 
145, 155, or 158 

Can be used 
only for 
S/370 
Models 135, 
145, 155, or 158 

Can be used only 
with MCS: selector 
pen is optional 

Must have reader 
feature 

Can be used 
only with KCS 

Only Model 7 
can be used 
with KCS 

Can be used 
only with MCS; 
light pen is 
optional 

Can be used 
only with MCS; 
light pen is 
optional 

Can be used 
only with KCS 

SCHEDLJ LR 

Figure 84 (Part 2 of 4). Devices for Which Unit Addresses can be Specified in 
CONSOLE and lLTCOIS Paraaeters of SCH!DULB 
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Subparameter 

2140 

3066 

3210 

3215 

3211 

3505 

3525 

5450 

a-address or 1052 
address (in 
HARDCPY) 

1403 

1443 

2150 

2250 

unit Address of: 

Model 1 with record checking 
feature or with optional interrupt 
feature. Only one per commun
icat ion line 

System Console 

Console Printer Keyboard 

Console Printer Keyboard 

Model 2 with keyboard 

Card Reader 

Card Punch 

Console for Model 85 

Models 5, 6, or 1 

Model 1 with alphameric keyboard, 
character generator and 4K or 8K 
buffer 

Model 3 with alphameric keyboard 
(Requires the GRAPHICS macro 
instruction and the IODEVICE macro 
instruction -- NUMSECT parameter.) 

Notes 

Can be used 
only with MCS 

Can be used 
only with MCS 
for 
S/370 
Models 165 or 168 

Can be used 
only for 
S/370 
Models 135, 145, 
155, or 158 

Can be used 
only for 
S/370 
Models 135, 145 
155, or 158 

Can be used 
only with MCS; 
selector pen 
is optional 

Must have 
reader feature 

Can be used 
only with J.IIlCS 

Only Model 7 
can be used 
with MCS 

Can be used 
only with MCS; 
light pen is 
optional 

Can be used 
only with PICS; 
light pen is 
optional 

Figure 84 (Part 3 of 4). Devices for Which Unit Addresses can be Specified in 
CONSOLE and ALTCONS Parameters of SCHEDULR 
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Su bparameter 

2260 

3066 

3210 

32'11 

3213 

3215 

3277 

3284 

3286 

5450 

unit Address of: 

Model (local attachment) with 
alphameric keyboard with a 
2848 Model 3 that has the line 
addressing feature 

Model 1 with record checking 
feature or with optional interrupt 
feature. Only one per commun
icat ion line 

Model 1 or 2 

Model 1 or 2 

Model 1 or 2 

Console for Model 85 

Notes 

Can be used 
only with' MCS 

Can be used 
only with MCS 

Can be used 
only with MCS 
for S/370 
Models 165 or 168. 
Cannot be used 
in the HARDCPY 
parameter 

Can be used 
only for 
5/370 
Models 135, 
145, 155, or 158 

Can be used 
only for S/370 
Model 158 

Can be used 
only for S/370 
Models 135, 
145, 155, or 158 

Can be used 
only with MCS; 
cannot be used 
with HARDCPY 
parameter 

Can be used 
only with MCS 

Can be used 
only with MCS 

Can be used 
only with MCS 

SCHEDULR 

Figure 84 (Part 4 of 4). Devices for Which Unit Addresses can be Specified in 
CONSOLE and ALTCONS Parameters of SCHEDULR 

SCHEDULR 

Examples: 

The following example illustrates the use of the 5CHEDOtR macro instruction 
to specify the MVT job scheduler required for multiprogramming with a variable 
number of tasks (MVT). The address of the primary console is 01A. A composite 
console is used as an alternative console; its input address is COC and its 
output address is OOD. An accounting routine is not supplied. START RDR and 
ST~RT WTR commands are executed automatically after IPt. The devices to be 
started are assigned addresses OOE and OOF. WTO routines use 7S buffers and 
WTOR routines use 2S reply-queue elements. 
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A START INIT command is executed automatically after IPL. The classname for 
iTL messages is L. A maximum of 20 buffers are used for iTL messages. 
SYS1.SYSJOBQE and SYS1.PROCLIB are located on the system-residence device. 
The format of SYS1.SYSJOBQE will be twenty 176-byte records for each logical 
track. Eighty 176-byte records (4 logical tracks) are reserved for each 
initiator started, and eighty 176-byte records are reserved for the termination 
of jobs that require more than 80 records for initiation. Fifteen 1024-byte 
buffers are requested for SYS1.SYSJOBQE. Sixty-seven 1024-byte blocks are 
required to process a job (fifty-two plus fifteen INITQBF buffers). The master 
console is a display console, the screen has one display area, 10 lines in 
length. The console has a program function keyboard (PFK) and twelve PFK keys 
are designated for later association with operator commands. 

SCHEDULR TYPE=KVT,CONSOLE=OlA,ALTCONS=(I-OOC,O-OOD), 
STARTR=A-00E,ST1RTW=A-00F,WTOBFRS=75,REPLY=25, 
STARTI=AUTO,WTLBFRS=20,JOBQFMT=20,JOBQLMT=80, 
JOBQTMT=80,INITQBF=15,KINP1RT=67,AREA=10,PFK=12 

The following example illustrates the use of the SCHEDULR macro instruction 
to specify the MVT job scheduler required for multiprogramming with a variable 
number of tasks (MVT). The multiple console support option is specified in 
the CONOPTS parameter and the system log is specified in the OPTIONS parameter. 
The WTOBFRS parameter specifies that 80 buffers are used by the iTO routines, 
and the REPLY parameter specifies that 18 reply-queue elements-are used by 
the iTOR routines. 

The master console is a composite console whose input address is OOC and whose 
output address is 01B. The alternate console is a device with input and output 
capabilities whose address is OOA. The ROUTCDE parameter indicates that the 
master console or its alternate accepts routing codes with number 1, 2, 4, 
5 or 9. The OLDiTOR parameter indicates that numbers " 2, 3, 6 and 9 are 
assigned to all iTO and WTOR messages that do not already have routing and 
descriptor codes. The HARDCPY parameter indicates that a device with address 
OOE is used to record operator commands. The omission of the second positional 
parameter indicates that no write-to-operator messages are put on the hard
copy log. The third positional parameter in the HARDCPY parameter specifies 
that operator and system commands and responses are written on the hard-copy 
log. 

SCHEDULR TYPE=MVT,OPTIONS=LOG,WTOBFRS=80, 
REPLY=18,CONOPTS=MCS, 
CONSOLE=(I-OOC,O-OlB),ALTCONS=OOl, 
ROUTCDE=(l,2,4,5,9),OLDWTOR=(1,2,3,6,9) , 
HARDCPY=(OOE"CKDS) 
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SECMODS 

The 5ECMOD5 macro instruction specifies the type of system error recovery 
desired for each secondary cpu. This macro instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• OPTIONS=COMM must be specified in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. 

• This macro instruction cannot be specified if TYPE=M65MP is specified in 
the CTRLPROG macro instruction, or if 85 or 195 is specified in the CENPROCS 
macro instruction. 

• 5/360 Models 85, 91, or 195 can be used only as a primary cPU. 

Nucleus Generation 

• This macro instruction is used so that the new nucleus supports the same 
secondary CPUs as those supported by the primary nucleus. 

• The same parameters that were used during the last complete generation 
must be respecified without any changes. 

I/O Device Generation 

• This macro instruction must be specified if it was specified during the 
last complete generation. 

• The same keyword parameters and their subparameters that were used during 
the last complete generation must be respecified without any changes. 

• If this macro instruction was not specified during the last complete 
generation, it cannot be specified. 

Name Operation Operand 

SECMOD5 operand[,operand] ••• 

Each operand must be written in the following format: 

model [ (5ER-option) ] 

Uppercase letters, parentheses, and hyphens must be written exactly as shown. 

model 
specifies the model of the secondary cpu as one of the following: qO, 50, 
65, or 75 (for these models the primary CPU is 5/360); ALL, 135, 145, 155, 
158, 165, or 168 (for these models, the primary CPU is 5/370). 
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Notes: 

• A maximum of five secondary CPUs can be specified. 

• ALL is specified alone to designate all S/370 CPUs other than the one 
specified in the CENPROCS macro. It can only be used with a S/370 
primary cpu. 

SIZE-storage 

Note: 

This operand is no longer necessary. If specified, it is ignored. 

option 
specifies the system error-recovery option as either SERO, SER1, 
or MCH. 

Default: If"this parameter is omitted, the value shown in Figure 85 is assumed 
for the secondary cpu model. 

Note: 

For S/370 CPUs only MCH may be specified. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

The following facts may be helpful. 

• A secondary CPU is one other than the primary CPU specified in the 
CENPROCS macro instruction on which the new system may run. 

• The system error-recovery options for the primary CPU are specified 
with the SER parameter of the SUPRVSOR macro instruction. 
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S/360 Models S/370 Models 

40 50 65 75 135 145 155 158 165 168 

SERO SER1 SER1 SER1 MCH MCH MCH MCH MCH MCH 

Figure 85. SER Default Values for Secondary CPUs 

Example: This example illustrates the use of the SECMODS macro instruction to 
provide SER support for two secondary CPUs. The first operand defaults to 
SER1 for Model 50. The second operand specifies SER1 for Model 40. 

SECMODS 50,40 (SER-SER 11) 

SECIV10DS 
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SECONSLE 

The SECONSLE macro instruction specifies a secondary console when the multiple 
console option (KCS) is specified in the CONOPTS keyword parameter of the 
SCHEDULR macro instruction for the new system. This macro instruction is 
required when ftCS is specified. 

Basic Requirements 

• The CONSOLE keyword parameter of this macro instruction must be used to 
specify the alternate console for the master console that is specified 
in the ALTCONS keyword parameter of the SCHEDULR macro instruction. 

• A maximum of 31 secondary consoles can be specified. If more are coded, 
the system generation process is terminated. 

• Each device specified in an ALTCONS keyword parameter must also be specified 
in a CONSOLE keyword parameter of a SECONSLE macro instruction or the 
console parameter of the SCHEDULR macro instruction. 

Nucleus Generation 

• This macro instruction must be specified if it was specified in the last 
complete operating system generation. The same keyword parameters and 
subparameters must be coded. 

• If this macro instruction was not used in the last complete operating 
system generation, it cannot be specified. 

I/O Device Generation 

• This macro instruction must be specified if it was specified in the last 
complete operating system generation. 

• This macro instruction can be used to add, delete, or change the secondary 
console specifications. 

• If this macro instruction vas not used in the last complete generation, 
it cannot be specified. 

Name operation 

SECONSLE 

.. 
operand 

CONSOLE= f address 
a-address [, USE= f~l. 

. (I-address,o-addres~} 

f
ALTCONS2 f address ] 

O-address 
(I-address,O-address) . 

OPSTRAN=tnn] 

t
PPK=nnl 
ROUTeD!::; {ALL }] 
. (routing code[, routing code J ••• ) 

CTALDCKD=(command code[,command code] ••• )] 
[AREA= (nn[ ~ nne •• ]) ] 
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AREA= 
specifies the dimensions of. the display areas to be set aside for status 
displays on the display console screen specified in the CONSOLE= operand. 

nn 
is a decimal number equal to the number of display screen lines to 
be in the display area. The minimum specification is four lines; 
the maximum specification is the number of lines in the message area 
of the defined display area. Each nn defines one display area of 
the size indicated. The first nn defines the bottom-most display 
area on the screen (the bottom lines of the message area). Subsequent 
nn's define areas stacked above the bottom-most area working toward 
the top of the screen. 

Default: If this parameter is not specified when a display console is specified 
in the CONSOLE= operand, the system defaults one display area for that console. 
The size of the display area depends on the type of console specified. Display 
area default sizes for the various types of display consoles are as follows: 

Console Number of Lines 

2250 14 
2260 8 
3277 Model 2 14 
Consoles for Models 85, 165, 
91, or 195 14 

Note: The AREA parameter reserves 36 bytes of storage space in the nucleus 
for. each area defined. The areas defined here become the default during each 
IPL. Areas may also be added by the operator after IPL. Storage required 
for these additional areas· (32 bytes per area) is obtained dynamically from 
the system queue area (SQA). The AREA parameter should be used to define the 
areas to be used in a normal case, not the possible maximum. 

ALTCONS= 
specifies the address or addresses of the alternate console. 

address 
is the unit address of an alternate console device with input and 
output capabilities. 

O-address (only) 
is the unit address of a console with output capability. 

I-address 
is the unit address of an input device pf a composite console. 

O-address 
is the unit address of an output device of a composite console. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, the master console specified 
in the CONSOLE keyword parameter of the SCHEDULR macro instruction is assigned 
as the alternate console. 
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Notes: 

• Required: The device specified must also be specified in the CONSOLE 
keyword ,parameter of either the SCHEDULR or a SECONSLE macro instruction. 

• Address: Each unit address used must be the same as that specified for 
the device in an IODEVICE macro instruction. For a list of the devices 
that can be used, see Figure 86. 

• Restriction: A console with only output capability cannot be specified 
as the alternate console for a console with input and output capabilities. 

• composite Console: 1 device specified as a part of a composite console 
cannot be spec~f~ed in any other way, that is, as a single device or as 
a part of a composite console with a different companion device. However, 
the same combination can be specified more than once. 

CONSOLE= 
specifies the address or addresses of the secondary console. 

address 
is the unit address of the secondary console device with input and 
output capabilities. 

o-address (alone) 
is the unit address of a console with output capability. 

'I-address 

USE= 

is the unit address of an input device of a composite console. 

O-address 
is the unit address of an output device of a composite console. 

defines the intended use of a 2260 or 3277 and 3158 display (CRT) 
console. 

SD 

KS 

indicates that the specified console is to be used as an output-only 
console for status displays. 

indicates that the specified console is to be used as an output-only 
console to display operator messages. 

Default: If "O-address" is specified for a 2260 or 3277 display console,. and 
the USE= parameter is omitted, the USE=SD parameter is assumed and the console 
is designated for status displays. If "address" is specified for a display 
console, and USE= is omitted, the console is designated as an input/output 
(full capability) console. 

Notes: 

• Required: Each unit address used must be the same as that specified for 
the device in an IODEVICE macro instruction. For a list of the devices 
that can be used see Figure 86. 

• Composite console: A device specified as a part of a composite console 
cannot he specified in any other way, that is, as a single device or as 
a part of a composite console with a different companion device. However, 
the same combination can be specified more than once. 
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output-only Display Consoles: A 2260 or 3277 display console without input 
capability should be designated as "O-address," and SD or KS according 
to its purpose. The 3277 Model I is used for MS only. A 2260 or 3277 
display console with input and output capability can be designated by 
either "address" or nO-address" and SO or MS: however, specifying 
nO-address" disables the console's input capability. If "address" and 
USE=SO or MS are specified for a 2260 or 3277 console with input and 
output capability, the console is initially placed in output-only mode. 
After IPL, the operator can alter the console for either input/output or 
output-only use. He can also respecify so or MS. All display consoles, 
other than the 2260 or 3277, should be specified by "address," and the 
USE= parameter should be omitted. 

OPSTRAN= (For all types) 
specifies the transient display control module (OCM) group to which the 
display (CRT) console, specified in the CONSOLE= parameter, is assigned. 
OPSTRAN applies only to display consoles. 

nn 
is a decimal number from 1 to 32 selected by the user. 

Notes: 

• Required: Multiple Console Support (MCS). 

• If the OPSTRAN=nn parameter is not specified, each Display Control Module 
(DCM) must be resident in main storage at all times. If the OPSTRAN=nn 
is specified, up to four consoles may be assigned to a transient group. 

Display Control Modules (DCMs) are control blocks that contain system 
information required for display (CRT) consoles. Each display console 
has its own DCK. For further information about DCMs, see OS MFT Supervisor 
Logic or OS KVT Supervisor Logic. 

• The use of transient DCMs can reduce resident storage requirements 
associated with display consoles. Any type of display console can operate 
from a transient area, but a master console, its alternate, and other high 
message consoles perform with greater speed if they are not assigned to 

PFK= 

a transient area. Transient DCMs work to greatest advantage for consoles 
with lower than average message activity. 

specifies that the console is to have programmed-function-keyboard (PFK) 
command entry and/or light pen command entry. 

nn 
is a decimal number from 1 to 12 indicating the number of PFK keys 
or key numbers to be associated with operator commands. 

Hotes: 

• Required: Multiple Console Support (MCS). 

• PFK command entry applies only to display (CRT) consoles. The specified 
console must have either a PFK or a light pen attached. The number 
indicate~ by nn specifies: 

the number of PFK keys that the operator can associate with commands after 
IPL, or 

the number of light-pen-detectable numerical indicators in the PFK line 
of the screen that the operator can associate with commands after IPL. 

If the specified console has both a PFK and a light pen, both methods of 
command entry will be made available when the PFK macro is specified. 
for further information about PFK and light pen command entry, refer to 
OS Operator's Guide for Display Consoles. 
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ROUTCDE= 
specifies which routing codes the console receives. 

ALL 
specifies that all routing codes are desired. 

routing code 
a number from 1 to 16 that designates which routing code is recognized 
and accepted by this console. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, no routing codes are assigned 
to this console. 

~ 

Information: For detailed information about the routing codes, see os 
supervisor services and Kacro Instructions. 

VALDCKD= 
specifies which commands can be entered from this console. 

command code 
is a number from 1 to 3. (0 is always assumed.) 

Notes: 

• Value: One or more numbers may be specified that indicate which command 
groups can be entered from this console. (For detail information about 
command code groups, see os Operator's Reference.) 

• Restriction: This parameter cannot be specified if the console only has 
output capability. 

• Use: The commands DISPLAY, LOG, REPLY, SHOW, BRDCST, and MSG can be used 
~all consoles with input capability. 

Al.though DISPLAY and MONITOR can be used at all consoles with input 
capability to terminate a display of STATUS, JOBNAKES, SPACE, DSNAME, or 
SESS with the STOP command, the command issuing the DISPLAY or MONITOR 
command must also have Group 1 command authority. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

The following example illustrates the use of the SECONSLE macro instruction 
to specify a secondary console whose address is 01F and whose alternate console 
is a composite console with addresses OOC and OOD. The secondary console can 
receive all routing codes as specified by the ROUTCDE parameter and can enter 
commands 1, 2, and 3 as specified by the VALDCMD parameter. The secondary 
console is a display console assigned to transient group number 05. The console 
includes a PFK. Support for command entry for 10 of its keys is requested 
by means of the PPK= operand. 

SECONSLE CONSOLE=OlF,ALTCONS=(I-OOC,O-OOD), 
ROUTCDE=ALL,VALDCMD=(1,2,3),OPSTRAN=OS,PFK=10 

The' following example illustrates the use of the SECONSLE macro instruction 
to specify a secondary console with output-only capability. The address of 
the console is OOE, and the address of the alternate console is OOB (the 
alternate console also has output-only capability). The secondary console 
is a display console. It is used to display system status displays, as 
specified by the USE= parameter. The console's screen is divided into two 
display areas -the bottom-most area is seven lines long, and the top area is 
four lines long. These display area specifications are .ade by means of the 
IREA= parameter. 
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The console is assigned to transient group number 05, as specified by the 
OPSTRAN parameter. 

SECONSLE CONSOLE=O-00E,USE=SD,ALTCONS=O-00B,AREA=(7,4) , 
OPSTRAN=05 

Subparameter Unit Address of: Maximum Notes 
Number 

address 

O-address 
(only) 

1052 

2250 

2260 

2740 

Model 7 

Model 1 with alphameric 
keyboard, character gen
erator and 4K or 8K buffer 

Model 3 with alphameric 
keyboard (Requires the 
GRAPHICS macro instruction 
and IODEVICE macro instruc-
tion -- NUMSECT parameter.) 

Model 1 Local attachment 
with alphameric keyboard 
with the 2848 Model 3 with 
the line-addressing feature 

Model 1 with record
checking feature or with 
optional-interrupt feature 

31 

31 

31 

31 

Light pen is optional 

Light pen is optional 

Only one per com
munications line 

3066 Can only be used with 
MCS for S/370 
Models 165 and 168 

3158 Same as 3277-2 

3210 Can only be used for 
S/370 Models 135, 145, 
155, and 158 

3215 Can only be used for 
S/370 Models 135, 145, 
155, and 158 

3277 

5450 

1403 

Model 2 with keyboard 

Console for Model 85 

31 

1443 31 

2260 Model 1 Local attachment on 31 
a 2848 Model 3 with line
addressing feature (alphameric 
keyboard is not required) 

3211 

3213 

3277 

3277 

Model 1 

Model 2 

1 

31 

31 

Selector pen is optional 

Maximum of 30 if all 
are O-address only 
consoles 

Can be used only for a 
S/370 Model 158 

Figure 86 (Part 1 of 3). Devices for Which Unit Addresses can be Specified in 
CONSOLE and ALTCONS Parameters of SECONSLE 
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Subparameter Unit Address of: ltaxiaull Notes 
Number 

I-address 
(composi tel 

O-address 
(composi tel 

3284 ~odels 1 and 2 31 

3286 Models and 2 31 

1052 Model 7 31 

1442 Model N1 31 

2250 ~odel 1 with alphameric 31 
keyboard, character generator, 
and 4K or 8K buffer 

Model 3 with alphameric 
keyboard (Requires the 
GRAPHICS macro instruction 
and IODEVICE macro instruc
tion -- NUMSECT parameter.) 

2260 Model 1 Local attachment with 31 
alphameric keyboard with the 
2848 Model 3 with the line
addressing feature 

2501 31 

2520 31 

2540 Reader 31 

2740 Modell with record-checking 31 
feature or with optional
interrupt feature 

3066 

3210 

3215 

3277 

3505 

Kodel 2 with 

Card Reader 

keyboard 31 

31 

Light pen is optional 

Light pen is optional 

Only one per communications 
line 

Can only be used with MCS 
for 5/370 Models 165 and 168 

Can only be used for 
S/370 Models 135, 145, 
155, and 158 

Can only be used for 
S/370 Models 135, 145, 
155, and 158 

Selector pen is optional 

3525 Card Punch 31 Must have reader feature 

5450 Console 

1052 Model 7 

1403 

for Model 85 11 

31 

31 Maximum of 30 if all are 
a-address only consoles 

1443 31 

Figure 86 (Part 2 of 3). DeYices for Which Unit Addresses Can Be Specifi.a iD 
COISOL!and lL~CO.S Para •• tars of SBCOISL! 
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Subparameter Unit Address of: Kaximum Notes 
Number 

3211 

2250 Kodel 1 with alphameric 
keyboard, character gen
erator, and 4K or 8K buffer 

Kodel 3 with alphameric 
keyboard (Requires the 
GRAPHICS macro instruction 
and IODEVICE macro instruc
tion -- NUKSECT parameter.) 

31 

2260 Kodel 1 Local attachment with 31 
alphameric keyboard with the 
2848 Kodel 3 with the line
addressing feature 

2740 

3066 

3210 

3213 

3215 

3277 

5450 

Kodel 1 with record-checking 31 
feature or with optional
interrupt feature 

1 

Model 2 31 

Console for Model 85 11 

Light pen is optional 

Light pen is optional 

Only one per communications 
line 

Can only be used with MCS 
for S/370 Models 165 and 
168 

Can only be used for 
S/370 Models 135, 145, 
155, and 158 

Can only be attached to 
a 3158 

Can only be used for 
S/370 Models 135, 145, 
155, and 158 

1 Subtract 1 froa aaxiana nn.ber if this device type was specified as a aaster 
console. 

Figure 86 (Part 3 of 3). Devices for Which unit lddresses Can Be Specified in 
COISOLBand lLTCOIS Paraaeters of SECORSLB 
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SORTLIB 

The SORTLIB macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the sort/merge 
sUbroutine library (SYS1.S0RTLIBf in the new operating system. This macro 
instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• SYS1.S0RTLIB must be allocated space in the new system. It may be cataloged 
in the new system during preparation for system generation. 

• The SORT!ERG .acro instruction must be specified. 

Processor/Library Generation 

The following condition must exist to replace an existing SYS1.S0RTLIB. 

• The existing SYS1.S0RTLIB must be scratched and uncataloged before the 
new SYS1.S0RTLIB is initialized during preparation for this generation. 
In order to regain the space that was occupied by the SYS1.S0RTLIB that 
was scratched, use the IEBCOPY utility program. 

Name Operation Operand 

SORTLIB [UNIT=name] 
[ VOLNO=serial ] 

Default: If the keyvord parameters are omitted, the sort subroutine library 
is placed on the new system-residence volume. 

UNIT= 
specifies a direct-access device in the generating system that vill contain 
the volume on which the sort subroutine library will be generated. 

name 
is the device type. 

Note: 

Required: If this keyword parameter is specified, VOLNO must be coded also. 

VOLNO= 
specifies the volume that is ~o contain the sort subroutine library. SOf{ f Lib 

serial 
is the serial number. 

Notes: 

• Required: If this keyword parameter is specified, UNIT also must be coded. 

• Value: The value specified must be the same as the value given to the 
VOtU!E keyword of the DD statement used to allocate space for SYS1.S0RTLIB 
during preparation for system generation. 
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Coding Hints and Addition 

This example illustrates the use of the SORTLIB macro instruction to specify 
the inclusion of the sort subroutine library in the new operating system •. 
The unit name is 2311. The volume serial number is 6S4321. 

SORTLIB UNIT=2311,VOLNn=6S4321 
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SORTMERG 

The SORTMERG macro instruction specifies the inclusion of all or selected 
sorting and/or merging functions in the new operating system. This macro 
instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• The SORTLIB macro instruction must be specified. 

• If user-written exit routines that require link-editing at execution time 
are going to be included, the EDITOR macro instruction must be specified. 

• Any function that has not been specified in this macro instruction must 
not be coded in the sort/merge control cards at execution time. For 
example, if the sorting of only fixed-length records is specified during 
system generation, the sorting of variable-length records must not be 
requested at sort/merge execution time. The sort/merge job would be 
terminated because the programs for sorting variable-length records were 
not in the system. 

Processor/Library Generation 

• The SORTLIB macro instruction must be specified. 

• If user-written exit routines that require link-editing at execution time 
are going to be included, a 'linkage editor must be in the system. If the 
system already has a linkage editor, the EDITOR macro instruction does 
not have to be specified. 

• There must be enough space in SYS1.LINKLIB for the new sort/merge processor. 

If this macro instruction is being used to replace an existing sort/merge 
processor, then the following conditions must also exist: 

• Members IERRCB, IERRCK, IERRCZ, and IERRCOOO (alias SORT) must be scratched 
from SYS1.LINKLIB. The space that was occupied by these members can be 
recovered by using the IEBCOPY utility program. 

• The existing SYS1.S0RTLIB must be scratched and uncataloged before 
initializing the new SYS1.S0RTLIB unless the INDEX keyword parameter is 
specified in the GENERATE macro instruction and the new SORTLIB is defined 

Name 

with a user-supplied qualifier. 

Operation 

SORTMERG 

Operand 

I SIZE=size] 
(SORTOPT=FULLIB] 

[

CNTLFLD=([SINGLE][,KULTIPLE]) ] 
RECTYPE= ([ VA~ ][ , FIIE~ l[ , LONG ]) 
SORTDEV=(dev1ce[,dev1ce] ••• ) 

[MEBGE=MERGONLY] 

[
' MESSAGE= ({PRINTER} {,ALL } ] 

CONSOLE ,CRtTICAL 
(SORTOPT=MODPRGM] 
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CNTLP'LD= 
specifies the control field requirements for sorting and/or merging. 

SINGLE 
specifies single control fields. 

MULTIPLE 
specifies multiple control fields. 

Note: 

Required: One or both values must be coded •. 

MERGE= 
specifies which routines of the sort/merge processor can be executed 
independently. 

MERGONLY 
specifies that the merge routines may be executed independently. 

Note: 

If this keyword parameter is omitted and FULLIB is not specified for the SORTOPT 
parameter, then the merge routines cannot be executed independently. 

MESSAGE= 
specifies the I/O device on which sort/merge messages are to be printed 
and the type of messages to be produced. 

PRINTEB 
specifies that the messages are to be printed on a printer. 

CONSOLE 
specifies that the messages are to be printed on a console. 

ALL 
specifies that all the messages are to be printed. 

CRITICAL 
specifies that only serious diagnostic messages are to be printed. 

Default: If this parameter is omitted, no messages are printed during a sorting 
or merging operation. 

Notes: 

• Required: The values included in braces are mutually exclusive. 

• Execution Time: This parameter can be changed at execution time. 
OS sort/fterge for more information.) 

RECTYPE= 
specifies the type and length of records to be sorted or merged. 

VAR 
specifies variable-length records. 

FIlED 
specifies fixed-length records. 

LONG 
specifies records longer than 256 bytes. 
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Notes: 

• VAR or FIlED: At least one of these must be specified. Iou can specify 
both. 

• Spanned Records: If spanned records (VRE) are going to be sort~d or merged, 
then VAR must be specified. 

SIZE= 

SIZE 
specifies as a positive decimal integer the amount of main storage 
to be used by sort/merge. If this parameter is omitted a value of 
12000 is assumed. The value assigned may be overridden at execution 
time by the CORE= parameter passed to the program. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, 12,000 is assumed. 

Notes: 

• Use: The amount specified is used for sorting only and does not include 
the space required for the data management functions. 

• Execution Time: The amount can be changed at execution time. For further 
information, see OS Sort/Merge. 

The sort/merge program can operate in 12,000 bytes for very short records, 
but a larger value is recommended for efficient execution. In any case 
where records over 50 bytes are to be sorted you should add at least 
whichever is the greater of 

Input 
and Output 

BLKSIZE + 4 x LREeL, 
BLKSIZE + M x LREeL, 

where M=(number of intermediate work areas to be used +1} /2 for tape sorts 
and !=number of intermediate work areas to be used for disk sorts. 

A large storage size allows sort/merge to use more buffers and better 
sorting techniques, and to sort more records at a time in storage, thus 
greatly reducing the tilDe taken for sorting. (Por further information 
refer to OS Sort/Merge.) 

The maximum value that can be specified for size is the difference between 
the total amount of main storage available and the amount required for 
data management routines. 

• Pormula: Use the following formula to determine the value of SIZE: 

SIZE = A - 24N - I - S - C 

A is the total amount of main storage available for execution. The 
maximum amount is the number of bytes in the region or partition 
minus the number of bytes required for the nucleus minus, if 

• sort/merge is called by another program, the number of bytes occupied 
by other progr,ams. 

N is the maximum number of DD statements to be used in any of the 
sort/merge programs. 

Y is a constant value of 1500 if any messages are to be written on 
SISOUT. Otherwise, the value of Y is O. 
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s is a constant with a value of 3500 if the merge-only function is not 
to be used. If the merge-only function is to be used, the value of 
S is 5000 when spanned records are not used, or 5500 when spanned 
records are used. 

C is the amount of main sto~age required by checkpoint/restart. To 
calculate this value, see OS storage Estimates. If checkpoint/restart 
is not to be used, the value is o. 

SORTDEV= 
specifies the devices(s) used for sorting or merging. 

device 
is a value that can be 2301, 2311, 2314, or 2400. 

Notes: 

• Device: The value 2400 stands for 2401, 2402, 2403, 2404, 2415, 2420, 
3410, and 3420. 

• Use: One or more values can be coded. 

SORTOPT= 
specifies the options that you can select. 

FULLIB 
specifies that all the sort/merge functions are to be included in 
the new operating system. 

KODPRGK 

Notes: 

specifies that user-written modification programs will be included 
at sort/merge execution time. 

• FULLIB: If this subparameter is coded, then RECTYPE, SORTDEV, CNTLFLD, 
KERGE, !ESSIGE, and SORTOPT=!ODPRGK are ignored. 

• Assumes: This subparameter assumes CONSOLE and ILL for the KESSIGE 
parameter. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

The following guidelines can be useful. 

• The sort/merge program operates in 15,500 bytes of main storage, 12,000 
bytes of, which are actually used for sorting. However the- amount 12,000 
can be increased by specifying more than 12,00Q in the SIZE parameter. 

• SORTOPT=FULLIB assumes CONSOLE and ALL for the !ESSAGE parameter. 

Example: The following example illustrates the use of the SORT!ERG macro 
instruction to specify the use of fixed-length records, single control fields, 
and IBK 2311 Disk storage Drives. The merge functions are to be included. 
The maximum amount of main storage to be used for sorting is 12,000 bytes. 

SORTKERG RECTYPE=FIXED,CNTLFLD=SINGLE,SORTDEV=231',BERGE=!ERGONLY 
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SUPRVSOR 

The SUPRVSOR macro instruction specifies the task supervisor options. This 
macro instruction is optional for MFT. It is required for KiT or H6S!P. 

Basic Requirements 

For assistance in choosing valid task supervisor options for MFT, !VT, and 
K65KP, refer to Figure 88 in the "Coding Hints and Additional Information" 
section at the end of this macro instruction description. 

Nucleus Generation 

• The values specified in the following k~yword parameters can be changed 
during this generation. 

The operand for TRACE can be changed. 

For RESIDNT: Only the following keyword subparameters can be added to 
or deleted from the parameter statement: ACSKETH, RENTCODE, ERP, and 
TRSVC. 

For OPTIONS: Only the following keyword subparameters can be added to 
or deleted from the parameter statement: TRSVCTBL, PROTECT, VALIDCHK, 
and COM!. 

• All the other keyword parameters and their subparameters must be specified 
in exactly the same way as they were during the last complete operating 
system ge~eration. 

Processor/Library Generation 

• This macro instruction must be specified if PL1LIB macro instruction is 
used. 

• All the keyword parameters and their subparameters must be specified in 
exactly the same way as they vere during the last complete system 
generation. 

I/O Device Generation SLJPflVS()f-j 

• This macro instruction must be specified with the same keyword parameters 
and subparameters that were specified during the last complete operating 
system generation. 

• If this macro instruction was not specified in the last complete operating 
system generation, it cannot be specified in this generation. 
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Name Operation 

SUPRVSOR 

Operand 

[ ASCII= {~!~;~~E}] 
INCTRAN 

r RESIDNT= (function[ , function J.- •• ) 1 
[ OPTIONS= (opt ion( , option]. • .) 1 
[ ALTSYS=ddd ] 

[ TIMER= {ii~~RVAL}'J 
. JOBSTEP 
[TRACE=number] 

[ SER= {!~:~}] 
ALTSYS= (For all control programs) 

specifies the alternate system-residence device to be used by the dynamic 
device reconfiguration (DDR) system residence support. 

ddd 

Note: 

is the unit address of a device of the same type as the system
residence device. 

Required: This keyword parameter must be specified if OPTIONS=DDRSYS is coded. 

ASCII= (For all control programs) 
specifies the inclusion or exclusion of the ASCII translate routine. 

EXCLUDE 
specifies that the routine will not be included in the system. 

INCRES 
specifies that the routine will be included in the SYS 1. NUCLEUS data 
set. 

INCTRAN 
specifies that the routine will be included in the SYS1.SVCLIB data 
set. 

Note: 

EXCLUDE is the default value for the ASCII parameter. 

OPTIONS= 
specifies task supervisor options as one or more of the following values. 
These values may be listed in any order. 

APR (For all control programs) 
specifies that alternate path retry (APR) will be included. 

Note: This subparameter does not have to be specified for the K65!P systems 
as it is automatically included. 

ATTACH (For 8FT only) 
specifies that the ATTACH function with the subtaskingcapability 
is to be included in the neY operating system. 

Note: This subparameter is required to support CRJE and integrated emulator~. 

Default: If this subparameter is omitted, the ATTACH function without 
the subtasking capability will be included in the new operating system. 
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CCH (For all control program~ 
specifies that the channel-check handler be included. 

Notes: 

• 5/360 Models 65, M65!P, 75, or 91: CCH must be specified if this 
option is to be included. 

• 5/360 Models 85 and 195 and S/370: CCH is automatically included. 

COM! (For all control programs) 
specifies that there viII be communication with the operator at IPL 
time for the purpose of changing certain system generation options. 

Notes: 

• This option must be specified if a BLDL list for SYS1.SVCLIB is 
desired. 

• The subparameters BLDtTAB, ACSKETH, RENTCODE, ERP, and TR5VC can· be 
deleted or modified at IPL time only if the COMM option was included 
at system generation. 

• SCHEDULR Macro Instruction:. The value in any of the. following keyword 
parameters can be changed at IPL time: INITQBF, JOBQF!T, JOBQLMT, 
JOBQRES, JOBQTMT, JOBQWTP, KINPART, PROCRES, STARTR, and STARTW. 

• CTRLPROG Macro Instruction: The value in the keyword parameter QSPACE 
can be changed at IPL time. 

• Required: This subparameter must be specified if telecommunication 
devices are specified for an M65MP system. 

• Information: The communications procedure is decribed in 05 Operator's 
Reference. 

DDR (For all control programs) 
specifies that dynamic device reconfiguration (DDR) will be included. 

Default: If this subparameter is omitted and DDR5YS and/or DDRNSL are 
specified, this option is assumed and included in the new system. 

Note: This subparameter does not have to be specified for K65MP systems 
because it is automatically included. 

DDRNSL (For all control programs) 
specifies that dynamic device reconfiguration for magnetic tape volumes 
vith nonstandard labels vill be included. 

Notes: 

• This subparameter must be specified if there are nonstandard labels 
on any volumes in the system and DDR is desired. 

• 1 nonstandard label routine must be supplied vith the name NSLREPOS 
and placed in SYS1.MODGEN before the system generation process is 
started. (See "Program options Descriptions" for further information.) 
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DDRSYS (For all control programs) 
specifies that the dynamic device reconfiguration for system-residence 
volumes will be included. 

Note: If this subparameter is specified, then ALTSYS must also be 
specified. 

DECSIK (For KVT) 
specifies that a decimal simulator routine for the S/360 Kodel 91 
will be included. 

Notes: 

• Use: DECSIK should be specified if COBOL or PL/I is to be included 
in the system, or if decimal arithmetic instructions are to be used 
with the assembler language. 

• Restriction: This subparameter should not be specified for the S/360 
Kodel 195. 

IDENTIFY (For KFT) 
specifies that the IDENTIFY function is to be included. 

Notes: 

• Required: If IDENTIFY is specified as a value of the RESIDENT keyword 
parameter, it need not be specified as a value of this keyword 
parameter. 

• Emulator: This subparameter is required if the EMULATOR macro 
instruction is specified. 

• KiT (including K65KP): This subparameter does not have to be specified 
because it is assumed for KVT (including ft65M~ systems. 

NODAV (For all control programs) 
specifies that the code will not be included to verify the volume 
serial number of any 2311 or 2314 volumes (mounted after 1PL time) 
that have not been specified by a system mount request. 

Note: This subparameter is ignored if DDR, DDRSYS, or DDRBSL are specified. 
(The volume serial number verification is required when DDR is in the 
system. ) 

ONLNTEST (For all control programs) 
specifies that the online test (OLTEP) system function viII be 
included. This function allows the running of I/O device tests under 
the operating system as a job step. 

Notes: 

• Obtaining: The online tests are contained in their own data set, 
and must be obtained from the IBM Branch Office representative. 

• KFT: At least three buffers must be specified in the iTOBFRS parameter 
~he SCHEDULR macro instruction for online test. 

• TIKER=INTERVAL or JOBSTEP in the SUPRVSOR macro instruction must be 
specified. 

• Console Command: If you want to call OLTEP by a console command, 
the cataloged procedure OLTEP must be added to SYS1.PROCLIB. ' 
Additional space must be allocated in SYS1.PROCLIB during the 
preparation for system generation. (For detailed information, see 
OS OLTEP.) 

• 2955 device for S/370: If the device is specified, online test is forced. 
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PROTECT (For all control programs) 
specifies that the protect function routine will be included when 
the protect feature is part of the central processing unit. 

Notes: 

• 8FT: PROTECT includes the VALIDCHK option. 

• MVT (including M65MP): This value must be specified for MVT including 
K65MP systems. 

RDE (For all control programs) 
specifies the inclusion of the reliability data extractor in the new 
system. RDE measures the reliability of the new system. For further 
information, see OS RDE Guide. 

RER (For all control programs) 
specifies that the reduced error recovery procedure for magnetic tape 
will be used if requested with the OPTCD parameter of a DD statement 
of the DCB macro instruction. 

Default: If this subparameter is omitted, all requests for reduced error 
recovery vill be ignored. 

Note: 

Use: Reduced error recovery is used only for special applications, as 
described in the OS MFT Guide or OS MVT Guide. 

TRSVCTBL (For ftFT) 

Note: 

specifies that a table containing the relative track addresses of 
all transient SVCs is to be stored in the resident portion of the 
control program. 

• MVT (including M65MP): This subparameter does not have to be specified 
because it is assumed for KVT (including M65MP) systems. 

VALIDCHK (For MFT) 

Note: 

specifies that the WAIT, POST, and GETMAIN/FREEK1IN modules are to 
contain extra validity checking to determine whether addresses are 
located within proper boundaries. 

Use: The validity checking for WAIT also checks for the number of events. 

Note: 

For KVT (including M65KP): IDENTIFY TRSVCTBL are assumed and PROTECT must 
be specified. 

SUPRVSOR 
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RESIDNT= 
specifies that one or more of the following functions, normally executed 
from the transient area, are to be included in the resident portion of 
the control program. These values can be listed in any order. 

ACSKETH (For KPT) 
specifies that access method modules are to be loaded and made part 
of the nucleus at IPL time. 

Notes: 

• ABEND/ABDUKP: In KPT, the BSAK modules IGG019BA, IGG019BB, and the 
BSAK device-dependent EOB module's are required to provide dumps of 
main storage during abnormal termination. These modules should be 
made resident using this subparameter, or by specifying the RAK= 
parameter at IPL time. This avoids bypassing the dump facility when 
there is insufficient space in the failing task partition where these 
modules must be loaded. 

• Checkpoint/Restart: This subparameter must be specified for KFT 
systems if this facility is going to be used. 

• KPT-KCS systems: If a card reader or a printer is specified as a 
console this subparameter must be specified. 

• S~: BSAM modules (IGG019BA, IGG019BB) must be resident in MFT and 
MVT to use the SMF option. If SMF is recording on a direct access 
device, IGG019CD must also be resident; if on tape, IGG019CC and 
IGG019BD must be resident. 

• System Log: BSAK modules (IGG019BA, IGG019BB, IGG019CD) must be 
resident in KPT to use the log facility. To include them, this 
subparameter must be specified. 

ATTACH (Por all control programs) 
specifies that the ATTACH function is to be included in the nucleus. 

Note: The type of ATTACH made resident in KPT depends upon the sub parameter 
of OPTIONS=. 

BLDLTAB (For all control programs) 
specifies that the directory entries for selected SYS1.SVCLIB or 
SYS1.LINKLIB modules are to be made resident at IPL time. 

ERP (For all control programs) 
specifies that the RERP option may be used at IPL time (in response 
to message IEA101A) to make resident the ERP modules listed in 
module IEAIGEOO or alternate module{s) IEAIGEXX. 

Note: 

• 

• 

For a list of common error recovery routines that are loaded with the 
device dependent routines and made resident, see the OS Storage Estimates 
manual. 

For a list of common error recovery routines that may be made resident, 
see the OS Storage Estimates manual. Additional information is also 
available 1n the OS MFT GU1de and the OS MVT Guide. 

EXTRACT (For all control programs) 
specifies that the EXTRACT function is to be included in the nucleus. 

IDENTIFY (For all control programs) 
specifies that the IDENTIFY function is to be included in the nucleus. 
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REHTCODE (For all control programs) 
specifies either of the following: 

MFT: Any reenterable load modules from SYS1.LINKLIB or the loader 
program modules can be made resident. 

MVT or M65MP: Any module in SYS1.LINKLIB or SYS1.SVCLIB can be made 
resident at IPL time. This value must be specified if 
checkpoint/restart is to be used in an MVT (including M65MP) system. 

SPIE (For all control programs) 
specifies that the SPIE function is to be included in the nucleus. 

TRSVC (For all control programs) 
specifies types 3 and 4 SVC modules are to be loaded and made resident 
at IPL time. 

Note: OPTIONS=TRSVCTBL must be specified for MFT. 

Notes: 

• ATTACH, EXTRACT, IDENTIFY, and SPIE: These are assumed if TYPE=MVT 
(including M65MP) is specified in the CTRLPROG macro instruction. 

• Use: The use of the option listed above is discussed in the OS MFT Guide 
and OS MVT Guide. 

• Information: Some of the values specify functions that are to be made 
part of the nucleus during system generation; other values specify functions 
that are made resident at IPL time. 

SER=(For all control programs) 
specifies the type of system error recovery desired for the CPU model 
specified in the CENPROCS macro instruction. One of two levels of system 
environment recording (SERO or SER1) or machine-check handler (MCH) may 
be specified. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, SERO, SER1, or MCH will 
be supplied based on the CPU model specified in CENPROCS macro instruction. 
Figure 87 shows which default will be used. 

Notes: 

• Secondary CPUs: The nucleus generated may operate on a CPU other than 
that specified in the CENPROCS macro instruction. The SER option for eaCh 
additional CPU must be specified with the SECMODS macro instruction. 

• SYS1.ASRLIB: If MCH is specified and refreshability is to be supported, 
the system generation process allocates space to and catalogs the 
SYS1.ASRLIB system data set on the new system-residence volume. 

• Model 91 or 195: SERl must be specified. 

• Model 40, 50, or 75: Only SERO or SERl can be specified. 

• Model 65 With MFT or MVT: MCH can be specified and an F-design-level 
linkage ed1tor must be specified. 

• Model 65MP: MCH is assumed and an F-design-level linkage editor must be 
specified. 

• Model 85 with MFT or MVT: All MCH modules on SYS1.SVCLIB must be link 
edited with the downward compatible (DC) attribute. 
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5/360 Model 85 and 5/310 models with MFT or KVT: MCH is assumed. 

S/360 Models S/370 Models 

40 50 65 65MP 75 85 91 195 135 145 155 158 165 168 

SERO SER1 SER1 MCH SER1 MCH SER1 SER1 MCH MCH MCH MCH MCH MCH 

Figure 81. SER Defaults for CPUs 

TIMER= 
specifies the inclusion of the timer function when the timer feature is 
part of the central processing unit. 

TIME (For MFT) 
specifies the ability to request date plus time of day in various 
units of measurement. 

INTERVAL (For all control programs) 
provides the same functions as TIME, plus changing the time at 
midnight, and the ability to request, check, and cancel intervals 
of time. 

JOBSTEP (For all control programs) 
provides the same functions as INTERVAL, plus the timing of each job 
step and enforcement of job step time limits. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, only the date will be provided. 

Notes: 

• Time-stamping: If proper time-stamping is expected on console messages, 
this keyword parameter must be included. 

• SKF: If ACCTRTN=SMF or ESV=SMF is coded in the SCHEDULR macro instruction, 
TIKER=JOBSTEP must be specified. 

• OLTEP: If OPTIONS=ONLNTEST is specified, either INTERVAL or JOBSTEP must 
be specified. 

• Emulator: If the EMULATOR macro instruction is specified, TIKER=INTERVAL 
or JOBSTEP must be specified. 

TRACE=(For all control programs) 
specifies the inclusion of an optional trace table. 

number 
is the number of entries in the table. 

Note: 

Information: See the OS KFT Guide and OS MVT Guide for a description of the 
trace table. 
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Coding Hints and Additional Information 

Figure 88 shows the relationship between parameters in this macro instruction. 

Parameter 

RESIDNT=IDENTIFY 

RESIDNT=TRSVC 

OPTIONS=COl'Il'I 

Comment 

Don't need to code: 

Then must specify (if 
l'1FT) : 

These can be changed 
at IPL time: 

Parameter 

OPTIONS=IDENTIFY 

OPTIONS=TRSVCTBL 

BLDLTAB, ACSl'IETH, 
RENTCODE, TRSVC 

Examples: The following example illustrates the use of the SUPRVSOR macro 
instruction to specify task supervisor options for multiprogramming with a 
fixed number of tasks (l'IFT). A table containing the relative track addresses 
of transient SVcs is to be stored in the resident portion of the control 
program. The IDENTIFY and the ATTACH functions are to be included in the 
resident portion of the control program. There are 100 entries in the trace 
table. .. 

SUPRVSOR OPTIONS=TRSVCTBL,RESIDNT=(IDENTIFY,ATTACH) ,TRACE=100 

The following example illustrates the use of the SUPRVSOR macro instruction 
to specify task supervisor options for multiprogramming with a variable number 
of tasks (l'IVT). It is assumed that ATTACH, EXTRACT, IDENTIFY, and SPIE are 
to be made resident. Resident types 3 and 4 SVC routines are to be loaded 
and made resident at IPL time. The IDENTIFY function and a table of the 
relative track addresses of all transient SVcs are assumed. The protect 
function is required. The operator may change TRSVC, l'IINPART, INITQBF, and 
QSPACE, but not RENTCODE and BLDLTAB. Timing of each job step is selected. 
There are 150 entries in the trace table. SER1 is to be used. 

SUPRVSOR RESIDNT=TRSVC,TIMER=JOBSTEP,TRACE=150,SER=SER1, 
OPTIONS=(PROTECT,COl'IM) 

SUPRVSOR 
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Keyword 

RESIDNT 

OPTIONS 

ALTSYS 

TIMER 

TRACE 

SER 

Value 

ATTACH 
EXTRACT 
IDENTIFY 
SPIE 
BLDLTAB 
ACSMETH 
RENTCODE 
TRSVC 
ERP 

ATTACH 
IDENTIFY 
TRSVCTBL 
PROTECT 
VALIDCHK 
COMM 
ONLNTEST 
CCH 
DECSIM 
RER 
APR 
DDR 
DDRSYS 
DDRNSL 
NODAV 
RDE 

Address 

TIME 
INTERVAL 
JOBSTEP 

Number 

SERO 
SERl 
MCB 

MFT 

Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 1 

Optional 
Optional 
Optional 

Optional 
Optional 
Optional2 

Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional' 
Invalid 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optiona18 

Optional 

Optional 
Optional 
Optional· 

Optional 

Optional 
Optional 
Optiona1 3 

MVT 

Assumed 
Assumed 
Assumed 
Assumed 
Optional 

Optional1 

optional 
Optional 

Invalid 
Assumed 
Assumed 
Required 
Invalid 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional' 
optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 8 

Optional 

Invalid 
OptionalS 

Optional 8 

Optional 

Optional 
Optional 
Optional3 

M65MP 

Assumed 
Assumed 
Assumed 
Assumed 
Optional 

optional 1 

Optional 
optional 

Invalid 
Assumed 
Assumed 
Required 
Invalid 
Optional 
Optional 
Required 
Invalid 
Optional 
Assumed 
Assumed 
Optional 
Optional 
Optional 
Invalid 

Optional 

Invalid 
OptionalS 

Assumed 

Optional 

Invalid 
Invalid 
Assumed 

1 Required if checkpoint/restart facili~y of Checkpoint/Restart is to be 
used. 

2 Required if TRSVC is specified in the RESIDNT keyword. 
3 This option is a standard feature of the S/360 Model 85 and S/310 Models. 
• Required if job/step CPU timing feature is desired. 
S Either INTERVAL or JOBSTEP must be specified for MVT or M65MP. 
6 Must be specified if DDRSYS is coded in the OPTIONS-keyword. 
, This option is automatically included for S/360 Models 85 and 195 and S/370 

Models. 
8 This option is valid for S/360 Model 195 and certain S/370 CPUs only. 

See the OS RDE Guide for a complete explanation of RDE. 

Figure 88. SUPRVSOR Macro Instruction Values for MFT, KVT, and M65MP 
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SVCLIB 

The SVCLIB macro instruction is used to add your transient routines~ in load 
module form, to the svc library (SYS1.SVCLIB) during system generation. This 
macro instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• The load modules to be included must be members of a partitioned data set. 
The data set must be cataloged as SYS1.name in the generating system. 

• The number, type, and SVRB extended save area of each SVC routine to be 
added must be specified in the SVCTABLE macro instruction. 

Processor/Library Generation 

• sufficient space for your routines must have been allocated in SYS1.SVCLIB. 

• The number, type, and SVRB extended save area of each transient SVC must 
have been specified with the SVCTABLE macro instruction during the last 
complete operating system generation or nucleus generation. 

Name Operation 

SVCLIB 

PDS= 

Operand 

PDS=SYS1.name 
MEMBERS=(name[,name] ••• ) 

SYS 1. name 

Note: 

specifies the name of the partitioned data set that contains the 
routines to be added. 

The value of name cannot exceed eight alphameric characters, the first of which 
must be alphabetic. 

MEMBERS= 

name 
is the name of the member to be added. The name of each transient 
SVC routine must be of the form: 

ss 

nnn 

IGCssnnn 

is the number of the load module minus 1. For example, the 
second load module has a value of 01. The value of ss is always 
00 for type 3 SVC routines. 

is an SVC number. It must be a signed decimal integer (such 
as 2q2=2qB) if the routine is called directly by SVC. 
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Notes: 

• Nonstandard Label Routines: The names of nonstandard label routines must 
conform to the proper naming conventions described in the OS Tape Labels. 

• Maximum: A maximum of 255 characters may be used in an operand field of 
any macro instruction. 

• User-Written: User-written SVC routines are described in the OS MFT Guide 
and OS MVT Guiqe. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

The following example illustrates the use of the SVCLIB macro instruction to 
add the routines named IGC0025E, IGC0025D, IGC0025C, and IGC0025B to the SVC 
library. These routines are members of the SYS1.USERSVC partitioned data set, 
and are each called directly by an SVC. 

SVCLIB PDS=SYS1.USERSVC,MEMBERS=(IGC0025E,IGC0025D,IGC0025C,1IGC0025B) 
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SVCTABLE 

The SVCTABLE macro instruction specifies the number, type, and SVRB extended 
save area of the user-written supervisor call (SVC) routines that are to be 
added to the new operating system. This macro instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• Type 1 and 2: For each type 1 or type 2 SVC, there should be a 
correspond1ng module specified in the RESMODS macro instruction: one module 
may contain more than one resident SVC routine. 

• Type 3: For each type 3 SVC, there. should be a corresponding module 
spec1£1ed in the SVCLIB macro instruction: each module may contain only 
one transient SVC routine. 

• Type q: For each type q SVC, there should be one corresponding module 
specified in the SVCLIB macro instruction for each load module of the SVC 
routine. 

• Information: For further information on user-written SVC routines, refer 
to the OS KFT Guide or OS MVT Guide. 

N~cleus Generation 

• There should be an entry for each type 1 or 2 SVC specified in the RESMODS 
macro instruction. 

• There should be an entry for each previously generated type 3 or q SVC 
(using the SVCLIB macro instruction) that is to be supported by the new 
nucleus. 

I/O Device Generation 

• If this macro instruction was specified in the last complete generation, 
it must be specified with the same operands. 

• If this macro instruction was not used in the last complete generation, 
it cannot be specified in this generation. 

Name Operation Operand 

SVCTABLE operand[,operand] ••• 

Each operand must be written in the following format: 

SVC-nnn-Ta-Sb 

Uppercase letters and hyphens must be written exactly as shown. 

nnn 
specifies the SVC number as a decimal integer. 

Notes: 

SVCTABLE 

• Numeric Assignment: You must assign unique numbers to your SVC routines, 
and should assign them in descending order starting with 255 and ending 
with 200 to avoid conflict with the numbers assigned to IBM-written SVC 
routines. 

• Maximum Value: The highest SVC number that may be assigned is 255. 
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a 
is 1, 2, 3, or 4. 

Note: 

purpose: The number specifies the type of SVC. 

b 
is a decimal number that specifies the number of doublewords in the extended 
save area of the SVRB associated with the SVC routine 

Notes: 

• purpose: The decimal number indicates the number of doublewords by which 
the SVRB is to be extended. 

• Required Values: A type 1 SVC must have a value of O. Types 2, 3, and 
4 can have a value of from 0 to 6. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

The following example illustrates the use of the SVCTABLE macro instruction 
to specify that four user-written SVCs are to be added to the new operating 
system. 

SVCTABLE SVC-255-T4-S5,SVC-254-T2-S3,SVC-253-T3-S1,SVC-252-Tl-S0 
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SYSUTILS 

The SYSUTILS macro instruction specifies the amount of main storage available 
to all the system and data set utilities except IEBCOPY. This macro instruction 
is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• System and data set utilities are generated with every operating system. 
They operate in 15K bytes of main storage unless this macro instruction 
is used to specify a larger amount. The IEBCOPY utility program requires 
30K, but the program will obtain the storage it needs. 

I/O Device Generation 

• If this macro instruction was specified in the last complete system 
generation, it must be specified with the same size in the I/O device 
generation. 

• If this macro instruction was not used in the last complete operating 
system generation, it cannot be specified. 

Name Operation 

SYSUTILS 

Operand 

( SIZE=si ze ] 

[EXCLUDE= (FDU)] 

SIZE= 
specifies the amount of main storage, in bytes, available to the system 
and data set utilities. 

size 
is a decimal number of from 15360 to 999424, or it may be of the form 
nnnK, where nnn is an integer of from 15 to 976 and K represents 1024 
bytes. 

Default: If this keyword parameter is omitted, a value of 15360 is assumed. 

EXCLUDE=FDU 
specifies that the form description utilities (FDU) macro 
instructions are to be excluded from the new SYS1.LINKLIB. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

The following example illustrates the use of the SYSUTILS macro instruction 
to specify that there are 44K bytes of main storage available to the system 
and data set utilities. 

SYSUTILS SIZE=44K 

SYSUTILS 
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TELCMLIB 

The TELCMLIB macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the telecommunications 
subroutine library in the new operating system. This macro instruction is 
optional. 

Basic Requirement 

• SYS1.TELCftLIB must have space allocated for it in the new system. It may 
be cataloged. 

• TSO: This macro must be specified if a TSO system is to be generated. 

Name Operation 

TELCMLIB 

Operand 

[
UNIT=name ] 
VOLNO=seria1 

Default: If these keyword parameters are omitted, the telecommunications 
subroutine library is placed on the new system-residence volume. 

UNIT= 
specifies a direct-access device in the generating system that vi1l contain 
the volume on which the telecommunications subroutine library will be 
generated. 

name 
is the device type. 

Note: 

If this keyword parameter is specified, VOLNO must be coded also. 

VOLNO= 
specifies the volume that is to contain the telecommunications subroutine 
library. 

serial 
is the serial number. 

Notes: 

• Value: The value specified must be the same as the value given to the 
VOLUME keyword parameter of the DD statement used to allocate space for 
SYS1.TELCMLIB during preparation for system generation. 

• Required: If this keyword parameter is specified, UNIT must also be coded. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

This example illustrates the use of the TELCftLIB macro instruction to specify 
the inclusion of the telecommunications subroutine library in the new operating 
system. SYS1.TELC!LIB is to reside on the new system-residence volume. 

TELC!LIB 
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TSOPTION 

The TSOPTION macro instruction specifies the inclusion of several time-sharing 
options in the new operating system. This macro is valid only in a complete 
operating system generation of a TSO system. 

Name operation 

TSOPTION 

Operand 

[ LOGTIKE=time] 
[LOGLINE=integer] 
[ BC~KT=integer] 

LOGTIKE= 
specifies the length of time, in seconds, you may wait without a 
terminal response during LOGON. 

time 
is a.~ integer from 1 to 16,111,215 

Default: 30 seconds. 

LOGLINE= 
specifies the number of syntactically valid lines that may be entered 
before an attempt to LOGON is automatically canceled. 

integer 
is an integer from 1 to 32,760 

Default: 10 lines. 

BCLl1.T= 
specifies the number of 130-byte records that will be set aside for your 
broadcast messages in the SYS1.BRODCAST data set. 

integer 
is an integer from 1 to 1000. 

Default: 100 records. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

This example illustrates the use of the TSOPTION macro instruction to specify 
the time-sharing options. It permits up to 500 seconds to elapse before 
LOGON issues a message. The new system will allow ten lines to be entered, 
and 200 broadcast records, before a LOGON attempt is canceled. 

TSOPTION LOGTIME=500,BCLMT=200 
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UADS 

The UAD~ macro instruction specifies the inclusion of the TSO SYS1.UADS data 
set in the new operating system. This macro instruction is valid only in a 
complete operating system or processor generation of a TSO system. 

Basic Requirement 

Space must be allocated for SYS1.UADS. The data set may be cataloged in the 
new system. 

processor/Library Generation 

This macro instruction can be used to add to or replace a SYS1.UADS data set. 
If an existing data set is to be replaced, it must be scratched and uncataloged 
before the new one is added. 

Name operation 

UADS 

Operand 

[
UNIT=name ] 
VOLNO=serial 

Default: If the UNIT and VOLNO keyword parameters are omitted, SYS1.UADS is 
placed on the new system-residence volume. 

UNIT= 
specifies a direct-acc9ss device in the generating system. The volume 
on this device will contain the SYS1.UADS data set. 

name 
is the device type. 

Note: 

Required: If this keyword parameter is specified, VOLNO must also be coded. 

VOLNO= 
specifies the volume that is to contain the SYS1.UADS data set. 

serial 
is a serial number. 

Note: 

Required: If this keyword parameter is specified, UNIT must also be coded. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

This example illustrates the, use of the UADS macro instruction to specify the 
inclusion of the TSO SYS1.UADS data set in the new operating system. The unit 
name is 2301. The volume serial number is 10454. 

UADS UNIT=2301,VOLNO=10454 
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ucs 

The DCS macro instruction specifies the IB! standard character set images for 
a printer with the universal character set (UCS) feature. This macro 
instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• This macro instruction can be specified only if UNIT=3211 or if 
FEATORE=UNVCHSET and UNIT=1403 have been specified in the IODEVICE macro 
instruction. 

• If the UCS macro instruction is omitted, IB! standard character set images 
are not included in the system. Therefore, if you have a printer with 
DCS, you must add your own character set images to the system as described 
in OS Data Management for System Programmers. 

I/O Device Generation 

• This macro instruction can be specified to add UCS support for the printer 
if it was not supplied in the last complete system generation. 

• It does not have to be respecified if it has already been specified in 
a previous generation. 

Name Operation 

DCS 

Operand 

UNIT= {1403} 
(3211} 

I!AGE= (image[,iaage] ••• ) 
DEPIULT=(image[,image ••• ) ] 

IKAGE= 
specifies the IB! character set images to be included as one or more of 
the following values. These values may be listed in any order. 

Value IBM standard character Set Image 

1403 3211 

AN 

HN 

PCAN 

PCHI 

PI 

ONe 

ON 

RN 

TN 

111 

Hll 

GIl 

PII 

TIl 

Arrangement A, standard EBCDIC CHARACTER SET, $* CHARACTERS 

Arrangement H, EBCDIC character set for PORTRAN and COBOL, 
48 characters 

ASCII character set 

Preferred character set, arrangement A 

Preferred character set, arrangement H 

PL/I character set 

PL/I preferred character set for commercial applications 

PL/I preferred character set for scientific applications 

Character set for commerical applications of PORTRAN and 
COBOL 

Text printing, scientific 120 graphics 
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SN 

IN 

IN 

Preferred character set for text printing 

High-speed alphameric character set for 1403 Model 2 

High-speed alphameric character set for 1403 Model 3 or N1 

DEFAULT= 
specifies the character set images to be used as default options when a 
job does not specify a character set image through its job control language 
statements. 

image 
The values are the same as for the IMAGE keyword. 

UNIT= 
specifies the printer to be used for character set images designated by 
the IMAGE parameter. 

Default: 1403 is assumed if this keyword parameter is omitted. 

Notes: 

• Required: Any value specified with the DEFAULT keyword parameter must 
also be specified with the IMAGE keyword. 

• Recommendation: It is recommended that all character set images that can 
produce valid results as default options be specified. 

• ues Macro Use: The ues macro can be used only once to include the 1403 
and once to include the 3211. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

The following example illustrates the use of the ues macro instruction to 
specify that the character set images AN, PN, and TN are to be included in 
the new system. The images AN and PH are designated as default options. 

ues IMAGE=(AN,PN,TN),DEF1ULT=(AN,PN),UNIT=1403 
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UNITNAME 

The UIITHlME macro instruction is used to name a group of 1/0 devices. This 
macro instruction is optional. 

Basic Requirements 

• This macro instruction is required to name each group of IIO devices in 
the system, except for device types. (See Appendix A.) 

• All UHITN1!E macro instructions having the same N1ME value must appear 
consecutively in the input stream. 

• If the IBM-supplied cataloged procedures in SYS1.PROCLIB are used, this 
macro instruction must be used to assign certain names to groups of IIO 
devices. These names will be used by the IBM-supplied cataloged procedures 
to specify the I/O devices required. The names required are: 

SYSSQ 

SISDA 

SYSCP 

For magnetic tape and/or direct-access devices 

For direct-access devices only 

For card punch 

• The only combination of unlike device types permitted in a group is magnetic 
tape and direct-access devices. 

• A lIaximum of 50 uniquely named groups can be specified for a system. If 
more are required, see Appendix B for the procedure to follow. 

• 
• 

A maximum of 255 addresses can appear in one group. 

A maximum of 255 characters can be used in the operand of any macro 
instruction. 'If more addresses must be listed for a particular name, 
another UNITNAME macro instruction is coded using the same name. 

IIO Device Generation 

• This macro instruction may be used to name a new group of I/O devices or 
rename an existing group of devices. 

• If the group names are to remain the same, they must be respecified. 

Name operation 

UNITHl!! 

IAKE= 

Operand 

UNIT= {(addreSS([,addreSS] ••• [,(addreSS,n) ] ••• D} 
( (address, n) ) 

NAKE=name 

specifies the nalle to be given to a group of I/O devices. 

name 
is a value from 1 to 8 characters. Each can be alphameric, national, 
or one of the two special characters, slash (I) and hyphen (-). 

l J N I r N t\ '\ If 
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UNIT= 
specifies a group of I/O devices that will be recognized by the naae 
assigned. 

address 
is the unit address of an I/O device to be included in the group. 

Note: 

Required: When n is specified, this address must be the lowest number 
of the sequential addresses being specified. 

n 

Notes: 

is the number of units and the total of sequential addresses to be 
assigned. The value can be a number from 1 to 255. 

• Same Addresses: The addresses used must be the same as those specified 
in the IODEVICE macro instruction for those devices. 

• Parentheses Required: If the form (address,n) is used as the only 
subparameter of the macro instruction, double parentheses must be used. 
For example, UNIT=«180,4) would create a group of four devices that have 
the addresses 180, 181, 182, and 183. 

• Unlike Device Types: The only combination of unlike device types permitted 
in a group is magnetic tape and direct access devices. 

Coding Hints and Additional Information 

2420 Magnetic Tape Drives: To select these drives specifically, establish 
them as a group by assigning a group name and specifying their unit addresses. 

Maximum Number of Devices Formula: The maximum number of devices that can 
be included in groups is determined by the following formula: 

510 - N = Maximum number of devices 

N is the number of uniquely named groups. The maximum value of N is 
50. 

For example, if there are 40 groups, a maximum of 470 devices can be distributed 
among those groups. 

SISDA and SISSQ: It is recommended that 2321 addresses not be included in 
these groups because some processors (COBOL E and sort/merge) do not support 
intermediate work data sets on 2321 volumes. 

It is recomm~nded that a group named SYSOUT be defined for intermediate system 
output data sets. The devices in the SISOUT group should be a subset of the 
devices in the SISDA group. The group name SISOUT should be defined as the 
default value in the reader cataloged procedure. 
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Examples 

The following example illustrates the use of the UNITNl!E macro instruction 
to assign the name TAPE to the devices located at 180, 181, 182, 183, 190, 
191, 290, and 390. 

UNITN!!E N!ME=TlPE,UNIT=(180,4),290,390, (190,2» 

The following example illustrates the use of the UNITNI!E macro instruction 
to assign a specific unit name to an unsupported I/O device. The unsupported 
device is located at address 167 (specified as UNIT=DOMMY, ADDRESS=167 with 
an IODEVICE macro instruction). 

UNITNIME NA!E=167,UNIT=167 

lJN IT i"Ji\l\lf 
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Cross-References Between the System Generation MACRO Instructions 

Many of the keywords in the system generation macro instructions require 
keywords in other macro instructions to specify a particular function. The 
relationships between the keywords of the system generation macro instructions 
is shown in Figure 89. 

Dependencies between the keywords within a macro instruction are not shown 
because they are illustrated by the macro instruction format and, when 
necessary, by tables within each macro instruction description. 

Note: 

In the table below (All) has been used to indicate that the entire macro 
instruction (all the parameters) is affected by the macro instruction referred 
to. 

Macro Instruction Keyword 

ALGOL (All) 

ASSEMBLR (Al~ 

CENPROCS INSTSET 

FEATURE 

KODEL 

CHECKER (All) 

DESIGN 

CKPTREST (All) 

ELIGBLE 

COBLIB 

DESIGN 

COBOL (All) 

DESIGN 

Macro Instruction 
Referred to 

ALGLIB 
CENPROCS 

CENPROCS 

SUPRVSOR 

SUPRVSOR 

SUPRVSOR 
EMULATOR 

SCHEDULR 

FORTRAN 

SUPRVSOR 

PL1 

COBOL 

CENPROCS 
GRPAHICS 

CENPROCS 
COBLIB 

CENPROCS 

Keyword 
Referred to 

(All) 
INSTSET 
MODEL 

MODEL 

OPTIONS 

OPTIONS 

OPTION'S 
(All) 

OPTIONS 

DESIGN 

RESIDNT 

(All) 

(All) 

MODEL 
GSP 

INSTSET 
(All) 

MODEL 

Figure 89 (Part 1 of 6). Cross-References Between Macro Instructions 
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Macro Instruction Keyword 
Macro Instruction Keyword Referred to Referred to 

CTRLPROG HIARCHY PAR'rITNS (All) 

QSPACE SCHEDULR ACCTRTN 
SUPRVSOR OPTION 

SYSQUE SCHEDULR ACCTRTN 
CONOPTS 

TMSLICE PARTITNS (All) 
SUPRVSOR OPTIONS 

TIMER 

TYPE CENPROCS INSTSET 
EMULATOR (All) 
PARTITNS (All) 

DATAMGT ACSMETH CTRLPROG TYPE 
SUPRVSOR TIMER 
TELCMLIB (All) 
EMULATOR (All) 

EDIT (All) CMDLIB (All) 

EDITOR DESIGN SUPRVSOR SER 

EMULATOR (All) SCHEDULR REPLY 
"'lOB FRS 

SUPRVSOR TIMER 
OPTIONS 

CENPROCS MODEL 
CTRLPROG TYPE 

DATAKGT ACSKETH 

FORTLIB (All) GRAPHICS GSP 

BOUIDRY CEIPROCS KODEL 

DESIGN CENPROCS KODEL 

FORTRAN (All) CENPROCS INSTSET 

DESIGN CENPROCS KODEL 

GJOBCTL (All) CTRLPROG TYPE 

CLASS CTRLPROG TYPE 

DAPOOL UNITNAlfE (All) 

REGION CTRLPROG TYPE 

TYPE DATAKGT ACSHETH 
PTOP (All) 

UNITS IODEVICE UNIT 

Fiqure 89 (Part 2 of 6). Cross-References Between ftacro Instructions 
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!acro Instruction Keyword 
!acro Instruction Keyword Ref erred to' Referred to 

GRAPHICS (111) PORTLIB (111) 
COBLIB (Ali) 
PLtLIB (111) 

ALTCONS 
COISOLE 

SECOllSLE ALTCONS 
CONSOLE 

IOCO.TRL (111) IODIVICE (All) 

PEATURB IODEiICE OPTCHAlI 

UIIT IODEVICE OPTCHAI 

IODIVICE (All) IOCOITRL (111) 
UIITIA!E (All) 

ADDRESS CHANNEL (All) 

PEATURE CTRLPROG TYPE 

OPTCRAI CHANIEL (All) 

UIIT CENPROCS !ODEL 

SCHEDULR COIOPTS 
UlIITIARE (All) 

LOADER (All) SUPRVSOR OPTIONS 

OUTPUT (All) CRDLIB' (All) 

P1RTITRS (111) CTRLPROG TYPE 
HIARCHY 

SIlnK SUPRVSOR OPTIONS 

PLl (All) CENPROCS INS'l'SET 
CKPTREST ELIGBtE 
PL1LIB (All) 
SOPRVSOR WAIT 

PL1LIB (All) PLl (All) 
SUPRVSOR (All) 

COIVS PL1 OPT 
BODES SUPRVSOR OPTIONS 

PL1 OPT 

PROCtIB (111) GENERATE IIDEI 
UIITNARE (111) 

P'l'OP (111) IODEVICE UIIT 
ADAPTER 

D1T1!GT ACSRETH 
TELC!LIB (111) 

Piqure 89 (Part 3 of 6). Cross-References Between !acro Instructions 
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Macro Instruction Keyword 
Macro Instruction Keyword Referred to Referred to 

RESKODS (All) SVCTABLE (All) 

SCHEDULR ACCTRTN SUPRVSOF TIMER 

ALTCONS IODEVICE ADDRESS 

CONSOLE IODEVICE ADDRESS 

ESV ·SUPRVSOR TIKER 

HARDCPY IODEVICE ADDRESS 
SECONSLE CONSOLE 

INITQBF SUPRVSOR OPTIONS 

JOBQFMT SUPRVSOR OPTIONS 

JOBQLMT SUPRVSOR OPTIONS 

JOBQRES IODEVICE ADDRESS 
SUPRVSOR OPTIONS 

JOBQTMT SUPRVSOR OPTIONS 

JOBQWTP SUPRVSOR OPTIONS 

MINPART SUPRVSOR OPTIONS 

OPTIONS DATA!GT ACSMETH 
GENTSO (All) 

PROCESS IODEVICE ADDRESS 
SUPRVSOR OPTIONS 

REPLY EMULATOR (All) 
SUPRVSOR OPTIONS 

STARTER IODEVICE ADDRESS 

STARTW IODEVICE ADDRESS 

TYPE CTRLPROG TYPE 

WTOBFRS EMULATOR (111) 
SUPRVSOR OPTIONS 

SECMODS (111) CENPROCS !ODEL 
CTRLPROG TYPE 
SUPRVSOR OPTIONS 

SER 

Figure 89 (Part 4 of 6). Cross-References Between Macro Instructions 
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Macro Instruction Keyword 
Macro Instruction Keyword Referred to Referred to 

SECONSLE (All) CTRLPROG TYPE 
SCHEDULR ALTCONS 

CONOPTS 

ALTCONS IODEVICE ADDRESS 
SCHEDULR CONSOLE 

CONSOLE IODEVICE ADDRESS 

SORTLIB (All) SORTMERG (All) 

SORTKERG (All) EDITOR (All) 
GENERATE INDEX 
GENTSO INDEX 
SORTLIB (All) 

SUPRVSOR (All) PL1LIB (All) 

OPTIONS CENPROCS MODEL 
COBOL (All) 
CTRLPROG QSPACE 

TYPE 
PL1 (All) 
RPG (All) 
SCHEDULR INITQB.F 

!!INPART 
JOBQFMT 
JOBQLKT 
JOBQRES 
JOBQT!!! 
JOBQWTP 
PHoeRES 
STARTR 
STARTW 
ifTOBFRS 

EKULATOR (All) 

RESIDNT CTRLPROG TYPE 
IOCONTRL FEATURE 
IODEVICE FEATURE 

SER CENPROCS KODEL 
SECKODS option 

TIMER EKULATOR (All) 
SCHEDULR ACCTRTN 

WAIT CTRLPROG TYPE 
IODEVICE UNIT 

Fiqure 89 (Part 5 of 6). Cross-References Between Kacro Instructions 
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"acro Instruction Keyword 
"acro Instruction Keyword Referred to Referred to 

SVCLIB (All) SVCTABLE (All) 

SVCTABLE (All) RESPIODS (111) 
SVCLIB (All) 

UCS (All) IODEVICE FEATURE 
UNIT 

UNITNA"E UNIT IODEVICE ADDRESS 

Figure 89 (Part 6 of 6). Cross~References Between PIacro Instructions 
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Appendixes 

Each of the following is provided in an appendix: 

• A list of device type names automatically provided. 

• The additional preparation required if more than 96 I/O devices are to 
be specified during system generation 

• The distribution methods. 

• The messages produced during system generation. 

• Descriptions of Functionally Equivalent I/O Devices 
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Appendix A: Device Types 

A device type is automatically assigned during system generation to each 
collection of devices for which a type of device is specified by the UNIT 
parameter of an IODEVICE macro instruction. The names and the devices to which 
they apply follow. 

Magnetic Tape Drives 

Device Type 

2400 

2400-1 

2400-2 

2400-3 

2QOO-4 

3400-2 

3400-3 

3400-4 

3400-5 

3400-6 

Description 

2400 9-track magnetic tape drive, which has either an 800 byte
per-inch (density) capability when the dual-density feature is 
not installed, or a 1600 byte-per-inch (density) capability when 
the dual-density feature is installed 
2400 magnetic tape drive with 7-track capability and without 
data conversion 
2400 magnetic tape drive with 7-track capability and data 
conversion 
2400, 2415, or 2420 9-track magnetic tape drive, which has only 
a 1600 byte-per-inch (density) capability 
2400 or 2415 9-track magnetic tape drive having an 800- and a 
1600 byte-per-inch (density) capability 

3410 or 3420 magnetic tape drive having 7-track capability and data 
conversion 
3410 or 3420 9-track magnetic tape drive having 1600 byte-per
inch (density) capability 
3410 or 3420 9-track magnetic tape· drive having 800 byte-per
inch and 1600 byte-per-inch (density) capability 
inch and 1600 byte-per-inch (density) capability 
3420 9-track magnetic tape drive having 6250 byte-per-inch 
(density) capability 
3420 9-track magnetic tape drive having 1600 byte-per-inch 
and 6250 byte-per-inch (density) capability 

Direct-Access Devices 

Device Type 

2301 
2302 
2303 
2305-1 
2305-2 
2311 
2314 
2321 

3330 

Description 

2301 drum storage 
2302 disk storage drive 
2303 drum storage drive 
2305-1 fixed-head disk storage (Modell) 
2305-2 fixed-head disk storage (Model 2) 
2311 disk storage drive 
2314 direct-access storage facility 
2321 data cell drive 

3330 disk storage drive 
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unit Record Equipment 

Device Type 

1052 
1053 

1403 
1442 
1443 

2495 

2501 
2520 

2540 
2540-2 

2611 

3066 
3158 
3210 
3211 
3213 
3215 

3505 
3525 

Description 

1052 printer keyboard 
1053 "odel 4 printer 

1403 printer or 1404 printer (continuous form only) 
1442 card read punch 
1443 printer 

tape cartridge reader 

2501 card it eader 
2520 card read punch 

2540 card read punch (read feed) 
2540 card read punch (punch feed) 

2611 paper tape reader 

3066 console -- S/370 Models 165, 168 
3158 integrated CRT operators console -- S/370 Model 158 
3210 console printer keyboard 
3211 printer 
Console printer, output only -- S/370 Model 158 
3215 console printer keyboard 

3505 card reader 
3525 card punch with read and print feature 

Graphics Devices 

Device Type 

2250-1 
2250-3 

2260-1 
2260-2 
2265 

2280 
2282 

3066 
3277 
3284 
3286 
5450 

Description 

2250 "odel 1 display unit 
2250 Model 3 display unit 

2260 Model 1 display station (local attachment) 
2260 Model 2 display station (local attachment) 
2265 display station 

2280 film recorder 
2282 film recorder/scanner 

3066 integrated CRT operator's console -- S/370 Models 165, 168 
3277 model 1 or model 2 display station 
3284 model 1 or model 2 printer 
3286 model 1 or model 2 printer 
Model 85 integrated CRT operator's console 
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optical Character Readers 

unit HaDle 

1285 
1287 
1288 

Device Type 

optical reader 
optical reader 
optical reader 

Magnetic Character Readers 

unit HaDle Device Type 

1275 1275 optical reader sorter (available through World Trade branch 
offices only) 

1419 1419 Dlagnetic character reader 

A udio Responses 

Unit Haae Device Type 

7770 7770 audio response unit 
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Appendix B: Supporting Additional I/O Devices 

If you want to increase the limits specified in the IOCONTRL, IODEVICE, and 
UNITNA!E macro instructions, you must follow a special procedure. There are 
tvo levels of additional I/O device support. The system generation with 248 
devices can be performed only on a central processing unit that h~s at least 
128K of main storage with a generating system that contains the Release 18 
or later level of Assembler F, or the starter operating system must be used. 
The first limit allows a maximum of 248 I/O devices, 80 control units, and 
100 group names. (Ten group names are assigned to each 2321 for which an 
IODEVICE macro instruction has been written.) The second limit allows up to 
768 I/O devices, 255 control units, and 100 group names. The main storage 
requirement for the generating system must be more than 128K to generate a 
new system with 768 devices. 

Before executing the system generation process, you must: 

• Calculate the amount of storage required by the unit control blocks (UCB) 

• Calculate the number of devices that can be specified in groups 

• Redefine two members of SYS1.GENLIB before starting Stage I 

• Insert two control statements in the system generation input deck 

After system generation, you should reestablish the standard definitions. 

Note: In this procedure, it is assumed that SYS1.GENLIB resides on a 2311 
direct-access volume whose serial number is DLIB04. If SYS1.GENLIB resides 
on a different volume or device, the volume serial number and device type 
should be modified accordingly. All other parameters must be coded as shown. 

Calculating the Storage Required by unit Control Blocks 

The size of a unit control block (UCBl varies with the type of device. For 
example, a UCB for a magnetic tape is 24 bytes long and the UCB for a 2311 
disk drive is 64 bytes long. In addition, 4 bytes are added to each nCB if 
TYPE=M65MP is specified in the CTRLPROG macro instruction. All UCBs in a 
system must reside in the first 32K bytes of fixed main storage along with 
all the request queue elements (RQEs), the control program nucleus, and the 
machine logout and PSW area. (The RQEs are specified by the parameter MAXIO 
in the CTRLPROG macro instruction.) The system generation process will be 
halted if the 32K limit is exceeded or if more than 768·paths are specified. 
Both of the following formulas must be satisified in order not to exceed the 
limits. 

Formula 1 

TP + UR + DA + GR + TA + OC .s. 768 

TP is the number of teleprocessing devices. 
UR is the number of unit-record devices. 
DA is the number of direct-access devices. 
GR is the number of graphic devices. 
TA is the number of magnetic tape drives. 
OC is the number of optional channels specified. 
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Formula 2 

(24+1+B+BB) (TP+UR) + (64+1) (01) + (12+C) (ROE) + (40+1) (GR) + (52+1) (Tl) 
S 32,768-D-E 

A is 4 for M65MP. 
B is 4 for a printer with UCS buffer. 
BB is 4 for the devices 1285, 1287, 1288, and 2495. 
TP is the number of telecommunications lines. 
UR is the number of unit-record devices. 
DA is the number of direct·access devices. (A value of 3.4 is 

used for each 2321.) 
C is 4 for MVT or M65MP. 
ROE is the number of request queue elements. 

In addition, add 1 for the recovery management support (RMS) if 
it is in the system. 
Also, add 2 if the dynamic device reconfiguration (DDR) option 
is in the system. 

GR is the number of graphic devices. 
TA is the number of magnetic tape drives. 
D 384 for machine logout and P5W area for S/360 Models 40 to 

75, KFT, and MVT. 
512 for machine logout and P5W area for S/370. 
4096 for machine logout and PSW area for M65MP. 
1978 for machine logout and P5W area for 5/360 Models 85 
and 91. 
2584 for machine logout and PSW area for 5/360 Kodel 195. 

E 2000 for MFT nucleus resident below 4K. 
2400 for MFT nucleus resident below 4K with time-slicing 
option. 
168 for KVT nucleus resident below 4K. 
168 for M65MP nucleus resident between 105 and first 4K. 

Calculating the Number of Devices for Groups 

The total number of devices that can be included in groups is determined by 
either of the two formulas below. 

For up to 248 devices use: 

1=510 .... N 

For up to 768 devices use: 

1=1028-N 

A 

N 

is the total number of devices. A device may belong to more 
than one group, but it must be counted as a separate device each 
time it is used. 

is the number of uniquely named groups. The maximum number is 
100 in both formulas. 
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Redefining Two Members of SYS1.GENLIB 

Two members of SYS1.GENLIB, SGGBLPAK and either SGPAK248 or SGPAK168, must 
be redefined for either level of limitation before stage I of system generation 
can be executed. These members can be redefined by using the IEHPROGM utility 
program. The two utility control statements required to allow up to 248 devices 
are: 

RENAME DSNAME=SYS1.GENLIB,VOL=2311=DLIB04,MEMBER=SGGBLPAK, 
NEWNAME=SGPAK96 * MUST START THIS LINE COL 16 * 

RENAME DSNAME=SYSl.GENLIB,VOL=23l1=DLIB04,MEMBER=SGPAK248, 
NEWNAME=SGGBLPAK * MUST START THIS LINE COL 16 * 

x 

x 

The two utility control statements required to allow up to 768 devices are: 

RENAME DSNAME=SYS1.GENLIB,VOL=2311=DLIB04,MEMBER=SGGBLPAK, 
NEWNAME=SGPAK96 * MUST START THIS LINE COL 16 * 

RENAME DSNAME=SYSl.GENLIB,VOL=23ll=DLIB04,MEMBER=SGPAK768, 
NEWNAME=SGGBLPAK * MUST START THIS LINE COL 16 * 

x 

x 

The following DD statement is required in the step where the redefining is 
done: 

//ddname DD DSNAME=SYS1.GENLIB,DISP=OLD 

The two members are redefined during an execution of the IEHPROGM utility 
program using the utility control statements and the DD statement given above. 
(Detailed information about the IEHPROGM utility program can be found in ~ 
utilities.) Because IEHPROGM is also used to initialize the new system data 
sets during preparation for system generation, the utility control statements 
and the DD statement for redefining the members of SYS1.GENLIB can be included 
during the initialization run instead of executing IEHPROGM as a separate job. 

Before executing stage I of the system generation process, you must insert 
two additional control statements in the input deck. 

For the limit of up to 248 devices, the statements are: 

COpy SGGBLPAK 
&LIMIT (1) SETB 1 

For the limit of up to 168 devices, the statements are: 

COpy SGGBLPAK 
&LIMIT(3) SETB 1 

These statements must immediately follow the DD * or DD DATA statement and 
precede any system generation macro instructions. 
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Reestablishing the Standard Definitions 

After the system generation process is finished, you should reestablish the 
standard definitions by using the IEHPROGM utility program. 

The following two control statements are required if the limit selected was 
up to 248 devices: 

RENAME DSNAME=SYS1.GENLIB,VOL=2311=DLIB04, X 
MEMBER=SGGBLPAK,:NEWNAME=SGPAK248 * START LINE COL 16 * 

RENAME DSNAME=SYS1.GENLIB,VOL=2311=DLIB04, X 
MEMBER=SGPAK96,NEWNAME=SGGBLPAK * START LINE COL 16 * 

The following two statements are required if the limit selected was up to 768 
devices: 

RENAME DSNAME=SYS1.GENLIB,VOL=2311=DLIB04, X 
MEMBER=SGGBLPAK,NEWNAME=SGPAK768 * START LINE COL 16 * 

RENAME DSNAME=SYS1.GENLIB,VOL=2311=DLIB04, X 
MEMBER=SGPAK96,NEWNAME=SGGBLPAK * START LINE COL 16 * 

The following DD statement is always required in the step where the redefining 
is done: 

Iiddname DD DSNAME=SYS1.GENLIB,DISP=OLD 

128K Users 

If SGPAK768 is required for the stage I assembly, the IPL procedure for the 
distributed KFT starter system should be modified as follows: 

Reply YES to the CHANGE PARTITIONS message. 

Reply (R OO,'PO={ABC,LAST),END,LIST') to the CONTINUE DEFINITION message. 

After a SET DATE command issue: 

MN JOBNAMES 
START DSO.PO,OOE 
START RDR.S,OOe 
START INIT.A22 

If OOE and OOC are not the addresses of the writer and reader, enter the correct 
addresses. 
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Appendix C: Distribution Methods 

The starter operating system package is provided by one of the following 
distribution methods: 

• Complete starter operating system package for the 2311 disk storage drive: 
This package is distributed on five disk packs, or two tapes with 1600 
BPI, or three tapes with 800 BPI, for restoring to disk packs. The volume 
serial numbers of the disk packs are DLIB01, DLIB02, DLIB03, DLIB04 and 
DLIBOS. TSO and TCAM generations require one additional disk pack or tape. 
The volume serial number of the disk pack is DLIB06. 

• Complete starter operating system package for the 2314 direct access storage 
facility: This package is distributed on one tape with 1600 BPI, or two 
tapes with 800 BPI, for restoring to two 2316 disk packs. The volume 
serial numbers of the disk packs are DtIB01 and DLIB02. 

• Complete starter operating system package for the 3330 direct access storage 
facilitT: This package is distributed on one tape with 1600 BPI, or two 
tapes v1th 800 BPI, for restoring to one 3336 disk pack. The volume serial 
number of the pack is DLIB01. 

The starter operating system package distributed on disk packs is operable 
(though a backup copy of it should be made). It contains the starter operating 
system and the libraries as they are shown in Figures 90 and 91. (The data 
sets are not necessarily provided in the order shown.) 

The starter operating system package distributed on tape includes all of the 
contents of the disk packs. Because the tapes must be restored onto disk 
packs, two additional independent utility programs -- IBCDASDI and IBCDMPRS 
-- are provided at the beginning of each tape for use in restoring the disk 
packs. In Figures 90 and 91, the tape layout is shown beside the corresponding 
disk pack. Only the libraries shown on the disk packs are restored from the 
tapes. The IBCDASDI and IBCDftPRS programs will alvays be at the beginning 
of the tapes, but the other data sets ma~ not be in the order shown. The 2314 
and 3330 distribution are available only on tape, and must be restored to the 
disk pack from the tape. 
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DLlB01 

STARTER SYSTEM 
SYS 1. PARMLIB 
SYS 1. PROCLIB 
SYS 1. MODGEN 2 
SYS 1.ACDS 

2311 DISTRIBUTION PACKS 

DLIB02 DLlB03 

SYS 1. MODGEN SYS 1. DN554 
SYS 1.C1505 
SYS 1. CI535 
SYS 1. C0513 
SYS 1. C0519 
SYS 1. DM508 
SYS 1. DM509 
SYS 1. DN527 
SYS 1. DN533 
SYS 1. DN539 
SY$1.10523 
SYS 1. 10526 
SYS 1. LM537 
SYS 1. LM542 
SYS 1. RC536 
SYS 1. RC541 
SYS 1. RC543 
SYS 1. RC661 
SYS1.SM023 
SYS 1. UT606 

OLlB04 

SYS 1. GENLIB 
SYS 1. MACLIB 

2314 DISTRIBUTION PACKS 

DLlB01 

STARTER SYSTEM 
SYS 1. Cd548 
SYS 1. CI555 
SYS 1. DUADS 
SYS 1. DHELP 
SYS 1. DCMDLlB 
SYS 1. DN554 
SYS 1. AL531 
SYS 1. AS037 
SYS 1. CB545 
SYS 1. CI505 
SYS 1. CI535 
SYS 1. COBLIB 
SYS 1. C0503 
SYS 1. C0513 
SYS 1. C0519 
SYS 1. DM508 
SYS 1. DM509 
SYS 1. DN527 
SYS 1. DN533 
SYS 1. DN539 
SYS 1. ED521 
SYS 1. FORTLIB 
SYS 1.ACDS 

SYS 1. F0500 
SYS 1. F0520 
SYS 1. F0550 
SYS 1. 10523 
SYS 1. 10526 
SYS 1. LD547 
SYS 1. LM501 
SYS 1. LM512 
SYS 1. LM532 
SYS 1. LM537 
SYS 1. LM542 
SYS 1. LM546 
SYS 1 .. NL511 
SYS 1. PL1 LIB 
SYS 1. PL552 
SYS 1. RC536 
SYS 1. RC541 
SYS 1. RC543 
SYS 1. RC551 
SYS 1.RG038 
SYS1.SM023 
SYS 1,.'SORTLIB 
SYS 1.UTS06 
SYS 1.PARMLIB 
SYS 1. PROCLIB 

DLlB05 

SYS 1. AL531 
SYS 1. AS037 
SYS.1. CB545 
SYS 1. COBLIB 
SYS 1. C0503 
SYS 1. ED521 
SYS 1. FORTLIB 
SYS 1. F0500 
SYS 1. F0520 
SYS 1. F0550 
SYS 1. LD547 
SYS 1. LM501 
SYS 1. LM512 
SYS 1. LM532 
SYS 1. LM546 
SYS 1. NL511 
SYS 1. PL1L1B 
SYS 1. PL552 
SYS 1. RG038 
SYS 1. SORTLIB 
SYS 1. SAMPLIB 
SYS 1. DN554A 

DLlB02 

SYS 1. TSOGEN 
SYS 1. GENLIB 
SYS 1. MODGEN 
SYS 1. MODGEN2 
SYS 1. SAMPLIB 
SYS 1. DN554A 
S'YS 1. TCAMMAC 
SYS 1. TSOMAC 
SYS 1. MACLIB 

Figure 90 (part 1 of 3) • Arrangement of Data sets 
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DLlB06 

SYS 1. TSOGEN* 
SYS 1. C1555* 
SYS 1. TSOMAC* 
SYS 1. DUADS* 
SYS 1. DHELp· 
SYS 1. DCMDLIB* 
SYS 1. C0548* 
SYS 1. TCAMMAC* 



COMPLETE 2311 PACKAGE - DISK DISTRIBUTION 

.sys 1. MODGEN 

COMPONEN1' 
lIBRAR\ES 

*OLlB06- Required if TSO is to be included in the new system. 

Co MPONEN1' 

LIBRARIES 

COMPLETE 2314 PACKAGE - DISK PACK CONTENTS AFTER RESTORING FROM TAP~ 

Figure 90 (Part 2 of 3). Arrange.ent of Data Sets 
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II 

I 

Two tapes if 1600 BPI 

DASDI 
Dump/Restore 

T/M 
DlIB01 
Starter 

Operating 
System 

SYS 1. MODGEN 2 
SYS 1. PROCLIB 
SYS 1. PARMLIB 

Trailer Record 
TIM 

DLlB02 
SYS 1. MODGEN 

Trailer Record 
TIM 

DLlB03 
Component Libraries 

Trailer Record 
TIM 

DLlB04 
SYS 1. GENLIB 
SYS 1. MACLIB 

Trailer Record 
TIM 

Trailer Label 
T/M 

DASDI 
Dump/Restore 

T/M 
DLIB05 

Component Libraries 
SYS 1. SAMPLIB 
SYS 1. DN554A 

(Service Aids) 

Trailer Record 
T/M 

DLlB06 
SYS 1. TCAMMAC 

AIITSO 
Libraries 

All TCAM 
libraries 

Trailer Record 
T/M 

Trailer Label 
T/M 

TAPE DISTRIBUTION FOR 2311 PACKAGE 

Three tapes if BOO BPI 

-- ---DASDI DASDI 
Dump/Restore Dump/Restore 

TIM T/M 
DLlB01 DlIB03 
Starter Component Libraries 

Operating (Second Half) 
System 

SYS 1MODGEN2 Trailer Record 
SYS 1. PROCLIB T/M 
SYS 1. PARMLIB DlIB04 

SYS 1. GENLIB 
Trailer Record SYS 1. MACLI B 

T/M 
DLlB02 Trailer Record 

SYS 1. MODGEN TIM 
Trailer Record 

Trailer Record T/M 
TIM 

DLlB03 
Component Libraries 

(First Half) 

Trailer Record 
TIM 

Trailer Label 
TIM ---

TAPE DISTRIBUTION FOR 2314 PACKAGE 
DASDI 

Dump/Restore 
T/M 

DLIB01 
Starter 

Operating 
System 

Two tapes if 1600 BP I. 

SYS 1. MACLIB 
SYS 1. PROCLIB 
SYS 1. PARMllB 

SYS 1. TCAMMAC 
SYS 1. TSOMAC 

Component Libraries 

Trailer Record 
TIM 

DLIB02 
SYS 1. GENllB 

SYS 1. MODGEN 
SYS 1. MODGEN2 
SYS 1. SAMPLIB 
SYS 1. TSOGEN 
SYS 1. DN554A 

(Service Aids) 

Trailer Record 
TIM 

Trailer Label 
T/M 

Two tapes if 800 BPI 

DASDI 
Dump/Restore 

T/M 
DLlB01 
Starter 

Operating 
System 

SYS 1. MACLIB 
SYS 1. PROCllB 
SYS 1. PARMllB 
SYS 1. TCAMMAC 

SYS 1. TSOMAC 
Component Libraries 

(First Half) 

Trailer Record 
TIM 

Trailer Label 
TIM 

DASDI 
Dump/Restore 

TIM 
DLlB01 

Component Libraries 
(Second Half) 

Trailer Record 
TIM 

DLlB02 
SYS 1. GEN LI B 
SYS 1. MODGEN 
SYS 1. MODGEN2 
SYS 1. SAMPLI B 
SYS 1. TSOGEN 
SYS 1. DN554A 

(Service Aids) 

Trailer Record 
TIM 

Trailer Label 
TIM 

Figure 90 (Part 3 of 3) • Arrangement of Data Sets 
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- .... 
DASDI 

Dump/Restore 
TIM 

-
DLlB05 

Component Libraries 
SYS 1. SAMPLI B 
SYS 1. DN554A 

(Service Aids) 

Trailer Record 
TIM 

DLlB06 
SYS 1. TCAMMAC 

AIITSO 
Libraries 

All TCAM 
libraries 

Trailer Record 
T/M 

Trailer label 
T/M --- ----



Figure 91 (Part 1 of 2). 

3330 DISTRIBUTION PACKS 

DLlB01 

ST A RTE R SYSTEM 
SYS 1. TCAMMAC 
SYS 1. TSOMAC 
SYS 1. C0548 
SYS 1. CI555 
SYS 1. DUADS 
SYS1.DHELP 
SYS 1. DCMDLlB 
SYS 1. DN554 
SYS 1. AL531 
SYS 1. AS037 
sys 1. CB545 
SYS 1. CI505 
SYS 1. CI535 
SYS 1. 'COBLIB 
SYS 1. C0503 
SYS 1. C0513 
SYS 1. C0519 
SYS 1. DM508 
SYS 1. DM509 
SYS 1. DN527 
SYS 1. DN533 
SYS 1. DN539 
SYS 1. ED521 
SYS 1. FORTLIB 
SYS 1. MACLIB 

SYS 1. F0500 
SYS 1. F0520 
SYS 1. F0550 
SYS 1. 10523 
SYS 1. 10526 
SYS 1. LD547 
SYS 1. LM501 
SYS 1. LM512 
SYS 1. LM532 
SYS 1. LM537 
SYS 1. LM542 
SYS 1. LM546 
SYS 1. NL511 
SYS 1. PULIB 
SYS 1. PL552 
SYS 1. RC536 
SYS 1. RC541 
SYS 1. RC543 
SYS 1. RC551 
SYS 1. RG038 
SYS 1. SM023 
SYS 1. SORTLIB 
SYS 1. UT506 
SYS 1. PARMLIB 
SYS 1. PROCLIB 

SYS 1. TSOGEN 
SYS 1. GENLIB 
SYS 1. MODGEN 
SYS1. MOOGEN2' 
SYS 1. SAMPLIB 
SYS 1. DN554A 
SYS 1.ACDS 

Arrangement of Data Sets for the 3330 
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COMPLETE 3330 PACKAGE - DISK PACK CONTENTS AFTER RESTORING FROM TAPE' 

TAPE DISTRIBUTION FOR 3330 PACKAGE DASDI 
Dump/Restore 

T/M 
DLlB01 
Starter 

Operating 
System 

One tape if 1600 BPI. 

SYS 1. MACLIB 
SYS 1. PROCLIB 
SYS 1. PARMLIB 

SYS 1. TCAMMAC 
SYS 1. TSOMAC 

Component Libraries 
SYS 1. GENLIB 

SYS 1. MODGEN 
SYS 1. MODGEN2 
SYS 1. SAMPLIB 
SYS 1. TSOGEN 
SYS 1. DN554A 

(Service Aids) 
T/M 

Trailer Record 
T/M 

Trailer Label 
T/M 

Fiqure 91 (Part 2 of 2). 
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Two tapes if 800 BPI 

DASDI DASDI 
Dump/Restore Dump/Restore 

T/M T/M 
DLlB01 DLIB01 
Starter Component Libraries 

Operating (Second Half) 
System SYS 1. GENLIB 

SYS 1. MACLIB SYS 1. MODGEN 
SYS 1. PROCLIB SYS 1. MODGEN2 
SYS 1. PAoRMLIB SYS 1. SAMPLI B 
SYS 1. TCAMMAC SYS 1. TSOGEN 

SYS 1. TSOMAC SYS 1. DN554A 
Component Libraries (Service Aids) 

(First Half) T/M 
T/M Trailer Record 

Trailer Record T/M 
T/M Trailer Label 

Trailer Label T/M 
TIM 

Arrangement of Data Sets for the 3330 



Appendix D: System Generation Messages 

System generation messages are produced by the assembler program during the 
expansion of system generation macro instructions. These messages are printed 
in the assembler listing in the SYSPRINT data set. Tvo types of messages are 
produced: error messages and informative messages. 

ERROR MESSAGES 

Figure 92 shovs the message code and format of system generation error messages. 
The messages follow. 

IEIaaannn text 

Explanation: The error indicated by the message text is a coding error 
in the system generation macro instruction, aaa. The message serial number, 
nnn, identifies the message. 

For the CHANNEL, IOCONTRL, and IODEVICE\ macro instructions, the message 
text begins with either the name field of the macro instruction or, if 
the name field was omitted, the sequential identification number provided 
by the system. 

Examples of these messages are: 

5,* * * IEICEN104 INSTSET' VALUE NOT SPECIFIED 

5,* * * IEICHA102 CHANNEL2-ADDRESS VALUE NOT SPECIFIED 

5,* * * IEICHA102 CHAN'2-1DDRESS VALUE NOT SPECIFIED 

The first example illustrates a message for the CENPROCS macro instruction. 

The second example illustrates a message for a CHANNEL macro instruction. 
"CHANNEL2" is the name field of the macro instruction. The third example 
illustrates the same message, but in this case the name field of the macro 
instruction vas omitted and "CHAN'2" vas supplied by the macro instruction. 

System Action: The assembler program did not produce a job stream in the 
SYSPUBCH data set. The program analyzed all remaining system generation:) 
macro instructions and printed any other required messages. Either messages 
IEIGEN113 or IEIGEN116 vas printed, followed by the message: GENERATION 
TERBINATED. Then the system generation process was abnormally terminated. 

Severity Code: 5 

User Response: Correct the error or errors indicated and begin the system 
generation process from the start of Stage I. 

IEIGEN113 QUIT SWITCH ON BEFORE GENERATE !lCRO 

Explanation: One or more errors, indicated by messages, vere detected 
before the GENERATE macro instruction was expanded. 

Severity Code: 7 
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IEIGEH116 QUIT SWITCH SET IH GEHERATE MACRO 

Explanation: One or more errors were detected during expansion of the 
GENERATE macro instruction. 

Severity Code: 7 

7,* * * GENERATIOB TERMIHATED * * * 

Explanation: The system generation process was abnormally terminated. 

Severity Code: 7 

WARNIBG MESSAGES 

Figure 92 shows the message code and format of system generation warning 
messages. The messages follow. 

IEIaaannn text 

Explanation: The message text indicates a machine condition that may cause 
errors in the new system. For example: 

0,* * * IEIIOC114 PREVIOUS COBTROL UBIT HAS NO DEVICES 

System Action: The job stream is produced. 

Severity Code: 0 

User Response: If necessary, correct the condition indicated and begin 
the system generation process from the start of Stage I. 

INFORMATIVE MESSAGES 

*, message text 

Explanation: This type of message docuaents the options selected for the 
new system through the system generation macro instructions. All options 
are described, whether the selection was explicit or implicit. 

***macro name***component name***component ID*** 

Explanation: This type of message will appear preceding any PUNCH statements 
that were produced by the macro expansion. 

macro name 
name of the macro instruction that produced any succeeding PUNCH 
statements. 

component name 
name of the component group responsible for maintaining the particular 
macro expansion. 

component ID 
is the identification to be used in reporting trouble if a problem 
is isolated to the code produced by the particular macro expansion. 
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Message 
Code Code 

lEI S,* * * IElaaannn text 
s = Severity code: 

o Warning mes[,age; the condition indicated may cause errors in new system. 
S Error message; error in coding of a system generation macro instruction. 
7 Error message; message is produced by GENERATE macro instruction. 

aaa Indication of system generation macro instruction at which error was 
detected: 
aaa Macro Instruction aaa Macro Instruction 
AGL ALGLIB MAL MACLIB 
ALG ALGOL OUT OUTPUT 
ASM ASSEMBLR PLL PL1LIB 
CEN CENPROCS PLl PLl 
CHA CHANNEL POP PTOP 
CKP CKPTREST PRL PROCLIB 
CKR CHECKER PRM PARMLIB 
CMD CMDLIB PTM PARTITNS 
COB COBOL RES RESMODS 
COL COBLIB RPG RPG 
CTR CTRLPROG SCN SECONSLE 
DAT DATAMGT SEC SECMODS 
EDI EDIT SCH SCHEDULR 
EDT EDITOR SOL SORTLIB 
EMU EMULATOR SOR SORTMERG 
FOL FORTLIB SUP SOPRVSOR 
FTC FORTRAN SVC SVCTABLE 
GEN GENERATE or GENTSO SVL SVCLIB 
GJC GJOBCTL SYS SYSUTILS 
GPH GRAPHICS TEL TELCMLIB 
HEL HELP TSO TSOPTION 
IMG IMAGELIB OAD OADS 
IOC IOCONTRL UCS OCS 
IOD IODEVICE UNI UNIT NAME 
LDR LOADER 
LNK LINKLIB 

nn = Message serial number 
text = Message text 

Figure 92. System Generation Error and Warning Messages 
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IIO Device 

2319 

2596 

3333 

Appendix E: Functionally Equivalent 1/0 Devices 

Equivalent to Usage 

2314 The 2319 is a three drive disk storage. unit that 
attaches to any 5/360 or 370. The 2319 drives 
are functionally equivalent to the 2314 drives. 
As with the 2314, a maximum of eight drives can 
be used. 

1442 

3330 

When specifying a 2319, FEATURE= in the IODEVICE 
macro can be used for all models except the 145. 
To specify a 2319, see the IODEVICE macro. 

The 2596 card read punch is functionally equivalent 
to the 1442 11 card read punch. If the 2596 is 
specified as a 1442 11 at system generation time, 
it becomes directly accessible by an assembler 
language program which enables it to read and 
punch 96-column cards. Por information on the 
data management macros used to access a 2596, 
see 05 Dataftanagement Services Guide. 

Use: 

• The device may only be used for direct input 
from or direct output to an assembler language 
program. 

• The device may not be assigned as a job 
stream (5Y5IN/SYSOUT) device. 

• A data set on the device aay not be opened 
as both an input and output data set at the 
same time. 

• If both the 2596 and 1442 devices are being 
used in the same system, the device address 
cannot be included in a device class at 
system generation. 

• If botH the 2596 and the 1442 are being used 
in the same system, they must be assigned 
by their respective device addresses. 

• If, the system contains DDB, the 2596 cannot 
be replaced with the 1442 by the SWAP com.and. 

The 3333 is a two drive disk storage unit that 
attaches to any S/360 or 370. The 3333 drives 
are functionally equivalent to the 3330 drives. 
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Appendix F: Diagnostic Override 

Diagnostic override enables a job stream to De produced during Stage I, even 
though errors were found in the Stage I input deck. The job stream that is 
produced mayor may not be meaningful, depending on the type of error. 

If you want diagnostic override, include the following statements in the 
Stage I input deck after the Stage I job control language statements: 

COpy 
&SGMENTB(16) 

SGGBLPAK 
SETB 1 
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Index 

Indexes to Systems Reference Library publications are consolidated in 
as r~aster Index for System Reference Manuals, GC28-6644. For additional 
information about any subject listed below, refer to other publications 
listed for the same subject in the Master Index. 

• ABEND 
by utility data sets 79 
dump data set 217 
standard system codes 261 
(see also SYS 1. Dill1P) 

Access method 
generation of 281,282 
graphics programming services 325-326 
optional 282 
resident 439-440 
(see also BDM1, ISAM, BTAM, QTAM) 

Accounting routine 24,98 
example 33,116 
to include 402 

Additional pairs of transient areas 
description 157 
specifying 276 

ALGLIB macro instruction 247 
cross-reference table 467 
specifying 245,246 
type of (table) 244 

ALGOL compiler 
componen t name 
generation of 
member names 
sample program 

.to be included 
ALGOL library 

contains 211 

204 
247,248 

247 
98 
204 

component name 204 
to be included' 211,245 
(see also SYS1.ALGLIB) 

ALGOL macro instruction 247,248 
cross-reference table 467 
specifying 247-249 
type of (table) 244 

ALGOL sample program 98 
Allocating space 

(see space allocation) 
Alternative channel addressing 

specifying 346-347 
Alternate console 

description 163,164 
specifying 397-401,403,425-430 

Alternate path retry (APR) 
description 157,158 
specifying 440 

American National Standard COBOL 
component name 204,215 
sample program 99 
specifying 267-274 
type of (table) 244 

(see also COBOL macro instruction) 
American National Standard COBOL library 

component name 204,215 
to be included 265-266 
(see also SYS1.COBLIB, COBLIB macro 
instruction, COBOL subroutines) 

APR 
(see alternate path retry) 

ASMBLR 
contained in 220 
during Stage I 79,80 
during Stage II 65,69,71,74-75 
restart 84,86 
user-written load module 24 
{see also assembly steps , Stage II, 
restart procedures} 

ASCII 440 
Assembler language processor 166,167 

alias 220 
component names 204 
contained in 221 
decimal instructions 442 
during Stage I 79,80 
during Stage II 65,69,71,74-75 
F-design level 32,204,252 
generation of 251 
sample prog~am ,100 
sample steps, Stage II 69-70,74,76 
system generation requirements 33,34 
uses SYS1.MACLIB 224 
uses utility data sets 28-31,32-33 
(see also ASSEMBLR macro instruction) 

Assembler 'sample program ·100 
ASSEMBLR macro instruction 

specifying 251 
type of (table) 244 
(see also assembler language processor) 

69,75,76 
14,65,69,74 
79 

Assembly steps 
during Stage I 
during Stage II 
restart Stage I 
restart Stage II 
(see also ASMBLR) 

80,81 

Asynchronous overlay 278 
ATTACH function 158-159 

description 159 
made resident description 158-159 
specifying 440,444 

ATTACH macro instruction 
(see SYS1.LINKLIB) 

Automatic restart 261 
Automatic volume recognition 413,414 
Auxiliary storage 10 
AVR 413,414 
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Background jobs 320,321,322 
Backup copy 40,42 

disk 52-55 
examples 129 
tape 42,48 

Basic direct access method 
(see BDAM) 

Basic indexed sequential access method 
(see BISAM, ISAH) 

BDAM 
component name 204 
description of option 160,161 
to be included 282 

BISAM 282 
(see also ISAM) 

BLDL list 227 
BLDL table made resident option 

description 160,161 
specifying 441 

BSC1 telecommunications line 
description 340 
specifying 338,343,344,351,352 

BSC2 telecommunications line 
description 339,340 
specifying 338,343,344,351,352 

BSC3 telecommunications line 
description 339,341 
specifying 338,343,344,351,352 

BTAM 
component name 204 
option description 186,187 
required 322 
specifying 281,361,362 

Buffers 
COBOL 269 
FORTRAN 303-304 
linkage editor 293-294 
sections in 2840 346 
write-to-log (WTL) 413-414 
write-to-operator (WTO) 413-414 

Burst devices 
use of on channels 257,337,338 
list of 337 

Cards 
restarting from 81,82 
sample programs 98 

Catalog 10 
during restart 94 
examples 10-15,126-127,130,132,140,145 
listing 69,71,74,75 
user-written routines 449,450 
(see also system catalog, cataloged 
procedures) 

Cataloged procedures 
for FORTRAN 295,301 
for MVT or M65MP 251,267,291,301 
group names for 39,463-465 
IBM supplied 229 
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statements 11 
user-written 229 
(see also SYS1.PROCLIB) 

Cataloged procedures library 
(see SYS1.PROCLIB) 

CATLG STATEHENT 
during initialization 8,11-15,31 
during reallocation 90,91,92,93-94 

CENPROCS macro instruction 
cross-reference table 468 
specifying 253-255 
type of (table) 244 

Central processing unit 302',421-423,446 
for starter system 34-35 
specifying 253-256 

Channel 
(see selector channel, multiplexor 
channel) 

CH~~NEL macro instruction 
specifying 257-258 
type of (table) 244 

Channel programs 277 
Channel-check handler 161,440 
Character set 

for ALGOL 248,249 
for COBOL 267 
for FORTRAN 304 
for PL/I 371 
for starter operating system 34 
for 1403 343,344 
for 1443 343,344 
images 461,462 
UCS macro instruction 461-462 

CHECKER macro instruction 
cross-reference table 467 
specifying 260 
type of (table) 244 

Checkpoint/restart 
cataloged procedure (IEFREINT) 163 
description 162-163 
specifying 261,443-445 

CIRB macro instruction 
requirements 160,175,186,281 

CKPTREST macro instruction 371 
cross-reference table 467,469 
specifying 261-262 
type of (table) 244 

CMDLIB macro instruction 
cross-reference table 468,469 
specifying 263 
type of (table) 244 
(see also time sharing option) 

COBLIB macro instruction 325,326 
cross-reference table 467 
specifying 265-266 
type of (table) 244 

COBOL compiler 
compon'ent names 204 
E-design level 204 
generation of 267-274 

sample display 110 
sample program 109 

in new system 204 
sample programs 98,101 

COBOL E sample program 101 



COBOL library 203 
(see also SYS1.COBLIB, COBLIB macro 
instruction, COBOL subroutines) 

COBOL macro instruction 265-266 
cross-reference table 467 
specifying 267-268 
type of (table) 244 

COBOL subroutines 
(see SYS1.COBLIB) 

COBOL, American National Standard 
(see American National Standard COBOL) 

Coding conventions 157 
for macro instructions 239-240 

Command code groups 165 
Complete operating system generation 

description 1-3 
definition 1-3 
examples 3,123-130,136-148,149-153 
macro instructions 239-472 
preparations 7-59 

Component libraries 204-206 
catalog 26-30 
description 203 
example 130,132 
mounting 15 
in starter operating system 204-206 

Components 
list of 204-205 
(see also component libraries) 

Composite console 
description 163-164 
specifying 398-401,403-404,425 

Configuration 
(see machine configuration) 

Console 418-419,429-430 
alternate 163-164,397,425-426 
composite 163-164,398-401,403,405, 

419-420 
examples 419-420,429-430 
master 165-166 
multiple consoles option 1,164-167, 

398-401,402,425' 
primary 164 
secondary 425-426 
specifying 397-401,403-405,425-426 

Contiguous data sets 
with reallocating 92-94 

Contiguous partitions 279 
Control program 

component name 204 
in complete generation 2 
in nucleus generation 2,275 
reside·nt portion 444-445 
(see also SYS1.NUCLEUS) 
starter operating system 30,34-35 
to be included 275-280 
type of 2 
(see also MFT, MVT, PCP, Hodel 65 
multiprocessing) 

Control unit 
specifying 331-336 
generating additional 476-480 
1051 334 
2403 334,343,344,34~,346,350 

2404 334,337,350 
2415 334,350 
2701 335,341,345 
2702 335,341,345,353 
2703 335,341,345,353 
2803 333-336,347 
2804 333-336 
2820 333-336 
2821 333-336 
2822 333-336 
2840 333-336,346 
2841 333-336,347 
2848 333-336,343 
3272 333,334,336 
3803 333,336 
3811 333 

Conversational remote job entry (CRJE) 168-169 
Core image dump 217 
CPU 

{see central processing unit} 
CRJE 168-169 
Cross-references' in macro instructions 

244,467-472 
CTLG 2311 

description 35 
included in 35 
use of 29-30 

CTLG 2314 
description 35 
included in 35 
use of 29-30 

CTRLPROG macro instruction 
cross-reference table 468 
specifying 275-280 
type of (table) 244 

Current date 10 
CVOL parameter 

examples 14 

Data conversion 
feature 333-336 
sample program 103 

Data management routines 
included in 232 
macro instruction 281-282 
primary, component name 204 
(see also SYS1.SVCLIB, access methods) 

DATM1GT macro instruction 
cross-reference table 468 
specifying 281-282 
type of (table) 244 

Data sets 197 
Data set protection 10 
Data set utilities 

component name 204 
Data transmission 

processor to processor 391 
sample program 103 

DCB macro instruction 443 
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DCB parameter 208 
DD statement, initialization 10 
new system data sets 207 

DCMLIB 283 
DDR 

(see dynamic device reallocation) 
DD statement 

DUMMY 316 
example user-written module 24 
format, initialization 10 
for IEBPTPCH 81 
for IEHLIST 27,28,86 
for IEHPROGH 32 
for punching job stream 81 
for reallocating 88,94 
for restarting Stage I 80 
for SYS1.LOGREC 86 
for utility data sets 20-22,30 
input deck, initialization 8,9,10 
input deck organization 20-22 
sample programs 11-15 
sample of Stage II 69-71,75-76 

Decimal simulation for Model 91 
description 170 
specifying 253,254,442 

Descriptor codes 165-167 
Device type 

for cataloged procedures 11 
for initializing 9,10 
generating additional 475-481 
in macro instructions 245,266,298, 

313-315,389,433,455,463-465 
use of 337 

Diagnostic override 495 
Direct access 

control units 333-336 
I/O device 337-353 
examples of allocation 15-20 
examples of initializing 12-13 
initializing generating system 7-8 
initializing new system 8 
mounting requirements 15-16,28 
sample sort/merge program 117 
unit names 463-464 

Direct access volume serial number 
description 170 
specifying 442 

Direct system output facility (DSO) 
use of 25 

DISP parameter 
DD statement, initialization 8 

Display control module library 
description of 216 
specifying of 283 

Distribution libraries 32 
DRISAMP 

(see IEHDASDR sample program) 
DSNAME parameter 

DD statement initialization 9,10 
CATLG statement initialization 11 

DSO 
(see direct system output facility) 

DUMP, core image 
(see core image dump) 
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Dynamic device reallocation (DDR) 
description 171,172 
specifying 441 

II 
EDIT macro instruction 

cross-reference table 468 
specifying 285-289 
type of (table) 244 

EDITOR macro instruction 435 
cross-reference table 468 
specifying 291-292 
type of (table) 244 

Emulator 
for 709/7090/7094/709411 294 
specifying 293 
where to find information 294 

EMULATOR macro instruction 412 
cross-reference table 468 
specifying 293-294 
type of (table) 244 

Enqueue/dequeue function 444 
Error messages 

diagnostic, PL/I 374-376,377-378 
during Stage I 1,22,65,79 
for COBOL 271 
for FORTRAN 298 
for linkage editor 313,314 
(see also messages) 

Error override 495 
Error recovery routines 

included in 232 
reduced procedure 443 
RERP list 444 
system 444 
(see also SYS1.SVCLIB) 

Error routines, I/O device 343 
Examples 

adding CSECT to nucleus 24 
ASMBLR 20-21,127-128,131,132,141-144 
backup of new system 43-44,53-55, 

56-57 
complete generation 3,123-131 
creating restore tapes 129 
deleting utility data sets 129 
IBCDASDI 8,136,137,144 
IBCDMPRS 136 
IEBEDIT 81-84 
IEBPTPCH 81-82,137 
IEHDASDR 8,129,137 
IEHLIST 137 
IEHPROGM 11-15,69,76,79-80,88-94, 

126-127,129,140-141 
initializing new system data set 10-13, 

139 
initializing new system volumes 138,139 
initializing starter system 136-137 
initializing system residence volume 

137,139,144 
I/O device generation 144-147 
machine configuration 124,134 



Examples (continued) 
~.fFT 133-148 
MVT 149-153 
nucleus generation 131-132 
obtaining generating system data 
sets 130 

of data set allocation 15-19 
of system generation 123-153 
processor/library generation 130-131 
punching job stream 81-82 
reallocation on same space 90-92 
reallocation with more space 91-94 
restart Stage I 79 
restarting with job stream on tape 82-83 
Stage I input deck 20,127,132,141-144 
steps in job stream 69-70,76,77 
user-written load module 24 

EXEC statement 
during reallocation 88-94 
during Stage I 65,71 
during Stage II 65,71 
restart assembly 84-86 
sample program use 100,103,108,109, 

112,118-126 
Expiration date 10 
Exponentiation 267,268 
EXTRACT function 445 
EXTRACT function made resident 

description 173 
specifying 445 

II 
Fetch 

(see program fetch) 
Floating point 267,268 
Foreground jobs 320,321,322 
FORTLIB macro instruction 325-326,391,392 

cross-reference table 468 
specifying 295-300 
type of (table) 244 

FORTRAN compiler 
component names 204 
error message facility 298 
G-design level 204,295,301-305 
generation of 301-305 
graphic subroutine package 300 
sample display 
sample program 108-110 
H-design level 204,295,301-305 
sample programs 104 
syntax checker 

component name 204 
specifying 259-260 
use of 170,259,305,378-379 

(see also SYS1.FORTLIB, FORTRAN macro 
instruction, FORTLIB macro 
instruction, FORTRAN library, FORTRAN 
subprograms, graphic subroutines 
package) 

FORTRAN macro instruction 259 
cross-reference table 468 
specifying 301-305 
type of (table) 244 

Four-drive generation 17,19 

m 
GENERATE macro instruction 10,65,68,69, 

389,435 
exception 244 
specifying 307-316 
type of (table) 244 
use of for MVT 25 
utility data sets 21-22 

Generating operating system 
data sets required 197 
space allocation for utility data 
sets 14-16 

Generation library 
(see SYS 1. GENLIB, SYS 1. MODGEN) 

GENTSO macro instruction 
cross-reference table 471 
specifying 317 
type of (table) 244 

GENTYPE PARAMETER (GENERATE) 244 
GETMAIN/FREEMAIN modules 444 
GJOBCTL macro instruction 319,325,326 

cross-reference table 468 
specifying 319-323 
type of (table) 244 

GJP 
(see graphic job processor) 

Graphic job processor 
component name 204 
to be included 319,322 

Graphic programming services 
component name 205 
description 173-175 
specifying 173 
to be excluded 326,362 
to be included 325 

Graphic subroutine 
component name 
to be included 
sample programs 
PL/I 108-110 

package 
205 
325 
for FORTRAN IV, COBOL, 

Graphic 2250 sample program 105-107 
Graphic 2260 sample program 105-107 
GRAPHICS macro instruction 265,266,300,319,351 

cross-reference table 469 
specifying 325,326 
type of (table) 244 

Group name 
definition 242 
UNITNAHE macro instruction 463-465 

GSP 
(see graphic subroutine package) 

GSPSNIP 
(see graphic subroutine sample program) 
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III 
Hard copy log 

description 165 
devices can be used 419,420 
specifying 399-402,405-406,419,420 

HELP macro instruction 
specifying 327 
type of (table) 244 

Hierarchy 
(see storage hierarchies, main-storage 
hierarchy support) 

High speed multiplexor channel 257 

D 
IBCDASDI utility program 136,137,139,144 

example of use 
included in 33 
used for initialization 7-8 
use of 43,53,56-57 

IBCDMPRS utility program 
included in 33,483 
obtaining 
use of 43,48,54,483 

rBCRVRP utility progrrun 
included 33 

IDENTIFY function 442 
IDENTIFY function made resident 

descriotion 174,~75 
specifying 4L!·2 

IEAIPLOO program 7-8 
included in 7,33 
(see o.lso IPL) 

IEBCOPY utility program 
duririg Stage II 68,71 
performar.ce considerations 206 
required 220 
restarting 84-86 
storage requirements 453 
use of 14-15,65,84,85,88,92,361,362 

IEBEDI'l' utility program 
use of 84 
use restart Stage II 82 

IEBPTPCH utility prcgram 
use during. restart 82 
use of 45,48,52,81,82 

IEBUPDAT utility progrrun 23,222 
IEBUPDTE utility prog'cam 23,220 
IEFREINT 

(see checkpoint/restart facility) 
IEHDASDR sample program 111 
IEHDASD.H. utility program 

used for initialization 7-8 
use of 45 

IEHICSUP step 
res tartin(:J 86 
sample step 65, 7J 
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IEHIOSUP utility progran 65,71 
included in 220 
requirements 86,88,220 
restart 86,38 
use of 68,71 

IEHLIST utility prugr~m 
exmnple of listing data sets 137 
included in 220 
restarting 86 
use of 20,46,55,59,65,71 

IEHPROGM utility program 
during Stage II 65,71 
example Gf ini tic.!li zing 126-·127,132, 

1-l2-·144 
example of scratching' data sets 130 
included in 220 
restarting 86 
used for initialization 3 
used to catalog 9 
usc of 9,69,75,79,80,86,480-481 
use tc realloca~e 119 

I"t!JESP 
(see FOHT:{AN E sample program) 

IEI1SP2 
(see PL/I sample prograrr,) 

IEPSAHP 
(see COBOL :c sample program) 

IERSP 
(see sort/merge sample program) 

IEUESP 
(see assembler sarr,plc program) 

IE'WO 8,4 
steps 65,71 
use of 24,25,68 
(see also link edit steps) 

IEXSAHP 
(see .l\LGOL sar.rl?le program) 

IEYSP 
(see FORTRAN G and H sample progra~n) 

IFCDIPOO program 
included in 220 
restarting 86 
sillaple step Stage II 68,74 

IFCEREPO (EREP) program 
included in 220 

IHGSAMP 
(see upda'te analysis progrrun) 

IKDSAilPL sample pro':Jrarn 
(see data transmission, data 
conversion) 

IMAGELIB 244,327 
Independent utility p:co:Jrarns 

included in 33 
punching 40 
U3e of 7-8 

INDEX keyword pararr,eter (GENER1\TE ma·::ro 
instruction) 

example 31 
US2 of 30-31 

Initializa.tion 
description 7-14 
examples, input decks 8-14 
new system volumes 7- 8 
of SYS 1 • LOGREC 9 



Initialization (continued) 
system data sets 8,9,10 
(see also examples) 

Initial program loader (see IPL) 
Initiator 412 
Input dt~ck 

CA'l'LG st:atements, :~nitialization 10,11 
DD statements, inirialization 10..:·11 
errors 79 
example of backup 129 
example of cataloging 126-127 
example of generation 126-129,141-1l~4,147-149 
example of ini t.i2~li zing 126-1 27, 1 32 , 1 40-11~ 1 
example of scratching data sets 130 
for generatio~ 20-22 
for including IEBUPDAT 23 
for initializing system residence 
volume 7-8 

initializing system data sets 8,10--11 
organization. 20-21 
sa'nple program6 93-120 

Instruction set 
commerical 267 
sc~entific 247,3~1 

specified 254-255 
universal 247,267,301,371 

InteeJrated :::>pera tor console 
(see Model 85, 5450) 

Interruptio:;:l 
machine 80 

IOCON'l'RL m3.cro instruction 
additional devices 479 
cross-reference table 469 
specifying 331-336 
ty~e of (table) 244 

IODEVICE macro instruction 
additional devices 475-480 
cr()sS~refel>.9nCe table 469 
specifying 337-·353 
type of (table) 244 

IPL 10,11,279,405,407,408,410,441,444,443 
how to obtain 7 
included in 33 
key 98-·"J 20 

ISl,M 
component name 205 
descripton of option 175 
to be included 281 

I/O device generation 418 
d,escriptian 3 
exa.mples 2,3,145-147 
macro instructions used 244 
restarting link edit steps 84 
:r;~quirements 253,257,275,281,319,325, 
331,337,347,421j425,~39,451,453,461, 
463 

I/O rec'Jvery mana.ger,lent 

II 
JCL 

(see a1ternat(~ path retry, dynamic 
device reallocatio~, error recovery 
routines) 

created for Stage II 20 
required 20 

purpose 
sample 
use of 

JOB card 

20 
12-1 5 , 20- 21 
8,9- 11 ,100 

restart assem~ly 84,85 
REs'rART pal~ametcr 261 
use of, restart 81 
user created for Stage II 309-310 

Job control language (sGe JCr.) 
Joh scheduler 

options 397-420 
(see also SYS 1 • SYSJOBQE, SCHEDULR I.laero 
instruction) 

JOB statement 
for Stage II 312 

Job-st"ep tir::inC] 
description 176 
specifying 4/~6 

Job stream 
c.ata. abem t 21- 22 
desGriptio~ 65-76 
during restart 79-94 
generation of 1-2,20-22 
problems 79-- 82 
proC'ess~ng 1~-2 

pllnchin9 21-22 
sample sb~ps 69-71 
t.ape t;o c3.rds 82 

Job terminat:~on 403,407 
J"ob step CPU timing function 402,446 

II 
L!;.BEL par a:.(ne ter 

~D stat6nent, initialization 9,10 
DD statement, input deck 20-22 

Labels 
no 1abe1~, 307 
non-sta::-:.dard 24, ~49 
s"i:andard 307 

Language prccessors 
example 2-3 
included in 2,309 

Libraries 
(see operating systen li~raries) 

Linkage editor 
alias 291-292,301 
contained in 220 
component names 205 
during Stage II 2,84,87 
F-design level 205,251,267,291,305,445 
input to 248,378,379 
performance considerations 206 
print options 312 
sample steps 65,71 
size required 313 
to be included 292-293 
use of 2,65,71,251,267,291,295,435 
uses utility data sets 28,32,307,316 
(see also link edit steps) 

Link edit steps 
job stream -- Stage II 65-76 
non-TSO generation 65-71 
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rest~:=ti.ng 8 /4,87 
TSO generation 71-76 
non-TSO 8 /i 

Link library 
(see SYS 1 • r,INKLIB) 

Link librar~l list 
(see SYS 1. PARMIJIB) 

LINK macro instruction 
uses SYS1.LINKLIB 220 

Link pack ,3.re'l 179 
LINKEDIT 

alias 291 
LINKLIB macro instruction 

specifying 355 
type of (table) 244 
uSE:r-\>7ritten m.odules 23-24 

LNKLSTOO 
(see SYS 1 • Pl~RM,LIB) 

LOADER macro instruction 
cross-reference table 46~ 

specifying 357-359 
type of (table) 244 

LoadE~r program 
component name 205 
macro instru(..:tion 357-359 
notes about coding 359 
planning for 359 
specifying 357-359 
test progran 112 

LOAD m<:u::ro in::::truction 
(see SYS1.LINKLIB) 

Log op1:ion 

II 

desc~ip~ion 165-168,405 
spec~fY1ng 405-406,410 

Machine-check handler (MCH) 
parl~ of SER 445 
(see also SYS1.ASRLIB) 

~!achine-check handler library 
(see SYS1.ASRLIB) 

Machine configuration 
considered in 1,14 
exanples 123-125,133-135 
macro instructions 24j~ 
:~I65MP 255 
s"tarter system requiremen.ts 34 

Machine inter runt 80 
MACI.IB macro instruction 

specifying 361,362 
type of (table) 244 

1-1acro inF,tructions 237-472 
coding conventions 239 
cross-references 467-472 
description 240 
table of 244 
unit name in 242 
(see also ind:l.vidual macrl:> in.structions) 

Macro library (see SYS 1 • MACLIB) 
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Magnetic tape 
control units 332-336 
dt:nrices 337-353 
nont{tanda:cd labe1 rc·utines 24 
restarting fro~ 81-83 
standard labels 307 
use of 21,82,270 
user label smlple program 120 
(see also 9-track magnet:tc tape) 

Main storage hierarchy su~port 
description 176-177 
specifying 275-277 

Master scheduler 
uses SYS1.PARMLIB 227 

MCH 
(3ee machine··cht2ck handler) 

l1JCS 
(:;ee mUltiple consoles support) 

r-WT-

considerations 25 
log data, sets 234,414-415 
minimum p.:trtition Lwa 
~ob scheduler for 397-398 
options 397-398,440-444 
part:i.'tions 
(see PARTITNS macro instruction) 
requirements 244,367-370,408,448 
task supervisor options 440-444 
tiM.e-slicill'j 279-280 
type of generation 2,3 
with SMF 225 

Model 30 
requirenents 253 
restrictions 253-254 
specifying 253,255-256 

Modt.~l 40 
requJremen,ts 253 
restrictions 253-254 
specifying 253,255-256 

Model 50 
specifying 253,255' 

Model 65 multiprocessing 
component name 205 
job scheduler for 401-402 
log data sets 234 
machine-check handler (MCH) 445-446 
options 401-402 
requirements 208,244,255,440-446 
restrictions 255,277,336 
task supervisor opt'ions 440-444 
to be included 276,279-280 
types of generation 2,3 

Model 67 
in 65 mod,a 37 

r.iodel 75 
specifying 253 

··todel 85 
channel-check handler (CCH) .I~41 
machine-<.!heck handler (Mf.::H) 445-1~46 
speciflPing 253 
systeJIl ,error recovery (SER) 445-446 



with starter operating system 36 
5450 326-339 

Model 91 
instruction set 253-254 
restrictions 255,275,421 
specifying 253 
with COBOL 265,268 
with FORTRAN 297 
with starter operating system 34,35 

Model 135 
CCH 162 
req-u.:i:ceptents 221 ,232,275 
specifying 263-265 

Model 145 
CCll 162 
requirements 232,275 
specifying 253-255 

Model 155 
channel-check handler (CCH) it 41 
data sets 212,220,232 
devices, additional 482 
emulators 293 
I/O device 3210 338,353,416-418,430 
I/O device 3215 338,353,416-418,430 
'Jlachine-check handler (MeH) 445-446 
restrictions 275,277,421 
specifying 253-255 

Model 158 
data sets 212 
I/O device 3213 338,351,419,430 
restrictions 275,277 
specifying 253-255 

Model 165 
channel-check handler (CCH) 441 
data sets 212,220,232 
devices, additional 482 
emulators 293 
I/O device 3066 338,339,353,~17,4l9 

430,480 
machine-check handler (MCH) 445-446 
restrictions 275,277,421 
specifying 253-255 
start operating system 36-39 

Model 168 
data sets 212 
emulators 293 
restrictions 275,277 
specifying 253-255 
start operating system 36-39 

Model 195 
channel-check handler (CCH) 441 
ins tructioi\ set 255 
requirements 253-255 
restrictions 255,275 
system error recovery (SER) (J45 
specifying 253-255 
r,vi th COBOL 265 
wi th starter ope:c a tinq sys tern 34,35 

MOUNT command 
during restart 82 

Multiple consoles support (MCG) 
alternate console 165-168 
buffers 414 
command code groups 165 
component name 205 

composi·te console: 398-402, 403- 1W 5 
deGcription 165-168 
devices can be used 416-419,430 
placed in 205 
SECONSLE macro instruction 165-168, 

425-430 
specifying 393-401,402-405,425-430 
.system log 165-166,405 
sysr.em log data sets 234 

~lltiplc extents 220 
Mult:iplexcr channel 257,334 

re3triction 257 
3pec:.fying 257 

Multiprogrcln.ming fixed number of tasks 
(;3ee NFT) 

Multiprogramilling "."a:ri."3.ble m.lInbe::- of tasks 
(seE: rwr) 

MVT 
component n;3.me 205 
considE:rations for 25 
iob scheduler for 399-401 
iog data sets 234,410 
minimum region 408 
opti~ns 399,440-444,461 
requirement~~ 24'~ ,291,301 ,448 
rollout/rollin 277 
simple generation 133-147 
task supervisor options 440-444 
tine sharing 187 
ti:'ne :sLtcing 279 
type of S'ene:rCltioI1 2,3 

M65MP (~3ee nodel 65 mult.iproce.ssing) 

II 
N.2\ME keyword 

u"NITN.\l'{E macro .lr..struction 242; L~63-465 
New operating system 

cataloa data sets 28-32 
data s~ts fur 207-208 
definition 1,3 
examples of allocation 15-20 
examples of initializing 10-15 
initializing data sets 7-13 
libraries constructed 2 
types of 2-3 

New system (:3eo new operc:.tin:J system) 
NIP 

uses SYS 1 • PARHIJIB 227 
Nor..standa.rd lcibel routines 23-21~,450 

Nucleus 275,443-445 
m,~ber name 31 2 
llser/"Tritten programs 23-24 
(~ee also SYS 1 .NUCLl~eS) 

Nucleu~ gp.neration 
definition 2 
examples I, 
macro instructions for 244 

Nucleus ini.tia.lizc;1·i:ion program (see NIP) 
Nucleus library (see RYS1.NUCLEUS) 
Nucleus modules, refreshable 

(see SYS1.ASRLIB) 
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Null allocation 
fer SYS1.PAP~LIB 365 
for SYS1.PROCLIE 389 

Object modules 
from Stage II 65,71,314 

OBJPDS 65,74 
reallocation 88 
res'tart DD stat.ement 65,84,87 

OB~TPDS keyword (GENERATE macrn 
instruction) 314 

OCR (see optical character reader, 1285, 
1287, 1288) 

OIU (opticc~l im3.gE~ unit) 
specifying 343,350 

Ol:line test executive pro':Jram (OLTF.P) 
buff'2T.s 415, '-1-42 
.::cmponent name 205 

Operator 
action 10,15-21 
communi'::a,tions facility 1~41 

Opt.:tcal character reader 
error routines made resident 232,443 
excluding 362 
specifying 338-339,348,444 
(see also 1285,1287,1288) 

Optical image unit (see: OIU) 
Optimize 

COBOL 270 
FORTRAN 303 
FL/I 376-377 

08/360 Loader (see Loader progra.'l'.) 
OUTPUT macro instruction 

cross-reference table 469 
specifying 363 
type of (table) 243 

Overlay sup.=rvisor 278 

?i~,ramet,er library 
(set~ SYS 1 .PP.ru.~LIB) 

P~.ru.1r.IB macro instJ-:,uction 
specifying 365 
type of (table) 241~ 

PART!TNS macro instruction 276-277 
cross-ref;=rence table 468-469 
speci.fyir:,g 370 
type of (table) .244 

pcr (see progr;un controlled inter.T'up;:) 
PL1LIB ma~ro instruction 325,371,439 

cross-reference table C69,471 
specifying 381-387 
typl= of (table) 244 

PL1 macro instruction 381 
cross-reference table 467,469,472 
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specifying 371-379 
type of (table) 244 

PL1Sru~P (see graphic subroutine package --
sampl'e programs) 

PI./I compiler !J,IJ2 
automatic restart 261 
component !1ame 
example 4 

205 

generaton of 371-379 
gr03,p:!-i.ic subroutine package {GSP) 325 
optimizing 375-376 
graphic subroutine package (GSP) 325 
optimizing 375-376 
sample display 110 
sample program 108-110,113 
svntax checker 

- component name 205 
specifying 259-260 

use of 168,169,259,305,378 
to be included 205,371 
(see also PL/I library, SYS1.PL1LIB, 
macro instruction, PL1LIB macro 
instruction) 

PL/I F sample program 113 
PL/I library 

component name 205 
shared library 

descrintion 177 
featur~ 383,387,469 
specifvinq 381-387 

(see 'also SYS 1. PL 1 LIB, PL/I compiler, 
PL/I library, PL1 macro instruction, 
PL1LIB macro instruction) 

PL/I shared library feature (see PL/1 
library) 

POST module 443 
Power warning feature 276,280,338,346 
PP.ESRES list 

included in 227 
use of for MVT 25 
(see also SYS1.PARMLIB) 

Primarv console . 
description 163-164 
specifying 405 

Print output class 322 
Priority number 321 
Procedure library (cataloged) (see 

SYS1.PROCLIB) 
Processing programs 

macro instructions 244 
Processors 3-4 

Generation requirements 204 
(see also individual processors) 

Processor to processor (see PTOP macro 
instruction) 

Processor/library generation 3-4 
definition 3 
example 130-131 
macro instructions for 244 

PROCLIB macro instruction 
cross-reference table 469 
specifying 389,390 
type of (table) 244 

PL1 



Progr.am controlled interrupt (PCI) option 
description 178 
specifying 276 

Program options descriptions 
additional pairs of transient areas 157 
alternate path retry (APR) 157 
ATTACH function 158 
ATTACH function made resident 159 
basic direct access method (BDA~1) 160 
BLDL table made resident 160 
channel-check handler (CCH) 162 
checkpoint/restart facility 162 
consoles -- alternate and composite 
consoles options 163-164 

consoles -- multiple consoles support 
(MCS) 164-168 

conversational reP10te job entry (CR,JE} 
facility 168,169 

deciP1al simulation option for 
P10del 91 170 

direct-access volume serial number 
verification 170 

dynaP1ic device reconfiguration 
(DDR) 171,172 

EXTRACT function made resident 173 
graphic programming services 174 
IDENTIFY function made resident 174,175 
indexed sequential access method 

(ISAM) 175 
job queue made resident 175 
job step timing 176 
main storage hierarchy support 176 
multiple wait option 177 
PL/I F shared library feature 177 
program controlled interrupt (PCI) 178 
reenter able load modules made 
resident 179 

remote job entry (R0E) facility 180 
resident access method routines- 180 
rollout/rollin option 182 
shared DASD 182 
SPIE routines made resident 183 
storage protection 183 
system management facilities (S1l1F) 184,185 
telecommunications option 186 
timing options 186,~87 
time sharing option (TSO) 188 
time-slicing facilitv 190 
trace option 191 
transient SVC table made resident 192 
type 3 and 4 SVC routines made 
resident 193 

user-added SVC routines 193 
validity check option 194 
volume statistics facility 195,196 

Protected data set 10 
Protection function 

central processing unit 253 
programming 443 

PTOP macro instruction 322 
cross-reference table 468,469 
specifying 391,392 
type of (table) 244 

PTOP sample prograP1 103 

Punch output 
cards 65,71,81 
classname 322 
restarting 81 

PWF (see Power warning feature) 

QISAM 282 
(see also ISAM) 

QTAM 
component name 205 
description 186 
to be excluded 361,362 
to be included 281 

Queued indexed sequential access method 
(see QISAM, ISAM) 

Oueued telecommunications access method 
(see QTA1I1) 

0ueueing I/O requests 345 

iii 
RA.1I1 list 

included in 227 
(see also SYS1.PARMLIB) 

RD paraP1eter 
use with checkpoint/restart 162,261,371 

Reader 
sample program use 98,120 

Reallocation 
OB,TPDS 88 
on same volume 89-91 
on the same space 89-91 
SYSUT1, SYSUT2, SYSUT3 89-90 
SYS1.SYSJOB0.E 94 
with P10re space 91-93 

Recovery management support (PJ~S) 205 
(see also Model 85) 

Reenterable load modules made resident 
description 179 
specifying 445 

Region 
minimUM 408 
size 321 

Remote job entry 
component name 205 
description 180 
requireMents 281 
specifying 410 

Reply queue elements 
number for \vri te-to-operator (T,T'!'OR) 410 

Report program generator" (see RPG) 
Requirements 

starter svstem 34-35,37 
Resident access methods 

description 181 
specifying 443-445 

Resident supervisor functions 443-445 
RFSMODS macro instruction 451 

cross-reference table 469,471 
specifying 393,394 
type of (table) 244 
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Restart 
ASMBLR steps 84,86 
automatic 261 
fro!11 cards 81 
from tape 81-83 
IEBCOPY step 84-85,88 
IEHIOSUP step 86,88 
IEHLIST step 86,88 
IEHPROGM 84,87 
IEWL steps 84-85,87 
I~CDIPOO step 86,88 
procedures 79-84 
reallocation of data sets 88-94 
Stage I 79-80 
Stage II 80-84 
techniques 81-84 

RESTART parameter (JOB card) 261 
RMS (see recovery management support, model 

85) 
Rollo.ut/rollin function 

description 182 
specifying 277 
system data set 230 
(see also SYS1.ROLLOUT) 

Routing codes 
description 165-168 
specifying 398-402,405-406 

RPG macro instruction 
specifying 395 
type of (table) 244 

RPG processor 
component name 205 
sample program 114-116 
(see also RPG macro instruction) 

RPGSMPL (see RPG sample program) 
RSVC list 

included in 227 
(see also SYS1.PARMLIB) 

Sample accounting routine (SAMACTRT) 116 
description 33 

Sample library (see SYS1.SAMPLIB) 
Sample programs 97-120 

ALGOL (IEXSAMF) 98 
American National Standard COBOL 

(IKF'SAMP) 99 
assembler (IEUESP) 100 
COBOL E (IEPSAMP) 101 
data generator sample program 

(IEBnATGN) 102 
data transmission and conversion 
subroutines (IKDSAMPL) 103 

FORTRM~ G & H (IEYSP) 104 
graphics (SAMP2250 and 

SAMP2260) 105-107 
graphic subroutine package 108-110 
IEIIDASDR s"stem utilitv (DRISAMP) 111 
loader program test program 112 
names of 97 
FL/I F' (IEMSP2) 113 
RPG (RPGSMPL) 114-115 
sample account routine (SAMACRT) 116 
sort/merge (IERSP) 117 
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update analysis program 
(IHGSAMP) 118-119 

user label 120 
(see also SYS1.SAMPLIB) 

SAMP2250 (see graphics 2250 sample program) 
S~.MP2260 (see graphics 2260 sample program) 
Satellite graphic job processor 

component name 206 
to be included 322 

SCHEDULR macro instruction 
cross-reference table 467-471 
specifying 397-420 
type of (table) . 244 

Scratch volume 
use during restart 85,87 

SECMODS macro instruction 445 
cross-reference table 470,471 
specifying 421-423 
type of (table) 244 

Secondary allocation 208 
Secondary console 

{see SECONSLE macro instruction} 
SECONSLE macro instruction 325,403,405 

cross-reference table 469,471 
specifying 425-430 
type of (table) 244 

Selector channel 
specifying 257 

Selector subchannel 346 
SER 422,445-446,448 

component name 206 
Service aids 

(see SYS1.DN554 and SYS1.DN554A) 
SERO (see SER) 
SER 1 (see SER) 
SGJP (see satellite graphic job processor) 
SHARABLE 

description 344,345 
Shared DASD option 

description 182 
specifying 333,334,343,344,444 

Shared library for PL/I (see PL/I linrary) 
SMF' 

data sets 225 
description 184-185 
requirements 409,446 
sample programs' 33 
specifying 398,402,408,446 

SM~ definition list (SMF'DEF'LT) 
(see SMF) 

SMFDEFLT (see SMF) 
Sort lihrary 227 

component name 206 
(see also SYS1.S0RTLIB, SORTLIB macro 
instruction) 

SORTLIB macro instruction 
cross-reference table 471 
required 435 
specifying 433-434 
tvpe of (table) 244 

SORTMERG macro instruction 433-434 
cross-reference table 471 
specifying 435-438 
type of (table) 244 

Sort/merge component name 206 
Sort/merge sample program 117 



Space allocation 
(see also the as Storage Estimates manual) 
done by IEHPROGM 9 
example 10-15 
for ALGOL librarv 245 
for COBOL 267 ~ 
for COBOL library 265 
for FORTRAN library 295 
for generation 22,308,315,316 
for GJP or SGJP 319-320 
for LINKLIB 247,251,267,301,355,371 

395,435 ' 
for MVT 25 
for minimum region 408 
for nucleus 393,412 
for parameter library 365 
for partitions 367-369 
for PL/I 372-377 
for PL/I library 378 
for procedure library 389 
for sort/merge library 433 
for SYSJOBQE 407-408-
for system macro instructions 361 
for telecommunications library 391 
for ~..,ri te-to-operator nrVTO or NTOR) 415 
for ,..,ri te-to-loq (lrVTL) 414 
new system data sets 207-236 
reallocation during restart 88-94 
restarting Stage I 79-80 
restarting Stage II 80-84 
utility data sets 26,28,32 
(see also system data sets) 

SPl\CE parameter 
DD statement, initialization 10 
values, utility data sets 21 

SPIE function 445 
SPIE routines made resident 

description 183-184 
specifying 445 

Stage I 
coding macro instructions 20 
description 1 
errors 79 
generation library (see SYS1.GENLIB) 
input deck 20-22 
product of 65,71 
restart procedures 80-84 
sample program 118-119 
sample restart deck 80 
space allocation 21 
system generation macro 
instructions 245-472 

Stage II 
assemblies 2 
co.nsiderations for MVT 25 
description 1-2 
errors 80 
generation library (see SYS1.MODGEN) 
input 1 
link edit 2 
output data sets 315-316 
processing 1-2 
restart procedures 80-94 
sample program 118-119 
user-written functions 23-24 
(see also job stream) 

Status displays 
description of 165-166,168 
specifying of 397-401,406,409,426-429 
use 415 

Starter operating system 33-62 
contents 33-34 
contents of SYS1.SAMPLIB 33 
data sets 33-35 
deleting libraries 59 
distribution 483 
example 136-138 
processing 40-59 
renaming data sets 30 
requirements 34 
sample initialization 136-137 
unit names 39 
3330 32-35,42,123-132 

START RDR command 81,82,412 
START HTR command 413 
Storage hierarchies 275-277 
Storage protection 

description 184 
specifying 443,448 

Storage requirements (see individual 
program options descriptions) 

Subchannel (see selector subchannel) 
Subtasking (see ATTACH function) 
SUPRVSOR macro instruction 439-447 

cross-reference·table 471 
specifying 439-447 
type of (table) 244 

SVC library (see SYS1.SVCLIB) 
SVC routines 

resident 393 
transient 449 
type ,. and 2 451 
type 3 and 4 445,451 
user-written 393,449,451 

SVC table 443 
SVCLIB macro instruction 449,450 

cross-reference table 471 
specifying 449,450 

SVCTABLE macro instruction 451,452 
cross-reference table 471 
specifying 451,452 
type of (table) 244 

Synchronous overlay 278 
Syntax checker . 

component names 204 
for FORTRAN 259-260,305 
for PL/I 259-260,378 
specifying 259-260 
wi th CR,TE 170 

SYSCP 463-465 
SYSCTLG 

description 209 
required 208,209 
serial number 10 
space allocation 209 

SYSDA 463-465 
SYSIN data set 9,10 

used during restart 79,80,81,82 
use of 90-92 

SYSOUT data set 322 
used during sort/merge 438 
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SYSPRINT data set 7,Z7,315 
use of 69-71,72-73,79-83 

SYSPUNCH data set 88,89,90,91,93 
purpose 22 
use during restart 80 
use of 69-71,75-76 

SYSSQ 463-465 
System catalog (see SYSCTLG) 
System commands and responses ,,,,i th mul t-iple 
consoles 165 

System data sets 199-236 
System environment recording (see SER) 
System error recovery (see SER) 
System generating libraries 

(see SYS1.GENLIB, SYS1.MODGEN, component 
libraries) 

System generation macro instructions 
(see macro instructions) 

System input unit 
(see SYSIN) 

System libraries 
(see individual operating system 
libraries) 

System log data sets 
(see SYS1.SYSVLOGX, SYS1.SYSVLOGY) 

System macros library 
(see SYS1.MACLIB) 

System management facility 
(see SMF) 

System output unit 
(see SYSOUT data set, SYSPRINT data set, 
SYSPUNCH data set) 

System queue area 
specifying 278 

System residence volume 
data sets on 7,208 
initializinq 7-8 
space allocation 7-10,12-14 
(see also initialization) 

System utility programs 
example 111 
IEBPTPCH 30 
IEBUPDAT 23 
IEBUPDTE 23.,319 
IEHLIST 27 
IEHPROGM 31-32 
use of 2,21-22,29-32,301,381,433,435 

SYSUTILS macro instruction 
specifying 453 
type of (table) 244 

SYSUT1 
DD statement 20-23 
reallocation 89-90 
space allocation 21 
use during restart 75-76,85,87 
use of 21-23,24 

SYSUT2 
DD statement 20-23 
reallocation 89-90,93 
space allocation 21 
use during restart 75-76,85,87 
use of 21-23,24 

SYSUT3 
DD statement 20-23 
reallocation 89-90 
space allocation 21 
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use during restart 75-76,85~87 
use of 21-23,24 

SYSUT4 
DD statement 20-23 
reallocation 89-90,93 
space allocation 21 
use of 20-23 

SYS1.ACCT 208,210 
SYS1.ALGLIB 208,211 

generated from 204 
INDEX parameter 29,31,33 
reallocation 87,80 
specifying 245-246 
to be included 246 
user assigned qualifier 312 
(see also ALGOL macro instruction, 
ALGLIB macro instruction, ALGOL 
library) 

SYS1.ASRLIB 208,213 
initialized 65 
recruirement 445 
restart DD statement 85 
user assigned qualifier 312 

SYS1.BRODCAST 208,213,457 
(see also time sharing option) 

SYS1.CMDLIB 208,214,264,317 
(see also time sharing option) 

SYS1.COBLIB 208,215,326 
catalog 27,29 
generated from 204 
INDEX parameter 29,31,33 
reallocation 87,80 
rename 29 
requirements 29,268 
specifying 265-266 
user assigned qualifier 312 
(see also COBOL macro instruction, 
COBOL library, COBLIB macro 
instruction) 

SYS1.DCHLIB 216 
SYS 1. DN554A 

description 33 
distribution of 33,484-486 

SYS1.DN554 distribution 206 
SYS1.DUMP 208,218 

exception 8 
SYS1.FORTLIB 208,219 

catalog 27,295 
generated from 204 
generation of 313 
INDEX parameter 29,30,31,33 
reallocation 84-85,86-88 
rename 30 
space allocation 296 
specifying 296 
user assigned qualifier 312 
user-,,,,ritten modules 30 
(see "also FORTRAN macro instruction, 
FORTLIR macro instructio-n, F0RTRAN 
library, FORTRAN compiler, FOR~RAN 
subprograms) 

SYS1.GENLIB 201 
assembler requirements 251 
catalog 27,30 
demounting 15 
distribution 38,484-486 
(see also SYS1.MODGEN) 



SYS1.HEL~. 208,220,326 
(see also time sharing option) 

SYS1.IMAGELIB 149-150,208,220 
SYS1.LINKLIB 208,220,313-314 

INDEX parameter 29,30,31 
I/O device generation 3,308 
mounting 15 
nucleus generation 307 
performance considerations 15 
printing of 311 
processor generation 308 
reallocation 80,87 
space allocation 10 
specifying 355 
use of 179,445 
user assigned qualifier 312 
user-vlritten programs 24,355-358 
6L~K 25 

sVS1.LOGREC 208,224 
I/O device generation 3 
printing of 314 
restarting DD statement 84,85 
user assigned qualifier 312 

SYS1.MACLIB 208,225 
catalog 27,361 
demounting 14 
distribution 34,483-486 
generated from 206 
generation of 68,80,361-362 
INDEX parameter 20,30,31 
in starter operating system 29-30 
mountinc,- 14 
rename 29-30 
requirements 361,362 
restart 84-85 
specifying 361-362 
uncatalog 27-28 
user assigned qualifier 312 

SYS1.~1ANX 208,225 
SYS1.MANY 208,225 
SYS1.MODGEN, SYS1.MODGEN2 201 

catalog 26-27 
demounting 15 
distribution 33-34,484-486 
mounting 15 
save 486 
(see also SYS1.GENLIB) 

SYS1.NUCLEUS 10,208,226 
catalog 393 
generation of 315 
INDEX ~arameter 29,30,31 
mounting 15 
performance considerations 15 
reallocation 87 
serial number 10 
user assigned qualifier 312 
user-written m6dules 393 

SYS1.PARMLIB 208,227 
catalog 26-27 
catalog if 365 
generated from 205 
generation of" 365 
INDEX parameter 29,30,31 
in starter operating system 30 
null allocation 10,365 
reallocation 86 

specifying 365 
use of 359 
user assigned qualifier 312 

SYS1.PL1LIB 3,208,228 
catalog 28,381 
description 381-382 
generated from 205 
generation of 381-382 
INDEX parameter 29,30,31 
reallocation 86 
rename 30 
space allocation 381 
specifying 381-387 
user assigned qualifier 312 
(sec also PL/I library, PL1LIB macro 
instruction, PL/I compiler) 

SYS1.PRGCLIB 208,209 
generated from 205 
generation of 389-390 
G,JP cataloged procedu::-es 319 
INDEX parameter 29,30,31 
in starter operating sys~em 30 
planning for 26-28 
null allocation 10,389 
rename 28-30 
SGJP cataloged procedures 319 
specifying 389-390 
user assigned qualifier 312 

SYS1.ROLLOUT 208,230 
exarnnle 11 

SYS1.SAHPLIB 33 
contents 7,97,184-·185 
obtaining 98 
SaITli}le programs 97-120 

SYS1.S0RTLIB 208,231 
catalol 27-28 
generated from 206 
INDEX narameter 29,30,31 
rename 28-30 
scratched 433,435 
specifying 433 
user assigned qualifier 312 
(see also SOR~LIB macro instruction, 
SORTMERG. macro instruction; 

SYS1.SVCLIB 208,232 
generation of 450 
INDEX parameter 29,30,31 
I/O device generation 3 
limit i~49 
mounti.':1g 15 
performance considerations 15 
printing of 311 
serial number 10 
user-wr.itten programs 24,449 
user assigned qualifier 312 
64K 25 

SVS1.SYSJOBOE 208,233 
expiration date 10 
reallocation 93-94 
resident 413 
SUPRVS0R key-word parameter 416 

SYS1.SYSVLOGX 208,234 
buffer 414 

SYS1.SYSVLOGY 208,234 
buffer 414 
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SYS1.TELCMLIB 208,235 
BTA.f\1 281 
generated from 
generation of 
INDEX parameter 
QTAH 281 

207 
455-456 

29,30,31 

reallocation 85,87 
user assigned qualifier 312 
(see also TELCMLIB macro instruction, 
teleco!l"lmunications library) 

SYS1.TSOGEN 203 
(see also time sharing option) 

SYS1.UADS 208,236,459 
(see also time sharinq option) 

8360 
specifying 340,351 

S370 
specifying 25i~ 

D 
Task su?ervisor options 439-447 
TCI~M 

cat.alogir.g 28 
COlllpc'nen t 206 
description 186 
to exclude 361 

blocking factor 483-486 
jot strehm-Starye II 68,71 

TELC~LIB macro instruction 391 
specifying 455 
type of (table) 244 
use of 18li 

TelecomJTlunication access method 
(see TeAT',!) 

'IelecomJTlunicati0n devices 337 
Teleco~~unications library 281 

cOiTlponen t nar'1e 206 -
to be included 455 
(see also SYS 1 • 'I'ELC~1LIB, TELCr-1:!,IB 
~n.acro instruction) 

TelecomMuni::ations lines 337, 343-34Li 
transmission ad2pter 3~0 

TelecorrlITlunications subroutine.s 
contained in 455-457 
(set~ al:3o SYS'1.TELCHLI3) 

Terminal aevices 343 
Tiner 

fl"ature 254 
. spec~frilig 439,455 

Tlme-sllclng 
description 190 
specifyil1g 279-280 

Timing options 
description 186-187 
speci~ying 402,439,446 

Time sharing option (TSO) 188-189 
dist-r:ihution librarv 433-486 
examples 17,7~,149:151 
guidelines for restarting Stage II 

86-8B 
job stream St~ge II 71-76 
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Trace option 
descriptjon 191 
specifying 439,446 

Trace tahle 446 
Track stacking 407 
Transient drea 276 
Transient svc table option 

description 192-193 

'1'SO 

specifyin.? 367 
(see also SVC r:,Jutines, five table, 
SVCT}\BLE macro instruction) 

(see time sharinq option) 
TS~)P'.I'I()N macro i:Clstruction 

?pecifying 457 
type of (table) 244 
(see also time sharing option) 

'I"vX 
specifying 338,341,351 

Type 3 and 4 SVC routines made resident 
description 193 
specifyin(1 4ll.3 
(see also SVC routines, SVCLIB macro 
instruction) 

Types of qeneration 2-3 
table 241.1 

UASS macro instruction 
specifying LL59 
tvpe of (t3.ble) 24!~ 

(see also time sharing option) 
UCS macro instruction 

cro~s-reference tahle 472 
specifying 4G1-462 
type of (table) 244 

TJNCT2311 
descripti_on 32 
included in 33 

llJCT7314 
de sC;::"ipt i on 32 
inclucied in 33 

("nit address 
definition 242 

Unit name 
(see device ty')e) 

UNIT PARA~1Erl'ER 

DD stateme~t, in~tialization 9,10,22 
JCL for Stage II 69-71 
SYSPUNCH DD statement 21-22,t11 

UNITNAHE IT'.acro instruction 320,337, 3fJ9 
additional de7ices 479 
cross-r0ference table 472 
speci.fying 463-465 
type of (table) 475-477 

Universal character set 
specifying 461-462, 344 
with starter operating system 35 

Universal instruction set 
COBOL 267 
FORTRAN 301 
PL 1 371 
Specifying 254 



Upd~te analysis progra~ 97 
sample program 118-119 

User label sarnplE'; prog:carrl 97,12('1 
User totaling facility exarn;>le 

(see user label sa~ple proqraro) 
User-written functions 

error routines 343 
for FORTRAN 206,295 
include in 24,295,355,393,449,451 
macro instructions 244 
nonstandard label routines 449 
space allocatio~ 355,393 
SVC 4 l~ 9 , I.j. 5 1 , 4 52 
SYS1.LInXL~B 24,3~5 
SYS1.NUCLEUS 24,393 
SYS1.SVCLIB 24 

USE~r-Tvri·tten monules 
(see user-I"rit:ten functions) 

User~written programs 
(see user-written functions) 

User-~Jritten SVC routines 
desc:t"iption 193 
specifying 343,393,449 
(seE:; also 'lSE!r-\'Jri tten functions) 

Utility ~at~ sets 
catalog 22,28 
deletinq 79,307 
demonnted 14 
during restart 79 
exa~ple of allC'ca1:ion 15-20 
example of scratchinq 130 
for generation 20-22,29,32 
!l1ount~ing 14-15,59 
names for 20 
reallocation 88-94 
requirel'i 14,26-28,29-30,32 
reside 2D . 
scratch 22,79 
siz(~s 21 
space allocation 11,21,28,32 
specifyinq 20-22,307,315-316 
(see also system ~ata sets) 

Utility programs 1,33,111 
durinq staqe I 65 
during Stage II 1,65,74 
examples 126-127,129,136-137,140-141 
storage availab1.e for 453 
uses utility data sets 32 
(sE:~e :::I.lso svstf;m utility prograMs) 

FT1 S!)S ~~eY\';'ord (GENF.RATE ~acrc> 
instructIon) 

require"l'lent 107 
spE:::cifying 309,316 

UT2SDS b2lvword (GENERATE l'1ACRO 
instruction) 

requiremen i: 307 
specifying 309,316 

7JT3S:,)S ke~rord (GENERATE macro 
instruction) 

rerruirement 307 
sp~cifyinq 309,J1G 

NAIT macrc instruction 446 
WAIT options 446 

Validity check option 
d''3s(;ription 194 
specifyinq I~Ln 

Verify DASD volume serial nm11ber 442 
VOL parar.,et(~r 9,11 
Vol Uf'':8 index 

for SYSCTLG 7,8 
Volume ird. tialization 

C.ATLG state:-:1entr; 10 
DD statements 10 
description 7 
example 7 
perforI1ied bv 7 

VolU:[11l~ label 71 
VolUMe Jl10imtinq 

requi~ements 14-15 
VOLUrfE paramet:er 9,10 
Volume s.~ri.al numbt.'!r 9,10,11,39 
VoluJ'Tle statistics 

descri9tion 195-196 
SMF' :,::,.~qu:irements 195,196,402 

Volu~e table of contE:nts 
(see V'TOe) 

VTOC 7,8 

~vTP 

(Ree ~"r i te -to -prcqr arn..."'1er ) 
Writ2-to-lcg rnessag~s 0qTL) 

buffers !~ 13-,415 
(3ee also SYS 1 • SYSVLOGX, SYS 1 • S"SVLOGY) 

Write-to-operator 
buffer default sizes 414 
Pi~ssa.qe buffers 4 ';!.l 
mes;:jaqes contained in 

f7r i te-·to-oper '3.tor rout:ines 
tVTOR) -

(see write-to-onerator) 
Wri te·-to-proqrammer 

rnessaqe buffers 407-~n8 
NTO 

(see ~'Tr i t-<:~-to-oi::,erc.to::.) 
rqTOR 

(see ~;='-'ite-to-or)e:ratcr) 
~1TR 

2 3/~ 
(NTO and/or 

(see Writer catalorred nrocedur~) 
NT'Il'. 

specifying 338,341 

XCTL ~acro instruction 
(see SYS1.LINKLI3) 
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7-track~agnetic tape 
for utility data sets 413 
use of during generation 22 

83B3 
specifying 338,341,350 

115A 
specifViuq 338,341,350 

1030 ---
specifvina 338,349 

1050- ~ J 

specifying 338,341,348 
1050X 

snecifvinq 338,339,343,344,348 
1051 --

epecifying 
1052 

device type 
specifying 

1053 
device tYPt~ 
specifyinq 

1060 . 
specifying 

1130 
specifying 

1275 

334 

476 
33il·,338, 3j~8, 350 

476 
338,348 

338,341,343,344,348 

338,3l~1 ,3 /+8 

d,~vic€: type 476 
rE1striction 338 
specifying 338,342,348 

1285 
error routines made res!dent 444-445 
specifying 338,343,444-445 

1287 
error routines made resident 444,ULJ5 
specifying 338,348,444,445 

1288 
error routines made resident 444,445 
specifying 338,348,444,445 

1 LI·03 
device tY::JG 
specifying 

11~0 4 
specifying 

1419 
specifying 

1442 
dEvice t;,pe 
specifying 

1LJ43 
de?ice type: 
specifying 

2020 
specifying 

21S0 
specifying 

2250 
s!,ecifying 

353,376 
2260 

specifying 
2265 

specifvinq 
2280 -

specifying 

,~76 

338,343,344,348,350 

3-50 

338,342,3 1l8 

476 
338,348 

476 
338,343,344,3li8 

338,339,341,348 

350 

338,339,343,344,346,349, 

338,339,343,344,349,353 

33~,341,349,353 

176,338,343,344,349 

514 as System Generation 

2282 
specifyinq 338,343,344,349 

2301 
device typt~ 475 
specifyi~g 338,347,349 
systE':l"1 r,~sidence 8,315 

2302 
c1t~vice type 
specifying 

2303 

475 
337,338,347,349 

device type l~ 7 5 
specifyi;~ 338,347,349 
system residence 8,315 

2305 
device type 47S 
specifying 337,338,347,349 
system residence 8,315 

2311 
di2~l':_ce type 475 
specifying 137,338,347,3LJ9 
system residence 8,315 

2311~-

devi.ce type 475 
spe~ifyin~. 337,338,343,344,347,349 
sys~e~ resldenc9 8,315 

2319 
devic(~ t·vp·2 
specifying 

2321 
dey,ice type 
specifyinq 
US(~ of 465 

2400 

49~ 
3L~0 

L~ 75 
338,347,3 l t9 

devi_ce type 475 
specifying 344 

2401 
specifying 337,338,343,344,346,349 

2402 
specifying 337,338,343,34Q,346,349 

2403 
specifying 334,343,344,346,349 

2lW!~ 

speci£yinq 
2415 

specifying 
2420 

specifying 
2495 

dev ice tVPI~ 
restriction 
specifying 

2501 
devicl: t"l'Pe 
specifying 

2520 
device type 
spec:}, of yi ng 

2540P 
devicl3 1:vlJe 
specifyi~g 

2540R. 
d~v2.ce type 
specifying 

334,337,338,343,346,350 

333,334,333,343,344,350 

3 37 , 3 3 8 , 3 If 6 , 3 5 0 

476 
340 

338,343 

476 
338,350 

1J76 
338,350 

476 
338,340,350 

476 
339,340,350 



2596 
description 
specifying 

2671 
device type 
specifyinq 

2701 
specifying 

2702 
ppecifying 

2703 
specifying 

2715 
BSCA 341 

27'.JO 
spe:ci. fying 

2740C 
specifying 

2740X 
speci.fying 

27L~ 1 
spec.:!. fyi:ag 

27 l11C 
sneC!if"ing 

2741P ~ 
spt3cifyi ng 

2760 
(see OIU) 

2780 
specifying 

2803 
specifyinq 

2816 
specifying 

2820 
specifvinq 

2821- --
specifying 

2822 
specifying 

2tHl0 
specifying 

2841 
specifvin,::r 

2844- .~ J 

specifyinq 
2845 

speGifying 
28Q8 

specifying 
2880 

specifying 
2972 

specifying 
2955 

specifying 
3066 

specifying 
3158 

device type 
specifying 

443 
339 

476 
338,350 

333,334,j41,345,353 

333,334,341,345,353 

333,334,341,345,353 

33 8 , 3 IJ 1 , 3 4ll , 3 50 

338,31.10,350 

33 8 , 3l~ 0 , 3 50 

341 

338,340,350 

338,340,350 

176,1E6,388,341,343,344,351 

3::!4 

334 

334 

334 

334 

334,3~O 

334,346 

333,343,3!.JL~ 

353 

333,335;343.353 

258 

341 

338,341 

338,340 

38,476 
338,351,427,430 

3210 
specifying 338,351 

3211 
device type 477 
specifying 338 

3213 
device type 38,476 
restrictions 419,432 
specifying 338,351,430 

3215 
specifying 338,477 

3277 
device type 476 
specifying 351,417,431 

3284 
device type 476 
specifying 351,419,431 

3286 
device type 476 
specifying 351,419,431 

3330 
device type 475 
distribution 487,488 
specifying 337,338,340,347,352 
starter operating system 32-39,42, 

123-132 
system residence 8,315 

3333 
device type 493 
specifying 340 

3410 
device type 
specifying 
use 37 

39,475 
333,336,338,343,352 

3420 
device type 
specifying 
use 37 

3505 
device type 
specifying 
use 37 

3525 
description 
device type 
specifying 
use 37 

3704 
specifying 

3705 
specifying 

3803 
specifying 

5450 
device type 
specifying 

7770 
specifying 

39,475 
338,343,344,352 

39,476 
338 

343,344 
39,476 

338 

338,341,346,347,352 

337,338,341,346,347,352 

333,334,336 

476 
338,340,351 

338,351,477 
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